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ABSTRACT 
The project set out to conduct a diachronic research to investigate the application of 
allusions and their translation from English into Thai over the 55-year timeframe between 1960 
and 2015 to study how different generation of translators in Thailand perceived and handled 
allusions and examine socio-cultural factors in history that affect changes in translation of 
allusions over time.  
The project was built on the idea of allusion as a potential culture bump raised by Ritva 
Leppihalme. She suggests that allusion is a challenge for translators to deliver to another 
language since the device is highly-bound with culture (Leppihalme 1997) even between the 
cultures that are close to each other (Desmet 2001). Thus, it is intriguing to see how allusions 
were handled if source culture and target culture are remarkably different from each other, such 
as between Western and Thai cultures.  
In this project, allusions in crime fiction novels originally written in English and their 
corresponding Thai translation published between 1960 and 2015 were identified and analysed. 
However, to highlight the potential changes occurred during the study timeframe, the 55-year 
timeframe was divided into 3 periods of an uneven length according to significant events in 
Thai history, namely, the period of foreign influence (1980-1989), the period of globalisation 
(2000-2005) and the period of digital age (2010-2015). In each period, five crime fiction novels 
were randomly selected.  
The 15 selected novels were analysed in three sequential phases. Firstly, allusions were 
manually identified. Then, the source-texts allusions were classified according to a three-
dimensional classification of allusions which draws on four different classifications of 
allusions; these are the classifications of allusions according to sources of referent (Killirov 
2004), forms of referents (Leppihalme 1997) and modification of allusions (Leppihalme 1997; 
Bamman & Crane 2008) to thoroughly investigate different dimensions of allusions for the 
analysis of potential correlations between different dimensions of allusions and their translation. 
Finally, the translation of the identified allusions was analysed. In this project, a framework of 
the interpretation of allusions according to their preservation in translation was introduced 
based on the idea raised by Ruokonen (2010) about the interpretive possibilities of allusions, to 
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examine how translators in different periods of time perceive and interpret allusions according 
to the presence of allusions and translation strategies used in the translation.  
 The results of the study indicate that over the period of 55 years between 1960 and 2015, 
the number of allusions employed in the corpus greatly increases over time. Regarding the 
preservation of allusions, allusions were increasingly retained in the translation. However, the 
translation strategies used were different over time signifying translators’ different perception 
and understanding of allusions influenced by changes in knowledge about the source culture 
and changing ideologies of the target culture over time. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
It is well established that translation does not concern only two different languages in 
terms of their linguistic systems. Cultural elements deeply embedded in language systems can 
also be crucial to the understanding of the target audience (Bassnett 2007). Following Catford 
(1965), he suggests that the translation equivalence of the source text and its translation depends 
on communicative features and culture rather than on formal linguistic equivalence of the two 
languages illustrating an early awareness of the importance of cultural literacy in the activity of 
translation. The awareness of the importance of culture in translation was emphasized when 
translation took a ‘cultural turn’ (Bassnett & Lefevere 1992) in the 1990s. Many studies of 
challenges and solutions in translation regarding cultural differences in both literary and non-
literary texts have been conducted. Among various cultural challenges in translation, culture-
specific items are one of the obvious difficulties that translators as mediators between cultures 
have to encounter.  
The repertoire of culture-specific items (CSIs) can be extensive. However, this project 
focuses only on one specific type of culture-specific element: allusion. Allusion is different from 
other CSIs in that messages and meanings conveyed by the device are not directly presented. In 
allusion, words or phrases only echo the meanings or characteristics of their referents. Allusion 
is highly bound with culture since it is usually employed on the assumption that there is some 
shared knowledge between the author and the audience. Research on the translation of allusions 
has been conducted between different language pairs, especially among European languages. 
For example, six different versions of Danish translation of Alice’s Adventure in Wonderland 
were examined in the study of Pedersen and Andersen (2007). Ruokonen’s study (2010) focuses 
on the translations of allusions in Dorothy L. Sayer’s novels from English into Finnish, while 
Ranzato (2014) provides an extensive account of the translation of allusions and other culture 
specific items in audio-visual texts from English into Italian. Additionally, research on the 
translation of allusions and culture specific items can also be found from English into Asian 
languages. For instance, studies of translation of allusions in sacred texts, particularly the Qu’ran 
from English into Persian (Bahrami 2012), while Killrov (2004) offers a valuable account of the 
translation of allusion in political contexts from English into Russian. Nonetheless, despite the 
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extensive research on the topic, there do not seem to be any studies on the translation of 
allusions from English into Thai. 
In Thailand, the translation from English into Thai, particularly for literary translation, 
can be traced back to more than 200 years ago. Focusing only on the aspect of culture-specific 
items, various different translation strategies have been employed to tackle the problem of 
transferring information from a source culture into target texts. These can range from adaptation 
and omission to literal translation. For example, the first version of Thai translation of Sherlock 
Holmes around 200 years ago was an adaptation. Cultural elements related to the source culture 
were removed and replaced with items from the target culture. Most significantly, the name 
Sherlock Holmes was omitted, and his occupation was changed. In Thai translation, the 
protagonist became a Thai police detective whose name was not mentioned throughout the 
story. In this adaptation, the entire setting of the story was also changed to Bangkok. The series 
was retranslated more than 5 times between 1890 and 2015. Interestingly, the adaptation was 
not chosen for any of the retranslations of the series. Not only for the Sherlock Holmes series, 
in the retranslation of Marie Corelli’s Vendetta! Or the Story of One Forgotten in 2004, the 
translation was advertised as a complete version. It was explained in the translator’s note that 
the information in the source text was kept as close to the original as possible. Therefore, the 
setting of the story after the protagonist fled his crime was changed back to Venice as in the 
source text, not Bangkok as it appeared in the first Thai version translated hundreds of years 
ago. This might imply that the period of time when source texts were translated affects how 
translators perceive the use of allusions and other culture-specific elements as well as the 
strategies they use to translate these devices. Not only in the translation from English into Thai, 
among a few studies on translation of culture specific items that compare translations in 
different periods of time often suggest differences in strategies used to translate the devices. For 
example, in the study of six Danish versions of Alice’s Adventure in Wonderland (Pedersen & 
Andersen 2007), the six translations translated in different time periods between 1875 and 2000 
were examined. The results of the study show that translators in different periods of time 
translated cultural elements, including allusions differently. In an example of the translation of 
an allusion to William the Conqueror, the 1875 Danish translation substituted the original 
allusion with a reference to the Napoleonic wars (2007: 129), while the original allusions were 
kept in the 2000 version. In Malmkjaer’s study of translation stylistics (2003), Malmkjaer 
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explained the translation of references to gods and angels in Hans Christian Andersen’s children 
stories in two English translations in different periods of time. The results suggest that socio-
cultural contexts in different time periods affect the decision-making process of translators 
resulting in different translation strategies used to translate cultural elements in source texts.  
Unfortunately, most of the previous studies on the translation of allusion and other 
culture-specific elements have mainly focused on specific case studies. The effect of time on the 
way translators perceive and handle the translation of allusions and other culture-specific 
elements does not yet seem to have been thoroughly explored. 
In view of this gap, the present project aims to conduct a diachronic study to investigate 
translation in Thailand between 1960 and 2015, focusing particularly on the translation of 
allusions in literary texts from English into Thai. The study concentrates on how different 
periods of time affect translators’ perception and understanding of allusions in source texts, as 
well as choices of strategies they employ to translate allusions. Additionally, according to the 
notion discussed earlier that different strategies of translation may prevail in different periods 
of time, the project investigates those that have been used over this specific course of time to 
see whether there are any changes in terms of choices of strategies used to handle allusions. 
Lastly, as suggested by Toury (1995) that translation is a norm-governed activity, the project 
also examines whether the notion is applicable in the translation of allusions in the Thai context 
and if so whether norms that have governed the translation of allusions have changed over time.  
In accordance with these aims, the project seeks to answer the following research 
questions:  
 1) Have the source-text allusions Thai translators been confronted with changed over 
time? 
 2) What strategies have Thai translators used to translate English source-text allusions 
over time? 
 3) How successful have Thai translators been in translating allusions over time? 
  
 To achieve answers to these research questions, the study period of 55 years is divided 
into three uneven-length periods based on contextual situations affecting translation in Thailand. 
In each period, five novels written in English and their corresponding Thai translation are 
investigated. In this project, only crime fiction novels are included to avoid any possible 
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intervening variables that might be caused by genres. Allusions in the 15 selected novels are 
identified according to three different classifications of allusion before the preservation and 
strategies used in Thai translations are investigated using the framework to study the 
interpretation of allusion according to the preservation of allusion proposed in this project. 
 
The structure of the thesis is as follows: 
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CHAPTER 2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
This chapter begins with a review of the scope and usage of allusions as perceived by 
previous scholars.  Based on the review, the definition of allusions for the purpose of this thesis 
is provided. Following from the definition, existing taxonomies of allusions are discussed. The 
chapter continues with a review of the recognisability of allusions and how types of audience 
affect the perception of allusions in source texts. Finally, a review of the research related to 
translation of allusion is provided before research gaps are identified.  
 
2.1 What are allusions? 
Allusion is a type of figure of speech that can be employed both in literary and non-
literary texts (Ben-Porat 1976; Glucksberg 1991; Leppihalme; 1992; Pucci 1998; Irwin 2001; 
Montgomery 2007). The concept and uses of allusion have been studied for a long time. 
However, the term has been differently defined. Leppihalme (1997: 6) suggests that the idea of 
allusion refers to “reference to something”, but “the use of the term ‘allusion’ varies to a certain 
degree from scholar to scholar.” Montgomery (2007: 156) explains that allusion occurs “when 
one text makes an implicit or explicit reference to another text”. Although both of the definitions 
pinpoint a major characteristic of allusion, they are too broad for distinguishing allusion from 
other closely related terms, especially intertextuality, whose focus is mainly reference across 
texts. Irwin (2004: 227) refers to allusion as “an intended indirect reference that calls for 
associations that go beyond mere substitution of a referent.” According to Irwin’s definition, 
messages conveyed by allusion require further interpretation on the part of the audience. The 
idea of indirect or hidden implications of the reference as a key attribute of an allusion is 
generally understood among scholars. Kirillov (2003: 2) emphasises that “allusion is always 
indirect […]. The writer needs not to be explicit about what he means: he merely mentions some 
detail of what he thinks analogous […] to the topic discussed”. Similarly, Lennon (2004: 15) 
explains that the basis of allusion depends on “implicit writer-reader understanding of what is 
left unsaid apart from a vestigial trace of another text on the surface of discourse”. Considering 
different definitions of allusion by different scholars, there are shared characteristics that have 
been mentioned concurrently, including reference to another context, indirect implication, and 
knowledge shared by the target audience. For example, in an American series, The Good Wife, 
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Collin Sweeney, one of the clients of the protagonist’s legal firm, was called the White O.J. This 
is an allusion to his alleged murder of his wife. Although he was not convicted of the crime, 
many people believed that he was responsible for the death of his wife. The allusion in this 
context is O.J. Simpson. To understand the message conveyed by the allusion, the audience are 
required to evoke their background knowledge about the name. O.J. Simpson was a former 
American football player suspected of murdering his wife and her friend on 12 June 1994 in 
Los Angeles. Simpson was never convicted despite the public’s belief that he was guilty. In 
addition, apart from the detail of the event regarding O.J. Simpson, the audience need to 
acknowledge the fact that O.J. Simpson was an African-American in order to understand why 
Sweeney was called the White O.J. 
In some cases, references require the audience’s interpretation of the messages, but the 
interpretation does not evoke any hidden quality of the referent. In The Execution of Noa P. 
Singleton, the protagonist of the story was accused of murder and was sent to jail waiting for 
her execution. She described the scene when she first arrived at the prison as follows: 
When I arrived, there were fifty-one women on death row in 
the United States. All we needed was to drop one to have a proper 
beauty pageant, or add one if you wanted to include Puerto Rico 
and Guam… 
(Silver 2013: 1) 
 
In this example, the reference refers to the Miss United States beauty contest, in which a beauty 
representative of each state of the United States participates. Since the United States consists of 
50 states, the contest generally consists of 50 candidates, or it can be 52 candidates if the contest 
includes the representatives of Puerto Rico and Guam, which are territories of the country. In 
this case, the reference is not straightforward. It requires the audience’s background knowledge 
to understand its meaning. Without the background knowledge about the United States and its 
territory, the audience would not understand the message conveyed in this example. However, 
there is no message hidden behind the reference. The author of the story simply compares the 
number of inmates to the number of representatives in the beauty contest. The reference requires 
the audience’s background knowledge to interpret and make sense of the message the author 
tries to convey. Moreover, the failure to understand the message might result in the loss of 
ironical effect created by the reference as well. The author conveys the feeling of the protagonist 
through the reference of the situation that is drastically different to the one she is in. While the 
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beauties from across the United States join the camp waiting for the day of the final contest, 
female inmates living together in jail are waiting for the day of their execution. Therefore, 
although the reference might not contain hidden messages, the audience needs to retrieve the 
knowledge from outside of the text to understand the messages, which, in this case, not only 
provides a better understanding of the text, but also helps to enrich the description and the 
characteristics of the protagonist. As a result, it might be worthwhile to include this type of 
complex references as borderline cases of allusions. Complicated and borderline cases of 
reference as presented here are common in literary works, but unusual in non-literary texts. 
Considering another example similar to the previous one, in Ian McEwan’s Children Act, Fiona 
Maye, the protagonist of the story, was sitting in her room reflecting upon the quarrel with her 
husband, who asked for her permission to have an affair with a woman called Melanie. 
[…] She had a powerful grip on what was conventionally 
correct. That he had, as far as she knew, always be faithful, made 
his proposition all the more outrageous. Or if he’d deceived her in 
the past he’d done it brilliantly. She already knew the name of the 
woman. Melanie. Not so remote from the name of a fatal form of 
skin cancer. 
 
(McEwan, 2014: p.5) 
 
Fiona Maye compares the name of her husband’s mistress, Melanie, with a type of skin cancer, 
Melanoma. Similar to the previous example, the information requires the audience’s knowledge 
outside the text to understand the comparison the protagonist makes in the narration. However, 
according to the choice of comparison, it is obvious that the comparison does not just aim to 
compare the name of the mistress with something that sounds similar. The protagonist’s attitude 
towards her husband’s mistress is clearly expressed by her choice of comparison. For the 
narrator, Melanie is a disease plaguing her marriage. In this example, the reference to the type 
of cancer, Melanoma, is not a simple mention of a name that is pronounced similarly to the 
name of her husband’s mistress, Melanie. The reference evokes a negative quality along with 
the comparison. Therefore, the reference here is considered an act of allusion. The audience is 
required to consider not only what type of cancer that is referred to, but also why the narrator 
chooses to compare the woman’s name with a fatal disease. 
According to these two examples, it is obvious that the level of implicitness and 
interpretation required to interpret allusions will vary from case to case. Also, hidden messages 
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behind them might not always be significant, but they certainly add something other than direct 
references. This leads to another essential feature of allusions which is the intentionality of the 
producer. Allusions are purposefully employed in the text. Lennon (2004: 15) highlights that 
“allusion differs from mere echo in that it involves intentionality by the writer…” The producer 
employs allusions “consciously” (Ruokonen 2010: 32) and “deliberately” (Lennon 2004: 61). 
Allusions usually offer hidden messages that require the target audience’s knowledge to 
interpret and understand. The producer adds those hidden messages in their texts for particular 
reasons such as characterisation, irony, or even as a means of showing off their erudition. For 
example, in the Raven Series by Marcus Sedgwick, the story is narrated through the point of 
view of a raven who is a pet animal belonging to an odd family living in a castle. The author 
names the raven Edgar, which refers to Edgar Allan Poe and his famous narrative poem the 
Raven. The allusion triggers readers’ knowledge about both Edgar Allan Poe and this particular 
work. With the help of the allusion, Sedgwick conveys that the series will involve mysterious 
events, since Edgar is the name of a master of mystery. Also, he successfully embeds important 
elements of the poem— namely, the observation of madness by a raven—within the series. 
Without familiarity with Edgar Allan Poe and his work, the name Edgar might mean nothing 
to the audience but an ordinary name. In this case, as suggested by Montgomery (2007: 157), the 
allusion can serve to flatter the audience. The audience who recognise the allusion will enjoy a 
feeling of superiority over those who fail to identify it.   
 
 Despite vigorous attempts to define the scope and meaning of allusions, it cannot be 
denied that the concept of allusion seems to overlap with other closely-related referencing terms, 
including intertextuality, parody and quotation. The following section will discuss the 
similarities and differences of allusions in relation to other types of referencing terms to 
eludicate the relationship of allusion and other types of intertextual references. 
 
2.1.1 Allusions and other intertextual references 
Since allusion is a reference to another context, the concept of allusion is closely related 
to the concept of “intertextuality”, introduced by Julia Kristeva in 1969. According to Kristeva 
& Moi (1986), the notion of intertextuality suggests that no text can be understood or exist by 
itself without references to other texts. Ruokonen (2010: p.28) points out that whether 
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intentionally or unintentionally, “any text is filled with anonymous intertextual echoes”; or in 
other words, “we only know what to say and how to say it because we have heard or read what 
others have said or written” (Shaw & Pecorari 2013: 1). 
Nonetheless, although an allusion is an intertextual reference, the concept of allusion is 
arguably different from other intertextual references. Regarding intertextuality, allusion can be 
considered a part of it because of reference to “someone else’s words” (Ruokonen 2010: p.29). 
Intertextuality is “an umbrella term” (Pirnajmuddin & Niknasab 2011: 851) that includes every 
aspect of intertextual reference occurring in communication. Tan (1993) explains that 
“intertextuality is the superordinate term, so that parody, irony and the rest represent techniques 
within intertextuality” (Tan 1993: 102). 
Intertextual reference can be either direct or indirect. It does not necessarily contain 
hidden or indirect messages. It can be used to provide background information or supporting 
evidence that helps the audience to understand the context without any indirect implication. For 
example, academic texts are abundant with intertextual references such as citations and 
quotations of works by others. The act of reference is direct and straightforward. The audience 
can understand the message without referring to any further knowledge outside the texts. 
The crucial characteristic that separates the allusion from other types of intertextual 
references is indirect implication. The meanings that are echoed by means of allusions are 
crucial for the interpretation of the alluding text. The audience is expected to be able to “activate 
elements of the referent text that modify the alluding text” (Ruokonen 2010: 31) in order to 
interpret the meanings the speaker/writer tries to convey.  
Unlike allusion, intertextuality focuses mainly on the act of referencing itself, regardless 
of whether it is consciously or unconsciously done. Moreover, there may or may not be an 
implicit meaning behind the references. For example, various films, e.g. Scream, The Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre, Saw and its sequels, are inspired by Alfred Hitchcock’s elements of 
psychopathic killer and an unreasonable and overly brutal murder introduced in the film Psycho. 
In these films, unreasonable killings are portrayed and the protagonist’s abnormality and 
brutality are emphasised. They do not directly or particularly refer to Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho. 
In this case, the referent source can be considered an influence rather than a reference to a 
particular source. Additionally, unlike allusion that is purposive and meaningful in the context, 
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whether or not the audience can evoke the source of reference of the intertextuality, the text 
makes sense and can be understood by itself. 
Another term closely related to allusion is parody. Parody is a form of deliberate 
imitation of another piece of work (Collins Dictionary Online 2018). The Princeton Dictionary 
of Poetry and Poetics suggests that parody is ‘a double structure, incorporating backgrounded 
aspects of the parodied text […] into the foreground of its present self,’ while the original and the 
parody are considered two separate pieces of work. They are both indirect and require 
background knowledge of the audience to understand the conveyed meaning of the devices. 
However, the scope of intertextual reference of parody is usually broader than that of allusion 
(Tan 1993). Parody is usually reference in the level of plot and storyline. For example, a short 
blank verse, Evidence from Vivian Vande Velde’s Tales from the Brothers Grimm and the 
Sisters Weird is a parody of Cinderella:  
If the coach turned back into a pumpkin and the coachman into a rat 
and the footman into mice, one can only wonder why the glass slippers 
alone remained untouched by magic’s ebbing tide. Obviously a set-up. 
But by whom? 
The fairy godmother’s ability didn’t extend beyond midnight. 
And where would a cinder girl have ever gotten shoes like that? 
Could they possibly have been a secret gift from the stepmother, 
eager to get her out of the house, tired of her unrelenting goodness, 
and beauty, and cheerfulness 
(not to mention all that singing)? 
(Vande Velde 1995: ch.12/pp.1-4) 
 
This narrative parody creates a comical effect by questioning Cinderella’s central theme of 
magic and saying that the glass slippers were not magical but were placed at the scene by her 
stepmother. Additionally, the statement about the reasons for the stepmother’s secret scheme at 
the end of verse is a parody of Walt Disney’s Cinderella in which Cinderella was portrayed as 
obedient and virtuous. Cinderella in the animated film sings several songs throughout the film, 
especially when she does the house chores. As seen in this example, the parody does not make 
a reference to any particular items but to the plot, theme or the entire storyline of the original 
text.  
  On the contrary, allusions usually refer to a specific item with a limited set of 
information. The implication of allusion in text does not usually go beyond the immediate 
context where the allusion is employed. 
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(objectively) 
 
Express 
(subjectively) 
Appeal 
(persuasively) 
2.1.2 Allusion in different text types 
The use of allusions and the complication of the messages conveyed by them might 
depend on text types and the function of language in the context. According to Reiss (2000), 
language in different types of texts functions differently. Reiss explains that language can be 
used in texts to represent (objectively), express (subjectively) and appeal (persuasively). Although 
it is possible for language to serve all three functions in one single text, there usually is a 
function that is dominant and stands out clearer than other functions. The dominant function of 
language in each text depends on text types, which can be divided into three types 
corresponding to three different functions of language. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Functions of language in texts based on Reiss (2000) 
 
The first type is content-focused texts. This type of text is informative. The logical 
representation of contents and information is the most important. Language serves to convey 
information objectively. Academic texts are included in this type. Language in academic texts 
is used to represent facts and contents to the audience. The information is as fact or with solid 
evidence. Therefore, to help keep the audience on track and avoid communication breakdowns, 
unambiguous styles of reference and quoting are employed. Allusion is very rare. 
The second type is form-focused texts. This type of text is expressive in nature. Aesthetic 
attributes of contents and information are considered the most important characteristics of such 
texts. Language in this type of text serves to express information in an expressive way. In form-
focused texts, style is crucial. When creating a form-focused text, the producer follows a set of 
rules that are set for that particular type of text. For example, when creating a poem, the poet 
may follow a strict set of rhymes and meters, no matter what story or content he/she is trying to 
convey. Poets who produce sonnets and those who produce haiku can present the same content 
but cannot follow the same stylistic features. In other words, in form-focused texts, how texts 
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are presented is more important than what is presented in the texts. A variety of styles—
depending on the producer’s attitudes—are employed to ensure that language serves its function. 
Unlike content-focused texts, form-focused texts aim to create an impact on the audience’s 
physical senses and emotion. For example, in movie promotion, its genre, i.e., whether it is 
romance, tragedy, or horror, informs the audience what kind of emotional experience they will 
have when they watch that particular movie. In this type of text, allusions are usually abundant. 
The last type is appeal-focused texts. This type of text is operative. Operative texts 
fundamentally aim to trigger particular reactions from the audience in non-linguistic ways. As 
mentioned earlier, language can serve different functions in a text. However, in this type of 
texts, persuasive effects of the contents are the predominant function. Examples of appeal-
focused texts are advertisements and political speeches. To illustrate, politician’s campaign 
might deliver different contents using different styles of language, but the primary aim of the 
campaign is to gain the audience’s trust and their vote. Beard (2000) explains that the success of 
the political campaign is not necessary depending on the truth but on the presentation of their 
arguments. The explanation reinforces the concept proposed by Reiss that persuasiveness is the 
predominant function of appeal-focused texts. Language in this type of text is used to bring 
about a non-linguistic result from the audience. The election speech uses language as a tool to 
convince the audience to vote for them. Similarly, commercial advertisements use language to 
persuade the audience to buy certain products. 
 
In this study, the focus lies on the language use in novels. Novels are generally 
considered form-focused texts (Reiss et al 2014). Language in novels is not employed just to 
narrate the content, but to express the author’s attitude and to move the reader emotionally 
according to the author’s intention. Different literary devices and techniques are used to ensure 
that the language can serve its function properly in the text. Allusion is one of the devices that 
is used prominently in literary texts including novels. Similar to other metaphorical and 
idiomatic expressions, allusions contain evaluative force (McCarthy, 1990:131) meaning that 
they represent a certain attitude or connotation about something. The evaluative force of 
allusions acts as a clue for the reader to understand the author’s attitude and the situation at 
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hand. Therefore, it is obvious that these kinds of devices are more salient in form-focused texts 
where emotional impact of the audience is deemed crucial. 
 
2.1.3 The definition of allusion 
Following from the above discussion, in the present thesis allusions can be defined as 
indirect references to another context that are deliberately employed by the authors to convey 
particular implicit meanings that require the audience’ s knowledge about the world to 
understand and interpret. 
 
2.2 Allusion taxonomies 
Allusions can be classified across different dimensions. This section details the ways in 
which different scholars have used different taxonomies to describe them. Different 
classifications based on four dimensions of allusions; that are sources of referents, forms of 
referents, modification of referents and functions of allusions in the alluding text, will thus be 
explored to understand their differences and to determine the ideal classification that will be 
used to classify allusions in this project. 
 
2.2.1 The classification of allusion according to sources of referent 
One common way to classify allusions is to group them according to sources of referents 
they refer to, such as allusions to the Holy Bible, literature, songs, films and so on. However, in 
principle, allusions can refer to anything. They are not limited to the referents to literature, 
religion, historical events or real persons. Alluded texts or contexts can be slogans, paintings, 
songs, political figures or anything the has been created or used before (Epstein 2012: p.129) 
Accordingly, the sources of referents allusions can allude to are very diverse, and it is nearly 
impossible to develop a classification that covers the complete range of sources of referents. 
Lefevere (1992: pp.22-29) suggests four types of allusions that are regularly used in 
English literature, namely: biblical allusions, classical allusions, cultural allusions, and literary 
allusions. Since the classification seems to focus mainly on allusions to other texts, allusions to 
the Bible, classical texts, and literary texts are highlighted and divided into three separate 
groups. However, as discussed above, not only texts can be alluded to. As a result, other sources 
of allusions that cannot fit into Lefevere’s three categories—such as music, political figures, and 
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historical events—are either neglected or lumped together into the macro-category cultural 
allusions, resulting in an unbalanced amount of information within it. Based on similar criteria, 
Kirillov (2003: 2) offers the classification of five types of allusions: historical allusions, literary 
allusions, biblical allusions, allusions to popular culture, and allusions to the arts. Compared to 
Lefevere’s, Kirillov’s classification covers a broader range of sources of referents. He seems to 
be more aware of the diversity of allusions than Lefevere and does not focus his attention on 
textual references alone. Kirillov divides historical events/figures, popular cultures and the arts 
into three separate types. In this way, the classification is not only able to handle a wider range 
of sources, but also able to handle them in a more discrete way. 
Additionally, Kirillov’s classification is more open to different types of sources, 
especially unconventional sources of referents such as music, films and the arts. In the study of 
allusions in the press, Lennon (2004) mentions another classification of allusions. Avoiding the 
problem of diversity, Pucheu (1981: 54 – 56, in Lennon: 2004: 72) conveniently divides allusions 
into three broad types, namely high culture (e.g. literature and the arts), popular culture (e.g. films, 
TV and popular songs) and common sayings (e.g. proverbs). Pucheu’s classification signals his 
awareness of the diversity of sources of referents and tries to cover as many types as possible. 
Therefore, rather than dividing allusions into various different small types, Pucheu chooses to 
classify them into either high or popular culture1. The classification might be able to cover the 
large amount of information and the whole range of sources of referents because it is broad and 
flexible, but it might not very helpful since each category is very extensive and contains a large 
amount of information. The exact source of referents of a particular allusion are not clear in 
Pucheu’s classification. Nonetheless, the classification can reveal another useful aspect of 
allusions used in source texts. Since allusions are employed based on the knowledge that the 
author assumes to be shared among the intended audience, Pucheu’s classification can help to 
elucidate the target audience of the text. For example, if alluded referents in the text mostly 
                                                     
1 it is worth noting that the distinction between high culture and popular culture cannot be objectively defined 
(van den Haak, 2018)  and is used differently by scholars.  As suggested by Storey (2018) , popular culture can be 
analysed and processed in different ways and it “ is not a historically fixed set of popular texts and practices, nor 
is it a historically fixed conceptual category. The object under theoretical scrutiny is both historically variable, and 
always in part constructed by the very act of theoretical engagement. ”  (Storey 2018:  14) .   Accordingly, Pucheu’s 
distinctions between high culture and popular culture is not clear-cut. More importantly, the distinctions between 
high culture and popular culture are not trans-historical (Storey 2018). Thus, Pucheu’s classification might not be 
applicable for different periods of time.  
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belongs to high culture sources, such as history, religions, and literature, it is likely that the text 
is intended for adults or those who are particularly interested in the subject matter. On the other 
hand, if allusions in the texts involve popular culture sources, such as media and technology, 
the intended audience of the text is likely to be younger people who are constantly exposed to 
this type of culture. 
Pucheu’s classification raises another interesting issue. In Pecheu’s classification, 
common sayings are included as part of allusions, whereas most of the studies of allusions do 
not consider them as ones (Leppihalme 1997; Lennon 2004; Kirillov 2003; Mongemory et al. 
2010). Leppihalme (1997) explains that common sayings might at first be used as allusions, but 
after some time they become widespread and their meanings can be understood without the 
knowledge of their referents. Losing their allusive attribute, common sayings are hardly 
considered allusions. For example, the phrase lamb to the slaughter, referring to an innocent 
naïve victim of sacrifice, was initially used as an allusion to a particular event in the Bible 
(Isaiah 53:7). However, at present, the phrase can be understood completely without the 
knowledge of its referent. Even when the audience does not know the meaning of the phrase, 
they can easily look up the meaning in a dictionary where the definition is provided without 
referring back to the source of referent (e.g., Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 
2014, Oxford Dictionary 2012). Therefore, it can be considered that the phrase lost its allusive 
quality and is dead as an allusion. It has become a common saying. 
Nonetheless, dead allusions can be revived and used as allusions in case that the 
referents of those allusions are evoked. For example, Leppihalme gives an example of the 
expression to rise from the ashes referring to the reappearance or renewal after the destruction. 
The phrase is revived by the activation of its referent; that is, the mention of the phoenix. 
Also, a dead allusion that is intentionally used to complement a character’s personality 
or for ironical effects should not be ignored as allusions. For example, in Roald Dahl’s short 
story Lamb to the Slaughter, the phrase has been revived. 
In the story, six-month pregnant Mary Maloney murders her husband with a frozen leg 
of lamb, after hearing an unexpected and unacceptable confession from him. She covers her 
action by cooking the lamb and serving it to the police when they come to her house to 
investigate the case. Without the slightest suspicion, the police eat the lamb oblivious to the fact 
that by doing so they helped the murderer destroy the murder weapon. 
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On the surface, it is obvious that the author plays with the phrase by interpreting it 
literally, rather than representing its usual idiomatic concept. Lamb, in the story, refers to the 
frozen leg of lamb that is used as a murder weapon, while the slaughter refers to the 
protagonist’s husband who destroys her happiness. However, the author does not just playfully 
distort the meaning of the phrase. He creates an ironic effect based on the typical concept of the 
expression. By means of the plot of the story, the author boldly contrasts the original idea of the 
phrase. He argues that the innocent, or the lamb, is not always the one who becomes the victim. 
S/he can fight back and protect herself/himself from those who offend her/him too. 
In order to arrive at this understanding, it is crucial for the audience to recognise the 
meaning of the phrase. 
 
Kirillov (2003) Lefevere (1992) Pucheu (1981) 
Literary allusion 
Literary allusion 
Allusion to high culture 
Classical allusion 
Biblical allusion  Biblical allusion 
Allusion to the arts 
Cultural allusion  Historical allusion 
Allusion to pop culture 
Allusion to pop culture 
Table 2.1: Different classifications of allusions according to sources of referents 
 
Table 2.1 summarizes the three different classifications of sources of referents of 
allusions and the estimated proportion of information contained in each type of sources 
proposed by three theories. Of the systems discussed above, Kirillov’s classification offers a 
more systematic and diverse taxonomy of allusions, covering both textual and non-textual 
allusions. Moreover, the amount of information in each type of allusions is well balanced. Each 
type of allusion contains a certain limited amount of information, except for allusions to popular 
culture. Since pop culture covers an immense variety of information ranging from media, sports 
to politics, the audience might still find it difficult to perceive the unique characteristic of 
sources of referents. Therefore, dividing the information into sub-types would help systematise 
allusions to popular culture into clearer and more precise sets of information. Considering the 
characteristics of sources of referents in allusions to popular culture, they can be divided into 
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three sub-types consisting of media and entertainment (e.g. films, music, advertisement), politics 
(e.g. figures and events), and technology (e.g. internet features, gadgets). 
 
2.2.2 The classification of allusion according to forms of referents 
A totally different way of classifying allusions according to forms of referents that 
allusions take in alluding texts is another interesting dimension worth exploring. Unlike the 
classification according to sources of referents, the classification according to forms of allusions 
has not yet been studied as much. Leppihalme (1997: 10) suggests that the classification of 
allusions based on sources of referents is inadvisable because the variety of allusions makes it 
is impossible to construct an ideal typology (1997: 12). Adopting different criteria, Leppihalme 
develops the classification based on forms of referents that allusions take in alluding texts. 
 
According to Leppihalme, forms of referents of allusions can be classified into two 
types. The first type is the reference to proper names or proper-name allusions (PNs). This type 
of allusions refers to allusions that allude to a particular name of either real-life or fictional 
figures. One example is the Edgar example given earlier. Another similar case is in Vivian 
Vande Velde’s Smart Dog, Amy, the girl protagonist of the story, named the strayed dog she 
had helped and brought home Sherlock because he was a lab dog who had undergone the 
dissection of brain that made him very clever and able to speak. The allusion to this famous 
fictional detective can help develop the characteristics of the character very well without having 
to directly describe them to the audience. Moreover, it also helps develop the plot of the story 
and acts as foreshadowing. Since Sherlock is a detective, the alluding character presumably 
possesses the same characteristics. This prepares the audience that there will be suspense events 
in the story or even that the story revolves around series of suspicious events that require his 
Sherlock-like quality to solve the problems. Since Sherlock is one of the most famous fictional 
characters of all times, readers and translators might not find it is problematic to recognise the 
name and what is hidden behind. 
However, not only classical literature can be alluded to, contemporary items can also be 
alluded to. In Harlan Coben’s Myron Bolitar Series, Myron Bolitar, the protagonist of the series, 
was dating a woman who was hated by both his friends and family. The relationship between 
the two was vaguely portrayed in the series, but in the 8th book of the series, it was mentioned 
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that they were not in the relationship anymore. In the book, there is a scene where they 
accidentally ran into each other. His ex-girlfriend asked Bolitar about Esperanza his friend and 
business partner who was known for her loathing towards his ex-girlfriend. 
“And Esperanza? Does she still refer to me as Queen Bitch?” 
“She hasn’t so much as mentioned your name in seven years.” That 
made her smile. “Like I’m Voldemort.” 
“Yep, you’re She-who-must-not-be-named.” 
(Coben 2008: 58) 
 
The proper-noun allusion from the example refers to Voldemort, a fictional villain from the 
famous series of Harry Potter. The allusion can help clarify—without exhaustive explanation—
how unfavourable the character was in the eye of the protagonist’s friend. 
Leppihalme’s second type of allusions according to forms of referents is the reference 
to particular phrases from another context or key-phrase allusions (KPs). Leppihalme (1997: 68) 
suggested that most of the phrases in this category are usually well known and frequently 
referred to, such as biblical phrases or phrases from classical literature. For example, in the 
American TV series Crime Scene Investigation, there is an episode telling the story of a murder 
in a casino. At the casino, the investigation team found out that used panties of the strippers who 
worked at the casino were sold to customers under the brand By Any Other Name. For English 
society, the allusion is rather easily recognisable. If the audience recognise the allusion, they 
might automatically add the phrase “its smell as sweet” to complete the quote since it is a popular 
reference to a quote from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet when Juliet argued with herself that 
the name did not determine how a person was. She argued that if a rose was called by a different 
name it was still the same flower. In this context, using the first half the popular quote (By Any 
Other Name) would guide the audience of the show to perceive and understand the hidden 
message conveyed by the allusion. However, contemporary phrases can also be alluded to if 
they are popular and widespread in the source culture. (Leppihalme 1997: 62-63) The example 
from Harlan Coben’s Promise Me can clearly illustrate the point. In the last sentence of the 
example, Bolitar confirmed his ex-girlfriend reputation among his family and friends with the 
phrase She-who-must-not-be-named, which is in accordance with the earlier mention of 
Voldemort. Throughout the series of Harry Potter, the phrase He-who-must-not-be-named is used 
to refer to Voldemort to suggest that the character is evil and to be feared. His name should not 
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be recklessly mentioned. Since the series is rather new compared to classic literature or the Holy 
Bible, the phrase might not be alluded to as much. However, its repetitive use within the series 
can easily confirm that if readers know of Harry Potter, they can never miss the use of the 
phrase as an allusion. 
The model proposed by Leppihalme covers the forms of alluded referents referred to in 
alluding texts by mentioning either exact or modified words or phrases. However, sometimes, 
rather than particular words or phrases, the author can allude to particular scenes or events by 
giving a description of that particular referent. For example, in C.S. Lewis’s The Magician’s 
Nephew, the first book in the famous series of The Chronicles of Narnia, the narrator describes 
the way Aslan creates the land of Narnia from a waste empty space. 
The Lion was pacing to and fro about that empty land and singing his new 
song. It was softer and more lilting than the song by which he had called up the stars 
and the sun; a gentle, rippling music. And as he walked and sang the valley grew 
green with grass. It spread out from the Lion like a pool. It ran up the sides of the little 
hills like a wave. In a few minutes it was creeping up the lower slopes of the distant 
mountains, making that young world every moment softer. The light wind could now 
be heard ruffling the grass. Soon there were other things besides grass. The higher 
slopes grew dark with heather. Patches of rougher and more bristling green appeared 
in the valley. Digory did not know what they were until one began coming up quite 
close to him. It was a little, spiky thing that threw out dozens of arms and covered 
these arms with green and grew larger at the rate of about an inch every two seconds. 
There were dozens of these things all round him now. When they were nearly as tall 
as himself he saw what they were. "Trees!" he exclaimed. 
 
(Lewis 1998: 90) 
 
The example is analogous to the creation of the universe according to Christian belief and 
depicts the parallel image of the time when the universe is created. In Genesis, God creates the 
universe out of nothingness, and then gives life to creatures and names them. The creation of 
Narnia is done the same way. Aslan, the Lion, is known as the king of Narnia, he creates the 
world of Narnia, giving life and name to each and every inhabitant there. Even the way Aslan 
is referred to as the Lion alludes to how Christians referred to the Creator. As a result, the 
narration of the creation of Narnia is an allusion to the creation of the universe described in the 
Bible. However, rather than stating directly that Aslan creates Narnia the same way as God 
creates the universe, the author chooses to illustrate the allusion as a visual description of the 
referent. This type of allusions does not seem to fit in the classification proposed by Leppihalme. 
Therefore, macro-level allusions, the reference to visual descriptions, actions, themes and 
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concepts beyond the specific words/phrases, e.g. book and films adaptations of a fairy tales, a 
description of a particular painting, or the background reference to a character in a prequel or 
related series, could be another level of classification of allusions according to forms of its 
referent in order to cover referents of allusions beyond proper nouns and key phrases. 
 
2.2.3 The classification of allusion according to the modification of its referent 
Leppihalme further explains that regarding the forms allusions take in alluding texts, 
allusions can be further divided based on the degree of fidelity to the preformed wordings (1997: 
55). Both PNs and KPs can be presented in two different ways. They can take the original form 
of their referents or quote the referent verbatim. Despite the different terms in use, David 
Bamman and Gregory Crane (2008) introduce the classification of allusions based on similar 
criteria. They explain that allusions can be either direct or indirect reference. Direct and indirect 
reference in their research refers to the degree of similarity with their referents. Direct reference 
is a verbatim quotation of something, e.g. an epigraph, which refers to “an inscription or a 
quotation at the beginning of a literary work or document (or a section of one), setting out or 
highlighting the theme” (Montgomery 2007: 348). An epigraph is not directly related to the story, 
but it triggers some similarity between them, and acts as a clue for the audience to understand 
the theme or main concepts of the story. The audience needs to understand the gist of the 
epigraph in order to be able to relate it to the content of the story. For example, an epigraph at 
the beginning of Marcus Sedgwick’s The Foreshadowing. 
 
So, believe me, or not, 
What does it matter now? 
 
Fate works its way, 
And soon you will stand and say, 
My words were true. 
 
From Agamemnon by Aeschylus 
 
The epigraph is quoted from Aeschylus’s play Agamemnon, which narrates the story during the 
time of Trojan Wars. The speaker of this quote is Cassandra, who was blessed by Apollo with 
the gift of prophecy, but later cursed that no one would believe her words. Cassandra’s fate is 
one of the most well-known incidents regarding the unfortunate fate of the seer. Recognising 
the messages conveyed by the epigraph, the audience will expect to find a similar situation in 
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the novel. Sasha Fox, the protagonist of the novel, was in exactly the same situation as 
Cassandra. She was born with the ability to see death, but no one believes in what she said, even 
her own family. She did not care much about it until she saw the death of her own brother. She 
tried to suggest her vision to her parents only to be discarded coldly. Therefore, she vowed not 
to speak about it to anyone ever again and went to save her brother by herself. As mentioned 
earlier, the epigraph helps highlight the theme or main idea of the story under the condition that 
the audience must be able to interpret the messages hidden behind it. 
 
The other form of allusions according to Bamman & Crane’s classification is indirect 
reference, which refers to allusions that are modified or transformed from their referents. For 
example, the phrase She-who-must-not-be-named in the above example is modified by 
substituting the word He in the original phrase of He-who-must-not-be-named with She since the 
allusion refers to a female character in the story. Unlike allusions that take original forms of 
their referents, modified allusions are less visible to the audience, and it will be more 
problematic in the process of interpretation as well because not only does the audience have to 
recognise them, they also need to be able to trace the original forms of their referents in order 
to understand the functions of those modified allusions. For example, in Harlan Coben’s Seconds 
Away, a group of three friends was determined to sneak into the hospital to visit their friend 
who had been shot, and any visitation was forbidden. One of them came up with the idea to 
disguise himself as a doctor, but his short and childish appearance made him look very unlikely. 
When his friend saw his outfit, he spoke with his playful attitude. 
 
Spoon spread his arms. “You like it? Sexy, right?  
Like that TV character.” 
“Dr. McNightmare,” Ema said. 
(Coben, 2013: 44) 
 
Dr. McNightmare is a modified proper name allusion that is transformed from the original name 
of Dr. McDreamy, an epithet of a major character in the TV series Grey Anatomy. The nickname 
was given to Dr. Derek Christopher Shepherd referring to his charming and devilishly handsome 
appearance. The character is said to be the type of person every woman dreams of. The allusion 
alludes to the characteristics of Dr. Derek Christopher Shepherd and, at the same time, plays on 
words to describe the contrast between the allusion and its referent. In this case, this allusion is 
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meant to build up comical effect and humour. Therefore, if the audience fails to recognise the 
relationship between the allusion and its referent, the humorous effect the author intends to 
show will be at risk of loss. 
 
2.2.4 The classification of allusions according to functions of allusions in source texts 
Another possible way to categorise allusions found in source texts is classifying them 
according to their functions in the original text. Unlike the other classifications of allusions 
mentioned so far, the classification of allusions according to their functions does not consider 
their inherent features but rather the role of allusions in the specific context and text in which 
those allusions appear. 
In her famous book on the translations of allusion, Leppihalme (1997) suggests that 
allusions can be employed either at the macro-level or micro-level of the text. In terms of 
allusions that are used at the macro-level of the text or thematic allusion, she suggests that it 
“oftens brings in a suggestion of universality, a heightening of emotion, a desire to imply that 
there is something about a situation or character in the alluding context that is more important 
than the reader would otherwise assume, and which may be of thematic importance for the 
interpretation of the text as a whole.” (Leppihalme 1997: 37).  
In his work on allusions in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, Rule (1985) supports the notion 
that allusions can be used to develop themes of the story by depicting different themes of Jane 
Eyre that were developed via the use of allusions. For example, Charlotte Brontë illustrates the 
struggle between the human passion and the duty towards Christianity of Jane and Rochester 
through the allusions to three pairs of men and women from the past: Adam and Eve, Samson 
and Delilah and Lear and Cordelia (Rule 1985: 165). These three different pairs are the classic 
examples of the ill-fated lovers who were doomed due to the conflict between their passion and 
their belief. The result of allusions not only give the better illustration of the relationship 
between the two protagonists of the story, it also helps foster one of the major messages from 
the story that is the conflict between mundane love and religious belief in the society.  
Another example of thematic allusions in literary texts is an allusion in the form of an 
epigraph since the main function of an epigraph is to highlight the theme of the story 
(Montgomery 2007: 348). In R. J. Palacio’s Wonder, the book is divided into eight parts reflecting 
the story from the perspective of different characters. The author started each part with an 
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epigraph that best described the feeling of the character and the situation narrated in that part. 
For example, at the beginning of Part Four, the author quoted a passage from Antoine de Saint-
Exupéry’s The Little Prince. 
 
Now here is my secret. It is very simple. 
It is only with one’s heart that one can see clearly. 
What is essential is invisible to the eye. 
--Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Little Prince 
 
This passage is the parting words the fox said to the Little Prince when he had to leave him.   It 
alludes to the encounter of the Little Prince and the fox.  At first, they were complete strangers 
to each other.  The Little Prince stuck with the fox only because he was asked to tame him. 
However, after spending time with each other, they became friends and loved each other so 
much that it would bring tears to the fox.  The epigraph at the beginning of the Part Four of 
Wonder resembles the similar story of how Jack met and became friends with August, the 
protagonist who suffered from a severe facial deformity.  Part Four of the story revealed that 
jack did not initially want to befriend with August. He treated August well because he was asked 
by the school’s director and his mom to do so. At first, he was just good to August just because 
he was asked to do so.  However, after hanging out with August, he learned to sincerely like 
August and want to be his friend.  
The second function of allusions is to suggest parody, irony and other humour 
(Leppihalme 1997: 37) Leppihalme suggests that humorous allusions mainly appear at the 
micro-level of the text “to detract from the importance of a situation or character.” (Leppihalme 
1997: 40) Humorous allusions can be created by means of the modification of its referents or the 
incongruity of the alluded words in the alluding text or situation. For example, the allusion to 
Dr.McNightmare in Harlan Coben’s Second Away previously mentioned in Section 2.3.3. Dr. 
McNightmare is an allusion modified from the original name of Dr. McDreamy, an epithet of a 
major character of TV series Grey Anatomy. The nickname was given to Dr. Derek Christopher 
Shepherd referring to his charming and devilishly handsome appearance. In this situation, the 
allusion not only substitutes the key word from the referent but also replaces the word with the 
opposite meaning to create the comical and humorous effect of the situation.  
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 As mentioned earlier the effect of humorous allusion is usually limited to the immediate 
context or situation and does not affect the theme of the plot of the story.  
 Characterisation is another function of allusions proposed by Leppihalme. Allusions 
for characterisation can appear at both the micro and the macro level of the text depending on 
how important the character the allusion aims at is in the text. Allusions for characterisation can 
involve the theme of the story and be part of thematic allusions at the macro-level of the text, 
for example, the allusion to the fate of Cassandra mentioned in the first function of the allusions. 
The allusion is used mainly to support the theme of the terrible fate—similar to the fate of 
Cassandra—the protagonist of the story must face. However, since the quote is from the mouth 
of the prophet herself, it also shows the feeling and the state of mind of the character—how she 
feels about her horrible gift and how disheartened she appears to be.  In his work on allusions in 
Jane Grey, Rule also hints at the ability to build up the character of certain allusions. In Jane 
Eyre, the story is told from the viewpoint of the protagonist or Jane Eyre herself. Thus, all the 
allusions used in the story reflect her knowledge and personality. Allusions to classical literary 
works, such as Shakespeare and Vergil, suggests that she was a well-read and knowledgeable 
young lady, while different allusions to the Bible also suggests that she was a devout Christian.  
 On the other hand, allusions for characterisation are not always important and concern 
the whole picture of the story. Often, allusions for characterisation are used as “fast and 
economical way to characterisation” (Leppihalme 1997: 44). For example, In Harlan Coben’s Six 
Years, the story is also narrated by the protagonist of the story. At the end of the story, the 
narrator started his new life by moving to somewhere far away from where he used to live, 
changed his name and also his appearance.  
 
  […] (Now my disguise is simpler: I've shaved my head.  
Gone are the unruly professional locks of my youth. My dome  
gleams. If I wore a gold earring, you'd mistake me for Mr.Clean.) 
 
      (Coben 1993: 238) 
 
Mr. Clean is an American brand of multi-purpose cleaning products. The mascot of the brand is 
a bald man wearing a gold earring on his left ear. In order to better portray his own appearance, 
the narrator chooses to compare himself to a mascot of a household product that he might 
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believe that the reader is familiar with. This casual characterisation is not important at all to the 
macro-level of the story. It is just a part of the disguise he took to start his new life.  
 The last function of allusions is allusions for interpersonal relationship. This function 
of allusions can be considered the extension of allusions for characterisation since allusion to 
indicate interpersonal relationship is used as “a form of a bid for power or dominance between 
characters.” For example, in Max Allan Collins’s The Titanic Murders, the story began with the 
mysterious phone call to the narrator of the story. The caller claimed that he found two unusual 
corpses among the debris of the Titanic. The caller believed that those two bodies were the result 
of the murder and tried to scare the narrator by alluding to one of Edgar Allan Poe’s short stories 
telling the story of the mysterious death of a dying man.  
 
"Have you read Poe?" 
      "Of course I've read Poe." 
     "Have you read the story of the sick man who is hypnotized?" 
     "Yeah, and I saw the movie." He was referring to "The facts in  
the Case of M. Valdemar." 
      "Then you remember the hypnotized man, he finally collapses  
in an oozing pile of putrescence, melting from the bones--" 
 “Okay, okay,” I said. “I may want to eat again someday.” 
 
      (Collins 1999: 7) 
 
Using the conversation over the phone, the two characters tried to win over the dominance and 
control the situation. The caller called the narrator to sell the story of the mysterious deaths on 
The Titanic to him. The narrator tried to subtly tell the caller that he was not interested by 
showing that he was not scared by the story he referred to.  
According to the functions of allusions suggested in this section, it is obvious to a certain 
level that functions of allusion might play a part in the translator’s decision-making process of 
to what extent they should try to transfer particular allusions found in the source text to the 
target text. Translators might make more effort to retain the allusions that are involved in the 
demonstration of the whole picture or the plot of the story, whereas they might not try hard or 
even choose to abandon an allusion or two that affect only the micro level of the text.  
 However, the complications of the classification of allusions according to their 
functions in the source text also emerge. Firstly, the question of how the researcher can 
determine the function originally intended by the author of the source text is obvious. Although 
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it is true that there is no guarantee that the researcher will be able to retrieve the intended 
function of allusions in the source text, it might not be necessary to trace back to the author’s 
intention to understand the function of allusions in the first place. Leppihalme also suggests that 
“both ST readers and translators are usually unaware of the motives and intentions of the author 
except to the extent that they can be inferred from the text.” (Leppihalme 1997: 32) Hence, as 
part of the text, allusions must bear their own functions and meanings within the context where 
they appear regardless whether the reader or translators can conceive the real intended purpose 
of those allusions by the author. The more important notion aroused by this question is how the 
researcher can identify the function of allusions perceived by translators in order to determine 
whether these functions of allusions are involved in translators’ decision-making process.  
 Secondly, as seen in the explanation of the functions of allusions, some of the functions 
are overlapping, and an allusion might have more than one function. In this case, how the 
researcher can systematically categorise allusion with more than one functions can also be 
problematic. 
 
Different typologies of allusions based on different criteria offer varied aspects of 
allusions. While sources of referents show a great range of contexts that can be alluded to, forms 
of allusions in alluding texts and the degree of similarity toward their referents demonstrate 
how allusions are employed in texts. The information gained from different classifications 
complement one another. This can result in better understanding of the use of allusions. 
Therefore, rather than analysing allusions based on only one classification, analysing them 
across different dimensions would provide a better understanding of allusions. 
 
2.3 The recognisability of allusions 
The recognisability of allusions is partially the responsibility of the audience. Using a 
body of knowledge that is assumed to be shared with the audience, the producer consciously 
and deliberately employed allusions in the text with the belief that the audience can properly 
understand the message. However, despite the conscious attempt of the producer, it does not 
guarantee that the audience will be able to recognise the use of allusions in texts. The 
recognisability of allusions is triggered by the audience’s background experience and its 
familiarity with the allusions. As suggested by Montgomery (2007), the recognisability of 
allusion is dependent on whether the readers have ever encountered the referents of those 
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allusions. Previously, research on allusions has not discussed much about the recognisability of 
allusions. Somehow, it seems to be taken for granted that if the audience have not encountered 
the referents of those allusions, they are unlikely to be able to recognise the allusions. 
However, Ruokonen (2010) suggests that when allusions are employed in texts, they 
become part of that particular text and develop their meaning among the co-text. Therefore, even 
without the background knowledge of the referents of those allusions, can the audience 
understand the allusions using their co-texts. The notion is consistent with the linguistic concept 
signifying that a word/phrase itself does not contain any specific meaning. Only within a specific 
context, the meaning of the word or phrase can be understood. In the context of lexicography, 
Patrick Hanks (2000) explains that each word contains meaning potentials, which consist of 
various components. Different components will be activated differently within the context in 
which they exist. The concept can be applied to the recognisability of allusions as well. An 
alluded meaning of a word/phrase can be considered as one of the components of the 
word/phrase’s meaning potentials and activated only within a special circumstance intended by 
the author. Usually, the referent or the alluded word/phrase itself is not originally an allusion. 
For example, in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s books, Sherlock is not an allusion, but the protagonist 
of the series. Only when the producer intentionally refers to the word in a particular way, such 
as the use of Sherlock as a name of a character in another novel as mentioned earlier in Section 
2.3.2, is the word considered an allusion. As a result, the co-text and context plays a significant 
role, not only regarding the recognisability of allusions, but also in relation to the existence of 
allusions themselves. 
The recognisability of allusions can be divided into two entwined aspects: namely, the 
ability to recognise the presence of allusions and the ability to recognise the meaning of 
allusions. Apart from the background knowledge and familiarity with the referents of allusions, 
both of the aspects rely heavily on their integration with the co-text or the linguistic context 
surrounding them within the text. 
 
2.3.1 The recognisability of the presence of allusions 
Regarding the presence of allusions, it refers to the visibility of allusions in texts. In this 
case, the degree of integration plays the most significant part. Similar to the way humans notice 
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objects, those that are different from the majority are easier to distinguish. For example, in 
school where students are obliged to wear uniform, those who are not in the uniform stand out 
from the rest. Therefore, the less integrated allusions are with the co-text, the more visible they 
become. Ruokonen (2010) refers to this notion as the markedness of allusions and suggests that 
allusions can be marked either externally and internally. 
Allusions are marked externally by means of quotations, different typefaces, and 
different displays. Externally marked allusions are easy to notice since they obviously stand out 
from the rest of the context. An epigraph is an example of an externally marked allusion. It is 
normally put at the very beginning of the entire book or a chapter separated from the rest of the 
context. The display of an epigraph ensures that the audience notices its existence whether or 
not they understand the meaning behind the passage. On the other hand, allusions are marked 
internally by choices of linguistic and stylistic elements, such as shifting of register and 
language style, e.g. old English. For example, in the earlier example of an allusion to a famous 
quote from Romeo and Juliet in one of the episodes of Crime Scene Investigation. The mention 
of the poetic verse: “By any other names, it smells as sweet” in a casino in Las Vegas seems 
highly unlikely, not to mention the fact that it is mentioned as a brand of panties. Therefore, 
although not as obvious as external markedness, internal markedness signals to the audience 
that an unusual application of linguistic or stylistic features is present in the context. 
However, it does not mean that allusions are always marked. Sometimes, allusions 
themselves are unmarked, but are relatively easy to spot thanks to the co-text. Unmarked 
allusions usually stand out from the context because their surface/literal meanings are entirely 
not related to the present context or considered impossible in the present context or in reality. 
For example, FedEx is an epithet given to Roger Federer, a professional tennis player, by the 
press to highlight his remarkable precision and swiftness on court. In the context of tennis, the 
mention of FedEx, which is the name of a world-class delivery service company, seems out of 
place. The audience’s attention is triggered by a name that is unlikely to appear in the context 
of sport; and with the attempt to make sense of the information given in the text, the audience 
will seek to understand the message FedEx conveys in that context. Leppihalme (1997) suggests 
that a name can be a signal for the use of allusion. However, this is true only to a certain extent. 
If the names are of famous, significant events or persons, it may signal that allusions are 
employed. Even so, they are not always true. Not every time the name Sherlock is mentioned 
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signals the use of allusion. It may be a direct reference to the protagonist of a famous series in 
the literature class. The notion highlights the significance of the co-text. The audience will know 
for certain whether or not the names in question are intended as allusions only when they 
consider the degree of integration of the names with the co-text. 
The recognisability of the presence of allusions is the threshold for the interpretive 
process of allusions (Leppihalme 1997; Lennon 2004; Montgomery 2007). Leppihalme (1997) 
emphasises that only when the audience is able to recognise allusions can the producer’s implicit 
messages be interpreted in the right ways because if the audience fails to recognise the use of 
allusions in texts, they “will not pause to consider” (1997:66) the implicit meanings of allusions. 
However, as mentioned earlier the recognisability of allusions are divided into two aspects (the 
presence and the meaning of the allusion). The recognisability of the presence of allusions does 
not ensure that the audience will be able to interpret the hidden messages conveyed by the 
allusions. It can only increase the possibility that the audience will be able to interpret the 
allusions in the right direction. 
 
2.3.2 The recognisability of the meaning of allusions 
The recognisability of the meaning of allusions also depends on the degree of integration 
of allusions with the co-text. The more allusions are integrated with the co-text, the easier their 
meanings can be comprehended. The concept resembles the transparency/opacity of idioms, 
which refers to the connections between the expressions and their meanings (Keysar and Bly 
1995:89). The more transparent idioms are, the more obvious their meanings seem to be. The 
meaning of transparent idioms, e.g. to see the light, to make a move and to start the ball rolling 
partially derive from the literal meaning of their constituents; therefore, the meanings of 
transparent idioms can be understandable to a certain extent even when the audience has not 
encountered the idiom before. On the other hand, the meaning of opaque idioms, such as to have 
a green thumb, to bark up the wrong tree cannot be understood by relating the meaning to their 
constituents. When being employed in a context, opaque idioms are likely to stand out as strange 
and unfit within the context; while transparent idioms are more compromising and with the help 
of the co-text, the meaning can be understood. The other aspect of idioms that plays a part in its 
understandability is the possibility of idioms to be interpreted litterally. For example, idioms 
like to have a heart of gold, to be over the moon and to jump out of one’s skin are impossible to 
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happen literally. Therefore, they stand out more in the context. On the other hand, idioms like to 
stir things up, to get cold feet, and to take a back seat could be interpreted literally. For example, 
you can stir your coffee, or you can take a back seat in the car. These idioms can be confusing 
in some contexts and might even be overlooked. 
Similar to idioms, marked allusions are likely to require more effort from the audience 
to decode the messages conveyed although they are likely to be more easily noticed. For 
example, the alluded Voldemort in an earlier example is seen as incoherent with the co-text 
since it is not related to anything in the series and has never been mentioned prior to the 
conversation. Therefore, the name appears as unfit within the context and signals to the audience 
that the word should serve another function in the present context. Nonetheless, although the 
audience notices its presence, it is questionable whether the audience perceives the message 
hidden without the knowledge of its referent. On the other hand, allusions that blend well with 
the co-text can be comprehended easier. For example, in Sidney Sheldon’s The Sands of Time, 
three protagonists of the story are devoted nuns who had to flee from the convent and were 
chased by the government. One of the nuns felt discouraged and thought: What does God have 
planned for me? (Sheldon 1988: 110). The question blends well with the co-text and can be 
understood without difficulty. However, it is worth noting that when allusions blend well with 
the co-text, they are at risk of losing their existence as allusions and be interpreted as non-
allusive information. The question ‘What does God have planned for me?’ loosely alludes to the 
saying in the Bible (For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans for welfare 
and not for evil, to give you a future and a hope. (Jeremiah 29: 11), the audience, especially those 
who are not Christian, might not be aware of it and interpret it as non-allusive statement. Since 
the audience can make sense of the message in the context without difficulty, they might be 
oblivious of the presence of allusions. 
The possibility of interpreting allusions as non-allusive has not yet been discussed much 
in previous research on allusions. Up until the present, the ability to recognise allusions in texts 
has often been seen as a dichotomous option; that is, if the audience recognises allusions, it is 
possible to comprehend their meanings. On the other hand, if the audience fails to recognise 
them, a chance to comprehend the meanings of allusions become zero. However, as mentioned 
earlier there is a chance when allusions blend well with the co-text that the audience might 
overlook the fact that they have come across allusions and interpret them as non-allusive 
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words/phrases. Ruokonen (2010) explains that whether or not the audience can recognise the use 
of allusions, there is a possibility to interpret the meanings in correct ways. The possibility can 
be divided into four interpretive possibilities (Ruokonen, 2010: 89 – 91) (see figure 2.2). The first 
possibility, allusive interpretation occurs when the referents of allusions are recognised, the 
allusions can be interpreted correctly as allusions. Second, pseudo-allusive interpretation occurs 
when the referents of allusions are unknown to the audience, but they can come up with a 
pseudo-allusive interpretation and interpret the messages in the right way. However, if the 
referents of allusions are unknown to the audience, there is also the possibility that the allusions 
become culture bumps (Archer 1986) to them. In this case, the tendency that the allusions will 
be interpreted in the correct ways is significantly reduced. Lastly, non-allusive interpretation 
occurs when allusions blend well into the co-text, the audience might be oblivious of the 
existence and make sense of the message behind the allusions despite their oblivion. 
Figure 2.2: Four interpretive possibilities of allusions based on Ruokonen (2010) 
 
2.4 The recognisability of allusions from the viewpoint of the audience 
According to the study of discourse analysis, not all information needed to understand 
messages is clearly presented in the text. The producer of a text does not state everything they 
would like to convey within the text. The audience is expected to interpret the messages 
themselves based on the information given in the text. For example: 
A: I am out of petrol. 
B: There is a garage round the corner. 
(Grice 1975: 51) 
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According to this example, it is obvious that not all information is explicit in the conversation. 
However, both speakers do not seem to have a problem understanding each other’s words. 
Although B does not state anything directly about a petrol station, A can understand that there 
is the petrol station at the garage without difficulty. 
The information implied without being stated in the text is known as the notion of 
implicatures (Grice 1975). Azuelos-Atias (2010) suggests that the author will specify all 
necessary information the audience needs to interpret what the author has to say except for 
“common ground knowledge” that is assumed to be shared by the audience. 
The recognisability of allusions is related closely to the notion of implicatures since 
allusions are employed based on the same assumption. An allusion is like a condensed form of 
a large amount of information associated with words/phrases that are alluded to. The author 
employs allusions in texts in the belief that the information is common to the audience, so they 
will be able to interpret the messages using the concise piece of information without any further 
explanation. 
In order to make sense of the text, the audience depends on the information given in the 
text as a clue and interprets it based on their background knowledge and their own experience. 
However, the problem of the recognisability of allusions stems from the fact that different 
audiences has different background knowledge, even those who have been exposed to the same 
culture are unlikely to have exactly the same knowledge and level of cultural literacy. 
Apart from background knowledge, another important factor that influences the 
audience’s understanding of the text is their purpose of reading. According to studies on reading 
comprehension, it is suggested that clear purposes and instructions for reading can help the 
reader understands the text better. Wheat (1931) explains that reading is an activity that needs to 
be performed with a purpose and with the particular purpose in the reader’s mind, it invokes the 
reader’s motivations, which, in turn, controls the recall process. Supporting the notion, Woolley 
(2011) emphasises that reading purposes determine the way the reader engages with texts and 
which strategies he/she will use during the process of reading. Since in order to make sense of 
the text, the reader is required to recall their prior knowledge and experience about the world. 
As mentioned, the process of recalling knowledge from memory does not occur randomly. 
Rather, it is a selective process (Namnum & Prelinger, 1960). Therefore, without a clear purpose, 
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it will be difficult for the reader to separate important information in texts from unnecessary 
details depending on his/her confusing unfocused background memory. 
Regarding purposes of reading novels, the texts are generally read for entertainment or 
for the audience’s own pleasure. However, reading for recreational purposes is not the only 
purpose readers can approach novels with. Different individuals have their own purposes when 
dealing with texts, and as discussed earlier these will determine the way they approach those 
particular texts. For example, a general audience since I do not read the novels for entertainment. 
Instead, I approach the texts in order to study how allusions are employed in them. This notion 
might be able to cast some light on how different audiences recognise allusions in texts. 
 
2.4.1 Audience in general 
Background knowledge plays an important role in the recognisability of allusions since 
the audience in general will mostly rely on his/her familiarity with those words/phrases. As 
discussed at the end of the previous section only when the audience can identify the referents 
of allusions, will those allusions be interpreted correctly as they should. However, the familiarity 
with culture-bound elements is not something that can be acquired easily since it is the 
background knowledge that is informally shared among members of the same society. This type 
of knowledge is not taught in school or not even normally mentioned in conversations. It is a 
part of lifestyle and tradition shared among people in the same community. 
Although the notion that members of the same community are sharing the same 
background knowledge can be applied to common knowledge, it is unlikely that they share the 
same level of cultural knowledge. Even an audience who belongs to the same community and 
has been exposed to the same culture as the author might not be able to understand everything 
that has been referred or alluded to. Cultural elements are similar to hobbies and recreations in 
that there are a variety of them and people can pick and choose which to enjoy and which to 
ignore. As a result, their cultural knowledge will revolve and develop among things that they 
choose to enjoy. For example, since sports are one of the common recreational activities, most 
people know roughly that Formula 1 is a car-racing tournament. However, not all of them know 
what or who pole position, Michael Schumacher, and Yas Marina Curcuit are. Only those 
interested in the sport are aware of the meanings and significances of those terms. In the context 
of psycholinguistics, personal motivation, attitude and belief play important parts in the 
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learning process. Frank Smith (1978) suggests that the understanding the reader gains from 
reading “can only be manifested through the reader’s own intentions” (1978:3). The intention to 
read novels for a general audience is for entertainment. To fulfil their purpose of reading, they 
usually read texts quickly using only superficial knowledge-based processing strategies 
(Linderholme et al. 2008: 63) to gain an overall picture and understand the whole story. 
According to this notion, without interest in the particular topic the author refers to, it is highly 
possible that the audience will be oblivious to messages behind allusions even though referents 
of those allusions are concepts that belong to their own culture. 
 
2.4.2 Non-native audiences 
Basically, non-native audiences are at a disadvantage concerning the recognisability and 
understanding of allusions since they have not been exposed to the same culture as the author 
of allusions. However, with personal determination, non-native audiences might be able to 
overcome the difficulties caused by cultural limitations. Noel et al. (2000) suggest that the 
motivation and willingness to acquire new knowledge depends on the learner’s self-
determination. Learners with high self-determination and motivation tend to engage in learning 
activities more actively and more productively because their needs will be fulfilled as a result. 
Therefore, it is possible for non-native audiences who hold particular purposes in mind when 
engaging with source texts to be able to perceive culture-based information embedded in texts 
better than non-native audiences in general and arguably better than even certain native 
audiences, especially those without any particular purposes when reading. 
An example of this type of audience is translators who rather than reading for their own 
pleasure, try to communicate the content of the text across culture. With the specific purpose in 
mind, the reader will calculate and decide how to deal with the particular text to achieve his/her 
purpose. Translators engage with source texts with the purpose to deliver both linguistic and 
cultural information to another language. Relying on their knowledge and expertise, translators 
need to make perfect sense of the source texts in order to be able to properly rewrite them into 
another language and make sense as closely to the originals as possible. 
Still, it is noteworthy that even with high self-determination, it is difficult for non-native 
audience to detect all allusions and cultural elements used in source texts and some will 
unavoidably be lost because non-native audience has been exposed to different cultures and 
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only understand source culture by learning and observing without truly engaging in the source 
culture. As a result, even though they are able to understand and aware of source culture to a 
certain level. It is highly challenging for non-native audience to understand some aspects of 
source culture, especially those that have been deeply rooted in the society for a long time. 
 
2.5 Translation of allusions 
 As discussed in the previous section, the recognisability of allusion seems to be the most 
important part that determines the successful interpretation of messages conveyed by allusions. 
However, the recognisability of allusions is not guaranteed, not even to the reader of the source 
culture as suggested by Irwin (2002) that allusions rely on the information that is “not readily 
available to every member of a cultural and linguistic community […]” (Irwin 2002: 521). Thus, 
it is not surprising that translating allusions has been considered challenging for translators who 
usually have not been exposed to the same culture as the authors of the texts. As a result, 
understanding and translating cultural references, including allusions, are among the most 
obvious and crucial problems for translators to cope with in the process of translation. Pedersen 
(2011) suggests in her work on subtitling that different elements in a text require different levels 
of effort to subtitle. She proposes that cultural references2are one of the most problematic 
elements found in a text since “[…] the treatment of them was so varied, and symptomatic of the 
translational styles of the subtitler, that their significance become apparent from the start” 
(Pedersen 2001: 43).  
 According to the obvious challenges posed by cultural references, including allusions, 
the topic has been widely explored in the field of Translation Studies. Different strategies of 
translation have been presented to cope with the issue. For example, Venuti’s domestication 
and foreignization (1995) is ones of the strategies that have been mostly referred to. The two 
different modes of translation focus on the position of the translated text in relation to target 
culture. Regarding domesticating strategies, naturalness and fluency are desirable. Linguistic 
and cultural choices tend to be limited to language forms that are considered standard in the 
target culture. On the other hand, foreignizing strategies seek to emphasize the otherness of the 
translated text. Foreignization focuses on pursueing cultural diversity and highlights “linguistic 
and cultural differnces of the source-language text and transforms the hierarchy of cultural 
                                                     
2 In the book Subtitling Norms for television an exploration focussing on extralinguistic cultural references 
(2011), Pedersen referred to cultural references as extralinguistic cultural references (ECRs).  
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values in the target language” (Venuti 1995: 308). Domestication and foreignization do not 
focus on specific elements in the translation, but they look at the macro level of the text. 
However, the strategies foreground the significance of culture and cultural elements in 
translation.  
Allusions were previously studied as part of cultural references and were recurrently 
mentioned, especially in the research on intertextuality. For example, Hatim and Mason (1990) 
dedicate a chapter to the translation of intertextuality in which they mentioned literary allusions 
as a type of intertextuality. The chapter emphasises the importance of background knowledge in 
understanding the implied messages. Although it does not focus on literary translation and the 
examples provided in the text are mostly non-fiction, the concept and the analysis of 
intertextuality explained in the chapter is broad enough to cover any types of texts. Without a 
specific pair of languages discussed, the text focuses on describing the concept of intertextuality 
as a type of translation problems that translators have to face. They explained that even though 
intertextuality is a common challenge for translators, “individual solutions, however, tend to be 
instantaneous or idiosyncratic” (Hatim & Mason 1990: 131). Accordingly, no specific translation 
strategies were provided. On the other hand, they provide a framework of how intertextual 
references should be analysed and transferred in the process of translation.  
Apart from Hatim and Mason’s (1990) acknowledgement of intertextuality and allusions 
as potential challenges in the process of translation, different case studies on how these 
intertextual and cultural elements have been handled in translation have also been explored. 
Desmet (2001) analyses a version of translation of a children book series, Jolly Postman, into 
Dutch. Although there are no direct mention of allusions, several example given in the article 
resembles the use of allusions, for example the reference to the Norwegian fairy tale East of the 
Sun West of the Moon on the postage stamp (p.38) and the reference to all the King’s horse and 
all the King’s men from the Humpty Dumpty rhyme (p.38). In H. Pedersen and Andersen’s Alice 
in Denmark (2007), six versions of Danish translation of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland 
between 1987 and 2000 were scrutinized. Among the problems posed by the classic novel, 
allusion was pointed out as an obstacle that was tackled differently by different translators 
ranging from omission in an earlier translation to retention in a more modern one.  
The study of intertextual and cultural references as translation problems is not limited 
to written texts. The research on cultural references in audio-visual texts also contributes to the 
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knowledge and understanding of the translation of allusions. Nedergaard-Larsen (1993) 
providesan early account of the translation challenges posed by cultural references. The article 
examines problems in subtitling of four French feature films for broadcasting in Danish and 
Swedish television (Nedergaard-Larsen 1993). Nedergaard-Larsen proposes a typology of 
culture-bound problems and investigates how translators handle the problems. J. Pedersen (2011) 
extensively discussed the process of subtitling in order to identify the subtitling norms from 
English into Danish. On the other hand, Ranzato (2014) investigates the dubbing of culture-
specific references from English into Italian.  
As expansively as the translation of cultural references has been studied, the translation 
of allusion has not been investigated in its own right until the publication of the ground-breaking 
work of Ritva Leppihalme in 1997. Prior to Leppihalme’s seminal work, Lefevere (1992) pointed 
out the problems regarding specifically the translation of allusions in his book about the 
translation of literature. He claims that language is part of culture, and many of 
words/expressions are “inextricably bound up” (Lefevere 1992: 17) with culture resulting in the 
difficulty in rendering their complete characteristics into another language. He further explained 
that the problem concerning translation of culture-bound words/expression relies on the 
“illocutionary” use of language which is usually abundant in literary-like texts (Lefevere 1992). 
Lefevere briefly explained about different types of problems on the level of illocutionary use 
of language, including the use of allusions in the text. Deriving from five selected anthologies, 
he provides examples of four types of allusions (see also Section 2.3.1) and explained challenges 
that translators have to face to understand and translate them. In his explanation of allusions and 
their potential problems, Lefevere does not mention the problem that might occur from the 
failure to recognise the use of the allusions in the first place. On the other hand, he emphasises 
the significance of recognising the referents of allusions and the implication of the referents in 
the target culture. For example, he gives an example of a poem narrating the jealousy of Venice 
women. The poem makes a reference to Othello saying that the jealousy among the women of 
Venice is among the same race not like Othello. The allusion referred to Othello who is Moorish 
and his jealousy over his beautiful Venetian wife. He believed in the lie about his wife’s 
infidelity and killed her. In this context, Lefevere suggests that although the referent of the 
allusion might be well-known, translators in the African or African-American cultures might 
need to be careful about the connotation of the allusion that might offend people in their culture 
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and render the allusion to the target culture in the way that it will not be offensive for the target 
reader.  
Despite his attempt to carefully explain potential translation problems caused by 
allusion, the allusion is still examined as part of various problems regarding illocutionary use 
of language. Leppihalme was the first scholar who extensively and most thoroughly researches 
on the translation of allusion. In her book, allusions are approached from the viewpoint of the 
translator, not as a literary device. The device’s close relationship with culture is described to 
emphasise the importance of being culturally literate on the part of the translator. Leppihalme 
explains an allusion as a culture bump which is the term initially used by Archer (1986) to refer 
to a phenomenon when a person encounters an unexpected behaviour of a person from a 
different culture (Archer & Nickson 2012). In the context of translation, Leppihalme 
contextualises the phenomenon to  
[…] a situation where the reader of a TT has a problem understanding 
a source cultural allusion. Such an allusion may well fail to function 
in the TT, as it is not part of the TL reader's culture. Instead of 
conveying a coherent meaning to TT readers, the allusion may 
remain unclear and puzzling. 
(Leppihalme 1997:p.4) 
 
Thus, as mediators between cultures, translators have to make sure that these culture bumps are 
effectively taken care of and do not hinder the target reader’s understanding of the translation. 
Comparing the analysis of allusions to the game of hide and seek, Leppihalme introduces an 
operative approach to analyse source-text allusion emphasis in the elements concerning the 
translator during the process of translation including functions, forms and modification of 
allusions (see Section 2.2). Extensive potential strategies for the translation of allusion based on 
the forms of allusions. Leppihalme provides practical maps for analysing different types of 
allusions following Levý’s minimax strategy (Leppihalme 1997:.105) which suggests that 
translators will arrive at a possible solution, among a variety of alternatives, that requires 
minimum effort but resulting in maximum effect during the process of translation. She 
demonstrates an order of strategies recommended for a particular type of allusions. The book 
can be considered prescriptive since the maps frame the process of analysing allusions and the 
strategies that should be applied based on the analysis according to the aim to be used as “a 
recommendation for translators […] and for university-level language teaching and translator 
training” (Leppihalme 1997: 197) 
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 Leppihalme’s work has inspired a lot of studies on the translation of allusions including 
Minna Ruokonen’s research on the translation of allusions in different versions of Finnish 
translations of Dorothy L. Sayer’s works. Adopting the line of analysis and the potential 
translation strategies, Ruokonen aims to study how translators in different periods (1940s and 
1980s) handled allusions based on their cultural and textual properties. Ruokonen’s research 
provides an important account regarding the interpretation of allusion which greatly expands 
the understanding of allusions. In her research, Ruokonen introduces a new idea toward the 
recognisability of allusions when she argues that an allusion can be interpreted more than one 
ways (see Section 2.3). Additionally, the study insists that there is a possibility of correct 
interpretation of allusions whether or not the reader or translator can recognise the referents of 
the allusions. Ruokonen explains that the familiarity with the referents affect the translation of 
allusions, especially the modification of source allusions in the translation.   
 As discussed early, Leppihalme’s work (1997) played a crucial role in emphasising and 
making known the translators’ consciously acknowledged challenges posed by allusions and 
other CSIs. A lot of studies regarding the translation of allusions have adopted different aspects 
of Leppihalme’s work in their studies to investigate the translation of allusions in different text 
genres between various different language pairs. For example, studies on translation strategies 
used in different types of texts from English into Finish, such as comics (Nieminen 2015), TV 
series (Hellgren 2011; Vänni 2017) and children’s book series (Tringham 2014), studies of the 
translation of different forms of allusions in Persian poetry into English (Bahrami 2011; Khaden 
& Dastjerdi 2012), and the translation of crime fictions from English into Swedish (Salo-oja 
2004). Although the studies look at different pairs of languages and different text genres, they 
share similar focuses of specific challenges posed by allusions and the investigation of 
translation strategies the translators used to render allusions into other languages.  
Despite the extensive research on translation of allusions, several additional aspects 
regarding the subject remain unclear. Firstly, there are not many studies on translation of 
allusions in Asian languages, especially between English and Thai. Regardless of the obvious 
differences between Western and Asian cultures, the translation of allusions between English 
and Asian languages has rarely been explored. Only recently, a few studies on the subject can 
be found between English and Chinese (Tao 2013; Liu & Jia 2014), English and Korean (Oh et 
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al. 2016) and English and Japanese (Donovan 2012). However, it is unfortunate that, to date, none 
has explored the translation of allusion between English and Thai.  
More importantly, most of the previous studies on the translation of allusions focused 
on a limited number of particular case studies, usually of the same author. Thus, the results of 
the studies were mostly static although the studies focused on the cultural aspect of the process 
of translation. It is widely acknowledged that culture and cultural knowledge has changed all the 
time. Additionally, the strategies used for translating allusions are individual (Hatim & Mason 
1990; Leppihalme 1997).  Considering a few studies offer the study of the translation in different 
periods of time (Ruokonen 2010; H. Pedersen & Andersen 2007), the result clearly suggested 
that translators from different periods of time handled allusions differently. However, the studies 
are limited to the retranslations of the same works. The results might not be applicable with other 
source texts.  
 Although both research on retranslation and diachronic study of translation investigate 
different translations in (usually) different periods of time, the foci of the two aspects of research 
on translation are different. Thus, they reveal different information about translation. Research 
on the retranslation mostly focuses on only one source text, and the retranslated works are 
mostly canonical literary texts (Brownlie 2006), such as Agatha Christie’s works, Sherlock 
Holmes series and C.S. Lewis’s Alice in the Wonderland. The research on retranslation would 
focus on the study of changes in perception toward a specific source text and the comparison 
among different translations to understand changes and evolution of the translation regarding 
the specific source text. Additionally, although the retranslation does not determine that a later 
version is better than a previous one, it still seems to indicate an inadequacy of a previous version 
in a certain situation that encourage a retranslation, for example to update the language use in 
the translation (Berman 1990), to offer an alternative interpretation to the story (Gürçağlar 2008) 
or to foreignise the translation and keep the translation close to the source text as possible. Thus, 
the research on retranslation would usually focus on understanding the motive of the 
retranslation and comparing the differences among different versions of translation.   
On the other hand, diachronic research on translation, such as the present study, seeks to 
objectively observe historical dynamics regarding development and evolution of translation over 
time by examining different source texts and their corresponding translations. By means of the 
approach, norms and trends in translation along with potential changes that happened over time 
could be investigated more naturally since the result comes from an objective observation of 
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different pairs of source and target texts. Diachronic study can also reveal socio-cultural factors 
responsible for changes over time in a more perceptive and concise manners since it usually 
requires a larger data set. Thus, correlation between changes and those factors could be seen 
better and in a more reasonable way. Although technically the data collected for a diachronic 
study are case study, the large set of data could mitigate the limitation and allow the result to be 
generalised and applied in different contexts. In translation studies, diachronic research could 
reveal how translation in specific culture developed over time. The research in this aspect would 
provide necessary and reliable information that would fulfil the understanding of the history of 
translation. Unfortunately, diachronic research requires a large data set, and it is time consuming. 
Thus, diachronic research in translation studies so far was rather rare. Nonetheless, the 
information received from the research would be useful for determining norms and trends in 
translation and could identify factors that influence the process of translation and the perception 
of different generation of translators toward certain issues in translation over time.   
 
2.6 Conclusion 
As shown by the previous literature discussed in the present chapter, the difficulty of 
translating allusions has been studied for many years and between various different language 
pairs, such as Finnish – English and English – Finnish (Leppihalme 1997; Ruokonen 2010), 
English – Dutch (Desmet, 2006), English – Russian (Kirillov 2003) and so on. However, the focus 
of the research has been mainly on European cultures. Research on the topic between European 
and Asian languages is still rare. 
Regarding translation in the Thai context, although English literary works have been 
translated into Thai for hundreds of years, there has not been much research on translation into 
Thai, especially for research on specific topics in translation like the translation of allusions. As 
discussed in Chapter 1, various translation strategies have been employed by translators in 
Thailand to handle allusions in source texts, and different strategies may prevail in different 
periods of time. 
The notion of the application of different strategies in different periods of time raises 
the question how time affects the translation of allusions and whether it influences translators 
on their choices of strategies employed for the translation of allusions. Considering the review 
of literature presented in this chapter, it can be seen that there does not seem to be any research 
that studies the effect of time on the translation of allusions. As discussed in Section 2.4, culture 
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and access to culture can change over time, and people might perceive and deal with culture 
differently at different periods of time. Based on this premise, the project aims to study whether 
time affects the way translators perceive allusions in English source texts and their choices of 
strategies to translate allusions. 
Another gap that previous research on the topic does not seem to cover in details is how 
translators deal with allusions. Previous research on strategies used for the translation of 
allusions and other culture-specific elements has focused on providing an extensive range of 
potential strategies for translators to use. The research seems to see the decision making of 
which strategy to employ as an individual choice of a translator. However, if translation is a 
norm-governed activity, as suggested by Toury (1995), there may be certain norms that 
translators follow in the translation of allusions. As a result, the project plans to investigate the 
role of norms in the translation of allusions from English into Thai as well. 
 
Following from there, the study aims to address the following research questions: 
1. Have the source-text allusions Thai translators been confronted with changed over time? 
2. What strategies have Thai translators used to translate English source-text allusion over 
     time? 
3. How successful have Thai translators been in translating allusions over time? 
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CHAPTER 3 CRIME FICTION 
  
In this chapter, the section begins by explaining the reasons for choosing crime fiction 
to study in the project followed by the discussion about crime fiction and its characteristics to 
provide the scope of the data. Finally, the study and research of crime fiction will be explained 
justify a gap in research on translation of crime fiction.  
 
3.1 Reasons for choosing crime fiction 
 Crime fiction has always been popular among Thai readers. Different crime fiction has 
continuously been translated and published in the market. Among the translated crime fiction, 
most was translated from English source texts. However, apart from its popularity in the target 
society, crime fiction is the suitable genre for this project for different reasons; that are personal 
interest and opportunistic availability of Thai translation of crime fiction, the type of text and 
genre that are favourable for the use of allusion and the flexible number of resources for the 
project.  
Since the project aims to study the translation of allusions in crime fiction over the 55-
year timeframe between 1960 and 2015, the growing popularity of crime fiction would provide 
a great resource for the project with a flexible number of novels to choose from. Regarding the 
availability of Thai translation during the period of study, it is rather difficult to obtain enough 
novels published within the 55 years of the study regardless of the genres because the country’s 
lack of effective database management system. Fortunately, as a regular reader of crime fiction, 
the researcher possesses a certain amount of crime fiction that can be used in the project. 
Although the initial collection was not extensive enough for the study, it provided useful 
references that help obtaining the rest of the necessary corpus. However, despite the 
opportunistic availability of the genre, the translation of Western crime fiction played a 
significant role in the development of literary translation in Thailand (See chapter 4).  
Additionally, as discussed in the previous chapter, allusion is a type of literary device 
whose meaning is usually indirectly presented in the text. The interpretation of messages 
conveyed by allusions heavily relies on mutual knowledge believed to be shared between 
authors and their audience. Hence, although allusions can be employed in both literary and non-
literary texts, they tend to be more dominant in particular types of texts. 
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As discussed, the implicit nature of allusions makes them less frequently employed in 
content-focused texts in which the presented information is the essence of the texts. Similarly, 
in appeal-focused texts whose aim is to arouse an action beyond the linguistic level from the 
reader, the producer of the text needs to be certain that the text is clear enough to encourage the 
appropriate reaction from the reader. In contrast, in form-focused texts, stylistic and aesthetic 
attributes are the most important elements of the texts. Different literary devices, including 
allusions, are employed to maximize the impact of the text on readers’ senses and emotions. 
Hence, to maximize the study of the use of allusions in texts, this research chooses to study 
allusions employed in literature. More specifically, the corpus will be collected from novels 
because of the expressive nature of the texts.  
Yet, it can be problematic to randomly select novels to study without any specifications 
because although the purposes of allusions in literature are mostly similar, choices of referents 
different authors used to allude to tend to be varied depending on genres and focuses of the 
story. In fantasy stories, objects and events from the realm of imagination might be preferred. 
For example, in J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series, different allusions to myths and legends 
were made. Fluffy, the three-headed dog in Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone was an 
allusion to Cerberus, ‘the hound of Hades’ and the guardian of the gates to the Underworld from 
Greek mythology. On the other hand, authors of romantic novels might prefer to allude to classic 
literature and fairy tales. For example, in Helen Field’s Bridget Jones series, Mark Fitzwilliam 
Darcy, the male protagonist of the series, was named after Mr. Darcy from Jane Austen’s Pride 
& Prejudice, on whom the personality of the character was based.  In the film Maid in 
Manhattan, the story made various allusions to significant events in Cinderella. For example, 
when Marisa Ventura, a hotel maid, first met Christopher Marshall, she was wearing designer 
clothes asked to be returned to the store by a hotel guest. Marshall mistook her for a socialite 
staying at the hotel. The situation resembles Cinderella’s first encounter with the prince. 
Cinderella was wearing a gown so glamorous that even her stepmother could not recognise her. 
After the first occasion, Marisa was invited to a ball. Although she meant to end her relationship 
with Christopher, she ended up spent the night with him. She left his room the following 
morning without him noticing. The event mirrored the midnight scene when Cinderella fled 
from the ball afraid that the magic would wear off and the prince would know her true identity.  
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However, although allusions can be rich in both fantasy and romantic stories, allusions 
to the reality are often rare in these genres. In the book, Literary Allusion in Harry Potter, 
Groves (2017) extensively discussed the use of allusion throughout the Harry Potter series, 
including allusions to myths and epic tales, classic poets from Plato to Shakespeare and classic 
literature like Jane Austen. However, the book does not suggest any allusions to real-life events. 
Similarly, in the film Maid and Manhattan, although Christopher Marshall was running for 
senatorial election, there was no allusions to political events or figures throughout the story. 
Consequently, to avoid any possible intervening variables by different genres, allusions 
employed in one particular genre will be examined.  
On the other hand, Worthington (2011) argues that crime fiction is the most realistic 
genre in literature. While other fictional genres entertain the reader with elements of surprise or 
things that can hardly be achieved in real life, such as, magic, perfect love or far-fetched 
technology, crime fiction narrates plausible crimes that can happen in real life including the 
most violent ones, such as body dismemberment and torture, whose references can be found 
almost effortlessly in history. For example, the murder of Elizabeth Short, also known as the 
Black Dahlia3 and the murder of Kelly Anne Bates4. To allow the reader to realistically 
experience and observe the crime, realistic settings, both in terms of physical and cultural 
environment were employed (Demko 2007). Physically, crime fiction is often situated in real 
places to boost the creditability of the story. However, not only are the geographical aspect of 
the places presented, cultural characteristics of the places are also adopted. In Harlan Coben’s 
Six Years, the story took place in Southern California, so southern Californian sociolects, such 
as ‘gag me with the spoon’ and ‘summer fling’, were included to enhance the realistic atmosphere 
of the story. In addition, Bassnett (2011) suggests that crime fiction is heavily bound with 
cultural details which often serve as keys in the investigation of the crime. For example, in 
Sherlock, a BBC series loosely based on Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes, the 
episode The Blind Banker described the investigation of a break-in requested by Holmes’ old 
acquaintance who worked at a bank. The former chairman’s office of the bank was broken into. 
                                                     
3 Elizabeth Short, nicknamed ‘the black Dahlia’, was murdered in Los Angeles in 1947. Her mutilated body was 
found on the side of a road. To date, the killer was never found. (Biography.com Editors 2018) 
4 Kelly Anne Bates was an English teenager who was murdered in Manchester in 1996. Before her death, she was 
severely tortured for more than four weeks, including having her eyes gauged from their sockets. (The Scare 
Chamber 2018) 
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Nothing was stolen, but a cipher was spray-painted on the wall. Holmes, later, learned that the 
cipher was a book cipher used to communicate among the smugglers of a Chinese syndicate 
coming to London to find a stolen artefact. Although Holmes did not realise at first, he 
articulated the cipher must be based on ‘a book that everybody would own’. The book turned 
out to be A-Z London Street Atlas, a complete, detailed map of London published by 
Geographers’ A-Z map company Ltd. The map might be common in the UK since the company 
operates in the UK which is its target market. The knowledge of this map might not be 
widespread in other parts of the world. Additionally, to emphasise the significance of culture in 
crime fiction, Bassnett (2011) refers to Leppihalme’ work on allusions as an example of how 
culture is presented in literature suggesting the outstanding use of allusions in the genre.  
In terms of the availability of the data, it is beyond doubt that crime fiction is one of the 
most popular and successful literary genres. Since Edgar Allan Poe introduced his armchair 
detective in the remarkable short story of The Murders in the Rue Morgue in the 19th century, 
the genre has evolved and diversified. Different sub-genres have been developed, including 
locked-room mystery, whodunit, hard-boiled detectives, most recently, the Nordic Noir and 
many more. Despite its questionable position in the literature field as a low literature that 
provides only little or no literary contribution (Worthington 2011), the genre has proved to be a 
good read as suggested by Flood (2016) that crime fiction novels were the most frequently 
borrowed from the British library record in 2016. In 2017, the genre became the bestselling 
genre in the UK according to Nielsen BookScan data at the London book fair (Hannah 2018). 
Apart from the well-known fact that Agatha Christie has been listed the best-selling novelist of 
all time by Guinness World Records, the Public Lending Right (PLR), recently named James 
Patterson the most borrowed author from UK libraries for the 11th year in a row (Flood 2018). 
In Thailand, although retranslation is not popurlar in Thailand, Sherlock Holmes series and 
Agatha Christie’s works have been retranslated at least five times and have been reprinted 
regularly. In 2015, seven novels of Agatha Christie were retranslated again to celebrate her 
125th day. Also in the same year, Sherlock Holmes series were revised based on one of the most 
popular version of Thai translation and published as a box set. In addition, in 1999, a publishing 
house was established to publish only crime fiction, while many of the publishing houses 
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established a department to serve a growing popularity of crime fiction in 2003 according to 
the popularity of Dan Brown’s Da Vinci Code, which was reprinted for 46 times5.  
 
In the following section, the definition and scope of crime fiction will be discussed. As 
one of the most diverse literary genres, the project does not expect to settle a solid definition of 
crime fiction. However, the discussion is carried out specifically for the purpose of this study. 
  
3.2 Definition and characteristics of crime fiction 
 Owing to the diversity of the genre, the term ‘crime fiction’ is not simple and clear as 
the term might suggest. Considering the name ‘crime fiction’, one might think of the most 
straightforward explanation that crime fiction refers to crime-featuring stories. Although this 
broad characteristic can capture the most important feature of the genre, it fails to effectively 
distinguish crime fiction from other literary genres. Worthington (2011) suggests that if the genre 
includes every piece of work that involves crime, even fairy tales might fit into the genre since 
crime is often seen in those stories. In Snow White, the queen poisoned Snow White to death. 
Also, Lady Tremaine and her daughters practiced slavery in Cinderella. Yet, it is doubtful that 
anyone would classify these stories as crime narratives. In fiction, crime is often employed as a 
means to create conflicts and develop tension in the story. For example, in Ann Patchett’s Bel 
Canto, where a terrorism organisation breaks into the residence of the vice president during a 
birthday party in honour of Katsumi Hosokawa, a Japanese business tycoon, who was visiting 
the country on business. The guests, including Hosokawa, were taken hostage for four months 
during the standoff between the terrorism organisation and the government. Hosokawa meets 
Roxanne Coss, a famous opera singer whom he had admired for a long time. Under this life-
threatening situation, they develop an attraction to each other despite the language barrier and 
Hosokawa’s married life. In this story, crime is employed to create an opportunity for the 
protagonists to meet each other and portray love in a life-threatening situation. The theme is 
strengthened by the love between Gen Watanabe, Hosokawa’s interpreter, and Carmen, a 
member of the terrorism organization.     
However, in crime fiction, crime is the fundamental and central element of the story. In 
crime fiction, crime is its raison d’être (Worthington 2011). Without crime, the story is 
                                                     
5 The information is only up to 2018. 
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impossible since crime fiction often focuses on the investigation of the committed crime. If there 
is no crime committed in the story, the investigation could not happen. For example, in the 
Sherlock Holmes series, the stories always revolve around the investigation of the crimes 
Holmes was asked to solve. Hercules Poirot always encountered crime everywhere he went. In 
the murder of Roger Ackroyd, the victim was murdered in the village where Poirot lived after 
his retirement. Likewise, he found out that someone tried to murder Magdela Buckley while he 
stayed at a resort in another story. The reader was hardly told anything else about the detectives 
except for the excellence in their profession. Thus, without those crimes, there was nothing 
about them to talk about. Not only in the sub-genre of detective fiction can the notion of crime 
as the story’s raison d’être be applied to any sub-genres of crime fiction. In the modern crime 
thriller like Michael Connelly’ Bloodwork, Terry McCaleb, a retired agent with newly 
transplanted heart, was requested to find the truth behind the convenience store robberies 
resulting in the deaths of innocent people. Regardless of the fascinating backstory of the 
character, the story focused on the dangerous quest to gather evidence to prove that the 
robberies were actually a series of murders.  
Considering the notion of crime as the story’s raison d’être, one might suggest that the 
origin of crime fiction should be traced back far beyond Edgar Allan Poe’s creation of tales of 
‘ratiocination’6 in the 18th century. The Bible narrates the crime of Cain, who murdered his own 
brother, Abel, out of jealousy. In the Book of Daniel, the story of Susanna and the elders depicts 
the investigation of Susanna’s false accusation of adultery. Also, in Greek literature, Sophocles’ 
Oedipus Rex has often been referred to as one of the early crime narratives (Smith 2015). 
Although it is true that crime plays a crucial role in those stories, the main focus of the story 
seems to be arguably different from the crime fiction based on Poe’s contemporary archetypes. 
In the biblical stories, the process of investigation was simplified, and the punishments of the 
crime were emphasized. While Cain was cursed and marked for eternity, the elders in the story 
of Susanna were punished to death. In Oedipus Rex, although the story revolved around the 
murder of the former King Laius, the investigation of the crime can be considered simple. The 
murderer was even mentioned early in the story by the blind elder. However, Oedipus did not 
                                                     
6 Tales of ‘ratiocination’ by Edgar Allan Poe consist of three detective mysteries; that are, The Murders in the 
Rue Morgue (1841), The Mystery of Marie Rogêt (1842) and The Purloined Letter (1844). The three mysteries 
were detected and solved by an amateur detective, C. Auguste Dupin.  
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believe him and started his investigation. Compared to the contemporary concept of crime 
fiction, it is rather unusual that the perpetrator was unconscious of his/her crime unless he/she 
intentionally conceals it. For example, in Agatha Christie’s The Murder of Roger Ackroyd, in 
which the perpetrator was the narrator of the story. He was conscious of his crime but pretended 
to be innocent and narrated the investigation of Detective Hercules Poirot. The story ended with 
Poirot privately telling the narrator to confess his crime in his writing. He complied and took 
the responsibility for his crime by committing suicide. In Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming 
Dexter, a series of violent crime were committed. The method closely resembled the narrator’s 
own work that he doubted whether it was he who committed those crimes. The perpetrator 
turned out to be his long-lost twin brother. Considering the pattern, the crime committed in 
Oedipus Rex was purely an accident. Oedipus did not have an intention to kill his own father. 
He killed a stranger, but it was his great misfortune that the stranger turned own to be his father. 
The unfortunate crime effectively supports the central theme of fate. Thus, rather than 
considering the narrative as a crime fiction, Oedipus Rex fits better in the genre of dramatic 
tragedy7. 
  Having crime as a centre of the story, the structure of crime narrative is not 
straightforward. It is rather difficult to define the structure of crime fiction since the diversity of 
the genre. Crime fiction can be formulaic and follow certain storytelling steps to create a story. 
For example, the golden-age crime fiction would follow “the Holmes pattern of detection and 
on the series concept, pursuing a single detective figure through a number of cases” 
(Worthington 2011: xvi). However, the genre has been evolved. Crime fiction have become more 
complex and includes different elements of storytelling to intrigue the reader. There is crime 
fiction that does not have a detective or an investigation. For example, Agatha Christie’s And 
Then There Were None8 narrates the story of ten people who were invited to an isolated island. 
As the story progressed, the guests were murdered one by one without any traces or clues about 
the culprit. The story ends with the confession of the murderer in the bottle sent to the Scotland 
                                                     
7 Tragedy is a genre in which ‘a hero is brought down by his/her own flaws, usually ordinary human flaws […]’ 
(Literary terms 2018) .  The plot of a tragedy follows the downfall of a hero from his greatness to destruction 
caused by his/her own flaws.  The story ends with the isolation of the hero arousing the audience to beware of 
the human flaw that can overcome even a great hero.  
8 Formerly known as Ten Little Indians  
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Yard by a fisherman who accidentally found it in his fishing net. In Darkly Dreaming Dexter, 
Jeff Lindsay broke one of the Ten Commandments proposed by Monsignor Robert A. Knox in 
an early 20th century saying that “the twin brothers, and doubles generally, must not appear 
unless we have been duly prepared for them” (Armstrong 2013) by revealing that the culprit of 
a series of violent murders were committed by the protagonist’s long lost brother. Nonetheless, 
crime narratives usually consist of two stories in one narrative; that are the story of the crime, 
and the story of the investigation of that crime (Scaggs 2005). The story usually starts out with 
a seemingly perfect crime (Encyclopaedia Britannica 2019) early in the story. However, at this 
point, only the ending part or the result of the crime would be revealed. Although crime fiction 
often involves murder, a crime in crime fiction could involve any types of crime, such as 
robbery, kidnapping and blackmailing. For example, in Harlan Coben’s Mickey Bolitar series, 
the story revolves around the abduction and mysterious disappearance of children. The crime 
will usually lead to the process of investigation. The investigation in crime fiction could be done 
by anyone either an amateur or a professional detective ranging from a private detective (e.g. 
Sherlock Holmes; Hieronymus Bosch9), a retired officer (e.g. Hercules Poirot; Terry McCaleb10), 
a specialist (e.g. Professor Robert Langdon11) or a common person (e.g. Goldy Bear12). Crime 
narratives usually finish with the exposure of the culprit and the explanation how and why the 
crime is committed. The dénouement of crime fiction usually introduces a reasonable but 
unexpected ending of the story. 
  During the development of the story, there are three main elements that signify unique 
characteristics of the genre; that are a main character and red herrings 
 The main character is crucial for the success of the story. Sanderson (2009) suggests by 
quoting his fellow writer, Michael Connelly, that “[…] a crime novel […] succeed or fails on the 
basis of character.” Crime fiction usually features the protagonist with “the greater powers of 
                                                     
9 Hieronymus Bosch is a Los Angeles police detective from Michael Connelly’s Harry Bosch series. There are more 
than 10 books in the series published since 1992 including The Black Echo (1992) , The Black Ice (1993) , The 
Concrete Blonde (1994) among others.  
10 Terry McCaleb is a prematurely retired FBI profiler from Michael Connelly’s Blood Work (1998) and A Darkness 
More Than Night (2001) 
11 Professor Robert Langdon is a Harvard University professor of history of art and symbology from Dan Brown’s 
Robert Langdon series including Angel & Demon (2000), The Da Vinci Code (2003) and The Lost Symbol (2009) 
12 Goldy Bear is a divorced culinary artist from Diane Mott Davidson’s A Goldy Bear Culinary Mystery series 
consisting of 17 books published between 1990 and 2013 including Catering to Nobody ( 1990) , Dying for 
Chocolate (1992) and The Cereal Murders (1993). 
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observation and superior mind” (Encyclopaedia Britannica 2019). Main characters, especially 
the protagonist, of crime fiction usually possess unique and interesting personality traits that 
sound sensible and realistic to the reader in the way that they can relate and understand the 
actions of the characters. Although the protagonist of crime fiction seems to be far more 
intelligent and persistent than common people, the author usually adds some humanly flaws 
and scars to the seemingly perfect protagonist to make them more relatable and not too smart 
until it is boring. For example, although Sherlock Holmes was praised as one of the greatest 
detectives, in The Study in Scarlet, Doctor Watson observed the habits of Holmes and found 
out that his knowledge was limited to what interested him and what he deemed useful for his 
profession. While he had profound knowledge of chemistry, he possessed only limited 
knowledge of literature, philosophy, astrology and politics. Stephen King’s Ret. Det. Bill Hodges 
had lived an empty unproductive life after his retirement before he was contacted by the 
notorious mass murderer, Mr. Mercedes. Even Jeff Lindsay’s Dexter Morgan was an orphan 
with traumatised childhood. He suffered from psychopathy and lived his secret life as a serial 
killer.  
 Not only is the character of the protagonist that could determine the success of the story, 
having a worthy opponent in the story an important element of crime fiction. The investigation 
of crime would be more challenging with an equally intelligent antagonist, for example 
Professor James Moriarty who could outwit Sherlock Holmes in several occasions. 
 Apart from the characters, red herrings or false distractions are essential elements to 
create the complexity and build up the suspense in the story. Before the culprit is finally 
revealed, the protagonist has to encounter different distractions that lead him/her away from the 
truth. A classic red herring in crime story is a person who is wrongly accused according to the 
circumstantial evidence (Encyclopaedia Britannica 2019). For example, in Harlan Coben’s Gone 
for Good, Ken Klein was suspected for gruesome murder of a teenage girl. He vanished and did 
not contact anyone for eleven years. During the whole time, David Klein, the protagonist of the 
story, always believed in his brother’s innocence. Instead, he suspected that John Asselta or “The 
Ghost”, one of Ken’s childhood friends, was the real culprit because of his violent behaviour 
and the fact that he was a criminal wanted by FBI. However, the story turns out that he was 
innocent and actually kept the darkest truth about the murder to himself for eleven years.  
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3.3 Crime fiction in translation  
 The contemporary and accessible nature of crime fiction genre marks the genre as a low 
popular genre, where ‘less cognitive effort is assumed to be expected by and from readers’ 
(Carter 2014: 44). However, because of its popularity, crime fiction has recently been recognised 
as world literature. According to Damrosch (2003), apart from being read, the factor that 
promotes literature to be recognised as world literature is its circulation. The literature must be 
read not only locally but also internationally (Damrosch 2003: 6). Under the view of this premise, 
translation plays a crucial, if not central, part in pushing the genre into the position of world 
literature. According to the UNESCO database’s Index Translationum, among the 50 most 
translated authors of all times, several famous crime fiction writers were included in the list. 
The most remarkable authors among them include Agatha Christie who ranks no.1 translated 
author with more than 7,000 translation from English into more than 100 languages. Apart from 
Christie, the list includes Stephen King (9th), Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (14th) and George Simenon 
(17th).  
Regardless of the position of the genre in literature, crime fiction has proved to be an 
intriguing subject worth investigating in the field of translation. Crime fiction seems to provide 
great resources for the research on translation both in terms of stylistics and language use of the 
genre. Regarding the stylistics specific to crime fiction genre, different aspects of the genre have 
been studied. For example, the study of the presentation of physical violence in translation of 
crime fiction suggests that the (Saego 2017). Similarly, in the book Voices of Suspense and their 
Translation in Thrillers edited by Cedera and Pintarić (2014) are different articles concerning 
the presentation of suspense in translation. Additionally, the portrayal of Sherlock Holmes has 
been extensively studied in different cultures and language pairs. For instance, the translation 
of Sherlock Holmes in Indonesia (Chandra 2016) and the study of the Chinese history of 
translation of Sherlock Holmes in China by Wei Yan (2017). The other focus is on the translation 
of linguistic and cultural features in crime fiction. For example, Linder (2000) studies the 
translation of hard-boiled slang in Raymond Chandler’s the Big Sleep into Spanish. Anderson 
(2016) studied the mediation of foreignness in the translation from Icelandic and French crime 
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fiction or the study of function and the translation of idioms in Christophe Brookmyre’ novel 
and its Dutch translation (Cypers 2017). 
However, research on crime fiction mostly focuses on specific case-studies of either one 
or a few books and usually by well-known authors and their canonised works, such as Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes series, Raymond Chandler’s Philip Marlowe cases and 
Dorothy L. Sayers’ Peter Wimsey series. Although these analyses provide valuable insights, the 
findings are not generalizable. 
 
As a result, there is a visible gap in research on the translation of crime fiction needing 
to be fulfilled. 
 In this study, apart from the fact that the project deals with the translation of crime 
fiction between a comparatively rare language pair (English-Thai), the research aims to provide 
a diachronic account of the relationship between translation activity and culture and how 
translation can depict their evolution via the translation of allusions, which are known to be 
highly bound with culture. Besides, the study seeks to study allusions not in a specific book, but 
in a corpus of crime fiction novels published within the study period to avoid the intervening 
variable of styles of writing. The study hopes to shed light on how allusions are employed in 
crime fiction and how translators from another culture transfer this knowledge that does not 
exist in their society.  
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CHAPTER 4 TRANSLATION IN THAI CONTEXT 
 
 This chapter provides an overview of the development of translation activity in 
Thailand, especially in relation to the West. However, since the scope of this project is to study 
the translation of allusion in literature, the details in this chapter will focus mainly on the 
chronological development of literary translation in relation to the West.  
 The development of translation activity in the Thai context in this chapter is explained 
in sections according to significant events and factors in Thai history that impacted on the 
development of the translation in Thailand.  
 
4.1 Introduction: Thailand before the West 
 The activity of translation in Thailand can be traced back as far as Sukhothai period (13th 
– mid 14th century), when the nation became independent from the domination of the Khmer 
Empire and established itself as a self-governing state. However, the activity during the time 
hardly involved Western languages since the country mostly engaged with its neighbouring 
countries and establish the relationship with Imperial China. Interestingly, despite the fact that 
the country had always been in contact with its neighbouring countries and traded with China, 
there was no evidence that people in countries, neither elitists nor laypeople, had knowledge of 
any foreign languages since foreign affairs and the communication with other kingdoms were 
usually operated via a middle party who were usually native speakers or foreigners who could 
communicate in the language of interest. For example, rather than appointing a Thai envoy to 
establish the relationship and trade with China, Chinese people were employed by the Siamese 
court to operate maritime trade with Imperial China (Theera-Ek, 2017). In an ancient Siam, Pali 
and Khmer were only two foreign languages that were widespread among Thai people. 
However, the languages were not used for the purpose of communication but for religious 
purposes (Theera-Ek, 2017). 
The relationship between Thailand and the West only became visible in Ayutthaya 
period (around 17th century). However, the relationship with other people, especially the West, 
during the time seemed to rely mostly on the king’s preferences and policies. Hence, the 
country’s contact with the West was unstable. The most remarkable contact with the West was 
during the reign of King Ramathibadi III or King Narai (1656 – 1688), Westerners were 
welcomed in the country, either to trade or to propagate Christianity to Thai people. The reign 
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of King Narai marked a period of the country’s prosperous relationship with the West. 
Westerners were appointed to work in the royal court. One of the most influential Westerners 
during the time was Constantine Phaulkon, a Greek adventurer who was assigned as the King’s 
counsellor and was said that his power was second only to King Narai himself (Ketkamon, 2019) 
 During this time, although Westerners were welcomed in the country, and some of them 
served the royal court and worked among Thai people, knowledge about the West, both in terms 
of languages and culture was very limited and was not widespread among people in the country. 
English and other Western languages seemed to be unnecessary for local people’s life. 
Foreigners who worked in Thailand during the time were called by the title of their position or 
the adapted Thai version of their names. For example, Constantine Phaulkon was known among 
Thai people as Chao Praya Wichaiyen (เจ้าพระยาวิชัยเยนทร์), which is a title for the King’s counsellor 
in the ancient Court of Siam13. Jeremias Van Vliet, a Dutch merchant, was known by local 
people as Wan Walit (วัน วลิต). More importantly, Western countries travelled to Thailand during 
the time for trading opportunity and to propagate Christianity. Westerners usually made an 
effort to communicate with people using local language and follow local traditions to earn their 
trust and favour. Thus, local people did not attempt to learn Western languages and cultures. 
 Unfortunately, upon the end of King Narai’s reign, the relationship with the West was 
severed by King Narai’s successor. Phra Petchracha was afraid of the influence of the West on 
the country and was suspicious that Counsellor Phaulkon was conspiring against the country. 
Counsellor Phaulkon and the French who were serving in the royal court were executed 
(Ketkamon, 2019). Although the country did not completely severe the relationship with the 
West, the relationship with the West became distant until the early Rattanakosin Era. 
 In the early Rattanakosin Era (around 1780 – 1850), the country still maintained 
relationship with the West as its trading partners. However, there was no evidence that Thai 
people made an effort to communicate with other people using foreign languages. Foreign 
affairs were still operated mainly via interpreters of different nationalities. Learning foreign 
languages and cultures were still considered unnecessary among Thai people of every social 
class until the reign of King Rama III (1824-1851). Despite the lack of interest in learning new 
languages, Siamese court seemed to seek to learn about knowledge related to national securities 
                                                     
13Siam is a former name of Thailand. The name was used until 1939. 
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and were mainly responsible by court officials (Theera-Ek, 2017). Important documents from 
different countries were translated into Thai. Interestingly, the process of translation was hardly 
done by Thai people. The texts were initially translated into Thai by native speakers of the 
source language who had knowledge of Thai language. The translated texts were then edited by 
Thai officials to ensure the naturalness of the language used in the texts (Theera-Ek, 2017).  
The realisation of the power of the West grew during the reign of King Rama III when 
Western countries attempted to expand their territories to Asia. The overwhelming power of the 
West was intimidating and threatening for Thailand and other Asian countries. The powerful 
armies of Western nations had defeated Thailand’s neighbouring countries. Thus, the perception 
of the West was rather negative in the eye of King Rama III, who was afraid of being invaded 
and colonised by a Western country. The engagement during his reign seemed to serve only to 
avoid being militarily forced to succumb. Thus, he had to comply with different requests from 
Western countries in exchange for keeping their armies at bay including giving up parts of the 
country’s territories to the West.   
Nonetheless, the negative attitude toward Western countries was not shared by every 
member of elite society. Some of them, especially younger generation, seemed to have serious 
interest in learning about the West and believed that in the future, the country would need to 
rely more on the relationship with the West rather than China as King Rama III believed 
(Theera-Ek, 2017). One of the elites who were keen in learning about the West was King Rama 
IV (King Mongkut), who was still a prince at the time indicating the direction he would like to 
lead the country under his ruling.  
  Knowledge about translation up to this point was limited to Thai elite society usually as 
a tool to learn about other countries regarding their administration and national policies. 
Common people in the country were likely to be oblivious of the activity since education was 
reserved only for elitists. Common people would have an opportunity to study only if they had 
been ordained and entered monkhood because language and knowledge were done within the 
temple by Buddhist monks. This limitation practically excluded women from education system 
since it was not common for women to be ordained. Additionally, Buddhist monks are not 
allowed to be near women. As a result of the limited access to knowledge and education, most 
of common people in the country until around 1850 were illiterate. Activities involving reading 
and writing were not common among laypeople in Thailand regardless of the language used.  
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4.2 17th-19th century: The early contact with the West  
 Thailand started to transform itself in favour of the West under the pressure of being 
invaded and colonised by Western countries. In the reign of King Rama IV or King Mongkut 
(1851-1868), policies regarding foreign affairs were improved along with the termination of 
outdated laws according to Western standard to eradicate reasons for them to invade the 
country, including westernising the governmental organisation. Wary of the power of the West, 
King Mongkut did not only try to reform the system but also tried to equip his people with a 
better knowledge of the West. Although there was no formal education or training during the 
time, elites and members of royal family were encouraged to learn English and science. Personal 
tutors were hired to teach members of royal family (e.g. Anna Leonowens14 and Dan Bradley15). 
However, the awareness of the importance of understanding Western culture was still limited 
to elite society which was the result of the feudal system that limited the access to education to 
people in noble class. Common people were mostly illiterate and did not exactly welcome 
foreigners, especially Westerners. Only when they spoke Thai they were more welcome and 
approachable to local people (Bennui and Hashim, 2014). Additionally, similar to earlier 
periods, most of Westerners who came to Thailand at the time were missionaries or traders. 
They usually learn Thai to gain local people’s trust.  
 The fear of being colonised and the pride on being the only independent country in 
Southeast Asia seemed to be deeply engraved in Thai society. During the reign of King RamaV 
or King Chulalongkorn (1853 – 1910), tremendous social reforms were implemented, including 
the abolition of slavery in 1900 and the establishment of a modern educational system that 
allowed women to be formally educated. Ironically, the national reform to flee from the control 
of the West made the country became more westernised than ever since the social reform was 
modelled after the West. Thailand tried very hard to emulate the West believing it was the way 
to secure the independence of the country. During this time, Western knowledge and cultures 
started to transfer into Thailand. The presence of Western people living and using different 
languages became a more familiar sight for Thai people.  
 English became an essential instrument in developing the country to catch up with 
Western countries and was taught in specific schools for public services. It is interesting that 
                                                     
14 An American missionary and the author of an autobiography, Anna and the King, narrating her life as a 
personal tutor to Siamese royal family.   
15 An American missionary who introduced the printing machine to Thai society.  
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despite the realization of the importance of the West, it was clear that King Chulalonkorn did 
not want his subject to learn English and acknowledge the influence of the West. English was 
taught only in schools for public services and was not included in schools for local people 
(Theera-Ek, 2017). The conflict between the desire to be independent and being like the West 
was obvious and could be clearly seen from the social reforms that changed even the way Thai 
people dressed for formal occasions from traditional Thai outfit to a mixture of Thai and 
Western style. The attire was called Ratcha Pataen (ราชปะแตน) which also reflected a 
combination between Thai and Western words. Ratcha means ‘royal’ or in Thai, while Pataen 
is a word borrowed from an English word, ‘pattern’.   
 The phenomenon was described as crypto-colonialism Herzfield 2002) because although 
Thailand was never formally colonised by the West, it seemed to be heavily influenced by 
Western idea of modernisation. Herzfield explained that crypto-colonialism is “the condition in 
which the very claim of independence marks a symbolic as well as material dependence on 
intrusive colonial power” (Herzfield 2010, 174). He also added that the countries under this 
condition “was and are living paradoxes: they are nominally independent, but that independence 
comes at the price of a sometimes humiliating form of effective dependence” (Herzfield 2002, 
900-1). The description best reflected the situation Thailand has struggled ever since the 
country’s contact with the West in 1700. The emulation of the West led the country to a new 
direction, especially socially and politically.  
 As mentioned earlier, the country’s reform was initially done to prevent the country 
from being colonised by a Western country. The reform was responsible completely by the 
monarch since the country was governed under the Absolute Monarchy. People in the country 
were not allowed to participate in politics or even freely express their opinions. However, ever 
since the monarch was decided to model the country after the West. People had more freedom 
and were educated in schools. Thus, the number of literate people in the country increased. Some 
elitists were even educated in Western countries. These Western-educated elites learned that 
most of the Western countries were governed under Democracy and believed that it was an 
ultimate way to transform the country into a forward-looking country according in the Western 
sense. The obsession led to several popular uprisings between 1910 and 1930 leading by the 
Western-educated elites before they finally won, and the country’s system of government was 
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changed from the Absolute Monarchy to the Constitutional Monarchy in 1932 regardless of a 
warning that people in the country were not ready for the change (Lohatepanont, 2017). 
Apart from the social and political reform, the influence of the West was also seen in 
the development of literature. The activity of literary translation emerged around this time since 
stories published in periodicals were sometimes translated from English source texts, including 
Sir Athur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes and Agatha Christie’s Hercules Poirot’s cases. In 
1902, Khwan Payabat by Mae Wan (pseudo name of Phraya Surintharacha) was published and 
recognised as the first full-length translated novel in Thai history. The novel was translated from 
Marie Corelli’s Vendetta! Or the Story of One Forgotten. Not only was Khwan Payabhat the 
first translated novel from English into Thai, the translation marked a significant phenomenon 
in the history of Thai literature in that it introduced narrative prose writing to Thai society. 
Poetry was the main form for composing literature until the beginning of the 20th century 
(Theera-Ek, 2017). Mae Wan’s Khwam Payabhat greatly inspired and influenced the production 
of Thai literature during the time. Novels became a popular style of narrative writing. Best-
selling novels by Western writers, including H. Rider Haggard, Anthony Hope and Arthur 
Conan Doyle, were translated (Chaloemtiarana 2009) in response to the demand of Thai readers.  
However, during the time, adaptations of the original stories were common to the extent 
that apart from the main plot of the story, the remaining elements were either domesticated or 
omitted, especially with regard to cultural elements that were unknown to the target readers. For 
example, the whole setting of the Thai version of Sherlock Holmes was changed to Bangkok, 
which is a more familiar place to Thai readers. Although Thai people might become more 
familiar with Western cultures, the concept of translation might not be widely acknowledged 
among local people since translation was usually done and distributed among elitists and 
educated people who could be considered a small group of people compared to the illiterate 
majority. King Rama VI or King Vajiravudh who was educated in the UK and was deeply 
interested in crime fiction was one of the first person who introduced Western literature, 
especially crime fiction to Thailand. He translated many crime fiction including Edgar Allan 
Poe’s short stories and different novels from Sherlock Holmes series. Nonetheless, as mentioned 
earlier, most of the literary elements were domesticated or omitted. This might be the result the 
limited knowledge about foreign languages and culture in Thailand. However, changes and 
adaptions in Thai translation seemed to indicate an attempt to resist the power of the West and 
emphasise the concept of ‘Others’ toward the West. In King Vajiravudh’s translations and 
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adaptations, most of the culprits in the stories were changed to Westerners or those related to 
Westerners. For example, in the translation of Edgar Allan Poe’s The Murders in the Rue 
Morgue, the culprit in the original story is an orangutan belonged to a sailor who brought it 
back to Paris. In King Vajiravudh’s translation, the murders were unintentionally committed by 
an orangutan. However, he elaborated that the orangutan belonged to a Westerner living nearby.  
Regardless of the more acceptance and familiarity with the West up until the country’s 
crucial turning point in 1932, translation activity was still limited to a rather small circle of elite 
community since although laypeople had been educated countrywide since the second half of 
the 19th century, English was not compulsory and usually not taught in public schools (Theera-
Ek 2017). Thus, the production of translation was mostly responsible by the elite society and 
people in Bangkok who had a better opportunity to have better education, including learning 
foreign languages.  
Novels gained its popularity since the beginning of the 20th century when a new style of 
narrative writing from the West were introduced to Thai people. Translation of Western 
literature were published in periodicals. However, there was no evidence or research whether 
Thai readers acknowledged translations of foreign literature as translations or just novels about 
foreigners written in Thai since the information about the originals were usually omitted and 
most of the time, parts of the originals were domesticated or omitted for various reasons, 
including as a tool to resist the hegemony power and an effective way to gain knowledge about 
the West as seen in King Vajiravudh’s translation of Western crime fiction into Thai. 
 
4.3 20th century: the period of foreign influence  
 Thailand had pride itself as the only country that was never formally colonised by the 
West and tried very hard to keep up with the Western standard. After the political reform in 
1932, the country became a ‘nation-state’ similar to most of the Western countries. However, 
since the change came rather abruptly, Thai laypeople were most properly educated about the 
new political system they needed to understand. For decades after the reform, the country’s 
political and social conditions were unstable. The authoritative power was mostly in the hand 
of Western-educated elites and the army. The country, thus, still lived in the paradox of 
preserving the country’s culture and identity and emulating the West. The desire to keep up with 
other countries at the global level stimulated the government at the time to rigorously transform 
the country according to the Western standard to look civilized in the eye of the world. Out-
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dated traditions were terminated for they were not practiced by those the government believed 
civilized. People who kept practicing the terminated traditions would be punished. One of the 
significant changes the government made was done only a few years after the overthrow of the 
Absolute Monarchy. People were prohibited to wear traditional clothes in public. Men were to 
wear shirt and trousers instead of sarong, while women needed to wear blouse and robe instead 
of traditional loincloth. Spoon and fork were encouraged, while betel chewing tradition were 
not encouraged in public. 
 Among the enormous changes to keep up with the world, communication and reading 
culture were developed remarkably in Thailand. Newspapers and several periodicals were 
published, including Daily Mail (1950-1958), Siam Nikorn (1938-1969) and Sarn Seri (1954-
1965). Political situations were explained and discussed widely among people, especially the 
middle-class people who were interested in their rights and freedom they newly got. While 
newspapers mainly reported news and articles related to the country’s current situations, the 
best opportunity for laypeople in Thailand to learn about foreign cultures was by reading 
periodicals, which were abundant and covered different themes and target audiences. For 
example, there were periodicals about politics (e.g. Lak Muang), about general knowledge and 
miscellany (e.g. Padung Wittaya and Tawee Panya) and periodicals for women (e,g. Satree San 
and Lalana). People in Thailand seemed to acknowledge and pay more attention to Western 
cultures. Different stories about foreigners and foreign cultures were regularly published in 
periodicals, for example, biographies of famous people from around the world, such as the royal 
families of different countries (e.g. the United Kingdom, the United States of America and 
Egypt). 
 After the revolution, people were still under the control of the army, who gained its 
power via a coup d’état that happened only one year after the change and five more times over 
the period of twenty-five years. It could be said that it was a turbulent time for Thai society. 
However, despite the instability of the situation, people in the country, especially the middle 
class and younger generation, seemed to be more and more active in politics and perceived an 
injustice of the situation they were forced to live in. Different articles criticising the government 
performance were published continuously. During this time, several publishing houses that were 
active in politics were forced to close by the government (Phajanalawan 2015) such as the three 
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newspapers mentioned in the previous paragraph. The pressure were at its peak in 1971 when 
the government launched a coup d’état against itself. People started to gather and demand the 
resignation of the government. The prolonged protest came to its worst around the beginning of 
October 1973. On the 14th October 1973, the government decided to forcefully dismiss the 
protest of more than 500,000 university students and people who were gathering and trying to 
march to the Grand Palace to meet with a representative of the Monarch. The army opened fired 
on the protesters resulting in lots of deaths and injuries.  
 People’s awareness of their rights under the new system of government were also 
reflected in literary trends. Apart from the publication of lots of Thai novels and short stories 
about political situations and political criticism, different Western novels and books about 
politics were translated, including George Orwell’s Animal Farm that was translated in 1959 
and Niccolò Machiavelli’s The Prince were also translated in 1968 and retranslated in 1971 
(Bunyakanjana 2019). Both versions were translated by students of Thammasart University, 
which has always known for its strength in politics.  
Amidst the political instability within the country, the country moved forward steadily 
and established itself in a global stage. The period of the 1960s was marked as an important 
milestone in the development of the country. Thailand implemented the plan recommended by 
the World Bank Mission 1957 for the first time in 1961 in the form of the First National 
Economic Plan. The plan mainly focused on the economic development of the country as a 
member of the global society. The country opened up to trading and investment from other 
countries. Along with the development of the national economy, the relationship with the West 
also contributed to the development of the country in terms of education as well as technology. 
After becoming a member of WTO, Thailand realised that the country was in need of enhancing 
the competence of English of local people since the language had become a lingua franca in 
the Far East (Vikør 2004). Apart from the national policy to include English in the national 
curriculum, King Rama IX resumed the tradition of scholarship grants that had been interrupted 
in view of the political situation in Thailand. The scholarship is called King’s Scholarship and 
is granted every year to nine outstanding students from across the country to further their studies 
abroad. The scholarships were an important means to learn more about English and Western 
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culture. Nonetheless, this knowledge was still confined to small groups of intellectual people 
who received proper schooling which, in general, resembled the education system in the West.  
Since the country became more open to the World, Thai people became familiar with 
the West. People were more interested in stories about foreign cultures. Lots of foreign texts 
were translated into Thai and published either as a complete book or chapter by chapter in 
magazines. Responding to the better awareness of translation, especially among younger 
generation, translations published in the second half of the 18th century, were mostly specified 
as translations. The information about the source texts (mostly the title and the author of the 
book) were shown in the translated texts. During this time, naturalness and smoothness of the 
translated texts seemed to be the most important quality publishing houses were looking for. 
Omission was seen as common or even necessary in the translation into Thai. For example, an 
editor of a periodical mentioned that sometimes the publisher asked the translator who 
translated a novel for the periodical to omit some parts of the story that seemed boring to keep 
the audience entertained and willing to read the story until the end (Onruedee 2010). 
Although reading can help improve Thai people’s knowledge about foreign cultures, 
they still did not have an opportunity to actively engage with the authentic foreign cultures. The 
event that made Thai people become highly involved with foreign cultures is the Vietnam War 
between 1955 and 1975. According to the agreement with the United States, the U.S. army used 
Thailand as one of its military bases. Along with other local shops providing necessary supplies 
for their daily life, American-style bars and restaurants serving American food were built to 
serve the soldiers. Being mixed with American soldiers in the same community forced Thai 
people to learn both their language and culture. Knowledge about foreign countries and foreign 
cultures became more widespread across the country. 
At the same time as local people learned and engaged with foreign cultures, the soldiers 
from the United States learned that Thailand was a country rich with natural attractions. One of 
the locations of their military bases was in the province of Rayong, which houses the most 
beautiful beaches in Thailand, famous among tourists even today. As a result, Thailand was 
listed as a tourist attraction and the tourism industry in Thailand began to expand very rapidly 
ever since. 
   The period from the 1960s onwards can be considered the modernisation and 
internationalisation of the country (Goss and Burch 2010). Thailand enthusiastically engaged 
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with the global market. In order to support the expansion of the national economy, the country, 
particularly Bangkok, saw radical changes in the physical landscape and its infrastructure. Old 
roads were re-surfaced, widened and equipped with modern traffic systems (Ouyyanont 2001). 
A number of canals in Bangkok were filled to build roads, and by 1970, only one-third out of 
nearly 100 remained (Thepchu 1975). Along with the development of the infrastructure, 
commercial buildings and hotels skyrocketed. In 1960, there were 959 hotel rooms provided in 
Thailand, but by the end of the decade, the number exceeded 7,000 rooms in total (Thailand 
Yearbook 1968-69). Despite the development of the physical landscape and national economy, 
the improvement in terms of human resource and social aspect seemed to be rather insignificant. 
This might be the result of the prolonged war between Vietnam and the United States.  
 
4.4 Early 2000s: The period of awareness and globalisation 
 The process of knowledge transfer across borders of cultures and languages has become 
more diverse thanks to the process of globalisation, which has shrunken a big world into a small 
“global village” (McLuhan 1962). Giddens (1990) refers to the term “globalisation” as “the 
intensification of worldwide social relations which link distant localities in such a way that local 
happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away and vice versa” (1990: 64). The 
process of globalisation overcomes the obstacle of distance between different locations and 
links them together by means of different modern advancements. Cronin (2010) elaborates that 
spatial and linguistic connections are two dimensions that the process of globalisation has 
contributed to link distant locations together. In terms of the spatial dimension, the process of 
globalisation means that “the amount of time required to move people, objects or information 
from point A to point B is constantly diminishing” (Cronin 2010: 134), while the linguistic 
dimension refers to “the attempt to bridge the distance of language difference […]” (2010: 134). 
According to this explanation, modern advancements that support the process of globalisation 
can be divided into the development of telecommunication technologies and transportation as 
the spatial linkage among distant localities; and the knowledge of foreign languages, especially 
English, as the linguistic linkage among them. 
 In Thailand, the seeds of globalisation started to affect the country in the 1960s. The 
belief that westernising the country was the way to survive in the modern world was obvious 
and seemed to be an important factor that pushed the country forward. The country seemed to 
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be anxious to declare its economic capacity to the world and secure its place in the global market 
alongside other leading countries in the world. To achieve that goal, the First National Economic 
Plan implemented in 1961 emphasising on the development of transportation in order to attract 
foreign investment and increase the logistic capacity of the country (Office of the National 
Economics and Social Development Board 2016) to enhance the trading competitiveness of the 
country. In the meantime, the tourism industry emerged as a result of the U.S military bases in 
Thailand during the Vietnam War placing the country on the top list of the tourist attractions 
around the world. To boost the new industry, Thai Airways International Public Co. Ltd. was 
established in 1960 (Ministry of Transportation 2016) and made the country become more 
accessible. Within two decades, the number of foreign tourists skyrocketed from 80,000 in 1960 
to almost 2,500,000 in 1985 (Cohen 2008). In terms of the accommodations in response to the 
rapid growth of tourism industry, the hotel industry has tremendously expanded as well, namely 
from only a few standard hotels, including Mandarin Oriental, Bangkok and Dusit Thani Hotel 
1960s (The First National Economic Plan 1961) to more than one hundred fifty hotel chains in 
2015 (Rodtook and Altinay 2012). The popularity of the tourism industry and the growing 
number of tourist arrivals provided a favourable opportunity for Thai people to become more 
familiar with foreign cultures. In order to provide the best services to international tourists, local 
people needed to learn the way tourists behave—what they prefer and what they do not. 
Knowledge of English as well as other foreign languages became significantly important to be 
able to effective communication with other countries.  
Despite the development and stead relationship with the West, Thai people did not have 
much opportunity to actively engage with Western culture. Travelling abroad seemed to bear a 
notorious reputation among Thai people even after the establishment of the national airline 
because of the limited ways of communication and high cost of expense. In the past, only rich 
people had an opportunity to go abroad and were thus exposed to and engaged with foreign 
culture first-hand. The problem was mitigated with the introduction of low-cost airlines in 2000s. 
Nok Air and Air Asia were the first two low-cost airlines that have provided services in Thailand. 
After the success of the two pioneer low-cost airlines, more low-cost airlines were founded in 
Thailand including, Bangkok Airways, Lion Air and Thai Smile. Travelling abroad and engaging 
with foreign cultures provided excellent opportunity for Thai people to see and learn the real 
natural ways of living of foreigners. The longer they stay in those countries, the more familiar 
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with their culture they become since they can gradually absorb how people live their daily life, 
such as what kind of food they eat, how they commute and travel around, the way they treat 
others and so on. Additionally, they will absorb not only the cultures of those countries, the real 
day-to-day language, slang and authentic expressions only local people know will be learned as 
well.   
With a better knowledge about the West, people in Thailand become more familiar with 
foreign language and cultures. The greater contact between cultures could affect the strategies 
used to translate cultural elements in source texts. More importantly, the greater contact between 
cultures also signals the better possibility for readers to gain access to source texts. Publishing 
houses and translators might not be the only party that could access to the original texts. Thus, 
publishing houses and translators might have to be more careful about the choices they use to 
translate source texts or they might have to face unexpected or negative feedback from the 
audience. For example, around the 1960s, a renowned author in Thailand published different 
novels that suddenly received high praise from the public. Among them were three books called, 
กาเหว่าที่บางเพลง  ) The Cuckoos at Bang Pleng), หลายชีวิต  ) Many lives), and ไผ่แดง  ) The Red Bamboo). The 
novels were highly praised for their originality and exquisite language usage. However, after 
decades, it was found that these three stories were adapted from foreign novels without giving 
any credits to the original authors.16 This scandal does not seem to be documented in writing, 
but it is a story that is well known among translators in Thailand and that can be corroborated 
by reading the Thai and English versions. Despite heated debate over the years, letting it go was 
the only option because at the time of the publication, there was no law to protect the intellectual 
property that belonged to foreigners.  
Around 1990s, translation started to be perceived as a skill that needs a training. A 
workshop on translation and editing was initiated and textbooks about translations were 
published not only marking a new era of translation but also indicating a better knowledge and 
understanding about the activity in Thai society. The enthusiasm might be the result of the boom 
in the literary market around the world after the publication of J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and 
the Philosopher Stone17 in 1997 and was translated into Thai in 2000. The publication of Thai 
                                                     
16 กาเหวา่ทีบ่างเพลง (The cuckoos at Bang Pleng) was adapted from John Whyndham’s The Midwich Cuckoos; หลาย
ชีวิต (Many Lives) was adapted from Giovannino Guareschi’s The Little World of Don Camillo; and ไผ่แดง (The 
Red Bamboo) was adapted from Thronton Wilder’s The Bridge of San Luis Rey. 
17 Or Harry Potter and the Sorcerer Stone in US edition.   
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translation of the series played an important role in attracting Thai readers to read translated 
novels. The popularity of the series was so high that the publishing house needed to have the 
reader pre-order the books in advance. The phenomenon was supported by the translation of 
J.R.R. Tokien’s Lord of the Rings in the following year and established translated literature as 
an essential part of literary market in Thailand.   
Following the success of the publication of Harry Potter books and Lord of the Rings 
Trilogy, different publishing houses were established to publish only translated novels. For 
example, Pearl Publishing was founded in 2003 and initially translated and published only 
children and young adult novels, including Eoin Colfer’s Artemis Fowls series.  Similarly, Maple 
Publishing was established in 2004 and published only translated novels, especially young adult 
ones, for example, Joseph Delaney’s The Spook’s Apprentice series.   
Despite a better knowledge of English among Thai readers and the popularity of the 
translated books in Thailand, the availability of foreign books was rather limited in 1990s and 
early 2000s. Large book stores that provided foreign books were rare and mostly situated in 
Bangkok and other big cities with only limited selection of foreign books; and although it was 
already possible to order books from other countries in 1990s, the delivery process took a lot 
of time, and the price was high. Thus, to read foreign novels, Thai readers still relied mostly on 
translation, especially those who lived outside Bangkok and a few other big cities.  
 
4.5 After 2010: the digital age 
Although the advancement of technologies could be considered the effect of 
globalisation, the ever-changing technological development plays a distinctive role in shaping 
the society than being just a mere effect of the process. The development has greatly affected 
the way people across the globe communicate and interact with others.   
Regarding the impact of technological development on Thai people, the Internet is the 
most crucial technology that opened the horizons for telecommunications in Thailand. The 
Internet was introduced in Thailand for the first time in 1991, but its use was restricted to public 
organizations mainly for the purpose of communication via e-mails (National Electronics and 
Computer Technology Centre—NECTEC 2001). The Internet became commercially available 
for public use in 1995 (Frankema and Lindblad 2006). However, the Internet did not become 
widespread right away and was not common in ordinary households. At the early stage of the 
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Internet development in Thailand, people had to go to Internet cafés to use the Internet. The 
price for using the Internet was rather high and the cafés were located mostly in developed areas 
of the country. However, although it was rather complicated for people to use the Internet during 
the time, for the first time in history, technology allowed people to remotely access different 
sources of information available only in foreign countries without having to travel across the 
continent to gain it. The Internet became more and more affordable and widespread as time went 
by as a result of the increased number of Internet providers in Thailand. With the assistance of 
the Internet, information and knowledge from around the world started to become more 
accessible. As a result, knowledge about foreign cultures and foreign languages become 
accessible to everyone, including translators and readers.   
The availability of the Internet seemed to allow information and communication 
technologies (ICT) to boundlessly develop, especially in digital format for example, applications 
in smart gadgets (i.e. smart phones and tablets) and social media. It could be said that the 
development changed the routine of Thai people including the way they consumed and 
perceived the translation of foreign literature. The development of e-book readers and 
applications, such as Kindle and Rakuten Kobo, allowed Thai readers to get hold of foreign 
books at their fingertips anytime and anywhere. With the continuously improved knowledge of 
English, Thai readers had a better opportunity to read original texts without waiting for the 
translation. At this point, it was clear that translation was not provided only for readers who 
could not understand the source texts, but it became an option for Thai readers to choose from.   
The influence of Thai readers on translation policies became more visible after the 
introduction of Facebook in Thailand in 2009-2010 making social media increasingly popular 
in Thailand. Different social media, such as Twitter and WhatsApp and online webboards and 
forums have become essential communication tools people in Thailand rely on, especially with 
the rise of mobile Internet in around 2010, people can access different kinds of information 
anywhere and anytime using digital applications installed on a smartphone. By means of social 
networks, people can exchange information among friends and those who share the same 
interest real-time. This development promoted an active role of customers in reviewing and 
monitoring products and services.  Accordingly, readers in Thailand have become more actively 
engaged with the translation activity than they were in the past. In Thailand, it is rather difficult 
for readers to be in contact with a publishing house. Publishing houses do not usually take much 
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notice of complaints and suggestions from readers. However, unlike in the past, readers these 
days rely on social media and public forums to make their voice heard. One example of the 
effectiveness of communication via social network is the case of the translation of Suzanne 
Collin’s The Hunger Game Series. The Thai translation of the first and the second books of the 
series were published around the end of the year 2011, readers complained vigorously about 
the quality of the translations. Some of the complaints mentioned that the translations were 
unbearable. According to the posts on one of the popular public forums in Thailand 
(http://topicstock.pantip.com/chalermthai /topicstock/2012/03/A11876715/A11876715.html), the 
person who posted the story had sent her complaints about the books via email to the publishing 
house in December 2011 but did not receive any explanations from the publishing house. In 
January 2012, she posted her opinions about the translation with more than 30 examples of 
serious mistranslations in the Thai translations of the books. More than one hundred people 
shared their opinions about the translation. Some added more examples of mistakes found in the 
books. The publisher promptly replied to the post apologising for their carelessness and 
promising the public to correct their mistakes as soon as possible. Only a few months after the 
incident, a new version of the translation of the series was published with a new translator.  
 This example clearly illustrates the influence of the Internet and technology on the 
translation. Also, the example shows that knowledge and accessibility to source culture and 
source text is less of a problem in this era.  
Apart from social media, in the present era where information is the key factor for every 
success, there are a variety of tools and technologies that can help people in Thailand fulfil their 
need to learn about foreign languages and cultures, for example free online machine translation 
providers (e.g. Google Translate), free online dictionaries (e.g. Longdo Dict) and encyclopaedias. 
Consequently, in order to provide adequate translation for readers who are not only far more 
knowledgeable than before, but also are equipped with different tools to help them, translators 
require professional trainings, especially in terms of technological development, to enhance 
their ability and knowledge as translators. Although the activity of translation had been 
introduced to Thai society more than two centuries ago, people in Thailand has started to realise 
the importance of the activity, especially in the globalised world, not more than two decades 
ago. In 1995, the Translators and Interpreters Association of Thailand (TIAT) 
(http://www.thaitiat.org) was established. The association provides different courses and 
workshops related to translation and interpreting skills, for example, translation for business, 
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non-fiction translation and professional interpreter workshop. Although the association has 
continued to provide different workshops since the establishment of the association, only a few 
years ago did the association start to offer a workshop on translation technologies. Regarding 
translation training in Thailand, although there are quite a few translation studies programmes 
offered for prospective translators, training on translation technologies is still lacking since 
none of the programmes offered includes translation technologies, which could be a result of 
the lack of lecturers or tutors with expertise in translation technologies since most of the 
lecturers in translation studies in Thailand are from older generation when these technologies 
did not exist, and some of them even reject the idea of using technology to assist in translation 
activity. In contrast, at present, the professional industries require translators to use different 
technologies to help in translation. As a result, in order to cope with the demand of the market, 
both freelance and professional translators have to rely on themselves in learning and using 
translation tools and technologies offered in the market.  
 
4.6 Crime fiction and its translation in Thailand 
 Crime fiction was introduced to Thai people by King Rama VI (King Mongkut), who 
was greatly interested in literature and would like to enhance the reading experience of Thai 
people at the time. King Mongkut published crime short stories called Nitan Thong In (Tales of 
Mr. Thong In) in a periodical between 1904 and 1905. As previously mentioned, the stories were 
adapted from different stories of Sherlock Holmes, but the whole settings of the story were 
changed to Bangkok, where the protagonist of the story worked as a police detective. It is not 
surprising that King Mongkut was fascinated with crime fiction since he studied in the United 
Kingdom between 1893 and 1901-1902, which was when Sherlock Holmes was first published 
in the UK. Under a pseudonym, King Mongkut also translated some of Agatha Christie’s works. 
This translated work can be considered one of the earliest translations of crime fiction in 
Thailand. Interestingly, while he adapted the stories of Sherlock Holmes to match Thai society 
during that time, he chose to translate Agatha Christie’s works. His translations were published 
in 1923 – 1924, which was the earlier years of Agatha Christie’s works. Considering the works 
of King Mongkut alone, they showed sign of radical changes in terms of perception of foreign 
cultures of Thai people.  
 However, crime fiction was not outstanding or more popular than the rest of the literary 
genres until the turn of the millennium. In 1999, a publishing house was established under the 
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name ‘Rahat Kadee’ which means mystery in English. As suggested by its name, the publishing 
house aims to publish only classic fictional works under the category of crime fiction. Initially, 
the publishing house produced a collection of crime short stories with a specific theme for each 
volume and published every three-months. Later, the publishing house dropped the production 
of the periodical and turned to publish classic crime novels instead. The popularity of crime 
fiction in Thailand was then heightened thanks to the incredible success of Dan Brown’s Da 
Vinci Code in 2003. Publishing houses recognised and started to pay more attention to crime 
fiction. Amarin publishing, one of the leading publishing house in Thailand, initiated a crime 
fiction department to respond to the growing demand of the genre. The works of most of the 
‘big names’ in crime fiction, including Dan Brown, Harlan Coben, Michael Connelly and Jeff 
Lindsay, were translated and published by the publishing house.   
 Crime fiction has become a substantial source of income for publishing houses. Most of 
them seek to translate and publish crime fiction to gain market share. Different publishing 
houses have tried to establish their own identity regarding crime fiction. For example, Rahat 
Kadee publishes only classic crimes such as the works of Raymond Chandler, Dorothy L. 
Sayers, Ngaio Marsh and Ellery Queen. Amarin publishing monopolises most of the works of 
the mainstream crime fiction. Some publishing houses, then, turn to crime fiction from non-
English speaking countries, such as Japan and Scandinavian countries.  
 Although the crime wave has passed, the genre seems to earn its popular position and 
gains its fans in Thai society. New translations of crime fiction has been continuously released 
to the market. More often than not, some of them would become bestselling books in bookstores 
before being overcome by newly released translations of some new crime fiction. 
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CHAPTER 5 METHODOLOGY 
 
The chapter describes tools and methods applied for the analysis of the present project 
to achieve answers to the research questions of the study which include: 
1. Have the source-text allusions Thai translators been confronted with changed over 
time? 
2.  What strategies have Thai translators used to translate English source-text allusion 
over time? 
3. How successful have Thai translators been in translating allusion over time? 
 
The methodology begins with the data collection process. After that, the chapter 
continues with the explanation of data analysis procedure covering the identification and 
classification of source-text allusions and the analysis of allusions in the translation. 
 
5.1 Data collection and sampling 
 In this section, the methods and criteria of data selections are described. The section will 
be divided into two parts. The first part will explain the criteria regarding the timeframe of the 
study, while the second part will explain the criteria in terms of the genre and the selection of 
specific books for the project.  
 
5.1.1 The study periods  
Concerning the study timeframe, the course of 55 years between 1960 and 2015 was 
determined as the scope of this study to investigate the effect of time on the use of allusion in 
English-written novels and the translation of those allusions into Thai. Despite the fact that 
translation activity has been practiced in Thailand long before 1960s, there were several reasons 
for the project to include only the novels translated after 1960. Firstly, since the project aimed 
to study allusions used in novels, the time before the 20th century had to be excluded because 
novels was only introduced in Thailand at the beginning of the 20th century. Nonetheless, 
although novels gained its popularity since then, translated novels during the time were mostly 
treated as texts originally written in Thai. Information about the source texts were hardly 
mentioned in the translations. Thus, it was difficult and time consuming to identify the original 
of a translation without any information about it. Additionally, despite the fact that translated 
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novels might feature foreign characters and settings, those elements would not guarantee that 
the text is a translation. As discussed in Chapter 4, the popularity of novels in Thailand at the 
beginning of the 20th century led many Thai writers to copy the plots of foreign novels and some 
of them also included foreign characters and settings. Thus, without some information about the 
source text, it would be even more difficult to determine whether a novel was a translation.  
Moreover, the first half of the 20th century could be considered a turbulent time for the 
country according to political and social changes resulting in the revolution of the country in 
1932. After the revolution, translation seemed to become more widespread. Common people 
participated more in translation activity (e.g. the translation of Niccolò Machiavelli’s The Prince 
by university students). However, because of the internal stability of the country during the time, 
people might focus more on political issues. Novels and translations during the revolution period 
mostly involved social and political criticism (Satjaphan 1999). Accordingly, the data suitable 
for the project was rather limited during this period of time.  
Lastly, the researcher found during the inventory process that second-hand and old 
translated novels being circulated in the market were mostly published after 1960. Thus, to 
ensure the availability of the data for the project, the researcher decided to include only 
translated novels published between 1960 and 2015. 
Since, the study aims to investigate changes and trends in the application and translation 
of allusion, the course of 55 years between 1960 and 201518 was divided into 3 periods according 
to significant events in the history of Thailand that had a direct or indirect impact on the 
translation activity in the country. Each designated period is not evenly divided in terms of 
lengths but rather according to significant events affecting the translation activity in Thailand. 
Between each designated period, a gap of at least 5 years was left to emphasise any changes that 
may have occurred over time since. This is become shifts in perception towards allusions and 
how they were handled in different periods of time change only gradually over time. The gap 
between each period is intended to make differences between each period become more salient.  
According to the review in Chapter 4, the course of 55 years between 1960 and 2015 
was divided into 1) the period of foreign influence included the period between 1960 and 1989, 
2) the period of globalisation included the period between 2000 and 2005 and 3) the period of 
digital age included between 2010 and 2015.  
                                                     
18 According to the publication of the translations  
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1st period: the period of foreign influence  
 The first period of foreign influence includes the period between 1960 and 1989. The 
1960s could be considered an important milestone of Thailand in development the country into 
a modern society. The development of the country relied heavily on the desire to modernise and 
internationalise itself according to the Western standard. The country became more open to the 
world than ever by implementing the plan recommended by the World Bank in 1961 in the form 
of the First National Economic Plan. Western knowledge and development became familiar and 
more acceptable in Thailand. More importantly, the 1960s could be considered one of the earliest 
opportunities for laypeople in Thailand to engage with foreigners during the Vietnam War 
between 1959 and 1975 when the country allowed the U.S. army to use several parts of the 
country as the military bases (See Section 4.3). Although translation activity had been practiced 
and acknowledged prior the event, the first-hand engagement with foreigners seemed to result 
in a better acknowledgement of translation among Thai people resulting potential changes in 
translation. One of the most important changes during this period was the inclusion of 
information about source texts in the translation. The practice could reflect Thai people’s 
acceptance and acknowledgement of foreign (especially Western) knowledge and culture that 
had never seen before. Thus, apart from the availability issue, the researcher found that the period 
was suitable as a starting point to study the translation in Thailand since the translation began 
to be treated as translation in that there was no radical adaptation as seen until the reign of King 
Vajiravudh (1910 – 1925).  
 
2nd period: the period of globalisation  
 The period of globalisation includes the period between 2000 and 2005. This period was 
the result of the process of globalisation. In this period, the dissemination of information and 
knowledge became more effective and widespread with the introduction of the Internet. In 
Thailand, the Internet was introduced and available for people to use around 1995. The Internet 
improved the communication and accessibility to knowledge and culture. Western knowledge 
and culture become more familiar among Thai people, especially younger generation who was 
educated in the modern education system. In this period, the availability of the Internet for public 
usage made the access to source texts and source cultures from remote places became possible 
although the process might be complicated and time consuming. According to an easier 
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accessibility to knowledge, translators and publishing houses were not the only party that could 
access and had knowledge about source texts and source culture. Readers of the translation 
became more knowledgeable both linguistically and culturally. During this period, translators 
and publishing houses might need to adjust themselves and might have to be more thoughtful 
about the translation. Translation strategies employed to handle cultural elements might be 
alternated to better respond to the demand of the reader.  
 Additionally, around this time, translation was recognised as a skill that requires a proper 
training. There was a workshop on translation and editing organised to support those who 
worked in the publishing industry. Translation studies was started to be interested academically. 
Textbooks on translation were written and published for the first time in Thai history during this 
period, too. The workshop and publication of textbook could be considered a new era of 
translation activity in Thailand since they reflected a better knowledge and understanding about 
translation both among translation professionals and Thai readers.  
 
3rd period: the digital age 
 The digital age includes the time between 2010 and 2015. Although the period of digital 
age was only 5 years apart from the period of globalisation, there were significant events related 
to translation that might affect the trends in translation of culture-specific items within the 
period.  
 In this period, the advancement of technology played a crucial role in the development 
of translation. The availability of high-speed Internet and smart gadgets effectively improved the 
communication among people. Time-space limitation was no longer a problem in 
communication and accessibility of information. People can access source texts via their smart 
phones or tablets. Similar to the period of globalisation, translators and publishing house were 
no longer the only party who had an access to the originals and had knowledge about the source 
texts. In this period, translation was not only consumed by those who lacked knowledge of 
English, translation served as an alternative for readers who decided not to read the original 
although they can understand English.  
 Additionally, the introduction of social media allowed Thai readers to engage more 
actively in the process of translation than it had been in earlier periods. Using social media, Thai 
readers could share information among friends and people who share similar interests real-time. 
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Regarding transaltion activity, the readers could share their opinions and discuss about certain 
translations either positively or negatively. Unlike in the past, publishing houses seemed to 
respond quickly to discussions related to their procducts on social media as seen in an example 
of the translation of Suzanne Collin’s The Hunger Game series in Chapter 4 since the 
information could be widespread in a very short period of time. Thus, to avoid losing the reader’s 
trust, publishing houses and translators had to adjust themselves to the new system where the 
readers could influence the translation’s policies. Accordingly, translators and publishing houses 
were need to be even more accountable to their readers and deliver the source texts carefully in 
response to the higher standard and more demanding target readers. 
  
5.1.2 Data selection  
Regarding the corpus of the project, the data was collected from crime fiction novels 
originally written in English and their Thai corresponding translations.  
As discussed in the review of literature, text types affect the amount and variety of 
aesthetic elements employed in texts. It was therefore determined from the beginning that the 
project would study culture-specific elements of one genre in particular. The project decides to 
focus on narrative fiction or novels because according to Reiss (1992), the novel is considered a 
form-focused genre. In these texts, forms (how texts are presented) are more important than 
contents (what is presented) since they contribute greatly to the creation of an impact on the 
audience’s physical senses and emotions, which is the major function of language in this type 
of texts. Literary tropes and aesthetic devices are extensively employed to ensure the successful 
function of the text. As a literary device, allusions are also expected to be abundant in this type 
of text. Thus, novels will allow the researcher to extensively investigate the use of allusions.  
 Regarding the genre, the project will study the use and translation of allusions in crime 
fiction only since differences among different genres could be considered intervening variables 
that might affect the ways allusions were presented in source texts as well as the ways they were 
interpreted and translated. The review of the genre suggests that crime fiction is heavily bound 
with culture. Cultural details and literary devices are commonly used to present the complex and 
puzzling scenario of the story. Allusions among other cultural elements, are suggested to be 
abundant in the genre (Bassnett 2011). Additionally, since crime fiction is usually set in a realistic 
environment, language used in crime fiction reflects natural language used in realistic 
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communication. The notion affects the selection of literary devices, including allusions. For 
example, in J.K Rowling’s Harry Potter series, to express surprise and excitement, the phrase 
‘Merlin’s Beard!’ were used. The phrase was made up to boost the magical atmosphere of the 
story. However, the phrase does not reflect the reality at all. However, in crime fiction, realistic 
expression like ‘Oh my god!’ and ‘My goodness!’ are employed. Hence, in this project in which 
the aim is to study the translation of allusion by different translators over time, crime fiction is 
more appropriate for the corpus since it reflects natural language use. No additional knowledge 
of specific subjects needs to be considered.  
 
At the beginning, as many novels as possible within the selected genre that were 
published within the specific time period were inventoried. Different databases of translation 
were consulted to see the number of books translated during the time. The list of translation of 
literature from English into Thai was retrieved from the database of Index Translationum. Only 
631 records were found. The year of record was starting from 1978 which was almost twenty 
years later than the starting point of the study, while the latest year of the record was 2007 which 
does not cover the study timeframe. Additionally, there was no guarantee that the researcher 
would be able to find a copy of the translation mentioned in the record, especially those 
published a long time ago.  
After the initial research, the researcher checked the availability of the translations 
mentioned in the database from different book providers including old and second-hand book 
sellers. Unfortunately, not many books from the database were available. On the contrary, most 
of the available translations offered by the providers were not recorded in the database.  
Thus, to ensure the availability of the data to build the corpus of this project, the research 
also relied on the researcher’s own collection of crime fiction. Although the collection did not 
provide a particularly large number of crime fiction works, they could be a good starting point 
to gather the rest of the corpus. The process of collecting crime novels resulted in a preliminary 
list of 150 English novels with corresponding Thai translations. Using this list as a starting point, 
the following five criteria were employed to select which novels to focus on and narrow down 
the sample to a manageable proportion. 
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Referring back to the division of the study timeframe discussed in Section 5.1.1, the 
course of 55 years between 1960 and 2015 were divided into three uneven-length periods; 
namely, a) the period of foreign influence (1960-1989), b) the period of globalisation (2000-2005) 
and c) the period of digital age. Five novels from each period were randomly selected from the 
preliminary list according the following four criteria. 
 
a) Each selected novel within the same period must be written by different authors. 
Each selected book from the same period of time must be written by different authors to 
mitigate the interference of idiosyncrasies, Millers (2015) posits that different writers have their 
particular voice which he suggests is ‘much more than a sum of its linguistic parts’ The writer’s 
voice is like ‘his or her fingerprint and no two voices are alike’ resulting from background and 
experience each of them have been through. According to this, different authors have their own 
styles of writing resulting in different ways of both storytelling and language used in the story. 
For example, in the six movies of the Mission: Impossible franchise, different movies were 
directed by different directors resulting in different focus and portrayal of the story regardless 
of the fact that each movie narrated the story of the same protagonist in the exactly the same 
universe. Likewise, the individual styles of writing are likely to affect the amount and variety of 
literary devices, particularly allusions, employed in their works even for the writers of the same 
genre. Thus, to eliminate the notion of idiosyncrasy, the project determined to study novels from 
different authors. Although, the criterion strictly focuses on the selected novels within the same 
study period, it would be preferred if the novels in the entire corpus were written by different 
authors to ensure that results from the study are presented without prejudice. 
 
b) Each selected novel within the same period of time must be translated by different translators. 
    Paralleling with the previous criterion, each novel within the same study period must be 
translated by different translators to avoid the notion of idiosyncrasy. Similar to the effect of 
writer’s idiosyncrasy on the writing, translator’s idiosyncrasy can be reflected in the translation. 
Exposed to different backgrounds and experiences, different translators tend to perceive and 
handle source texts differently. In a recent experiment by Lynch and Yagel (2018), the results of 
the comparison of translations of classic works by Henrik Ibsen and Anton Chekov indicated 
different stylistic traits among different translators both in terms of word choices and sentence 
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structures. Although the experiment was small-scale focusing on the works of four translators, it 
suggests the tendency of idiosyncrasy in the process of translation. Different translators have 
their own styles of translation and their way with words and language uses. Additionally, apart 
from linguistic aspects of translation, different translators may possess different levels of 
knowledge of the source culture, which is important to the translation of culture-specific items, 
including allusions. Leppihalme (1997) comments on the understanding of allusions that ‘full 
comprehension of an allusive passage containing a PN [proper noun] is inevitably limited to 
those who recognise the name and its connotation’ resulting in the humorous connotation of the 
text being lost (Leppihalme 1997: 97). Thus, choices of strategies used to handle allusions can 
be considered resulting from personal knowledge and experience of the translators. Accordingly, 
in this project, selected novels within the same study period must be translated into Thai by 
different translators to exclude the notion of idiosyncrasy and limitation of the translator from 
consideration.  
 
c) The publication of Thai translations must be within 15 years of the publication of their 
corresponding source texts. 
The time lapse between the publication of the source text and its corresponding 
translation must not exceed 15 years. Time can be a crucial factor for the understanding of 
allusions since they are developed based on the assumption of shared knowledge. However, the 
shared knowledge within each culture has constantly evolved over time. Therefore, if the 
translation was translated and published a lot later than its source texts, the perception of the 
world and culture of the audience might be different. The notion affects the understanding and 
the interpretation of allusions, especially for translators. Since translators are not natives of the 
source language, the knowledge of source culture will be even more imperceptible for them. 
Therefore, if source texts were published for too long before they were chosen for translation, 
it might affect translators’ perception of allusions in those source texts. 
 
 d) Only crime fiction for adults or a general audience are included. 
In this project, only crime fictions for adults and a general audience were selected since 
the target audience of the novel can be consider one of the possible intervening variables in the 
use of allusions both in terms of the number and variety of allusions. For example, in Harlan 
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Coben’s Seconds Away, which is a juvenile crime fiction, there seemed to be substantially fewer 
allusions than in novels for general audience. Seconds Away is the second book in the Mickey 
Bolitar series targeting a young adult audience (Coben 2018). The Mickey Bolitar series is a spin-
off from the Myron Bolitar series narrating the adventures of Mickey Bolitar who was Myron 
Bolitar’s estranged nephew. Although, both series exist in the same reality sharing some 
recurring characters, the use of literary devices, particularly allusions, were considerably 
different. In the Myron Bolitar series, an extensive amount of allusions were used. For example, 
the allusion to Voldemort (She who must not be named) in Chapter 2. In Home, the latest book 
from the series, the narrator described how he dressed:  
Today I’m wearing a light-blue Savile Row hand-tailored suit, 
Lilly Pulitzer tie, Hermès pocket square in the breast pocket, and 
Bedfordshire bespoke shoes custom made by G.J. Cleverley’s lead 
craftman on Old Bond Street. 
(Coben 2016: ch1/p.5) 
 
The description clearly signifies the narrator’s financial status since the names mentioned in 
the description are related to high-end and tailor-made fashion, especially for men. More 
importantly, the description can be considered a crucial clue for the reader to know the identity 
of the narrator. Since the book is part of the Myron Bolitar series, the reader might think that 
the narrator might be Myron, the protagonist of the series. However, a reader who is familiar 
with the series would know instantly from the description that the narrator is not Myron Bolitar 
since he had never been known to care about how he dressed, and he was not particularly rich. 
On the other hand, the description would link the reader to Myron’s close friend, Win, whose 
family has owned a successful business for generations. Thus, in order to understand the entire 
message conveyed by the allusion, the reader needs their background knowledge about both 
fashion and the series itself.  
Unlike the allusions used in the Myron Bolitar series, allusions in Seconds Away tended 
to be explicitly explained. For example, in the story, there was a secret organization called 
Abeona Shelther. The name Abeona was adopted from the name of a Greek goddess who was 
the protector of children and the symbol of the beginning of the journey. The name links to the 
theme of the story which revolved around the mysterious missing cases. The author explicitly 
explained the significance and meaning of the allusion directly in the description. Since the 
target audience is teenagers, the author might think that he needs to explain the meaning behind 
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the name of the organisation to the reader for them to understand the position of the 
organisation in the story.   
In addition, regarding the variety of sources of referents, allusions used in juvenile 
fiction mainly referred to items in the category of media and entertainment (e.g. Mr. 
McNightmare19 and Shrek and Donkey20). It might be because the author believes that media 
and entertainment is the source of referents that teenagers are most familiar with. Thus, 
allusions to media and entertainment are more likely to be noticed by the target audience than 
allusions to other sources.   
Consequently, only crime fiction for adult and a general audience are included in this 
project to ensure an extensive investigation of allusions used in crime fiction over the study 
timeframe.  
 
5.1.3 The corpus  
Based on the criteria indicated in 5.1.2, five English-written crime fiction novels from 
each of the three periods discussed in Section 5.1.1 were selected. It is worth noting that although 
the novels were randomly selected, different books were discarded and replaced through the 
process of selection. The replacements were mostly due to the failure to meet one or more than 
of the criteria for data selection. For example, Sidney Sheldon’s Sand of Time was previously 
selected. However, after reading, the researcher found that the story did not focus on the crime 
or the investigation of the crime. Crimes committed in the story were used to create a reasonable 
back story of each character and support the course of actions the characters took in the story. 
Consequently, the book was discarded because it did not represent the genre of crime fiction.  
There was only one case in which a selected translation was discarded because the 
researcher failed to attain the source text of the translation because the source text was out of 
print. The used copies were too expensive and would take too long to be delivered to the 
researcher. Thus, the translation was dropped, and a new one was chosen. 
As a result of the process of data selection, the following tables present the final selection 
of the data used as the corpus of this project. The tables are divided according to the three study 
periods as follows: 
                                                     
19 Coben, H. (2012). Second Away. Orion Books: London. 
20 Ibid. 
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 Source text Author Year21 Translation title22 Translator23 Year24 
1 Hunt the Toff John Creasey 1952 
ตามลา่พ่อรปูหลอ่ ส. โสตถวิตัน ์
1965 
Hunting the Handsome S. Sotthiwat 
2 
The Case of 
the Singing Skirt 
Erle Stanley 
Gardner 
1959 
คดฆ่ีาปิดปาก ป.นิภาธร 
1965 
Kill to Silence P. Niphathorn 
3 Elephants can Remember Agatha Christie 1972 
ปัวโรท ์คดสีลบัคู ่ พรทพิา จลุสคุนธ ์
1979 Poirot: the case of 
mismatching murder 
Pornthipha Junsukon 
4 
Murder in the White 
House 
Margaret Truman 1980 
ฆาตกรรมในท าเนียบขาว โรจนา นาเจรญิ 
1982 
Murder  
in the White House 
Rotjana Najarern 
5 Shattered Silk Barbara Michaels 1986 
มายาอาฆาต บุญญรตัน ์
1989 
The Act of Revenge Bunyarat 
Table 3.1: The data samples for the period of foreign influence (1960-1989) 
 
 Source text Author Year Translation title Translator Year 
1 Catering to Nobady 
Diane Mott 
Davidson 
1990 
สบืราดซอส เยาวนันท ์เชฏรตัน ์
2003 
Juicy Investigation Yaowanan Chattarat 
2 Blood Work Michael Connelly 1998 
ภารกจิเลอืด สเุมธ เชาวช์ตุ ิ
2004 
Blood Mission Sumet Chaochuti 
3 Resurrection Men Ian Rankin 2002 
ไขปมมรณะ ขจรจนัทร ์
2005 
Solving the murder Khajornjan 
4 The DaVinci Code Dan Brown 2003 
รหสัลบัดาวนิช ี อรด ีสวุรรณโกมล 
2004 
The DaVinci Code Orradee Suwankomon 
5 Darkly Dreaming Dexter Jeff Lindsay 2004 
หรอืวา่ผมฆ่า? เอกชยั วงัประภา 
2005 
Did I kill? Ekkachai Wangprapha 
Table 3.2: The data samples for the period of globalisation (2000-2005) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
21 The year of publication of the novels in Tables 3.1 – 3.3 refers to the year that the selected novels originally 
published.  
22 Translation titles were back translated literally by the researcher. 
23 Names of the translators were transliterated into English by the researcher. 
24 The year of publication of the translations in Tables 3.1- 3.3 refers to the year that the translations originally 
published. 
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 Source text Author Year Translation title Translator Year 
1 The Titanic Murders Max Allan Collins 1999 
ฆาตกรรม 
บนเรอืไททานิค  แดง ชาร ี 2012 
Murders on the Titanic Daeng Charee 
2 Thirty-three Teeth Colin Cotterill 2005 
ปรศินาฟันมรณะ ขจรจนัทร ์
2014 Mystery of  
the Deadly Teeth 
Khajornjan 
3 Nothing to Lose Lee Child 2008 
ลม้กระดาษฆ่า โรจนา นาเจรญิ 
2015 
Kill Them All Rotjana Najaren 
4 Six Years Harlan Coben 2013 
สาบสญู กญัญารตัน ์ทรงเผ่า 
2014 
Lost Kanyarat Songphao 
5 Mr. Mercedes Stephen King 2014 
มสิเตอรเ์มอรเ์ซเดส โสภณา เชาวว์วิฒันก์ลุ 
2016 
Mister Mercedes 
Sophana 
Chaowiwatkun 
Table 3.3: data samples for the period of digital age (2010-2015) 
 
5.2 Data analysis: procedure 
 
5.2.1 Identification of source allusions 
To ensure systematic analysis, the samples were analysed solely by the researcher. All 
15 selected crime/detective novels according to the criteria discussed earlier were selected to 
study one after another without a particular order across the three periods to prevent the notion 
of any intervening variables concerning the order of reading. 
The whole book was initially read through in order to understand the essence of the story 
and familiarise myself with the writing style of the author since each author has different writing 
styles which resulted in different ways of employing stylistic elements in his/her work. 
Therefore, it was more helpful for the study that the whole book was read prior the identification 
of allusions. 
Allusions were then manually identified during the second round of reading. The book 
was carefully and thoroughly read without any concerns with the understanding of the story. The 
focus centred solely on the recognition of allusions. Each possible allusion in source texts was 
marked and transferred to a spreadsheet in order of appearance after the whole book was 
finished.  
As a non-native speaker of the source language, the researcher was well aware that it 
was relatively impossible to recognize all the allusions employed in the source text. There might 
be some allusions that the researcher failed to recognize during the study. Thus, it is noteworthy 
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that the project did not intend to identify the entire amount of allusions employed in each novel. 
However, allusions that were used in the analysis of the project included only the allusions that 
the researcher recognized from the source text. Additionally, only the allusions whose referents 
were clearly specified would be included. Thus, even when words or phrases obviously content 
hidden meanings, if the referents of those words/phrases could not be placed, they will not be 
included in the project.  
Regarding the transfer of source-text allusions to the spreadsheet, allusions were not 
transferred on their own, but within essential co-texts to understand in which situation the 
allusions were employed. Allusions were transferred one by one to the spreadsheet and analysed 
one at a time (see appendix A) except for a group of source-text allusions from the same or related 
referents that appeared together, and messages conveyed by them were connected. For example, 
in Harlan Coben’s Seconds Away, three protagonists of the story sneaked into the school to find 
evidence that they believed would help them find the person who had shot their friend. One of 
them prepared masks for them to hide their faces from the CCTVs. 
        "Are these…?" I began. 
         "Yup, Lion King masks," Spoon said. "Ema, I gave you Mufasa. I 
was to give you Pumbaa, but he's a warthog and, well, I figured you'd 
kill me." 
   Frowning at the mask in her hand, Ema said, "You figured 
right." 
"So, Mickey, you'll be Pumbaa, and I'll be"—he slipped on 
his mask—"Timon. See?" Timon and Pumbaa? Hakuna Matata. 
Come on, put yours on. It will be practical yet fun." 
(Coben 2013: 165) 
 
Only in these cases the entire set of allusions was analysed together in order for the complete 
understanding of the messages conveyed by them. The cluster of allusions such as this is counted 
as one allusion since as mentioned earlier, only when all the pieces of allusions are considered 
together, can the message conveyed by them be understood. In this example, the relationship 
among this group of friend is portrayed via the masks. Mufasa was the former King of Savannah 
and the father of Simba in Disney’s animated movie’s the Lion King. The mask was given to 
Ema signifying her role as a leader of the group. The Pumbaa mask was given to Mickey whom 
the speaker considers his closest friend, while the speaker himself took the Timon mask. Timon 
and Pumbaa were close friends in the same animated movie. Thus, it perfectly reflected the 
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relationship between the characters in the novel. Separating the referents from each other, the 
message conveyed by the cluster would be lost.  
On the other hand, if the same allusion is repeatedly used in the text, each occurrence 
will be counted separately as one allusion. Discussed in Chapter 2, the allusive attribute is not 
originally and permanently attached to a word/phrase (Hanks 2000). The attribute can be 
considered one of meaning potentials of a word/phrase and will be evoked only in specific 
contexts where the word/phrase is used as a source of referent in another text/context. Thus, 
although the same allusion is repeatedly employed, there is no guarantee that it will be 
recognised and/or correctly interpreted in every occurrence throughout the text. For example, in 
Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code, the narrator explained about the history of the glass pyramid 
at the Louvre that it was initiated by François Mitterrand in 1981 when he was the president of 
France. The narrator further suggested that the construction was the result of Mitterrand’s deep 
admiration of Egypt who was thus called the Sphinx.  
François Mitterrand had an affinity for Egyptian culture that 
was so all-consuming that the French still referred to him as the 
Sphinx. 
 (Brown 2003: Ch.3/p.5) 
 
The Sphinx in this context is an allusion to Egyptian art of the guardian creature of the pyramid 
to reflect Mitterrand’s passion about Egypt. However, later in the same novel, the narrator 
recurrently referred to Mitterrand using his nickname, the Sphinx. For example:  
[…] Now he was standing in front of a transparent pyramid built by 
the Sphinx, waiting for a policeman they called the Bull. 
(Brown 2003: Ch.3/p.6)  
 
In this situation, the Sphinx is not an allusion to the Egyptian art, but a reference to François 
Mitterrand himself. In this case, there is no guarantee that the reader would be aware that the 
word refers to different sources of referents in these different contexts. According to the above 
examples, it can be concluded that each allusion, even the repeated alluded word/phrase, has its 
own distinguish feature needed to be considered and analysed separately from other allusions. 
Hence, it is more reasonable to count every occurrence of the repeated allusion as one allusion.  
 
As a significant component to understand messages conveyed by allusions, the referent 
of each allusion was also included in the spreadsheet to explain the source and meaning of the 
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allusion in that context. Different resources were consulted to explain the wide variety of 
referents of allusions found in the selected source texts. Primarily, a variety of dictionaries and 
reference books were used, especially those for specific subjects related to allusions and cultures 
including, Brewer’s Dictionary of Phrases & Fables, Longman Dictionary of English Language 
and Culture, Oxford Dictionary of Allusions and The Facts on File Dictionary of Allusions. 
Although dictionaries and reference books provide an explanation of a large number of allusions 
(for example, The Facts on File Dictionary of Allusions includes more than 4,000 entries of 
allusions that have been used over time), only well-known and famous allusions were covered 
in the books. However, argued in this project, allusions used in the novels are not restricted to 
referents that are well-known. Authors often refer to a unique referent that has hardly been used 
to deliver a specific message to their readers. For example, in Agatha Christie’s Elephants can 
Remember, a character suggests a seemingly ordinary event that signifies an unusual incident 
by referring to an event of  parsley that sank into the butter in a hot day coming from a Sherlock 
Holmes’ short story. To my knowledge, this is the only time that the event was referred to. Or at 
least, comparing to multiple occurrences of allusions to Sherlock Holmes in the selected novels 
between 1960 and 2015, the event appeared only once. There are no entries or any explanation 
of the meaning of the events in any dictionaries and reference books that I have consulted. Most 
of the dictionaries and reference books fail to capture the referents that are limitedly used. 
Additionally, as suggested by this example, even events from an acclaimed series like Sherlock 
Holmes are not always included in most of the dictionaries and reference books. Thus, in order 
to explain the use of the allusions that could not be found in any dictionaries or reference books, 
the Internet would also be referred to. Websites, such as Urban Dictionary 
(https://www.urbandictionary.com/), The Phrase Finder (https://www.phrases.org. uk/index.html) 
and Grammarist (grammarist.com), were used. In addition, different websites, blogs and forums 
for specific subjects were also referred to explain some specific allusions.  
 
The book was read for the third time for the purpose of revision to ensure that as many 
allusions in source texts (that the researcher can recognise) as possible were identified.  
It is worth mentioning that although the identification of allusions was done primarily 
to examine their translation in the target texts, the process might also reveal an interesting aspect 
regarding the employment of allusions in source texts. For example, allusions might be used 
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differently in different parts of the novel. According to Freytag’s pyramid of plot structure, the 
plot consists of five elements: exposition, rising action, climax, falling action and resolution. The 
identification of allusions might help to disclose some interesting patterns. For example, it might 
show which parts of the plot allusions were most frequently used and which ones were not. Also, 
it might be able to suggest which categories of allusions were used in different parts of the plot 
and whether they signify anything about the use of allusions in source texts.  
 
 After the process of identification of source-text allusions, the identified allusions were 
then classified via different classifications to ensure thorough investigation of the correlation 
between the classifications of allusions and their translation. In the following section, the 
different dimensions of classification used to analyse allusions in this project will be thoroughly 
explained.  
 
5.2.2 Classification of allusions 
Prior to the analysis of translation of allusion, the identified allusions from the source 
texts would be classified according to different dimensions to thoroughly investigate the 
relationship of specific characteristics of allusions and their translation.  
According to the previous studies on allusions, allusions can be classified according to 
four dimensions; that are sources of referents, forms of referents, modification of the referents 
and their functions in the alluding texts (See Chapter 2). Previously, research on allusions mostly 
relied on only one dimension of classification in order to conveniently sort allusions in texts. 
However, different classifications were developed according to different purposes based on 
different characteristics of allusions. Consequently, different information could be revealed.  
Thus, in this research, I decided to classify allusions according to different dimensions 
since the research aims to investigate the relationship between this specific type of reference 
and approaches that have been used to handle them. Analysing source-text allusions according 
to different dimensions allowed the researcher to critically and thoroughly examine diverse 
relationships between allusions in source texts and their corresponding translations.  
However, although allusions could be classified according to four dimensions. The 
review of literature showed that the classification according to functions of allusions could be 
subjective. Since in source texts, allusions are never marked which functions they served in the 
text. As discussed in Chapter 2, readers and also translators have to assume the author’s expected 
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function of each allusion using the limited information provided in the text (Leppihalme 1997). 
There is nothing to guarantee that the readers and translators could retrieve the right function 
intended by the author. Additionally, one allusion can serve more than one functions.  For 
example, in Stephen King’s Mr. Mercedes, the protagonist sought help from a teenager in 
communicating with a psychopath via a social media platform. He was aware that the teenager 
might need sometimes to consider his proposal, so he suggested that:  
    ‘Go get our ice cream cones. I'll dog-sit Odell.' 
    […] 
 ‘[…] standing in line will give you time to consider my little 
problem. Think of yourself as Sherlock, maybe that'll help.' 
    'Okay' Tyrone Feelgood Delight pops out. 'Only you is Sher-
lock! I is Doctah Watson!' 
(King 2014: 133) 
 
The example shows two allusions to the two main characters from the Sherlock Holmes series, 
namely Sherlock Holmes and Doctor John Watson. Initially, the allusions were clearly a 
characterisation of the characters. The allusions to Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson indicated 
the nature of the situation and their roles in this situation. On the contrary, in this context, the 
allusions also strongly suggested their relationship with each other. While the protagonist asked 
the teenager to play the role of the detective, the teenager responded that he was just a helper of 
the detective. The dialogue shows their respect toward each other. Allusions in this situation thus 
serve as characterisation of the characters and the portrayal of interpersonal relationship 
between them. In view of the discussion, it is difficult to systematically classify allusions 
according to this dimension. Thus, it would be problematic to decide which function each 
allusion from the data should be categoried. As a result, to avoid a subjective and unsystematic 
classification of allusions, the classification of allusions according to their functions was not 
included in the project.   
 Unlike the classification of allusions according to their function, classifications of 
allusions according sources of referents, forms of referents and the modification of allusion can 
be systematically determined using the physical features of allusions. Accordingly, it reduced a 
bias and subjectivity of the research and could ensure the systematic analysis of source-text 
allusions.  
 In conclusion, the multi-dimensional classification of allusions used in this project 
would include the analysis of allusions in three dimensions; that are, the classification of 
allusions according to sources of referents, the classification of allusions according to forms of 
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referents and the classification of allusions according to the modification of allusions. The 
details of the classification of each dimension in the model would be explained separately as 
follows:  
 
1st dimension: classification of allusion according to sources of referents 
The classification of allusion according to sources of referents was initially developed 
based on three existing taxonomies as discussed in details in Chapter 2. The first one is Kirillov’s 
(2003) classification. According to Kirillov, allusions can be divided into five types; that are, 
historical allusions, biblical allusions, literary allusions, allusions to pop culture and allusions 
to the arts. The second one is suggested by Lefevere (1992), He divides allusions into classical 
allusion, biblical allusion, literary allusion and cultural allusion. The last classification was 
developed by Pucheu (1986, cited in Lennon 2004). Allusion, according to Pucheu, is divided 
into three types: allusions to high culture, allusions to pop culture and allusions to common 
sayings. (See Figure 2.1) 
According to the three existing classicifations, information divided in some catergories 
seemed to be overlapping. For example, literary allusions in Kirillov’s classification cover both 
classical allusions and literary allusions according to Lefevere. While Lefevere’s cultural 
allusion would include both allusions to high culture and allusions to pop culture in Pecheu’s 
classification. Thus, to ensure that the classification would be able to classify allusions in this 
project systematically and thoroughly, an original classification of allusions according to 
sources of referents was developed to apply particularly in this project. The classification 
combined the categories mentioned in the three existing classifaction resulting in initial six 
categories of allusions; that are, allusions to history, allusions to religions, allusions to literature, 
allusions to the arts, allusions to common sayings and allusions to pop culture. However, the 
category of pop culture was too vague since the definition of pop culture could be differently 
defined. For example, John Storey (2012) discussed six existing definitions of popular culture 
to emphasise the fluid concept of pop culture. As a result, to create a more systematic 
classifaction, more categories needed to be added.  
In search of a more thorough way to classify allusions, especially within the category of 
pop culture, Hasbro’s board game Trivial Pursuit was taken into account. The aim of the game 
is to test players’ general knowledge and popular culture. Questions used in the game are 
categorised into 6 sections that are geography, entertainment, history, art and literature, science 
and nature and sport and leisure. Although the game is not academically classified, it offers the 
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classification that covers different aspects of popular culture and some other areas outside the 
scope of the term. Thus, it helps the researcher to classify some ambiguous categories that were 
not explained or discussed in existing taxonomies referred to in this project.   
Deriving from the ideas of general knowledge and popular culture from Trivial Pursuit, 
the initial allusions to pop culture was modified and splited into four categoeis; that are, 
allusions to science and technology, allusions to media and entertainment, allusions to 
geography amd nature and allusions to institutions.  As a result, the revised classification of 
allusions according to sources of allusions consists of nine categories. The classification could 
be effectively applied in the pilot study. Hoevever, when applying the classification with the 
rest of the data in the project, the nine categories were not exhaustive enough to cover the 
sources of referents found in the corpus.  Consequently, based on the data from the corpus, 
another four categories of sources of referents were added to the classification to ensure that the 
categories cover all the sources of referents recognised in the corpus. The last four catergories 
added to the classification were allusions to food, allusions to habit, intra-textual reference and 
self-citation were added to improve the classification of allusions. 
 
The revised categories of sources of referents used in the study were thus: 
 
1. History: allusions to history refer to allusions to any historical events, figures, objects   
including political events in the past that bear no significant connection toward the present 
(as referred in the settings of the novel). For example, in Harlan Coben’s Six Years, the 
protagonist made a comment about the old female receptionist at his workplace that felt like 
she had worked there since the Hoover administration. The allusion refers to the period of 
time when Herbert Hoover was the president of the United States between 1929 and 1933. 
 
2. Religion: allusions to religion refer to allusions to any religious practices, texts, and 
ceremonies. Religious allusions are not limited only to references to the Bible. They can be 
references to any religions, sects, beliefs, customs and other practices regarding people’s 
beliefs. For example, In Harlan Coben’s Six Years, at the funeral of a criminal who was 
accidentally killed by the protagonist, the boss of the gang went to attend the ceremony. The 
narrator compared the way people at the funeral let him pass through which was “[…] like the 
Red Sea for Moses” (Coben 2013: 163) 
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3. Literature: allusions to literature refer to allusions to any types of literature including classical 
fictions and mythology as well. For example, in Max Alan Collins’s The Titanic Murders, a 
character was afraid of being accused of murdering a guest on the Titanic. She ran away, but 
she dropped her hat, the narrator explained that the hat is “[…] like a big bread crumb marking 
her path” (Collins 1999: 220). The phrase was an allusion to an event in a classic fairy tale 
Hansel and Gretel. Hansel and Gretel were often left in the Woods by their father. They 
usually dropped gravel along the path to mark their way home, but one day, they did not have 
any gravel, Hansel then left bread crumbs on the path instead. In this context, the narrator 
compared the hat to the breadcrumb in Hansel and Gretel indicating the direction the 
character ran away.  
 
4. Science & technology: allusions to science and technology refers to allusions to events, 
figures and objects related to science and technology. For example, in Harlan Coben’s Six 
Years, a character fell asleep when she listened to a man reciting his poem and made a 
comment that the person was like an Ambien to her. The allusion is Ambien which is a brand 
of sleeping pills. 
 
5. Geography and nature: allusions to geography and nature refer to allusions to any 
geographical and natural names, items, characteristics and features. For example, in Diane 
Mott Davidson’s Catering to Nobody, after being accused of an attempted murder of her ex-
father in law, the protagonist tried to sneak into her ex-husband’s clinic to find evidence to 
prove her innocence. However, she met her ex-husband by chance, and he condemned her 
and asked her to never go back to his clinic. She explained the look in his face during the 
quarrel that “John Richards gave me a look with enough steel in it to keep Pittsburgh going 
for a day […] (Davidson 1990: 156). The allusion refers to an important characteristic associated 
to Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh was one of the largest industrial hubs of the United States and was 
known for its steel production. The city was responsible for nearly half of the steel production 
of the country up until mid-1950s (Visitpittsburgh 2018). The allusion thus suggests the 
extreme hardness in the look of the protagonist’s ex-husband.  
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6. Media and entertainment: allusions to media and entertainment referred to allusions to types 
of media and entertainment, items, events, figures and anything else regarding the subjects. 
Social networks are included in this category of allusion since people usually use social 
networks for personal and leisurely purposes. For example, in Stephen King’s Mr. Mercedes, 
at the funeral of the mother of the protagonist’s girlfriend, the protagonist met his girlfriend’s 
emotionally unstable cousin and described her look that: 
She's dressed in a singularly unbecoming shin-length brown dress. 
Her hair is put up in unbecoming clumps at the sides of her head. To 
Hodges she looks like Princess Leia after a year on the Karen 
Carpenter diet” (King 2014: ch.5/p.22).  
 
The example shows two allusions to media and entertainment. The first one is Princess Leia, 
one of the characters from Star Wars series. Princess Leia often appeared wearing double bun 
hairstyle explaining the protagonist’s comparison of his girlfriend’s cousin with this Star War 
princess. The second allusion is Karen Carpenter diet. Keren Carpenter was an extremely 
successful singer in 1970s. However, her career was cut short because she suffered from an 
eating disorder for years causing her to lose too much weight and resulting in her death 
(Schmidt 2010). According to this explanation, it can be assumed that the cousin of the 
protagonist’s girlfriend had to look very skinny.  
 
7. Institution: allusions to institutions refer to allusions to any established custom, law, rule, 
system or relationship in a society. For example, in Max Allan Collins’s The Titanic Murders, 
a con man claimed himself as an investigator. He tried to threat to reveal a dirty secret of the 
protagonist unless he paid him a large amount of money. Thus, the protagonist asked whether 
he worked for the Pinkertons (Collins 1999: 69). The Pinkertons was a detective agency 
founded in the United States in 1850. The agency was well-known and involved in 
investigating significant incidents during the 19th and 20th century (Encyclopædia Britannica 
2018) including the Homestead Strike in 1892, the Steunenberg murder in 1905 and the Battle 
of Blair Mountain in 1920. In addition, allusions to institution also include allusions to law 
enforcement and juridical procedure. For example, in Harlan Coben’s Six Years, the 
protagonist asked his police friend whether she gave his phone number to the police. His 
friend took the responsibility for her action by saying “Guilty, but it was for your own good. 
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[…]” (Coben 2013: 211). Guilty in this context is an allusion to a legal term ‘to plead guilty’ 
meaning to ‘admit responsibility’ (Collins Dictionary Online) or be ‘justly chargeable with or 
responsible for a usually grave breach of conduct or a crime ’ (Merriam-Webster Dictionary 
Online).  
 
8. Art: allusions to the arts refer to allusions to any fine arts, classical music, performance and 
architecture. For example, in Colin Cotterill’s Thirty-Three Teeth, the protagonist described 
the garden where he met a member of Laotian Royal family that: 
 It was an animated Hieronymus Bosch scene similar to the 
one he’d seen in a visiting exhibition at the Louvre in Paris. In fact, 
it was exactly that scene except all the participants were Lao and 
not quite as naked. 
   (Cotterill 2005: ch.10/p.9) 
 
The description alluded to Hieronymus Bosch’s painting The Garden of Earthly Delight. The 
scene the narrator refers to is the central internal panel of the triptych on which the full piece 
of the painting is presented. The panel displays the heavenly and prosperous garden filled 
with naked people engaging themselves in the carnal bliss (theguardian.com). In this example, 
the author elaborated the name of the painter in the text.  
 
9. Common saying: allusions to common sayings refer to allusions to any common sayings for 
purposes other than their original ones, such as for ironical and comical purposes. For 
example, in Ian Rankin’s Resurrection Men, the prime suspect came to the police department 
to talk to the protagonist. Seeing that the meeting seemed to take a violent turn, a police 
officer interrupted the meeting and asked the suspect to get out of there and asked her 
subordinate to make sure that the suspect did not hang around (Rankin 2004: ch.21/p.8). The 
protagonist then added that “unless it’s by his neck” (Rankin 2004: ch.21/p.8). As a phrasal verb, 
‘to hang around’ means “to stay in the same place doing nothing, usually because you are 
waiting for something or someone” (Collins Dictionary Online 2018). However, in this 
context, the protagonist played on words and intentionally interpreted the phrase literally and 
referred to another expression ‘to be hanged’ to express his malice toward the other party. 
Thus, the common saying in this instance is used ironically. Additionally, this category of 
allusion also includes the modification of a common saying to add an extra meaning to the 
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common saying. For example, in Harlan Coben’s Six Years, the narrator made a comment 
about the way modern people interact with people online and neglected people being with 
them in person that it is “a perpetual life hunt for digital greener grass” (Coben 2013, 55). 
Digital greener grass is a modified version of a common saying the grass on the other side 
is always greener. The extra meaning in this case is the modern setting where people 
communicate via digital platforms. 
 
10. Food: allusions to food refer to allusions to any food, beverage, culinary skills and 
techniques, persons and items related to food and cooking. For example, in Diane Mott 
Davidson’s Catering to Nobody, the protagonist complains that the presence of a guy around 
her although it was because he was interested in her housemate made her opportunity to be 
in a new relationship after her divorce decrease with the rapidity of a soufflé (Davidson 1990: 
53). The allusion in this context is the specific characteristic of the soufflé which is a type of 
baked dish that will puff up when it is baked. However, the soufflé will easily and quickly 
collapse and sink if it is not cooked properly or when left outside the oven. Thus, the situation 
where there was a man around the protagonist made her opportunity to meet someone 
practically vanish.  
11. Habit: allusions to habits refer to allusions to particular personality traits, practices or 
manner of a person or a group signifying their dominant characteristics. For example, in Jeff 
Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter, the protagonist described his father’s strict personality 
that “[…] a complete Harry’s idea of how life is lived, with hospital corners […]” (Lindsay 2004: 
ch.4/p.2). The hospital corners refer to a bed-making technique used in hospitals and the army 
(Crane & Canopy 2018)  
 
12. Intra-textual reference: intra-textual reference refers to references to a word/phrase 
previously mentioned in the same text. For example, in Lee Child’s Nothing to Lose, the 
protagonist expressed his opinion that the military service is like a house of cards (Child 
2008: ch.65/p.2). He then further explained the unstable position of soldiers that “they pulled 
out the big card at the bottom of the house and the whole thing fell down” (Child 2008: P.3). 
The action of “pulling out the big card at the bottom of the house” here referred back to the 
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phrase a house of cards that was mentioned earlier in the text. Thus, the earlier mentioned a 
house of cards becomes the referent that the following phrase referred to.  
 
13. Self-citation: self-citations refer to allusions to any elements, including events, characters, 
words and phrases, from another book in the same series with the same protagonist and 
recurring characters or in an off-spin book or series related to the novel.  For example, in 
Agatha Christie’s Elephants can Remember, an inspector friend of Poirot suggested that in 
order to solve a crime, one had to look back to events that happened in the past. He gave an 
example of an event about “a girl who said at a party that she had once seen a murder 
committed” (Christie 1959: ch.5/p.3). The case mentioned in this context is from another novel 
Mrs McGinty’s Dead which is also one of the cases investigated by Poirot. 
 
2nd dimension: the classification according to forms of referents 
The second dimension was the classification of allusions according to forms of referents. 
This classification was based mainly on Leppihalme’s classification (1997). In Chapter 2, it was 
explained that the classification divides forms of referents into either allusions to proper nouns 
or allusions to key phrases. Allusions to proper nouns refer to allusions to a particular name of 
either real-life or fictional items. On the other hand, allusions to key phrase refer to allusions to 
particular phrases from another context. Although the classification could cover a variety of 
referents, allusions had to explicitly mention the referent words or phrases. However, sometimes, 
allusions do not refer to a particular word or phrase. Rather, they allude to visual or non-textual 
descriptions and concepts. For example, in Max Allan Collins’s The Titanic Murders, a friend 
asked the protagonist about his job as a crime-fiction writer. He answered that he would write 
more short stories about the character that had made him famous. His friend was surprised and 
said that:  
"More 'Thinking Machine' stories?" Henry asked, eyes 
laughing. "I thought you'd sworn off that cranky old egghead--like 
Doyle dumping Holmes off that cliff." 
(Collins 1999: 35) 
 
The allusion does not refer to any specific words or phrases. Although the proper nouns ‘Doyle’ 
and ‘Holmes’ are mentioned, they do not contain any meaning by themselves without the 
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situation mentioned in the example. The allusion refers the event that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 
attempted to put an end to Sherlock Holmes stories by killing the character off in The Final 
Problem in which Holmes fought his archenemy, James Moriarty and fell off the cliff to their 
death. Leppihalme’s model does not seem to cover this type of allusion. It was unfortunate that 
although allusions had been recurrently studied, there was not much research on types of 
allusions apart from Leppihalme, especially from the perspective of forms of referents. 
However, in order to be able to systematically and thoroughly cover all forms of referents 
possible, another form of referents needs to be added to cover visual and non-textual references. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the project defined this type of allusions as macro level allusions 
referring to allusions to the reference to visual descriptions, actions, themes and concepts 
beyond the specific words or phrases. 
 Accordingly, in this project, the classification of allusions according to forms of 
referents was divided into 3 categories:  
 
1. Proper noun: allusions to proper nouns refer to allusions to any specific proper nouns 
regardless of the sources and modification of the referent. For example, in Michael Connelly’s 
Blood Work, the protagonist questioned a police officer about the shooting in a convenience 
store since he found the incident unusual, but the police officer explained that it was merely a 
robbery: 
‘I don't know what she told you about this, but this is a 
convenience store robbery, FBI man. This isn't Charlie Manson or 
Ted Bundy or Jeffrey Fucking Dahmer. […]' 
 
 (Connelly 1998: ch.40/p.7) 
 
In this example, the police officer tried to reason that the shooting case was a robbery, not an 
intentional murder by naming three notorious serial killers who randomly killed innocent 
victims; that are Charlie Mason, Ted Bundy and Jeffrey Dahmer. They are all allusions to proper 
nouns. However, while the first two allusions literally referred to the name of the killers, the last 
one was modified. The speaker finished his explanation by adding the word fucking to the name 
Jeffrey Dahmer to express his irritation toward the protagonist.  
 
2. Key phrase: allusions to key phrases refer to allusions to any specific phrases, sentences or 
expressions regardless of the source and modification of the referent. For example, in Max Allan 
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Collins’s The Titanic Murders, the passengers on the Titanic discussed a con man who was 
murdered on board that although the man was evil, his murder should not be neglected.  
"The loss of any one of our fellowmen is not to be taken 
lightly. As is said in the Bible, 'His eye is on the sparrow'." 
    "And, it would seem, the vulture… […]" 
(Collins 1999: 109) 
 
The allusions in this example alluded to the gospel hymn ‘His eyes is on the sparrow’ written by 
Civilla D. Martin in 1905 (Hawn 2018). The hymn was inspired by events in the Bible (Matthew 
6:26; Matthew 10:29) that God looks after everyone even small and ordinary birds like sparrows. 
Thus, a valuable life of a man should be taken care of. The protagonist agreed with the statement 
but changed the type of the bird from the sparrow to the vulture to better describe the evil 
characteristic of the dead man. ‘His eye is on the sparrow’ literally refers to the title of the gospel 
hymn, while the vulture is obviously the modification of the previous reference.  
 
3. Macro level: macro level allusions refer to allusions to any visual descriptions, actions, themes 
and concepts beyond the specific words or phrases. For example, in Stephen King’s Mr. 
Mercedes, Deborah Hartfield was accidentally poisoned by her son. The narrator described the 
effect of the pesticide that: 
   The drumming sound he heard when he came in recommences as 
her feet begin to piston up and down. It's as if she's marching in place. 
Her back arches. Her arms fly straight up. Now she's simultaneously 
marching and signaling that the field goal is good.  
(King 2014: 226) 
  
Field goal is an American football term referring to an attempt to score by “kicking the ball from 
the field of play through the plane of the opponents’ goal […]” (Goodell 2018: 6). The official 
signal for the successful field goal is made by extending both arms above the head. The allusion 
in this example does not refer to any specific proper nouns or phrases but to the visual hand 
signal of the referee in the American football. Thus, the allusion is considered a macro-level 
allusion.  
 
 Apart from the three categories of forms of referents, it is worth noting that there were 
possibilities of the use of the combination of more than one forms of referents in one allusion. 
For example, in Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter, the protagonist complained about how 
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his effort to fight crime and get rid of the serial killers was in vain when he was suspected of 
the serial crimes that he did not commit. 
I was tired. I felt stupid. Yes, me; ditzy Dexter, trying to be Boy 
Wonder, using my great psychic power to track down the evil genius. 
Pursuing him in my supercharged crime-fighting vehicle.  
(Lindsay 2004: ch.9/p.7) 
 
The allusion consists of three major characteristics of Robin who is a character published by DC 
comics, best known as Batman’s sidekick. Part of the allusion is a reference to a proper noun, 
Boy Wonder. Boy Wonder is the nickname given to Robin because of his incredible abilities to 
fight crime. The rest is an allusion to macro-level description. There is not any specific words or 
phrases alluded, but the description refers to the collective information about the character. The 
psychic power mentioned in the example refers to Robin’s exceptional detecting ability, while 
the supercharged crime fighting vehicle refers to different high-tech vehicles collectively called 
the Batmobiles, Batman and Robin used in pursuing and fighting villains. According to the 
explanation, the allusion cannot be classified into only one category. In this project, allusions 
such as this example would be classified as allusions to hybrid forms of referents.  
 
3rd dimension: the classification of allusions according to the modification of its referent 
The classification of allusions according to the modification of its referent was the 
extension to the second dimension in which source-text allusions were classified according to 
forms of referents. Adopted from Leppihalme (1997) and Bamman & Crane’s (2004) proposal, 
forms allusions take in alluding texts could be presented in two different ways. Allusions could 
be verbatim references of the original word or phrase. On the other hand, they could be modified 
to serve a particular purpose in that particular alluding text. Accordingly, in this project, the 
classification of allusions according to the modification of referents were divided into 2 types. 
 
1. Literal allusion: literal allusions refer to allusions that take after the original form of their 
referents without any modifications. Literal allusions can be allusions to any sources of referent, 
and they can be either allusions to proper nouns or key phrases. For example, in Dan Brown’s 
The Da Vinci Code, the moderator of the event the protagonist gave a speech describing him as 
‘Harrison Ford in Harris Tweed’ (Brown 2003: Ch.1/p.3). The allusion emphasised the contrast 
in the look of the protagonist by alluding to two referents—Harrison Ford and Harris Tweed. 
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Harrison Ford is an American actor, best known for his roles as Han Solo in the Star Wars film 
series in 1977 and Indiana Jones in the film series of the same name. Both of the characters are 
portrayed as a macho-looking type of person with daring and adventurous personality. On the 
contrary, Harris Tweed is a trademark for “a hand-woven tweed made only by residents in the 
Outer Hebrides from locally dyed and spun wool” (Collins Dictionary Online 2018). The tweed 
clothing is described as “a true icon of the traditional and British country clothing” (Tempah 
2018) portraying an image of “an old fashioned, conservative guy who’s probably headed to the 
countryside for a bit of shooting and R&R [rest and recuperation/relaxation]” (Tempah 2018). 
Thus, the allusion signifies the contrast in the physical appearance of the protagonist. 
Additionally, in this context, the Harrison Ford looking might not only refer to the physical 
appearance of the protagonist but might also remind the reader of the first adventure of the 
protagonist in the book Angels and Demons which took place prior to the story in The Da Vinci 
Code. 
 
2. Modified allusions: modified allusions refer to allusions that do not take after the referent’s 
original form. The referents of modified allusions are modified in different ways, such as 
substitution of the original word/phrase, adding words/phrases to the original referent or 
mentioning only part of the referents. For example, in Michael Connelly’s Blood Work, the 
footage from the CCTV in a convenience store when it was robbed. In the footage, a bystander 
went in to check on the victim before reporting the crime to the police. However, the police 
could not locate the man when they arrived at the scene. The man was referred to as The Good 
Samuel (Connelly 2002: ch.5/p.3). The word alludes to the Good Samaritan referring to his good 
deed of helping the victim and reporting the crime to the police. However, since the man in the 
footage resembles a Mexican man, the police officer changed the word Samaritan to Samuel, 
which is one of the common Hispanic and Latino names, to make it fit better with the appearance 
of the man in the footage. Thus, in this context, the allusion is considered a modified allusion 
by substitution of the original word in the referent. 
Additional to the textual modification of the referents, it is worth noting that in this 
project, all the macro-level allusions are considered modified allusions because the referents of 
macro-level allusions are not textually or linguistically specific. Consequently, it is not possible 
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to determine the originality of the description of the allusions. The allusions are then classified 
as modified allusions. 
 
Different classifications could reveal different kinds of information. The classification 
of allusions according to source of referents might be able to show whether there were certain 
categories of allusions that could be recognised easier than others. This, in turn, might affect 
how translators handle allusions. Regarding the recognisability of allusions according to forms 
of referents, the classification might affect choices of strategies translators employed for the 
translation of allusions. Finally, the classification of allusions according to the modification of 
the referents might suggest whether the modification of allusions influence the recognisability 
of allusions. 
 
5.2.3 Interpretation of allusions according to the presence of allusions in the translation 
After the classification of source allusions, corresponding translations of the classified 
allusions were analysed according to the model developed for the project.  
As mentioned in Chapter 2, previous research concerning the translation of allusions 
does not seem to have studied how allusions are presented in the translation. Although the 
strategies that can be employed to cope with allusions of different kinds have been extensively 
discussed, they focus mostly on what can be done, and were designed to help translators when 
they encounter allusions in their work. Research on the translation of allusion does not seem to 
have described in detail how translators actually handle allusions. In the view of this gap, the 
present project develops a framework to investigate how source-text allusions are translated. 
Stemming from the idea introduced by Ruokonen (2010) that there is more than one 
possibility to interpret allusions, a framework to study how translators interpret source-text 
allusions according to the presence of allusions in the translation was developed (Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1: Translators’ interpretation of allusion according to the presence of allusions in the    
                   Translation 
 
As seen in Figure 5.1, the framework was developed to study how allusions are actually 
presented in the translation and strategies that are used to handle them. 
According to the model, strategies employed to translate allusions vary as a result of 
whether source allusions were preserved in the translations. Therefore, the presence of allusions 
was investigated first. The model introduced three possibilities of how source allusions were 
handled in the translations. The first possibility was that allusions were retained in the 
translation. If allusions were retained in the translations, both forms and meanings of the 
allusions were preserved in an allusive manner. On the other hand, source allusions could be 
abandoned or were not present in the translations. Allusions were abandoned in the translations 
when their meanings were kept in a non-allusive manner, mistranslated or omitted. The third 
possibility was when allusions were partially retained, which referred to cases when some 
aspects of source allusion were kept in an allusive manner, whereas the rest was lost in the 
translation. 
After the investigation of how source allusions were presented in the translation, 
strategies employed by translators were then identified. Based on the data collected, it was likely 
that strategies employed in the translation of allusions varied in relation to the presence of 
allusions in the translation. 
 
In case of retained allusions, four strategies; namely transliteration, literal translation, 
substitution with a SC equivalent or substitution with a TC equivalent were employed. 
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1) Transliteration was employed when source allusions were transcribed using the Thai alphabet. 
The strategy was used particularly for the proper noun allusions since when transliteration was 
employed, the sound and pronunciation of source allusions would be kept as close to the original 
as possible. For example, in Harlan Coben’s Six Years, a criminal who was accidentally killed 
by the protagonist of the story was called Home Depot according to his way of torturing his 
victims. In the translation, the translator transliterated the word Home Depot as โฮม ดีโปต/์ho:m 
di:po:/ However, regarding phonological differences between English and Thai, some original 
sounds in English would be lost in the translation. For Thai language does not have /v/ sound; 
therefore, all /v/ sound in English source text will be pronounced as /w/ in Thai. 
 
2) Literal translation was employed when allusions were rendered literally as it was in the source 
text. However, the translation would be counted as being literally translated only when both 
forms and meanings of source allusions were maintained in an allusive manner. If only either 
forms or meanings were kept, it would not be considered literally translated. For example, in 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years, the narrator who was the protagonist of the story went to his ex-
girlfriend’s wedding. He still loved his ex-girlfriend and could not believe that the woman 
dumped him and got married to another man all of a sudden. Therefore, he went to her wedding 
to see for himself that she did dump him and got married. When the couple were about to exit 
the church, he wondered “[…] whether they’d get rice thrown at them” (Coben, 2013:9). In the 
translation, literal translation was employed to render the meaning of the phrase to the target 
language. However, the tradition of “throwing rice” bears different implications in Western and 
Thai culture. 
In Western culture, throwing rice is a practice of blessing the new couple with fertility and 
healthy family (Bowman 2017). However, in Thailand, rice is thrown at people who are believed 
to be possessed by evil spirits in order to chase the spirits off their bodies. 
As a result, although the allusion was translated literally, it was considered mistranslated 
since the positive connotation suggested by the phrase was lost in the translation. This could 
result in the misunderstanding on the part of the target reader, especially in the context of this 
story where the narrator attended his ex-girlfriend’s wedding. The target reader might interpret 
that the narrator did not want them to be happy or saw the couple as evil. 
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3) Substitution with a source culture (SC) equivalent was employed when allusions in source 
texts were substituted with another relevant item, usually more general or simpler, from within 
the source culture. For example, in Harlan Coben’s Six Years, the narrator received a message 
from one of his old acquaintances who, earlier in the story, had pretended not to know him. The 
narrator went to the destination earlier than the appointed time to check whether it was a trap. 
He referred to the atmosphere that night that “small lights were on in a few of the windows, 
giving the houses a spooky Jack-O’-Lantern glow” (Coben, 2013:122). Jack O’ Lantern refers to 
the carved pumpkins used as decorations during Halloween. Although people in Thailand know 
what the carved pumpkins are, most of them might not be familiar with the name “Jack O’ 
Lantern” since the name is rarely mentioned, especially in news, footages and other types of 
mass media that can be accessed by general people. “Jack O’ Lantern” is usually referred to as 
“pumpkin lamp” in Thai culture. In the translation of this novel, the translator adopted the word 
to substitute “Jack O’ Lantern” in the source text. Still, a pumpkin lamp does not exist in the target 
culture since Halloween is not usually celebrated in Thailand. It is still a foreign item in the eye 
of the target reader, but it is simpler and might be better known among the target audience than 
the original word. As a result, the substitution of “Jack O’ Lantern” with “pumpkin lamp” was 
considered a substitution of the source allusion with a SC equivalent. 
 
4) Substitution with a target culture (TC) equivalent is employed when allusions in source texts 
are substituted with an item from the target culture that referred to the compatible or similar 
concept. For example, in Harlan Coben’s Six Years, the protagonist discussed with his friend that 
the way the protagonist’s ex-girlfriend was exactly the same as the way her father was. 
His friend commented that the situation was “like father, like daughter, […]” (Coben, 2013: 114). 
This modified allusion was substituted by the Thai expression “Fruits never fall far from the 
tree” (ลูกไมห้ล่นไม่ไกลตน้), which bears similar meaning referring to how a child is similar to his/her 
parent in a particular way. 
Additionally, the project was also interested to investigate whether there was any 
additional information which does not originally appear in the source texts added in the 
translations in order to help the reader understand the better. In case of retained allusions, 
translators can sometimes add a short explanation or a description to the allusions. Therefore, it 
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might worth exploring how translators employ this explicitation in the translation. Explicitation 
in the translation can be divided into two types. 
 
1) Explicitation within the main body of the text refers to any information that is not part of 
source allusions that is added in the translation in the form of a short explanation and description 
or a definition as an extra phrase or sentence. For example, in Harlan Coben’s Six Years, the 
protagonist made a comment about his close friend that he was as attractive to women as “Don 
Juan” (Coben 2013: 29-30). The allusion was translated as the world greatest lover like Don Juan 
(หนุ่มรักบนัลือโลกอยางดอน ฮวน). In the translation, the alluded referent was transliterated. In addition to 
the transliteration of the name, a short explanation about his distinctive characteristic was added. 
 
2) Explicitation as footnote or endnote refers to additional information or an explanation about 
source allusions that is added in the translation as footnotes or endnotes. For example, in Harlan 
Coben’s Six Years, the protagonist referred to Apollo Creed. The allusion was transliterated, and 
as footnote, Apollo Creed, a fictional world boxing champion from the movie Rocky was added. 
 
In terms of abandoned allusions in the translations, three distinct types of problems; 
namely, meanings of allusions in a non-allusive manner, mistranslated and omitted, were 
identified. 
 
1) Allusions are abandoned, but meanings of allusions are maintained in a non-allusive manner. 
The strategy was employed when forms of allusions were omitted in the translation, and only 
its meanings were maintained. For example, in Harlan Coben’s Six Years, the narrator mentions 
that foreign languages were his Achilles’ heel. In the translation, the words were translated into 
weak points (จุดอ่อน). Only the meaning of the source allusion was kept in this context. 
 
2) Allusions are mistranslated. Source allusions were considered mistranslated when messages 
conveyed by source allusions were lost in the translation regardless whether forms of allusions 
were kept or not. The mistranslation includes cases when the translation was ambiguous and was 
likely to be misinterpreted. For example, in an example of the strategy of literal translation: “get 
rice thrown at them”. Although the allusion was translated literally and the form of source 
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allusions was kept as it was in the source text, positive messages conveyed by the allusion were 
lost in the translation and it was likely to be interpreted in a different way by target readers 
according to different connotations of similar practices of source and target cultures. In this case, 
the allusion was considered mistranslated. 
 
3) Allusions are omitted. Source allusions were considered omitted when both forms and 
messages conveyed by those allusions were not at all presented in the translation.  
 
Sometimes, source allusions were neither entirely retained not entirely abandoned, in 
cases such as these, the allusions are considered partially retained. When source allusions are 
partially retained, it meant that part of the allusions were retained in the translation by means of 
one of the strategies used for retained allusions, whereas the rest of the allusions were abandoned 
according to one of the strategies used for abandoned allusions. For example, in Harlan Coben’s 
Six Years, the narrator mentioned Rousseau and Locke “[…], two political scientists better known 
now by their Lost TV show reincarnations […]” (Coben 2013: 12). In the translation, the translator 
translated the allusion as the series Lost that was rerun on TV. In this case, the title of the TV 
show was translated correctly using the strategies of transliteration. However, the rest of the 
allusion was mistranslated. The TV show was not rerun, but the names of Rousseau and Locke 
were used as the names of two characters in the show. As a result, the allusion was considered 
partially retained. The allusion was partially transliterated and partially mistranslated. 
 
According to the strategies of translation and manners of abandonment applied in this 
project, it is worth noting that they could be categoried as domesticating and foreignizing 
strategies (Venuti 1995). Since Venuti’s two modes of translation describe the process of 
translation in relation to culture, the strategies might be beneficial in explaining translators’ 
perception of source and target culture. However, domesticating strategies and foreignizing 
strategies could be considered collective strategies that effectively explain the macro-level of 
the text, but they might not be suitable for describing each occurance of translation of allusion. 
Thus, in this project, specific strategies and manners of abandonment were used to describe the 
translation of allusion to be able to systematically and specifically categoried how different 
generations of translators handled allusions in different periods of time.  
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5.3 Reliability of the method 
 
Although this research was systematically designed and built on information from 
previous research in the field, there are two issues concerning the reliability of the methods that 
should be addressed; that are the identification of English allusions by the researcher who is a 
non- native speaker of English and the validity of the three- dimensional classification of 
allusions and the framework developed for analysing the translation of source-text allusions in 
Thai translation.  
Firstly, as a non- native speaker of English, I was fully aware of the challenge in 
understanding and identifying allusions employed in the corpus of the study and the possibility 
of not recognizing some of the allusions in the selected novels.  However, the issue of 
recognizability of allusions does not concern only non-native speakers of the source language. 
As discussed in Section 2.4, even for native speaking audience who have exposed to the same 
culture as the authors, there is no guarantee that they would be able to recognize every allusion 
used in the text because cultural knowledge of people depends on their background and personal 
interest.  Native speaking audience might be oblivious of certain topics that they are not 
interested in.  For example, in an episode from Phineas and Ferb, a Disney’s animated series, 
Phineas and Ferb’s family visited their relatives in London. Perry, their pet platypus whose true 
identity was a spy of a secret organization, went with the family for his secret mission with a 
secret agent who based in London.  The code name of the secret agent was Double O-O, which 
is an allusion to one of the most famous fictional secret agents, James Bonds whose code name 
is Double O7.  Although the referent of the allusion can be considered internationally popular, 
those who have no interest in the movie series might not recognise the allusion in the animation.  
On the other hand, Noel et al.  (2000)  suggests that learners with self-determination and 
specific purpose will engage in activities more actively and productively in order to fulfill the 
purpose of the activities.  Although I am a non- native speaker of English, I have stronger 
motivation and self-determination as a researcher whose aim is to study allusions in English-
written crime fiction compared to general audience, regardless of whether they are native-
speaking audience.  Thus, to fulfill the purpose of this research, I am trained to recognise 
different forms of allusions in source texts.  Additionally, as a regular reader of crime fiction, I 
am confident in my knowledge about crime fiction and references to crime and crime fiction in 
general. Also, I always cross-checked sources of referents of allusions found in the corpus with 
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different resources as explained in Section 5.4.1 and included only the allusions whose referents 
can be specified.  As a result, although it is possible that not all allusions were included in the 
project, I am certain that the allusions that I failed to include in the project were minimal and 
would not markedly affect the result of the research. 
Apart from the identification of allusion, the validity of the methods used to analyse 
source-text allusions and their translation into Thai should also be discussed.  As explained in 
Section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, the classification of allusion and the frameworks for analysing the 
translations of allusions in Thai translation were developed particularly for this research based 
on information from previous research and the corpus used in this project. To ensure the validity 
of the methods, second coders were asked to classify selected allusions using the proposed 
classification of allusions according to sources of referents25 and analyse the translation of 
allusions in Thai translation using the proposed framework for this research.  Since the project 
involves the translation of culture-specific items, the researcher made sure that the second 
coders participating in the project had a strong background in translation. In this project, two of 
them were university lecturers of English and modules related to translation for more than 5 
years, while the other was a freelance translator with a Master Degree in Translation Studies.  I 
was aware of the issue that they were not native speakers of English, but as explained earlier 
that the issue of recognisability and understanding of allusions does not concern only non-native 
speakers of source language.  Additionally, the second coders were experienced in the field of 
translation.  Thus, it would mitigate the issues regarding lack of knowledge and awareness of 
translation and culture.  
According to the survey, the result showed that the average percentage of the 
classification of allusions according to sources of referents was 72.92%26. For example,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
25 Although the tri-dimensional classification of allusions was applied in this project, the survey included only the 
validation of the classification according to sources of referents because the classification of allusions according 
to forms of referents and the modification of allusions were adopted from the existing classifications proposed by 
Leppihalme (1997) and Bamman & Crane (2008) 
26 The results of the classification of allusions according to sources of allusions by the second coders are 12 out 
of 16 items (75.00%), 11 out of 16 items (68.75%) and 12 out of 16 items (75.00%). 
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   “[…] Don’t come back to this office or I’ll call the cops.” 
   “[…] feel free to call the cops. Ah… try the one I’ve been going 
out with. He shoots people for assault and battery.” 
   John Richard gave me a look with enough steel in it to keep 
Pittsburgh going for a day. Then he whisked our in a cloud of 
anger and white coat. 
    
         Diane Mott Davidson’s Catering to Nobody (1990) 
 
In this example, the allusion alludes to Pittsburgh, which is the second largest city in 
Pennsylvenia and was famous for steel-realted business. However, the business was no longer 
dominant the city since the deindustrialization of the country in the second half of 18th century. 
In view of this premise, the source of referent might be either geography and nature or history. 
However, in this case, all of the second coders categoried the allusion as allusion to geography 
and nature, which is the right category according to my classification. The allusion was 
categorized as an allusion to geography and nature, rather than an allusion to history because 
the allusion alluded to geographical features of the city not as a historical event. 
The discrepancy in this section of the survey was likely to be the result of the second 
coder’s lack of knowledge about the allusions rather than the inappropriate classification of 
sources of referents (See Appendix B). For example,  
        Mrs. Dinsmore, a classic battle-axe, had been the political 
science department receptionist here since, I believe, the Hoover 
administration. 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
 
One of the second coders classified the allusion as an allusion to science and technology, while 
another one classified it as an allusion to literature. Only one of the coders classified this allusion 
as an allusion to history, which is the most appropriate classification according to the description 
of the classification used in this project. The Hoover administration in this example refers to the 
presidency of Herbert Hoover in 1928.  The narrator alluded to the event to exaggerate the long 
range of time Mrs.  Dinsmore worked for the department.  Since the allusion is specific to 
American history, the second coders might not be familiar with it and determine the 
classification of this allusion using only the limited co- text provided.  This might led to the 
misunderstanding of the message.  However, the researcher was certain that if the coders had 
knowledge about the referent, they would classify the referent as an allusion to history.  
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  Regarding the result of the analysis of the translation of allusion, the average percentage 
of the result according to the framework is 75.93%27. For example,  
SOURCE TEXT  
'That's right,' Mason said. 'After they find out that the bullets that killed 
Mrs Ellis didn't come from that gun, then the question is, did they come 
from the gun we took from Ellen Robb? If they did, then we're right slap-
bang behind the eight ball.'  
(Gardner 1959: 77) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
   "ก็ถกู" เมสนัวา่ "หลงัจากทีไ่ดพ้บว่ากระสนุทีส่งัหารนางเอลลสีมไิดถ้กูยงิจากปืนกระบอก
น้ัน ปัญหาตอ่ไปมนัก็ยงัมอียูอ่กีวา่ มนัไดถ้กูยงิจากปืนทีเ่ราเอามาจากแอลเลน รอบบห์รอืเปลา่ 
ถา้เปลา่ เราก็หมดเร ือ่ง แตถ่า้ใช ่เรากม็หีวงัทีจ่ะตอ้งตกอยู่ในฐานะล าบากแน่"  
BACK TRANSLATION 
   "That's right," Mason said. "After finding out that the bullets that killed 
Mrs.Ellis didn't come from that gun, the next question is whether they 
come from the gun that we gave to Ellen Robb. If not, we are fine. But if 
yes, we're going to be in trouble."  
 
In this example, the allusion was translated by means of keeping the meaning of allusion in a 
non-allusive manner. The second coders were all classified the translation strategy correctly. 
The only item that were analysed differently from the expected result by all of the second coder 
is  
SOURCE TEXT  
 “No more goodies now,” I said firmly to Patty Sue as she gave a 
longing look back at the giant glass ice cream sculpture. “You don’t want 
to turn in to a pillar of salt.”  
    “Huh?” 
    “You know,” I said “Lot’s wife. She looked back when she wasn’t 
supposed to.” 
(Davidson 1990: 181) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
   "หยดุกนิไดแ้ลว้ละตอนนี"้ ฉันบอกแพตต ีซ ูอยา่งเฉียบขาด เมือ่เธอเหลยีวกลบัไปมองรปู
ป้ันไอศกรมียกัษด์ว้ยตาละหอ้ย "เธอคงไม่อยากกลายเป็นเสาเกลอืหรอกนะ" 
   "หอื...?" 
   "เธอรูม้ ัย้" ฉันพูด "คนเป็นเมยีสว่นใหญ่ชอบเหลยีวกลบัไปมองในเวลาทีพ่วกเธอไม่
สมควรจะท า" 
   "ฉันไม่เขา้ใจหรอกคะ่วา่คณุพูดเร ือ่งอะไร"  
BACK TRANSLATION 
"Stop eating now," I said firmly Patty Sue when she looked longingly back 
at the giant ice cream figure. "You don't want to turn in a pillar of salt, do 
you?" 
     "Huh...?" 
     "You know," I said, "lots of wives look back when they don't suppose 
to." 
     "I don't understand what you're talking about." 
   
The allusion is an allusion to religion.  In this example, the speaker referred to a Biblical event 
of Lot and his wife who was turned into a pillar of salt because of her disobedience of the god’s 
order.  Two of the second coders analysed that the allusion was translated via literal translation. 
Although the allusion was actually translated using the strategy of literal translation, the 
translation was considered a mistranslation according to the framework used for this project 
since the message conveyed by the allusion was lost. 
                                                     
27 The results of the analysis of the translation of allusions by the second coders are 6.5 out of 9 items (72.22%), 7 
out of 9 items (77.78%) and 7 out of 9 items (77.78%).  
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In conclusion, despite some discrepancies, the survey could ensure that the classification of 
allusions according to sources of referents and the framework to analyse the translation of 
allusions developed to use in this project were appropriate for the analyses of the corpus in this 
study.  
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CHAPTER 6 DATA ANALYSIS 
 
In this chapter, the results from of the study will be presented.  Firstly, the results are 
presented according to the period of time.  As discussed in Chapter 5, the study time-frame of 
the project was divided into three periods. The results of the study from each period are therefore 
analysed separately at first.  After the analysis of the results from each period, a diachronic 
analysis of the results to compare and contrast how allusions were employed and translated 
within the three designated periods of time is presented.  
While the chapter details only some of the study’s significant and representative results, 
the full dataset from which these results were obtained is available in Appendix A. 
 
6.1 Allusion in the novels from the period of foreign influence (1960-1989)  
 This section will present the results of the application of allusions in the novels from the 
period of foreign influence (1960 –  1989) .  The results will be divided into two parts.  The first 
part will demonstrate the use of allusions in the source texts; and the second part will describe 
the results concerning the translation of allusions in the target texts. 
 In this section, normalised frequency is applied to mitigate the lack of consistency 
regarding the difference in length of the selected novels to ensure the systematic presentation 
of the results. To compare the number of allusions in the same periods, the number of allusions 
per 10,000 words (no.allusions/10K) will be used along with the raw values where necessary.  
 Apart from the comparison of the number of allusions, the results will be presented in 
raw values. These includes the results of the use of allusion according to source referents (section 
6.1.1.1) , forms of referents (section 6.1.1.2)  and the modification of referents (section 6.1.1.3) 
since the aim of these sections is to investigate the employment of allusion in the period of 
foreign influences (1960-1989) across different dimensions. The total number of the occurrences 
in all the selected books will be counted as one unit. Consequently, the normalised frequency is 
not necessary. 
 
6.1.1 Allusions in source texts 
To compare the number of allusions in the same periods, the number of allusions per 
10,000 words (no. allusions/10K) will be used along with the raw values when necessary. In the 
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period of foreign influence, only the average of 2.62 allusions/10K were found in the selected 
books. 
 The data collected from five crime novels between 1960 and 1989 indicates that 
allusions were rarely employed in crime fiction novels during the time. While the average length 
of the selected novels was 73,200 words, only one novel from this period employed more than 
30 allusions (see Figure 6.1) .  The average number of allusions employed in the remaining four 
books was 15.25 allusions with little variation.   
  As seen in Figure 6.1, the novels selected for this period included two novels published 
in 1960s, another two novels published in 1970s and one novel published in 1980s.  It is 
interesting that the numbers of allusions used in 1960s and 1971-1980 were relatively similar 
with the average number of 14.0 and 16.5 allusions, but the number dramatically grew to 35 
allusions in the novel published in 1989. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Number of allusions in the period of foreign influence (in raw value/number per 
10K) 
   
6.1.1.1 Sources of referents 
 According to the classification of allusions according to sources of referents, 10 out of 
13 categories of sources of referents as described in Chapter 5 were alluded to (see Figure 6.2) 
in the period of foreign influence. The most frequent sources of referents were common sayings 
(e.g.  Where there’s a roof, there’s a way—the modification of the idiom, where there’s a will, 
there’s a way. )  and history (e.g.  Lizzie Borden and Charles Bravo)  with a total of 23 and 20 
allusions, respectively. This was followed by allusions to media and entertainment (e.g. Scarlet 
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O’Hara)  for 14 allusions and literature (e.g.  Romeo and Juliet)  for 12 allusions.  In this period, 
intra-textual references (i.e. references to words/phrases previously mentioned in the same text) 
and self-citations (i.e. references to words/phrases in the same series) were used for 7 occurrences. 
Although intra- textual references can occur with any sources of referents, the intra- textual 
references found in the selected books from this period referred mostly to common saying (6 
occurrences) and only one occurrence to literature.  For example, in Erle Stanley Gardner’s The 
Case of The Singing Skirt, Della Street warned her boss, Perry Mason, about their charming 
customer.  
       'She's a client,' Della Street said thoughtfully, 'but don't go 
overboard on that girl. She know which side of the bread has the 
butter and she doesn't intend to have anyone give her bread that isn’t 
buttered.'  
       Mason grinned. 'Meaning, perhaps, that she might butter up 
people?' 
                                                                                                        (Gardner 1995: 60) 
 
This example demonstrates two intra-textual references to the common saying:  to know which 
side of the bread is buttered which means ‘to know who to be nice to or what to do in order to 
gain advantages for yourself’  (Macmillan dictionary, 2018) .  Della pointed out the advantage-
driven personality of the client by referring back to the idiom in the mentioned common saying. 
Going along with his secretary’s reference to the word butter, Perry Mason suggested that the 
client was inclined to do whatever is necessary to protect her benefits by using another 
expression with butter. 
 The intra-textual reference to literature was found in Agatha Christie’s Elephants can 
Remember. Hercules Poirot made a call to Superintendent Garraway asking whether there were 
any dog bites on the dead body of Lady Ravenscroft.   
 ‘One dog bite was fairly recent, about a week before, I think, or two 
weeks somebody said.  There was no case of necessary injections or 
anything of that kind. It had healed quite well. What’s that quotation?’ 
went on Superintendent Garraway. ‘The dog it was that died.’ I can’t 
remember where it comes from but—’ 
    ‘Anyway, it wasn’t the dog that died,’ said Poirot.  
        (Christie 1972: ch.16. p.4) 
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The dog it was that died is an allusion to the last stanza from Oliver Goldsmith’s an elegy on 
the death of a mad dog narrating the story of a respectable man who was bitten by a dog.  His 
neighbours were afraid that he might die from the severe wound.  The story turned out that the 
man recovered from the wound, but instead the dog died.  The situation in the above example 
resembles the story from Goldsmith’s elegy.  Thus, Superintendent Garraway quoted the poem. 
However, in the novel, Lady Ravenscroft was dead, but the dog was alive (although the dog 
bite was not the cause of her death), Poirot objected to Superintendent Garraway’s comparison 
of the situation using the similar structure as the quoted poem.  
In this early period of foreign influence, there were no occurrences of allusions to 
geography and nature, or habits and food in the data (see Figure 6.2).  
 
Figure 6.2: Sources of referents in the period of foreign influence (Raw values)  
 
6.1.1.2 Forms of referents 
 Figures 6. 3 shows the occurrences of different forms of allusions according to the 
second dimension of the three-dimensional classification of allusion discussed in Chapter 5.  In 
this period, allusions to proper nouns (e.g.  Sherlock Holmes; Woodward and Bernstein)  and 
allusion to key phrases (e.g. Like father, like daughter which is the modified form of the idiom, 
like father, like son; the dog it was that died)  were similarly employed with 44 and 40 
occurrences, respectively. On the other hand, only 11 occurrences of macro-level allusions were 
found in the selected novels from this period.  For example, in Agatha’s Christie’s Elephants 
Can Remember, Hercules Poirot discussed the curiosity with his friend and suggested that it 
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was the beginning of lots of inventions.  He then told his friend about an incident related to the 
development of the steam engine.  
A little boy watches his mother's kettle raising its lid because of the 
steam. And the next thing we know is we have railway trains, leading 
on in due course to railway strikes and all that  
   (Christie 1972, ch.2, p.6) 
 
The example is an allusion to James Watt and his idea of stream power.  Instead of directly 
stating the name of the inventor, the allusion was used to emphasise the importance of curiosity.   
In addition, as discussed in Chapter 5, there is a possibility that the author would use a 
combination of more than one forms of referents to describe one allusion which was referred to 
as a hybrid allusion in this project. In the period of foreign influence, one occurrence of allusion 
found in this period belonged to the category.  In Agatha Christie’s Elephants Can Remember, 
Superintendent Spence asked Poirot about his friend who was a crime-fiction writer where she 
got the ideas and the facts for her books.  Poirot explained that his friend had a lot of brilliant 
ideas, but sometimes it could not work out in reality, and once she got angry with him for his 
rejection of her idea. Superintendent Spence then commented on his action.    
  I ruined one of her stories once, or so she tells me. She had 
just had a very good idea about a fact, something that had to do with 
a long-sleeved woollen vest. I asked her something over the telephone 
and it put the idea for the story out of her head. She reproached me at 
intervals. 
  ‘Dear, dear,’ said Spence. ‘Sounds rather like that parsley 
that sank into the butter on a hot day. You know. Sherlock Holmes 
and the dog who did nothing in the night time.’  
(Christie 1972, ch.5, p.6) 
 
The example shows the combination of a proper noun referent, Sherlock Holmes, and two key 
phrase referents from two different Sherlock Holmes stories.  The phrase ‘parsley that sank into 
the butter on a hot day’  is from The Adventure of the Six Napoleons (1904) .  On the other hand, 
the phrase ‘the dog who did nothing in the night time’ is from The Adventure of the Silver Blaze 
( 1892) .  Both of the key phrase references convey the same idea that events that look or sound 
ordinary at the first glance can actually signify strange and unusual incidents.  According to the 
events in the references, parsley will not sink into the butter regardless of the weather unless it 
is tempered.  Similarly, it is unusual that the dog did not bark in the night of the murder of its 
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owner.  Since the phrases referred to in this allusion are not famous, the name Sherlock Holmes 
might be employed as a guide or a hint for the reader to identify the referents of the allusion and 
eventually the message that the phrases convey. 
 
 
Figure 6.3: Forms of referents in the period of foreign influence (in raw values) 
 
6.1.1.3 Modification of referents 
 The other dimension of allusions investigated in this project is the modification of 
referents.  As discussed in the review of literature, allusions can be literal or modified.  In the 
period of foreign influence, almost two-thirds of the allusions (57 out of 96)  found in the data 
were literal (e.g.  Jack the Ripper; the old picture books of Struwelpeter) .  The remaining 39 
allusions were modified (see Figure 4.4) .  For example, where there is a roof, there is a way in 
John Creasey’s Hunt the Toff in section 6.1.1.1 showed the modification of the commonly known 
idiom of where there is a will, there is a way by substituting part of the common saying with 
words or phrases associated with the contexts of the story.  In this context, the word ‘a will’  in 
the original idiom is substituted with ‘a roof’  which, according to the story, was where the 
protagonist escaped from the gangster (Creasey 1952) .  The modification by substitution was 
common in the period of foreign influence. For example, ‘nostalgia is in the eye of the beholder’ 
was modified from the original expression of ‘beauty is in the eye of the beholder’; or ‘there are 
burglars under the bed’ from the belief of ‘monsters under the bed’. Additionally, although with 
less frequency, modification by addition (e.g.  we’re right slap-bang behind the eight ball)  and 
omission of part of the referent (e.g. pots and kettles) were found in the data. 
Figure 6.4 also illustrates the extent to which allusions of different forms were modified. 
With regard to allusions to proper nouns, 43 out of 44 allusions are literal allusions; thus, the 
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allusions took the original form of their referents.  According to the data, only one allusion to 
proper nouns in the selected novels from this period was modified; that is the allusions to the 
Deer Park.  The Deer Park is the translation of Parc-au-Cerfs in French.   Parc-au-Cerfs was a 
name of a mansion in the boundary of the Versailles rumoured as a place to accommodate 
young women to privately serve King Louis XV (Walton, 2017) .  On the contrary, more than 
half of the allusions to key phrases (27 out of 39)  were modified as seen from the examples in 
the previous paragraph. Only 13 out of 39 allusions took the original form of their referents (e.g. 
abracadabra; renounce the devil and all his works). 
 
 
      Figure 6.4: Modification of allusion in the period of foreign influence (in raw values) 
 
6.1.2 Allusions in translations 
This section will summarise the results regarding the translation of allusions in the 
period of foreign influence (1960 –  1989) .  The preservation of allusion in the translation in 
relation to sources, forms and modification of referents will be described.  More importantly, 
translation strategies that were used to translate allusion in this period will also be demonstrated.   
In this section, the results will be presented in raw values.  The section aims to present 
the overall picture of the translation of the period.  The results regarding the translation of 
allusions are considered the representatives of the whole period; thus, the number of allusions 
in the selected books will be counted as one unit.  No normalised frequencies are used 
throughout the section. 
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6.1.2.1 The preservation of allusion in translations 
 According to the framework to study the preservation of allusion in translation 
discussed in Chapter 5, allusions in source texts can be either retained, abandoned or partially 
retained.  In the period of foreign influence (1960-1989) , the data suggested similar amounts of 
retained allusions and abandoned allusions (see Figure 6.5) .  Namely, 49 of 96 allusions were 
retained, while 46 of them were abandoned. Additionally, partially retained allusions were also 
found in the data. However, the number is only marginal.  
 
Figure 6.5: The preservation of allusions in the period of foreign influence (in raw values) 
 
6.1.2.2 How allusions were translated 
   As explained in the methodology, the preservation of allusion determines how source-
text allusions were treated in the translation.  In terms of retained allusions, the choices of 
transliteration, literal translation, substitution with source-culture equivalent (SC equivalent) , 
substitution with target-culture equivalent (TC equivalent) or the combination of more than one 
of the choices were employed to translate allusions.  On the other hand, abandoned allusions 
were the result of one or the combination of more than one of the following: meaning of allusion 
kept in a non-allusive manner, mistranslation, omission or mis-adaptation.  
 
  Regarding the retained allusions in the period of foreign influence, Figure 6.6 illustrates 
that about half of the retained allusions (23 out of 49 allusions)  were retained by means of 
transliteration. For example, in Barbara Michaels’ Shattered Silk, different contemporary names 
related to fashions and entertainment were mentioned, including Scarlet O’ Hara, Jean Debbie 
Reynolds and Shirley Temple. All of these proper names were transliterated using the Thai sound 
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system to preserve the pronunciation of the original as closely as possible.  Apart from the 
majority use of transliteration, the other strategies for retained allusions, expect for SC 
equivalents, were also found.  9 allusions were translated by means of literal translations (see 
Example 6.1)  and 5 allusions by TC equivalents (see Example 6.2) .  In this period, 12 allusions 
were translated using hybrid strategies.  Interestingly, although the hybrid strategies can be any 
combinations of the four strategies used to retain allusions, all of the allusions translated by 
hybrid strategies in this period were translated by the combination of transliteration and literal 
translation (see Example 6.3).  
 
Figure 6.6: How allusions were translated in the period of foreign influence (1960-1989)  
 
Example 6.1: an allusion retained by means of literal translation  
SOURCE TEXT 
        Drake hung up the telephone, cocked a quizzical eyebrow at Mason, 
and said, ‘Why were you so damned sure those bullets weren’t going to 
match, Perry?’ 
        The lawyer grinned, ‘Call me clairvoyant or psychic, Paul.’ 
        ‘Well,’ Drake said, ‘You’d better throw away your crystal ball and try 
tea leaves. The fatal bullets that killed Nadine Ellis were fired from the 
gun that Ellen Robb had in her possession when the police arrested her.’ 
(Gardner 1959: p.79) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
        เดรค วางหโูทรศพัท ์เลิกคิว้เป็นเชงิถาม เมสนั พลางถามว่า "ท าไมคุณถึงมั่นใจ 
เหลือ เกินนักว่ า ไอ ้กร ะสุน ปืน เหล่ า น้ัน น่ ะมันไ ม่อาจจะ เข ้าก ันได ้เลย เพอร ์ร ี่" 
        ทนายหวัเห็ดพึมพ าว่า "เรยีกผมว่า ผูรู้แ้จง้เห็นจรงิหรอืนักจิตวิทยาดีกว่า ปอล" 
       "มนัไม่ยงัง ัน้น่ะซ"ี เดรค พูด "ขวา้งลูกแกว้ทีท่ านายทิง้ไปไดแ้ลว้ แลว้หดัเอา 
ใบชามาท านายเสยีมัง่ซ ีกระสุนสงัหารทีฆ่่า นาดนี เอลลสี น้ันไดถู้กยงิจากปืน 
กระบอกทีอ่ยู่ในความครอบครองของแอลเลน รอบบ ์ตอนทีต่ ารวจจบัหล่อนกระบอก 
น้ันแหละ" (p.273)  
BACK TRANSLATION28 
   Drake hung up the telephone and raised his eyebrow at Mason and 
asked "Why were you so sure that the bullets wouldn't match, Perry?" 
   The cunning lawyer mumbled, 
                                                     
28 The back translation of the examples in this project was done by the researcher .  
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   "You'd better call me clairvoyant or psychiatrist, Paul." 
   "It isn't like that," Drake said. "Throw away your crystal ball and use 
some tea leaves to tell the fortune. The bullets that killed Nadine Ellis 
were fired from the gun that is in the possession of Ellen Robb when the 
police arrested her." 
 
Perry Mason discussed with Paul Drake, his private investigator, the murder of Mrs.  Nadine 
Ellis.  Mason was confident that Mrs.  Ellis was shot with a different gun than the one that had 
been found in his client’s suitcase. In Example 6.1, Drake received a call about the result of the 
ballistic test.  The test result suggested that the bullet was fired from the gun in the possession 
of Mason’s client. Thus, Drake teased Mason that his theory was a just a wild guess like what a 
fortune teller does. Crystal ball and tea leaves are common objects used by fortune tellers. In the 
example, both ‘crystal ball’  and ‘tea leaves’  were literally translated.  However, the translator 
added an explanation ‘to tell the fortune’  to explicate the purpose of the crystal ball and tea 
leaves.  
 
Example 6.2: an allusion retained by means of TC equivalence 
SOURCE TEXT 
       “Are you sure Webster’s not making you the goat? Do you trust 
him?” 
(Truman 1980: p.240) 
THAI TRANSLATION         “แน่ใจรวึ่าประธานาธบิดเีวบสเตอรไ์ม่ไดเ้อาตวัคุณขึน้เขยีง? คุณไวใ้จเขา? (p…) 
BACK TRANSLATION         “Are you sure that President Webster does not send you to the 
chopping board? You trust him?  
 
President Webster asked the protagonist to help him solve the murder of a notorious senator 
within the White House since he was at the White House the evening of the murder. As a close 
friend of Webster’s daughter, the protagonist agreed to help.  However, since the murder was 
conducted in a restricted area of the White House, President Webster was the prime suspect. 
Worried that the protagonist might be dragged into trouble, his colleague asked him whether he 
was sure that he was not being used by Webster to cover his crime. In the context, the protagonist 
used the word the goat which is an allusion to a scapegoat which refers to ‘someone who is 
blamed for something that is not their fault, especially because someone else wants to avoid 
being blamed’ (Macmillan Dictionary Online, 2018). In the translation, the translator substituted 
the word with a Thai expression used in a similar situation; that is to send someone to the 
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chopping board ( ขึ ้น เขีย ง )  meaning to be in a difficult situation usually from defending one’s 
action. Thus, in both the source and target text, the allusion conveys a similar message of being 
in a bad situation and risk being involved in the crime that he did not commit.  Accordingly, in 
this example, the allusion is considered retained by means of substituting with an equivalent 
from the target culture (TC equivalent).  
 
Example 6.3: an allusion retained by means of hybrid strategies 
SOURCE TEXT 
We all have interests in certain cases that are past. Did Lizzie Borden 
really kill her father and mother with an axe? […] 
(Christie 1972: ch.5, p.2) 
THAI TRANSLATION เรามคีวามสนใจเหมอืนกนัเกีย่วกบักรณีนี ้ลซิซี ่เบอรเ์ดน ฆ่าพ่อแม่ของเธอเองดว้ยขวาน
ใชไ่หมล่ะ […] (p.101) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
 We share the same interest about this case. Did Lizzie Borden kill her 
father and mother with an axe? […] 
 
In this example, Hercules Poirot and Superintendent Spence discuss with each other the crimes 
in the past.  He then gave an example of the case of Lizzie Borden whose parents were brutally 
murdered by an axe. She was not charged despite people’s belief. The culprit was never arrested, 
so nobody knows the truth about the case. The allusion in this example is a macro-level allusion 
consisting of a proper noun ( Lizzie Borden)  and an event associated with the proper noun 
(whether she killed her parents with an axe) .  Two different strategies, transliteration and literal 
translation, were employed to translate the allusion.  Transliteration was used to translate the 
proper noun while the rest of the allusion was literally translated into Thai.  
 
Concerning the abandoned allusions in the period of foreign influence, almost half of 
the allusions (46 out of 96 allusions) were abandoned (see Figure 6.6).  When abandoned, it was 
mostly the result of omission (see Example 6.4)  and mistranslation (see Example 6.5) , with 20 
and 14 occurrences, respectively. (See Figure 6.6).  
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Example 6.4: an allusion abandoned by means of omission 
SOURCE TEXT 
Do you remember the story about Louis XV? One of his mistresses died, 
and he wept- -he wept, a man who could have his pick of any woman at 
court to the little girls in the Deer Park. 
(Truman 1972: 151) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
คุณจ าพระเจา้หลุยสท์ี ่๑๕ ไดไ้หม เมือ่สนมคนหน่ึงของพระองคต์าย พระองคเ์ฝ้าแต่ร า่ไห.้.. 
กษตัรยิผู์ส้ามารถควา้ผูห้ญงิคนไหนมาหลบันอนก็ได ้ 
BACK TRANSLATION Do you remember King Louis XV? When one of his concubines died, he 
kept crying… He, the king who could have any woman to sleep with.  
In this example, the translator omitted the Deer Park, a rumoured secret harem in the boundary 
of the Versailles (see also Section 6.1.1.3). Although the Deer Park served as an accommodation 
for women chosen to be brought to the king himself, the women had to be selected and approved 
by the chief mistress (maîtresse-en-titre). The source text used the Deer Park to emphasise King 
Louis XV’s power to pick and choose any women he desired even from a place where it is 
usually off-limits. If he wishes, he could easily have them. The translator omitted the allusion to 
the Deer Park and also part of its co-text (at court)  in the translation of the novel removing the 
sense of place that the power of the king can reach altogether from the translation.  
 
Example 6.5: an allusion abandoned by means of mistranslation 
SOURCE TEXT 
        'Well, Della,' the lawyer said, 'I wonder what adventures the days holds. ' […] 
        Mason settled himself in his swivel chair and sighed.  'I presume one can't go 
through life just skimming the cream off existence', he said. 'Sooner or later one has 
to get down to chores, routine drudgery. [...] 
(Gardner 1965: p.31) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
        “ว่าไง เดลลา” ทนายทกั “ผมชกัจะแปลกใจอยู่หน่อยๆ ว่าวนันีจ้ะมกีารผจญภยัอะไรอกี
ละนะ”  
        […] 
        เมสนัทรุดตวัละน่ังในเกา้อีแ้ลว้ก็ถอนใจ  
        “ผมกลา้พูดไดเ้ลยว่า ใครก็ตามคงไม่อาจจะด ารงชวีติอยู่ได ้ถา้หากไม่รูจ้กัแยกงานการ
ออกไปเสยีบา้ง” เขาว่า “ไม่ชา้ก็เรว็ เขาคนน้ันก็คงจะตอ้งเบือ่งาน เห็นงานเป็นยารุ […] 
(p.85-86) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
        “Well, Della,”  the lawyer said, “I’m a bit wondering what adventures today 
holds.” 
        […] 
        Mason sat down in his chair and signed.  
        “I dare say that whoever don’t know how to separate life from work,”  he said. 
“Sooner or later, the person will be bored, and the work will become the bitter 
medicine for him. […] 
 
The example shows that the translator misunderstood the meaning of the cream as unfavourable 
situation.  As a result, the meaning of the entire dialogue was misunderstood.  In the source text, 
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the character suggested that no one can choose to enjoy only the favourable and good part of 
life (the cream). However, in the translation, the message said that if a person does not know how 
to separate personal life from work, he/she will soon become fed up with it.  The reference 
originated from the dairy consumption in the Western culture. Cream is considered the best and 
most valuable part of the milk.  As a result, the expression skimming the cream off existence 
means enjoying only the happiness in life without encountering any hardships.  However, 
traditionally, Thai society did not usually consume dairy products.  As a result, the translator 
misunderstood the meaning of the expression and translated the expression as a nuance needed 
to be removed resulting in the wrong impression and attitude of the protagonist toward his job.  
 
 Compared to omission and mistranslation, keeping meanings of allusions in a non-
allusive manner was scarce in this period, only 12 out of 46 abandoned allusions were treated 
in the manner.  (See Example 6.6) .  Additionally, there was no occurrence of mis-adaptation in 
this period of foreign influence.  
 
Example 6.6: an allusion abandoned by means of keeping its meaning in a non-allusive   
manner 
SOURCE TEXT 
        "I am trying to conduct a proper interrogation," Tony said. "And I'm 
having a hell of a hard time doing it. Did you tell anyone Cheryl was 
going to be at Karen's?" 
        Mark's cheeks darkened. "What do you think, that I called everybody 
I know to tell them the cat's away and now little brother can play?" 
(Michaels 1979: p.199) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
 
   “น่ีน่ะมนัเป็นหลกัการของการสอบสวนนะ” โทน่ีว่า “และผมจ าเป็นจะตอ้งใชค้วาม
พยายามอย่างมากดว้ย ว่าแต่คุณบอกใหใ้ครรูห้รอืเปล่าล่ะว่าเชอรลิจะไปนอนกบัคาเรน
เมือ่คนื? 
   “น่ีคุณคดิว่าผมเป็นคนยงัไง?” คราวนีใ้บหนา้ของมารค์แดงเขม้ขึน้ “น่ีคุณคดิว่าผมจะ
เทีย่วโทรศพัทบ์อกใครทุกคนว่าคนืนีน้อ้งสาวไม่อยู่บา้นหรอกนะ... อย่างน้ันหรอื?” 
BACK TRANSLATION 
   “It’s the principle of interrogation,” Tony said.  “And I’m putting in a lot 
of effort.  By the way, did you tell anyone that Cheryl would stay over at 
Karen’s place last night?” 
   “What kind of person do you think I am?” Mark’s face turned redder. “Do 
you think that I would phone people and tell them that my sister is not 
here tonight?…really?”  
 
Someone has broken into the protagonist’s house.  Thus, her police friend tried to interrogate 
one of her friends, Mark, who was also the brother of her business partner, who stayed the night 
with the protagonist on that night. Mark was angry at the question which implied that he was a 
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type of person who would do things behind his sister’s back. He thus asked the policeman, who 
was also his friend, back whether he looked like a person who would do something like that by 
referencing an idiom the cat’ s away the mice will play.  However, in this context, Mark 
substituted the second part of the idiom (the mice will play) with and now little brother can play 
implying his situation.  Via the modification of the common saying, the speaker expressed that 
he was not a type of person who would do something behind his sister back.  The translator 
chose to keep only the meaning of the expression without preserving its allusive form.  As a 
result, although the message behind the allusion was delivered, the allusion was considered lost 
in the translation. 
 
 As explained in the methodology, in addition to the translation strategies, translators 
sometimes add a description or information which is not part of the source text to explicate the 
message conveyed by allusions in the source texts for the reader’s better understanding of the 
text. In this project, explicitation of source-text allusion was divided into the in-text explicitation 
referring to a concise explanation or description of the allusion in the main body of the text and 
explicitation as footnote. 
In the period of foreign influence, 10 occurrences of explicitation were found in the data. 
All of them were in-text explicitation. (see Example 6.7).  Interestingly, the explicitations found 
in this period were all added to literal allusions.  Additionally, almost all of the explicated 
allusions (9 out of 10 allusions) were proper noun allusions.  
 
Example 6.7: A translated allusions with an in-text explicitation 
SOURCE TEXT 
A few daringly carried their coats over their arms, but looked as hot as the others. 
Taxi-drivers were in their short-sleeves, commissionaires outside the hotels could 
hardly have been hotter in Turkish Baths, but kept on their thick uniforms. 
(Creasy 1952: ch.5, p.1)  
THAI TRANSLATION 
สองสามคนก็พาดเสือ้ไวท้ีแ่ขนอย่างกลา้หาญ แต่ก็ดูรอ้นเท่าๆ คนอืน่  คนขบั
รถแทกซีใ่ส่แต่เสือ้เช ิต้  คนหนา้ประตโูรงแรมคงจะรอ้นกว่าทีก่ าลงัอาบน า้ 
รอ้นแบบเตอรก์ชิ (p.56) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
 A few bravely carried their shirts on their arms, but looked as hot as 
others. Taxi-drivers wore only shirts. Hotel commissionaires had to feel 
even hotter than taking a hot Turkish Baths.  
 
The example describes the weather in the setting of the novel explaining that everyone wore 
thin clothes.  However, the hotel commissionaires had to wear the thick uniform.  Thus, the 
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narrator commented on how they felt by comparing with the Turkish Baths which is a kind of 
steam baths similar to the Scandinavian sauna (Spa Experience by Better, 2013). The translator 
explained the nature of the bath by adding the word ‘hot’  in the translation to enhance the 
understanding of the reader.   
In the period of foreign influence, sources of referents did not seem to affect the use of 
explicitation since the explicitations were scattered among various sources, such as history, 
religions and art.  However, regarding the translation strategies, only translation by means of 
transliteration and literal translation incorporated the explicitaion of the allusions, with 9 and 1 
occurrences, respectively.  There were no occurrences of explicitation in form of footnote 
throughout the period. 
 
6.1.2.3 The translation of allusions from different sources 
 Different sources of allusions were treated differently in the period of foreign influence. 
Considering two most frequently referred to in this period; that  are allusions to common saying 
and history, while allusions to history was mostly retained in the translation, more than two-
third of the allusions to common sayings were abandoned ( see Table 6. 1) .  Regarding the 
allusions to common sayings, 18 out of 23 allusions were abandoned.  Keeping meanings of 
allusions in a non-allusive manner (see Example 6.6) and mistranslation (see Example 6.5) were 
the most common causes, with the amount of 8 and 6 allusions, respectively. Only 5 occurrences 
of allusions to common sayings retained, mostly (3 allusions)  were translated by means of TC 
equivalents. Unlike allusions to common sayings, allusions to history in this period were mostly 
retained (13 out of 20 allusions) in the translation. Most of them (12 allusions) were translated by 
means of transliteration.  Only one of them was translated using the hybrid strategies of 
transliteration and literal translation. Although only 7 allusions to history were abandoned, it is 
interesting that almost all of them (6 allusions)  were abandoned by means of omission (see 
Example 6.4).   
Apart from allusions to common sayings and history, allusions to media & 
entertainment and literature also posed some interesting results. Out of 14 allusions to media & 
entertainment, about two- thirds of them ( 8 allusions)  were retained, equally by means of 
transliteration and hybrid strategies with the amount of four allusions each. Among six allusions 
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to media & entertainment that were abandoned in this period, five of them were the result of 
omission.  Only one of them was abandoned by keeping meanings of the allusion in a non-
allusive manner.  Regarding the allusions to literature, the vast majority of them were retained 
(10 out of 12 allusions), and only two of them were abandoned. When retained, most of them (6 
out of 10 allusions)  were transliterated, followed by hybrid strategies (3 allusions)  and literal 
translation (1 allusion). On the other hand, among the two allusions that were abandoned in this 
period, one of them was kept in a non-allusive manner, while the other was mistranslated. 
 
 Transli-
terated 
Literal SC  TC  Hybrid 
Meaning 
kept 
Omission 
Mistrans-
lated 
Mis-
adapted 
Partial 
History 
(20) 12    1  6 1  
 
Literature 
(12) 6 1   3 1  1  
 
Religion (4)  1  1   2    
Media& 
ent (14) 4    4 1 5   
 
Sci & tech 
(3)  2  1      
 
Geo & nat           
Common 
saying (23)  2  3  8 4 6  
 
Institution 
(2)      1 1   
 
Art (4) 1    3      
Food           
Habit           
Intra- text 
(7) 
     1 2 4  
 
Self-
citation (7) 
 3   1   2  1 
Table 6.1: How allusions were translated in the period of foreign influence according to 
sources of referents 
 
6.1.2.4 The translation of allusions of different forms and modification 
 The majority of the allusions to proper nouns (31 out of 44 allusions)  were retained.  23 
of them were translated by means of transliteration.  For example, the translation of 
contemporary names related to fashions and entertainment in Barbara Michaels’s Shattered Silk 
as discussed in Section 6.1.2.2. Only 13 allusions to proper nouns were abandoned in this period. 
When abandoned, allusions to proper nouns were mostly omitted (see Example 6.4) and kept in 
a non-allusive manner (see Example 6.8) with the amount of 10 and 3 allusions, respectively. On 
the contrary, the majority of the allusions to key phrases (30 out of 40 allusions) were abandoned. 
11 occurrences of abandoned allusions were through mistranslation (see Example 6.5). This was 
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closely followed by omission (see Example 6.9)  and keeping meanings of allusions in a non-
allusive manner (see Example 6.6) for 10 and 9 occurrences, respectively.  
 In terms of modification of allusions, the data shows that the literal allusions were 
preserved more than the modified ones.  Over half the literal allusions (36 out of 57 allusions) 
were retained in translation, mostly via transliteration ( 23 allusions) .  Regarding the literal 
allusions that were abandoned in translation, almost half of them (14 out of 21 allusions)  were 
omitted. On the contrary, about two-thirds of the modified allusions (25 out of 39 allusions) were 
abandoned, mostly via mistranslation (11 allusions) , but also through retaining meaning in a 
non-allusive manner (8 allusions) and omission (6 allusions).  When retained, the most common 
strategy used to translate modified allusions was by means of literal translations (6 out of 13 
allusions), followed by hybrid strategies of transliteration and literal translation (4 allusions) and 
substitution with TC equivalent (3 allusions). 
 
Form of referent Modification 
Proper noun Key phrase Macro level Hybrid Literal Modified 
Transliteration 23    23  
Literal translation  5 4  3 6 
SC equivalent       
TC equivalent 1 4   2 3 
Hybrid 7 1 3 1 8 4 
Meaning kept 3 9   4 8 
Omission 10 10   14 6 
Mistranslation  11 3  3 11 
Mis-adaptation       
Partial   1    
Table 6.2: How allusions were translated in the period of foreign influence according to forms 
and modification of allusions   
 
Example 6.8: an allusion to proper nouns abandoned by means of keeping meanings of the 
allusion in a non-allusive manner  
SOURCE TEXT 
“He spent a lot of money, […]. He bought art (You remember the Louise 
Nevelson in his office is his, not Uncle Sam’s). 
(Truman 1980: 91) 
THAI TRANSLATION “แลนชารด์ใชเ้งนิมาก […] ซือ้งานศลิป์ราคาแพง ดงัเชน่ ภาพแกะสลกัฝีมอืหลยุส ์เนเวลสนัทีอ่ยูใ่น
หอ้งท างานทีก่ระทรวงการตา่งประเทศก็เป็นของเขาเองไม่ใชข่องรฐับาลสหรฐัฯ 
BACK TRANSLATION 
“Lansard spent a lot of money […] bought expensive art pieces like Louise 
Nevelson’s sculpture in his office at the Ministry of Foreign Affair. That’s his, 
not the US government. 
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Lansard Blaine, the Secretary of State, was murdered. The team of investigation discovered that 
the victim had been involved with different illegal activities including bribery. In this example, 
the team discussed his luxurious taste in art. Even in his office, there was an artwork he bought 
installed.  The speaker suggested that the painting belonged to him, not Uncle Sam, which was 
a popular symbol for the United States of America (Encyclopædia Britannica 2018) emphasising 
that the artwork was his personal belonging, not just a decoration prepared by his workplace 
which, in this case, means the US government. However, the translator chose to deliver only the 
meaning of the allusion in the translation to ensure the comprehension of the reader in the target 
culture. 
 
Example 6.9: an allusion to key phrases abandoned my means of omission. 
SOURCE TEXT 
     Now which way? There were two doors, the one at the front through which 
she had come, another at the back of the room opposite the kitchen door.  It was 
like some horrible game, the lady and the Tiger—pick the right exit you win, 
pick the wrong one you’re dead.  
(Michaels 1979: 327) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
     แลว้ตอนนีจ้ะหนีไปทางไหนกนัล่ะ? มนัมีประตูอยู่ดว้ยกนัสองประตู ทีอ่อกไปสู่หอ้งทีเ่ธอเพิ่งผ่าน
เขา้มากบัทีอ่ยูต่รงขา้มประตคูรวั คาเรนบอกตวัเองวา่ถา้เธอเลอืกผดิทาง แน่นอนวา่ทีเ่ธอจะตอ้งตาย
ดว้ยน ้ามอืของมเิรยีมอยา่งไม่ตอ้งสงสยั 
BACK TRANSLATION 
      And now which way to flee? There were two doors. One was to the room she 
had just been through, and the other opposite door to the kitchen.  Karen told 
herself if she chose the wrong one, she would definitely be dead by Miriam’s 
hands. 
 
In this context, the protagonist was followed by her friend who tried to kill her.  While hiding, 
she debated which way she should go next. She compared the situation she was in with the game 
the Lady and the Tiger, in which a player is asked to choose one of several doors with either a 
lady or a tiger behind each of them.  If the player chooses a door with the lady, the player wins. 
If the tiger is behind the chosen door, the player loses.  The comparison did not only describe 
the situation the protagonist was in, but also highlight the seriousness of the situation where the 
wrong choice could lead to her death.  Unfortunately, in the translation, the translator omitted 
the entire reference to the game.  Although the situation was still completely delivered without 
mentioning the game, the intensity and the feeling of the protagonist about the situation can be 
considered lost in the translation. 
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6.2 Allusions in the novels from the period of globalisation (2000-2005)  
 In this section, the results regarding the use and translation of allusions in the novels 
from the period of globalisation (2000-2005)  will be described.  Paralleling with the previous 
section, the explanation will be divided into the results of allusions in source texts and the 
translation of the allusions. 
 As explained in 6.1, normalised frequency of the number of allusions per 10,000 words 
(no.allusions/10K)  will be used to represent the result of the comparison of the numbers of 
allusions in each books within the same period to mitigate the lack of consistency regarding the 
difference in length of the selected books.   
 Apart from the comparison of the number of allusions in each book in the same period, 
the results will be presented in raw values (see also Section 6.1). 
 
6.2.1 Allusions in source texts 
  The data collected from the five crime fiction novels between 2000 and 2005 indicates 
the average number of allusions used in the books selected from this period was 44.6 allusions. 
However, the number of allusions employed in each novel varied considerably.  While more 
than 60 allusions were employed in Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code, only 27 allusions were 
found in Michael Connelly’s Blood Work.  
Regarding the number of allusions in every 10,000 words, 3.81/10K was the average 
number of allusions employed in the books from the period of globalisation. 
 
Figure 6.7: Number of allusions of the period of globalisation (in raw values/no. per10K)  
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6.2.1.1 Sources of referents 
 In the period of globalisation (2000-2005) , the most frequent sources of referent were 
religion (e.g.  Cain and Abel; misguided sheep)  media & entertainment (e.g.  Stevie Wonder; Sir 
Elton John)  with 54 and 48 allusions, respectively.  Allusions to literature (e.g.  Tin Man)  and 
allusions to history (e. g.  Bonnie and Clyde)  were also frequently employed.  28 allusions to 
literature and 23 allusions to history were found in the data.  Regarding the allusions to history, 
it is worth noting that almost half of them (9 allusions)  were allusions to crime and criminals 
throughout history, for example, Ted Bundy, Kennedy and Oswald and O.J. Simpson. 
In this period, self-citation (i.e. a reference to an item from the same series with the same 
protagonists and recurring characters) was the only source of referents that did not occur in the 
data (see Figure 6.8). 
 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Sources of referents: the period of globalisation (in raw values)   
 
6.2.1.2 Forms of referents 
 In the period of globalisation, allusions to proper nouns and key phrases were two main 
forms of referents employed in the selected books. The majority of the allusions (134 out of 223) 
found in the period of globalisation was allusions to proper nouns (e.g. Gandhi; Pepin the Short). 
In this period, only 57 allusions were allusions to key phrases.  For example, in Michael 
Connelly’s Bloodwork, the protagonist asked his police friend to share confidential information 
about the case he was working on with him.  As an old friend, his friend did as he asked but 
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emphasised the difficult situation she was in by saying ‘My neck’s a mile out there’. The allusions 
is a modification of the common saying ‘to stick one’s neck out’ referring to the situation where 
‘you bravely say or do something that might be criticized or might turn out to be wrong’ (Collins 
Dictionary Online). In this context, only part of the original expression was mentioned (my neck) 
and an additional part (a mile out there) was added to intensify the difficulty of the situation she 
was in.  
Interestingly, 31 allusions in this period were macro-level allusions.  For example, in 
Diane Davison’s Catering to Nobody, the protagonist went to see her ex-father in law who had 
been poisoned. When she went into his bed room, she described what she saw  
His almost-bald head shone like a baby’s bum in the gray 
light from the television, [ … ]  The newspaper, a tray with dishes and 
cups and the remote control [ … ]  were spread out around his lap.  He 
was wearing pale blue pajamas covered with tiny dark blue fleurs de 
lis. A French king in repose, sans wig.  
   (Davidson 1990: p.98)  
 
The example showed the cluster of allusions related to the French royalty. Fleurs de lis refers 
to an emblem of the Kings of France (Travel France Online 2017). Thus, the protagonist 
compared his ex-father in law to a French king. However, she made fun of the man’s bald head 
by saying that he was a French king sans wig which is another allusion to a French tradition in 
the past when members of the royal family and high-class society wore wigs. In this context, the 
allusions are considered macro allusions since they do not refer only to a particular referent. 
Fleurs de lis acts as an allusive maker to help the reader recognise the allusion. However, 
without the protagonist’s comment on the pattern, it does not mean anything but the pattern of 
a pyjamas. The protagonist’s comment bridges the name to the French tradition. 
In this period, hybrid forms of allusion were also found in the data.  However, the 
proportion was only marginal (see Figure 6.9).  
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       Figure 6.9: Forms of allusions: the period of globalisation (in raw values) 
 
6.2.1.3 Modification of allusions 
 Most allusions (152 out of 223 allusions)  employed in the period of globalisation were 
literal allusions (e.g.  Ronald McDonald; Harrison Ford in Harris Tweed)  suggesting that they 
took the original form of their referents.  Only 71 allusions were considered modified.  For 
instance, In Michael Connelly’s Bloodwork, after being removed from the case, the protagonist 
realised that the police’s investigation went in the completely wrong direction since they did 
not know the situation from the start, so it was not fair for him to complain and said that he was 
just Monday morning quarterbacking.  The original form of the expression is Monday morning 
quarterback which refers to ‘a person who criticizes the actions or decisions of others after the 
fact, using hindsight to assess situations and specify alternative solutions’  (Dictionary.com) . 
Originally, the expression is used as a noun phrase and used to refer to a person.  However, in 
this context, the expression is used as a verb in its progressive form.  Thus, the allusion was 
considered a modified allusion. 
 
 Regarding the relation of the modification of allusions with forms of referents, the data 
in Figure 6.10 shows that almost all of the allusion to proper nouns were literal allusions (127 
out of 134 allusions) .  Only 7 of them were modified (e.g.  Exiles on Arden Street which is the 
modification of the Rolling Stones’  album title, Exile on Main Street) .  On the contrary, more 
than half of the allusions to key phrases were modified (32 out of 57 allusions)  as seen in the 
previous example, while the remaining 25 allusions to key phrases were literal allusions (e.g. 
Your Honour; the fifth estate) .  As for macro-level allusions, all of them (31 allusions)  were 
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considered modified allusions since, as explained in Chapter 5, they are references to visual 
descriptions; thus, there is no specific written way to describe them.  For example, in Dan 
Brown’s The Da Vinci Code, during his quest to decipher a series of codes left by the dead 
curator, the protagonist came across a piece of stone plate with a message engraved on it.  He 
described how he found the object. 
 As he stood and examined his find, he realized he was holding a 
rough-hewn stone slab with engraved words.  He felt like a modern-
day Moses. 
(Brown 2003: ch.29/p.2) 
 
The allusion in this example does not refer to a specific word/phrase, but a scene from the Book 
of Exodus in the Bible.  The protagonist compared himself with Moses when he received the 
two tablets of the Ten Commandments from God at Mount Sinai (Fairchild 2018). According to 
the Bible, the Ten Commandments were written on the tablets by God. Thus, the situation when 
the protagonist found the engraved stone was similar to this specific situation in the Bible. 
Accordingly, although the name, Moses, was mentioned in the allusion, the allusion did not 
refer to Moses himself but the situation he was in in relation to the stone plague.  This allusion 
then is considered a macro-level allusion.  
 
Figure 6.10: Modification of allusions: period of globalisation (in raw values) 
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The results in this section will be presented in raw values since the section aims to 
present the overall picture of the translation of the period.  The results regarding the translation 
of allusions are considered the representatives of the whole period; thus, the number of allusions 
in the selected books will be counted as one unit. No normalised frequencies are used throughout 
the section. 
 
6.2.2.1 The preservation of allusions in translations  
 Figure 6.11 clearly demonstrated the trend in translation of allusions in the period of 
globalisation. More than two thirds of the source-text allusions (189 out of 223 allusions) in this 
period were preserved in the translation, while only 32 of them were abandoned.  Additionally, 
the data suggested that partially retained allusions were also found in this period. However, the 
proportion of the occurrences was only marginal (see Figure 6.11). 
 
       Figure 6.11: The preservation of allusion: period of globalisation (in raw values) 
 
6.2.2.2 How allusions were translated 
 Regarding the retained allusions, the strategy of transliteration dominated the translation 
of allusions in the period of globalisation with the amount of 89 out of 189 allusions.  For 
example, the names of the criminals mentioned in Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter, such 
as, Charlie Manson, Ted Bundy and Jeffrey Dahmer were transliterated in the translation.  This 
was followed by literal translation with 54 allusions (See Example 6.10). Additionally, although 
only with a small amount (6 allusions) , TC equivalents were also used in this period (See 
Example 6.11). Remarkably, the use of hybrid strategies was abundant in this period. 39 allusions 
were translated via hybrid strategies.  Transliteration and literal translation was the most 
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commonly found combination of hybrid strategies (38 out of 39 allusions)  (see Example 6.12) , 
while the last remaining allusion with hybrid strategies was translated using the combination of 
transliteration and TC equivalent.  
Additionally, it should be mentioned here that SC equivalent was also found in the 
translation in this period (see Example 6.13) .  Although the number was negligible, the data 
suggested that the strategy was initiated in this period of globalisation.  
 
Figure 6.12: How allusions were translated in the period of globalisation (2000 – 2005)  
 
Example 6.10: An allusion retained by means of literal translation 
SOURCE TEXT 
         Davie Hynds sat in the centre of a white sofa meant to accommodate 
a football team […] 
(Rankin 2002: ch.5/p.1) 
THAI TRANSLATION         เดวี ่ไฮดสน่ั์งอยู่กีง่กลางโซฟาสขีาวซึง่ใหญ่พอจะรองรบันักฟุตบอลทัง้ทมี 
BACK TRANSLATION         Davie Hynds sat in the middle of a white sofa big enough to 
accommodate a whole football team.  
 
In this context, a police officer and her subordinate went to interrogate the art agent of the 
victim.  The place looked grand and modern (giving the sense that the place seemed to be too 
expensive for an art agency to afford) .  To emphasise the grandeur of the room, the narrator 
pointed out the unusual size of a sofa by comparing the size of the sofa to the size of the football 
team suggesting that the sofa could accommodate more than 10 people.  In this context, the 
translator literally translated the allusion.  Additionally, although an allusion to the size of the 
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football team seems easily recognised and understood, the translator explicated its intended 
meaning by adding the word ‘big enough’ to emphasise the message conveyed by the allusion.  
 
Example 6.11: an allusion retained by means of TC equivalent 
SOURCE TEXT 
But with Pomeroy stuck on my house-mate, it looked as if my chance to 
find social life from the same place was collapsing with the rapidity of a 
soufflé. 
(Davidson 1991: 53) 
THAI TRANSLATION การทีพ่อมเมอรอยตดิหนึบอยู่กบัเพือ่นรว่มบา้นของฉัน ท าใหดู้เหมือนว่าโอกาสทีฉั่นจะ
ไดค้บควงใครทีไ่หนสกัคนฝ่อลงอย่างรวดเรว็รวมกบัไข่ฟู 
BACK TRANSLATION 
The fact that Pomeroy stuck with my housemate made my opportunity to 
find someone fall as fast as an omelette. 
 
After divorcing her husband, the protagonist complained about her situation. It should be a good 
opportunity for her to start a new relationship with someone. However, with a frequent presence 
of a man around her, the opportunity seemed to decrease very quickly.  The protagonist 
compared her loss of opportunity with the collapse of a soufflé which is known for collapsing 
quickly after removing from the oven. Since soufflé is a Western baking dish, the reader of the 
translation might not be familiar with either the name or the quality of the dish.  As a result, in 
the translation, the translator substituted the allusion to soufflé with a dish in the target culture 
with similar qualities; that is an omelette. Thai-style omelette is made from eggs beaten to create 
as many bubbles as possible, and then fried in a very hot oil making the omelette become puffed 
up.  However, after removing from the oil, the omelette flattens within minutes.  Thus, the 
substitution could convey a very similar image with the original referent.  Not only keeping the 
image of a dish collapsing very quickly, the substitution with an omelette can also convey the 
image of the dish that grows very big before collapsing.  
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Example 6.12: an allusion retained by means of hybrid strategies of transliteration and literal 
translation 
SOURCE TEXT 
        ‘Find anything at the library?’ Stu Sutherland asked, […] 
        […] 
        ‘Does this lot tell us anything new?’ Gray asked. 
        ‘It tells us O.J. Simpson’s going to catch his wife’s killer,’ Tam Barclay 
said.  
(Rankin 2002: ch.15/p.4) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
        “พบอะไรในหอ้งสมุดบา้ง” สตู ซตุเทอรแ์ลนดถ์าม […] 
        […] 
        “ข่าวพวกนีบ้อกอะไรใหม่ๆ กบัเราบา้งมัย้” เกรยถ์าม 
        “มนับอกใหรู้ว้่า โอ.เจ.ซมิพส์นั ก าลงัจะตามจบัคนฆ่าเมยีของเขาอยู่” แทม บาร ์
เคลยต์อบ (pp.312-313) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
        “Did you find anything in the library?” Stu Sutherland asked, […] 
        […] 
        “Is there anything new these news tell us?” Gray asked. 
        “It tells us that O.J.  Simpson is going to hunt down his wife’s killer,” 
Tam Barclay answered.  
 
The protagonist and his team looked through the newspaper archive to learn more about the 
crimes in the past. However, the process did not provide any useful information for them. Thus, 
when asked, one of the team members ironically referred to information that was proved to be 
wrong; that is, O.J.  Simpson’s going to catch his wife’s killer alluding to the controversial case 
of O.J.  Simpson.  It is publically believed that Simpson was responsible for the murder of his 
wife.  Thus, the information provided in the news was not useful at all.  The allusion in this 
example consists of a proper noun (O.J.  Simpson)  and the detail of the news.  In the translation, 
the proper noun was transliterated, while the detail of the news was translated literally into Thai. 
 
Example 6.13: an allusion retained by means of SC equivalent 
SOURCE TEXT 
Sister Sandrine could not help but feel that Opus Dei’s good standing in 
Rome was suspect, but one did not argue with the Holy See.  
(Brown 2003: ch.7/p.2) 
THAI TRANSLATION ซสิเตอรซ์องดรนีอดรูส้กึไม่ไดว้่าการทีโ่อปุส เดอมีสีถานภาพทีด่ใีนวาตกินัน้ันน่าเคลอืบ
แคลง แต่ก็ไม่ควรจะคดิโตแ้ยง้กบัส านักวาตกินั (p.51) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
Sister Sandrine could not help feeling that the good status of Opus Dei in 
Vatican was suspicious, but she should not question The Vatican. 
 
The Holy See refers to ‘the universal government of the Catholic Church and operates from 
Vatican City State, a sovereign, independent territory’  ( U. S.  Department of State, 2018) . 
According to the explanation, the Holy See does not refer to the Vatican City State itself, but it 
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is a body under the control of the Vatican City State with the Pope as its ruler (U.S. Department 
of State, 2018). However, since Thailand is a Buddhist country, there might not be an equivalent 
religious body compatible to the Holy See. Thus, the translator substituted the organisation with 
The Vatican which is the more general term in the source culture that not only maintains the 
meaning of the allusion, it might enhance the understanding of a reader of the target text.  As 
mentioned earlier, the target culture is the Buddhist culture; thus the majority of the target 
readers might not be familiar with the organisations within the Catholic Church.  
 Concerning the abandoned allusions in the period of globalisation (see Figure 6.12) , 
when allusions were abandoned, about half of them (17 out of 36 allusions)  was a result of 
keeping the meaning of allusion in a non- allusive manner ( see Example 6. 14) .  Apart from 
keeping the meaning of allusion in a non-allusive manner, there still were some mistranslations 
found in the data with the amount of nine allusions (see Example 6.15) .  Interestingly, four 
occurrences of mis-adaptation were also found in this period (see Example 6.16).  
 
Example 6.14: an allusion abandoned by means of keeping meanings of allusion in a non-
allusive manner 
SOURCE TEXT 
   All right then, clever Dexter-find him. Track down the Deb-napper.  
 (Lindsay 2004: ch.24/p.3) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
 
  ถา้อย่างน้ันก็ได ้ เด็กซเ์ตอรผู์ช้าญฉลาด—ไปหาเขาซ ีแกะรอยคนทีจ่บัตวัเดบไป 
(p.194) 
 
BACK TRANSLATION 
   Well them, Clever Dexter.  Go find him.  Track down the person who 
kidnapped Deb.  
 
In this example, Deborah, was kidnapped by a serial killer. Although Dexter did not have a clue 
where the culprit was, he tried to convince himself that he could find the kidnapper and rescue 
his sister. The allusion in this example is the wordplay ‘Deb-napper’ which refers to the name of 
Dexter’s sister, Deborah and the word ‘kidnapper’ .  In the translation, although the meaning of 
the allusion was fully kept, the allusive function of the word was lost in the translation. 
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Example 6.15: an allusion abandoned by means of mistranslation 
SOURCE TEXT 
        ‘You left out Donald Kenyon’s cuff link,’  she said.  ‘Stering silver, in 
the shape of a dollar sign’  
        ‘I didn’ t know about that.  I bet Nevins and Uhlig and that asshole 
Arrango put on six inches apiece when they found that bag.’ 
THAI TRANSLATION 
        “ทีคุ่ณบอกมายงัขาดกระดุมขอ้มือของดอนัล เค็นยั่นไปอนัหน่ึง” เธอกล่าว  “ท าดว้ย
เงนิบรสิุทธิเ์ป็นรูปเครือ่งหมายดอลล่าร”์ 
        “ผมไม่รูเ้ร ือ่งน้ันมาก่อน แต่กลา้พนันว่าเนฟวินสก์บัอูหล์จิ และเจา้เบือกอารแ์รงโก 
คงยิม้กนัปากฉีกตอนเจอถุงน่ันเขา้” (p.351) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
        “You missed Donald Kenyon’s cuff link,”  she said.  “Pure silver made 
in a shape of a dollar sign.” 
        “I didn’ t know about that.  But I bet that Nevins and Uhlig and that 
asshole Arrango smiled from ear to ear when they found that bag.”  
 
The FBI agents and a local police officer searched the protagonist’s boat and found a bag 
containing items that belonged to the victims of a serial murder stuck to the bottom of the boat. 
He discussed with his police friend about the items.  He commented that when they found the 
bag they must be confident that he was the perpetrator by alluding to six inches apiece. The six 
inches apiece refers to an evidence photo scale used when photographing evidence for precise 
measurement (Sirchie 2018). According to the referent, the scale is used to keep a record of the 
size of physical evidences.  Thus, in this example, the protagonist believed that the FBI and the 
police must think that the bag is evidence for the crime.  However, in the translation, the 
translator mistranslated the allusion to being happy, maybe referring to a broad smile. Although 
the translation could capture the feeling of the FBI and the police, the reference to the bag as 
evidence was lost in translation.  
 
Example 6.16: an allusion abandoned by means of mis-adaptation 
SOURCE TEXT 
I had just closed the refrigerator and was perusing the homemade magnets 
and cartoons with which Laura had festooned the door. […]  
     I read, “‘This refrigerator is cooler than Dave Brubeck.’ […] 
(Davidson 1991: 25) 
THAI TRANSLATION ฉันเพิง่ปิดตูเ้ย็นและพจิารณารูปการต์ูนแม่เหล็กท าเองซึง่ลอราใชต้ดิโนต้ทีป่ระตูตูเ้ย็น […] 
     ฉันเลยอ่านใหพ้วกเขาฟัง “ตูเ้ย็นนีห้า้มแชแ่ข็งโครงการทีผ่ดิพลาดของรฐับาล” […] 
BACK TRANSLATION 
I had just closed the refrigerator and looked at handmade cartoon magnets 
Laura made for fastening the notes on its door […]           
     So, I read, “This fridge is not for freezing the failed projects of the 
government.” […] 
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In the source text, the coolness of the refrigerator was compared to Dave Brubeck, an American 
Jazz pianist and composer. The joke conveys a positive connotation implying that Dave Brubeck 
was attractive by playing with the word ‘cool’ .  However, in the translation, the joke sounded 
negative and sarcastic, and the content was not relevant to the source-text allusion in any ways. 
Additionally, the jokes used in this story were part of character-building techniques used in this 
novel, particularly for this character, Laura, who was a primary school teacher.  The character 
was described as a harmless and fun-loving character.  The jokes mentioned in association with 
Laura were all positive and innocent.  For example, the school is for fish, I went to plumbing 
school and then to make me into Farrah Faucet.  Thus, the translation of the joke might result 
in the different image of the character in the source text and the translation.  
 
In terms of the explicitation of the allusions, both in-text explanations and footnotes 
were found in the data from this period.  However, the explicitation as footnote was 
overwhelmingly dominant during this period. Out of 49 cases of explicitations, 35 of them were 
explicitations in footnotes (see Example 6.17), and the remaining 14 cases of explicitations were 
in-text explicitaion (see Example 6.18) .  Allusions to media and entertainment and allusions to 
religion were most frequently explicated with 14 and 13 allusions, respectively.  Regarding 
allusions to media & entertainment, eight of them were explicated by footnotes and the six 
remaining were explained with an in-text explanation.  On the other hand, allusions to religion 
were all explained using footnotes.  Considering forms of referents, most of the explicitations 
(37 cases)  were additional information of allusions to proper nouns with the amount of 13 in-
text explicitations and 24 footnotes.  This was followed by nine explicitations of macro-level 
allusions, all by means of footnotes. The explicitation of key phrase and hybrid allusions rarely 
occurred in the selected books from the period of globalisation.  
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Example 6.17: a translated allusion with a footnote 
SOURCE TEXT 
       ‘Imagine how I would feel if he had killed you,’ she said.  
        It took me by surprise.  I couldn’ t even begin to imagine how she 
would have felt […] So I just repeated, ‘I’m sorry, Deb.’ And then I am the 
kind of cheerful Pollyanna who always finds the bright side, I added, ‘But 
at least the refrigerated truck was there.’ 
   (Lindsay 2003: ch.10/p.10)  
THAI TRANSLATION 
        “ลองคดิดูสวิ่าฉันจะรูส้กึยงัไง ถา้หากว่ามนัฆ่าพี”่ เธอพูด 
        ประโยคน้ันท าใหผ้มประหลาดใจ ผมไม่อยากจะคดิดว้ยซ า้ว่าเธอจะรูส้กึอย่างไร […] 
ดงัน้ันผมจงึพูดซ า้อกีคัง้ “พีเ่สยีใจ เดบ” จากน้ันเพราะผมเป็นคนทีส่นุกสนานเหมอืนโพลี ่
อ ันนา ซึง่เป็นคนที่มองอะไรในแง่ดีอยู่ตลอดเวล ผมเลยพูดต่อไปว่า “แต่อย่างน้อย 
รถบรรทุกสนิคา้แชแ่ข็งก็อยู่ทีน่ั่น”  
 
[Footnote: เป็นตวัละครเด็กผูห้ญงิก าพรา้ทัง้พ่อและแม่ แต่มองโลกในแง่ดอียู่ตลอดเวลา 
ไม่ว่าจะประสบพบเจอกบัสถานการณเ์ลวรา้ยแค่ไหนก็ตาม] (p.88) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
        “Think how I would feel if he had killed you,” she said. 
        That sentence surprised me. I did not even wat to think how she would 
feel […] So I repeated, “I’m sorry, Deb.” Then since I was a cheerful person 
like Pollyanna who was always optimistic, I added, “But at least the 
refrigerated truck was there.” 
 
[Footnote:  A girl character who did not have neither father nor mother. 
However, she was always optimistic no matter how difficult the situation 
she was in.] 
 
In this example, the footnote is added to explain the allusion to Pollyanna who is a fictional 
character from the novel of the same name written by Eleanor H.  Porter.  In this context, the 
translator might believe that the name was not familiar to the reader (especially those who reads 
crime fiction) of the target culture. Thus, he added information about the allusion that relates to 
the understanding of the context.  
 
Example 6.18: a translated allusion with an in-text explicitation 
SOURCE TEXT 
        Other purchases out of my sixty- thousand-dollar divorce settlement 
had included a six- burner stove, extra oven and freezer, and enough 
cooking equipment to outfit Sears. 
(Davidson 1990: p.4) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
        เคร ือ่งใชอ้ืน่ๆ ทีไ่ดม้าจากส่วนแบ่งทรพัยส์นิตอนหย่ามูลค่าหกหมืน่ดอลล่ารข์องฉัน 
ยงัมเีตาขนาด ๖ หวัเตา เตาอบพเิศษ และตูแ้ชแ่ข็งกบัอุปกรณท์ าคุก้กีส้ารพดัทีม่ากเกนิ 
จดัวางในหา้งเซยีรด์ว้ยซ า้ (p.15) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
          Other equipment I got from my divorce settlement worth six 
thousand dollars included a six-burner stove, a special oven and a freezer 
and a variety of equipment for making cookies that can outfit Sears 
Department Store.  
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The explicitation in this example is a short explanation to the allusion to Sears which is the 
largest department store at the time of the setting (1990). Since Sears operated solely in USA, it 
might be an unfamiliar name to the reader of the target culture, the translator added the 
description Department Store to the allusion to give the reader a general idea about the allusion.  
 
Interestingly, it is worth mentioning that among the explicitations found in the data from 
the period of globalisation, there were a few cases in which the information added to explain 
the allusions was incorrect. For example, in Ian Rankin’s Resurrection Men, there was an 
allusion to Barnum and Bailey which is an American circus company. The name of the company 
itself was correctly transliterated into Thai. However, since the company is mainly active in the 
United States, the reader of the target text is likely to be unfamiliar with it. Thus, the translator 
explained that the company is a theatre. Although both theatre and circus are types of 
entertainment, images and expectations of them can be different. As a result, the 
explicitation in the translation might create a different impact of the scene on the reader 
of the translation.   
 
6.2.2.3 The translation of allusions from different sources 
 In the period of globalisation ( 2000- 2005) , the majority of allusions pertaining to 
different sources were retained in translation. Regarding allusions to religion which is the source 
that was most frequently referred to as discussed in section 6.2.1.1, 50 out of 54 allusions to 
religion were preserved in the translation. Most of them (23 allusions) were translated by means 
of literal translation.  For example, in Ian Rankin’s Resurrection Men, the protagonist told his 
colleague that she should not believe in the words of Mr.  Cafferty, who was a notorious 
ringleader and said that he was the serpent in the tree which is an allusion to the serpent in the 
Garden of Eden who deceived Eve to eat a forbidden fruit.  In the translation, the allusion was 
literally translated as อสรพิษบนคบไม้ [back translation: the serpent in the tree].  
This was followed by the strategies of transliteration, such as the translation of the 
names of the criminals in Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter (see Section 6.2.2.2)  with 14 
allusions.  Apart from the two strategies, nine allusions were translated using hybrid strategies. 
All of them were the combination of transliteration and literal translation (see Example 6.12) . 
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When allusions to religions were abandoned, they were mostly abandoned as a result of keeping 
the meanings in a non-allusive way (3 out of 4 allusions) (see Example 6.19). 
 
Example 6.19: an allusion to religion abandoned by means of keeping the meaning in a non-
allusive manner.  
SOURCE TEXT 
I spent most of my life untroubled by dreams and, for that matter, 
hallucinations. No visions of the Apocalypse for me; […]  
(Lindsay 2004: ch.9/p.2) 
THAI TRANSLATION ตลอดชวีติทีผ่่านมา ผมไม่เคยมปัีญหาเร ือ่งความฝันหรอืแมก้ระทัง่ภาพหลอน ไม่เห็นภาพ
โลกแตก  
BACK TRANSLATION 
Through my life, I had never been troubled by my dream or even 
hallucinations. I had not seen a vision of the end of the world. 
 
The protagonist explained about his sleeping condition.  Despite being a serial killer, he had 
never had trouble sleeping nor seen disturbing visions, which he explained as the visions of the 
Apocalypse.  The Apocalypse is a major event according to Christian belief when the final 
judgement of all earthly beings was done by God signalling the end of the world.  In the 
translation, the translator transferred only the meaning of the allusion to the translation without 
keeping its allusive form since the translator might believe that the readers of the target culture 
in which Buddhism is dominant might not be familiar with an event of a concept in Christianity. 
Similar to the translation of allusions to religion, most of the allusions to media and 
entertainment (39 out of 48 allusions)  and allusions to history (22 out of 23 allusions)  were 
retained.  Additionally, all of the 28 allusions to literature were retained in the translation (see 
Table 6.3).  On the other hand, allusions to habits were all abandoned in this period.  Apart from 
the allusions to habits, allusions to institutions and allusions to common sayings seemed quite 
problematic with the amount of abandoned allusions of 4 out of 9 and 5 out of 13 allusions, 
respectively. 
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 Transli-
terated 
Literal SC  TC  Hybrid 
Meaning 
kept 
Omission 
Mistrans-
lated 
Mis-
adapted 
Partial 
History 
(23) 16 1   5     
1 
Literature 
(28) 10 11  1 6     
 
Religion 
(54) 14 23 1 3 9 3  1  
 
Media& 
ent (48) 27 4   8 5  2 2 
 
Sci & tech 
(14) 6 1   4 2  1  
 
Geo & nat 
(6) 3 1   1 1    
 
Common 
saying (13)  6  1 1 2  1 2 
 
Institution 
(9) 2 2  1  2  2  
 
Art (14) 8 1   3 1    1 
Food (6) 3    1  1 1   
Habit (2)       1 1   
Intra- text 
(6) 
 4   1 1    
 
Self-
citation  
          
Table 6.3: How allusions were translated in the period of globalisation according to sources of   Referents 
 
6.2.2.4 The translation of allusions in different forms and modification 
 According to Table 6.4, 119 out of 134 allusions to proper nouns were retained in the 
translation. Most of them (87 allusions) were preserved by means of transliteration followed by 
the use of hybrid strategies (18 allusions). Interestingly, the sole combination of hybrid strategies 
used to translate allusions to proper nouns was transliteration with literal translation.  When 
abandoned, most of them (9 out of 15 allusions)  were a result of keeping the meanings of 
allusions in a non-allusive manner. Additionally, only two of the allusions to proper nouns were 
mistranslated.  
Regarding allusions to key phrases, 41 out of 57of them were retained in the translation. 
The key phrase allusions were mainly retained by means of literal translation (33 out of 41 
allusions) .  Hybrid strategies and TC equivalents were also found with small proportions of 4 
and 3 allusions, respectively.  Concerning abandoned allusions to key phrase, they were mostly 
a result of keeping meanings of allusions in a non-allusive manner and mistranslation with 7 
and 6 allusions, respectively.  
In the period of globalisation, 17 out of 31 macro-level allusions were translated using 
hybrid strategies.  Transliteration with literal translation was the most common combination of 
the hybrid strategies (16 allusions) used in this period (see Example 6.20).  
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 Form of referent Modification 
Proper noun Key phrase Macro level Hybrid Literal Modified 
Transliteration 87 1 1  87 2 
Literal translation 11 33 9 1 24 30 
SC equivalent 1    1  
TC equivalent 2 3 1  2 4 
Hybrid 18 4 17  18 21 
Meaning kept 9 7 1  11 6 
Omission  1 1  1 1 
Mistranslation 2 6 1  6 3 
Mis-adaptation 2 2   1 3 
Partial 2    1 1 
Table 6.4: How allusions were translated in the period of globalisation according to forms and  
        modification of allusions 
 
Example 6.20: a macro-level allusion translated by hybrid strategies of transliteration and 
literal translation 
SOURCE TEXT 
[…] and hearing the story of the Holy Grail from Leigh Teabing will be 
like hearing the Theory of relativity from Einstein himself.’ 
(Brown 2003: ch.51/p.7) 
THAI TRANSLATION […] และการไดฟั้งเร ือ่งของโฮลีเ่กรลจากลหี ์ทบีบงิ ก็เหมอืนไดฟั้งทฤษฎสีมัพนัธภาพจาก 
ไอสไตนเ์องเลยทเีดยีว” (p.256) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
[…] and listening to the story of the Holy Grail from Leigh Teabing is like 
hearing the relativity theory from Einstein himself. 
 
The protagonist was asking for help about the Holy Grail from Leigh Teabing, who was an 
expert on the subject.  He convinced his friend about Teabing by comparing his expertise with 
Abert Einstein and the Theory of relativity.  Einstein is the scientist who initiated and explained 
the Theory of relativity, so he must be deeply knowledgeable about the theory. According to the 
allusion, the protagonist implied that Teabing’s knowledge of the Holy Grail must be the best.  
 In this case, the name Einstein were transliterated using the Thai sound system to 
preserve the pronunciation of the original, while the name of the theory was literally translated.  
 
 Regarding the modification of allusions, the data clearly suggested that both literal and 
modified allusions were mostly retained in the translation, with the amount of 132 out of 152 
allusions and 57 out of 71 allusions, respectively. The majority of literal allusions (89 allusions) 
were translated by means of transliteration.  This was followed by the strategy of literal 
translation and hybrid strategies with 24 and 18 allusions, respectively.  When the literal 
allusions were abandoned, it was mainly the result of keeping the meanings in a non-allusive 
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manner (11 out of 20 allusions) .  On the other hand, out of 57 modified allusions that were 
retained, 30 of them were translated by means of literal translation, and 21 by means of hybrid 
strategies. Similar to the literal allusions, when abandoned, modified allusions were commonly 
abandoned through keeping the meaning in a non-allusive manner (6 out of 14 allusions).  
 
6.3 Allusion in the novels from the period of digital age (2010-2015) 
 In this section, the results of the application and translation of allusions in the novels 
from the period of digital age (2010-2015) will be presented. Paralleling with the descriptions of 
the results of the other two periods, the results of the data from the period of digital age will be 
divided into two parts.  The first part will demonstrate the application of allusion in the source 
texts, while the second part will describe the results of the translation in the target texts. 
 Normalised frequency of the number of allusions per 10,000 words (no.allusions/10K) 
will also be used to represent the result of the comparison of the numbers of allusions in each 
book within the same period to mitigate the lack of consistency regarding the difference in 
length of the selected books. However, apart from the comparison of the number of allusions in 
each book in the same period, the results will be presented in raw values (see also Section 6.1). 
 
6.3.1 Allusions in source texts 
 The data collected from five crime fiction novels between 2010 and 2015 shows that 
the average number of allusions employed in the period of digital age was 73.6 allusions in raw 
values.  However, the number of allusions employed in the novels during this period greatly 
varied.  The numbers of allusions ranged from less than 30 allusions to almost 200 allusions.  In 
addition, the data suggested that the number of allusions employed in the selected books 
constantly increased over this period.  As seen in Figure 6.13, except for The Titanic Murders 
that was published in 1990s, the remaining four books selected for translation analysis between 
2010 and 2015 were published after 2005.  The number of allusions doubled from 24 allusions 
in 2005 to 55 in 2013 before dramatically increased to 188 in 2014.  
 As for the number of allusions per 10,000 words, 7.36/10K was the average number of 
allusions found in the selected books from the period of digital age. 
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Figure 6.13: Allusions in the period of digital age (2010 – 2015) 
 
6.3.1.1 Sources of referents 
 In the period of digital age, the most frequent source of referents in the period of digital 
age was media & entertainment with 111 allusions (e.g.  Sopronos; Toody and Muldoon) .  The 
result was followed by literature with 62 allusions (e.g.  Professor Van Dusen; like a big bread 
crumb marking her path alluding to a scene from Hansel and Gretel) .  In addition, allusions to 
history (e.g.  the Little Corporal)  and religion (e.g.  Forbidden fruit)  were also found in the data 
with the amount of 44 and 43 allusions, respectively. This was followed by the uses of allusions 
to institutions (e.g.  Your Honour)  and allusions to common sayings (e.g.  the mental skeleton in 
his closet) with 31 and 24 allusions, respectively. Allusions to other sources, namely, science & 
technology, geography & nature, art, food and intra-text also occurred in the data, but only with 
small proportions compared to the sources mentioned earlier.  Additionally, it is worth noting 
that allusions to habit and self-citation did not occur in the data from this period.  
 
Figure 6.14: Sources of referents: period of digital age (in raw values 
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6.3.1.2 Forms of referents 
 Proper nouns and key phrases were still the main forms of referents found in the data 
from the period of digital age. However, allusions to proper nouns were remarkably dominant 
in this period. Almost two-thirds of the allusions (217 out of 368) were allusions to proper nouns 
(e.g. Starsky and Hutch; Nostradamus). Only 81 allusions were allusions to key phrases. The 
example of allusion to key phrase in this period is ret in peace. In Stephen King’s Mr. Mercedes, 
Brady planned a bomb in the protagonist’s car. When the bomb came off, Brady said “Ret in 
peace, Detective Hodges.” (King 2014: ch.5/p.39). Ret in peace is the reference to rest in peace 
which is an expression used for showing respect or sympathy to a dead person (Collin 
Dictionary Online). However, in this context, the protagonist of the story was a retired police 
detective. Thus, Brady substituted the word rest in the original expression with ret which is an 
abbreviation of the word retired to make fun of the death of the protagonist. In this period, there 
were a considerable number of macro-level allusions (66 allusions). For example, in Colin 
Cotterill’s Thirty-Three Teeth. Siri, the protagonist of the story, was accused of a crime and 
jailed. When his friends came to see him and asked him to tell them the whole story, Siri refused 
by saying that he would not say a word without the appearance of his lawyer. One of his friends 
knew that he did not have one. He said that: 'You haven't got a lawyer. In fact, I doubt whether 
there are any left in Laos. They're damned fine swimmers, I hear.' (Cotterill 2013: ch.19/p.5) The 
allusion requires background knowledge on the temporal setting of the story and the knowledge 
of geography. Thirty-Three Teeth set in Laos in the late 1970s, a few years after the US army 
left the country after the defeat in the Vietnam War. During the American invasion of Laos, a 
lot of local people fled the country and took refuge in Thailand by swimming across the Mekong 
River, which is the natural border splitting the two countries from each other. As a result, the 
allusion used in this example means that most of the lawyers in Laos had taken refuge in 
Thailand. The statement implied sarcasm accusing lawyers of being coward. They would not 
stay and fight for people in need, not like the speaker who was still in Laos and worked for the 
government.  
Also, the hybrid forms of allusions were found in the data, but the number is only 
marginal. (see Figure 6.15) 
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        Figure 6.15: Forms of referents: periods of digital age (in raw values) 
 
6.3.1.3 Modification of allusions   
 The vast majority of allusions ( 243 out of 368 allusions)  in this period were literal 
allusions ( e. g.  Mr.  Clean; the Weight Watchers) , while the remaining 125 allusions were 
considered modified.  To illustrate, in Coben’s Six Year, a friend of the protagonist explained 
that his ex-girlfriend went missing. The situation was similar to the disappearance of her father. 
Thus, she described the situation as like father, like daughter which refers to a well-known 
idiom like father, like son. However, since, in his context, the similarity was between father and 
daughter, the speaker substituted the word son in the original expression with daughter to better 
match the situation in the novel.   
Concerning the relation between the modification and forms of referents, 201 out of 243 
literal allusions found in this period were allusions to proper nouns (e.g.  Ambien; the Gideons), 
and only 34 of them were allusions to key phrases (e. g.  Hail Mary; My Spidey sense were 
tingling). There were small proportions of 3 hybrid allusions and 1 macro-level allusion. On the 
contrary, the majority of modified allusions (66 out of 125 allusions) were macro-level allusions. 
For example, In Lee Child’s Nothing to Lose, people in the town of Despair practiced a distort 
cult called End Times. The cult people explained that they interpreted the Bible differently. They 
gave an example that it was like when other people listen to Beatles records backward.  The 
allusion refers to the technique called ‘backmasking’ which is a message backwards onto a track 
(Macdonald 2014). The Beatles was famous for using the technique in their tracks for their fans 
believe the band hid hidden messages behind the backmasking (Macdonald 2014).  
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This number was followed by modified allusions to key phrase ( 43 allusions) .  For 
example, in Lee Child’s Nothing to Lose, after finding out about the secret uranium processing 
factory, the protagonist went to see the owner of the factory to ask about the purpose of the 
factory. The owner justified his action saying that “God guides my hand.” The allusion refers to 
the Biblical saying that God guides our steps ( Proverbs 16: 9) .  In this context, the speaker 
substitutes the word our steps in the original saying with my hand to emphasise on his action.  
 
Figure 6.16: Modification of allusions: period of digital age (in raw values) 
 
6.3.2 Allusions in translations 
 The section presents the results of the translation of allusions in the period of advanced 
globalisation (2010-2015) .  The preservation of allusion in the translation in relation to sources, 
forms and modification of referents will be illustrated.  The translation strategies employed to 
translate allusions in the period of digital age will be thoroughly explained. 
 In this section, the results will be presents in raw values. The section aims to present the 
overall picture of the translation of the period. The results regarding the translation of allusions 
are considered to represent the whole period; thus, the number of allusions in the selected books 
will be counted as one unit. No normalised frequencies are used throughout the section.   
 
6.3.2.1 The preservation of allusions  
 In the period of digital age (2010-2015) , the vast majority of allusions were retained in 
the translation with the amount of 308 out of 368 allusions.  Only a small number of allusions 
(59 allusions) were abandoned. Partially retained allusion were found only once in the data.  
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      Figure 6 17: The preservation of allusion: period of digital age (in raw values) 
 
6.3.2.2 How allusions were translated  
  In the period of digital age, the retained allusions were mainly preserved by means of 
transliteration (137 out of 308 allusions). For example, in Stephen King’s Mr. Mercedes, different 
crime TV series were alluded to including Luther, Prime Suspect, NCIS and Bones. The title of 
the series was all transliterated into Thai.  The number was followed by the strategy of literal 
translation with 96 allusions (see Example 6.21) .  In addition to the single strategies, hybrid 
strategies were also quite common in the period with the amount of 66 allusions.  Remarkably, 
all of the hybrid strategies found in the data were the combination of transliteration and literal 
translation (see Example 6.21) .  Also, it is worth mentioning that there were a few occurrences 
of SC equivalents and TC equivalents found in the data although the numbers were only 
marginal (see Figure 6.18). 
 
Figure 6.18: How allusions were translated in the period of digital age  
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Example 6.21: an allusion retained by means of literal translation 
 
SOURCE TEXT 
        The nanny was running down the corridor, forward of the Reading and 
Writing Room, […], and her hat had tumbled to the floor, like a big bread 
crumb marking her path. 
(Collins 1999: p.220) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
        พีเ่ลีย้งเด็กก าลงัวิง่ไปตามระเบยีงทางเดนิ ดา้นหนา้ของหอ้งอ่านและเขยีนหนังสอื 
[…] และหมวกของเธอหล่นกลิง้กบัพืน้ไม่ต่างจากเศษขนมปังชิน้ใหญ่ทีบ่อกเสน้ทางของ
เธอ (p.231) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
        The nanny was running along the corridor in front of the Reading and 
Writing room […], and her hat dropped on the floor no different from a big 
bread crumb marking her way.  
 
In this example, the protagonist set up a fake summoning of the spirit of the dead to lure out the 
perpetrator of two murder cases to show him/herself.  During the summoning, the nanny of one 
family panicked and ran away.  However, the protagonist had found her almost immediately 
afterward because she dropped her hat, so he could tell which way she went.  The narrator 
compared the hat the nanny dropped with a big bread crumb marking her path which alluded 
to a scene from a classic tale of Brother Grimms’ Hansel and Gretel.  The allusion was literally 
translated into Thai. 
 
Example 6.22: an allusion retained by means of hybrid strategies of transliteration and literal 
translation 
 
SOURCE TEXT 
The man didn’t wait at the end of the line—the line parted for him like the Red 
Sea for Moses. 
(Coben 2013: p.163) 
THAI TRANSLATION ชายคนนีไ้ม่ตอ้งไปต่อทา้ยแถว เพราะแถวไดแ้หวกใหเ้ขาเองเหมอืนทะเลแดงทีแ่หวกทาง 
ใหโ้มเสส  
BACK TRANSLATION This man did not have to wait at the end of the line because the line split for him 
like the red sea for Moses.  
 
The protagonist went to the funeral of his ex-girlfriend’s husband.  The crowd lined up to pay 
respect to the dead man.  However, when the man in the example arrived people automatically 
got out of his way and let him go through first.  The action was compared to one of the most 
well-known events from the Bible when Moses led his people to escape from the Egyptians.  
In this example, the name Moses was transliterated, while the rest, including the Red Sea, were 
translated literally in the translation. 
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 As also shown in Figure 6. 18, when allusions in the period of digital age were 
abandoned, more than half of them (48 out of 59 allusions)  were the result of keeping the 
meanings in a non- allusive manner ( see Example 6. 23) .  The remaining 11 allusions were 
abandoned by means of mistranslation and omission with 8 and 3 allusions, respectively (see 
Example 6.24 and 6.25) .  On the other hand, there was no occurrences of mis-adaptation in the 
period of digital age. 
 
Example 6. 23:  an allusion abandoned by means of keeping the meanings in a non-allusive 
manner  
SOURCE TEXT 
 […]; Futrelle would soon learn that the social-climbing matron who’d traded Denver 
for Newport had been rejected by much of society, but Astor had adopted her as a 
sort of mascot, perhaps because the Four Hundred had turned up their noses at him 
and his young bride. 
(Collins 1999: 92) 
THAI 
TRANSLATION 
[…] ในไม่ชา้ฟูเตรลลก็์ไดร้บัรูว้า่หญงิมสีามผีูไ้ตบ่นัไดสงัคมซึง่ยอมแลกเดนเวอ่รก์บันิวผอรต์ถกูคนสว่นใหญ่
ในสงัคมปฏเิสธมาแลว้ แตแ่อสเตอ๊รย์กใหห้ลอ่นเป็นตวัน าโชคของเขา บางทอีาจเป็นเพราะวงสงัคมช ัน้สงู
เชดิจมูกใสเ่ขากบัเจา้สาววยัละอ่อนของเราก็ได ้
BACK 
TRANSLATION 
[…]  Soon enough, Futrelle realized that the mistress who climbed up the social ladder 
and exchanged Denver for Newport has been rejected by most of the people in the 
society.  However, Astor thought of her as his lucky charm, maybe because the high-
class society turned their noses away from him and his young bride. 
 
The allusion in this example was the Four Hundred. The name refers to a New York high-class 
society around 1880s –  1890s originated from Ward McAllister’s interview with a newspaper 
that there were only about four hundred people in New York that mattered (Byrk 2005) .  In the 
translation, the translator delivered only the meaning of the allusion and translated it as ‘the 
high-class society’ without keeping its allusive form.  
 
Example 6.24: an allusion abandoned by means of mistranslation 
SOURCE TEXT 
        A young clergyman, from the church Mrs Wharton attended until she was 
too unwell to go out on Sundays, serves as master of ceremonies. He reads the 
predictable passage from Proverbs, the one about the virtuous woman.  
(King 2014: ch.5/31) 
THAI TRANSLATION 
        บาทหลวงหนุ่มจากโบสถท์ีม่สิซสิวารต์นัเคยไปรว่มพธิใีนวนัอาทติย ์กอ่นทีจ่ะป่วย
หนักจนออกไปไหนไม่ไหว มารบัหนา้ทีผู่ป้ระกอบพธิ ีเขายกสุภาษิตบทหนึง่จากคมัภรีไ์บ
เบลิขึน้มาอ่าน เป็นบททีไ่ม่เหนือความคาดหมาย เนือ้หาว่าดว้ยผูห้ญงิทีค่รองตวัอยู่ใน
ศลีธรรมอนัดงีามมาทัง้ชวีติ (p.331) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
        A young priest from the church Mrs Wharton attended on Sundays before 
getting too ill to go out, was responsible for the ceremonies.  He picks a proverb 
from the Bible, which is not unpredictable, about a woman who lived a righteous 
life until the end of her life. 
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Proverbs mentioned in this example refers to “a book of the Old Testament consisting of the 
proverbs of various Israelite sages including Solomon”  (Collins Dictionary Online) .  However, 
the translator translated it as a proverb in a sense of “a short sentence that people often quote, 
which gives advice or tells you something about life”  (Collins Dictionary Online) .  Thus, the 
allusions lost its meaning.  Although, the translator added an explanation that the proverb was 
from the Bible, it does not help retain the meaning of Proverbs as a book of the Old Testament. 
Consequently, the allusion was considered mistranslated. 
  
Example 6.25: an allusion abandoned by means of omission 
SOURCE TEXT 
He was a big guy. White, maybe forty. Black hair. Wild neck. Tan jacket, 
brown pants, black shoes, a groove in his forehead from a Smokey the 
Bear hat that was presumably now resting on his passenger seat. 
(Child 2008: ch.6/p.6) 
THAI TRANSLATION […] ชายผวิขาว รูปรา่งใหญ่ อายุราว 40 คอหนา เสือ้กางเกงสเีทา หนา้ผากมรีายกดของ
ขอบหมวกทีต่อนนีค้งถอดไวบ้นเบาะ (p.20) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
[…] White man, big body, age around 40, thick neck. Brown top and pants. 
His forehand had a line from his hat which was maybe on his car’s seat. 
 
Smokey the Bear is an icon of the Smokey Bear Wildfire Prevention campaign authorised by 
the US Forest Service (The Ad Council 2018). The bear icon is portrayed wearing a khaki ranger 
hat. Since the icon and the campaign are active solely in the United States, it is unlikely that the 
reader of the translation would be familiar with the referent. Additionally, the allusion was made 
only to explain the type of hat belonging to the man.  The translator might believe that the 
information would either not help in boosting the reader’s understanding or even hinder their 
comprehension of the text. Thus, the allusion was omitted in the translation. 
 
 Considering the explicitation of source-text allusions, 92 occurrences of explicitations 
were found in the data from the period of digital age. 50 of them were in-text explanations, and 
the remaining 42 occurrences were footnotes.  The use of explicitation in this period was not 
affected by the sources of referents since the explicitations could be found with different sources 
of referents.  However, the most frequent sources that incorporated explicitation were media & 
entertainment with the amount of 23 in-text explicitations and 15 footnotes (see Example 6.26 
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and 6.27) .  Regarding forms of referents, over two-thirds of the allusions with explicitation (71 
allusions) were proper noun allusions and almost all of them (68 cases) were the explicitation of 
literal allusions.  
 
Example 6.26: a translated allusion with an in-text explanation 
SOURCE TEXT 
Back then it was new and shiny and hip and trendy. Now it was old and 
broken-down and about as hip and trendy as Betamax. 
(Coben 2014: p.17) 
THAI TRANSLATION ตอนน้ัน บารย์งัใหม่เอีย่มอ่อง เกไ๋ก ๋ทนัสมยั แต่ตอนนีก้ลบัดูทัง้เกา่ทัง้ทรุดโทรม ส่วนความ
เกไ๋กท๋นัสมยัก็มเีท่ากบัเครือ่งเล่นเทปเบตาแม็กซด์ีๆ  น่ีเอง  
BACK TRANSLATION 
Back then, the bar was brand new, chic and modern.  But now it was old 
and run down. It was a chic and modern as the Betamax cassette player.  
 
In this context, the protagonist and his friend went to their usual bar that they had regular been 
to since it opened. He compared the popularity of the bar at the moment with the Betamax which 
is an old-fashioned videotaping technology released in 1970s (Jowitt 2016). The translator added 
the word cassette player (เคร ือ่งเล่นเทป) to enhance the understanding of the reader. 
 
Example 6.27: a translated allusion with a footnote. 
SOURCE TEXT 
        ‘Anything else I can do for you today?’ 
        […] 
        ‘You could listen to a story,’ he says. […] ‘Would you be willing to do that?’  
        ‘So what’s the story, morning glory?’ Jerome asks. 
 
THAI TRANSLATION 
        “วนันีม้อีะไรใหผ้มชว่ยอกีอกีไหมครบั” 
        […] 
        “เธอชว่ยไดด้ว้ยการฟังฉันเล่าเร ือ่งหน่ึง” ฮอดเจสบอกเด็กหนุ่ม […] “เธอยนิดจีะท า 
อย่างน้ันไหม” 
         […] 
         “ตกลงเร ือ่งเป็นยงัไง ยามเชา้อนัผ่องอ าไพ” เจอโรมถามขึน้  
 
[Footnote: เป็นการลอ้ชือ่อลับัม้ What’s the story, Morning Glory ของ วง
โอเอซสิ] (pp.148-150) 
BACK TRANSLATION 
        “Anything else I can do for you today?” 
        […] 
        “You can help me by listening to a story,”  Hodges told the boy […]  “Are you 
willing to do that?” 
         “So what’s the story in the bright morning?” Jerome asks. 
 
[Footnote: It is an allusion to one of Oasis’ album title, What’s the story, Morning 
Glory.] 
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In this example, the protagonist asked his young friend to listen to his story.  As a bright, fun-
loving and intelligent character, Jerome asked what was going on by quoting Oasis’ album title 
What’s the story, Morning Glory. Interestingly, in this context, the translator literally translated 
the title (using fancy words) , but added a footnote explaining about the seemingly out-of-place 
translation. The translator included the original album title in English in the footnote. 
 
 Additionally, regarding the use of in-text explanation in this period, it is worth noting 
that there was a case of adding incorrect information to the allusion.  In Harlan Coben’s Six 
Years, the narrator compared the line of waiting students who waited to see the protagonist with 
a Rockettes audition.  In the translation, the name Rockettes was transliterated into Thai. 
However, the translator explained that The Rockettes is a TV/ radio programme which is 
incorrect.  The Rockettes is a famous American precision dance company that performed at 
Radio City Hall in New York ( MSG Sports & Entertainment LLC 2018) .  The incorrect 
explicitation might result in different impacts and/or understandings of the messages conveyed 
by the allusion.  
 
6.3.2.3 The translation of allusions from different sources 
 In the period of digital age (2010-2015), the majority of allusions pertaining to different 
source were retained in the translation (See Table 6.5) .  The sources of referents that was most 
frequently referred to in this period was media & entertainment, the majority of them (100 out 
of 111 allusions) were retained in the translation. Most of them (56 allusions) were preserved by 
means of transliteration.  The number was followed by the use of hybrid strategies and literal 
translation with 28 and 16 allusions, respectively.  Out of 111 allusions to media & 
entertainment, only 11 allusions were abandoned.  Keeping the meanings of allusions in a non-
allusive manner was responsible for almost all of the abandoned allusions to media & 
entertainment (9 allusions). 
 Similar to the translation of allusions to media & entertainment, most of the allusions to 
literature ( 57 out of 62 allusions)  were preserved in the translation with the strategy of 
transliteration as the most frequently used strategy (25 allusion) .  Apart from transliteration, 
hybrid strategies and literal translation were also found in the data with the amount of 18 and 
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13 allusions, respectively.  On the other hand, among the five abandoned allusions to literature, 
four of them were the result of keeping the meanings of allusions in a non-allusive manner and 
one mistranslation. 
 The translation of other sources of referents that should be mentioned here includes 
allusions to history, religion, common sayings and institutions. The results of the translation of 
allusions to history and institutions paralleled the translation of allusions to media & 
entertainment and literature.  Namely, most of the allusions to history (38 out of 44 allusions) 
and institutions ( 21 out of 31 allusions)  were preserved, most frequently by means of 
transliteration and literal translation (See Table 6.5).  
 In this period, the translation of allusions to religion and common sayings suggested 
more interesting insights. Regarding allusion to religion, although most of them were preserved 
(32 out of 43 allusions), they were mostly translated using literal translation (17 allusions). Only 
nine allusions to religions were translated by transliteration.  When abandoned, seven out of 11 
allusions were kept in the translation in a non-allusive manner.  The remaining four abandoned 
allusions to religion were by means of mistranslation (3 allusions) and omission (1 allusion).  
 Allusions to common sayings was the only source of referents that was not translated 
by transliteration. Among the 14 retained ones, 11 of them were translated by literal translation, 
while the remaining two were substituted with TC equivalent.  Out of 10 allusions to common 
saying that were abandoned, nine of them were the result of keeping the meanings in a non-
allusive manner.  
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 Transli-
terated 
Literal SC  TC  Hybrid 
Meaning 
kept 
Omission 
Mistrans-
lated 
Mis-
adapted 
Partial 
History 
(44) 19 10   9 6    
 
Literature 
(62) 25 13  1 18 4  1  
 
Religion 
(43) 9 17 3 1 2 7 1 3  
 
Media& 
ent (111) 56 16   28 9  2  
 
Sci & tech 
(16) 5 7   1 3    
 
Geo & nat 
(13) 3 5   3 1 1   
 
Common 
saying (24)  12  2  9    
1 
Institution 
(31) 11 7 1 1 1 8  2  
 
Art (13) 5 4   4      
Food (6) 3 2    1     
Habit           
Intra- text 
(5) 
1 3     1   
 
Self-
citation  
          
Table 6.5: How allusions were translated in the period of digital age according to sources of 
referents 
 
6.3.2.4 The translation of allusions in different forms and modification 
 In the period of digital age, 187 out of 217 allusions to proper nouns were retained in 
the translation.  Transliteration was the most frequently used strategy to translate allusions to 
proper nouns (134 allusions) .  This was followed by the use of hybrid strategies (31 allusions) . 
Out of 217 allusions to proper nouns, only 30 allusions were abandoned. Of these, 24 allusions 
were kept in a non-allusive manner.  Concerning 81 allusions to key phrases, 56 of them were 
retained, mostly by means of literal translation (46 allusions) .  When abandoned, most of them 
were kept in a non-allusive manner (21 out of 25 allusions) .  As mentioned in Section 6.3.1.2, 
there were a considerable number of macro-level allusions (66 allusions) in this period. Almost 
all of them (61 allusions) were retained in the translation. Interestingly, half of the retained ones 
(33 allusions)  were translated by means of literal translation, while the other half were done 
using hybrid strategies.  
 Concerning the modification of allusions, the data indicated that the vast majority of 
both literal and modified allusions were retained in the translation with the amount of 205 and 
125 allusions, respectively. Although they were mostly retained in the translation, the strategies 
used to translate them were different. Regarding literal allusions, about two-thirds of them were 
retained by means of transliteration.  The number was followed by 38 allusions by literal 
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translation and 30 allusions using hybrid strategies.  On the other hand, 58 out of 125 modified 
allusions were translated via literal translation and followed by the use of hybrid strategies with 
36 allusions.  When abandoned, most of both literal and modified allusions were the result of 
keeping the meaning of allusions in a non-allusive manner with the amount of 29 out of 38 and 
19 out of 21 allusions, respectively. 
 Form of referent Modification 
Proper noun Key phrase Macro level Hybrid Literal Modified 
Transliteration 134 1 2  132 5 
Literal translation 17 46 33  38 58 
SC equivalent 4    2 2 
TC equivalent 1 4   3 2 
Hybrid 31 5 26 4 30 36 
Meaning kept 24 21 3  29 19 
Omission 2  1  2 1 
Mistranslation 4 3 1  7 1 
Mis-adaptation       
Partial  1     
Table 6.6: How allusions were translated in the period of digital age according to forms and 
modification of allusions 
 
6.4 Diachronic analysis of allusions 
  In this section, diachronic analysis of the application of allusions and their translation 
over the period of 55 years between 1960 and 2015 will be presented.  Paralleling the analyses 
of allusions in the three designated periods, the analysis in this section will be divided into two 
parts.  The first part will describe the use of allusions in the source texts; while the second part 
will compare and contrast the translation of allusions within the three periods of time. 
 To systematically compare and contrast the number of allusions in different periods, 
normalised frequency is applied throughout the section to mitigate the lack of consistency 
regarding the length of novels in three different periods of time.  
  Only for the comparison of the numbers of allusions in the selected novels in the three 
different study periods, the number of allusions per 10,000 words will be used to present the 
result.  However, in the remaining parts of the analysis, the number of allusions per 100,000 
words (no.allusions/100K) will be used since the numbers of allusions in the remaining parts of 
the analysis were rather small.  The number of allusions per 100,000 words will ensure the 
systematic presentation of the results as well as the readability of the data. 
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6.4.1 Allusions in source texts 
The corpus of English language crime fiction analysed indicates that the use of allusions 
has increased between 1960 and 2015.  
The data suggested that the numbers of allusions used in the source texts had increased 
over time (Figure 6.19) .  In the early period of foreign influence (1960-1989) , only the average 
number of 2.62/10K were employed. The average number climbed up 3.82/10K during the period 
of globalisation (2000-2005) before sharply increased to 6.76/10K in the modern period of digital 
age (2010-2015).  
 
Figure 6.19: Number of allusions in English crime fiction across time.  
 
6.4.1.1 Sources of referents  
Comparing the sources of referents employed in the three designated time periods, the 
corpus indicated that history, literature, religion, media & entertainment, and common sayings 
were the sources of referents that were most commonly referred to in crime fiction between 
1960 and 2015.  Among the five most common sources of referents, media & entertainment 
seemed to gain more popularity over time.  As seen in Figure 6.20, only 3.93/100K of allusions 
to media & entertainment were found in the period of foreign influence.  However, the number   
dramatically increased to 10.22/100K in the middle period of globalisation before flying to 
21.89/100K in the modern period of digital age. Allusions to Literature and history gained their 
significant popularity in the modern period of digital age.  Regarding allusions to literature, the 
number of allusions started out with 3.37/100K and 5.96/100K in the period of foreign influence 
and the period of globalisation, and then the number rose up to 12.23/100K in the modern period 
of digital age. For allusions to history with the amount of 8.68/100K in the period of digital age, 
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the allusions began with 5.62/100K in the period of foreign influence and fell a bit to 4.90/100K 
before gaining more popularity in the modern period.  
Conversely, the allusions to common sayings remarkably lost its popularity over time. 
In the period of foreign influence, common saying was the most frequent source of referents, 
with 6. 46/ 100K allusions.  The number dropped drastically to 2. 77/ 100K in the period of 
globalisation before slightly increasing to 4.73/100K in the period of digital age.  
 In the present corpus of analysis, the results suggested that allusions to religion were 
rare (1.12/100K)  in the period of foreign influence.  However, the source becomes one of the 
most common sources in the period of globalisation with the amount of 11.50/100K.  Then, the 
number dropped slightly to 8.48/100K in the period of digital age. 
 
 
Figure 6.20: Comparison of sources of referents across the three periods (no. allusions/100K)  
                  
6.4.1.2 Forms of referents 
According to the previous discussion about forms of referents in the three study periods, 
it is obvious that proper noun was the most common form of referents allusions referred to 
between 1960 and 2015. As discussed in 6.4.1, the number of allusions used increased over time. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that the number of proper noun allusions increased through the 
three periods.  Nonetheless, the frequency of the proper noun allusions found in the present 
corpus of analysis was remarkable.  In the early period of foreign influence, 12.36/100K of 
proper noun allusions were found in the corpus.  The number doubled to 28.54/100K in the 
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middle period of globalisation. Then, in the modern period, the number shot up to 42.80K, triple 
the number of proper noun allusions in the period of foreign influence and nearly double the 
number of the allusions in the period of globalisation.  
 On the other hand the number of allusions to key phrase seemed to stay relatively the 
same over the study period.  In the period of foreign influence, allusions to key phrase were 
employed almost as frequently as allusions to proper nouns with 11.24/100K.  The number 
moved up only a little bit to 12.14/100K in the period of globalisation and to 15.98/100K in the 
period of digital age.  
Although the number of macro-level allusions was relatively low compared to allusions 
to proper nouns and allusions to key phrases, the increase in the allusions through the three 
periods was noticeable.  In the period of foreign influence, only 3.09/100K of macro- level 
allusions were employed.  However, the number doubled up to 6.60/100K in the period of 
globalisation. The number rose dramatically to 13.02/100K in the period of digital age. 
 
Figure 6.21: Comparison of forms of allusions across the three period of times (no. of 
allusions/100K)  
 
6.4.1.3 Modification of allusions 
 Over the three periods, literal allusions outstandingly dominated the total number of 
allusions found in the corpus. The number greatly increased from 16.01/100K in the early period 
of foreign influence to 32.37/100K in the middle period of globalisation. Then, the number shot 
up again to 49.93/100K in the period of digital age.  The data in the corpus also indicated that 
modified allusions also constantly increased over time, although in a much smaller scale. In the 
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period of foreign influence, 10.96/100K modified allusion occurred in the period of foreign 
influence.  
   
 
Figure 6.22: Comparison of modification of allusions across the three period of times  
   (no. of allusions/100K) 
 
6.4.2. Allusions in translations 
 The diachronic analysis of the translation of allusion across the three study periods will 
be presented. The analysis will include the preservation of allusion in translations in relation to 
sources, forms and modification of referents.  Additionally, translation strategies used in 
different periods will be extensively explained. 
 The results presented throughout this part will be presented in the number of allusions 
per 100,000 words to ensure the systematic presentation of the results and the readability of the 
data. 
 
6.4.2.1 The preservation of allusions in translations                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
The present corpus of analysis indicated that more than half of the allusions in each 
period were preserved with the increasing tendency of preservation.  In the early period of 
foreign influence, the number of retained allusions was 13.76/100K.  The number jumped to 
40.26/100K in the middle period of globalisation before climbing up to 60.75/100K in the 
modern period of digital age.  
 On the contrary, the number of allusions abandoned decreased significantly over the 
three periods.  In the period of foreign influence, 12.91/100K allusions were abandoned.  It is 
worth emphasising that the number of abandoned allusions in this period was similar to the 
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number of the retained ones in the same period.  However, the numbers was increasingly far 
apart from each other in the later periods. The number of abandoned allusions sank to 6.82/100K 
in the period of globalisation before moving up to 11.64/100K in the period of digital age (see 
Figure 6.23). 
Additionally, although partially retained allusions were found across the three periods, 
the number was too small to indicate a meaningful implication.  
 
 
Figure 6.23: Comparison of the preservation of allusions across the three periods (no. 
allusions/100K) 
 
6.4.2.2 How allusions were translated 
 Among the four strategies used for retained allusions (see Figure 6.28) , transliteration 
and literal translation were two most popular strategies used to translate allusions between 1960 
and 2015.  Regarding transliteration, the number of usages seemed to steadily increase through 
the three periods of time.  Staring out in the early period of foreign influence with 6.46/100K, 
the number climbed up to 18. 96/ 100K in the middle period of globalisation and sharply 
increased to 27. 02/ 100K in the modern period of digital age.  Likewise, the tendency of 
translators using literal translation to translate allusions increased over time. In the early period 
of foreign influence, only 2.53/100K of allusions were retained by means of literal translation. 
The number rose up to 11. 50/ 100K in the period of globalisation.  The number of literal 
translation dramatically soared up to 18.93/100K in the modern period of digital age. 
  In contrast to the increasing number of transliteration and literal translation, the use of 
TC equivalent constantly dropped over time.  In the period of foreign influence, 1.40/100K 
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allusions were translated by means of TC equivalents.  However, the number decreased to 
1.28/100K and 0.99/100K in the later periods of globalisation and digital age, respectively. 
Among the strategies used for retained allusions, it is interesting to see that there were no 
occurrences of SC equivalent in the earlier period of foreign influence.  The strategy was 
occurred in the period of globalisation with the small number of 0.85/100K.  The strategy was 
not used in the period of digital age. 
 
Figure 6.24: How allusions were translated across the three periods 
 
 Apart from the use of a single strategy to translate allusions, hybrid strategies seemed 
to gradually gain their popularity across the three periods.  In the period of foreign influence, 
only 3.37/100K were found in the corpus.  The use of hybrid strategies rose to 8.31/100K in the 
period of globalisation and to 13.02/100K in the period of digital age.  Interestingly, although 
there are a variety of possible combinations of hybrid strategies, nearly all allusions preserved 
by means of hybrid strategies found in the corpus were translated via the combination of 
transliteration and literal translation. 
 
 When abandoned, the data in the corpus suggested that allusions were most commonly 
abandoned via keeping the meanings of allusions in a non-allusive manner.  In the period of 
foreign influence, 3.37/100K allusions were treated accordingly. However, the number dropped 
to only 1.49/100K in the period of globalisation before greatly increasing to 9.47/100K allusions 
in the period of digital age. 
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On the contrary, the proportion of mistranslation remarkably dropped over time.  In the 
earlier period of foreign influence, 3.93/100K allusions were mistranslated. The number sharply 
declined to 1.92/100K in the period of globalisation before dropping again to 1.58/100K in the 
period of digital age. 
 Regarding omission, the strategy was almost exclusively found in the early period of 
foreign influence, with 5.62/100K. The number dropped to only 0.43/100K and 0.59/100K in the 
later periods of globalisation and digital age, respectively.  In addition, mis-adaptation was 
hardly found through the three periods of time and appeared only for a few occurrences in the 
middle period of globalisation. 
Overall, it is interesting to see that the number of retained allusions increased across the 
three period of time with the significant use of transliteration and literal allusions. On the other 
hand, the number of abandoned allusions constantly decreased over time.  Only the strategy of 
keeping the meaning of allusions in a non-allusive way seemed to prevail across the three 
periods.     
 Regarding the explicitation, both in- text explicitation and footnotes seemed to be 
increasingly employed over time.  However, it is intriguing to see that allusions to the same 
references were treated differently in terms of explicitation in different periods of time, 
especially when allusions were explained more explicitly in the later periods.  For example, 
allusions to Goldilocks in the periods of globalisation and digital age (see Example 6.28) 
 
Example 6.28: allusions to Goldilocks in three different periods  
The period of globalisation (2000-2005) The period of digital age  (2010-2015) 
[ … ]  at that moment the Korman entourage came 
wheeling around to frozen foods.  
      […] 
     “ Why, look who’ s here,”  said John Richard. 
“Goldilocks shopping for porridge. What are you going 
to put in it?” 
(Davidson 1990: 36) 
‘What […] are you doing out at this hour?’ 
     ‘Just driving around.’ 
     ‘Arden Street’s a bit off anyone’s route.’  
     ‘I was on the Meadows…thought I’d take a look.’ 
      […] ‘I feel like Goldilocks.’ 
     ‘Sorry, I can’t offer any porridge.’ 
(Rankin 2002: ch.10/p.11) 
 
The excerpts from the novels are from different periods of time.  Both of them alluded to the 
same key concepts of the well-known children story, Goldilocks and the Three Bears; that are 
Goldilocks and the porridge. In the period of globalisation, there was not any explicitation added 
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to explain the allusion. On the other hand, the allusion in the period of digital age was explained 
in the footnote (see Appendix A).  
 
6.4.2.3 The translation of allusion from different sources  
  As mentioned in Section 6.4.1.1, history, literature, religion, media & entertainment and 
common sayings were the sources of referents that were most frequently referred to across the 
three periods of time.  The majority of allusions pertaining to these sources, except for the 
allusions to common sayings, were retained in the translation.  Regarding the allusion to media 
& entertainment, they were mostly retained by means of transliteration with the increasing 
tendency from 1.12/100K allusions in the period of foreign influence to 8.68/100K allusions in 
the period of digital age. Interestingly, although literal translation can be considered the second 
most frequently employed strategies over time, the strategy was not used to translate allusions 
to media and entertainment in the first period of foreign influence.  The trends in translation of 
allusions to literature and history are similar.  Transliteration were mostly used to preserve the 
allusions to the sources across the three periods and followed by the use of literal translation 
with the exception of the translation of allusions to history in the period of foreign influence.  
 Overall, allusions to religion were mostly translated by means of literal translation. 
However, it is interesting to see that TC equivalents were used to translate allusions in every 
period with increasing tendency from 0.28/100K in the period of foreign influence to 0.64/100K 
and 0. 99/ 100K in the period of globalisation and the period of digital age, respectively. 
Additionally, the number of allusions to religion that were translated by SC equivalent also 
increased.  However, since the number of occurrences is very small and the strategy only 
appeared in the two later periods, it is not certain that there is a correlation between allusions 
to religions and the strategy of SC equivalent. 
  
 Regarding abandoned allusions in relation to sources of referent, allusions pertaining to 
different sources of referents were the result of keeping the meaning of allusions in a non-
allusive manner.  
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6.4.2.4 The translation of allusions in different forms and modification  
  Across the three periods of time, allusions to proper nouns were mostly retained in the 
translation with increasing tendency.  In the early period of foreign influence, 8. 71/ 100K 
allusions to proper nouns were preserved. The number increased to 25.35/100K in the period of 
globalisation before dramatically rising up to 36.88/100K in the period of digital age.  Among 
the retained allusions to proper nouns, they were mostly translated by means of transliteration 
and followed by hybrid strategies. On the other hand, most allusions to key phrase in the period 
of foreign influence were abandoned.  Only 2.80/100K allusion to key phrases were retained in 
the translation. In the later periods of globalisation and digital age, allusions to key phrase were 
mostly retained with the amount of 8.73/100K and 11.05/100K, respectively. 
  When abandoned, while both allusions to proper nouns and key phrases were overall 
abandoned through keeping the meanings of allusions in a non-allusive manner, it is worth 
noting that in the first period of foreign influence, most of the allusions to proper nouns were 
abandoned by means of omission, while allusions to key phrases were abandoned through 
mistranslation and omission 
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CHAPTER 7 DISCUSSION 
 
7.1 Introduction  
  The present study was designed to investigate the effect of time on allusions and on 
how they are handled by translators. The research focused on the analysis of English-Thai 
translations, with specific reference to a corpus of 15 crime fiction novels originally written in 
English and their Thai translations published between 1960 and 2015 (678 allusions in all). The 
study was guided by the following research questions:  
 1) Have the source-text allusions Thai translators been confronted with changed over 
time? 
 2) What strategies have Thai translators used to translate English source-text allusions 
over time? 
 3) How successful have Thai translators been in translating allusions over time? 
 
 In the previous chapter (Chapter 6), the main results of the study were presented 
ande6xplained in relation to the research questions and aims of the study. The present chapter 
seeks to discuss and address their implications in relation to existing studies. Additionally, the 
implications of the findings will be discussed in relation to the review of literature. The 
contribution to translation studies will then be explained. Finally, recommendations for future 
directions will be made.  
 
7.2 Allusions in source texts 
Regarding the first research question, there are two main findings concerning source-
text allusions. First, it is clear that source-text allusions have changed over time. Second, the 
corpus disclosed an interesting correlation between the use of allusions and the and how the 
narrative unfolds in crime fiction. 
 
7.2.1 Changes in source-text allusions 
As seen in Chapter 6, source-text allusions have changed over time both in terms of 
quantity and variety. The number of allusions employed in the corpus greatly increased between 
1960 and 2015. As suggested by Lennon (2004), the use of allusion depends on the mutual 
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understanding between authors and their audience in relation to what is left unsaid in the text. 
The increase in the number of allusions over time indicates that authors believe that readers are 
becoming better at recognising the use of allusions and retrieving the messages behind them. 
This notion also suggests changes regarding authors of crime fiction. Over time, authors seemed 
to become more creative and open to knowledge and culture. This can clearly see not only from 
the increasing number of allusions over time but also from the variety of sources those allusions 
allude to. Allusions might also be employed as means to create their unique style and their 
identity among their readers. As mentioned earlier, the finding indicates that the referents found 
in novels from the later periods were more varied seems to strengthen this idea. In the early 
periods of foreign influence (1960-1989), common sayings were the most dominant type of 
referents, while referents to specific proper nouns gained more popularity in the later periods, 
especially with regard to referents to media and entertainment. The recognition and 
understanding of allusions require background knowledge of readers, and choice of referents 
point towards what the producers of texts assume about the knowledge of their readers. The 
referents to common sayings in the earlier period of foreign influence seems to indicate a 
limited amount of shared body of knowledge the authors believed their readers processed. This 
is related to the recognisability of allusions discussed in Chapter 2. Leppihalme (1997) 
emphasises the significance of the recognisability of the allusions in the text. If readers are 
oblivious to the presence of allusions, it is unlikely for them to ‘pause to consider’ (1997:66) the 
messages implicated behind them. This idea is elaborated by Montgomery (2003), who explain 
that the recognisability of allusions depends on whether readers have previously encountered 
their referents. This ties in with the choices of referents the authors in different periods of time 
have alluded to. In the period of foreign influence, apart from the reference to common sayings, 
only cannon referents, such as Sherlock Holmes, O. J. Simpson and Watergate, were alluded to. 
On the other hand, in the later periods, a greater variety of referents were alluded to regardless 
of their popularity. The more varied referents used in source texts in the later periods suggests 
that readers have become more knowledgeable of culture or better at finding out cultural 
references they do not understand. As a result, they seem better prepared to comprehend a 
greater variety of allusions, regardless of whether the referents used are well-known or not.  
 The increase in the number of allusions and in the variety of their referents also 
strengthens the idea that allusions are deliberately and intentionally employed by authors 
(Ruokunen 2010; Lennon 2004) as seen from the shift of sources of referents in source texts. A 
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reference was carefully and intentionally chosen not only to convey specific messages but also 
to ensure that the messages would successfully pass to their reader. In the early period of foreign 
influence, common sayings were mostly referred to since they were commonly used in day-to-
day communication, so allusions to common sayings were more likely to be recognised by the 
reader. The notion applies to authors’ choices of referents in the later periods. Allusions to media 
and entertainment continuously gained its popularity to conform to the rapid growth of media 
and entertainment industry. Along with the development of television and the Internet, media 
and entertainment became the source of information that is easily accessible for the reader. 
Thus, authors in the later periods alluded more frequently to media and entertainment.  
 
7.2.2 Correlation between use of allusion and how the plot unfolds  
Although this was not one of the initial objectives of the study, the findings of the 
present research suggest an interesting correlation between the use of allusions in relation to 
how crime fiction plots unfold.  
According to plot structure model developed by Gustav Freytag in 1816 (2018), the 
structure of the plot consists of five elements: exposition, rising action, climax, falling action 
and dénouement. The exposition is the first element of the story where background information, 
such as settings and characters, is explained. After the exposition, a series of rising actions are 
introduced into the story to add conflicts and complications. The rising actions are responsible 
for creating suspense and building tension that will drive the story to the climax, where the 
turning point of the story is expected. The climax is considered the highest intensity point of the 
story. Reaching the climax, the conflicts and complications of the story usually resolve allowing 
the story to proceed to the phase of falling actions, where the results of the complications are 
explained in relation to the characters and events in the story. The story is typically finished 
with the dénouement where final remarks are made.  
Freytag’s theory of plot structure indicates that climax is the most important element 
since it will determine how the story will resolve and end. It does not seem surprising that 
authors avoid using allusions during the climax. The use of allusions can lead to 
misunderstanding or incomprehension of the story. On the other hand, the implicit nature of 
allusions might serve as suitable means to help build up conflicts and complication since they 
require the reader’s attention to understand messages conveyed by them.  
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Figure 7.1: Plot structure based on Freytag’s Pyramid (2018) 
 
As mentioned at the beginning of the section, allusions were not usually employed 
during the climax or critical phases of the story. On the other hand, they were mostly found in 
the exposition and rising action phases. Figure 7.2 illustrates the positions of allusions employed 
in the selected novels. In Figure 7.2, the novels were divided into 10 equal parts based on their 
length in order to show the positions of allusions used in each text.  
 
 
Figure 7.2: The position of allusions employed in the selected novels 
 
As shown, allusions are more frequently employed in earlier parts of the story. The number, 
then, drops remarkably toward the end of the story. For example, Book 15 represents Stephen 
King’s Mr. Mercedes in Figure 5.2, where more than 180 allusions were employed. In the earlier 
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parts of the novel, allusions are frequently employed. However, only one allusion is used in the 
final part of the story.  
 
The abrupt decrease of allusions not only suggests that allusions are not usually 
employed during the climax, but also seems to indicate that allusions are intentionally input in 
the texts. This once again reinforces the idea that allusions are deliberately and consciously 
employed by authors (Ruokonen 2010; Lennon 2004). To ensure the successful communication 
with their reader, the data suggests authors avoid using allusions during the climax to make sure 
that messages crucial to the understanding of the story are fully and correctly passed on to the 
reader. Allusions are thought of as a literary device to spice up the narration making the story 
more colourful since they are creative tools authors used to create an aesthetic experience to the 
audience (Irwin 2002) that could not be successful without the use of the device. The experience 
does not restrict to positive feelings. Allusions can generate negative feelings, such as remorse 
or anger without having to stating it directly in the text. Nonetheless, despite the effect of 
allusion on the readers, its implicit nature can hinder the understanding of the reader. Hence, 
this explains why allusion tends to be avoided to deliver crucial messages essential for the 
development of the plot. Similar to the author, translators seemed to put an effort to preserve 
allusions in the translation where possible to ensure that the reader of the target text would 
experience similar effects with the reader of the source texts. However, if the allusions used in 
the source text might hinder the reader’s comprehension of the translation, translators might 
decide to adapt it or even omit it from the translation.  
 Despite the established idea that allusions are consciously employed by authors, to my 
knowledge, the relationship between the use of allusions and the evolution of the narrative plot 
has never been discussed before. Thus, the evidence provided by this project does not only 
emphasise the notion of the use of allusions as an intentional act, it also introduces the idea that 
there is a strong correlation between the use of allusions and the evolution of the plot.  
 
7.3 Translation of allusions 
 In relation to the second and third research questions, the study suggests three main 
findings.  First, domesticating strategies were dominant in the early period of foreign influence 
(1960 –  1989) , while foreignising strategies were more prevailing in the middle period of 
globalisation (2000 – 2005) and the period of digital age (2010 – 2015). Second, the study indicates 
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the growing acceptance of footnote in the translation of crime fiction over time. Lastly, cultural 
literacy and ideologies of translators are the factors that influence the perception and translation 
of allusions. 
 
7.3.1 Domestication vs foreignisation 
 Another interpretation suggested by the findings is that allusions have been handled 
differently over the period between 1960 and 2015. It is quite obvious that allusions have been 
increasingly preserved. However, translation strategies employed to preserve allusions and how 
allusions were abandoned have changed over time indicating changes in perception of source-
text allusions and source culture. As explained in the methodology, translation strategies 
included in the framework to investigate the translation of allusions were based on the strategies 
used in the corpus of this study. However, to examine reasons underlying the shift in strategies 
used to translate allusions over time, the strategies can be explained through the concept of 
domestication and foreignisation according to Venuti’s (1995) discussion for a better 
understanding of the translation in relation to culture. 
 Based on Schleiermacher’s (1813) comments on methods of translation, Venuti (1995) 
introduced domestication and foreignisation as two opposite modes of translation based on the 
orientation of the translation toward source and target culture. Regarding domestication 
approach, naturalness and fluency of the translated text are desirable. The reader should be able 
to understand the translation as if it is originally written in the target language. As a result, the 
particularities of the source culture are replaced or removed. On the other hand, foreignization 
seeks to “mark the otherness of the translated texts” (Myskja 2013:4). Translators intentionally 
ignore the norm and convention of the target language to “stage an alien reading experience” 
(Venuti 2008: 16) by preserving elements associated with source culture in the translated texts.  
 In the earlier period of foreign influence, translators resorted to domesticating strategies 
to translate allusions. Half of the source-text allusions in this period were abandoned, mostly by 
means of omission and mistranslation. While mistranslation was arguably unintentional, 
omission is a deliberate action. In order to omit an allusion, translators must notice them in the 
text. Nonetheless, the strategies translators sought to handle allusions changed in the period of 
globalisation and digital age. Foreignising strategies seem to have become more acceptable. 
Transliteration and literal translation were the two most popular strategies the translators from 
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the later periods employed, whereas omission seems to have been deliberately avoided in the 
later periods.  The shift of choices translators employed to translate allusions over time could 
mark changes in the perception and status of the source culture during different periods of time, 
with Western culture becoming increasingly more present in Thailand.  
 Although the concepts of domestication and foreignisation proposed by Venuti (1995) 
could explain the translation strategies used for translating allusions, the reasons for the use of 
different strategies in this case might not be in accordance with Venuti’s explanation. In the case 
of this study, the use of domesticating strategies suggests Thai readers are unfamiliar with 
Western culture. As suggested by Wang (2013), domesticating and foreignising approaches are 
closely related to specific social and cultural circumstances of the target culture. In the 1960s, 
complying with the rising power of the West, Thailand had to open the country to avoid being 
controlled by other countries and to establish its position in the global community. Although 
Thailand developed its relationship with other countries, including Western countries, prior to 
the 1960s knowledge about other countries was limited to the elite society. Thus, knowledge 
about the West among laypeople was limited. The adoption of domesticating strategies might 
be simply to ensure successful communication with the target reader. The translators in this 
early period might consider allusions as culture bumps (Archer 1986). Thus, they removed them 
from the texts to ensure the reader’s comprehension of the translation.  
However, considering the social and cultural circumstances of the 21st century, the 
process of globalisation and the introduction of the Internet has shrunk the world into a village, 
as suggested by McLuhan (2004). By means of modern advancement, globalisation makes social 
relations worldwide and connected (Giddens 1990), bridging distant locations together by 
diminishing tempo-spatial and linguistic obstacles (Cronin 2010). Thai people have become 
more linguistically and culturally knowledgeable about the West. Thus, translators do not only 
seem to have become better at recognising the allusions employed in texts, but they also seem 
to be aware of the knowledge and acceptance of the foreign culture by their readers. This 
interpretation is supported by the greater use of source-culture equivalents (SC equivalent) in the 
later periods. Source-culture equivalents involve the substitution of the original allusion with an 
equivalent item from the source culture. For example, a substitution of Jack O’ Lantern with the 
pumpkin lamp (ฟักทอง) (See Chapter 5). The strategy could be considered the sign of acceptance 
of the foreign culture.  
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7.3.2 The acceptance of footnotes  
As discussed in the previous section, allusions have been preserved more and more over 
time by means of transliteration and literal translation.  Along with these strategies, especially 
with the use of transliteration, translators have begun to explicate allusions by using footnotes. 
In the period of foreign influence, there were no occurrences of footnotes in the selected novels. 
This is not unusual, since footnotes are not common in Thai literary tradition (Wiratniphawan 
2009). However, footnotes seem to have become acceptable options for Thai translators in the 
later periods. The notion seems to suggest an interesting issue, since the appropriation of adding 
footnotes in translation, especially literary translation has long been debated. Hăisan (2017) 
explains that footnotes have been thought of as ‘the pariah of peritext’. The description supports 
Landers’ view (2001) of the issue. He suggests that by adding footnotes that are not originally in 
the source text, ‘they destroy mimetic effect, the attempt by (most) fiction writers to create the 
illusion that the reader is actually witnessing, [...], the events described.’ (Landers, 2001: 93). 
Landers further explains that footnotes distract readers by forcing them to draw their eyes away 
from the main text. Additionally, the footnote was also described as an intrusion of the 
translators, an attempt to be visible in the text. On the contrary, some scholars have been more 
compromising on the use of footnotes arguing that it is a way to thoroughly and completely 
explain the information. Although the argument is true to a certain extent, it is apparent that 
adding footnotes in literary translation is not favourable, especially in crime fiction where the 
plot action is particularly important.  
 Nonetheless, despite the extensive discussion, the findings seem to indicate that 
footnotes in literary texts have become more acceptable for Thai readers. The increase in 
number of footnotes over time seems to confirm the acceptance of this type of explicitation. 
This might indicate a change in the role of literary translation among Thai readers. Literary 
translations might not be read only for pleasure, but also for knowledge transfer, i.e., for 
becoming acquainted with foreign cultures. As a result, the translation may not necessarily need 
to be smooth and without any interruption. On the contrary, the translation should consider the 
need to transfer knowledge embedded in the source culture to the reader of the translation. 
Additionally, the insertion of footnotes might be considered an alternative for different types of 
readers and leave them to their own decision whether they would like to know or learn about 
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the extra information added in the translation. The footnote might thus be considered a cautious 
move for translators to transfer source culture since readers have become more familiar with 
foreign cultures and they can also access knowledge more easily than ever before. 
 
7.3.3 Socio-cultural factors in the translation of allusions  
The discussion of the translation of allusions in this study seems to pose an interesting 
and important implication of the influence of knowledge and the accessibility of knowledge of 
Thai people in relation to decision making processes of translators in Thailand. It is clear from 
the findings that the translation of allusions from English into Thai has changed over time.  
Thailand has pride itself as the only country that has never been colonised by the West. 
However, although the country was not officially colonised, the influence of the West on the 
development of Thailand was tremendous. As discussed in Chapter 5, Thailand can be 
considered “cypto-colonised” by the West. The development, including the evolution of 
translation, seemed to be influenced by translators’ perception toward the West. Additaionally, 
the analysis also seems to suggest that the changes have been influenced mostly by socio-
cultural factors; in other words, the cultural literacy of Thai people in different periods of time 
intertwining with changing ideologies about foreign culture over the course of 55 years.  
 Allusions exist on the basis of the knowledge shared between authors and their 
audiences. However, this shared body of knowledge is normally shared among those who are 
exposed to the same culture. As a result, the translation of allusions relies on cultural literacy 
of both translators and the reader of the translated texts.  
Governed by norms, translation is controlled by the ideology of the translator in the 
particular time and space (Basset & Lefevere 1992). This is in accordance with the idea that 
norms are temporary and prone to change over time (Toury 1995: 77). Seen from this perspective, 
ideology and awareness of foreign culture in Thai society play an important role in the 
perception and translation of allusions over time.  
The period of foreign influence (1960 – 1989), was a turbulent period due to the political 
instability of the country that can trace back to the revolution in 1932. During this time, most 
people in Thailand still had limited knowledge of foreign language and culture. Only those who 
lived in Bangkok and a few big cities might have a better opportunity to learn about the West. 
Translation was used as a tool to inform and educate Thai people about other countries. In the 
period of foreign influence, translation was no longer treated as a text originally written in Thai. 
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Both the original title and the name of the author were stated. However, according to the limited 
knowledge of English and foreign cultures of Thai people, mistranslation and omission were 
commonplace.  
 It is apparent that omission of information specific to the source culture seems to indicate 
translators’ awareness of the lack of knowledge about foreign cultures of Thai people, so 
omission was intentionally adopted to ensure the readability of the translation for Thai reader. 
On the other hand, implied by mistranslation found in the data, abandonments of allsusions in 
this period might also signify that Thai translators lack enough knowledge of foreign cultures 
to understand literary devices that are highly bound with culture like allusions. Mistranslation 
could imply that translators failed to recognise the use of allusions in the source text or the 
allusions were culture bumps to them.   
Nonetheless, after three decades of modernisation of the country, people seem to be more 
familiar with foreign cultures. Thai people have more opportunities to experience other cultures 
either by themselves or via the Internet. Foreign culture has become acceptable in translation, 
which is reflected in the absence of omission in the translation in this period. Additionally, the 
decrease in the number of omission and mistranslation indicated the awarenesss of translators.  
With the introduction of the Internet, the accessibility to knowledge became more effective. 
Thus, translators could access to knowledge and resources that would help improve the quality 
of the translation. Additionally, as mentioned in Chapter 4, there were courses on translation 
initiated to support translators as well as textbooks on translation. Thus, some of the translators 
might receive a professional translation that might result in the decrease in number of 
abandonment of allusions. Shift from domestication to foreignization in this period might also 
signify the different perception of translation in Thai society.  According to my experience, 
translators in Thailand were usually trained to translate in favour of the source text and keep the 
translation as close to the original as possible. This might explain the shift in the use of 
translation strategies during this period. Also, as discussed in Chapter 3, Anglo-American crime 
fiction became immensely popular in Thailand due to the worldwide success of Dan Brown’s 
DaVinci Code in 2003. Literary translation has become a profitable section in the publishing 
industry. The growing expectation of the society might result in more careful and cautious 
translation in order to respond to more demanding readers. Translators, thus, seemed to try to 
preserve more information from the source text by using more foreignising strategies and added 
footnotes to ensure readers’ comprehension of the text. 
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In the period of digital age, people in Thailand were more familiar with foreign culture 
than ever before. Digital age make knowledge about other cultures easily accessible. 
Interestingly, although Thailand has never been colonised by the West, the influence of them 
seemed to linger in Thai society even in the period of digital age. English and knowledge about 
the West seemed to be more favourable among Thai people. Younger generation was equipped 
with linguistic and cultural knowledge of the West. Translators are aware that readers are now 
as culturally literate as translators themselves are, translators have to be even more accountable 
to their readers. During this time, translation is acknowledged throughout the country that it is 
a skill that need to be specially trained. There were different professional courses to support 
translators. Although there were translators who have never had been trained, more and more 
translators who were active during this period seeked to attend courses to better prepare 
themselves. In this period, translation did not aim to serve mainly people who are not familiar 
with English language. This might explain the increasing use of foreignising strategies in the 
period of digital age. Translation seemed to become a source of knowledge about other cultures. 
The idea can be supported by the increasing use of footnotes in Thai translated novels 
reinforcing Venuti’s assertion about foreignisation as a way to learn and show respect to other 
cultures (Venuti 1995). In addition, an active role of the readers might also play a role in this 
trend in translation as well. Publishing houses and translators have to be more careful in 
producing a translation to avoid complaints that could be widespread in a matter of minutes 
leading to translators relying on foreignising strategies to keep the translation as close to the 
original as possible.  
The discussion of the translation of allusions in this study seemed to indicate an 
interesting idea that there is an evolution from domestication into foreignisation over time. This 
has not been much explored due to the lack of diachronic and longitudinal studies of translation.  
As mentioned in Chapter 1, most of the previous diachronic and longitudinal studies focus on 
specific case studies. For example, Heyle’s Translation, Poetics, and the Stage: Six French 
Hamlet (1993) studied six French retranslations of Shakespeare’s Hamlet in the 20th century, 
while Pedersen and Andersen’s Alice in Denmark (2007) focus on the translation of cultural 
elements in three Danish version of Alice in Wonderland. In contrast, some diachronic and 
longtitudianl studies focus on stories from a specific author, for example, Li’s A History of 
Translation: The Chinese Version of Hans Christian Andersen’s Tales. The studies greatly shed 
light to the development of translation. However, since they are case-specific and usually focus 
on canonized literature, the process of development of translation might be not be able to 
generalized and explain other cases. Additionally, the studies are mostly considered 
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retranslation studies on specific cases. As discussed in Chapter 2, retranslation focuses on the 
comparison of differences among different versions of translation of a source text. Also, each 
version of the retranslations usually published at a specific time, separated completely from one 
another; thus, socio-cultural factors influencing the retranslation can be rather limited and focus 
only on those related to the particular version of the retranslation. Accordingly, while the 
retranslation studies can explain changes happened in different periods of time, it might not be 
able to indicate trends in translation over time. Howener, the present study examined randomly 
selected crime fiction novels over the span of 55 years between 1960 and 2015. Thus, it does 
not only indicate the transformation of the use of domesticating strategies to foreignising 
strategies, but it also signifies gradual shift of trends in translation of allusions over the study 
period. 
 
7.4 Methodological contributions of the study 
 Although the translation of allusions has been extensively researched as a representative 
of culture-specific items (CSIs), research on the topic has so far offered only limited 
methodological contributions to the topic. The goal of the research on translation of allusions 
(and other CSIs) is to examine how allusions are handled in the translation from the perspective 
of reader comprehension. Most studies are methodologically very similar, and what changes is 
just the corpus of texts analysed.  
 The present study analyses allusion more dynamically, examining how translators 
perceive and handle allusions over time. In doing so, new methodologies had to be developed 
for this purpose, as discussed below.   
 
7.4.1 Three-dimensional classification of allusions 
 In the research on translation of allusions, the taxonomies of allusions were mostly taken 
for granted and usually thought of as a convenient tool to systematically classify allusions. Most 
of the studies on the topic just directed to one specific classification of allusion. For example, 
Leppihalme (1997) adopted the classification of allusions according to the forms of referents 
believing that when translating allusions, translators consider how allusions actually look like 
in the text rather than which referents the allusions take after. She also argues that it could be 
too exhaustive to create classification of allusions that can cover every possible sources of 
referents (Leppihalme 1997) 
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 However, different classifications depend on different aspects of allusions and can offer 
different information regarding allusions. Thus, to thoroughly investigate the application of 
allusions in texts over time, the present study developed a three-dimensional classification of 
allusions based on three different aspects of allusions; that are, sources, forms and modifications 
of referents. The three-dimensional classification did not only prove to be able to draw out more 
complex information; it also uncovered important correlations between different dimensions of 
allusions. 
The relationship of different dimensions of allusions does not seem to have been 
explored much. While single-dimensional classifications only show one side of the information, 
the present three-dimensional classification can disclose how different   dimensions correlate 
with one another and how they affect the translator’s ability to recognise allusions. The results 
from the present classification of allusions suggest that it is not enough to determine how 
translators perceive allusions based on only one classification. From the viewpoint of forms of 
allusions (Leppihalme 1997), allusions to proper nouns were preserved more than allusions to 
key phrases. However, it would be overly simplistic to conclude that key phrases are harder to 
translate.  Proper nouns can also be challenging to the translator, especially if taking sources of 
referents into account. For example, in the present corpus, proper noun allusions to religion were 
frequently abandoned. As a complex literary device heavily loaded with cultural information, 
allusion cannot be thoroughly examined via a single-dimensional classification. On the one 
hand, it might be more practical to approach allusion based on forms of referents in the process 
of translation when translators often pay more attention to the structure and linguistic 
components of allusions, not the source of referents (Leppihalme 1997). However, without the 
consideration of sources of referents, allusions could not be thoroughly comprehended. 
Information hidden behind allusions cannot be understood by looking only at form.  
 Additionally, the diachronic nature of the study reinforced the benefit of a three -
dimensional analysis, disclosing trends that would not be visible if the analysis had been limited 
to one classification system alone.  In particular, had the analysis been limited to a proper 
noun/key phrase classification, there would have been less to say about the evolution of the 
translation of allusion over time, where what changed more substantially was the sources of 
referents (see Chapter 6). 
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7.4.2 Framework of translators’ interpretation of allusion according to the preservation of 
allusions in target texts 
  Despite the awareness of the crucial role of culture in translation activity and the 
extensive research on the translation of allusions and other CSIs as representatives of culture, 
there does not seem to be much research focusing on translators’ perceptions of culture and how 
it affects their translation. So far, most of the studies on the topic were product-oriented focusing 
on specific case studies of how allusions and CSIs were translated in those cases (REF). Despite 
their insightful findings in those cases, it could not be denied that the findings were rather static 
both in terms of cases and time as well. Consequently, the results might not be easily generalised 
and applied. Additionally, previous studies on translation of allusions seem to fail to explain 
how translators perceive and handle allusions.   
 Given this gap, a framework was developed to study the translation of allusions from 
the viewpoint of translators rather than focusing only on the product of translation. It describes 
whether allusions were retained, partially retained or abandoned, and also which strategies were 
employed in each case. Acknowledging the importance of the recognisability of allusions, the 
framework also took into account how translators interpreted allusions based on the notion of 
Ruokonen’s (2010) four interpretive possibilities of allusions. The analysis strengthens the idea 
that the interpretation of allusions is not a dichotomous option. It demonstrates that translators 
did not always recognise allusions used in source texts. More importantly, even when they 
recognised the use of allusions, the analysis shows that this is no guarantee that they will 
translate them in the right way.  
 The framework proved to be beneficial in the diachronic study of allusion, highlighting 
changes in the perception and interpretation of allusions over time. As indicated by the 
preservation of allusions over time, the level of cultural knowledge and understanding of 
translators are demonstrated. In addition, in relation to the strategies, the preservation of 
allusions can suggest the translators’ intentionality in translating allusions. For example, 
omission and keeping meanings of allusions in a non-allusive way suggest that translators 
recognise allusions but decided against preserving them in the translation. On the other hand, 
mistranslation usually suggest the unintended abandonment of allusions.  
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7.5 Limitations of the study 
 Despite the richness of the findings obtained, there are some limitations that should be 
acknowledged.  
First of all, the corpus used in this study was limited in terms of number of samples. The 
results of the study were based on 15 crime-fiction novels published between 1960 and 2016 
(678 allusions in all). Since the project was conducted within a specific timeframe, it would not 
have been possible to study more, as each novel along with its Thai translation had to be 
carefully read more than once, and allusions had to be manually identified.  
Another limitation was that only one genre was covered. Thus, the generalisation in 
terms of the use of allusions in novels written in English might be limited.  However, this was 
important in order to avoid possible intervening variables resulting from different literary 
genres. Several factors and variables still have to be explored since the use of allusions can be 
affected by different factors ranging from styles of writing to the target reader of the text. For 
example, as discussed in the previous chapter, allusions seem to be employed more in novels 
with a lighter tone, allusions might be employed more frequently in humour novels and novels 
in the genre of comedy.  
 Regarding the data selection techniques, the data were randomly selected according to 
the opportunity and access to the data of the researcher applying for both source texts and target 
texts, especially for the novels and their Thai translation published in 1960s. Consequently, the 
selected books might not be the best representatives of the crime-fiction genre.  The limitation 
of the resources also led to the limitation of the method of study. As explained in Chapter 5, the 
study was conducted manually although there are different softwares and computer-assisted 
programmes that could be useful for the study. For example, the automatic identification of 
metaphors (Babarczy et al. 2010; Neuman et al. 2013). Unfortunately, there was no Thai 
translation provided in digital format. While most of the novels written in English have been 
digitally converted and stored, books, especially novels, in Thailand have rarely been stored in 
digital format. Although it is possible to manually create the digital format of the books, the time 
and effort required would have been beyond the scope of this project. As a result, corpus-based 
methods could not be applied in the present study.   
 Finally, the interpretations of the results in this study were based on the researcher’s 
knowledge. Hence, although the study was conducted systematically, there was a possibility of 
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subjectivity in some parts of the analysis, especially for the classification of allusions and the 
framework applied in this project. Since the classification of allusions and the framework are 
crucial parts of the study, the possibility of subjectivity was mitigated by second coders who 
have first-hand experience of translation. Despite some discrepancies caused by lack of cultural 
knowledge about source culture, the results show at least 70% of their answers were agreeable 
with the classifications developed and applied in the project.  
 
7.6 Future directions 
 The present study inspires ideas and subjects that should be further investigated in the 
future. Firstly, the study on the topic in different language pairs should be done. Culture is 
perceived differently in different communities. Thus, it is necessary to see how translators in 
other language pairs handle allusions in order to thoroughly understand the perception of the 
translator towards allusions. In addition, the translation of allusions from different language 
direction should be considered. Regarding translation of novels from Thai into English, although 
there are not many of them, it is interesting that most of translations of novels from Thai into 
English have been done by Thai translators (e.g. Paul Adirex, a Thai writer who usually translates 
his own work from Thai into English) or foreign translators with special relationship with Thai 
culture, for example, being married to a Thai or living in Thailand for a long time. These 
conditions might result in different perceptions of allusion and how they handle them in 
translation.  
  In this project, contributions of diachronic studies are clearly established. However, 
restricted by the criteria of the study, the project did not investigate retranslations of specific 
novels over time. However, the study of retranslation might be able to provide insightful results 
of the perception and translation of allusions in different periods of time since they are translated 
based on the same original. Additionally, different text genres should be investigated. This 
project focused only on allusions in crime-fiction novels. Thus, there were a number of allusions 
to crime-related referents, including notorious criminals and criminal cases in the history, legal 
process and characters in crime fiction novels and TV series. It might be fruitful to investigate 
how allusions are applied in different text genres and how allusions in those genres are treated 
in translation.  
 The diachronic study of translation also raises an issue of formal translation training in 
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Thailand. Since most of the translators in Thailand, especially those who worked in the past, did 
not receive formal training to be a translator. They mostly became translators because of their 
knowledge of the source language and to serve their own interests. This notion raises a question 
whether the translation of allusions would be different if translators had been professionally 
trained. Regarding the research on translation training, the main focus is to establish translation 
competence of the translators, which is suggested by Schäffner and Adab (2000) that consists of 
five sub-competences or five parameters; that are, language competence, textual competence, 
subject competence, cultural competence and transfer competence (Schäffner and Adab 2000: 
ix). Accordingly, the professional training equips translators with necessary competences needed 
for being a translator that translators might not be able to teach themselves, including cultural 
competence, which directly related with the translation of allusions and other CSIs.  
 Another future direction that is worth investigating is applying corpus-based method in 
research on translation of allusions. As mentioned in the limitation of the study, the lack of 
digitalized format of the translated texts in Thai prevented the project from adopting corpus-
based method to study the data. Computer-assisted methods not only ensure a systematic and 
objective analysis of the data, they can process a large amount of the data. As a result, they might 
be able to offer more, and more systematic information concerning the perception and 
translation of allusion that cannot be traced in comparison to a manual inspection of a limited 
number of texts. 
 Finally, regarding the framework of the interpretation of allusions according to the 
presence of allusions in the translation, although the framework was developed to investigate 
the translation of allusions, the framework can be adopted to investigate the translation of other 
culture-specific items (CSIs). Similar to allusions, to translate other CSIs, cultural knowledge is 
required. Translators’ perception and interpretation of those items influence and will determine 
how the items will be treated in the translation. Thus, the adaptation of this framework to analyse 
the translation of other CSIs should be conducted to expand our understanding of the perception 
of culture in translation activity.  
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION 
  
 The project set out to examine the influence of time in the translation of allusion since 
previous studies on the subject seemed to focus more on case studies and did not explore much 
on the effect of time. Thus, in this project, the translation of allusions in Thailand between 1960 
and 2015 were investigated to see how translators in different periods of time perceived and 
translated allusions.  
  In this project, allusions in 15 crime fiction originally written in English and their 
corresponding Thai translation published between 1960 and 2015 were identified and analysed 
by means of specific models proposed for the study to ensure the thorough investigation and 
the relevance of the data results. After manually identified, the allusions in the source texts were 
classified via the multi-dimensional classifications to uncover the potential correlations between 
different aspects of allusions and how they were handled in the translation. 
 Regarding the translation of allusions, the preservation of allusions in the translation 
and the translation strategies used to translate allusions during the study period were 
investigated via the framework proposed in this study. 
 
 The results of the diachronic investigation revealed interesting findings concerning the 
use of allusions and their translation over time. Regarding the use of allusions in source texts, 
the data suggested that allusions have been employed more frequently over the study periods 
with greater varieties of sources of referents. Given that the use of allusions is based on the 
shared body of knowledge between authors and their reader, the increase in number and variety 
of allusions might signify the authors’ belief that their readers are better at recognising allusions 
used in texts. Additionally, it was suggested in the corpus that allusions were not usually used 
during the climax and crucial part of the story reinforcing the notion of the intentionality of the 
authors in using allusions.  The rare use of allusions during critical phases of the novels might 
indicate authors’ awareness of the implicit nature of allusions and their belief that the device 
can hinder the reader’s comprehension of the text resulting in avoidance of employing them 
during certain parts of the novels. 
 In terms of the translation of allusions, the study showed that Thai translators seemed 
to get better at recognising allusions in source texts over time. The allusions were increasingly 
retained over the study periods. Nonetheless, allusions in different periods were handled by 
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different translation strategies. Translators in the early period of foreign influence (1960-1989) 
resorted more to domesticating strategies. Omission was one of the most frequently used 
strategies that translators adopted. In this period, apart from transliteration, substitution with TC 
equivalent seemed to be preferred to deliver allusions in the translation. On the other hand, 
foreignising strategies gained more popularity in the later periods. Transliteration and literal 
translation were most frequently used to translate allusion and became overwhelmingly 
dominant in the period of digital age. Interestingly, substitution with SC equivalent and (mis-) 
adapation of allusions were introduced in the period of globalisation. Although the strategies 
were rarely used, the adoption of the new strategies could be seen as a better recognition and 
acceptance of foreign culture.  
  As discussed that the aim of this study is to investigate the effect of time on the 
translation of allusion, the diachronic analysis could reveal the information might not be 
obvious in synchronic studies, including the trend of the translation. The corpus of this study 
suggested the decrease in the use of domesticating strategies and the deliberate exclusion of 
information in the source texts in contrast to the clear attempt to preserve such information in 
the translation.   
 The shift of choices of translation strategies shown in this project indicates an evolution 
of translation strategies from domestication to foreignization in in the context of Thai society. 
Given that the translation modes of foreignization and domestication are differentiated based 
on their priority towards source and target cultures, the changing trends in translation seen in 
this project could indicate the changing views toward cultures of Thai translators. Over the 
period of 55 years, translators in Thailand seemed to have better knowledge of foreign culture 
and tried to preserve it as close to the original as possible. The study suggests that these changes 
were the result of translators’ cultural literacy and different ideologies in different periods of 
time.  
 
 According to the results of the study, the project provides diachronic insights on the 
translation of allusions. The results indicated an influence of time on the process of translation. 
Not only did the study reveal that different translation strategies were used to translate allusions 
over time, it also identified factors that affect the decision making of translators. In the Thai 
context, better knowledge of the source culture and different ideologies at the time of translation 
seemed to be factors behind the differences in translation choices translators used over time. 
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The shift of choices in translation strategies could also indicate the perception and status of the 
source culture in the target culture which could add up to the existing knowledge of the modes 
of translation. Additionally, the study also identified the knowledge about the position of 
allusions in novels that can be beneficial in better understanding of the concept and use of 
allusions in literature.   
 Apart from the contributions to knowledge, the project also provides a methodological 
contribution to the field of Translation Studies. The three-dimensional classification of allusions 
could uncover aspects of allusions that would not be noticed in the analysis of one classification. 
The classification complemented the diachronic study and allowed thorough investigation of 
the correlation between different aspects of allusions and their translation, especially the 
dimension of sources of referents which is more closely related to culture than the other two 
dimensions of allusions.  
 Concerning the translation of allusions, the project developed a framework to study how 
translators perceive and handle allusions in different periods of time based on the preservation 
of allusions in the translation. Incorporated with the diachronic nature of the study, the frame 
helped to reveal changes in the perception and interpretation of allusions over time. The 
framework also suggests the level of cultural knowledge and ability to recognise allusions in 
the source texts of the translators on the basis of the preservation of the allusions and the 
strategies chosen to deliver allusions in the translation. 
 
Final remark 
 The present study clearly establishes the significance of diachronic study for the area of 
Translation Studies and reinforces the importance of culture in translation. According to the 
limitations of the study discussed in the previous chapter, it is obvious that despite the richness 
of the findings obtained from the study, the area of translation of allusions has not yet been 
thoroughly examined, especially in a diachronic manner. The researcher hopes that this study 
will inspire more research in the area of translation of culture-specific items (CSIs). Additionally, 
as previously discussed in the previous chapter, the adoption of the framework of the 
interpretation of allusion according to the preservation of allusions in the translation could be 
applied to study the translation of CSIs, not only limited to allusions. Since the frame aims to 
understand the perception and understanding of translators towards culture, the future 
adaptation of the framework will greatly expand the knowledge and understanding of 
translation activity 
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Hunt the Toff by John Creasey (1952) 
Page Source text 
Sources  
of refer-
ent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of sim-
ilarity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion 
in TT 
Strategies 
p2.3 
   'You're not at all what I ex-
pected,' said Marion-Liz. 'You 
weren't, even at the hotel. I 
expected you to be a modern 
Don Juan, and to throw your 
weight about everywhere,[…]' 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original  
  "คณุมไิดเ้ป็นทกุอยา่งดงัทีด่ฉัิน
คาดไว"้แมเรยีน ลซีบอก "แมแ้ต่
โรงแรมหรูๆ  คณุก็ไม่อยู ่ ดฉัิน
คาดวา่คณุคงเป็นดอน ควาน 
สมยัใหม่ และแสดง
อ านาจบาทใหญ่ไปทกุหนทกุแหง่ 
[…]"  
   "You aren't anything 
that I expected," Mar-
ion-Liz said. "You didn't 
even stay in a luxurious 
hotel. I expected you to 
be a modern Duan 
Juan and show off 
your power everywhere 
[…] 
Retained Transliteration 
3.1 
I'm in love with Marion Lane. I 
don't give a damn what she's 
done in the past, I want to 
steer her on to the straight and 
narrow. But she takes some 
steering! I've argued and rea-
soned and pleaded, done eve-
rything except go done on my 
knees to her, but it was n.b.g. 
[...]' 
common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
"ผมรกัแมเรยีน เลนครบั ผมไม่วา่
อะไรหรอกครบั ทีเ่ธอท ามาใน
อดตี ผมตอ้งการทีจ่ะจงูเธอใหไ้ป
ในทางทีซ่ ือ่ตรงครบั แตเ่ธอยากที่
จะจงูเหลอืเกนิ ผมเถยีงก็แลว้ 
แสดงเหตผุลก็แลว้ ขอรอ้งก็แลว้ 
ผมท าทกุอยา่ง เวน้แตจ่ะคกุเขา่
ไหวเ้ธอเทา่น้ัน ไม่ไดผ้ลอะไร
เลย […] (p.30) 
"I'm in love with Marion 
Lane. I don't care what 
she's done in the past. 
I want to lead her back 
to the straight way, but 
she isn't easy to be 
lead. I've tried arguing, 
reasoning and pleading. 
I've done everything 
except for going down 
on my knees begging. 
But it didn't work at 
all [...] 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner 
5.1 
A few daringly carried their 
coats over their arms, but 
looked as hot as the others. 
Taxi-drivers were in their shirt-
sleeves, commissionaires out-
side the hotels could hardly 
have been hotter in Turkish 
Baths, but kept on their thick 
uniforms. 
Art 
Key  
phrase 
Original  
สองสามคนก็พาดเสือ้ไวท้ีแ่ขน
อยา่งกลา้หาญ แตก่็ดรูอ้นเทา่ๆ 
คนอืน่  คนขบัรถแท็กซีใ่สแ่ต่
เสือ้เช ิต้  คนหนา้ประตโูรงแรมคง
จะรอ้นกวา่ทีก่ าลงัอาบน า้รอ้น
แบบเตอรก์ชิ (p.56) 
A few bravely carried 
their shirts on their 
arms, but they looked 
as hot as the others. 
Taxi-drivers wore only 
shirts. Hotel commis-
sionaires must be hot-
ter than taking a hot 
Turkish Baths  
Retained 
Transliteration and literal 
translation 
 
The word 'Turkish' was 
transliterated. 
The rest was translated 
literally. 
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6.1 
It was true that the Yard occa-
sionally consulted Rollison; but 
Marion-Liz had omitted to add 
that more often than not he 
worked without them, and as 
often angered the Power 
That Be. 
Common 
saying 
Keyphrase Original  
จรงิอยูท่ีย่ารด์ไดเ้คยปรกึษากบั
รอลลสีนับ่อยคร ัง้ แตแ่มเรยีน ลซี
หาไดก้ลา่วตอ่เตมิไม่วา่ เขามกัจะ
ปฏบิตักิารโดยล าพงัและไม่พึง่พา
อาศยัต ารวจเลย กบัทัง้ยงัท าให ้
อ านาจทีถู่กตอ้ง โกรธเขาเอา
บ่อยๆ ดว้ย (p.62) 
It was true that the 
Yard had often con-
sulted with Rollison, but 
Marian Liz did not add 
that he often worked 
alone without any help 
from the police. Also, 
he often made the 
Righteous Power an-
gry. 
Retained Literal translation 
10.3 
   'In the roof of Gresham Ter-
race I've made a hole,' he said 
lightly. 'and once or twice I've 
had to get out by it. Where 
there's a roof, there's a 
way, old song! You'll stay 
down here, I'll look at the 
roof.' 
Common 
Saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "บนหลงัคาทีเ่กรช ัม่ เทอรเ์รส 
ฉันท าชอ่งไวช้อ่งหน่ึง" เขาพูด
อยา่งธรรมดา "คร ัง้หน่ึงหรอืสอง
คร ัง้ฉันตอ้งออกทางน้ัน ทีไ่หนมี
หลงัคา ทีน่ัน่มทีางไป เนือ้
เพลงเกา่ เธออยูข่า้งลา่งนี ้ฉันจะ
ขึน้ไปดบูนหลงัคา (p.142) 
   "On the roof of 
Gresham Terrace, I've 
made a hole,' he said 
normally. "Once or 
twice, I needed to get 
out that way. Where 
there's a roof, 
there's a way. An old 
song. You stay here. I'll 
have a look at the roof.  
Retained Literal translation 
12.2 
   'I've company,' Rollison said, 
and stood his ground. There 
wasn't a third shot. 'Police are 
back and front, if you keep up 
the Bisley practice you'll 
have more visitors. They won't 
be as willing as I am to keep 
this off the record.' 
Media & 
Entertain 
Proper  
noun 
Original  
   "ฉันมเีพือ่น" รอลลสีนับอก 
และระมดัระวงัตวัอยูท่ีเ่ดมิ ไม่มี
เสยีงปืนเป็นคร ัง้ทีส่าม "ต ารวจอยู่
ท ัง้ขา้งหนา้บา้นและหลงับา้น ถา้
แกยงัซอ้มยงิปืนอยูอ่ยา่งนี ้แกก็
จะมคีนมาเยีย่มแกมากขึน้ พวก
น้ันจะไมใจดเีหมอืนฉันทีจ่ะไม่ให ้
เร ือ่งของเรานีไ้ม่เป็นทางการ" 
(p.171) 
   "I've a friend,' Rolli-
son said. He stood 
carefully on the spot. 
There wasn't a third 
shot. "The police are 
both in the front and at 
the back. If you still 
practice your shootings 
here, you'll have more 
visitors. They won't be 
as generous as I am to 
keep things between us 
informal.  
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner 
12.2 
   'Just keep still.' 
   'I can't do any better than 
this,' said Rollison, 'I'm imitat-
ing the Rock of Gibraltar 
quite nicely.' 
Literature 
Proper  
noun 
Original  
   "อยา่กระดกุกระดกิ"  
   "ฉันท าใหด้กีวา่นีไ้ม่ไดอ้กีแลว้
น่ีนา" รอลลสีนับอก "ฉันเลยีนภู
ผายบิรอลตา้ไดเ้ป็นอยา่งดี
แลว้" (p.173) 
   "Don't move." 
   "I can't do any bet-
ter," Rollison said. "I'm 
doing well imitating the 
Rock of Gibraltar." 
Retained 
Transliteration and literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Gibraltar' was 
transliterated, while the 
rest was translated liter-
ally into Thai. 
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12.3 
   'The old folk next door,' mur-
mured Rollison. 'The police 
might follow, to see what 
they're up to. I shouldn't start 
playing accordion.' 
Media 
&Entertain 
Macro 
level 
Modified 
   "เห็นจะเป็นผูท้ีอ่ยูใ่นแฟลต
ถดัไปกระมงั" รอลลสีนับอกคอ่ยๆ 
"ต ารวจอาจจะตามขึน้มาดว้ยก็
ได ้เพราะอยากจะรูว้า่สองคนน้ัน
ขึน้มาท าไม อยา่เล่นอะไรปึงปัง
นะ" (pp.173-174) 
   "I think it's the per-
son next door," Rollison 
said quietly. "The police 
might follow up here to 
see what those two are 
doing. So don't make a 
sound, alright?" 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner 
21.2 
   'Micky Rowse,' murmured 
Rollison. 'I prefer it to Jim it 
sounds like something out 
of Walt Disney.' Media & 
Ent 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
   "มกิกี ้เราวส์" รอลลสีนั
พมึพ า "ผมชกัจะชอบมากกวา่ที่
เรยีกวา่จมิ มนัมเีสยีงคลา้ยๆ กบั
อะไรทีใ่นหนงัของวอลท ์
ดสินีย"์ (pp.305-306) 
   "Micky Rowse,' 
Rollison murmered. 'I 
think I prefer it to Jim. 
It sounds like some-
thing from Walt Dis-
ney's movies." 
Retained 
Transliteration and literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Micky Rowse' 
and 'Walt Disney' were 
transliterated.  
The rest was translated 
literally into Thai. 
22.2 
   'He would have hanged any-
how,' Rowse said. 'I dangled 
the knife in front of his nose, 
carrots to a donkey. Hear 
that Rollison?' 
common 
saying 
Key  
phrase 
Modified 
   "อยา่งไรเสยีเขาก็จะตอ้งถกู
แขวนคอ" เราวส์บอก "ฉันแกวง่
มดีเลม่น้ันทีป่ลายจมูกของเขา
เหมอืนกบัหอ้ยหวัผกักาดแดง
ใหฬ้า ไดย้นิไหม รอลลสีนั" 
(p.324) 
   "He will be hanged 
no matter what," 
Rowse said. "I dangled 
the knife in front of his 
nose like red turtips 
to a donkey. Do you 
hear that, Rollison?" 
Retained Literal translation 
23.6 
I was to help Reggie to reform 
you, Liz, and get myself com-
pletely tie up. I was to trust 
Reggie completely, and when 
you'd reached that stage--ab-
racadabra. All the time, an 
old friend of mine, named 
sceptic, kept me company 
when I was with you. […]' 
Religion 
Key  
phrase 
Original  
"เรก็ยี ่ใหฉั้นชว่ยเขาอบรมเธอให ้
เป็นคนด ีลซี เพือ่ใหฉั้นผูกมดัตวั
ฉันเองกบัเร ือ่งของเธออยา่งแน่น
แฟ้น เมือ่เธอถงึขึน้ทีไ่ม่มี
ความหมายแลว้ ฉันก็จะตอ้งไวใ้จ
เรก็ยีท่กุประการ แตต่ลอดเวลาที่
ฉันอยูก่บัเธอ เพือ่นเกา่แกข่อง
ฉัน ความสงสยัยงัไงละ่ก็ยงัอยู่
ดว้ย […]" (pp.347-348)  
"Reggie asked me to 
discipline you, Liz so 
that I tie myself so 
closely to your story. 
And when you have no-
wheree else to go, I 
have to trust Reggie 
completely. However, 
all the time I was with 
you, my old friend, the 
suspicion, was always 
with me […]" 
Abandoned Omission 
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The Case of the Singing Skirt by Erle Stanley Gardner (1959) 
Page Source text 
Sources  of 
referent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai Translation Back transaltion 
Allusion in 
TT 
Strategies 
p.31 
   'Well, Della,' the lawyer 
said, 'I wonder what ad-
ventures the days holds.' 
   […] 
   Mason settled himself 
in his swivel chair and 
sighed. 'I presume one 
can't go through life just 
skimming the cream 
off existence', he said. 
'Sooner or later one has 
to get down to chores, 
routine drudgery. [...] 
Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "วา่ไง เดลลา" ทนายทกั 
"ผมชกัจะแปลกใจอยูห่น่อยๆ 
วา่วนันีจ้ะมกีารผจญภยัอะไร
กนัอกีละนะ" 
   […] 
   เมสนั ทรดุตวัลงน่ังในเกา้อี ้
แลว้ก็ถอนใจ  
   "ผมกลา้พูดไดเ้ลยวา่ ใครก็
ตามคงไม่อาจจะด ารงชวีติอยู่
ได ้ถา้หากไม่รูจ้กัแยกงงาน
การออกไปเสยีบา้ง" เขาวา่ 
"ไม่ชา้ก็เรว็ เขาคนน้ันก็คง
จะตอ้งเบือ่งาน เห็นงานเป็นยาร ุ
[...] (p.85-86) 
    
   "Well, Della," the law-
yer said, "I'm a bit won-
dering what adventures 
today holds.' 
   […] 
   Mason sat down in 
this chair and sighed. 
   "I dare say that who-
ever don't know how 
to separate personal 
life from work can't 
live his life peacefully." 
he said.  
Abandoned  
Mistranslation 
 
The translator seemed 
to misunderstand the 
meaning of cream to 
be unfavourable. As a 
result, the meaning of 
the whole expression 
was misunderstood. 
Instead of choosing to 
do only enjoyable or 
favourable things , the 
translator interpreted 
that skimming the 
cream as cutting off 
something nuisance.  
p.31 
   Della picked up the in-
strument, said, 'Yes, Ger-
tie, ' then look at Mason 
and smiled. 'A little 
more cream to be 
skimmed,' she said. 
'Our friend, Ellen Robb, 
the singing skirt with the 
long legs, is in the recep-
tion-room. […]' 
Intra- 
text 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   […] เดลลาจงึยกหขูึน้ฟังและ
พูดวา่ "จะ๊ เกอรต์"ี แลว้จงึ
เหลยีวมามอง เมสนั และยิม้ 
"เอาล่ะค่ะ มเีร ือ่งกวนใจมา
อกีแลว้" หลอ่นวา่ "เพือ่นของ
เราเองแหละคะ่ แอลเลย รอบบ ์
ยงัไงละ่คะ นักรอ้งสาวผูม้ขีา
คอ่นขา้งยาว ก าลงัคอยอยูใ่น
หอ้งรบัแขกคะ่ […] (p.87) 
   […] Della picked up 
the receiver and said 
"Yes, Gertie," then 
turned to Mason and 
smiled. "So, here 
comes another nui-
sance," she said. "Our 
friend, Ellen Robb, the 
singer with rather long 
legs, is waiting in the 
reception room. 
Abandoned  
Mistranslation 
 
The same misunder-
standing of the mean-
ing of cream applies 
here. The translator 
misundertood the 
meaning of cream as 
unfavourable having to 
get rid of. 
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p.31 
   Mason pushed the file 
of urgent correspond-
ence back.   'I thought 
we might have time for 
the other two letters that 
are on the top. They are 
both urgent,' Della Street 
said. And then added, 
'Miss Robb is probably 
conventionally dressed 
this time.'   Mason 
grinned, 'So the cream 
won't be as thick.' 
Intra-text Keyphrase Modified 
   เมสนั ผลกัแฟ้มเร ือ่งการ
โตต้อบทีต่อ้งการใหด้ว่นมาก
ออกหา่งไป   "ดฉัินคดิวา่เราคง
มเีวลาพอทีจ่ะตรวจดจูดหมาย
อกีสกัสองฉบบัทีอ่ยูแ่รกถงึนี ้
ดว่นมากทัง้คูเ่ลยคะ่" เดลลา 
สตรทีกล่าว แลว้จงึเสรมิตอ่ไป
อกีวา่ "คณุรอบบค์ราวนีค้งจะ
แตง่ตวัมาอยา่งเรยีบรอ้ยหรอก
นะคะ"   "ถา้อยา่งน้ันเร ือ่งมนั
กค็งจะไม่ยุ่งยากเทา่ไรละซี
นะ" เมสนัคราง(p.88) 
   Mason pushed the file 
of urgent correspond-
ence away.   "I think 
you might have time to 
chec these first two let-
ters. They are both ur-
gent," Della Street said 
and then added, "This 
time, Miss Robb is prob-
ably dressed appropri-
ately."    "If so,  it 
might not be so trou-
blesome." Mason 
groaned. 
Abandoned  
Mistranslationthe same 
misunderstanding of 
the meaning of cream 
applies here. The 
translator misunder-
tood the meaning of 
cream as unfavoura-
ble having to get rid 
of. 
p.34 
   'Making passes is a lit-
tle thing?' Mason asked. 
   They all do--that is, 
nearly all-- and I would-
n't give a snap of my fin-
ger for those who don't. 
Most of them don't really 
mean a thing by it. It's 
just the normal bio-
logical reaction of the 
male animal.' 
Science 
& 
tech 
Macro- 
level 
Modified 
   "เร ือ่งเกีย้วพาราสเีป็นเร ือ่ง
เล็กงัน้ซ"ิ เมสนัถาม 
   "ก็งัน้ซคิะ" หลอ่นตอบ 
"ใครๆ เขาก็ท ากนัทัง้น้ันแหละ
คะ่ ถา้ไม่ทกุคนก็เกอืบจะทกุคน
ทเีดยีวคะ่ และดฉัินก็ไม่เคย
ออ้นวอนใหใ้ครมาเกีย้วดฉัินน่ี
คะ ถา้เขาไม่อยากจะเกีย้ว 
สว่นมากพวกทีเ่กีย้วๆ ดฉัินน้ัน
ก็มไิดถ้อืวา่เป็นเร ือ่งเอาจรงิเอา
จงัอะไรกนัหรอกคะ่ มนัเป็นไป
ตามหลกัของสญัชาติ
ญาณของสตัวโ์ลกตวัผูเ้ทา่
นัน้เองน่ีคะ" (p.101)  
   "So flirting is nothing 
to you"That's right." 
She answered. "They all 
do it. If not all, almost 
all of them do. And I've 
never asked anyone to 
flirt with me if he 
doesn't want to. Most of 
the times, I don't take 
them seriously. It's 
just an instinct of 
male animals. That's 
all." 
Retained Literal translation 
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p.46  
   'Then, when George 
Anclitas swears to a com-
plaint charging Ellen 
Robb with stealing one of 
his guns, gets a search 
warrant and finds a gun 
in her baggage, he'll nat-
urally assume his little 
scheme is working per-
fectly.'   'Then you'll jerk 
the rug out from un-
der him?' Della asked.   
'Then I'll jerk the rug.' 
Commonsaying Keyphrase Modified 
   "ทนีี ้ยอรช์ แอนคลตีสั แจง้
ความจบั แอลเลน รอบบ ์วา่
เป็นคนขะโมยปินของเขามา
กระบอกหน่ึง เอาหมายคน้ไป
คน้ และพบปืนอยูใ่นประเป๋า
เสือ้ผา้ของหลอ่น เขาก็คงจะ
กระหยิม่ใจวา่แผนการขีป้ะติว๋
ของเขาส าเรจ็ลงอยา่งสมบูรณ์
ทเีดยีวละ"    "ตอนนีค้ณุก็
จดัการหกัลา้งขอ้หาของ
เขาเลยซนิะคะ"    "ผมก็ตอ้ง 
จดัการหกัลา้งขอ้หาใหม้นั
เปิดเผยออกมาน่ะซ"ิ (p.150) 
   "Then when George 
Anclitas report to the 
police to charge Ellen 
Robb with stealing one 
of his guns, gets a 
search warrant and find 
the gun in her 
lugguage. He will as-
sume that his little plan 
is working perfectly."   
"Now you have to re-
fute his accusation, 
right?"   "I must refute 
his accusation and re-
veal the truth." 
Abandoned  
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner  
p.46  
   'Then, when George 
Anclitas swears to a com-
plaint charging Ellen 
Robb with stealing one of 
his guns, gets a search 
warrant and finds a gun 
in her baggage, he'll nat-
urally assume his little 
scheme is working per-
fectly.' 
   'Then you'll jerk the 
rug out from under him?' 
Della asked. 
   'Then I'll jerk the 
rug.' 
Intra-text 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "ทนีี ้พอรช์ แอนคลตีสั แจง้
ความจบั แอลเลน รอบบ ์วา่
เป็นคนขะโมยปินของเขามา
กระบอกหน่ึง เอาหมายคน้ไป
คน้ และพบปืนอยูใ่นประเป๋า
เสือ้ผา้ของหลอ่น เขาก็คงจะ
กระหยิม่ใจวา่แผนการขีป้ะติว๋
ของเขาส าเรจ็ลงอยา่งสมบูรณ์
ทเีดยีวละ"  
   "ตอนนีค้ณุก็จดัการหกัลา้ง
ขอ้หาของเขาเลยซนิะคะ"  
   "ผมก็ตอ้ง จดัการหกัลา้ง
ขอ้หาใหม้นัเปิดเผยออกมา
น่ะซ"ิ (p.150) 
   "Then when George 
Anclitas report to the 
police to charge Ellen 
Robb with stealing one 
of his guns, gets a 
search warrant and find 
the gun in her 
lugguage. He will as-
sume that his little plan 
is working perfectly." 
    "Now you have to re-
fute his accusation, 
right?" 
   "Yes, I have to re-
fute the accusation 
and reveal the truth." 
Abandoned  
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner  
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p.47 
   Paul Drake stretched 
him out on the big over-
stuffed chair in the law-
yer's office and said, 
'What the hell have you 
been doing, Perry, juggl-
ing guns again?'   'Why 
the again?' Mason asked.   
Drake said, 'I don't know, 
but any time you get in a 
case and a gun figures in 
it, you certainly seem to 
play three-card monte 
with the prosecution 
and the police.' 
Media &enter-
tain 
Keyphrase Modified 
   พอหยอ่นกน้ลงน่ังในเกา้อีต้วั
ใหญ่ในทีท่ างานของทนายหวั
เห็ดแลว้ ปอล เดรค จงึพูดขึน้
วา่    "คณุท าอะไรบา้ๆ อยา่ง
น้ันละ่ เพอรร์ ี ่เลน่กลกบัปืนอกี
แลว้เหรอ"   "ท าไมคณุถงึวา่
เลน่กลอกีละ่"   เดรค จงึตอบ
วา่   "ผมก็ไม่รูเ้ร ือ่งอะไรของ
คณุน่ี เห็นแตว่า่ถา้ลงคณุเขา้
ไปเกีย่วขอ้งกบัคดทีีม่เีร ือ่งปืน
ผาหนา้ไมอ้ยูด่ว้ยละก็ มกัจะ
ถอืไพ่เหนือเขาอยู่เสมอ ไม่
ว่าในเรือ่งฟ้องรอ้งหรอืกบั
ต ารวจทกุทไีปเชยีวละ่" 
(p.156) 
   Upon sitting on a big 
chair in the lawyer's of-
fice, Paul Drake said:   
"What the hell has you 
been doing, Perry, play-
ing tricks with guns 
again?"   "Why asking 
whether I've played 
tricks again?"   Drake 
said   "I don't know 
what you're doing. But 
from what I have seen, 
every time when there 
are guns involved in the 
case, you seem to 
hold all the aces 
against either the 
police or the prose-
cution." 
Abandoned  
MistranslationThe 
translator did not seem 
to understand the 
meaning of the expres-
sion. As a result, the 
translator seems to in-
terpret the meaning 
based on the co-text. 
In this case, the situa-
tion signaled that Ma-
son controled the situ-
ation and made other 
parties confused. How-
ever, playing three-
card monte does not 
have the connotation 
of superiority, just 
making others con-
fused.  
p.54 
   Mason said, 'On behalf 
of Miss Robb I'm filing 
suit against George Ancli-
tas and several John 
Does, who I think are 
partners in the business, 
[…].' 
Science 
& 
techn 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เมสนั กลา่วตอ่ไปอกีวา่ 
   "ในฐานะทีเ่ป็นทนายของ
คณุรอบบ ์ผมก็จะน าคดขีึน้
ฟ้องศาล ฟ้องยอรช์ แอนคลตีสั 
กบัพวกตม้หมูของขา ทีผ่ม
คดิวา่ตอ้งเป็นหุน้สว่นในธรุกจิ
ของเขารว่มกนั […]" (p.181) 
   Mason added, 
   "As Miss Robb's law-
yer, I will file suit 
against George Anclitas 
and his stew makers 
that I think are partners 
in his business, […] 
Retained 
TC equivalent  
 
The translator used 
the expression that re-
fers to con artists in 
Thai. พวกตม้หม ูliterally 
means stew cooker . 
In Thai, it indicates 
that the victim is 
slowly and patiently 
fooled and at the end 
is easily ripped which 
is similar to the way 
the stew is cooked. It 
is done slowly and 
take a lot of time, but 
at the end, the meat is 
so soft that it can be 
eaisly eaten. 
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p.57 
   'We start with four 
guns that George Ancli-
tas had,' Mason said. 'He 
gave one away. That 
leaves three. Now one of 
them show up in the per-
sonal effects of Ellen 
Robb. Presumably, 
George is going to claim 
that gun was stolen from 
him. That leaves George 
with two guns.'   'What 
are you getting at?' Della 
Street asked.   'Simply 
trying to keep the 
guns straight,' Mason 
said, grinning. [...].' 
Commonsaying Keyphrase Modified 
   "เราก็เร ิม่จบัเร ือ่งตัง้แตเ่ร ือ่ง
ปืนสีก่ระบอกทีย่อรช์ แอน
คลตีสัมอียูน่ะซ"ี เมสนัตอบ 
"เขาใหไ้ปเสยีกระบอกหน่ึง 
เหลอือยูอ่กีสาม แตเ่ดีย๋วนี ้ไอ ้
ปืนทีเ่หลอืสามกระบอกน้ัน  
กระบอกหน่ึงมนักลายเป็นของ
ใชส้ว่นตวัของแอลเลน รอบบ ์
ไปเสยีแลว้  ถา้จะใหค้าดคะเนก็
คงจะเดาไวว้า่ ยอรช์ คงจะแก ้
วา่ปืนกระบอกน้ันถกูขะโมยไป
จากเขา คงเหลอือยูท่เีขาอกี
สองกระบอกเทา่น้ัน"   "แลว้
คณุจะท าอยา่งไรกบัมนัตอ่ไป
อกีละ่คะ" เดลลา สตรที ถาม   
"กพ็ยายามแกก้นัตรงเร ือ่ง
ปืนเทา่นัน้นะซ"ิ เมสนัพมึพ า 
[...]" (p.195) 
   "We start with four 
guns that George Ancli-
tas had,' Mason an-
swered. "He gave one 
away, so there are 
three left. But now, one 
of the three guns has 
been in the possesion of 
Ellen Robb. If you want 
me to predict, I will say 
that George will claim 
that the gun was stolen 
from him. So there are 
only two guns left with 
him."   "What are you 
going to do about that." 
Della Street asked.    
"Just trying to correct 
the affair with the 
guns," Mason mum-
bled. 
Abandoned  
MistranslationAlthough 
the translator trans-
lated the allusion liter-
ally. The allusive 
meaning to the expres-
sion to get something 
straight in the source 
text was lost in the 
target text. 
p.60 
   'She's a client,' Della 
Street said thoughtfully, 
'but don't go overboard 
on that girl. She know 
which side of the 
bread has the butter-
and she doesn't intend to 
have anyone give her 
bread that isn't buttered.'  
Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "ฮี ่ลกูความ" เดลลา สตรที 
พูดอยา่งใชค้วามคดิ "แตอ่ยา่
ไปไวใ้จหลอ่นใหม้ากนักนะคะ 
หลอ่นรูด้วีา่ใครทีห่ล่อนได้
ฝากปากฝากทอ้งไว ้หลอ่นก็
คงจะไม่สนใจใยดอีะไรนักหรอก
กบัคนทีเ่พยีงแตช่ว่ยหลอ่นโดย
ไม่ไดท้ าใหห้ลอ่นอิม่ตลอดไป
หรอกนะคะ" (p.203) 
   "A client," Della Street 
said thoughtfully, "but 
don't trust her too 
much. She knows who 
she can leave her 
stomach with. She 
might not care mcuh 
about those who can't 
help her stomach full 
forever." 
Retained 
TC equivalent 
 
The translator used 
the expression the re-
fers to similar situation 
in the target culture 
that is ฝากปากฝาก
ทอ้ง which literally 
means "to leave your 
mouth and your stom-
ach with". 
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p.60 
   'She's a client,' Della 
Street said thoughtfully, 
'but don't go overboard 
on that girl. She know 
which side of the bread 
has the butter and she 
doesn't intend to have 
anyone give her bread 
that isn't buttered.'  
Intra-text Keyphrase Modified 
   "ฮี ่ลกูความ" เดลลา สตรที 
พูดอยา่งใชค้วามคดิ "แตอ่ยา่
ไปไวใ้จหลอ่นใหม้ากนักนะคะ 
หลอ่นรูด้วีา่ใครทีห่ลอ่นไดฝ้าก
ปากฝากทอ้งไว ้หลอ่นก็คคงจะ
ไม่สนใจใยดอีะไรนักหรอกกบั
คนทีเ่พยีงแต่ชว่ยหล่อน
โดยไม่ไดท้ าใหห้ล่อนอิม่
ตลอดไปหรอกนะคะ" (p.203) 
  "A client," Della Street 
said thoughtfully, "but 
don't trust her too 
much. She knows who 
she can leave her stom-
ach with. She might not 
care mcuh about those 
who can't help her 
stomach full forever." 
Abandoned  
MistranslationThe 
translator seemed to 
miss the intended 
meaning of the source-
text allusion resulting a 
slightly misleading 
characteristic of the 
mentioned character. 
p.60 
   'She's a client,' Della 
Street said thoughtfully, 
'but don't go overboard 
on that girl. She know 
which side of the bread 
has the butterand she 
doesn't intend to have 
anyone give her bread 
that isn't buttered.'  
   Mason grinned. 'Mean-
ing, perhaps, that she 
might butter up peo-
ple?' 
Intra- 
text 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   "ฮี ่ลกูความ" เดลลา สตรที 
พูดอยา่งใชค้วามคดิ "แตอ่ยา่
ไปไวใ้จหลอ่นใหม้ากนักนะคะ 
หลอ่นรูด้วีา่ใครทีห่ลอ่นไดฝ้าก
ปากฝากทอ้งไว ้หลอ่นก็คคงจะ
ไม่สนใจใยดอีะไรนักหรอกกบั
คนทีเ่พยีงแตช่ว่ยหลอ่นโดย
ไม่ไดท้ าใหห้ลอ่นอิม่ตลอดไป
หรอกนะคะ"  
   "อาจจหมายความวา่ หลอ่น
คงจะไม่เขา้ขา้งใครสกัคน
ใชไ่หมละ่" เมสนั วา่(p.203-
204) 
  "A client," Della Street 
said thoughtfully, "but 
don't trust her too 
much. She knows who 
she can leave her stom-
ach with. She might not 
care mcuh about those 
who can't help her 
stomach full forever." 
   "Which means that 
perhaps she might not 
take any sides, right?" 
Mason said. 
abandoned  
Mistranslation 
 
The translator did not 
seem to understand 
the expression. Thus, 
the meaning of the al-
lusion was lost in the 
translation. 
p.77 
   'That's right,' Mason 
said. 'After they find out 
that the bullets that killed 
Mrs Ellis didn't come 
from that gun, then the 
question is, did they 
come from the gun we 
took from Ellen Robb? If 
they did, then we're 
right slap-bang be-
hind the eight ball.'  
Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   "ก็ถกู" เมสนัวา่ "หลงัจากที่
ไดพ้บวา่กระสนุทีส่งัหารนาง
เอลลสีมไิดถ้กูยงิจากปืน
กระบอกน้ัน ปัญหาตอ่ไปมนัก็
ยงัมอียูอ่กีวา่ มนัไดถ้กูยงิจาก
ปืนทีเ่ราเอามาจากแอลเลน 
รอบบห์รอืเปลา่ ถา้เปลา่ เราก็
หมดเร ือ่ง แตถ่า้ใช ่เรากม็ี
หวงัทีจ่ะตอ้งตกอยู่ในฐานะ
ล าบากแน่" (p.265-266) 
   "That's right," Mason 
said. "After finding out 
that the bullets that 
killed Mrs.Ellis didn't 
come from that gun, the 
next question is 
whether they come 
from the gun that we 
gave to Ellen Robb. If 
not, we are fine. But if 
yes, we're going to be 
in trouble."  
Abandoned  
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner  
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p.78 
   'Well, that's some-
thing,' Drake said. 
'There's one thing cer-
tain. If they don't check, 
that will hit the district 
attroney an awful 
wallop right between 
the eyes.'   'He's going 
to be hit a wallop, then.' 
Commonsaying Keyphrase Modified 
   "ดแีลว้ น่ันมนัเป็นเพยีงแต่
บางอยา่งเทา่น้ันนะ" เดรควา่ 
"ทนีีม้นัมอียูอ่กีอยา่งหน่ึงนะซ ี
มนัตอ้งแน่เสยีดว้ย คอืถา้ไม่มี
การตรวจพสิูจน ์เร ือ่งนีก้็
เหมอืนกบัตแีสกหน้า
อยัการเขา้อย่างจงัน่ะซ"ี   
"ก็เห็นจะเป็นอยา่งวา่ละ แลว้
อะไรอกีละ่" (p.270) 
   "Good. That's just 
something." Drake said. 
"Now there must be an-
other thing for sure, 
that is if they don't 
check, this will be like 
hitting the attroney 
right in his face."   
"Something like that. 
Then what?" 
Retained 
TC equivalenceThe 
translator used an ex-
pression that refers to 
similar situation is the 
target culture that is ตี
แสกหนา้ which literally 
means "to hit right in 
the face". This TC ex-
pression means "to go 
against someone out 
of a sudden, especially 
when that person be-
lieves that he is in con-
trol of the situation"  
p.78 
   'Well, that's some-
thing,' Drake said. 
'There's one thing cer-
tain. If they don't check, 
that will hit the district 
attroney an awful wallop 
right between the eyes.' 
   'He's going to be hit a 
wallop, then.' 
Intra- 
text 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "ดแีลว้ น่ันมนัเป็นเพยีงแต่
บางอยา่งเทา่น้ันนะ" เดรควา่ 
"ทนีีม้นัมอียูอ่กีอยา่งหน่ึงนะซ ี
มนัตอ้งมแน่เสยีดว้ย คอืถา้ไม่มี
การตรวจพสิูจน ์เร ือ่งนีก็้
เหมอืนกบัตแีสกหนา้อยัการ
เขา้อยา่งจงัน่ะซ"ี 
   "กเ็ห็นจะเป็นอย่างว่าละ 
แลว้อะไรอกีละ่" (p.270) 
   "Good. That's just 
something." Drake said. 
"Now there must be an-
other thing for sure, 
that is if they don't 
check, this will be like 
hitting the attroney 
right in his face." 
   "Something like that. 
Then what?" 
Abandoned  
Omission 
 
The allusion is not pre-
sent in the target text. 
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p.79 
   Drake hung up the tel-
ephone, cocked a quizzi-
cal eyebrow at Mason, 
and said, 'Why were you 
so damned sure those 
bullets weren't going to 
match, Perry?'   The law-
yer grinned. 'Call me 
clairvoyant or psychic, 
Paul'   'Well,' Drake said, 
'You'd better throw 
away your crystal ball 
and try tea leaves. The 
fatal bullets that killed 
Nadine Ellis were fired 
from the gun that Ellen 
Robb had in her posses-
sion when the police ar-
rested her.' 
Religious Keyphrase Original 
   เดรค วางหโูทรศพัท ์เลกิคิว้
เป็นเชงิถาม เมสนั พลางถาม
วา่   "ท าไมคณุถงึมั่นใจ
เหลอืเกนินักวา่ไอก้ระสนุปืน
เหลา่น้ันน่ะมนัไม่อาจจะเขา้กนั
ไดเ้ลย เพอรร์ ี"่   ทนายหวัเห็ด
พมึพ าวา่   "เรยีกผมวา่ ผูรู้แ้จง้
เห็นจรงิหรอืนักจติวทิยาดกีวา่ 
ปอล"   "มนัไม่ยงังัน้น่ะซ"ี เดรค 
พูด "ขวา้งลูกแกว้ทีท่ านาย
ทิง้ไปไดแ้ลว้ แลว้หดัเอาใบ
ชามาท านายเสยีม ัง่ซ ี
กระสนุสงัหารทีฆ่่า นาดนี เอล
ลสี น้ัน ไดถ้กูยงิจากปืน
กระบอกทีอ่ยูใ่นความ
ครอบครองของแอลเลน รอบบ ์
ตอนทีต่ ารวจจบัหลอ่นกระบอก
น้ันแหละ" (p.273)  
   Drake hung up the 
telephine and raised his 
eyebrow at Mason and 
asked    "Why were you 
so sure that the bullets 
wouldn't match, Perry?"   
The cunning lawyer 
mumbled,   "You'd bet-
ter call me clairvoyant 
or psychiatist, Paul."   
"It isn't like that," Drake 
said. "Throw away 
your crystal ball and 
use some tea leaves 
to tell the fortune. 
The bullets that killed 
Mrs.Ellis were fired from 
the gun that is in the 
possesion of Ellen Robb 
when the police ar-
rested her." 
Retained 
Literal translation   Ex-
plicitationThe trans-
lator explains the func-
tions of the crystal ball 
and tea leaves in the 
main text 
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p.95 
   As though reading her 
mind, Mason said, 'I 
know you're wondering 
what's worrying me. The 
thing that worries me is 
whether the district at-
torney's office has baited 
an elaborate trap for me 
and I'm walking into it, 
or whether they have 
considered the case so 
dead open-and-shut they 
don't need to worry.' 
   Della Street shook her 
head. 'Hamilton Burger 
has his faults, but he's 
not entirely dumb. 
[...]' 
Self- 
citation 
Macro 
level 
Modified 
   […] ราวกบัจะอ่านจติใจของ
หลอ่นออก เมสนั จงึพูดวา่  
   "ผมรูว้า่คณุคงแปลกใจวา่ผม
กลุม้ใจใหก้บัผมน้ันก็คอืวา่ ทาง
อยัการก าลงัอ่อยเหยือ่อา้กบัไว ้
งบัผม และผมก าลงัเดนิเขา้ไป
จะตดิกบัของเขาดว้ยซ ีหรอืไม่
อกีทเีขาก็คงจะพจิารณาเห็น
แลว้วา่คดคีอขาดบาดตาย
เชน่นีค้งไม่มอีะไรทีจ่ะท าใหเ้ขา
ตอ้งยุง่ยากใจก็เป็นไดน้ะ" 
   เดลลา สัน่ศรีษะ และตอบวา่ 
   "แฮมลิตนั เบอรเ์กอร ์ก็
พลาดไปเหมอืนกนันะคะ 
แต่เขากไ็ม่พูดอะไรออกมา
หรอกค่ะ [...]" (p.338) 
   […] As if reading her 
mind, Mason said, 
   "I know you might 
wonder what worries 
me. It is whether the 
attroney prepared the 
bait and I'm walkging 
right into it or he might 
think that there is noth-
ing to worry about in 
this fatal case. 
   Della shook her head 
and said, 
   "Hamilton Burger 
missed something as 
well, but he won't 
say [...]" 
Partially 
retained 
Transliteration / Mis-
translation 
 
The name 'Hamilton 
Burger'  is kept in the 
translation. But the 
rest of the allusion is 
wrong.  
     In the source text, 
the character men-
tioned another charac-
ter that had not yet 
appeared in this book 
(He is a recuring char-
acter in the same se-
ries), but in the target 
text, the character said 
as if Hamilton Burger 
had been with them 
during the trial. 
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Elephant can Remember by Agatha Christie (1972) 
Page Source text 
Sources  
of ref-
erent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion 
in TT 
Strategies 
2.5 
   'Human curiosity,' said 
Poirot. 'Such a very interesting 
thing.' He sighed. 'To think 
what we owe to it throughtout 
history. Curiosity. I don't know 
who invented curiosity. It is 
said to be usually associ-
ated with the cat. Curiosity 
killed the cat. 
Common 
Saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "ถา้มนัเป็นความสอดรูส้วดเห็น
ของมนุษยอ์ยา่งทีบ่อกน่ันละก็ มนั
จะมเีหตผุลไดย้งัไงแตม่นัก็
น่าสนใจนะ เราลองมาคดิถงึ
เหตกุารณต์า่งๆ ในอดตีก็ได ้ผม
เองก็ยงัไม่เขา้ใจวา่ใครเป็นคน
คน้พบความอยากรูอ้ยากเห็นของ
มนุษย ์มบีางคนเคยพูดว่า 
ความอยากรูอ้ยากเห็นของ
มนุษยเ์ชน่นีเ้ป็นเหตใุห้
ผูห้ญงิถูกฆ่า (p.52) 
     "If it is a human cu-
riosity like you said, 
how can it be reasona-
ble? But it is an inter-
esting thing. We can 
think of events in the 
past. I myself don't 
know who discovered 
human curiosity. Some 
said that human cu-
riosity got women 
killed. 
Aban-
doned 
Mistranslation 
2.6 
[…] and all sorts of things 
have happened because of 
that. Boats, trains, flying ma-
chines and atom bombs and 
penicillin and cures for various 
illnesses. A little boy 
watches his mother's ket-
tle raising its lid because of 
the steam. And the next 
thing we know is we have 
railway trains, leading on 
in due course to railway 
strikes and all that. And so 
on and so on.' 
History 
Macro- 
level 
Modified 
[…]เพราะเหตนีุเ้องจงึท าใหเ้กดิมี
สิง่ตา่งๆ มากมาย เป็นตน้วา่ เรอื 
รถไฟ เครือ่งบนิ ระเบดิปรมาณู 
ยาเพนนิซลินิ และพวกยารกัษา
โรคตา่งๆ พวกเด็กๆ มกัจะชอบ
ดูฝากาน า้ลอยขึน้ๆ ลงๆ 
เพราะแรงดนัของไอน า้ เมือ่
เรามรีถไฟปัญหาทีต่ดิตามมา
กค็อื มกีารนดัหยุดงานของ
พวกกรรมกรรถไฟ และปัญหา
อืน่ๆ อกีมากมาย" (p.52-53) 
[…] and it helped cre-
ate a lot of things such 
as boats, trains, air-
craft, atomic bombs, 
penicillin and medicines 
for different illnesses. 
Children like to 
watch the lid of a 
kettle move up and 
down because of 
pressure from the 
steam. When we 
have trains, the 
problem that comes 
with it is railway 
strikes and various 
other problems." 
Aban-
doned 
Mistranslation 
2.9 
She brushed her hands 
through her hair again so that 
she looked like the old pic-
ture books of Struwelpeter.  
Litera-
ture 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เธอเอามอืเสยผมขึน้ไป จนท าให ้
หนา้เธอดคูลา้ยกบัภาพใน
หนงัสอืเกา่ๆ ของสตรูเวลปี
เตอร ์(p.63) 
She brushed her hair 
up making her face 
look like a picture in 
Retained Transliteration 
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old books of Stru-
welpeter. 
4.1 
   "I believe the duty of a god-
mother is to make you learn 
your catechism and a few 
thing like that, isn't it? Re-
nounce the devil and all his 
works in my name,' said Ce-
lia. 
Religion Keyphrase Original 
   "ดฉัินถอืวา่หนา้ทีข่องแม่ทนูหวั
ก็คอืสอนใหป้ฏบิตัติามค าสัง่สอน 
หรอือะไรท านองนีแ้หละ สละ
กเิลสและความช ัว่รา้ยต่างๆ" 
ซเีลยีพูด (p.83) 
     "I took it as a duty 
of a godmother to 
teach your godchild to 
follow the teachings or 
something like this. To 
renounce all greed 
and evil" said Celia. 
Retained 
TC equivalentThe 
translator used a 
phrase from the target 
culture that could refer 
to similar situation; 
that was สละกเิลสและ
ความชัว่รา้ย which is 
one of the principles of 
the Buddhist teach-
ings. 
5.2 
We all have interests in certain 
cases that are past. Did Lizzie 
Borden really kill her father 
and mother with an axe? 
[…]' History Macro-level Modified  
เรามคีวามสนใจเหมอืนกนั
เกีย่วกบักรณีนี ้ลซิซี ่เบอรเ์ดน 
ฆ่าพ่อแม่ของเธอเองดว้ย
ขวานใชไ่หมล่ะ […] (p.101) 
We share the same in-
terest about this case. 
Did Lizzie Borden kill 
her father and 
mother with an axe? 
[…] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Lizzie Bor-
den' was translit-
erated, while the rest 
of the allusion was 
translated literally. 
5.2 
We all have interests in certain 
cases that are past. Did Lizzie 
Borden really kill her father 
and mother with an axe? […] 
Who killed Charles Bravo and 
why? […]' 
History 
Proper  
noun 
original 
เรามคีวามสนใจเหมอืนกนั
เกีย่วกบักรณีนี ้ลซิซี ่เบอรเ์ดน 
ฆ่าพ่อแม่ของเธอเองดว้ยขวานใช่
ไหมละ่ ใครเป็นคนฆ่าชารล์ ี
บราโว และฆ่าท าไม […] 
(p.101) 
We share the same in-
terest about this case. 
Did Lizzie Borden kill 
her father and mother 
with an axe? Who killed 
Charlie Bravo and 
why? 
Retained Transliteration 
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5.2 
   'And Moisieur Poirot, if I am 
not mistaken, has occasionally 
shown a leaning towards look-
ing into cases […], back into 
the past, twice, perhaps three 
times.'   'Three times, cer-
tainly,' said Superintendent 
Spence.    'Once, I think I am 
right, by request of a Cana-
dian girl.'   'That is so,' said 
Poirot. 'A Canadian girl, 
very vehement, very pas-
sionate, very forceful, who 
had come here to investi-
gate a murder of which her 
mother had been con-
demned to death, although 
she died before sentence 
was carried out. Her 
daugther was convinced 
that her mother has been 
innocent.'    
Self-cita-
tion 
Macro-level Modified 
   "คณุปัวรโ์รท ์ถา้ผมคดิไม่ผดิ
เราควรจะลองทบทวนถงึกรณี
ฆาตกรรมสกัสองสามเร ือ่งใน
อดตี"   "สกัสามเร ือ่งเป็นไง" 
สเปนซพ์ูด   "คร ัง้หน่ึงตามค ารอ้ง
ของเด็กหญงิชาวคานาดา"   
"ใชเ่ด็กหญงิชาวคานาดาคน
นัน้ เป็นคนทีม่อีารมณ์
รุนแรง ขีโ้มโห และจรงิจงั  
เธอมาเพือ่สอบสวนเรือ่งของ
แม่เธอทีถู่กตดัสนิประหาร
ชวีติ ถงึแมว้่าแม่ของเธอจะ
ตายกอ่นทีศ่าลจะตดัสนิ เธอ
กม็คีวามเชือ่ว่าแม่ของเธอ
บรสิุทธิ"์ (p.102) 
     "Mr. Poirot, if I am 
not wrong, we should 
reconsider two or three 
cases in the past.     
"How about three 
cases?" Spence said.      
"Once by the request 
of a Canadian girl."     
"Yes. That Canadian 
girl  was passionate,  
hot-tempered and 
serious. She had 
come to investigate 
about the execution 
of her mother. Alt-
hough her mother 
died before the sen-
tence was carried 
out, she believed 
that her mother was 
innocent."  
Retained Literal translation 
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5.2-3 
   'And was she innocent?'   
'Yes,' said Poirot. 'She was in-
nocent.'   'And that surprised 
you?'   'Not by the time I real-
ized it,' said Poirot. 'There 
were one ot two things--
one thing in particular--
that showed she could not 
have been guilty. One fact 
that nobody had appreci-
ated at the time. Knowing 
that one had only to look 
at what there was, shall 
we say, on the menu in the 
way of looking elsewhere.' 
Self-cita-
tion 
Macro-level Modified 
   "แลว้เธอบรสิทุธิห์รอืเปลา่?"   
"ใช ่เธอบรสิทุธิ"์ ปัวรโ์รทต์อบ
อยา่งมั่นใจ   "น่ันท าใหค้นแปลก
ใจใชไ่หม"   "แตผ่มก็ยงัคดิไม่
ออกตอนน้ัน" ปัวรโ์รท ์"มอีะไร
บางสิง่บางอยา่งซอ่นอยู ่อย่าง
แรกกค็อืว่าไมม่อีะไรมาแสดง
ว่าเธอไม่มคีวามผดิ และเป็น
ความจรงิอย่างหนึง่ทีว่่าไมม่ี
ใครพอใจเลย ตอนนัน้ทกุๆ 
คนมกัจะมองแต่สิง่ทีเ่ห็น
อย่างชดัแจง้แทนทีจ่ะคน้หา
สิง่ทีย่งัไม่พบ" (p.104) 
     "And was she inno-
cent?"     "Yes, she was 
innocent," said Poirot 
confidently.     "That 
was surprising, right?"     
"But I did not realise at 
that time," Poirot said. 
"There were something 
hidden. First, there 
was nothing to 
prove that she was 
not guity. And it was 
a fact that no one  
had appreciated 
that. At the time, 
everyone often 
looked at what was 
obvious rather than 
trying to find some-
thing that was not 
yet found." 
Retained Literal translation 
5.3 
   'There was another case, 
too, where you looked into the 
past, not quite in the same 
way,' continued Spence. 'A 
girl who said at a party 
that she had once seen a 
murder committed.' 
Self-cita-
tion 
Macro-level Modified 
   "มอีกีกรณีหน่ึง มคีนเคยท ามา
ในอดตีแตม่นัจะไม่คอ่ยจะ
เหมอืนกนันัก" สเปนซพ์ูดตอ่ "มี
เด็กผูห้ญงิคนหนึง่บอกเธอว่า 
เห็นการฆาตกรรมในงาน
เลีย้ง" (p.104) 
     "There was another 
case that was investi-
gated in the past, but 
not really similar to the 
previous one" Spence 
said. "There was a 
girl who said that 
she saw a murder 
commited at a 
party." 
Aban-
doned 
Mistranslation 
 
The translator misin-
terpreted the allusions 
resulting the wrong 
message in the trans-
lation. 
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5.3 
   '[…] All the evidence rec-
orded the visible facts. Death 
of which there were several 
former examples, yes, all plain 
sailing. And yet--'   […]   'And 
yet it was all wrong,' said Gar-
roway.   […]   'That's what you 
felt once, isn't it?' said Poirot, 
turning to him.   'In the case 
of Mrs McGinty. Yes.'  
self-cita-
tion 
Propernoun Original 
   "[…] พยานหลกัฐาน บนัทกึแต่
ความจรงิทีป่รากฏชดั วา่การตาย
มหีลายลกัษณะ ทกุอยา่งเป็นเร ือ่ง
ทีท่ าไดง่้ายๆ"   […]   "แตท่กุ
อยา่งผดิหมด" การโ์รเวยพ์ูด   
[…]   "ก็เหมอืนอยา่งทีค่ณุคดิใช่
ไหม" ปัวโรทพ์ูดพรอ้มหบัหนัไป
ทางสเปนซ ์  "อยา่งคดขีองนาง
แมกกนิตี ้ใชแ่ลว้-[...] (p.105) 
     "[…] The evidence 
recorded the visible 
facts that death comes 
in different forms. Eve-
rything is possible."     
[…]     "But everything 
turned out to be all 
wrong," said Garraway.     
[…]     "As what you 
thought, right?" Poirot 
said, turning to 
Spence.      "Like the 
case of Mrs McGinty. 
Yes-[...] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Mrs McGinty' was 
transliterated, while 
the rest of the allusion 
was translated literally. 
5.6 
I ruined one of her stories 
once, or so she tells me. She 
had just had a very good idea 
about a fact, something that 
had to do with a long-sleeved 
woollen vest. I asked her 
something over the telephone 
and it put the idea for the 
story out of her head. She re-
proaches me at intervals.' 
   'Dear, dear,' said Spence. 
'Sounds rather like that 
parsley that sank into the 
butter on a hot day. You 
know. Sherlock Holmes and 
the dog who did nothing in the 
night time.' 
Litera-
ture 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
คร ัง้หน่ึงผมท าใหเ้ร ือ่งของเธอเสยี 
เธอมคีวามคดิดมีากในเร ือ่งทีว่า่จะ
ท าอยา่งไรดกีบัเสือ้ขนสตัวแ์ขน
ยาว ผมถามเธอทางโทรศพัท ์อนั
นีแ้หละท าใหเ้ธอเปลีย่นความคดิ
ของเธอ เธอเลยตอ่วา่ผมทีเ่ขา้มา
ขดัจงัหวะ" 
   "โธเ่อ๋ย! ไอท้ีเ่ธอต่อว่าคุณ
น่ะมนัธรรมดาเหลอืเกนิ คณุรู ้
ไหมเชอรล็์อค โฮมลก์บัสนัุขของ
เขา ไม่ไดท้ าอะไรเลยในตอน
กลางคนื" (p.114) 
Once I ruined her 
story. She had a good 
idea about what to do 
with a long-sleeved 
wool jacket. I asked 
her over the telephone, 
and it changed her 
mind. She blamed me 
for intervening." 
     "Come on! What 
she blamed you with 
was so normal. You 
know, Sherlock Holmes 
and his dog did not do 
anything at night." 
Aban-
doned 
Mistranslation 
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5.6 
I ruined one of her stories 
once, or so she tells me. She 
had just had a very good idea 
about a fact, something that 
had to do with a long-sleeved 
woollen vest. I asked her 
something over the telephone 
and it put the idea for the 
story out of her head. She re-
proaches me at intervals.'   
'Dear, dear,' said Spence. 
'Sounds rather like that parsley 
that sank into the butter on a 
hot day. You know. Sherlock 
Holmes and the dog who 
did nothing in the night 
time.' 
Litera-
ture 
Proper 
noun + 
Keyphrase 
Original 
คร ัง้หน่ึงผมท าใหเ้ร ือ่งของเธอเสยี 
เธอมคีวามคดิดมีากในเร ือ่งทีว่า่จะ
ท าอยา่งไรดกีบัเสือ้ขนสตัวแ์ขน
ยาว ผมถามเธอทางโทรศพัท ์อนั
นีแ้หละท าใหเ้ธอเปลีย่นความคดิ
ของเธอ เธอเลยตอ่วา่ผมทีเ่ขา้มา
ขดัจงัหวะ"   "โธเ่อ๋ย! ไอท้ีเ่ธอ
ต่อว่าคุณน่ะมนัธรรมดา
เหลอืเกนิ คณุรูไ้หมเชอรล์็อค 
โฮมลก์บัสุนขัของเขา ไม่ได้
ท าอะไรเลยในตอนกลางคนื" 
(p.114) 
Once I ruined her 
story. She had a good 
idea about what to do 
with a long-sleeved 
wool jacket. I asked 
her over the telephone, 
and it changed her 
mind. She blamed me 
for intervening."     
"Come on! What she 
blamed you with 
was so normal. You 
know, Sherlock 
Holmes and his dog 
did not do anything 
at night." 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationOnly the 
name 'Sherlcok 
Holmes' was translit-
erated, the rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
5.7 
   Poirot was silent, he was 
thinking of a time when he had 
asked to go back into the past, 
had studied five people out 
of the past who had re-
minded him of the nursery 
rhyme 'Five little pigs.' In-
teresting it had been, and in 
the end rewarding, because he 
had found out the truth. 
Self-cita-
tion 
Macro + 
level 
Modified 
   ปัวโรทน่ั์งเงยีบ เขาก าลงัคดิถงึ
ตอนทีเ่ขาถกูขอรอ้งใหส้บืสวน
เร ือ่งราวในอดตี เขาตอ้งสบื
เกีย่วกบัเพลงเด็ก "หมูน้อย
หา้ตวั" มนัเป็นเร ือ่งน่าสนใจมาก 
และเขาก็ประสบความส าเรจ็
สามารถคน้หาความจรงิได ้
(p.116) 
     Poirot sat silently. 
He was thinking about 
when he was asked to 
investigate a case in 
the past. He had to 
investigate about 
the nursery rhyme 
"The Five Pigs". It 
was an interesting 
case, and he was suc-
cessful in solving the 
case.  
Aban-
doned 
Mistranslation 
 
The translator misin-
terpreted the allusions 
resulting the wrong 
message in the trans-
lation from invesigting 
five people to investi-
gating the nursey 
rhyme. 
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9.8 
   'One always comes back to 
the same thing,' said Poirot. 
'One wants to know more.' He 
sighed. 'One wants to know 
more about the people, and 
how can you know people 
seperated from you by a gulf 
of years.'   'Well, you've done 
it once or twice, haven't you?' 
said Mrs Oliver. 'You know--
something about where a 
painter was shot or poi-
soned. That was near the 
sea on a sort of fortifica-
tion or something. You 
found out who did that, 
although you didn't know 
any of the people.'   'No. I 
didn't know any of the 
people, but I learnt about 
them from the other peo-
ple who were there.' 
Self-cita-
tion 
Macro-level Modified 
   "คนเรามกัจะกลบัมาหาสิง่
เดยีวกนัเสมอ" ปัวโรทว์า่ "คนเรา
มกัตอ้งการรูเ้ร ือ่งอะไรตอ่อะไร
มากๆ ตอ้งรูเ้ร ือ่งของคนน้ันคนนี ้
แลว้เราจะรูเ้ร ือ่งของคนอืน่ไดย้งัไง
เมือ่เวลามนัผ่านมาตัง้นานแลว้"   
"แตค่ณุก็เคยท าไดค้ร ัง้หรอืสอง
คร ัง้มาแลว้ คณุรูว้า่ชา่งทาสถูีก
ยงิ หรอืถูกวางยาพษิทีไ่หน รู ้
สกีว่าจะบนเนินดนิใกล้ๆ  ทะเล
หรอือะไรท านองนีแ้หละ 
นอกจากนีคุ้ณยงัรูว้่าใครเป็น
คนฆา่ ถงึแมว้า่คุณจะไม่รูจ้กั
ใครเลย" นางโอลเิวอรพ์ูด
เหมอืนจะใหก้ าลงัใจ    "ใช ่ผม
ไม่รูจ้กัใครเลย แต่ผมกศ็กึษา
เกีย่วกบัพวกเขา จากคนทีอ่ยู่
ทีน่ัน่" (p.184) 
     "People always 
come back to the same 
thing," Poirot said. 
"People often want to 
know a lot of things. 
They need to know 
about this person and 
that. But how can we 
know about them when 
the time passed for 
years."     "But you had 
done it once or twice. 
You know where the 
painter was shot or 
poisoned. It was a hill 
near the sea or some-
thing of the kind. You 
also know who was the 
murderer although we 
did not know any of 
them," said Mrs Oliver 
trying to cheer him up.      
"Yes. I did not know 
any of those people, 
but I learnt about 
them from other 
people who were 
there." 
Retained Literal translation 
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11.1 
   'I am sorry,' said Poirot, 'to 
have troubled you so much. I 
am like the animal or the child 
in one of your stories by Mr 
Kipling. I suffer from Insa-
tiable Curiosity.' 
   'Insatiable curiosity,' said 
Superintendent Garraway. 
'Nice stories he wrote, Kip-
ling. Knew his stuff, too. [...]' 
Litera-
ture 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ผมตอ้งขอโทษทีท่ าใหค้ณุตอ้ง
ล าบาก" ปัวโรทก์ลา่ว" ผมก็
เหมอืนกบัสตัวห์รอืเด็กๆ ในเร ือ่ง
ของคณุทีแ่ตง่โดยคปิปลงิ ผม
เป็นทกุขเ์พราะความ
กระตอืรอืรน้ ทีไ่ม่มวีนัหมด"  
   "ความกระตอืรอืรน้ทีไ่มม่ี
วนัหมดร ึคปิปลงิเขยีนเร ือ่งไดด้ี
มาก เขารุอ้ะไรๆ ไดด้ ี[…] 
(p.206) 
     "I am sorry to have 
troubled you," Poirot 
said. "I was like an ani-
mal or a child in your 
stories written by Kip-
ling. I suffer from un-
dying curoisity." 
     "Undying curios-
ity? Kipling wrote it 
very well; he knew 
what he was doing […] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name of 'Kipling' 
was transliterated. 
However, The title of 
the book, Insatiable 
Curiousity was trans-
lated literally.  
16.4 
   'One dog bite was fairly re-
cent, about a week befire, I 
think, or two weeks somebody 
said. There was no case of 
necessary injections or any-
thing of that kind. It had 
healed quite well. What's that 
quotation?' went on Superin-
tendent Garroway. '"The dog 
it was that died." I can't re-
member it comes from but--' 
Litera-
ture 
Keyphrase Original 
   "ผมคดิวา่สนัุขเพิง่กดัเธอเมือ่
เรว็ๆ นี ้อาจจะเป็นสกัหน่ึงอาทติย ์
หรอืสองอาทติยก์อ่นหนา้น้ัน และ
ก็ไม่มคีวามจ าเป็นทีจ่ะตอ้งฉีดยา
ดว้ย เพราะวา่แผลรกัษาหายไป
แลว้ คณุตอ้งการทราบอะไรอกีละ่ 
คณุตอ้งการทราบวา่ สุนขัตาย
หรอืเปล่าใชไ่หมล่ะ ผมจ า
ไม่ไดแ้ลว้วา่สนัุขตวันีม้าจากไหน 
แต.่.." (pp.278-279) 
     "I think she was re-
cently bitten by the 
dog, maybe a week or 
two  weeks earlier. 
There was no need for 
the infection since the 
wound had healed 
completely. What else 
do you want to know? 
You want to know 
whether the dog 
was dead, don't you?. 
I can't remember 
where the dog comes 
from but..."  
Retained Literal translation 
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16.4 
   'One dog bite was fairly re-
cent, about a week befire, I 
think, or two weeks somebody 
said. There was no case of 
necessary injections or any-
thing of that kind. It had 
healed quite well. What's that 
quotation?' went on Superin-
tendent Garroway. '"The dog it 
was that died." I can't remem-
ber it comes from but--'   'Any-
way, it wasn't the dog that 
died,' said Poirot. 'That wasn't 
the point of my question. [...]' 
Intra-
text 
Keyphrase Modified 
   "ผมคดิวา่สนัุขเพิง่กดัเธอเมือ่
เรว็ๆ นี ้อาจจะเป็นสกัหน่ึงอาทติย ์
หรอืสองอาทติยก์อ่นหนา้น้ัน และ
ก็ไม่มคีวามจ าเป็นทีจ่ะตอ้งฉีดยา
ดว้ย เพราะวา่แผลรกัษาหายไป
แลว้ คณุตอ้งการทราบอะไรอกีละ่ 
คณุตอ้งการทราบวา่ สนัุขตาย
หรอืเปลา่ใชไ่หมละ่ ผมจ าไม่ได ้
แลว้วา่สนัุขตวันีม้าจากไหน แต่
..."   "ผมไม่ตอ้งการทราบเร ือ่งน้ัน
หรอก เพราะมนัไม่ใชเ่ร ือ่งส าคญั 
[...]" (pp.278-279) 
     "I think she was re-
cently bitten by the 
dog, maybe a week or 
two  weeks earlier. 
There was no need for 
the infection since the 
wound had healed 
completely. What else 
do you want to know? 
You want to know 
whether the dog 
was dead, don't you?. 
I can't remember 
where the dog comes 
from but..."      "I don't 
want to know that be-
cause it was not im-
portant." 
Aban-
doned 
Omission 
20.3 
[…] A tragedy of two people 
who loved each other and who 
died for love. A tragedy of love 
may not always belong to Ro-
meo and Juliet, it is not nec-
essarily only the young who 
suffer the pains of love and are 
ready to die for love. […]' 
Litera-
ture 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] มนัเป็นโศกนาฏกรรมของคน
สองคนซึง่รกักนั และตายเพือ่
ความรกั โศกนาฏกรรมของ
ความรกัไม่ใชจ่ะเกดิขึน้ไดแ้ต่
เฉพาะเร ือ่งของโรมโิอและจู
เลยีตเทา่น้ัน มนัไม่ใชแ่ตเ่ฉพาะ
คนหนุ่มสาวเทา่น้ันหรอกทีต่อ้ง
ทนทกุขท์รมาน และก็พรอ้มทีจ่ะ
ตายเพือ่ความรกั […]" (p.321) 
[…] It was a tragedy of 
two people who love 
each other and died for 
love. A tragedy of love 
does not happen only 
in the story of Ro-
meo and Juliet. Not 
only the young can suf-
fer and are ready to die 
for love […] 
Retained 
Transliteration  
 
Explicitation (in-text)  
The translator added 
the word เรือ่งของ (the 
story of) to explain 
more about the allu-
sion. 
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Murder in the White House by Margaret Truman (1980) 
Page Source text 
Sources  
of refer-
ent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion in 
TT 
Strategies 
p26 
Ron remembered a luncheon at 
the medison Hotel when a Post  
columnist, commenting on the 
election of an independent as gov-
ernor of Florida, called it a fluke 
and compared it to the Bobby 
Thomson home run that won the 
National League pennant for the 
New York Giants in 1951. 
Media & 
enter-
tain 
Macro-level Modified 
รอนยงัจ าได ้ในงานเลีย้งอาหาร
กลางวนัทีโ่รงแรมแมนช ัน่ คอลมั
นิสตห์นังสอืพมิพโ์พสท ์
เปรยีบเทยีบผลการเลอืกตัง้ผูว้า่ฯ
ฟลอรดิา้ซึง่ผูส้มคัรอสิระไดร้บั
เลอืกฟลุค๊เหมอืนกบับอ๊บบี ้ทอม
สนัท าโฮมรนัชนะนิวยอรค์ ใจ
แอนทเ์มือ่ปี ๑๙๕๑  
Ron still remembered a 
luncheon at Hotel Man-
sion. A Post newspaper's 
columnist compared the 
result of the election for 
Governor of Florida, 
which was won by a fluke 
by an independent candi-
date, like when Bobby 
Thomson  hit a home run 
and won the match for 
New York Giants in 1951. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The names 'Bobby Thom-
son', 'New York Giants' 
and '1951' were translit-
erated. The rest was liter-
ally translated. 
30 
   If Woodward and Bernstein 
were right, Nixon and Kissinger 
knelt and prayed on the floor of 
this room the night before Nixon 
resigned in 1974. History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ถา้วูด๊เวริด์และเบริน์สไตนพู์ด
ถกู...นิกสนักบัคสิซงิเกอรเ์คย
คกุเขา่สวดมนตภ์าวนาบนพืน้หอ้ง
นีม้าแลว้ในคนืกอ่นทีนิ่กสนัจะ
ลาออกจากต าแหน่งประธานาธบิดี
เมือ่ปี ๑๙๗๔ 
   If Woodward and Bern-
stein were right… Nixon 
and Kissinger knelt and 
pray on the floor of this 
rrom the night before 
Nixon resigned the presi-
dency in 1974. 
Retained  Transliteration 
30 
   If Woodward and Bernstein were 
right, Nixon and Kissinger knelt 
and prayed on the floor of this 
room the night before Nixon re-
signed in 1974. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ถา้วูด๊เวริด์และเบริน์สไตนพ์ูดถกู
...นิกสนักบัคสิซงิเกอรเ์คย
คกุเขา่สวดมนตภ์าวนาบนพืน้หอ้ง
นีม้าแลว้ในคนืกอ่นทีนิ่กสนัจะ
ลาออกจากต าแหน่งประธานาธบิดี
เมือ่ปี ๑๙๗๔ 
   If Woodward and Bern-
stein were right… Nixon 
and Kissinger knelt and 
pray on the floor of this 
rrom the night before 
Nixon resigned the presi-
dency in 1974. 
Retained Transliteration 
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65 
   President Webster was no ath-
lete. […] No dedicated walker like 
Truman, or frantic jogger like 
Carter. History Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ประธานาธบิดเีวบสเตอรไ์ม่ใช่
นักกฬีา […] ตา่งกบั
ประธานาธบิดทีรูแมนซึง่เป็นนัก
เดนิทรหด ไม่เหมอืน
ประธานาธบิดคีารเ์ตอรซ์ ึง่ชอบวิง่
ออกก าลงัอยา่งไม่เบือ่หน่าย 
   President Webster was 
not an athelete […] unlike 
President Truman who 
was a persistent walker 
and President Carter who 
was never bored of jog-
ging. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
word 'ประธานาธิบดี' 
(President) to explain the 
allusion. 
65 
   President Webster was no ath-
lete. […] No dedicated walker like 
Truman, or frantic jogger like 
Carter. History Propernoun Original 
   ประธานาธบิดเีวบสเตอรไ์ม่ใช่
นักกฬีา […] ตา่งกบั
ประธานาธบิดทีรแูมนซึง่เป็นนัก
เดนิทรหด ไม่เหมอืน
ประธานาธบิดคีารเ์ตอรซ์ ึง่ชอบ
วิง่ออกก าลงัอยา่งไม่เบือ่หน่าย 
   President Webster was 
not an athelete […] unlike 
President Truman who 
was a persistent walker 
and President Carter who 
was never bored of jog-
ging. 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (in-text)The transla-
tor added the word 
'ประธานาธิบดี' (President) to 
explain the allusion. 
84 
   "Well. It's clear someone's talk-
ing," Ron insisted. "And whoever it 
is," he said, picing up a ham salad 
sandwich, "could be our killer--"  
   "Oh, come on now, Sherlock 
Holmes," Jill Protested. 
Litera-
ture 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "เห็นไดช้ดัวา่ ใครคนหน่ึงคาบ
ไปบอกนักขา่ว ไม่วา่เป็นใครก็ตาม
อาจเป็นฆาตกรทีเ่ราตอ้งการตวั..." 
รอนตกัสลดัเขา้ปาก 
   "ไม่เอาน่า-เชอรล์็อค โฮลม์" 
จลิลค์า้น 
   "It's clear that someone 
told the reporters. Who-
ever it is, that might be 
the killer that we're look-
ing for…" Ron put salad in 
this mouth.  
   "Come on-Sherlock 
Holmes," Jill protested. 
Retained Transliteration 
91 
"He spent a lot of money, […] He 
bought art. (You remember the 
Louise Nevelson in his office is his, 
not Uncle Sam's.) 
Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"แลนซารด์ใชจ้า่ยเงนิมาก […] ซือ้
งานศลิป์ราคาแพง ดงัเชน่ภาพ
แกะสลกัฝีมอืหลุย ์เนเวลสนัที
อยูใ่นหอ้งท างานทีก่ระทรวงการ
ตา่งประเทศก็เป็นของเขาเอง 
ไม่ใชข่องรฐับาลสหรฐัฯ 
"Lansard spent a lot of 
money […] bought expen-
sive art pieces like Louise 
Nevelson's sculpture in 
his office at the Ministry 
of Foreign Affair. That's 
his, not the US govern-
ment. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
word 'ภาพแกะสลกั' 
(sculpture) to explain the 
type of art associated to 
the allusion. 
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91 
"He spent a lot of money, […] He 
bought art. (You remember the 
Louise Nevelson in his office is his, 
not Uncle Sam's.) 
Current 
affair 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"แลนซารด์ใชจ้า่ยเงนิมาก […] ซือ้
งานศลิป์ราคาแพง ดงัเชน่ภาพ
แกะสลกัฝีมอืหลยุ ์เนเวลสนัทอียู่
ในหอ้งท างานทีก่ระทรวงการ
ตา่งประเทศก็เป็นของเขาเอง 
ไม่ใชข่องรฐับาลสหรฐัฯ 
"Lansard spent a lot of 
money […] bought expen-
sive current affair pieces 
like Louise Nevelson's 
sculture in his office at 
the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fair. That's his, not the US 
government. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner 
131 
"[…] The clever Talleyrand was a 
prime example. History tells us he 
took millions in brides […] History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"[…] กรณีทอลลี ่รนัตเ์ป็น
ตวัอยา่งทีด่ ีประวตัศิาสตรส์อนให ้
เรารูว้า่เขากนิสนิบนเป็นลา้นๆ […] 
"[…] Talleyrand's case was 
a good example. History 
teaches us that he took 
millions in brides […] 
Retained Transliteration 
131 
"[…]He was not alone. Bismarck 
kept what he called his 'reptile 
fund'--money he used to bride 
newspapers." 
History Propernoun Original 
"[…] แมแ้ตบ่สิมารค์ก็มเีงนิกอ้น
หน่ึง ซึง่เรยีกกนัวา่ งบสกปรก เพือ่
ใชต้ดิสนิบนพวกหนังสอืพมิพ"์ 
"[…] Even Bismark has a 
sum of money that he 
called a dirty budget for 
briding newspapers. 
Retained Transliteration 
132 
Blaine was paid money,[…], to de-
lay the negotiation […] The story is 
that he did not even promise he 
would try, he simply took the 
money, promised nothing and, in-
deed, did nothing. He may have 
been Talleyrand reincarnated. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เขาไดร้บัเงนิจ านวนหน่ึง […] 
เพือ่ใหป้ระวงิเวลาการตดิตอ่ท า
ความตกลง […] เร ือ่งของเร ือ่งมอียู่
วา่ เขาไม่ไดร้บัปากวา่จะพยายาม 
แตก่็รบัเงนิมาง่ายๆ โดยไม่ให ้
ค ามั่นสญัญาใดๆ ทัง้สิน้" 
He received some money 
[…] to delay the negotia-
tion […] The thing is he 
didn't promise to try, but 
still took the money with 
promising anything." 
Abandoned Omission 
151 
Do you remember the story about 
Louis XV? One of his mistresses 
died, and he wept--he wept, a man 
who could have his pick of any 
woman at court ot the little girls in 
the Deer Park. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
คณุจ าพระเจา้หลยุสท์ี ่๑๕ ไดไ้หม 
เมือ่สนมคนหน่ึงของพระองคต์าย 
พระองคเ์ฝ้าแตร่ า่ไห.้.. กษตัรยิผ์ู ้
สามารถควา้ผูห้ญงิคนไหนมาหลบั
นอนก็ได ้ 
Do you remember Louis 
XV? When one of his con-
cubine died, he kept cry-
ing… He who can sleep 
with any woman he 
wants. 
Abandoned Omission 
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237 
   It was almost ten years now 
since he'd come to the Court to 
clerk for Justice Friederich. To be 
chosen by him was a special dis-
tinction. In the tradition of Felix 
Frankfurter, Friederich chose no 
one but the best and expected 
nothing but the best from them. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   มนัเป็นเวลาเกอืบ ๑๐ ปีมาแลว้
ทีเ่ขากา้วเขา้ไปท างานในหนา้ที่
เลขาฯของผูพ้พิากษาเฟรดเดอรคิ 
น่ันเป็นความภาคภมูใิจทีไ่ดร้บั
เลอืกเขา้ท างานในส านักงาน
กฎหมายอนัมชี ือ่เสยีง เพราะเป็นที่
ทราบกนัทัว่ไปวา่ ผูพ้พิากษาเฟรด
เดอรคิจะไม่เลอืกใครอืน่นอกจาก
คนทีด่ทีีส่ดุเทา่น้ัน 
   It was almost ten years 
now that he'd worked as 
a secreatary for Judge 
Friederich. It was his 
achievement to be cho-
sen to work in a well-
known office because it 
was given that Judge 
Friederich would not 
chose anyone, but the 
best. 
Abandoned Omission 
240 
   "Are you sure Webster's not mak-
ing you the goat? Do you trust 
him?" 
Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "แน่ใจรวึา่ ประธานาธบิดเีวบ
สเตอรไ์ม่ไดเ้อาตวัคณุขึน้เขยีง? 
คณุไวใ้จเขา? 
   "Are you sure that Presi-
dent Webster does not 
send you to the chopping 
board? Do you trust him?" 
Retained 
TC equivalent 
 
The translator substi-
tuted the allusion with an 
expression in the target 
culture used in similar sit-
uations; that was ข้ึนเขียง 
(send to the chopping 
board). 
274 
[…] the lampshade fell on a paint-
ing Ron had always wondered 
about--uncharacteristic of this 
President, he would have sup-
posed, and out of place among the 
other furnishings of the room: a 
nude of a young girl, by Edvard 
Munch. 
Art Macro-level Modified 
[…] เปิดไฟทีโ่ตะ๊ท างาน เขา
เหลอืบมองเห็นภาพวาดสนี ้ามนั-
รูปเด็กสาวเปลอืยฝีมอืของเอด็
เวริด์ มนัช ์
[…] turned on the light on 
the table. He saw an oil 
painting-a nude young 
girl by Edvard Munch. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 'Ed-
ward Munch' was trans-
literated, while the rest 
of the allusion was trans-
lated literally. 
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Shattered Silk by Barbara Michaels (1989) 
Page Source text 
Sources  
of refer-
ent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree of 
similarity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion in 
TT 
Strategies 
p.16 
"This is in the super condition. I 
could get…oh, say, seventy-five 
for it."  
   "Seventy-five dollars?" 
   "What do you think, yen? Maybe 
more. It's a good size, too. A lot of 
older clothes were made for 
those Scarlet O'Hara twenty-inch 
waists.[…]" 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"น่ีมนัยงัอยูใ่นสภาพดเียีย่มเลย
นะ ถา้เอาไปวางทีร่า้นก็คงขายได ้
สกั...เจ็ดสบิหา้เหรยีญละมงั" 
   "เจ็ดสบิหา้เหรยีญ...เชยีว
เรอะ?" 
   "แลว้เธอคดิวา่เจ็ดสบิหา้เยน
หรอืไง ถา้ขนาดมนัดอีาจจะขาย
ไดร้าคามากกวา่น้ันดว้ยซ า้ เธอ
ตอ้งรูน้ะวา่เสือ้ผา้เกา่น่ะเขาตดั
ตามขนาดของสคารเ์ลทท ์โอ' 
ฮารา เอวยีส่บินิว้ไง [...]" (p.35) 
"This is in a very good 
condition. If I can put it in 
the shop, It might be sold 
for…seventy-five dollars."  
     "Seventy-five dollars… 
that much?" 
     "What do you think? 
Seventy-five yen? If it's in 
a good size, you might 
get even more than that. 
You need to know that 
old clothes were de-
signed for Scarlet 
O'Hara's twenty-inch 
waists [...] 
Retained Transliteration 
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p.34 
   "Pat doesn't want the house?"   
"What would he do with it?"   "But 
it's a shame to have this lovely 
place pass put of the family after 
so many years--"   Mrs. Macdougal 
sniffed. "Sloppy sentimentality, my 
girl. The place is a damned white 
elephant; it ruined my father, try-
ing to live up to an income he did-
n't have, and it was falling down 
around our ears until I married 
Jackson. [...]" 
Common 
saying 
Keyphrase Modified 
   "แลว้นา้แพทไม่อยากไดบ้า้น
หลงันีไ้วห้รอกหรอืคะ?"   "เขาจะ
เอาไปท าอะไร?"   "แตม่นัน่า
เสยีดายนะคะทีจ่ะเอาบา้นสวยๆ 
อยา่งนีไ้ปขายใหก้บัใครก็ไม่รู ้ท ัง้
ทีท่า่นเองก็อยูม่านาน..."   "น่ัน
มนัเป็นแคเ่ร ือ่งของความรูส้กึ
เทา่น้ันละแม่หนู บา้นหลงันีถ้า้จะ
เปรยีบมนัก็เหมอืนกบัชา้งเผอืก 
มนัเคยท าเลยชวีติพ่อฉันมาแลว้
เพราะพยายามจะรกัษามนัไวท้ ัง้ที่
ไม่มรีายได ้มนัท าใหเ้รามหีนีส้นิ
ทว่มหวัทว่มหกูวา่ทีฉั่นจะแตง่งาน
กบัแจค๊สนั [...] (pp.68-69) 
     "But doesn't Pat want 
to keep the house?"     
"What would he do with 
it?"     "But it's a shame to 
sell this beautiful house 
to the stranger after liv-
ing here for so many 
years..."   "It's just being 
sentimental. And you 
know, this house is like a 
white elephant. It once 
ruined my father's life be-
cause he wanted to keep 
it although he did not 
have any income. It 
drowned us in debt until I 
married Jackson. 
Abandoned 
MistranslationAlthough 
literally translated,  the 
expression 'white ele-
phant' in Thai refers to 
someone of something 
with extraordinary quali-
ties that should be val-
ued.  Thus, literal transla-
tion of the allusion in this 
context might confuse 
the reader in the target 
culture since the word 
'white elephant' in the 
source text contains neg-
ative connotation, but  
the white elephant in 
Thai is an absolutely posi-
tive word. As a result, the 
translation is considered 
mistranslated. 
p.41 
   "I said you look like Dracula. Did-
n't you sleep?" Literature Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ฉันวา่หนา้เธอเหมอืนแดรก
ควิล่า เขา้ไปทกุทแีลว้ ไม่ได ้
หลบัไดน้อนบา้งเลยหรอืไง" 
(p.80) 
     "I said your face look 
like Dracula, didn't you 
sleep?" 
Retained Transliteration 
p.43 
   Her voice was placid, almost 
cheerful, though she had been 
screaming like a harpy only a few 
minutes earlier.  
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   น ้าเสยีงของหลอ่นสงบเกอืบจะ
เป็นเรงิร ืน่เสยีดว้ยซ า้ ทัง้ทีก่อ่น
หนา้นีเ้พิง่จะทะเลาะเสยีงดงัล ัน่ 
[…] (p.84) 
     Her voice was calm, al-
most cheerful although 
we had just screaming at 
each other a moment ago 
[…] 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
p.85 
   "The stones themselves are not 
valuable,"said Mr.Bates. "However, 
the jewelry belonged to Dolley 
Madison. […]" 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
     "ผมจ าไดว้า่เคร ือ่งประดบัชดุ
นีเ้คยเป็นของดอลเลย ์เมดสินั 
[…]" (p.161) 
     "I remember that the 
jewelry beloned to Dolley 
Madison […]" Retained Transliteration 
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p.85 
   "The stones themselves are not 
valuable,"said Mr.Bates. "However, 
the jewelry belonged to Dolley 
Madison. It is depicted in the 
Warren Portrait, and its pedigree 
is authenticated." 
Art Propernoun Original 
     "ผมจ าไดว้า่เคร ือ่งประดบัชดุ
นีเ้คยเป็นของดอลเลย ์เมดสินั 
ลอกแบบมาจากในภาพพอเท
รทของวอรเ์รนเป็นของแทท้กุ
เม็ดเลยนะครบั" (p.161) 
     "I remember that the 
jewelry beloned to Dolley 
Madison copying the jew-
elry in the Warren Por-
trait. Every piece is genu-
ine." 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Warren' was translit-
erated, the rest of the al-
lusion was literally trans-
lated. 
p.104 
   "This is your style."Cheryl held up 
a shimmering peach nightgown, 
cut low in front and clinging 
across the hips. "What do you call 
it? 
   "It's a bias-cut satin nightgown 
from the thirties. The Jean Harlow 
look. I might have been able to 
wear it once..." 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
     "แบบนีถ้งึจะเหมาะกบัคณุ" 
เชอรลิหยบิเสือ้คลมุสชีมพูหวาน
ซึง่ดา้นหนา้ควา้นคอคอ่นขา้งลกึ
และแนบตรงชว่งสะโพก "แลว้คณุ
เรยีกชดุนีว้า่อะไรละ่?" 
     "มนัเป็นเสือ้ทีม่ลีกัษณะผสม
ระหวา่งเสือ้คลมุกบัเสือ้แบบ
ล าลอง ฉันเคยลองใสค่ร ัง้หน่ึง
เหมอืนกนั" 
(p.196)  
     "This is what suits you," 
Cheryl picked the sweet 
pink gown with the front 
low cut and clinging 
around the waist. "What 
do you call this dress?"  
     "It's a misture between 
a nightgown and a casual  
dress. I used to try it once 
too." 
Abandoned Omission 
p.119 
    "You're a dealer?"karen asked. 
   The woman nodded. "I have a 
shop in Harper's Ferry. Quilts, cov-
erlets, old lace, vintage clothing. 
   "My friend is a dealer, 
too,"Cheryle said proudly. "She 
specializes in vintage." 
   "Oh?" […] 
   "Sisters under the skin."The 
other woman held out a tanned 
hand. 
Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
     "อา้ว คณุเป็นเจา้ของรา้น
ดว้ยหรอืคะ?" คาเรนถามอยา่ง
ประหลาดใจ 
     "ใช"่ ผูห้ญงิคนน้ันพยกัหนา้
รบั "ฉันมรีา้นอยูท่ีฮ่ารเ์ปอร'์ส 
เฟอรี ่ก็ขายทัง้น้ันแหละ ทัง้พวก
ผา้หม่ ผา้คลมุเตยีง ผา้ลกูไมแ้บบ
เกา่ เสือ้ผา้สมยัเกา่" 
     "เพือ่นฉันเขาก็ขาย
เหมอืนกนันะคะ" เชอรลิพูดหยิง่ๆ 
"แลว้เขาก็เป็นผูเ้ช ีย่วชาญ
เกีย่วกบัเร ือ่งเสือ้ผา้สมยัเกา่ดว้ย" 
     "โอ?" [...] 
     "ถา้อย่างนัน้เรากย็งัพอ
พูดกนัได"้ ผูห้ญงิคนน้ันยืน่มอื
คล า้ๆ เป้ือนฝุ่ นมาให ้(p.222) 
     "Oh, you also owns a 
shop?" Karen asked curi-
ously. 
     "Yes," the woman nod-
ded. "I have a shop in 
Harper's Ferry. I sell eve-
rything like blnkets, du-
vets, vintage lace and 
clothing." 
     "My friend also sell 
those items," Cheryl said 
hostily. "She is also an ex-
pert on vintage clothing." 
     "Oh?" [...] 
     "We can talk to each 
other then. The woman 
held out her dark and 
dirty hand.  
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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p.120 
   "It's vey nice of you to tell me 
these things,"Karen said humbly.   
"You'll find it pays to stay on good 
terms with your colleagues in 
crime," Helen said. 
Common 
saying 
Keyphrase Modified 
     "ฉันตอ้งขอบใจคณุอยา่งมาก
เลยนะคะทีเ่ลา่เร ือ่งนีใ้หฟั้ง" 
คาเรนพูดอยา่งส านึกในบุญคณุ     
"เพราะฉะน้ัน" เฮเลนกลา่วตอ่ 
"ทางทีด่ทีีส่ดุก็คอืพยายามท าดี
ไวก้บัเพือ่นทีม่อีาชพีเดยีวกนั 
[…]" (p.224) 
     "Thank you very much 
for telling us about all 
these things," Karen said 
gratefully.     "Thus," Helen 
continued. "The best way 
is being nice to your col-
leauges […] 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
p.131 
   "Don’t expect the cops to show 
up for a while. The weekend rev-
elers are winding up their cele-
brations, and a little old break-in 
isn't going to impress the boys in 
blue." 
Current 
affairs 
Macro-level Modified 
     "อยา่เพิง่หวงัวา่ต ารวจจะรบี
รอ้นมาหาเราตอนนีเ้ลย น่ีมนั
วนัหยดุ ใครๆ เขาก็อยากจะอยู่
บา้นกนัทัง้น้ันหรอืไม่ก็ไปสนุกกบั
เพือ่นฝูง ไอค้นทีม่นับุกเขา้มาใน
บา้นจะเป้นใครเราไม่อาจรูไ้ด ้
เพราะตอนน้ันมนัมดืมาก" 
(p.245) 
     "Don't expect the police 
to rush here right away. 
It's a weekend. Everyone 
wants to stay home or 
party with friends. We 
don't know who broke 
into your house since it 
was very dark then." 
Abandoned Omission 
p.170 
They had heard from her twice in 
the last two days, assuming Mr. 
Bates had passed on the infor-
mation about Horton. It wasn't ex-
actly a case of the boy who cried 
"wolf,"for there had definitely 
been a wolf of sorts in her hall-
way; but she had a feeling the po-
lice would get a trifle blasé about 
her complaints if she called them 
every day. 
Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
เพราะเพยีงแคเ่วลาสองวนัต ารวจ
ไดร้บัแจง้จากเธอถงึสองคร ัง้แลว้  
คร ัง้หลงันีน่้าจะเป็นมสิเตอรเ์บทส ์
น่ันเองทีแ่จง้เร ือ่งการพบตวัฮอร ์
ตนัใหต้ ารวจทราบและถา้คร ัง้นี้
เธอแจง้ไปวา่ม ี'ผ'ี เขา้มาเดนิอยู่
ในสวน ต ารวจคงคดิวา่เธอสตไิม่
แน่ […] (p.306) 
Because only two days, 
the police had heard 
from her twice. The late 
one was likely to be Mr. 
Bates reporting about 
seeing Horton to the po-
lice. If she called and told 
them that there was 'a 
ghost' in her garden, the 
police would think she 
was mentally unstable. 
Abandoned Omission 
p.173 
Men seemed to prefer the kind of 
life he was presently leading, 
without commitments, flitting 
from woman to woman as the 
King of Siam had advised, having 
casual extramarital flings with the 
wives of colleagues and associ-
ates. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
The entire passge was 
omitied. 
  
Abandoned Omission 
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p.173 
   There's plenty of that going on, 
Karen reminded herself with a 
sour smile. Men weren't the only 
ones who had no qualms about 
the Seventh Commandment. 
Religion Keyphrase Original 
The entire passge was 
omitied. 
  
Abandoned Omission 
p.175 
   "What about the twenties? I 
have some gorgeous dresses from 
that period. And you have the 
right figure for them. 
   "[…]. The twenties? Yes, that 
could be fun. Jazz and prohibition 
and--and that sort of thing." 
   Like bootleggers and gang wars, 
Karen thought. Oh well, nostalgia 
is in the eyes of the beholder. 
History 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
     "สกัปลายปีสองศนูยเ์ป็นไง? 
บงัเอญิฉันมเีสือ้ตวัหน่ึงซึง่เป็น
ของสมยัน้ันพอดแีละดจูากรปูรา่ง
ของเธอแลว้ก็รูส้กึว่าน่าจะใสไ่ด ้
เสยีดว้ยส"ิ 
     […] 
     "[…] เมือ่กีเ้ธอวา่ปีสองศนูย ์
ง ัน้เหรอ... เอาสคิงตลกดถีา้เราใส่
เสือ้ผา้สมยัน้ัน เราจะมงีานเตน้ร า
กนัดว้ย (p.314) 
     "How about the late 
Twenties? I happens to 
have a dress from the pe-
riod. And it seems to fit 
your figure."  
     […] 
     "[…] You said the Twen-
ties, right?... Yes, that 
must be funny if we wear 
dresses from that period. 
And we are going to 
dance." 
Abandoned Omission 
p.175 
   "What about the twenties? I 
have some gorgeous dresses from 
that period. And you have the 
right figure for them. 
   "[…]. The twenties? Yes, that 
could be fun. Jazz and prohibition 
and--and that sortt of thing." 
   Like bootleggers and gang wars, 
Karen thought. Oh well, nostalgia 
is in the eyes of the beholder. 
Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
     "สกัปลายปีสองศนูยเ์ป็นไง? 
บงัเอญิฉันมเีสือ้ตวัหน่ึงซึง่เป็น
ของสมยัน้ันพอดแีละดจูากรปูรา่ง
ของเธอแลว้ก็รูส้กึว่าน่าจะใสไ่ด ้
เสยีดว้ยส"ิ 
     […] 
     "[…] เมือ่กีเ้ธอวา่ปีสองศนูย ์
ง ัน้เหรอ... เอาสคิงตลกดถีา้เราใส่
เสือ้ผา้สมยัน้ัน เราจะมงีานเตน้ร า
กนัดว้ย (p.314) 
     "How about the late 
Twenties? I happens to 
have a dress from the pe-
riod. And it seems to fit 
your figure."  
     […] 
     "[…] You said the Twen-
ties, right?... Yes, that 
must be funny if we wear 
dresses from that period. 
And we are going to 
dance." 
Abandoned Omission 
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p.177 
"The Hattie Carnegie is nine hun-
dred and fifty." […] 
   Miriam stared at her. "You've got 
to be kidding." 
   "I know it seems like a lot, but 
the white one was handmade by 
Callot Soeurs." 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
     "ส าหรบัชดุทีอ่อกแบบโดย
แฮตตี ้คารเ์นจีร้าคาเกา้รอ้ยหา้
สบิ" […] 
     "เธอลอ้ฉันเลน่หรอืเปลา่น่ี?" 
มเิรยีมมองหนา้เธออยู ่
     "ฉันรูว้า่ราคามนัออกจะสงูไป
สกัหน่อย แตเ่สือ้ชดุสขีาวน่ันเป็น
เสือ้เย็บมอืทัง้ตวัโดยฝีมอืของ
คาลลอท ชาวเออรส์ทเีดยีวนะ" 
(p.317) 
     "The dress designed by 
Hattie Carnegie is nine 
hundred and fifty." […] 
     "Are you kidding me?" 
Miriam stared at her. 
     "I know that the price is 
rather high. But that 
white dress was hand-
made by Callot Soeurs." 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
explanation 'ชุดท่ีออกแบบโดย' 
(the dress designed by' to 
explain the allusion 
p.177 
"The Hattie Carnegie is nine hun-
dred and fifty." […]   Miriam stared 
at her. "You've got to be kidding."   
"I know it seems like a lot, but the 
white one was handmade by Cal-
lot Soeurs." 
Media 
&enter-
tain 
Propernoun Original 
     "ส าหรบัชดุทีอ่อกแบบโดย
แฮตตี ้คารเ์นจีร้าคาเกา้รอ้ยหา้
สบิ" […]     "เธอลอ้ฉันเลน่หรอื
เปลา่น่ี?" มเิรยีมมองหนา้เธออยู ่    
"ฉันรูว้า่ราคามนัออกจะสงูไปสกั
หน่อย แตเ่สือ้ชดุสขีาวน่ันเป็น
เสือ้เย็บมอืทัง้ตวัโดยฝีมอืของ
คาลลอท ชาวเออรส์ทเีดยีว
นะ" (p.317) 
     "The dress designed by 
Hattie Carnegie is nine 
hundred and fifty." […]     
"Are you kidding me?" 
Miriam stared at her.     "I 
know that the price is ra-
ther high. But that white 
dress was handmade by 
Callot Soeurs." 
Retained Transliteration 
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p.183 
   "[…], they're going to get sick of 
hearing from me! They get calls all 
the time from nervous women 
who think there are burglars un-
der the bed--" 
Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase  
Modified 
     "[…] ต ารวจเบือ่แน่ถา้ไดย้นิ
เร ือ่งของฉันเขา้อกี มนัคลา้ยกบั
ฉันเป็นโรคประสาททีค่อยแตจ่ะ
เรยีกต ารวจมาจบัขโมยทีเ่ขา้
มาซอ่นตวัอยู่ใตเ้ตยีง…" 
(p.329)  
     "[…] The police're going 
to be sick if they hear 
from me again. It's like 
I'm crazy and keep calling 
them to catch the thief 
hiding under my bed…" 
Abandoned 
Mistranslation 
 
Although literally trans-
lated,  the translation 
does not convey the 
meaning that burglars 
under the bed were just 
the imagination of the 
character.  
 
Literal translation in this 
context might result in 
misunderstaing of the 
text; thus, the allusion 
was considered mistrans-
lated.  
p.192 
Cheryl struck a pose. She was 
wearing a strapless fifties prom 
dress with a bouffant net skirt, […] 
   Mark arrived promptly at six-
thirty, […] he examined his sister 
and broke into rude, uninhibited 
laughter. "What are you supposed 
to be, the sweetheart of Sigma 
Chi?" 
Meida & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เธออยูใ่นชดุไม่มแีขน กระโปรง
จบีบานพองฟูรอบตวั […]  
     มารค์มาถงึหกโมงตรง […] 
เขามองสองสาวอยา่งขบขนั พูด 
กลัว้หวัเราะ 
     "ถามจรงิๆ เถอะวา่ท าไมถงึ
แตง่ตวักนัอยา่งนีล้ะ่ อยากจะเป็น
หวานใจของซกิม่า ชหีรอื?" 
(p.345) 
She was in a sleeveless 
dress with a bouffant 
skirt […] 
     Mark arrive precisely at 
six. […] He watched the 
girls amusingly and said 
while laughing. "Really, 
why do you dress like 
this. Wanna be the 
Sweetheart of Sigma 
Chi?"  
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The word 'Sigma Chi' was 
transliterated, the rest of 
the allusion was literally 
translated. 
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p.193 
Too bad we don't have our cards 
printed, Karen, we could pass 
them out to people."   "That would 
be just dandy for my image," said 
Mark. "I've got trouble enough be-
ing seen in public with somebody 
who looks like Debbie Reynolds." 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
เสยีดายนะคาเรนทีเ่รายงัไม่มี
นามบตัร ไม่อยา่งน้ันละก็ฉันจะไล่
แจกแขกทกุคนเลยทเีดยีว"     
"ไดโ้ปรดอยา่ท าอยา่งน้ันเป็นอนั
ขาด" มารค์รอ้งขึน้ "แคม่มีา
ปรากฏตวัในทีส่าธารณะพรอ้ม
กบัผูห้ญงิสองคนทีแ่ตง่ตวัเหมอืน 
เด็บบี ้เรโนลดส์น่ีมนัก็ล าบากใจ
จะแยอ่ยูแ่ลว้" (p.346) 
It's a shame, Karen. We 
haven't had our cards. If 
we did, I could pass it to 
every guest."     "Please 
definitely don't do that," 
Mark complaint. "It is al-
ready too much being in 
public with two women 
dressing like Debbie 
Reynolds." 
Retained Transliteration 
p.195 
If you had told me the ladies were 
going to be so dolled up, I'd have 
gotten my tux out of mothballs." 
   "Just don’t mention the sweet-
heart of Sigma Chi," Cheryl 
warned him. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ถา้คณุบอกผมเสยีหน่อยวา่
สภุาพสตรที ัง้สองจะแตง่ตวักนั
หรหูราขนาดนีผ้มจะไดล้ว้งชดุ
ทกัซโิดอ้อกมาแตง่" 
     "อยากพูดอะไรก็พูดไปเถอะ 
แตอ่ยา่บอกวา่เราเป็นหวานใจ
ของซกิม่า ชกี็แลว้กนั" เชอรลิ
ปราม (p.349) 
If you had told me that  
the ladies was going to 
dress so elegantly, I’d 
have dusted my tuxedo." 
     "Say whatever you 
want, but don't mention 
the Sweetheart of Sigma 
Chi" Cheryl warned him. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The word 'Sigma Chi' was 
transliterated, the rest of 
the allusion was literally 
translated. 
p.199 
   "I am trying to conduct a proper 
interrogation," tony said. "And I'm 
having a hell of a hard time doing 
it. Did you tell anyone Cheryl was 
going to be at Karen's?" 
   Mark's cheeks darkedned. "What 
do you think, that I called every-
body I know to tell them the cat's 
away and now little brother can 
play?" 
Common 
saying 
Key phrase Modified 
     "น่ีมนัเป็นหลกัของการ
สอบสวนนะ" โทน่ีวา่ "และผม
จ าเป็นจะตอ้งใชค้วามพยายาม
อยา่งมากดว้ย วา่แตค่ณุบอกให ้
ใครรูห้รอืเปลา่ละ่วา่เชอรลิจะไป
นอนกบัคาเรนเมือ่คนื?" 
     "น่ีคณุคดิวา่ผมเป็นคน
ยงัไง?" คราวนีใ้บหนา้ของมารค์
แดงเขม้ขึน้ "น่ีคณุคดิวา่ผม
จะตอ้งเทีย่วโทรศพัทบ์อกใครทกุ
คนวา่คนืนีน้้องสาวไม่อยู่บา้น
หรอกนะ... อยา่งน้ันหรอื?" 
(p.357) 
     “It’s the principle of in-
terrogation,” Tony said. 
“And I’m putting in a lot 
of effort. By the way, did 
you tell anyone that 
Cheryl would stay over at 
Karen’s place last night?” 
   “What kind of person do 
you think I am?” Mark’s 
face turned redder. “Do 
you think that I would 
phone people and tell 
them that my sister is 
not here tonight?…re-
ally?”  
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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History Propernoun Original 
     "รูส้กึวา่เร ือ่งนีไ้ม่เกีย่วกบัที่
ผมคดิอยูเ่สยีแลว้ ทัง้นีเ้พราะ
เสือ้ผา้พวกน้ันไม่ไดถ้กูขโมยไป 
มนัเพยีงแตถ่กูโกยออกไปพาด...
ไวก้บัราว...ในสวน...มนัท าใหผ้ม
คดิถงึอะไรขึน้มาเร ือ่งหน่ึง […]"     
"คณุหมายถงึดสิแตรทฝอรด์
น่ันใชไ่หม?" (p.360) 
     "I think this is not what I 
believed it was. The 
clothes weren't stolen. 
They were taken and 
left… on the hangers…in 
the garden. It makes me 
think of a case […]"      "You 
means The Stratford, 
right?"  
Retained Transliteration  
  
  
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"จรงิๆ แลว้ ผมไม่เชือ่เร ือ่งผสีาง
อะไรเลย ผมเชือ่วา่ผลทกุอยา่ง
ยอ่มจะตอ้งเกดิจากเหต ุรวมทัง้
คดขีองสแตรทฝอรด์น่ันดว้ย 
(pp.361-362) 
"In fact, I don’t at all be-
live in ghosts. I believe 
that every result comes 
of a certain cause includ-
ing the Stratford case." 
Retained 
Transliteration  
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
word คดี (case) to describe 
the nature of the allu-
sion. 
p.208 
    "Can I read the book?" Cheryl 
asked. 
   "Help yourself. It's only on my 
bedside table because I've been 
too lazy to put it away. Maybe I 
had better get rid of it before Pat 
comes home; he's likely to go af-
ter the author with a horse whip 
when he reads that libel about his 
mother." 
   [...] 
   "Pat is just as likely to consider it 
the best joke since Watergate," 
Mark added. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
     "ขอฉันอ่านหนังสอืเลม่นี้
หน่อยไดไ้หม?" เชอรลิเอ่ยถาม
ขึน้ 
     "เชญิตามสบาย ทีฉั่นวางไว ้
บนโตะ๊หวัเตยีงเพราะขีเ้กยีจเอาไป
เก็บเทา่น้ัน บางทฉัีนควรจะก าจดั
มนัออกไปกอ่นหนา้ทีแ่พทจะกลบั
บา้นดกีวา่ ไม่อยา่งน้ันละ่ก็เขา
เป็นตอ้งตามไปจกิตวัคนเขยีนมา
คว ่าเฆีย่นดว้ยแซม่า้แน่เลย ถา้
เขาเห็นวา่เขยีนถงึแม่เขาไวย้งัไง
บา้ง" 
     [...] 
     "ผมวา่แพทอาจจะเห็นเป็น
เร ือ่งตลกแบบเดยีวกบัคดวีอ
เตอรเ์กทก็ได"้ มารค์เสรมิ 
(p.374) 
     "Can I read this book?" 
Cheryl asked. 
     "Yes, of course. I pur in 
on the bedside table be-
cause I've been too lazy 
to put it away. Maybe I 
should get rid of it before 
Pat comes back; or else, 
he would hunt down the 
writer and whip him with 
a horse whip if he knows 
what he wrote about his 
mother." 
     [...] 
     "I think Pat might see it 
as a joke like the Wa-
tergate," Mark added. 
Retained 
Transliteration  
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
word คดี (case) to describe 
the nature of the allu-
sion. 
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p.237 
   Karen stopped brushing; her 
hair stood up in a wild halo, like 
Frankenstein's bride. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
The entire passge was 
omitied. 
  
retained Omission 
p.239 
"Which of the dresses are you go-
ing to sell that--Mrs. Givens?"    "I 
don't know. She 'll want one of 
Mrs. Mac's gowns, I suppose. 
Keeping up with the Joneses--or, 
in this case, her dear friend Mir-
iam. But I'm not going to ler het 
have anything until I'm certain 
the museums aren't interested." 
Common 
saying 
Key phrase Modified 
     "แลว้เธอจะขายชดุไหนใหย้าย
คณุนายกฟิเวน่สน่ั์นละ่?" เชอรลิ
ถามพลางจดรายการลงสมุด      
"ไม่รูส้ ิเห็นเขาบอกวา่อยากจะได ้
ชดุของมสิซสิแม็คสกัชดุหน่ึง 
เขาคงอยากจะใหเ้หมอืนๆ กบั
มเิรยีมละมงั แตต่อนนีฉั้นเห็นจะ
ยงัไม่ขายอะไรใหเ้ขาหรอกจนกวา่
จะแน่ใจเสยีกอ่นวา่ทาง
พพิธิภณัฑไ์ม่ตอ้งการแลว้" 
(pp.426-427) 
     "Which dress are you 
going to sell that Mrs. Giv-
ens?" Cheryl asked  while 
writing the list down the 
notebook.     "I don't know. 
She said she wants one of 
Mrs Mac's dresses. She 
might want something 
similar to Miriam. But I 
won't sell anything to her 
until I'm sure the muse-
ums don't want them." 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
p.276 
   "To be honest, I didn't ask. Mark 
is always coming up with wild the-
ories. I tell him to write thrillers. 
Margaret Truman does it, and 
Senator Hart, so why not Con-
gressman Brinckley? […]" 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
     "พูดตามตรงนะ ฉันไม่ไดถ้าม
หรอก ปกตแิลว้ มารค์เขามกัจะมี
ความคดิอะไรทีม่นัแปลกพสิดาร
อยูเ่สมอๆ ฉันยงัเคยบอกเขาเลย
วา่เขาน่าจะเป็นนักเขยีนเร ือ่ง
สยองขวญั […]" (p.475) 
     "Frankly, I didn't ask. 
Mark often comes up 
with strange ideas. I tikd 
him that he should write 
thrillers […]"  
Abandoned Omission 
p.276 
   "To be honest, I didn't ask. Mark 
is always coming up with wild the-
ories. I tell him to write thrillers. 
Margaret Truman does it, and 
Senator Hart, so why not Con-
gressman Brinckley? […]" 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
     "พูดตามตรงนะ ฉันไม่ไดถ้าม
หรอก ปกตแิลว้ มารค์เขามกัจะมี
ความคดิอะไรทีม่นัแปลกพสิดาร
อยูเ่สมอๆ ฉันยงัเคยบอกเขาเลย
วา่เขาน่าจะเป็นนักเขยีนเร ือ่ง
สยองขวญั […]" (p.475) 
     "Frankly, I didn't ask. 
Mark often comes up 
with strange ideas. I tikd 
him that he should write 
thrillers […]"  
Abandoned Omission 
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p.277 
   Cheryl pushed her papers aside 
and frowned thoughtfully. There 
was a pencil behind her ear and a 
pen in her hand and a smear of 
ink on her cheek, but she didn't 
look like a businesswoman. She 
looked like Shirley Temple, dim-
ples and all. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
     เชอรลิเลือ่นกองเอกสารทีว่าง
อยูต่รงหนา้ออก ใบหนา้ขมวดมุ่น
อยา่งใชค้วามคดิหนัก (p.476) 
     Cheryl moved aside a 
pile of document in front 
of her. She frowned trying 
heard to think.  
Abandoned Omission 
p.306-
307 
All at once Karen wanted to 
stamp her foot and yell at the top 
of her lungs--anything to pene-
trate the sheel of sacrificial celi-
bacy in which Cheryl had swathed 
herself. A woman is not obliged to 
love a man just because he wants 
her to. But Tony was so worthy of 
love. A half-step more and Karen 
would have been over the brink 
herself.    And the reason that she 
couldn't take that half-step was as 
hopelessly sentimental and ab-
surd as Cheryl's reason. Pots and 
kettles, she thought wryly. 
Common 
saying 
Key phrase Modified 
The entire passge was 
omitied. 
  
Abandoned Omission 
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p.306-
307 
All at once Karen wante to stamp 
her foot and yell at the top of her 
lungs--anything to penetrate the 
sheel of sacrificial celibacy in 
which Cheryl had swathed herself. 
A woman is not obliged to love a 
man just because he wants her to. 
But Tony was so worthy of love. A 
hal-step more and Karen would 
have been over the brink herself.  
   And the reason that she couldn't 
take that half-step was as hope-
lessly sentimental and absurd as 
Cheryl's reason. Pots and kettles, 
she thought wryly. Not to mention 
people who live in glass houses. 
Common 
saying 
Key phrase Modified 
The entire passge was 
omitied. 
  
Abandoned Omission 
p.327 
   Now which way? There were 
two doors, the one at the front 
through which she had come, an-
other at the back of the room op-
posite the kitchen door. It was like 
some horrible game, the lady and 
the Tiger--pick the right exit you 
win, pick the wrong one you're 
dead. 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
    แลว้ตอนนีจ้ะหนีไปทางไหนกนั
ละ่? มนัมปีระตอูยูด่ว้ยกนัสอง
ประต ูทีอ่อกไปสูห้อ้งทีเ่ธอเพิง่
ผ่านเขา้มากบัทีอ่ยูต่รงขา้มประตู
ครวั  คาเรนบอกตวัเองวา่ถา้เธอ
เลอืกผดิทาง แน่นอนทีเ่ธอจะตอ้ง
ตายดว้ยน ้ามอืของมเิรยีมอยา่งไม่
ตอ้งสงสยั (pp.532-533) 
     And now which way to 
flee? There were two 
doors. One was to the 
room she had just been 
through, and the other 
opposite the door to the 
kitchen. Karen told herself 
if she chose the wrong 
one, shw would definitely 
be dead by Miriam's 
hands. 
Abandoned Omission 
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p.337 
   "Rob wouldn't have used one," 
Tony said. "He was skirting the 
edge of libel on that story any-
way, especially with the title--'Liz-
zie Borden or Jack the Ripper?' History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
     "รอ็บไม่เคยกลา้เอาชือ่ของ
คนทีเ่กีย่วขอ้งเขา้มาใชห้รอก" 
โทน่ีบอก "เขาเพยีงแตต่ ัง้ช ือ่เร ือ่ง
ใหม้นัคลา้ยๆ กนัเทา่น้ัน 
อยา่งเชน่เร ือ่งนีใ้ชช้ ือ่วา่ "ลซิซี ่
บอรเ์ดนหรอืแจค๊ เดอะรปิ
เปอร?์" 
     "Rob would have never 
mentioned the names of 
those involved," Tony 
said. "He just named his 
story using similar events 
like for this one, he used 
the title "Lizzie Borden or 
Jack the Ripper?" 
Retained Transliteration 
p.337 
   "Rob wouldn't have used one," 
Tony said. "He was skirting the 
edge of libel on that story any-
way, especially with the title--'Liz-
zie Borden or Jack the Ripper?' History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
     "รอ็บไม่เคยกลา้เอาชือ่ของ
คนทีเ่กีย่วขอ้งเขา้มาใชห้รอก" 
โทน่ีบอก "เขาเพยีงแตต่ ัง้ช ือ่เร ือ่ง
ใหม้นัคลา้ยๆ กนัเทา่น้ัน 
อยา่งเชน่เร ือ่งนีใ้ชช้ ือ่วา่ "ลซิซี ่
บอรเ์ดนหรอืแจค๊ เดอะรปิ
เปอร?์" 
     "Rob would have never 
mentioned the names of 
those involved," Tony 
said. "He just named his 
story using similar events 
like for this one, he used 
the title "Lizzie Borden or 
Jack the Ripper?" 
Retained Transliteration 
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Allusions in the period of globalisation  
(2000-2005) 
 
1. Catering to Nobody by Diane Mott Davidson (1990) 
2. Blood Work by Michael Connelly (1998) 
3. Resurrection Men by Ian Rankin (2002)  
4. The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown (2003) 
5. Darkly Dreaming Dexter by Jeff Lindsay (2004)  
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Catering to Nobody by Diane Mott Davidson (1990) 
Page Source text 
Sources  
of ref-
erent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai Translation Back translation Allusion in TT Strategies 
p.4 
   Other purchases out of 
my sixty-thousand-dollar 
divorce settlement had 
included a six-burner 
stove, extra oven and 
freezer, and enough 
cooking equipment to 
outfit Sears. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เคร ือ่งใชอ้ืน่ๆ ทีไ่ดม้าจากสว่นแบ่ง
ทรพัยส์นิตอนหยา่มูลคา่หกหมืน่
ดอลลา่รข์องฉันยงัมเีตาขนาด ๖ 
หวัเตา เตาอบพเิศษ และตูแ้ชแ่ข็ง
กบัอุปกรณท์ าคกุกีง้สารพดัทีม่า
เกนิจดัวางในหา้งเซยีรด์ว้ยซ า้ 
(p.15) 
Other appliances she 
bought from her divorce 
settlement worth sixty 
thousand dollars were a 
six-burner stove, a special 
oven, a freezer and differ-
ent cooking equipment 
could not it all in Sears 
Depertment Store. 
Retained Transliteration 
4 
At first, even though we 
were seperated, he 
would try to seduce me. 
Sometimes succesfully, I 
was ashamed to admit. 
Or he would start a fight 
to demonstrate his oppo-
sition to my financial in-
dependence. And by 
demonstrate, I don't 
mean like Gandhi. 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
อยา่งแรกก็คอืแมเ้ราจะหยา่ขาดกนั
แลว้ เขาก็ยงัพยายามมาโอโ้ลมปฎิ
โลมใหฉั้นขึน้เตยีงดว้ยซึง๋บางคร ัง้ก็
ส าเรจ็ ฉันรูส้กึละอายทีต่อ้งยอมรบั 
อกีอยา่งก็คอืเขามกัเปิดฉาก
ทะเลาะเพือ่ประทว้งความเป็นอสิระ
ทางการเงนิของฉัน และการ
ประทว้งของเขาก็ไม่ไดเ้ป็นแบบ
คานธเีสยีดว้ย (p.15) 
First, although we were 
divorced, he would try to 
seduce me. And success-
ful, sometimes, I was 
ashamed to admit. An-
other thing, he would try 
to start a fight about my 
financial freedom, and his 
demonstration was noth-
ing like Ghandi. 
Retained Transliteration 
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p.8-9 
[…], "Larry and Sean at-
tacked me. They said I 
was stupid for still going 
around on Halloween. 
They say I'm stupid 
about everything, and 
they're the stupid ones. 
Holloween isn't even here 
yet!" He shook his head, 
disgusted. […] 
   "Hmm" 
   He gave me a grim 
look. "And don't tell me 
all that stuff about 
turning the other 
cheek because I already 
tried that and it doesn't 
work. [...]" 
Religion 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
"ลารร์กีบัฌอนรมุผม บอกวา่ผม
โง่เง่าทีย่งัออกไปไหนๆ ในวนัฮาโล
วนี พวกมนัดา่วา่ผมมนัไง่ไปซะทกุ
เร ือ่ง ทัง้ๆทีพ่วกมนัน่ะแหละโง่บรม 
ยงัไม่ถงึวนัฮาโลวนัสกัหน่อย" แก
สา่ยหวัอยา่งชงิชงั […] 
   "ออืม"์ 
   ลกูมองฉันอยา่งขุน่ใจ "อยา่มา
พูดกบัผมเร ือ่งเอยีงแกม้อกีขา้ง
ใหพ้วกเขานะ เพราะผมพยายาม
แลว้แตไ่ม่ไดผ้ล [...]" (p.20) 
"Larry and Sean hit me 
and said that I was stupid 
to go around on Hallow-
een. They said I'm stupid 
about everything, but it's 
them who are stupid. It is-
n't Halloween, yet," he 
shook his head disguste 
[…]. 
     "Umm."  
     He looked irritatingly 
at me, "Don't tell me 
about turning the other 
cheek to them because I 
tried, but I didn't work. 
Retained Literal translation 
9 
   I shook my head and 
began to mince scallions 
for my Wild Man's Wild 
Rice Salad, so named be-
cause men usually turn 
the other cheek to 
rice.  
Religion Keyphrase Modified 
ฉันสัน่หวัและเร ิม่สบัหอมหวัเล็กให ้
ละเอยีดเพือ่จะใชท้ าสลดั "WILD 
MAN'S WILD RICE"  ทีม่นัไดช้ ือ่
ยงัง ัน้ก็เพราะพวกผูช้ายมกัเบอืน
หน้าหนีขา้วเสมอ (p.21) 
I shook my head and 
started to chopped shal-
lots for the "WILD MAN'S 
WILD RICE" salad. The 
name was from the fact 
that men usually turned 
way from rice.  
Retained Literal translation 
25 
I had just closed the re-
frigerator and was perus-
ing the homemade mag-
nets and cartoons with 
which Laura had fes-
tooned the door. […] 
   I read, "'This refrigera-
tor is cooler than Dave 
Brubeck.' […] 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ฉันเพิง่ปิดตูเ้ย็นและพจิารณารปู
การต์นูแม่เหล็กท าเองซึง่ลอราใช ้
ตดิโนต้ทีป่ระตตููเ้ย็น […] 
   ฉันเลยอ่านใหพ้วกเขาฟัง "ตูเ้ย็น
นีห้า้มแชแ่ข็งโครงการทีพ่ลาด
ของรฐับาล" […] (p.38) 
I had just closed the re-
frigerator and looked at 
handmade cartoon mag-
nets Laura made to hold 
the notes on its door […] 
     So, I read, "This fridge 
is not for freezing the 
falied projects of the 
government." […]  
Abandoned 
Mis-adaptation 
 
The translator seemed to 
recognise the allusion and 
tried to deliver comical ef-
fect of the allusion. How-
ever, the translation deliv-
ered different connotation 
altogether. Thus, the allu-
sion was considered mis-
adaptation. 
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25 
I had just closed the re-
frigerator and was perus-
ing the homemade mag-
nets and cartoons with 
which Laura had fes-
tooned the door. […] 
   I read, "[..]'A woman 
should be more than a 
cute dish in the Cabi-
net. She should be Sec-
retary of State.' […] 
Current 
affairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ฉันเพิง่เปิดตูเ้ข็นและพจิารณารปู
การต์นูแม่เหล็กท าเองซึง่ลอราใช ้
ตดิโนต้ทีป่ระตตููเ้ย็น […] 
   ฉันเลยอ่านใหพ้วกเขาฟัง "[…] 
เบือ้งหลงัสตรเีพอืบทกุคนคอื
บุรุษผูท้ าใหเ้ธอผดิหวงั" […] 
(p.38) 
I had just closed the re-
frigerator and looked at 
handmade cartoon mag-
nets Laura made to hold 
the notes on its door […] 
     So, I read, "[…] Be-
hind almost all of the 
women are the men 
who disappinted 
them." […]+H10  
Abandoned 
Mis-adaptation 
 
The translator seemed to 
recognise the allusion and 
tried to deliver comical ef-
fect of the allusion. How-
ever, the translation deliv-
ered different connotation 
altogether. Thus, the allu-
sion was considered mis-
adaptation. 
26 
[…] Arch said, "Oh Mom, 
you know. She was al-
ways making jokes. 'A 
school is for fish,' stuff 
like that." 
Common 
saying 
Keyphrase Original 
   […] อารก์จะพูดขึน้ "โธ ่แม่ฮะ 
แม่ก็รูน่ี้ ครลูอราชอบพูดตลกเสมอ
แหละ ประเภทวา่โรงเรยีนคอืที ่
ขงัเด็กเอาไวเ้พือ่ใหพ้่อแม่ไป
ท างาน อะไรท านองนีแ้หละ" 
(p.38) 
     […] Arch said, "Well, 
mom. You know that 
Teacher Laura was always 
making jokes. Something 
like School is  the place 
to keep children in 
while the perents goes 
to work. Something like 
that." 
Abandoned 
Mis-adaptationThe trans-
lator seemed to recognise 
the allusion and tried to 
deliver comical effect of 
the allusion. However, the 
translation delivered dif-
ferent connotation alto-
gether. Thus, the allusion 
was considered mis-adap-
tation. 
26 
[…] Arch said, "Oh Mom, 
you know. She was al-
ways making jokes. 'A 
school is for fish,' stuff 
like that." 
   "Right," I muttered, 
[…]. By the sink; "I 
went to plumbing 
school and them to 
make me  into Farrah 
Faucet." 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
   […] อารก์จะพูดขึน้ "โธ ่แม่ฮะ 
แม่ก็รูน่ี้ ครลูอราชอบพูดตลกเสมอ
แหละ ประเภทวา่โรงเรยีนคอืทีข่งั
เด็กเอาไวเ้พือ่ใหพ่้อแม่ไปท างาน 
อะไรท านองนีแ้หละ"  
   "จรงิดว้ย" ฉันพมึพ า [...] แถว
อ่างซงิก ์"เวลาจบัไดว้่ารฐัมนตรี
คอรร์ปัช ัน่ ประชาชนตอ้งไป
ตามชา่งประปามาจดัการให ้
ฯพณฯไขกอ๊กซะ" (pp.38-39) 
[…] Arch said, "Come on, 
mom. You know that 
Laura liked to say some-
thing funny, like school is 
where children are locked 
in when their parents are 
working. Something like 
that.  
     "That's ture," I mut-
tered […]. At the sink, 
"When a politician is 
caught corrupted, peo-
ple need to call a 
plumber for him to fix 
the leak." 
Abandoned 
Mis-adaptation 
 
The translator seemed to 
recognise the allusion and 
tried to deliver comical ef-
fect of the allusion. How-
ever, the translation deliv-
ered different connotation 
altogether. Thus, the allu-
sion was considered mis-
adaptation. 
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29 
   I looked through the 
kitchen drawers and 
found a pack of Kools, lit 
one, and inhaled deeply. 
Heavenly I pondered the 
walls of the kitchen, 
which Laura had papered 
in a pattern of ice cream 
cones in Neopolitan 
colors. Just right for a 
teacher. 
Food 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
ฉันเปิดดตูามลิน้ชกัในครวัแลว้ก็
พบบุหรีค่ลูสเ์ขา้ ฉันจดุสบูมวน
หน่ึงสดูควนัเขา้ไปเต็มที ่รูส้กึ
เหมอืนขึน้สวรรค ์มองดผูนัง
หอ้งครวัซึง่ลอราบุดว้ยกระดาษปิด
ผนังลายไอศกรมีโคน ชา่งสมกบั
เป็นครปูระถมเสยีจรงิๆ (p.42) 
I looked through the 
drawers in the kitchen and 
found a pack of Kool 
cigarrettes. I lit one and 
inhaled deeply feeling like 
going to heaven. I looked 
at the kitchen walls cov-
ered with wallpapers in a 
pattern of ice cream 
cones. Suitable for a pri-
mary school teacher.  
Abandoned Omission 
35 
   "Well hello, Goldy," 
said my ex-father-in-law 
with his patented toothy 
grin, The light shone off 
strands of white hair 
carefully combed across 
his bald pate. His teeth 
gleamed as he directed 
his smile back to Patty 
Sue, the wolf welcom-
ing Red Riding Hood.  
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-level Modified 
   "ฮลัโหล วา่ไงจะ๊ โกลด"ี อดตีพ่อ
สามขีองฉันยงิฟันขาวแบบทีค่งจด
ลขิลทิธิเ์อาไวแ้ลว้ แสงสวา่งทอด
จบัเสน้ผมสดีอกเลาทีย่งัหลงเหลอื
อยู ่และไดร้บัการหวปีาดเกลีย่ปิด
หวัลา้นของเขาเอาไว ้ฟันขาวของ
เขาเป็นประกายขณะเบอืนยิม้น้ัน
กลบัไปหาแพตต ีซ.ู..เจา้หมาป่า
ก าลงัปะเหลาะล่อหนูน้อย
หมวกแดงอยู ่(pp.48-49) 
     "Hello, Goldy," my ex-
father in law flashed his 
signature smile at me. The 
light shone on the remain-
ing grey hair that was 
combed to cover his bald 
head. His white teeth 
sparkled as he turned his 
smile back to Patty Sue… 
The wolf was welcom-
ing Red Riding Hood.  
Retained Literal translation 
35 
John Richard had inher-
ited his hulking build 
from Fritz, which was 
shown off to good ad-
vantage in yet another 
silk shirt with fringed vest 
and pants. 
   I said, "Fritz, you look 
like you just stepped off 
the set of 'Bonanza'" 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
จอหน์ รชิารด์ไดร้บัมรดกเรอืนรา่ง
สงูใหญ่มาจากฟรติซ ์ซึง่อวดหุน่
ของเขาในเสือ้เช ิต้ผา้ไหมเหมอืนๆ 
กนั พรอ้มกางเกงและเสือ้ก ัก๊ชาย
ครยุ 
   "ฟรติซค์ะ คณุดยูงักะเพิง่กา้ว
ออกมาจากฉากหนงัเร ือ่งโบนนั
ซา่ยงัไงยงังัน้" ฉันเอ่ย (p.49) 
John Richard inherited the 
tall and big body from 
Fritz whose well-built body 
was clearly shown in the 
silk shirt with fringed vest 
and pants.  
     "Fritz, you look like 
you just stepping out of 
the set of Bonanza 
movie," I said. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text)  
The translator added the  
word ฉากหนัง (movie) to 
explain the nature of the 
allusion. 
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53 
My ex-husband might 
have been able to mine 
the high school faculty 
for dates. But with Pome-
roy stuck on my house-
mate, it looked as if my 
chance to find social like 
from the same place was 
collapsing with the ra-
pidity of a soufflé. 
Food Macro-level Modified 
การทีพ่อมเมอรอยตดิหนึบอยูก่บั
เพือ่นรว่มบา้นของฉัน ท าใหดู้
เหมอืนวา่โอกาสทีฉั่นจะไดค้บควง
ใครทีไ่หนสกัคนฝ่อลงอย่าง
รวดเรว็ราวกบัไข่ฟู (p.68) 
The fact that Pomeroy 
stuck with my housemate 
made my opputunity to 
find someone fall as fast 
as the omelette.  
Retained 
Literal translation + TC 
equivalent 
 
The allusion to soufflé was 
substituted with a food from 
the target culture; that is the 
omelette. Thai omelette is fried 
in very hot oil, the omelette will 
grow fluffy, but after taking it 
out of the oil, it flattens very 
quickly.   
 
The rest of the allusion was lit-
erally translated. 
75 
   "How do you stay so 
thin?" demanded Marla. 
"I mean didn't they feed 
you out in eastern Colo-
rado, before you had to 
come out here to see 
Fritz, or what?"   "They 
fed me. And I'm trying to 
learn to cook," said Patty 
Sue in what I viewed as 
extraordinary understate-
ment. "One time Dad 
was sick for a long time 
and then I had to do the 
cooking because Mom 
got sick, too.I fixed fro-
zen stuff like Banquet 
chicken and Sara Lee." 
Food Propernoun Original 
   "ท าไมเธอถงึยงัผอมแหง้ยงังีน้ะ" 
มารล์าซกั "ฉันหมายความวา่พวก
เขาทีท่ีอ่สีเทริน์ โคโลราโดน่ะ ไม่
คอ่ยไดเ้ลีย้งดเูธอกอ่นทีเ่ธอจะมา
รกัษาตวักบัฟรติซน่ี์หรอืไง"   
"เลีย้งส ิแลว้ตอนนีฉั้นก็พยายาม
เรยีนท าอาหารอยู"่ แพตตี ้ซพููดไม่
คอ่ยเต็มปากนัก "คร ัง้หน่ึงพ่อฉัน
ป่วย แลว้ฉันก็ตอ้งท าอาหารเพราะ
แม่เกดิป่วยดว้ยอกีคน ฉันอุ่นพวก
อาหารแชแ่ข็งอยา่งสตไูกซ่อสขาว 
แลว้กเ็คก้ซาราล"ี (p.93) 
     "How come you stays 
so thin," Marla asked. "I 
mean didn’t they take a 
good care of you before 
you came to see Fritz?"     
"Yes, they did. And now 
I'm learning cooking," 
Patty Sue said not so con-
fidently.      "Once my dad 
was sick. I had to cook 
because my mom got sick, 
too. I reheated frozen 
food like chicken stew in 
white sauce and Sara Lee 
cake.  
Retained 
Transliteration Explicita-
tion (in-text) The transla-
tor added the word 'เคก้' 
(cake) to describe the al-
lusion. 
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77 
For postworkout relaxa-
tion there was a steam-
room, sauna, and hot tub 
in a locker room that 
would have given pause 
to the architectects of 
the Roman baths. 
Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ส าหรบัการผ่อนคลายหลงัออก
ก าลงัก็มหีอ้งอบไอน ้าซาวน่า มอี่าง
อาบน ้ารอ้นในหอ้งล็อกเกอรท์ีอ่าจ
ท าใหป้วงสถาปนิกผูอ้อกแบบโรง
อาบน า้โรมนัโบราณตอ้งตะลงึ 
(p.95) 
For relaxation after work-
ing out, there was a 
steamroom, sauna and a 
hot tub in a locker room 
that would stun the archi-
tects who had designed 
the ancient Roman 
baths. 
Retained 
Literal translation  
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
word 'โบราณ' (ancient) to 
add the information about 
the age of the allusion.   
78 
   In the locker room 
Marla said, "I don't know 
if I'm ready for this after 
two doughnuts and a 
Long John. What an un-
fortunately phallic 
name for an éclair, an-
yway. 
food  Macro-level Modified 
   ในหอ้งล็อกเกอรม์ารล์าออกปาก
วา่ "ไม่รูว้า่ฉันพรอ้มมัย้เน่ีย เพิง่จะ
กนิโดนัตสองชิน้กบัลอง จอหน์ อกี
หน่ึงเขา้ไปหยกๆ" (p.97) 
     In the locker room, 
Marla said, "I don't know 
if I'm ready. I've just fin-
ished two doghnuts and a 
Long John." Abandoned  Omission 
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79 
   The women were like 
pasta groupings, I de-
cided. The back row of 
overweight newcomers 
wiggled laboriously, ma-
nicotti in hot water. 
Next some lasagne, 
wide-looking one way 
and thin when they 
turned. The linguini in 
front of them possessed 
the same thin/wide di-
mensions, only in not so 
dramatic proportions. 
Then onward to spa-
ghetti and finally to ver-
micelli, then tall tubes 
like Patty Sue and Trixie. 
How Patty Sue could eat 
so much and stay so thin 
was beyond me. I was an 
incidental misfit on this 
row, short and round. An 
elbow macaroni, 
maybe. 
Food Propernoun Original 
   แลว้ฉันก็ตดัสนิใจวา่พวกผูห้ญงิ
เราก็เหมอืนพาสตา พวกมาใหม่
แถวหลงัสดุทีล่ว้นน ้าหนักเกนิตอ้ง
ออกเร ีย่วออกแรงอกัโขเพือ่ขยบั
เนือ้ตวัน่ันเหมอืนแผ่นแมนนิ
คอตตใินน า้รอ้น ถดัขึน้มาก็เป็น
พวกลาซานญ่าทีด่กูวา้งทาง
ดา้นหนา้ แตก่บัแคบบางเมือ่หนั
ขา้ง ขา้งหนา้พวกเธอเป็นเสน้ลงิ
กวะนีทีท่ ัง้ดา้นหนา้และดา้นขา้ง
แบนบางอยา่งเดยีวกนั เสยีแตว่า่ไม่
อยูใ่นสดัสว่นทีน่่าประทบัใจ แถว
ตอ่มาเป็นพวกสปาเกตตี ้และ
สดุทา้ยเป็นพวกเวอมเิชลล ีคอื
ผอมยางเหมอืนหลอดอยา่งแพตตี ้
ซ ูกบัทรกิซ ีฉันไม่อาจรุไ้ดว้า่ท าไม
แพตตี ้ซ ูซึง่กนิจชุะมดัจงึความ
ผอมไวไ้ดป้านนี ้สว่นฉันซึง่ดผูดิ
ชดุผดิพวกเมือ่อยูใ่นแถว เพราะทัง้
กลมทัง้เตีย้คงประมาณไดก้บั
มะกะโรนีขอ้งอละมัง้ (pp.97-
98) 
     I decided that the 
women were like pasta. 
Those in the back row 
were overweight  new-
comers needed to work 
hard to more were like 
manicotti in hot water. 
Next were Lasagne that 
looked wide in the front, 
but thin when they turned 
sideway. In front of them 
were Linguini with the 
same wide front and thin 
side, but not with the im-
pressive proportions. The 
next row was for Spa-
ghetti. And Finally, the 
Vermicelli like Patty Sue 
and Trixie. I had no idea 
how Patty Sue who ate so 
much could stay slim like 
this. As for me, I seemed 
out of place in this row 
because I was round and 
short, something like an 
elbow macaroni, I 
guess. 
Retained Transliteration 
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93-
94 
[…] Vonette greeted me 
after the doorbell on the 
massive front door to 
their contemporary wood 
home has bing-bonged 
à la Big Ben. 
Art Propernoun Original 
[…] วอนเนตตท์กัทายหลงัจากกริง่
ทีป่ระตมูหมึาดา้นหนา้ของบา้นไม ้
รว่มสมยัส่งเสยีงกกึกอ้งปาน
นาฬกิาบิก๊เบน (p.109) 
[…]  Vonette greeted me 
after the massive doorbell 
in front of their comtem-
porary wood house had 
made loud bing-bongs 
like the bells at Big 
Ben. 
Partially re-
tained 
Transliteration / meaning  
kept in a non-allusive 
manner.The word 'Big 
Ben' was transliterated. 
The rest of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. Explicitaion (in-
text)The translator ex-
plained in the text that 
Big Ben is a clock and the 
sound is from the bells.  
97 
   Great. Something had 
happened. Thinking 
about it gave Voneete a 
headache. And now I had 
to face Fritz alone. I 
picked up my basket. 
   "Well hello, Goldy," 
said Fritz after I had 
knocked and been admit-
ted to their enormous 
bedroom suite done in 
pink, green, and white. 
"Or should I say Little 
Red Riding Hood?" 
Litera-
ture 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เยีย่ม มบีางอยา่งเกดิขึน้แน่ๆ แค่
คดิถงึมนัก็ท าใหว้อนเนตตป์วดหวั
แลว้ แตต่อนนีฉั้นจะตอ้งไป
เผชญิหนา้กบัฟรติซเ์พยีงล าพงั 
ฉันยกตระกรา้ขึน้ 
   "อ๋อ สวสัด ีโกลดี"้ ฟรติซเ์อ่ยทกั
หลงัจากทีฉั่นเคาะประตแูละไดร้บั
ค าอนุญาตใหเ้ขา้ไปในหอ้งนอน 
ซึง่เป็นหอ้งชดุขนาดใหญ่ซึง่
ตกแตง่ดว้ยสชีมพู เขยีว และขาว
แลว้ "หรอืฉันควรทกัวา่ สวสัด ีหนู
น้อยหมวกแดง" (p.114) 
     Great. Something had 
happened. Just thinking 
about it gave Vanette a 
headache. But now I 
needed to face Fritz all by 
myself. I picked up the 
basket. 
     "Oh, hello, Goldy," 
Fritz greeted me after I 
had knocked the door and 
been allowed to enter his 
bedroom which was mas-
sive and decorated with 
pick, green and white. "Or 
should I say Hello Little 
Red Riding Hood?" 
Retained Literal translation 
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98 
His almost-bald head 
shone like a baby's bum 
in the gray light from the 
television, which had a 
picture but no volume. 
The newspaper, a tray 
with dishes and cups, 
and the remote control 
fro the television were 
spread out around his 
lap. He was wearing pale 
blue pajamas covered 
with tiny dark blue 
fleurs de lis. A French 
king in repose, sans 
wig. 
Art Propernoun Original 
ศรีษะทีเ่กอืบจะลา้นเลีย่นของเขา
ใสสวา่งราวกน้ทารกในแสงสเีทา
จากโทรทศันซ์ึง่ขณะนีม้แีตภ่าพไม่
มเีสยีง  หนังสอืพมิพ ์ถาดใสถ่ว้ย
จาน และรโีมตคอนโทรลส าหรบัทวีี
วางเกลือ่นรอบตกั เขาสวมเสือ้
กางเกงชดุนอนสฟ้ีาอ่อน มี
ลวดลายดอกไอรสีสเีขม้ประปราย 
ดูเหมอืนพระราชาฝร ัง่เศส
ขณะนอนพกัโดยไม่สวมวกิ 
(p.114) 
His almost bald head 
shone like the bady's bot-
tom in the gray light from 
television that now 
showed the picture with-
out sound. A newspaper, 
a tray and the remote 
control for television scat-
tered around his lap. He 
was in a light blue pyja-
mas with dark Iris pat-
tern making him look like 
a French king while 
realxing without wig.  
Retained Literal translation 
111 
   The house to be 
cleaned was one of those 
rambling ranch-style 
structures done in all-
western décor right up to 
the walls hung with har-
nesses, cowboy hats, 
sombreros, and horse-
shoes. Maid service of 
this rancheete took six 
hours, which included 
polishing a coffee table 
shaped like a flatbed 
wagon.The worst was 
that I kept expecting 
Dale Evans to pop out 
from behind one of those 
numerous bathroom 
doors. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   บา้นหลงัทีไ่ปท าความสะอาดนี้
เป็นหน่ึงในบรรดาบา้นสไตลบ์า้นไร่
ทีป่ระเดเอาเครือ่งตกแตง่แบบ
ตะวนัตกทกุอยา่งมารวมไว ้มที ัง้
บงัเหยีนมา้ หมวกเม็กซกินัปีก
กวา้ง และเกอืกมา้ประดบัประดาอยู่
บา้นผนังดา้นตา่งๆ งานท าความ
สะอาดบา้นไรห่ลงัเล็กแบบนีต้อ้งใช ้
เวลาถงึ ๖ ช ัว่โมง ซึง่รวมทัง้การขดั
เงาโตะ๊กาแฟรปูทรงเหมอืนรถมา้
พืน้ราบน่ันดว้ย ทีแ่ยท่ีส่ดุคอืฉัน
คอยแตค่ดิวา่อาจมดีาราหนงัซี
รสีค์าวบอยในทวีโีผลพ่รวด
ออกมาจากประตหูอ้งน ้าทีม่ดีว้ยกนั
หลายหอ้ง (p.132) 
     The house I went to 
clean was one of the con-
try-style houses that were 
fully decorated with West-
ern décor like saddles, 
Mexican wide-brim hats 
and horseshoes all over 
the walls. The housekeep-
ing job for this small 
house took 6 hours to fin-
ish including polishing a 
coffee table shaped like a 
flatbed wagon. But the 
worst was I kept thinking 
that an actor from a 
cowboy TV show would 
appear from one of the 
bathroom doors. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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115 
   As I started down the 
sloping driveway to 
Laura's house, […]. 
Dread, sudden and 
unespected, throttled 
me. I stopped and stared 
at the small house […]   I 
pursed my lips and 
braced myself, then trot-
ted the rest of the way 
down the driveway. After 
all, I wasn't the first 
Goldilocks to go into 
an empty house. 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-level Modified 
   ขณะทีเ่ดนิลงไปตามทางลาดซึง่
ทอดสูบ่า้นของลอรา่ […] ฉันรูส้กึ
หวาดผวาขึน้มาฉันพลนัจนเหมอืน
จะหายใจไม่ออก หยดุยนืมองบา้น
หลงัเล็ก […]   ฉันเมม้ปาก 
ตดัสนิใจแน่วแน่แลว้ก็เดนิลงไปตาม
ทางรถเขา้บา้น ถงึยงัไงฉนัก็
ไม่ใชโ่กลดลิ็อกสร์ายแรกที ่
เขา้ไปในบา้นซึง่ว่างเปล่าดอก 
(p.137) 
     While I was walking 
along the slop leading to 
Laura's house […] I sud-
denly felt horrified and  
like I could not breathe. I 
stopped and stared at the 
small house. […]     I 
pressed my lips together 
and made a decision. I 
walked down the driveway 
to the house. Well, I was 
not the first Goldilock 
that broke into an 
empty house.  
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Goldilocks' was translit-
erated, while the rest of 
the allusion was trans-
lated literally. 
117 
   I was not going to load 
the gun. For one thing, I 
couldn't exactly remem-
ber how to do it. It 
looked menacing enough, 
a lot like a rifle really, 
and I would would just 
have to do a good imper-
sonation of Annie Oak-
ley if the need arose. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ฉันจะไม่บรรจกุระสนุดอก 
เหตผุลหน่ึงก็เพราะฉันจ าไม่ไดว้า่
ตอ้งท ายงัไง มนัดมูพีษิสงมากพอไม่
แพปื้นไรเฟิลน่ันเทยีว ทีฉั่นตอ้งท า
ก็คอืเลยีนแบบแอนนี โอกลยี ์ใน
ทวีใีหไ้ดห้ากจ าเป็น (p.139) 
     I was not loading the 
gun. I could not remem-
ber how to do it, for one 
reason. But it looked dan-
gerous enough by itself, 
much like the rifle. All I 
had to do was copying 
Annie Oakley in the TV 
if necessary. 
Retained 
Transliteration  
 
Explicitaion (in-text) 
'In the TV' was added to 
explain that the allusion 
refers to an actress. 
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   'Just a sec, back up. 
You just broke into 
Laura's house and found 
someone alse had broken 
in, too? [...]'   'I didn't 
break in,' I protested. 
'But the other person 
drove off in Laura's blue 
Volvo. Wearing a ski 
mask.'   A groan. He 
said, "Great. The woman 
kills herself and nobody 
finds her for two days 
and once she's buried 
her house is like a prac-
tice area for B and E. 
Current 
affairs 
Keyphrase Original 
   "เดีย๋วกอ่น ยอ้นกลบัไปหน่อย 
คณุเพิง่จะงดัเขา้ไปในบา้นของลอ
ราแลว้พบวา่มคีนอืน่งดัแงะเขา้ไป
ในน้ันดว้ยงัน้ร ึ[…]"    "ฉันไม่ได ้
งดัแงะนะ" ฉันประทว้ง "แตใ่ครอกี
คนนึงน่ะขบัรถวอลโวส่นี ้าเงนิของ
ลอรา่ออกไปแถมใสห่นา้กากสกี
ดว้ย"   เขาสง่เสยีงไม่ชอบใจ "เยีย่ม 
ผูห้ญงิคนน้ันฆ่าตวัตายโดยไม่มี
ใครรุ ้จนกระทัง่สองวนัผ่านไป แต่
พอศพเธอถกูฝังเสรจ็สรรพ บา้น
ของเธอก็กลายเป็นทีฝึ่กงานของ 
ข. และ ง." (p.147)    
     "Wait, can you go back 
for a bit? You broke into 
Laura's house and found 
that someone else had 
broken into it, too? […]"     
"I didn't break in the 
house," I protested. "But 
the other person drove off 
with Laura's blue Volvo 
wearing a ski mask."     
He made a sound showing 
his irritation, "Great. That 
woman had killed herself 
without anybody knowing 
for two days. But right af-
ter her body was buried, 
her house has become a 
practice place for ABC?  
Abandoned  
MistranslationThe transla-
tor translated B nd E with 
the second and the fifth 
alphabets of Thai lan-
guage. The translation 
does not make any 
senses. Thus, the allusion 
is considered mistrans-
lated. 
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   […], Inside the cave 
there was the possibility 
of finding treasure, but 
only if we could suc-
cesfully fight the mon-
ster.   I was thinking 
Freud would have a field 
day with this when Arch 
said that I had just en-
countered six giant water 
rats, and what did I want 
to do about it?   "What 
are my options?" I 
wanted to know [...].   
"Fight or flee," he said 
solemnly.   I thought. I 
wanted to ask a number 
if questions, beginning 
with "Just how big are 
these rats?" but then he 
yelled at me.   "Hurry up, 
Mom, you're slowing 
down the game!" 
Science 
& tech 
Propernoun Original 
[…] ขา้งในถ า้น้ันเราอาจจะได ้
สมบตัลิ า้คา่ถา้สามารถตอ่สูช้นะ
พวกปิศาจได ้  ฉันนึกในใจวา่ฟ
รอยดค์งเรงิรา่น่าดกูบัเร ือ่งแบบนี ้
เมือ่อารก์ระบุวา่ฉันก าลงั
เผชญิหนา้กบัหนูน ้ายกัษ ์๖ ตวั 
และฉันอยากจะจดัการเร ือ่งนี้
อยา่งไร   "มทีางเลอืกอะไรบา้งละ่" 
ฉันอยากรู ้[…]   "จะสูห้รอืจะหนี" 
อารก์ตอบอยา่งเครง่ขรมึ   ฉัน
ใครค่รวญ รูส้กึวา่น่าจะถามค าถาม
หลายขอ้กอ่นตดัสนิใจ จงึเร ิม่ตน้
ดว้ย "ไอห้นูยกัษพ์วกนีม้นัตวัใหญ่
สกัแคไ่หนละ่" แตแ่กกลบัเอ็ดฉัน   
"เรว็สฮิะ แม่ก าลงัถว่งใหเ้กมอดือาด
ยดืยาดนะ แบบเนียะ" (p.155) 
[…] Inside the cave, we 
might fiind a teasure that 
could be used to fight the 
monsters.     I was think-
ing that Freud would 
have been so eager about 
this kind of thing when 
Arch announced that I en-
countered six giant water 
rats and what I would 
want to handle them.     
"What choices do I have?" 
I was curious. [...]     "To 
fight or to flee," Arch said 
seriously.     I considered 
and felt like I still had a lot 
of questions before decid-
ing, so I started with 
"How big are these rats?" 
But he yelled at me.     
"Hurry up, Mom. You're 
slowing down the game 
doing this." 
Retained Transliteration 
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"I don't know what 
you're up to here. But 
you keep out of those 
confidential files, […] And 
listen up. Get yourself 
another doctor. Don't 
come back in this office 
or I'll call the cops."   
"I've got another doctor," 
I said. "But feel free to 
call the caps. Ah... try 
the one I've been going 
out with. He shoots peo-
ple for assault and bat-
tery."   John Richard 
gave me a look with 
enough steel in it to 
keep Pittsburgh going 
for a day. Then he 
whisked out in the cloud 
of anger and white coat. 
Geogra-
phy& na-
ture 
Macro-level Modified 
"ฉันไม่รุว้า่เธอมาทีน่ี่ท าไม แต่
ขอใหอ้ยูห่า่งๆ แฟ้มขอ้มูลสว่นตวั
พวกน้ันเอาไวน้ะ […] แลว้ก็ไปหา
หมอคนอืน่ไดแ้ลว้ อยา่กลบัมาที่
คลนิิกนีอ้กี ไม่งัน้ฉันจะแจง้ต ารวจ    
"ฉันมหีมอคนใหม่แลว้" ฉันบอก 
"แลว้ก็เชญิโทร.เรยีกต ารวจตาม
สบาย ออ้ ลองโทร.เรยีกคนทีฉั่นไป
เทีย่วดว้ยส ิเขาชอบยงิพวกทีช่อบ
ใชก้ าลงับงัคบัขนืใจและทบุตคีน
อืน่"   จอหน์ รชิารด์มองฉันอย่าง
โกรธเกรีย้ว กอ่นจะสะบดัเสือ้
กาวนเ์ดนิออกไปราวพายหุมุน 
(p.177) 
"I don't know why you are 
here, but stay away from 
those personal files. […] 
And find a new doctor for 
youself and never come 
back here or I'll call the 
police."      "I have a new 
doctor," I said. "And 
please call the police any 
time you want. Well, you 
can call the one I'm going 
out with. He likes to shoot 
people who like to beat 
and force others."     John 
Richard stared at me an-
grily before pulling at his 
gown and rushing off like 
a storm.  
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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"Here's an example. We 
used to both take our 
cars into that foreign-car 
repair shop off Main 
Street. She had that 
Volvo. I had the Jag. […] 
When he would go to 
check if they'd done all 
the work, Laura would 
turn around to me, flick 
her lighter on, and tell 
me how she wished she 
could torch the place. 
[...] One time she told 
me she was keeping a list 
of all the Volvo's prob-
lems, and she was going 
to send it to Ralph 
Nader in Swedish and 
put the whole car com-
pany out of business." 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
"เร ือ่งตอ่ไปนีเ้ป็นตวัอยา่งหน่ึง เรา
ทัง้คูเ่คยเอารถไปตรวจซอ่มทีอู่่ซอ่ม
รถนอกบนถนนสายหลกัเสมอ เธอ
ใชร้ถวอลโว ่ฉันใชจ้ากวัร ์[…] 
เวลาทีช่า่งเชก็เครือ่งซ า้หรอืยงั
ท างานไม่เสรจ็ ลอรา่ก็จะหนัมาหา
ฉัน จดุไฟแชก็ขึน้แลว้บอกวา่ เธอ
อยากจะวางเพลงิอู่นีเ้สยีจรงิ […] 
คร ัง้หน่ึงเธอบอกวา่จดบญัชี
สารพดัปัญหาของรถวอลโวไ่ว ้
หมดแลว้ และจะสง่ไปใหร้าลฟ์ เน
เดอร ์(นกัต่อสูเ้พือ่สทิธิ
ผูบ้รโิภคในสหรฐัทีโ่ด่งดงัมาก
ในชว่งทศวรรษที ่๑๙๖๐-๗๐) 
แหง่สวเีดน เอาใหไ้อบ้รษิทัน่ีเจง๊ไป
เลย" (p.185) 
"This is an example. We 
both used to have our 
cars checked at the same 
garage for foreign cars at 
the main street. She used 
Volvo. I used Jaguar. […] 
When the mechanics re-
checked or hadn’t finished 
their work, Laura would 
turn to me and flick open 
her lighter saying that she 
wished she could burn the 
garage down. [...] Once 
she told me that she listed 
all the Volvo's problems. 
She was going to send it 
to Ralph Nader ( an 
well-known activist for 
consumer's rights in 
the United States 
aroound 1960s - 70s) 
to Sweden and put the 
companry out of business. 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicitation 
(in-text) The explanation 
of the allusion was added 
in the bracket. 
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   Globular blue eyes set 
in a pale triangular face 
caught me from across 
the room, and I walked 
obediently through the 
maze of pupils' desks to-
ward the teacher's table. 
Janet Heath, fettuccine 
in the aerobics class, 
was now comfortably en-
sconced in a billowing 
black Indian-embroidered 
tent dress. 
Food 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ดวงตากลมโตบนใบหนา้รปู
สามเหลีย่มขาวเผอืดจบัจอ้งฉันอยู่
อกีฟากของหอ้ง ฉันเดนิอยา่งอ่อน
นอ้มผ่านแถวโตะ๊นักเรยีนไปยงัโตะ๊
คร ูเจเน็ต ฮธีพวกเสน้เฟตตุชเิน
ในช ัน้แอโรบกิซอ่นตวัอยูใ่นชดุ
ผา้ปักอนิเดยีนแดงสดี าทีฟ่องฟู 
(p.191) 
     Big round eyes on a 
pale triangular face stared 
at me from across the 
room. I walked humbly 
through rows of student 
desks to the teacher's ta-
ble. Janet Heath, fettuc-
cine in the aerobics 
class, was in loose Native 
American's black embroi-
dered dress. 
Retained Transliteration 
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   He said, "And I would 
appreciate it if you would 
quit worrying about this 
rat-poison silliness. Just 
let the police finish their 
job. They're the ones 
with the most infor-
mation. They know what 
they're doing."   I stood 
up to clear my place. I 
said, "As I recall, that 
what the approach that 
worked so well with Wa-
tergate." 
History Propernoun Original 
   "ฉันจะพอใจมาก ถา้เธอเลกิ
กงัวลกบัไอเ้ร ือ่งยาเบือ่หนูโง่ๆ น่ีซะท ี
ปลอ่ยใหต้ ารวจเขาจดัการกนัไป
เถอะ พวกเขาเป็นคนทีม่ขีอ้มูล
มากทีส่ดุอยูแ่ลว้ พวกเขารูด้วีา่
ก าลงัท าอะไรอยู"่   ฉันยนืขึน้ 
"เทา่ทีจ่ าได ้น่ีเป็นขอ้เสนอที่
ไดผ้ลดมีากเลยในกรณีวอเตอร ์
เกต" (p.204) 
     "I would be very 
pleased if you would stop 
worrying about this stupid 
rat-poison itssue. Let the 
police do their job. 
They've got the most in-
formation. They know 
what they're doing."     I 
stood up, "As I recall, the 
offer worked very well 
with Watergate case. 
Retained 
Transliteration Explicitaion 
(in-text)The word 'กรณ'ี 
(case) was added to ex-
plain the allusion. 
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   She picked up a hot 
dog and cone at the 
Dairy Delight next to the 
high school. We started 
to walk to class; I held 
the cone while she 
worked on the weiner. 
   […] 
   "No more goodies 
now," I said firmly to 
Patty Sue as she gave a 
longing look back at the 
giant glass ice cream 
sculture. "You don't want 
to turn into a pillar of 
salt." 
   "Huh?" 
   "You know," I said, 
"Lot's wife. She looked 
back when she wasn't 
supposed to." 
   "I don't understand 
what you're talkling 
about." 
Religion 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   เธอเลอืกฮอตด็อกกบัไอศกรมี
โคนทีร่า้นแดรี ่ดไีลตใ์กล ้ๆ  กบั
โรงเรยีนมธัยม เราเดนิไปยงับรเิวณ
ทีใ่ชเ้รยีน ฉันถอืไอศกรมีโคนไวใ้ห ้
ขณะทีเ่ธอจดัการกบัไสก้รอก 
   […] 
   "หยดุกนิไดแ้ลว้ละตอนนี"้ ฉัน
บอกแพตต ีซ ูอยา่งเฉียบขาด เมือ่
เธอเหลยีวกลบัไปมองรปูป้ัน
ไอศกรมียกัษด์ว้ยตาละหอ้ย "เธอ
คงไม่อยากกลายเป็นเสาเกลอื
หรอกนะ" 
   "หอื...?" 
   "เธอรูม้ ัย้" ฉันพูด "คนเป็นเมยี
สว่นใหญ่ชอบเหลยีวกลบัไปมองใน
เวลาทีพ่วกเธอไม่สมควรจะท า" 
   "ฉันไม่เขา้ใจหรอกคะ่วา่คณุพูด
เร ือ่งอะไร" (p.206) 
     She chose a hot dog 
and an ice-cream cone at 
Dairy Delight near the 
high school. We walked to 
the class area. I hold the 
cone, while she ate the 
sausage. 
     […] 
     "Stop eating now," I 
said firmly Patty Sue when 
she looked longingly back 
at the giant ice cream fig-
ure. "You don't want to 
turn in a pillar of salt, 
do you?" 
     "Huh...?" 
     "You know," I said, 
"lots of wives look back 
when they don't suppose 
to." 
     "I don't understand 
what you're talking 
about." 
Retained Literal translation 
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   She picked up a hot 
dog and cone at the 
Dairy Delight next to the 
high school. We started 
to walk to class; I held 
the cone while she 
worked on the weiner.   
[…]   "No more goodies 
now," I said firmly to 
Patty Sue as she gave a 
longing look back at the 
giant glass ice cream 
sculture. "You don't want 
to turn into a pillar of 
salt."   "Huh?"   "You 
know," I said, "Lot's 
wife. She looked back 
when she wasn't sup-
posed to."   "I don't un-
derstand what you're 
talkling about." 
Religion Macro-level Modified 
   เธอเลอืกฮอตด็อกกบัไอศกรมี
โคนทีร่า้นแดรี ่ดไีลตใ์กล ้ๆ  กบั
โรงเรยีนมธัยม เราเดนิไปยงับรเิวณ
ทีใ่ชเ้รยีน ฉันถอืไอศกรมีโคนไวใ้ห ้
ขณะทีเ่ธอจดัการกบัไสก้รอก   […]   
"หยดุกนิไดแ้ลว้ละตอนนี"้ ฉันบอก
แพตต ีซ ูอยา่งเฉียบขาด เมือ่เธอ
เหลยีวกลบัไปมองรปูป้ันไอศกรมี
ยกัษด์ว้ยตาละหอ้ย "เธอคงไม่
อยากกลายเป็นเสาเกลอืหรอกนะ"   
"หอื...?"   "เธอรูม้ ัย้" ฉันพูด "คน
เป็นเมยีส่วนใหญ่ชอบเหลยีว
กลบัไปมองในเวลาทีพ่วกเธอไม่
สมควรจะท า"   "ฉันไม่เขา้ใจ
หรอกคะ่วา่คณุพูดเร ือ่งอะไร" 
(p.206) 
     She chose a hot dog 
and an ice-cream cone at 
Dairy Delight near the 
high school. We walked to 
the class area. I hold the 
cone, while she ate the 
sausage.     […]     "Stop 
eating now," I said firmly 
Patty Sue when she 
looked longingly back at 
the giant ice cream figure. 
"You don't want to turn in 
a pillar of salt, do you?"     
"Huh...?"     "You know," I 
said, "lots of wives look 
back when they don't 
suppose to."     "I don't 
understand what you're 
talking about." 
Abandoned  
MistranslationThe transla-
tor seemed to fail to no-
tice that the word 'Lot' is 
a biblical name and mis-
took it to mean 'a lot'. 
Thus, the allusion was 
mistranslated. 
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   "You know," I said, 
"Lot's wife. She looked 
back when she wan't 
supposed to." 
   "I don't understand 
what you're talking 
about." 
   "Forget it." 
   One of the boys in my 
Sunday School class, af-
ter hearing this part of 
the Sodom and Go-
morrah story, has said 
his mom looked abck at 
their house and she 
turned into a telephone 
pole. 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "เธอรูม้ ัย้" ฉันพูด "คนเป็นเมยี
สว่นใหญ่ชอบเหลยีวหลบัไปมองใน
เวลาทีพ่วกเธอไม่สมควรจะท า" 
   "ฉันไม่เขา้ใจหรอกคะ่วา่คณุพูด
เร ือ่งอะไร" 
   "ลมืซะเถอะ" 
   เด็กผูช้ายคนหน่ึงในช ัน้เรยีน
โรงเรยีนวนัอาทติยข์องฉันทีไ่ดย้นิ
สว่นหน่ึงของนิยายปรมัปราเร ือ่ง
โซดอมกบักอมมอราหบ์อกวา่ 
แม่ของเขาเหลยีวกลบัไปมองบา้น
แลว้เธอเลยกลายเป็นเสาโทรศพัท ์
ไป (p.206) 
      "You know," I said, 
"lots of wives look back 
when they don't suppose 
to." 
      "I don't understand 
what you're talking 
about." 
     "Forget it." 
     One of the boy in my 
Sunday School class who 
had heard about the 
story of Sodom and Go-
morrah said that his 
mom looked back at their 
house, and she turned 
into a telephone pole. 
Retained Transliteration 
185 
   Pom trotted up to us 
and leaned in on her 
seat.   "Take it easy now, 
girls."   "Oh shut up!" I 
said. "Why don't you get 
in here with Mario An-
dretti in the first gear? 
See what it's like." 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
   พอมจ า้พรวดๆ มาแลว้โผลห่นา้
เขา้ทางดา้นเธอ   "ใจเย็นกนั
หน่อยน่า สาวๆ"   "หบุปากเถอะ" 
ฉันโวย "ท าไมคณุไม่เขา้มาน่ังคูก่บั
มารโิอ อนัเดรตต ิตอนออกรถ
เกยีรห์น่ึงดมูั่งละ่ จะไดรู้ว้า่มนัเป็น
ยงัไง" (p.210) 
     Pom rushed over and 
came in from her side.     
"Calm down, girls."     
"Shut up," I spat. "Why 
don't you come and sit in 
the car when Mario An-
dretti  switchs to frist 
gear to see how it feels 
like?" 
Retained Transliteration 
211 
   Our first stop was As-
pen Meadow Drugstore. 
The hospital had given 
me a prescription for pain 
medication. George Mor-
gan, the pharmacist, 
looked as old as Gabby 
Hayes in his last picture. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เราแวะจดุแรกทีร่า้นขายยาแอ
สเพน เมโดว ทางโรงพยาบาลให ้
ใบสัง่ยาแกป้วดมา  จอรจ์ มอรแ์กน 
เภสชักรของรา้นนีด้แูกห่ง่อมพอๆ 
กบัแกบบ ีเฮยส ์ในหนังเร ือ่ง
หลงัสดุของเขา (p.239) 
     We stopped at Aspen 
Meadow drugstore first. 
The hospital had given me 
a prescription for pain 
medication. George Mor-
gen, the pharmacist, 
loooked as old as Gabby 
Hayes in his last movie. 
Retained Transliteration 
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211 
George Morgan, the 
pharmacist, looked as old 
as Gabby Hayes in his 
last picture. He was re-
puted to have been in 
Aspen Meadow since the 
gold rush in nearby 
Central City. 
History Macro-level Modified 
จอรจ์ มอรแ์กน เภสชักรของรา้นนี้
ดแูกห่ง่อมพอๆ กบัแกบบ ีเฮยส ์ใน
หนังเร ือ่งหลงัสดุของเขา วา่กนัวา่
เขาอยูใ่นแอสเพน เมโดว มาตัง้แต่
คร ัง้ตืน่ทองทีเ่มอืงเซน็ทรลัซติี ้
ใกล้ๆ  กนั (p.239) 
George Morgen, the phar-
macist, loooked as old as 
Gabby Hayes in his last 
movie. People said that he 
have been in Aspen 
Meadow since the gold 
rush in the nearby Cen-
tral City. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The city 'Central City' was 
transliterated, and the 
rest of the allusion was 
translated literally. 
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243 
The picture in the book 
was black and white. My 
gaze wandered to the 
caption, which read:   
The lich specializes in 
vengenful activity. [...] to 
punish the wicked. One 
spell of particular use is 
raising the dead, By com-
municating with de-
ceased victims, the lich 
gathers evidence against 
evildoers. It carries out 
its plan of vengeance us-
ing small sharp weapon 
and cleical spells [...], 
and scaring its victims to 
death. The lich stops only 
when the wicked one is 
dead.   I set aside the 
costume. Jesus wept. I 
remember, before he 
raised Lazarus. I had 
no such grand plans. But 
i wept anyway. 
Religion Macro-level Modified 
   ภาพในหนังสอืเป็นสขีาว-ด า ฉัน
ไลเ่รยีงไปตามค าอธบิาย   ปิศาจ
ลชิมคีวามเชีย่วชาญดา้นการแก ้
แคน้ [...] เพือ่ลงโทษเหลา่คนช ัว่
โฉด เวทมนตรท์ีช่  านาญเป็นพเิศษ
คอืการชบุคนตายใหฟ้ื้น โดย
ตดิตอ่สือ่สารกบัเหยือ่ทีต่ายไปแลว้ 
ปิศาจลชิจะรวบรวมหลกัฐานที่
ตอ่ตา้นคนท าช ัว่ มนัจะด าเนินการ
ตามแผนลา้งแคน้ โดยใชอ้าวธุมี
คมขนาดเล็กกบัเวทมนตรข์อง
พวกนักบวช [...] และท าใหเ้หยือ่
ของมนัหวาดผวาจนตาย ปิศาจลชิ
จะยอมหยดุก็ตอ่เมือ่คนช ัว่ถงึตาย
แลว้เทา่น้ัน   ฉันวางชดุปิศาจแอบ
ไวข้า้งๆ จ าไดว้า่พระเยซูทรงร า่
ไหก้อ่นหน้าทีพ่ระองคจ์ะชบุ
ชวีติใหล้าซารสั ฉันไม่ไดม้แีผน
จะท าเร ือ่งยิง่ใหญ่ขนาดน้ัน แตก็่
รอ้งไหอ้อกมาเชน่กนั[Footnote: 
ขอทานทีเ่ป็นโรคตดิตอ่ทีพ่ระเยซู
ชว่ยใหค้นืชพี] (P.275) 
     The picture in the book 
was black and white. I 
read the description.     
The Lich monster special-
ised in revenge. […] to 
punish evil people. The 
magic spell that the Lich 
monster is expert in is 
raising the dead. By com-
municating with dead vic-
tims, the Lich monster will 
gather evidences against 
bad people. It performs its 
revenge plan using small 
sharp weapons and the 
magic of the priests. [...] 
making its victims scared 
to death. The Lich mon-
ster will stop only when 
bad people are dead.      I 
put aside the monster cos-
tume remembering Jesus 
wept before he 
brought Lazarus back 
to life. I did not have 
such great plan, but I 
wept.[Footnote: The 
beggar who suffers from 
an contagious desease. 
Jesus raised him back to 
life.] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation The name 
'Lazarus' was translit-
erated, and the rest was 
translated literally. Explici-
tation (footnote) The 
footnote explaining 
aabout Lazarus was 
added.  
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249 
[…] at that moment the 
Korman entourage came 
wheeling around to fro-
zen foods.   […]   "Why, 
look who's here," siad 
John Richard. 
"Goldilocks shopping 
for porridge. What are 
you going to put in it?" 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-level Modified 
[…] ทนัใดน้ันเองพวกคอรแ์มนก็
เข็นรถเลีย้วเขา้มาทีแ่ผนกอาหาร
แชแ่ข็งเชน่กนั   […]   "อา้ว ดซู ิน่ี
ใคร" จอหน์ รชิารด์พูดชึน้ "โกล
ดลี็อกสอ์อกมาซือ้หาพอรร์ดิจ ์
เธอจะใสอ่ะไรลงไปอกีละ่" (p.282) 
[…] Suddenly, the Korman 
pushed their carts into the 
frozen foods section.     
[…]     "Well, look who's 
here," said John Richard. 
"Goldilocks buys a por-
ridge. What're you going 
to put in this time?" 
Retained Transliteration 
274 
   Pomeroy Locraft 
greeted me at the door 
and took one of the 
boxes from my hands. He 
was dressed as a bee-
keeper, complete with 
mask. 
   […] 
   "Beekeeper from an-
other planet," he re-
joined, looking over my 
shoulder. "Newest offer-
ing from Stephen 
King.[...]" 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   พอมเมอรอย โลคราฟต ์ทกัทาย
ฉันตรงประตแูลว้ชว่ยหิว้กลอ่งใบ
หน่ึงในมอืฉันไป เขาแตง่ชดุคน
เลีย้งผึง้พรอ้มหนา้กาก 
   […] 
   "คนเลีย้งผึง้จากตา่งดาว
ตา่งหาก" เขาโตข้ณะมองขา้มไหล่
ฉันไป "นิยายใหม่ลา่สดุของสตี
เฟน คงิไง […]" (p.310) 
     Pomeroy Locraft 
greeted me at the door 
and took one of the boxes 
form my hands. He 
dressed as a beekeeper 
together with a mask. 
     […] 
     "It's a beekeeper from 
another planet," he ar-
gued while looking over 
my shoulder. "The latest 
novel from Stephen 
King. [...]" 
Retained Transliteration 
275 
[…]Tom Schulz walked 
in, bedecked in costume 
and makeup that was 
somewhere between 
Bozo and Ronald 
McDonald. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] ทอม ชลูซ ์เดนิเขา้มาในชดุที่
ดกูึง่ๆ ระหวา่งโบโซกบัโรนัลด ์แมค
โดนัลด ์(p.311) 
[…] Tom Schulz walked in 
wearing a costume that 
was somewhere between 
Bozo and Ronald McDon-
ald. 
Retained Transliteration 
275 
[…]Tom Schulz walked 
in, bedecked in costume 
and makeup that was 
somewhere between 
Bozo and Ronald 
McDonald. 
Food 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] ทอม ชลูซ ์เดนิเขา้มาในชดุที่
ดกูึง่ๆ ระหวา่งโบโซกบัโรนลัด ์
แมคโดนลัด ์(p.311) 
[…] Tom Schulz walked in 
wearing a costume that 
was somewhere between 
Bozo and Ronald 
McDonald. 
Retained Transliteration 
276 
   Hal whizzed over on 
roller skates. He was 
dressed as a Blue 
Brother. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ฮลัโผเขา้มาบนโรลเลอรส์เก็ต
แตง่ตวัเป็นพวกบลูบราเดอรส์ 
(p.312) 
     Hal flashed in on roller 
skates dressing as a Blue 
Brother. 
Retained Transliteration 
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   Then, to my shock, 
came a stocky bald man 
dressed in black. His gait 
and swagger gave him 
away: Fritz Niebold Kor-
man. I heard an explo-
sion of laughter near 
him, as someone who 
had apparently asked 
what he was screamed, 
"Oh no! Fritz Korman's 
dressed as Zorro!" 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
   และแลว้ฉันก็แทบชอ็กทีเ่ห็นชาย
รา่งก าย าหวัลา้นสวมชดุด าเดนิเขา้
มา ทา่กา้วยา่งและเดนิเชดิหนา้
แบบน้ันจะเป็นใครไปไม่ได ้
นอกจากฟรติซ ์นีโบลด ์คอรแ์มน 
ฉันไดย้นิเสยีงคนทีอ่ยูใ่กลต้วัเขา
ระเบดิหวัเราะขณะทีอ่กีคนซึง่เพิง่
จะถามวา่เขาหวัเราะอะไรอุทาน 
"ตายหะ่...ฟรติซ ์คอรแ์มน ตา่งโซ
โรเชยีวเรอะ" (p..314) 
     And then, I was almost 
shocked to see a bulky 
bald man in black walking 
in. The way he walked 
and held his head high 
could not be no one else 
but Fritz Niebold Korman. 
I heard someonw near 
him burst into laugh and 
another one who had just 
asked what's the commo-
tion, said "Holy crap... 
Fritz Korman dressed as  
Zorro." 
Retained Transliteration 
277 
   One of the club staff 
put on an aerobics-class 
tape and men, women, 
witches, wizards, doctors, 
nurses, clowns and 
showgirls all began to gy-
rate enthusiactically. Per-
haps like Pavlov's dog, 
they were used to work-
ing hard to this music. 
Science 
& tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   พนักงานคนหน่ึงของสโมสรเอา
เทปเพลงแอโรบกิทีใ่ชเ้รยีนมาเปิด 
จากน้ันทัง้ชาย หญงิ แม่มด พ่อมด 
หมอ พยาบาล ตวัตลก และโชว ์
เกริล์ ตา่งก็ดิน้กนัอยา่งคกึคกั  
บางทอีาจเป็นไปตามทฤษฎเีร ือ่ง
หมาของพาฟลอฟก็เป็นได ้คน
เหลา่นีล้ว้นเคยคุน้กบัการเตน้ออก
ก าลงัตามเพลงเสมอมา (p.314) 
     One of the club staff 
turned on the music from 
the aerobics class. And 
then, men, women, 
witches, wizrds, doctors, 
nurses, clowns and show-
girls were dancing enthu-
siastically. Maybe it was 
like Pavlov's dog the-
ory, these people were 
used to exercising along 
with the music. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Povlov' was 
transliterated, and the 
rest of the allusion was 
translated literally.  
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The word 'ทฤษฎ'ี (theory) 
was added to the allusion. 
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   And in walked Fritz 
Korman still in his black 
Zorro suit. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ฟรติซ ์คอรแ์มนซึง่ยงัคงสวมชดุ
โซโรสดี าเดนิเขา้มา (p.326) 
     Fritz Korman, still in 
his black Zorro suit, 
walked in. 
Retained Transliteration 
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Blood Work by Michael Connelly (1998) 
Page Source text 
Sources  of 
referent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion in 
TT 
Strategies 
2.4 
They had shared meals a half 
dozen times and countless spir-
ited debates on everything from 
genetic cloning to the O.J. Simp-
son trials--[…] 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ทัง้สองเคยรบัประทานอาหาร
รว่มกนัไม่ต ่ากวา่หา้หกมือ้ 
โตค้ารมกนัดเุดอืดในทกุเร ือ่ง 
นับตัง้แตก่ารท าโคลนน่ิงทาง
พนัธกุรรมไปจนถงึการพจิารณา 
คดโีอ.เจ. ซมิป์สนั (p.19) 
Both had had meals to-
gether not less than five 
or six times heatedly de-
bating about everything 
from cloning to O.J.Simp-
son trials. 
Retained  Transliteration 
2.5 
Taking out organs, putting in 
new ones. Sometimes I feel like 
Frankenstein's monster, other 
people's parts in me.'  Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"เอาอวยัวะออกมาเอย ใสอ่นัใหม่
เขา้ไปแทนทีเ่อย บางทผีมรูส้กึ
เหมอืนกบัเป็นตวัผดีบิของแฟ
รงเกนสไตน ์ยงัไงยงังัน้ มอีวยัวะ
ของชาวบา้นใสอ่ยูใ่นตวั" (p.19) 
"Removing organs and 
putting in the new ones. 
Sometimes I feel exactly 
like Frankenstein's mon-
ster having people's or-
gans in my body. 
Retained  Transliteration 
4.8 
I don't know what she told you 
about this, but this is a conven-
ience store robbery, FBI man. 
This isn't Charlie Manson or Ted 
Bundy or Jeffrey Funking Dah-
mer. […]' 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ผมไม่รูว้า่เธอบอกอะไรคณุบา้ง 
แตเ่ร ือ่งนีเ้ป็นเร ือ่งจีป้ลน้ชงิทรพัย ์
รา้นสะดวกซือ้ธรรมดาๆ คณุเอฟ
บไีอ น่ีไม่ใชเ่ร ือ่งประเภทชารล์ ี
แมนสนั หรอืเท็ด บนัดี ้หรอืเจฟ
ฟรยี ์ดาหเ์มอร ์[…] (p.43) 
I don't know what she 
told you, but this is 
simply a convenience 
store robbery, Mr. FBI. 
This is not something like 
Charlie Manson or Ted 
Bundy or Jeffrey Dahmer 
[…] 
Retained  Transliteration 
4.8 
I don't know what she told you 
about this, but this is a conven-
ience store robbery, FBI man. 
This isn't Charlie Manson or Ted 
Bundy or Jeffrey Funking Dah-
mer. […]' 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ผมไม่รูว้า่เธอบอกอะไรคณุบา้ง 
แตเ่ร ือ่งนีเ้ป็นเร ือ่งจีป้ลน้ชงิทรพัย ์
รา้นสะดวกซือ้ธรรมดาๆ คณุเอฟ
บไีอ น่ีไม่ใชเ่ร ือ่งประเภทชารล์ ี
แมนสนั หรอืเทด็ บนัดี ้หรอืเจฟ
ฟรยี ์ดาหเ์มอร ์[…] (p.43) 
I don't know what she 
told you, but this is 
simply a convenience 
store robbery, Mr. FBI. 
This is not something like 
Charlie Manson or Ted 
Bundy or Jeffrey Dahmer 
[…] 
Retained  Transliteration 
272 
 
4.8 
I don't know what she told you 
about this, but this is a conven-
ience store robbery, FBI man. 
This isn't Charlie Manson or Ted 
Bundy or Jeffrey Fucking Dah-
mer. […]' 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
ผมไม่รูว้า่เธอบอกอะไรคณุบา้ง 
แตเ่ร ือ่งนีเ้ป็นเร ือ่งจีป้ลน้ชงิทรพัย ์
รา้นสะดวกซือ้ธรรมดาๆ คณุเอฟ
บไีอ น่ีไม่ใชเ่ร ือ่งประเภทชารล์ ี
แมนสนั หรอืเท็ด บนัดี ้หรอืเจฟ
ฟรยี ์ดาหเ์มอร ์[…] (p.43) 
I don't know what she 
told you, but this is 
simply a convenience 
store robbery, Mr. FBI. 
This is not something like 
Charlie Manson or Ted 
Bundy or Jeffrey Dahmer 
[…] 
Partially  
retained 
Transliteration / Omis-
sion 
 
The name 'Jeffrey Dah-
mer' was transliterated, 
while the word 'fucking' 
was omitted. 
5.3 
   McCaleb stared blankly at the 
television, stunned by the harsh-
ness of the violence, […].   'You 
ain't gonna see that on Ameri-
ca's Favorite Home Videos,' Ar-
rango said. 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
   แม็กเคเล็บจอ้งมองจอโทรทศัน ์
ขนาดวา่เคยมปีระสบการณใ์น
เร ือ่งเหลา่นีม้า ความเหีย้มโหดและ
รนุแรงของเหตกุารณค์ร ัง้นีย้งัท า
เอาเขาถงึกบัตะลงึงนั […]   "คณุ
ไม่มทีางไดเ้ห็นอะไรเด็ดๆ แบบนี้
ในรายการอเมรกิาเฟเวอรทิโฮ
มวดิโีอสแ์น่นอน" อารแ์รงโก
เอ่ยขึน้ (p.48) 
     McCaleb stared at the 
screen. Although he had 
experienced all these 
stuff before, the cruelty 
and violence in this crime 
made him stunned. […]     
"You definitely won't see 
this kind of things in 
America's Favorite Home 
Videos programme" Ar-
rango said. 
Retained  
Transliteration Explicita-
tion (in-text)The word 
'รายการ' (programme) 
was added to explain the 
allusion. 
5.3 
   'Can I see it again?' Mc Caleb 
said. […] 
   'Wait a minute,' Walter said. 
'It's not over.' 
   'What?' 
   'The Good Samuel comes in 
just about now.' 
   […] 
   'The Good Samuel?' 
   'Good Samaritan. Mexican guy 
comes in the store, […] 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
   "ขอผมดอูกีรอบไดไ้หม" แม็ก
เคเล็บถาม […] 
    "รออกีเดีย๋ว" วอลเตอรต์อบ 
"มนัยงัไม่จบ"  
   "วา่ไงนะ"  
   "เดีย๋วเจา้ พ.ม.ด. ก าลงัจะเขา้
มาแลว้" 
   "อะไรนะ พ.ม.ด." 
   "พลเมอืงดน่ีะ เป็นพวก
เม็กซกินัทีเ่ขา้มาในรา้น […] 
(p.49) 
    
     "Can I see it again?" 
McCaleb asked. […] 
     "Wait for a moment," 
Walter answered. "It's 
not over." 
     "What?" 
     "The G.S. is coming in 
any minute now." 
     "What? The G.S.?" 
     "The good samaritan. 
A Mexican man comes in 
the store […] 
Retained  
TC equivalent  
 
The translator used the 
abbreviation of the trans-
lation of 'the good sa-
maritan".  
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7.8 
Prednisone helped fight organ 
rejection and stimulated hair 
growth at the same time. He 
smiled at his reflection, thinking 
that […] he should have told 
Bonnie Fox that he felt like a 
werewolf, not Frankenstein's 
creation. 
Literature 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
เพรด็นิโซนเป็นยาชว่ยตา้นการ
ปฏเิสธอวยัวะ แตใ่นขณะเดยีวกนั
ก็ไปกระตุน้การงอกงามของหนวด
เครา เขายิม้กบัเงาสะทอ้นของ
ตวัเอง นึกในใจวา่ […] เขาน่าจะ
บอกบอนน่ี ฟ็อกซว์า่ เขารูส้กึ
เหมอืนตวัเองเป็นมนุษยห์มาป่า
มากกวา่ ไม่ใชผ่ดีบิของแฟรง
เกนสไตน ์(p..70) 
Prednisone was a medi-
cine that helped suppress 
organ rejection, but at 
the same time, it stimu-
lated hair growth. He 
smiled at his reflection 
and thought […] he 
should have told Bonnie 
Fox that he felt more like 
he was a werewolf, not 
Frankenstein's monster. 
Retained  Literal translation 
7.8 
Prednisone helped fight organ 
rejection and stimulated hair 
growth at the same time. He 
smiled at his reflection, thinking 
that […] he should have told 
Bonnie Fox that he felt like a 
werewolf, not Frankenstein's 
creation. 
Literature Propernoun Original 
เพรด็นิโซนเป็นยาชว่ยตา้นการ
ปฏเิสธอวยัวะ แตใ่นขณะเดยีวกนั
ก็ไปกระตุน้การงอกงามของหนวด
เครา เขายิม้กบัเงาสะทอ้นของ
ตวัเอง นึกในใจวา่ […] เขาน่าจะ
บอกบอนน่ี ฟ็อกซว์า่ เขารูส้กึ
เหมอืนตวัเองเป็นมนุษยห์มาป่า
มากกวา่ ไม่ใชผ่ดีบิของแฟรง
เกนสไตน ์(p..70) 
Prednisone was a medi-
cine that helped suppress 
organ rejection, but at 
the same time, it stimu-
lated hair growth. He 
smiled at his reflection 
and thought […] he 
should have told Bonnie 
Fox that he felt more like 
he was a werewolf, not 
Frankenstein's monster. 
Retained  Transliteration 
10.11 
[…] I just want to know if you 
have a Thomas Brothers I can 
borrow. […]' Geography 
& nature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ผมแคอ่ยากจะรูว้า่คณุพอจะมี
แผนทีโ่ทมสับราเธอรใ์หผ้มยมื
สกัเลม่มัย้ (p.102) 
I just want to know 
whether you have a 
Thomas Brothers' map 
that I can borrow. Retained  
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The word 'แผนที'่ (map) 
was added to explain the 
allusion. 
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11.3 
   McCaleb was fully aware that 
he was Monday morning quar-
ter-backing. Arrango and Wal-
ters didn't have the luxury of 
coming into a case two months 
after the fact. Maybe thought of 
a timeline got lost. 
Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   แม็กเคเล็บตระหนักดวีา่อารแ์รง
โกและวอลเตอรส์ไม่ไดอ้ยูใ่นฐานะ
อยา่งเขา เพราะตอนนีเ้ขาเปรยีบ
เหมอืนคนทีท่ าตวัเป็นควอ
เตอรแ์บ็กตอนเชา้วนัจนัทร ์
ซึง่เขา้มาดคูดหีลงัจากที่
เหตกุารณผ์่านไปแลว้สองเดอืน 
(p.108) 
     McCaleb was well 
aware that Arrango and 
Walter was not in the 
same position as him be-
cause he was like a Mon-
day morning quaterback 
who came in and investi-
gated the case after two 
months. 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The word 'quaterback' 
was transliterated, and 
the rest was translated 
literally. 
p11.10 
There are always details that 
don't add up. Always loose 
ends. And McCaleb wasn't sure 
if this one was worth the time it 
would take to tie it up. Intra-text 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
มนัจะตอ้งมรีายละเอยีดจกุจกิทีไ่ม่
ลงตวั จะตอ้งมรีายละเอยีดทีย่งั
หาขอ้สรุปไม่ไดเ้สมอ และแม็ก
เคเล็บก็ไม่แน่ใจวา่เร ือ่งนีจ้ะคุม้กบั
เวลาทีใ่ชใ้นการสะสางมนัใหล้ง
ตวัหรอืไม่ (p.116) 
There are always small 
details that do not make 
sense, always details 
that can't be concluded, 
and McCaleb wasn't sure 
whether it was worth the 
time he spent to clear 
them up.  
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
13.1 
How are you? I mean, like long 
time, no hear.' Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
สบายดอียูห่รอืเปลา่ น่ีมนักีปี่กี ่
ชาตแิลว้เนีย่ ไม่ไดย้นิข่าว
อะไรจากคุณเลย" (p.130) 
How are you? How long 
has it been, not hearing 
any news about you? 
Retained  Literal translation 
14.2 
One of the robbers eventually 
coopertaed with agents and ad-
mitted that the group had been 
robbing banks in order to raise 
capital to buy more land in 
Idaho. The group wanted the 
land so members could safely sit 
out the Armageddon their 
leader promised was coming to 
the United States.  
Religion Propernoun Original 
ในทีส่ดุคนรา้ยคนหน่ึงก็ยอม
รว่มมอืกบัเจา้หนา้ที ่ โดยรบั
สารภาพวา่ทีล่งมอืปลน้ธนาคารก็
เพือ่จะหาเงนิไปซือ้ทีด่นิในไอดาโฮ
เพิม่อกี  สว่นสาเหตทุีต่อ้งการ
ทีด่นิน้ันเป็นเพราะทางกลุม่
ตอ้งการหาสถานทีพ่กัพงิอนั
ปลอดภยัใหส้มาชกิอยูอ่าศยั
ในชว่งโลกาวนิาศ ซึง่หวัหนา้
กลุม่รบัประกนัวา่จะตอ้งมาถงึ
สหรฐัฯอยา่งแน่นอน (p.144) 
Finally, one of the rob-
bers cooperated with the 
police admitting that they  
robbed the bank to raise 
the money to buy more 
land in Idaho. The reason 
of buying the land was 
the group wanted to find 
a safe place for the mem-
bers during the dooms-
day which their leader 
guaranteed it was defi-
nitely coming to the 
States. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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15.10. 
   'Well, maybe Noone will make 
our day and point him out in a 
six-pack.' 
Current 
affairs 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "เอาน่า บางทนูีนอาจชว่ยให ้
เร ือ่งนีจ้บลงดว้ยการชีต้วัเขาจาก
รูปถา่ยได"้ (p.160) 
     "Well, maybe Noone 
can help finish this by 
pointing him out from the 
photos. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
16.3 
   'Did you make up a six-pack 
with Bolotov?' Current 
affairs 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "คณุเตรยีมรูปถา่ยผูต้อ้ง
สงสยัทีม่โีบโลตอฟรวมอยูด่ว้ยไว ้
แลว้ยงั" (p.164) 
     "Did you prepare the 
photos of the suspects 
with Bolotov in it?" 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
16.4 
Past him McCaleb noticed a 
quizzical smile on Donna de 
Groot's face. She had apparently 
enjoyed the testosterone show. Science & 
nature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เลยไปขา้งหลงั แม็กคาเล็บ
สงัเกตเห็นรอยยิม้ระคนค าถาม
ปรากฏอยูบ่นใบหนา้ของดอนน่า 
เดอ โกรต เห็นไดช้ดัวา่เธอ
คอ่นขา้งสนุกกบัการงดัขอ้กนั
ตามประสาผูช้าย (p.166) 
At the back, McCaleb no-
ticed a questioning smile 
on Donna de Groot's face. 
It was obvious that she 
rather enjoyed man-to-
man fight.  
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
22.1 
   'I'm glad. Think you're going to 
stay for dinner?' 
   'Of course. He wants to stay 
over, too. He loves boats. And I 
think he wants to fish again to-
morrow. You've created a mon-
ster.' 
Literature 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   "ดใีจทีรู่ว้า่คณุชอบ แลว้น่ีคดิวา่
จะอยูก่นิมือ้ค ่าหรอืเปลา่เน่ีย" 
   "แน่นอน แกอยากอยูค่า้งดว้ย
อกีตา่งหาก ปกตแิกชอบเรอือยู่
แลว้ คอยดซู ีพรุง่นีต้อ้งรบเรา้
ออกไปตกปลาอกีแน่เลย คุณท า
แกตดิใจแลว้นะ จะบอกให"้ 
(p.231) 
     "Glad to know that you 
like it. And are you going 
to stay for dinner?" 
     "Of course. He even 
wants to stay the night. 
He usually likes boats. 
Let's see. Tomorrow he 
will beg to go fishing 
again. You make him ad-
dicted to it, you know." 
Retained  Literal translation 
23.6 
[…]. Was it a Federal FMJ--the 
one from Kenyon?'   'No, actu-
ally, it was a frangible. A Devas-
tator. You know what that is?'   
That's what Reagan got nailed 
with at the Hilton, right?' 
History Macro-level Modified 
   "[…] แลว้มนัใชเ่ฟเดอรลัแบบ
หวัแข็งหรอืเปลา่ ไอเ้ดม็ดจากเค็น
ยัน่น่ะ"   "จรงิๆ กลบัไม่ใชแ่ฮะ มนั
เป็นหวัระเบดิของเดวสัเทเตอร ์
คณุรูจ้กัลกูปืนยีห่อ้นีใ้ชไ่หมวา่
เป็นยงัไง"   "แบบเดยีวกบัทีเ่ร
แกนโดนเขา้ทีฮ่ลิตนัใชห่รอื
เปลา่" (p.252) 
     "[…] Was it a Federal's 
hard-tip, the one  from 
Kenyon?"     "Actually, it 
wasn't. It was a Devasta-
tor's exploding head. You 
know how bullets of this 
brand work, don't you?"     
"The same with what 
Reagan got hit with at 
Hilton, right?" 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe names 
'Reaagan' and 'Hilton' 
were transliterated, and 
the rest was literally 
translated. 
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25.11 
[…]. The bureau's in the process 
of taking over the case and the 
last thing we need is some tin 
man amateur without a badge 
or his own heart fucking things 
up for us.' 
Literature 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
[…] ทางส านักงานก าลงัจะรบัชว่ง
คดนีีม้าท า และเราไม่อยากเห็น
พวกมนุษยก์ระป๋องมอื
สมคัรเลน่ทีไ่ม่มตีราหรอืหวัใจของ
ตวัเองเขา้มายุม่ยา่มจนเสยีเร ือ่ง" 
(pp.275-276) 
[…] the bureau is taking 
over this case, and we 
don't want to see a tin 
man amateur that does 
not have a badge and his 
own heart to mess up 
eveything. 
Retained  Literal translation 
25.11 
   They both climbed back up on 
the dock. As they headed to the 
gangway, Nevins turns around 
and said, 'See you around, Tin 
Man.' Literature 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   คนทัง้สองเดนิขา้มสะพานทอด
กลบัขึน้ไปบนทา่  ขณะตัง้ทา่ออก
เดนิยอ้นไปตามทางเขา้ออกทา่
เทยีบเรอื เนฟวนิสห์นักลบัมา
หยอดค าพูดสง่ทา้ยวา่ "แลว้เจอ
กนัใหม่นะ มนุษยก์ระป๋อง" 
(p.276) 
     Both of them crossed 
the bridge back to the 
dock. As they started to 
walk back to the gang-
way, Nevins turned 
around and passed the 
last words "See you later, 
Tin Man."  
Retained  Literal translation 
28.2 
   '[…]. We discover a killer who 
takes personal icons and this 
suggests something more in-
volved than random collisions of 
shooter and victim. Tis suggests 
a deeper relationship--the tar-
geting, stalking and acquisition 
of each victim.'[…]   'Then all of a 
sudden we get another wrinkle, 
another layer of the onion is 
peeled back. We get the ballis-
tics and it's a whole new ball 
game. [...]' 
Com-
monsaying 
Keyphrase Modified 
   "[…] แลว้เราก็พบตวัฆาตกรผู ้
หยบิฉวยเอาสิง่ของสว่นตวัของ
ผูต้ายไป เร ือ่งนีจ้งึบ่งชีว้า่มอีะไร
บางอยา่งทีซ่บัซอ้นยิง่กวา่การที่
มอืปืนกบัผูเ้คราะหร์า้ยมาเจอกนั
เขา้โดยบงัเอญิ เร ือ่งนีช้ ีว้า่น่าจะมี
ความสมัพนัธท์ีล่กึซึง้ไปกวา่น้ัน 
นับตัง้แตก่ารเลอืกตวัเป้าหมาย 
การซุม่ตดิตาม และการไดม้าซึง่
เหยือ่แตล่ะราย"   "แลว้อยู่ๆ  เราก็
มาเจอแง่มุมใหม่ เหมอืนลอก
เปลอืกหอมใหญ่ออกไปไดอ้กี
ช ัน้หนึง่ เพราะเราไดร้ายงาน
เกีย่วกบักระสนุปืนมา [...] 
(pp.297-298) 
     "[…] Then you found 
out about a killer who 
took personal items from 
the victims. This indicates 
something more compli-
cated than a coincidental 
encounter of the shooter 
and the victims. It shows 
a deeper relationship 
starting from picking a 
target, stalking and get-
ting each victim."     "And 
all of a sudden, we found 
a new angle like peeling 
another layer of the on-
ion since we got the bal-
listic report of the bullets 
[...] 
Retained  Literal translation 
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29.3 
[…] Graciela quickly typed in the 
needed information and contin-
ued to describe what she was 
doing. 
   'Now we go to the blood re-
questt page. We type in what 
we are looking for and then… 
hocus pocus, we wait.' 
Religion 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
[…] กราเซยีลา่รบีพมิพข์อ้มูลที่
จ าเป็นป้อนลงไปขณะทีป่ากยงัคง
พูดอธบิายถงึทีเ่ธอก าลงัท าอยู่ 
   "ตอนนีเ้ราจะเปิดเขา้ไปทีห่นา้
ส าหรบัแจง้ขอเลอืด เราก็พมิพ ์
ขอ้มูลทีเ่ราตอ้งการหาลงไปแลว้...
โอมเพีย้ง เราก็คอย" (p.305) 
[…] Graciela quickly typed 
in the necessary infor-
mation, while she ex-
plained what she was do-
ing. 
     “Now we go to the 
blood request page typ-
ing in what we need, and 
then… Om-Phiang we 
wait.” 
Retained  
TC equivalent  
 
The translator substi-
tuted the word with the 
similar chanting in the 
target culture. 
35.4 
   'You left out Donald Kenyon's 
cuff link,' she said. ' Stering sil-
ver, in the shape of a dollar 
sign."   "I didn't know about 
that. I bet Nevins and Uhlig and 
that asshole Arrango put on six 
inches apiece when they found 
that bag." 
Currentaf-
fairs 
Keyphrase Modified 
   "ทีค่ณุบอกมายงัขาดกระดมุ
ขอ้มอืของดอนัลด ์เค็นยัน่ ไป
อนัหน่ึง" เธอกลา่ว "ท าดว้ยเงนิ
บรสิทุธิ ์เป็นรปูเครือ่งหมาย
ดอลลาร"์   "ผมไม่รูเ้ร ือ่งน้ันมา
กอ่น แตก่ลา้พนันวา่เนฟวนิสก์บั
อูหล์จิ และเจา้เบือ๊กอารแ์รงโกคง
ยิม้กนัปากฉีกตอนเจอถงุน่ัน
เขา้" (p.351) 
     “You missed Donald 
Kenyon’s cuff link,” she 
said. “Pure silver made in 
a shape of a dollar sign.”     
"I didn't know about that. 
But I bet that Nevins and 
Uhlig and that asshole Ar-
rango smiled from ear to 
ear when they found that 
bag." 
Abandoned 
MistranslationThe trans-
lator misunderstood the 
meaning of the allusion; 
thus, the meaning of the 
allusion was mistrans-
lated.  
36.8 
   '[…] Kenyon's got a federal dog 
collar on and usually doesn't go 
anywhere outside of his house 
because of it. But the Good Sam 
is not discouraged. He gets the 
household routine down […]' 
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36.8 
   'I'm taking a big chance. My 
neck's a mile out there.' 
Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "ฉันเสีย่งมากนะเร ือ่งนี ้เหมอืน
เอาคอไปพาดเขยีงไวย้งัไงยงั
งัน้" (p.364) 
     "I risked myself so 
much for this like putting 
my head on a chopping 
board." 
Retained  
TC equivalent 
 
The allusion was substi-
tuted with the expres-
sion 'พาดเขยีง' (putting 
my head on the chopping 
board), which is the ex-
pression used in similar 
situations in the target 
culture. 
39.5 
[…] And here, the expanded jaw-
line on this guy on the right. A 
dental appliance--, you know, 
like a rubber sleep guard--or 
even wads of tissue paper like 
Brando used in The Godfather 
could be used to make that ap-
pearance.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] แลว้ตรงนี ้ขากรรไกรทีข่ยาย
กวา้งของเจา้คนทางขวาอาจเป็น
เครือ่งใชเ้กีย่วกบัฟัน อยา่งเชน่
ยางสวมครอบฟันตอนนอน หรอื
แมแ้ตก่ระดาษทชิชแูบบทีแ่บรน
โดใชใ้นหนงัเร ือ่งเดอะกอ๊ดฟา
เธอร ์ก็เอามายดัขา้งแกม้แลว้ท า
ใหด้เูป็นแบน้ันได"้ (p.384) 
[…] And here, the pro-
nounced jawline of the 
one on the right might be 
a dental tool like a rubber 
guard for sleep or even 
tissue papers like Brando 
used in the movie The 
Godfather can be used to 
make you jaw look like 
that." 
Retained  
Transliteration  
 
Explicitatiion (in-text) 
The allusion was ex-
plained by the word 
'หนัง' (movie) 
40.7 
   Most of all, what I wanted was 
a place in your heart, Agent 
McCaleb. I wanted always to be 
with you. Cain and Abel, Ken-
nedy and Oswald, darkness and 
light. Two worthy opponents, 
chained together through time... 
Religion Propernoun Original 
   เหนือสิง่อืน่ใด สิง่ทีผ่มปรารถนา
ก็คอืการไดเ้ขา้ไปอยูใ่นหวัใจคณุ 
เจา้หนา้ทีแ่ม็กเคเล็บ ผมตอ้งการ
ทีจ่ะอยูก่บัคณุไปตลอดช ัว่กาล
นาน เหมอืนเคนกบัเอเบลิ เคน
เนดีก้บัออสวอลด ์ความมดืกบั
ความสวา่ง คูต่อ่สูท้ีส่มศกัดิศ์ร ี
สองรายซึง่ถกูพนัธนาการไว ้
ดว้ยกนัตลอดกาล... 
     Above all, what I de-
sired is to be in your 
heart, Agent McCaleb. I 
wanted to be with you 
forever like Cain and 
Abel, Kennedy and Os-
wald, Darkness and light--
the two worthy oppo-
nents bound together 
forever… 
Retained  Transliteration  
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40.7 
   Most of all, what I wanted was 
a place in your heart, Agent 
McCaleb. I wanted always to be 
with you. Cain and Abel, Ken-
nedy and Oswald, darkness and 
light. Two worthy opponents, 
chained together through time... 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เหนือสิง่อืน่ใด สิง่ทีผ่มปรารถนา
ก็คอืการไดเ้ขา้ไปอยูใ่นหวัใจคณุ 
เจา้หนา้ทีแ่ม็กเคเล็บ ผมตอ้งการ
ทีจ่ะอยูก่บัคณุไปตลอดช ัว่กาล
นาน เหมอืนเคนกบัเอเบลิ เคน
เนดีก้บัออสวอลด ์ความมดืกบั
ความสวา่ง คูต่อ่สูท้ีส่มศกัดิศ์ร ี
สองรายซึง่ถกูพนัธนาการไว ้
ดว้ยกนัตลอดกาล... 
     Above all, what I de-
sired is to be in your 
heart, Agent McCaleb. I 
wanted to be with you 
forever like Cain and 
Abel, Kennedy and Os-
wald, Darkness and light-
-the two worthy oppo-
nents bound together 
forever… 
Retained  Transliteration 
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Resurrection Men by Ian Rankin (2002) 
Page Source text 
Sources  
of refer-
ent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion in 
TT 
Strategies 
p1.11 
   Gray picked up his pint, raised 
it. 'Here's tae us, wha's like us?' 
   'Nobody,' Rebus commented. 
'Or they'd stuck on this damned 
course.' 
   'Just got to grin and bear it,' 
Barclay said. […] 
   'I wonder if Wee Andrea grins 
when she bares it,' Stu Suther-
land said. 
Intra-text 
Key 
phrase 
Modi-
fied 
   เกรยช์แูกว้เบยีรข์ึน้ "แดเ่พอืก
เรา...จะมคีรายเหมอืนเพอืกเรา
อกี" 
   "ไม่มอียูแ่ลว้" รบีสัตอบ "ไม่งัน้
คงมาเขา้คอรส์อบรมบา้ๆ น่ีดว้ย
แลว้" 
   "ก็ตอ้งยิม้สูแ้ละอดทนกนั
ตอ่ไป" บารเ์คลยใ์หค้วามเห็น 
[…] 
   "สงสยัจงัวา่แม่สาวออ้นแอน้
แอนเดรยีจะยิม้สูห้รอืเปลา่ตอน
หล่อนล่อนจอ้น" สตซูตุเทอ
แลนดว์า่ (pp.23-24) 
     Gray raised his beer 
pint, "For uss… Who els 
are lie uss?" 
     "None," Rebus said. 
"Or else they would be 
on this damned course 
with us." 
     "Have to grin and 
bear It then," Barclay 
commented. […] 
     "I wonder if this 
pretty Andrea will grin 
when she is naked," Stu 
Sutherland said. 
Retained  Literal translation 
2.2 
[…] We require you to work as a 
team. Remember how that 
used to be? Once upon a time 
you were all team players. […]' Literature 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
[…] เราตอ้งการใหพ้วกคณุ
ท างานรว่มกนัเป็นทมียงัพอจ า
ไดม้ัย้ วา่เป็นยงัไง คร ัง้หนึง่ใน
อดตีพวกคณุเคยท างานเป็นทมี
กนัมาแลว้ทัง้น้ัน […] (pp.37-
38) 
[…] We want you to 
work together as a team. 
Remember how was it? 
Once in the past, you all 
used to work in a team. 
[…]" 
Retained  Literal translation 
2.11 
   'Christ,' Hynds was saying in 
an undertone, 'I felt like I was 
on her petri dish for a minute 
back there[…]' 
Science & 
tech 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   "ใหต้ายส"ิ ไฮดสอ์ุทานเบาๆ 
"เมือ่กีผ้มรูส้กึยงักบัวา่ตวัเองเป็น
เชือ้โรคบนจานเพาะเชือ้อยา่ง
น้ันแหละ..." (p.56) 
     "Gosh," Hynds ex-
claimed quietly. "Back 
there I felt like I was a 
germ on a petri dish…" 
Retained  Literal translation 
281 
 
3.1 
   'What about Lomax's friends 
and associates?'   'They make 
the Wild Bunch look like the 
Seven Dwarves.' There were a 
couple of snorts from the table. 
'Mr Lomax's wido, Fenella, was 
an early suspect. Rumour was, 
she'd been playing around be-
hind hubby's back. Couldn't 
prove anything, and she wasn't 
about to tell us." 
Literature Propernoun Original 
   "แลว้ในกลุม่เพือ่นกบัคน
รว่มงานของโลแม็กซล์ะ่"   "พวก
น้ันท าใหส้มาชกิกลุม่ 'ไวลด ์
บนัช'์ จ๋อยเป็นคนแคระท ัง้เจด็
ไปเลย" คนในโตะ๊แคน่เสยีงดู
แคลนออกมาสองสามเสยีง 
"เฟเนลลา...เมยีม่ายของโลแม็กซ ์
คอื ผูต้อ้งสงสยัอนัดบัตน้ๆ ลอืกนั
วา่หลอ่นมั่วกบัคนอืน่ไปทัว่ลบั
หลงัผวั แตห่าขอ้พสิจูนไ์ม่ได ้
และหลอ่นก็ไม่ยอมปรปิาก" 
(pp.70-71)  
     "How about Lomax's 
friends and colleagues?"     
"Those people make 'the 
Wild Bunch' look like the 
Seven Dwarves." A few 
people in the table 
snorts at the idea. "Fen-
ella…Lomax's widow was 
the prime suspect. Ru-
mour had it that she was 
sleeping around with 
others behind her hus-
band's back. But no one 
could prove that, and 
she would not tell us."       
Retained  Literal translation 
3.3 
   'We're wasting our time,' he 
said. 'The one thing that we 
need is the one thing we'll 
never get.' 
   'And what's that, Sherlock?' 
Allan Ward asked. 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "เราก าลงัเสยีเวลาเปลา่" เขา
บ่น "มสีิง่จ าเป็นทีส่ดุเพยีงอยา่ง
เดยีวส าหรบัเรา แตเ่ราไม่มทีางได ้
มนัมา" 
   "แลว้มนัคอือะไร เชอรล์็อก" 
อลัลนั วอรด์ถาม (p.74) 
     "We're wasting our 
time," he complained. 
"There is only one thing 
that we need, but there 
is no way we can have 
it." 
     "What is it, Sherlock?" 
Allan Ward asked. 
Retained  Transliteration 
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3.4 
   There was a moment of si-
lence, then Allan Ward started 
laughing, joined by Stu Suther-
land. Tam Barclay's face dark-
ened, […] Barclays leapt from 
his chair, sending it flying back. 
He had one knee up on the ta-
ble and was readying to launch 
himself across it, straight at 
Francis Gray. [...] Allan Ward 
was slapping his hand against 
his thigh, as if he had a front-
row seat at Barnum and Bailey 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
   บรรยากาศเงยีบงนัไปช ัว่ครู ่
แลว้อลัลนั วอรด์ก็เร ิม่แหกปาก
หวัเราะ ตามผสมโรงดว้ยสต ูซตุ
เทอรแ์ลนด ์ใบหนา้ของแทม บาร ์
เคลยก์ลายเป็นสเีขม้[…] บาร ์
เคลยล์กุพรวดขึน้จากเกา้อี ้ดดี
มนักระเด็นไปขา้งหลงั เขายกเขา่
ขา้งหน่ึงขึน้เหนือโตะ๊
เตรยีมพรอ้มจะกระโจนขา้มมนั
และพุ่งเขา้หาเกรย ์[…] อลัลนั 
วอรด์ตบขาตวัเองดงัฉาด ท าทา่
เหมอืนก าลงัน่ังอยูแ่ถวหนา้สดุใน
โรงละครบารน์มัแอนดเ์บลยี ์
[…] (p.76) 
     They became silent 
for a moment, and then 
Allan Ward started 
laughing, followed by Stu 
Sutherland. Tam Bar-
clay's face darkened. […] 
Barclay sprung up from 
his chair making it fly 
back in the process. He 
put one knee on the ta-
ble, ready to jump across 
it to attack Gray. [...] Al-
lan Ward slapped his leg 
like he had been sitting 
on a front-row seat at 
Barnum and Bailey the-
atre." 
Retained  
Transliteration Wrong ex-
plicitation (in-text)The 
translator explained that 
Barnum and Bailey is a 
theatre. However, Bar-
num and Bailey is the 
name of a circus com-
pany.  
3.8-9 
     'What's he done?' 
     'Started a little business of 
his own: Morning speed pre-
dominantlt ,but also a bit of 
Billy Whizz and wacky baccy 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "รอิ่านท าธรุกจิยอ่ยของตวัเอง
น่ะซ ีสว่นใหญม่อรนิ์ง่ไซดแ์อม
เฟตามนี แตก่็มยีามา้กบักญัชา
บา้งนิดหน่อย" (p.84) 
     "He dares doing his 
own business.  Mosty, 
Morningside Ampheta-
mine, but sometimes, a 
bit of Speed and wheat."  
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
5.1 
   Davie Hynds sat in the centre 
of a white sofa meant to ac-
commodate a football team 
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Modi-
fied 
เดวี ่ไฮดสน่ั์งอยูก่ึง่กลางโซฟาสี
ขาวซึง่ใหญ่พอจะรองรบันกั
ฟุตบอลไดท้ ัง้ทมี  
Davie Hynds sat in the 
centre of a white sofa 
that was large enough 
for a whole football 
team. 
Retained  Literal translation 
6.9 
   'You're not asking much of 
me, are you, sir?' 
   'I appreciate it's a tall order, 
John.' 
   'Tall? We're talking Jack and 
the beanstalk.' Rebus chewed 
his bottom lip. 'Give me one 
good reason why I should do 
this.' 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ทา่นก าลงัขอใหผ้มท ามาก
เกนิไปหรอืเปลา่ครบั" 
   "ผมตระหนักดวีา่มนัเป็น
ภารกจิทีย่ากมาก จอหน์" 
   "ยากหรอืครบั...น่ีเราคยุกนั
เร ือ่งแจก็ผูฆ้่ายกัษก์นัอยูน่ะ
ครบั (p.148) 
     "Aren't you asking too 
much of me?" 
     "I'm aware that this is 
a tough mission, John." 
     "Tough? We're talking 
about Jack and the 
beanstalk."  
Retained  Literal translation 
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p6.10 
   'How long have they been un-
der investigation?'   Strathern 
looked at him. 'Is that any con-
cern of yours?'   Rebus 
shrugged. 'I just wondered if I 
was the straw you were clutch-
ing at.' 
Common 
saying 
Keyphrase 
Modi-
fied 
   "สามคนน่ีถกูตามสบืสวนมา
นานเทา่ไหรแ่ลว้ครบั"   รบีสัยกั
ไหล่ "ผมก็แคส่งสยัวา่ ผมเป็น
ฟางเสน้สุดทา้ยของทา่นหรอื
เปลา่เทา่น้ันเอง" (p.149) 
     "How long have these 
three been investi-
gated?"     Rebus 
shrugged, "I just won-
dered whetehr I'm your 
last straw." 
Retained  Literal translation 
p6.10 
   'How long have they been un-
der investigation?' 
   […] 
   'We're close to losing them,' 
Strathern admitted at last. 
'Gray's up for retirement in less 
than a year; McCullough proba-
bly won't be far behind him. 
And Allan Ward's disciplinary 
record…' 
   'You think he's looking for the 
early bath?" 
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   "สามคนน่ีถกูตามสบืสวนมา
นานเทา่ไหรแ่ลว้ครบั" 
   […] 
   "พวกเขาใกลจ้ะหลดุมอืเราไป
เต็มทแีลว้" ในทีส่ดุสแตรต็เทริน์
ก็ยอมสารภาพ "อกีไม่ถงึปีเกรย ์
จะเกษียณ สว่นแม็กคลัลฟัคง
ตามไปหลงัจากน้ันไม่นาน และอ
ลนั วอรด์ประวตัขิองเขาก็..." 
   "ทา่นคดิวา่เขาจะชงิลาออก
ไปกอ่นหรอืครบั"(p.149) 
     "How long have these 
three been investi-
gated?" 
     […] 
     "We're about to lose 
them," Strathern con-
fessed at last. "Gray is 
retiring in less than a 
year. McCullough will 
follow not long after. 
And Allan Ward, his rec-
ord…" 
     "You think he's finding 
a way to retire early?" 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
8.1 
Tennant turned another sheet. 
   'I hadn't finished that,' Taam 
Barclay said. 
   'That's because you've the 
reading age of a muppet,' Gray 
complained, as Tennant handed 
the sheet to Barclay. 
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
เทนแนนตพ์ลกิดกูระดาษแผ่น
ถดัไป 
   "ผมยงัอ่านไม่จบเลย" แทม 
บารเ์คลยโ์วย 
   ก็คณุอ่านยานคางน่ีหวา่" 
เกรยบ์่นขณะเทนแนนตส์ง่
กระดาษแผ่นน้ันใหบ้ารเ์คลย ์
(p.178) 
Tennant turned to the 
next page. 
     "I haven't finished," 
Tam Barclay complained. 
     "Because you are 
slow," Gray said while 
Tennant passed the 
sheet to Barclay. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
8.3 
   'So what do you reckon, sir? Is 
it worth a day or two in Auld 
Reekie? It has to be your call in 
the end, not ours? He opened 
his arms and gave a shrug. 
Current 
affairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "คณุคดิยงัไงครบั คุม้มัย้กบั
การไป โอลดร์กีกีส้กัวนัสองวนั 
คณุตอ้งเป็นคนตดัสนิใจเอง 
ไม่ใชเ่รา" เขาวาดวงแขนกวา้ง
พรอ้มกบัยกัไหล่ (pp.180-181) 
     "What do you think? 
Is it worth going to Old 
Reekie for a day or two. 
You have to decide, not 
us." He opened his arms 
and shrugged. 
Retained  Transliteration 
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8.3 
[…] up in Crime Management, 
the Wild Bunch were being 
taught how to put together a 
Manual of Murder Investiga-
tion, the MMI being, in the 
words of their tutor, 'the Bible 
of a good, tight inquiry'.  
Religion Propernoun Original 
[…] ในหอ้งอบรมวชิาบรหิารงาน
อาชญากรรม กลุม่ "ไวลดบ์นัช"์ 
ก าลงัเขา้รบัการสอนวธิปีระยกุต ์
"คูม่อืการสอบสวนคดี
ฆาตกรรม"หรอืเรยีกยอ่ๆ วา่เอ็ม
เอ็มไอ ทีว่ทิยากรผูอ้บรมเรยีกวา่ 
"คมัภรีก์ารสอบสวนทีด่แีละ
กระชบั" (p.182) 
[…] in the crime manage-
ment lecture room, 
“Wild Bunch” group was 
being taught how to ap-
ply “Manual of Murder 
Investigation” or MMI in 
short, which their mod-
erator called “the ulti-
mate reference for a 
good and concise investi-
gation”. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
8.6 
How was your weekend any-
way?' 
   […] 
   'Drank yourself into a stupor?' 
   'That accusation wouldn't 
stand up in court.' 
   'How tough would it be to 
find witnesses?' 
   'No comment, Your Honour. 
[…]' 
Intra-text 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
"เสารอ์าทติยท์ีผ่่านมาเป็นยงัไง
บา้ง" 
   […] 
   "แลว้ก็เมาไม่รูเ้ร ือ่งละ่ส"ิ 
   "ขอ้หาแบบนีศ้าลไม่รบัฟ้อง
หรอก" 
   "แลว้ถา้หาพยานได ้โทษจะ
หนักแคไ่หนคะ" 
   "ไม่มคีวามเห็นครบั ศาลที ่
เคารพ […]" (p.187) 
"How was your week-
end?" 
     […] 
     "And being com-
pletely drunk?"  
     "The accusation like 
this could not be used in 
court." 
     "If I have witnesses, 
what's his punishment?" 
     "No commnet, Your 
Honour." 
Retained  
TC equivalent 
 
The translator substituted 
the allusion with the ex-
pression in the target text 
that is used to call the 
judges in court. 
9.7 
   'By the way,' Templer said, ' 
how was Big Ger Cafferty?' 
   'He's boguht himself a dog.' 
   'Really? Think we could per-
suade it to be our eyes and 
ears?' 
   'This one was more nose and 
tail,' Siobhan said, finally mak-
ing her exit. 
Intra-text 
Key 
phrase 
Modi-
fied 
   "ขอถามหน่อย" เทมเพลอร ์
เอ่ย "แลว้บิก๊เกอร ์แคฟเฟอรต์ีล้ะ่ 
วา่ไง" 
   "เขาซือ้สนัุขมาตวันึงคะ่" 
   "จรงิเหรอ คดิวา่เราพอจะเกลีย้
กลอ่มใหม้นัเป็นหเูป็นตาแทนเรา
ไดห้รอืเปลา่" 
   "ตวันีถ้นัดดมกลิน่กบักระดกิ
หางมากกวา่คะ่" ชวิอนตอบ ใน
ทีส่ดุเธอก็เดนิออกมา (p.205) 
     "Can I ask some-
thing?" Templer said. 
"How was Big Ger Caf-
ferty doing?"  
     "He bought a dog." 
     "Really? Do you think 
we can make it our eyes 
and ears?" 
     "This one might be 
better at smelling and 
wagging its tail." Si-
obhan answered. She 
came out finally. 
Retained  Literal translation 
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10.3 
   'Knoxland,' Gray said, stretch-
ing our his arm. 'That's what Ed-
inburgh is, wouldn't you agree, 
John?'   Rebus felt he was being 
tested in some way. He offered 
a shrug. 'Which Knox, though?' 
he asked causing Gray to frown. 
'There was another: Doctor 
Robert Knox. he bought bodies 
from Burke and Hare. maybe 
we're more like him...' 
History Propernoun Original 
     "น็อกแลนด"์ เกรยป์ระกาศ 
พลางอา้แขนออกกวา้ง "น่ีแหละ
คอืความหมายของเอดนิบะระ 
เห็นดว้ยกบัผมมัย้ จอหน์"      รี
บสัรูส้กึวา่เขาก าลงัถกูทดสอบ
อะไรบางอยา่ง เขายกัไหล ่
"เพยีงแตค่ณุก าลงัพูดถงึน็อกซ ์
คนไหน" ค าถามของเขาท าให ้
เกรยข์มวดคิว้ "ยงัมอีกีคนชือ่
ดอกเตอรโ์รเบริต์ น็อกซ ์เขา
ซือ้ศพมาจากเบริก์แอนดแ์ฮร ์
พวกเราอาจจะใกลเ้คยีงเขา
มากกวา่" (pp.210-
211)[Footnote: จอหน์ น็อกซ ์
(John Knox - 1514-1572) 
นักปฏริปูศาสนาชาวสกอต และ
เป็นผูใ้หก้ าเนิดลทัธเิพรสไบที
เรยีนหรอืศาสนาครสิตนิ์กายโป
รเตสแตนทใ์นประเทศ
สกอตแลนดนั์บเป็นบุคคลส าคญั
ในประวตัศิาสตรข์อง
สกอตแลนด]์ 
     "Knoxland," Gray an-
nounced opening his 
arms. "This is the mean-
ing of Edinburgh. Do you 
agree, John?"     Rebus 
sensed that he was 
tested somehow. He 
shrugged, "Which Knox 
are you talking about?" 
The question made Gray 
frown. "There is another 
one: Doctor Robert 
Knox. He bought bodies 
from Burke and Hare. 
We might be more like 
that."[Footnote: Knox 
here refers to John Knox 
(1514-1572), a Scottish 
religious reformation 
leader and the founder 
of the Presbyterian 
Church of Scotland. He 
was one of the im-
portant figures in the 
history of Scotland.] 
Translitera-
tion 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about John Knox whose 
name was the origin of 
the nickname 'Knoxland'. 
10.3 
   Allan Ward was looking up 
and down the street. 'Dumfries 
is Times Square compared to 
this place,' he complained. 
Geogra-
phy  & na-
ture 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   อลัลนั วอรด์กวาดตามองขึน้
ลงตามถนน "ถา้เปรยีบกบัทีน่ี่ 
ดมัฟรสีค์อืไทมส์แควรด์ีๆ  น่ีเอง
เขาบ่น (p.211) 
     Allan Ward looked up 
and down the street, 
"Compared to this place, 
Dumfries is Times 
Square," he complained. 
Retained  Transliteration 
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10.6 
   'Some great stuff here, John,' 
McCullough said. 'I've got a lot 
of it myself.' He'd pulled out Ex-
ile on Main Street. 'Best album 
ever made?'   'What is it?' Gray 
asked. When told the title, he 
grinned. 'Exiles on Arden 
Street, that's us, eh?' 
Intra-text Propernoun 
Modi-
fied 
   "เพลงเด็ดๆ ทัง้น้ันเลย จอหน์" 
แม็กคลัลฟับอก "ผมก็มเีพลง
พวกนีอ้ยูเ่ยอะเหมอืนกนั" เขาดงึ
แผ่น พลดัถิน่บนเมนสตรตีออก
มา "อลับมัดทีีส่ดุเทา่ทีเ่คยมี
ออกมาเลยใชม่ัย้น่ี"   "อลับมั
อะไรนะ" เกรยถ์ามแลว้ฉีกยิม้
กวา้งเมือ่ไดย้นิชือ่อลับมั "...พลดั
ถิน่บนอารเ์ดนสตรตี...
หมายถงึพวกเราเลย...วา่มัย้" 
(p.216) 
     "All the great songs 
here, John," McCullough 
said. "I have lots ofthem 
too." He pulled out the 
disc, Exile on Main 
Street. "Isn't it the best 
album ever?"     "What's 
the album, again?" Gray 
grinned widely when he 
heard the title. "…Exlie 
on Arden Street... That's 
us, isn't it?" 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 'Ar-
den Street' was translit-
erated. The rest of the al-
lusion was literally trans-
lated. 
p.10.10 
    'Hello?' 
   'Who's speaking? 
   'You are,' Rebus said. 
   'What?' 
   'Nevermind: it's an old 
Tommy Cooper line. What can I 
do for you, Siobhan?' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ฮลัโหล" 
   "ใครพูดน่ะ"  
   "คณุไง" รบีสักรอกเสยีงลงไป 
   "วา่ไงนะ"  
   "ชา่งเถอะ...น่ีคอืสายของผู้
เฒ่า ทอมมี ่คูเปอร ์มอีะไรให ้
ชว่ย ชวิอน" (p.222) 
 
[Footnote: Tommy 
Cooper (1921-1984) เป็น
นักแสดงตลกชาวองักฤษทีม่ี
ช ือ่เสยีงโดง่ดงัมากคนหน่ึงของ
ศตวรรษที2่0 เขาลม้ลงสิน้ใจบน
เวทรีะหวา่งการแสดงถวาย
สมเด็จพระราชนีิแหง่องักฤษโดย
ไม่มผีูช้มคนใดทราบ เพราะ
เขา้ใจวา่น่ันคอืมุกตลกของเขา] 
     "Hello?" 
     "Who's speaking?" 
     "You," Rebus said." 
     "What?" 
     "Nevermind… This is 
the Old Tommy Cooper 
line. How can I help you, 
Siobhan?" 
 
[Footnote: Tommy 
Cooper (1921-1984) was 
a British commedian. He 
was one of the most 
popular commedian in 
the 20th century. Cooper 
collapsed and died on 
the stage while perform-
ing for Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II. The 
audience did not realize 
that he was actually 
dead because they 
thought it was part of his 
act.] 
Retained  
Transliteration  
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
A footnote was added to 
explain about Tommy 
Cooper. 
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p10.10 
   When he opened the door to 
her, she sniffed the air. 'Mmm, 
testosterone,' she said. Science 
&tech 
Propernoun Original 
   ตอนเขาเปิดประตใูห ้เธอท า
จมูกฟุดฟิดสดูอากาศ "อมื...ก
ลิน่ฮอรโ์มนเพศชาย" เธอวา่ 
(p.223) 
     When he opened the 
door for her, she sniffed 
the air. "Umm… the 
smell of male hormone," 
she said. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
p10.10 
I feel like Goldilocks.' 
   'Sorry I can't afford any por-
ridge.' 
Literature Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
"ฉันรูส้กีเหมอืนตวัเองเป็น 
'โกลดลิ็อกส'์ ยงัไงไม่รู"้ 
   "เสยีใจดว้ย ไม่มขีา้วตม้ให ้
กนิ" 
[Footnote: 'โกลดล็ิอกส'์เป็น
ชือ่ของเด็กหญงิในนิทานเร ือ่ง 
'Goldilocks and the Three 
Bears' ซึง่เป็นเร ือ่งของเด็กหญงิ
โกลดล็ิอกสเ์ดนิเขา้ไปในป่า และ
ไดเ้ขา้ไปในบา้นหลงัหน่ึงซึง่เป็น
บา้นของหมสีามตวัพ่อแม่ลกู ใน
บา้นหลงัน้ันมชีามขา้วตม้วางอยู่
สามชาม ซึง่โกลดล็ิอกสช์มิสอง
ชามแรก และกนิชามทีส่ามจน
หมด... ในทีนี่ห้มายถงึผูพู้ดก าลงั
หวิจดัน่ันเอง] 
"I somehow feel like 
Goldilocks." 
     "Sorry. I don't have 
any rice congee for you." 
 
[Footnote: Goldilocks is 
the name of a girl char-
acter in a children story, 
Goldilocks and the Three 
Bears telling the story of 
Goldilocks who took a 
walk in the woods and 
went into the house of a 
bear family. In the 
house, she saw three 
bowls of rice congee on 
a table, so she tasted the 
first two and finished the 
third one... In this con-
text, it means that the 
speaker is hungry.]   
Retained  
TC equivalence  
The translator substituted 
the word 'porridge' with 
the food in the target text 
that is similar to porridge.  
 
Partially wrong explicita-
tion 
The trannslator added an 
explanation about the 
story, Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears. However, 
the translator interpreted 
that the mention of Goldi-
lock in this context sug-
gested that the speaker 
was hungry. The interpre-
tation was wrong since 
the speaker entered the 
house without the per-
mission of the owner 
(which was her friend), so 
she said that she felt like 
she was Goldilocks; and 
then, the owner went 
along saying that he did 
not have any porridge un-
like what Goldilocks found 
in the story.  
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11.7 
    'And I've got Stevie Wonder's 
initials--doesn't make me a 
blind piano-player.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
    "คณุอยูก่บั 'เอ็มจ ีแค็บส'์ มา
นานเทา่ไหรแ่ลว้"   "สามปี"    
"แสดงว่าคณุไดง้านหลงัจาะถกู
ปลอ่ยตวัออกมาไม่นาน"   
[…]"คณุแคฟเฟอรต์ีม้ดีก็ีตรงนี.้..
วา่มัย้ เขาชอบนักเร ือ่งชว่ยอดตี
คนท าผดิกฏหมาย"   "ใคร"    
[...]   วอลเลชมองหนา้ชวิอนแลว้
มองไฮดส ์กอ่นจะหนักลบัมามอง
ชวิอนอกีคร ัง้ "ผมไม่รูจ้กัใครสกั
คนทีช่ ือ่แคฟเฟอรต์ี"้   "มอรร์สิ 
เจอรลัด ์แคฟเฟอรต์ี"้ ไฮดสบ์อก 
"ชือ่ 'เอ็มจ ีแค็บส'์ ตัง้ตามชือ่ยอ่
ของเขา"     "ผมก็เป็น 'สตวีี ่
วนัเดอรส์' ไดต้ามชือ่ยอ่ แตไ่ม่
เห็นท าใหผ้มเป็นนกัเล่นเปียโน
ตาบอดขึน้มาไดเ้ลย" (p.239) 
     "How long have you 
worked for 'MG Cabs?"     
"Three years."     "So you 
got the job not long after 
you had beeb released."     
[…]     "That's the good 
thing about Mr. Cafferty. 
He likes to help ex-con-
victs.      "Who?"     […]     
Wallace looked at Si-
obhan and then Hynds 
before turning back to 
Siobhan, "I don't know 
anyone whose name is 
Cafferty."     "Morris Ger-
ald Cafferty," Hynds said. 
" The company 'GM 
Cabs' was named after 
his initials."     "I can be 
'Stewie Wonders' from 
my initials. But it doesn't 
make me a blind piano 
player." 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 'Ste-
vie Wonder' was translit-
erated. The rest of the al-
lusion was litterally trans-
lated. 
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14.8 
   Lothian and Borders Police 
HQ on Fettes Avenue was 
known to most of the local 
force as 'the Big House'. Either 
that or 'Rear Window', which 
didn't refer to the Hitchcock 
film but to an embarrasing epi-
sode when vital documents had 
been stolen from the building 
by someone who'd climned in 
through an open window on 
the ground floor. 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
   กองบญัชาการต ารวจโลเธยีน
และบอรเ์ดอสบ์นถนนเฟตสเ์ป็นที่
รูจ้กัของกองก าลงัทอ้งถิน่สว่น
ใหญ่ในนาม "เดอะบิก๊เฮาส"์ 
หรอืทีเ่รยีกกนัอกีชือ่หน่ึงวา่ 
"เรยีรว์นิโดว ์ซึง่ไม่ไดม้ทีีม่า
จากภาพยนตรข์องฮติซค์็อก 
แตม่าจากเหตกุารณน่์าขายหนา้
เมือ่คร ัง้ทีม่คีนปีนเขา้มาขโมย
เอกสารส าคญัทางหนา้ตา่งช ัน้
ลา่งทีเ่ปิดทิง้ไว ้(p.293)[Foot-
note: ความหมายตามตวัอกัษร
แปลวา่ "หนา้ตา่งดา้นหลงั" แต่
ในทีน่ี่มคีวามหมายแฝงอยูซ่ ึง่
เป็นเขา้ใจกนัในระหวา่งผูรู้ว้า่
หมายถงึเหตโุจรกกรรมทีเ่คย
เกดิขึน้ในสถานทีแ่หง่นี]้  
     Lothian and Border 
Police Headquarter on 
Fettes Avenue was 
known among the most 
of the local force as "the 
Big House" or "Rear 
Window" which did not 
refer to the Hitchcock 
film, but from an em-
barassing incident when 
someone had climbed in 
the building through a 
window left open on the 
ground floor and stolen 
important documents 
from the building. [Foot-
note: The literal meaning 
of 'rear window' is a win-
dow at the back. How-
ever, in this context, the 
phrase is used among 
the group to refer to the 
incident that happened 
at the building.] 
Retained  
Transliteration Explicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about the literal meaning 
of the phrase 'rear win-
dow'. 
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14.11 
Cafferty?' she said. 
      'Cafferty's finances are Byz-
antine. We can't be sure if peo-
ple are fronting for him, or if he 
might have money sunk into 
someone else's scheme, a sort 
of silent partner or share-
holder.' 
Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"เร ือ่งแคฟเฟอรต์ีว้า่ไง" เธอถาม 
   "การจดัสรรเงนิของแคฟเฟอร ์
ตีค้อ่นขา้งจะลกึลบั เราไม่แน่ใจ
วา่มใีครออกหนา้แทนเขา หรอื
เขาจะใชเ้งนิลงทนุกบัธรุกจิของ
ใครบา้งหรอืเปลา่ ท านองวา่เป็น
หุน้สว่นหรอืผูถ้อืหุน้ทีไ่ม่ปรากฏ
ชือ่น่ะ" (p.296) 
"How about Cafferty?" 
she asked. 
     "Cafferty's fanancial 
management is rather 
mysterious. We don't 
know whether he has 
someone fronting for 
him or whether he invest 
in other businesses, like 
as a share holder or a si-
lent partner." 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
14.13 
How did you get this number?'   
'I called the station… I don't re-
member the name.' She knew 
he was lying. 'I'm not about to 
start stalking you, Siobhan.'   
'Just as well for you.'    'You've 
got more balls than Tynecastle, 
did you know that?' 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
"คณุไดเ้บอรนี์ม้ายงัไงคะ"    "ผม
โทรไปทีส่ถานี เพือ่นรว่มงานของ
คณุคนหน่ึงใหผ้มมา"    "คนไหน
คะ" ชวิอนไม่ชอบใจทีแ่คฟเฟอรต์ี ้
รูเ้บอรโ์ทรศพัทม์อืถอืของเธอ   
"คนทีผ่มพูดดว้ย...ผมจ าชือ่ไม่ได ้
แลว้" เธอรูว้า่เขาโกหก "ผมยงัไม่
คดิเร ือ่งตามสอดแนมคณุหรอก 
ชวิอน"     "ดแีลว้คะ่ทีเ่ป็นอยา่ง
น้ัน"   "คณุน่ีลยุหนักกวา่ 'ไทนี
แคสเซลิ' อกีนะ รูต้วัรเึปลา่" 
(p.301) [Footnote: Tyne-
castle เป็นชือ่สโมสรฟุตบอลทีม่ี
ช ือ่เสยีงของสกอตแลนด]์ 
"How did you get this 
number?"      I called the 
station… One of your col-
leaguse gave it to me."     
"Which one?" Siobhan 
was irritated that Caf-
ferty knew the number 
of her mobile phone.      
"The one I talked to… I 
can't remember the 
name." She knew he was 
lying. "I haven't think 
about stalking you, Si-
obhan."     "Good to hear 
that."     "You attack 
even harder than Tyne-
castle, you know 
that?"[Footnote: Tyne-
castle is a well-known 
Scottish football club.] 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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15.4 
   'Find anything at the library?' 
Stu Sutherland asked, […]   […]   
'Look for yourself,' he said. As 
they passed the sheets be-
tween them, he explained his 
reasoning. ' We had the news-
paper cuttings at Tulliallan, but 
they were focusing on Rico's 
murder, and that was a Glas-
glow case.' History Propernoun Original 
   "พบอะไรในหอ้งสมุดบา้ง" สต ู
ซตุเทอรแ์ลนดถ์าม […]   […]   
"ดเูองส"ิ เขาบอก ระหวา่งทีท่กุ
คนสง่ผ่านเอกสารไปใหก้นั แจ ๊
ซอธบิายใหฟั้งถงึเหตผุลตาม
ความคดิของเขา "ทีท่ลูเลยีลลนั
มขีา่วตดัจากหนังสอืพมิพอ์ยูก่็
จรงิ แตข่า่วพวกน้ันเนน้เฉพาะ
เร ือ่งการฆาตกรรมรโิค ซึง่
เป็นคดใีนความรบัผดิชอบของ
กลาสโกว ์(p.312) 
     "Have you found any-
thing from the library?" 
Stu Sutherland asked. 
[…]     "Look for your-
self," I said. While they 
passed the documents 
among them. Jazz ex-
plained his reasons from 
his opinion. "At Tulli-
allan, it's true we had 
news cut from the news-
paper, but those news 
focus only on Rico's mur-
der, which was the re-
sponsiblity of Glasglow." 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
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15.4 
   'Find anything at the library?' 
Stu Sutherland asked, […]   […]   
'Look for yourself,' he said. As 
they passed the sheets be-
tween them, he explained his 
reasoning. ' We had the news-
paper cuttings at Tulliallan, but 
they were focusing on Rico's 
murder, and that was a Glas-
glow case.'   [...]   'Does this lot 
tell us anything new?' Gray 
asked.    'It tells us O.J. Simp-
son's going to catch his wife's 
killer,' Tam Barclay said.  
History Propernoun Original 
   "พบอะไรในหอ้งสมุดบา้ง" สต ู
ซตุเทอรแ์ลนดถ์าม […]   […]   
"ดเูองส"ิ เขาบอก ระหวา่งทีท่กุ
คนสง่ผ่านเอกสารไปใหก้นั แจ ๊
ซอธบิายใหฟั้งถงึเหตผุลตาม
ความคดิของเขา "ทีท่ลูเลยีลลนั
มขีา่วตดัจากหนังสอืพมิพอ์ยูก่็
จรงิ แตข่า่วพวกน้ันเนน้เฉพาะ
เร ือ่งการฆาตกรรมรโิค ซึง่เป็น
คดใีนความรบัผดิชอบของกลาส
โกว"์   [...]   "ขา่วพวกนีบ้อก
อะไรใหม่ๆ กบัเราบา้งมัย้" เกรย ์
ถาม   "มนับอกใหรู้ว้า่ โอ.เจ. 
ซมิพส์นั ก าลงัจะตามจบัคนฆ่า
เมยีของเขาอยู"่ แทม บารเ์คลย ์
ตอบ (pp.312-
313)[Footnote: O.J. Simp-
son คอืนักกฬีาอเมรกินัฟุตบอล
ทีม่ชี ือ่เสยีงโดง่ดงัใน
สหรฐัอเมรกิา ถกูจบักมุเป็นผู ้
ตอ้งสงสยัวา่สงัหารอดตีภรรยา
และแฟนหนุ่มเมือ่ 17 มถินุายน 
ค.ศ.1994 และไดร้บัการตดัสนิ
ใหพ้น้โทษ 3 ตลุาคม ค.ศ.1995]  
     "Have you found any-
thing from the library?" 
Stu Sutherland asked. 
[…]     "Look for your-
self," I said. While they 
passed the documents 
among them. Jazz ex-
plained his reasons from 
his opinion. "At Tulli-
allan, it's true we had 
news cut from the news-
paper, but those news 
focus only on Rico's mur-
der, which was the re-
sponsiblity of Glasglow."     
[...]     "Do these cuttings 
tell us anything 
new?"Gray asked.     "It 
tells us that O.J. Simpson 
is going to hunt down his 
wife's killer," Tam Bar-
clay answered. [Foot-
note: O.J. Simpson is an 
American footballer who 
was very popular in the 
United States. He was 
accused of murdering his 
ex-wife and her boy-
friend on 17 June 1994. 
He was pleaded innocent 
o 3 October 1995.]  
Retained  
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about O.J. Simpson. 
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16.8 
I don't even trust the man I'm 
working for, Rebus thought, so 
how can I trust anyone else? 
Passing one of the officers from 
the Marber inquiry, he thought 
how nice it would be seated at 
a desk in the murder room, 
making routine telephone calls, 
knowing how little any of it 
mattered. Instead, he seemed 
to be digging himself an ever-
deeper hole. He'd promised 
Jazz an 'idea', a plan to make 
some money. Now all he had to 
do was deliver... 
Common 
saying 
Keyphrase 
Modi-
fied 
แมแ้ตค่นทีเ่ขาท างานใหเ้รายงัไม่
ไวใ้จเลย รบีสันึก แลว้เขาจะไวใ้จ
คนอืน่ไดย้งัไง ตอนเดนิผ่าน
ต ารวจคนหน่ึงในทมีสบืสวนคดี
มารเ์บอร ์รบีสัคดิวา่มนัจะดี
เพยีงใด หากไดน่ั้งอยูท่ีโ่ตะ๊ท างาน
ในหอ้งสบืสวนคดฆีาตกรรม... 
ไดร้บัโทรศพัทเ์หมอืนทีป่ฏบิตัิ
เป็นประจ า...โดยทีรู่ท้ ัง้รูว้า่แต่ละ
อยา่งทีท่ าน้ันมคีวามส าคญันอ้ย
นิดเพยีงมด แตแ่ทนทีจ่ะเป็น
เชน่น้ันดเูหมอืนเขาก าลงัขดุ
หลุมฝังตวัเองลกึลงไปทกุท ี
เขายนืยนักบัแจซ๊วา่จะ "คดิ" 
วางแผนหาเงนิสกักอ้นและทีเ่ขา
จะตอ้งท าตอนนีค้อืเผยมนั
ออกมา... (p.341) 
I don't even trust those 
I've worked for," Rebus 
thought. How can he 
trust others? When he 
passed one of the offic-
ers from the Marber 
case, he thought how 
great I would be to sit at 
a desk in the murder in-
vestigation room… re-
ceiving some routine 
calls… althought he knew 
how trifle the duty was. 
But instead of doing 
that, it seemed like he 
was digging a deeper 
hole for himself. He had 
told Jazz  that he would 
"come up with" a plan to 
make some money. And 
what he had to do now 
was to reveal it... 
Retained  Literal translation 
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16.14 
   'Tell…me' Rebus's own voice 
dropped futher still. 'Would 
Cafferty organise a hot without 
your knowledge?'   'You're ask-
ing me to incriminate myself.'   
'This is just between the two of 
us.'   [...]   The Weasel shook his 
head. 'I'm not a rat.'   'Rats are 
clever creatures,' Rebus said. 
'They know when to leave a 
sinking ship.'   'Cafferty isn't 
sinking,' the Weasel said with a 
sad smile.   'That's what they 
said about the Titanic,' Rebus 
replied 
History Propernoun Original 
   "ลองบอกผมมาหน่อย..." รบีสั
เองลดเสยีงเบาลงยิง่กวา่ "วา่
แคฟเฟอรต์ีจ้ะวางแผนท ารา้ยใคร
โดยทีค่ณุไม่รูไ้ม่เห็นไดม้ัย้"   
"คณุก าลงัขอใหผ้มใหร้า้ยตวัเอง
นะ"   "เร ือ่งนีรู้ก้นัระหวา่งเราสอง
คน"   […]   เดอะวเีซลสา่ยหนา้ 
"ผมไม่ใชห่นูนะ"   "หนู่เป็นสตัว ์
ฉลาด" รบีสัสวน "พวกมนัรูว้า่
เมือ่ไหรค่วรผละหนีจะเรอืทีก่ าลงั
จะจม"   "แคฟเฟอรต์ีไ้ม่จม
หรอก" เดอะวเีซลยิม้ละเหีย่   
"เหมอืนทีเ่ขากนัเกีย่วกบัไททา
นิก น่ันแหละ" รบีสัโต ้(p.352) 
     "Just tell me…"Rebus 
lowered his voice even 
more, "Is it possible that 
Cafferty plan something 
with you knowing?"     
"You're making me to in-
criminate myself."     
"This will be between 
us."     […]      The Weasel 
shook his head, "I'm not 
a rat."    "Rats are 
clever," Rebus said. 
"They know when to 
leave a sinking ship."    
"Cafferty is not sinking," 
the Weasel smiles 
weakly.     "They also said 
that about the Titanic," 
Rebus argued. 
Retained  Transliteration 
21.6 
   Rebus nodded toward Caf-
ferty. 'He's the serpent in the 
tree, DC Hynds. Whatever he 
says, it isn't worth hearing. Got 
that?' 
Religion 
Key 
phrase 
Modi-
fied 
   รบีสัพยกัพเยดิไปทางแคฟ
เฟอรต์ี ้"หมอน่ันมนัอสรพษิบน
คบไมน้ะ หมู่ไฮดส ์ไม่วา่เขาจะ
พูดเร ือ่งอะไร มนัไม่คุม้ทีจ่ะ
เสยีเวลาน่ังฟัง เขา้ใจหรอืเปลา่" 
(p.487) 
     Rebus nodded toward 
Cafferty. "He's the ser-
pent in the tree, Ser-
geant Hynds. Whatever 
he says, it isn't worth lis-
tening. Understand?" 
Retained  Literal translation 
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21.6-7 
Morning, Cafferty.'     'Long 
time no see.'     'You just keep 
popping up, don't you?' Rebus 
said. 'Like a greasy spot on 
some adolescent's arse.'      
'Would that make you the ado-
lescent or the arse?' Cafferty 
asked. […]     Rebus was shaking 
his heard. 'It would make me 
the man with the Clearasil,' he 
said, causing Hynds to smile. He 
was the only man in the room 
who did. 
Science 
&tech 
Propernoun Original 
"สวสัด ีแคฟเฟอรต์ี"้   "ไม่ไดพ้บ
กนัเสยีนาน"   "คณุโผลม่าเร ือ่ย
เลย วา่มัย้" รบีสัเอ่ย "ยงักบัสวิที่
ชอบขึน้ตามกน้พวกวยัรุน่ยงัง ัน้
แหละ"   "ถา้อยา่งน้ันจรงิแลว้
คณุคอือะไร วยัรุน่หรอืกน้" แคฟ
เฟอรต์ีถ้าม […]   รบีสัสา่ยหนา้
ไปมา "ผมคอืคนทีม่ ี'เคลยีรา
ซลิ' ตา่งหาก" ค าพูดเขาสง่ผล
ใหไ้ฮดสย์ิม้ออกมา และเขาเป็น
คนเดยีวในหอ้งทีย่ิม้ (pp.487-
488)[Footnote: ชือ่น ้ายาขจดั
สวิยีห่อ้หน่ึง] 
"Hi, Cafferty."     "Have-
n't seen you for so long."     
"But you've popped out 
rather often, havent 
you?" Rebus said. "Like 
pimples on a teenager's 
ass."     "If so, what are 
you? A teenager or an 
ass?" Cafferty asked. […]     
Rebus shook his head, 
"I'm a man with 'Cleara-
sil'. His answer made 
Hynds smiled, and he 
was the one who 
did.[Footnote: The brand 
of ance medication.] 
Retained  
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about Clearasil. 
21.8 
     'You better get out of here,' 
she told Cafferty.  
     'Just when I'm starting to en-
joy myself?' Cafferty looked 
confident enough, but his voice 
was shaky. 
     'Out,' Siobhan ordered. 'Da-
vie, make sure Mr Cafferty 
doesn't hang around.' 
   'Unless it's by his neck,' Rebus 
spat. 
Intra-text 
Key 
phrase 
Modi-
fied 
   "คณุออกไปจากหอ้งกอ่น
ดกีวา่" เธอบอกแคฟเฟอรต์ี ้
   "ทัง้ทีผ่มก าลงัเร ิม่สนุกเน่ียนะ" 
ทา่ทางแคฟเฟอรต์ีม้คีวามเชือ่มั่น
ไม่นอ้ย แตเ่สยีงของเขาสัน้พรา่ 
   "ออกไป" ชวิอนสัง่ "เดวี ่คอย
ดอูยา่ใหค้ณุแคฟเฟอรต์ีล้ า้เสน้
เขา้มา" 
   "ยกเวน้ถา้เขาอยากหาเชอืก
สกัเสน้แขวนคอ" รบีสัยงัชวน
ทะเลาะ (p.490) 
     "You'd better go," She 
told Cafferty. 
     "Just when I'm having 
fun," Cafferty looked ra-
ther confident, but his 
voice was shaking. 
     "Get out," Siobhan or-
dered. "Davie, make sure 
Mr Caffer does not cross 
the line." 
     "Unless he wants to 
find a rope to hang him-
self with," Rebus 
snapped. 
Retained  Literal translation 
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21.10-
11 
     'Gill wants to bring in Mal-
colm,' Siobhan was saying.     
Rebus raised an eyebrow. 
'We're charging him?'     'Look 
like.'     'In which case, Cafferty's 
off the hook?'     'Not until we 
cut the line. Problem is, if we 
do that we might lose a man 
overbaord.'     Rebus smiled. 
'Don't be so melodramatic.'     
'I'm serious,' she said. 'Go read 
Moby Dick some time.'     'I 
don't really see myself as Cap-
tain Ahab. He was Gregory 
Peck in the film, wasn't he?' 
Literature Propernoun Original 
   "จลิลต์อ้งการใหเ้ราเขา้กบั
กมุมลัคอลม์ นีลสนั" ชวิอนเอ่ย
ปากพูด   รบีสัเลกิคิว้ขึน้ขา้งหน่ึง 
"เราจะตัง้ขอ้หาเขาเหรอ"   "ดู
เหมอืนเป็นอยา่งน้ัน"     "ถา้
อยา่งน้ันแคฟเฟอรต์ีก็้หลดุจาก
เบ็ดส"ิ   "ยงั จนกวา่เราจะตดั
เอ็น ปัญหาคอื ถา้ท าอยา่งน้ันเรา
อาจจะตอ้งเสยีคนบนเรอืไป"   รี
บสัยิม้ "อยา่พูดเหมอืนหนังชวีติ
นักเลย"   "ฉันพูดจรงิๆ นะคะ" 
เธอเอ่ย "วา่งก็ลองไปอ่านโม
บดีิก๊ด"ู    "ผมมองตวัเองเป็น
กปัตนัอาฮบัไม่ออกเลย ในหนัง
เกรกอรี ่เป๊กแสดงเป็นอาฮบั
ใชม่ัย้" (pp.492-493)[Foot-
note: นิยายผจญภยัในทอ้ง
ทะเลของ Herman Melville 
(1851) ทีก่ปัตนัอาฮบัตามจอง
ลา้งจองผลาญมุ่งมั่นทีจ่ะท าลาย
โมบีด้ิก๊ซึง่เป็นปลาวาฬขาวใหจ้ง
ได ้นักวจิารณว์รรณกรรมกลา่ว
วา่นิยายเร ือ่งนีม้คีวามหมายเชงิ
เปรยีบเทยีบ โดยเห็นวา่โมบดีิก๊
น้ันคอืตวัแทนของความช ัว่รา้ย 
สว่นอาฮบัคอืวรีบุรษุทีจ่อ้งท าลาย
ความช ัว่รา้ยดงักลา่ว] 
     "Jill wants to arrest 
Malcolm Nelson," Si-
obhan said.     Rebus 
raised an eyebrow, "Are 
we going to charge 
him?"     "I suppose."     
"Cafferty is off the hook, 
then."     "Not until we 
cut off the string. The 
problem is if we do that, 
we might lose the sail-
ors."     Rebus smiled, 
"Don't be so dramatic."     
"I'm serious," She said. 
"Read Moby Dick if you 
have time."     "I can't im-
agine myself as Captain 
Ahab. In the movie, 
Gregory Peg played Cap-
tain Ahab, right?"[Foot-
note: The story about an 
adventure in the sea 
written by Herman Mel-
ville (1851). Captain 
Ahab was finding Moby 
Dick, the White Whale to 
kill it. Some literary crit-
ics explain that Moby 
Dick in the story repre-
sents evil, while Ahab is 
the hero that tried to de-
stroy all the evil in this 
world.] 
Retained  
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about the novel, Moby 
Dick and Captain Ahab, 
the protagonist of the 
story. 
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21.11 
     'I'm serious,' she siad. 'Go 
read Moby Dick some time.'     'I 
don't really see myself as Cap-
tain Ahab. He was Gregory Peck 
in the film, wasn't he?' 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
   "ฉันพูดจรงิๆ นะคะ" เธอเอ่ย 
"วา่งก็ลองไปอ่าน โมบดีิก๊ด"ู   
"ผมมองตวัเองเป็นกปัตนัอาฮบั
ไม่ออกเลย ในหนังเกรกอรี ่เป๊ก
แสดงเป็นอาฮบัใชม่ัย้" 
(p.493)[Footnote: หมายถงึ
ภาพยนตรเ์ร ือ่งโมบดีิก๊ทีน่ าออก
ฉายเมือ่ปี ค.ศ. 1956 ก ากบัการ
แสดงโดย จอหน์ ฮูสตนั และม ีเก
รกอรี ่เป๊กแสดงเป็นกปัตนัอาฮบั] 
    "I'm serious," She said. 
"Read Moby Dick if you 
have time."    "I can't im-
agine myself as Captain 
Ahab. In the movie, 
Gregory Peg played Cap-
tain Ahab, right?"[Foot-
note: It refers to the film 
adaptation of the novel 
that came out in 1956 di-
rected by John Houston. 
Gregory Peg played the 
role of Captain Ahab.] 
Retained  
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about the actor, Gregory 
Peg. 
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21.15 
     'I don't think anyone else no-
ticed that the two of you knew 
one another better than you 
should.' Rebus didn't say any-
thing. 'But you weren't exactly 
surprised to see him, weren't 
you? Did he warn you he was in 
town?' 
     'No comment.' 
     'We found him at the Bar Z. 
Probably means his nephew 
keeps in touch. Dickie knew we 
were after him, and came 
sneaking back... Did he speak to 
you last night?' 
     'I didn't know I was working 
with Sherlock fucking Holmes.' 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ผมวา่ไม่มใีครดอูอกวา่คณุ
สองคนรูจ้กักนัดกีวา่ทีค่วรจะ
เป็น" รบีสัไม่ตอบ 
   "แตท่า่ทางคณุไม่แปลกใจเลย
ทีเ่ห็นเขา เขาบอกใหค้ณุรู ้
ลว่งหนา้ใชม่ัย้ว่าเขาเขา้มาใน
เมอืงแลว้" 
   "ไม่มคีวามเห็น" 
   "เราเจอเขาทีบ่ารแ์ซด่ แสดง
วา่เจา้หลานชายกบัเขาน่าจะมี
การตดิตอ่กนัตลอด ดิก๊กีถ้งึไดรู้ ้
วา่เราก าลงัตามหาเขาอยู ่เลย
ดอดกลบัมา... เมือ่คนืนีเ้ขาคยุ
กบัคณุแลว้ใชม่ัย้" 
   "ไม่ยกัรูว้า่ผมท างานอยูก่บั
เชอรล์็อก โฮลม์ตวัแสบ" 
(p.504)  
     "I don't think anyone 
noticed that you two 
seemed to know each 
other better than it 
should be." Rebus said 
nothing. 
     "But you didn't look 
surprised to see him. He 
had told you that he is in 
town, hadn't he?" 
     "No comments." 
     "We met at Bar Z. It 
looks like his nephew 
and him have always 
been in touch. That's 
why Dicky knows we're 
looking for him... He 
talked to you last night, 
right?" 
     "I had no idea I was 
working with a freaking 
Sherlock Holmes." 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Sherlock 
Holmes' was translit-
erated, and the rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
23.5 
   'You don't need any advice, 
DS Clarke. Running a cab com-
pany is one thing, but being a 
female officer in the CID…' 
Dempsey shook her head 
slowly. 'Now there's one job I 
couldn't do for all the tea in 
China.'   'Luckily, I don't drink 
tea,' Sibhan said. 
Intra-text Keyphrase 
Modi-
fied 
   "คณุไม่ตอ้งการค าแนะน าอะไร
ทัง้น้ัน จา่คลา้ก การดแูลบรษิทั
รถแท็กซีม่นัเร ือ่งนึง แตก่ารเป็น
นายต ารวจหญงิแผนกสบืสวน
อาชญากรรมน่ี..." เดมฟรยีส์า่ย
หนา้ชา้ๆ "เป็นอาชพีหน่ึงทีถ่งึจะ
แลกกนัดว้ยน ้าชาทัง้ประเทศจนี 
ฉันก็คงท าไม่ได"้    "โชคดทีีฉ่นั
ไม่ดืม่น า้ชา" ชวิอนพูด 
(p.541) 
     "You don't need any 
advice, Sergeant Clarke. 
Running a taxi company 
is one thing, but being a 
female cop in the crime 
investigation depart-
ment is…" Dempsey 
shook her head slowly. " 
It's a job that I couldn't 
do. Not even for all the 
tea in China."     "Lucky 
me. I don't drink tea," Si-
obhan said. 
Retained  Literal translation 
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25.1 
     'What's this about Dickie Di-
amond?' Barclay said. 
     'Got himself throttled last 
night,' Rebus answered, con-
centrating on the plate in front 
of him. 
     […] 
'Diamond had the smae nech-
hold put on him that Francis 
used in the interview room.' 
     'I'd say you're leaping to con-
clusions,' Jazz said. 
     'Aye,' Barclay added, 'the 
kind of leap Superman used to 
make in the cartoons.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
   "เกดิอะไรขึน้กบัดิก๊กี ้ได
มอนด"์ บารเ์คลยถ์าม 
   "ถกูบบีคอตายเมือ่คนื" รบีสั
ตอบ ขณะเพ่งความสนใจอยูท่ี่
จานตรงหนา้ 
   […] 
"ไดมอนดเ์จอทา่รดัคอแบบ
เดยีวกบัทีฟ่รานซสิท าในหอ้ง
สอบสวน" 
   "ผมอยากบอกวา่คณุดว่นสรปุ
เอาดือ้ๆ" แจซ๊บอก 
   "ชา่ย" บารเ์คลยเ์สรมิ "แบบที่
ซปุเปอรแ์มนด่วนกระโดดใน
การตู์นเลย" 
     "What happened to 
Dicky Diamond?"Barclay 
asked.  
     "He was strangled to 
death last night," Rebus 
said, concentrating on 
the plate in front of him. 
     […] 
     "Dimond was strngled 
the same way Francis did 
in the interrogation 
room." 
     "I just want to say 
that you leap to conclu-
sion," Jazz said. 
     "Yeah," Barclay 
added. "The leap like 
what Superman leaps in 
the comic." 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Superman' was 
transliterated. The rest of 
the allusion was literally 
translated. 
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25.16 
Gray's eyes caught Rebus's, and 
Rebus could see the man was 
having a hard time pulling him-
self back. It was like watching 
Edward Hyde decide he no 
longer needed Henry Jekyll. Re-
bus had told Jazz that there was 
still the chance for resurrection, 
but not in Francis Gray's case. 
Something had died behind his 
eyes, and Rebus didn't think 
he'd be seeing it again. 
Literature Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
สายตาของเกรยเ์ลือ่นมาสบกบัร ี
บสั และรบีสัเห็นชดัเจนวา่มนัเป็น
เร ือ่งยากส าหรบัชายคนน้ันทีจ่ะ
ดงึสายตากลบัไป มนัราวกบัได ้
รบัรูว้า่เอด็เวริด์ ไฮดต์ดัสนิใจ
แลว้ว่าไมต่อ้งการเฮนรี ่เจกลิ
อกีต่อไป รบีสัเคยบอกแจซ๊วา่ยงั
มโีอกาสทีเ่ขาจะฟ้ืนคนืชวีติ
ขึน้มาไดใ้หม่ แตใ่นกรณีของฟ
รานซสิ เกรยเ์ขาไม่มโีอกาสน้ัน
อกีแลว้ แววบางอยา่งในดวงตา
ของเกรยต์ายสนิท และรบีสัคดิวา่
เขาคงไม่มวีนัไดเ้ห็นแววน้ันอกี 
(pp.600-601)[Footnote: ชือ่
ตวัละครจากเร ือ่ง The Strange 
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde ของรอเบริต์ หลยุส ์สตี
เวนสนั ซึง่เป็นตวัละครทีม่สีอง
บุคลกิทีข่ดัแยง้กนัในตวัเอง คอื
ดา้นหน่ึงเป็นคนช ัว่ อกีดา้นหน่ึง
เป็นคนด]ี 
Gray's eyes turned to 
meet Rebus. And Rebus 
could clearly see that it 
was difficult for the man 
to turn away. It was as if 
I had witnessed the mo-
ment Edward Hyde de-
cided that he no longer 
needed  Henry Jekyll. 
Rebus used to tell Jazz 
that there was a chance 
for him to start anew. 
However, in case of 
Francis Gray, there was 
no such a chance for 
him. The sparkle in 
Gray's eyes were com-
pletely dead, and Rebus 
thought it would never 
come back. [Footnote: 
The names of the charac-
ters  in Robert Louis Ste-
venson's The Strange 
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde about a person 
with a split personality. 
One personality is good, 
while the other is evil.] 
Retained  
Translieration + literal 
translationThe name 'Ed-
ward Hyde' and 'Henry 
Jekyll' were transliterated. 
The rest of the allusion 
was literally translated. 
Explicitation (footnote)A 
footnote was added to ex-
plain about the novel, The 
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde. 
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p.26.10 
     'John… are you ready yet to 
tell me what the hell's going 
on?'     […]     Another silence, 
and then Rebus's voice, sound-
ing eerily disembodied. 'Once 
upon a time, in a land far 
away, there was a king called 
Strathern. And one day, he 
called one of his errant knights 
to him with news of a perilous 
quest…' 
Literature Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
   "จอหน์ คณุพรอ้มจะบอกฉัน
ไดห้รอืยงัวา่มนัเกดิเร ือ่งบา้อะไร
ขึน้กนัแน่"   […]   มคีวามเงยีบ
เกดิขึน้อกี กอ่นทีเ่สยีงชวนขน
ลกุราวกบัเสยีงจากวญิญาณของ
รบีสัจะดงัขึน้ "กาลคร ัง้หนึง่ ณ 
ดนิแดนไกลโพน้ มกีษตัรยิ ์
พระองคห์นึง่ทรงพระนาม
ว่าสแตรต็เทริน์ วนัหนึง่
กษตัรยิท์รงเรยีกอศัวนินอก
คอกคนหนึง่ของพระองคเ์ขา้
เฝ้าและมกีระแสรบัส ัง่ถงึเร ือ่ง
การเดนิทางทีเ่ต็มไปดว้ย
ภยนัตรายของอศัวนิ..." 
(pp.618-619) 
     "John, are you 
ready to tell me what 
the hell is happening?"      
[…]     There was a 
moment of silence 
again before Rebus' 
creepy voice like a 
ghost spoke up, "Once 
upon a time in a far-
away land, there 
was a king called 
Strathern. One day, 
the king called one 
of his outcast 
knights to see him 
and tell him about a 
dangerous quest for 
the knight..." 
Retained  Literal translation 
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26.14 
     'Jesus, Siobhan, what are you 
saying here? You take Dempsey 
and McCullough for some lat-
ter-day Bonnie and Clyde? You 
think they killed Edward Mar-
ber?'     [...]     They ended the 
call, but Rebus didn't move the 
car, not quite yet. Dempsey and 
McCullough as Bonnie and 
Clyde… It had been said in jest, 
but now Rebus was starting to 
wonder, not about Bonnie and 
Clyde as such, but about the re-
lationship between McCullough 
and Ellen Dempsey, and how it 
might tie in to tsomething 
much bigger than even Sibhna 
could have imagined. 
History Propernoun 
Origi-
nal 
   "ใหต้ายส ิชวิอน คณุก าลงั
พยายามจะบอกอะไรผมหรอื
เปลา่ คณุคดิวา่เดมพซ์ยีก์บัแม็ก
คลัลฟัเป็นบอนนีก่บัไคลดย์คุ
ใหม่หรอืไง... คดิวา่สองคนน่ีฆ่า
เอ็ดเวริด์ มารเ์บอรง์ ัน้เหรอ"    
[…]   ทัง้สองยตุกิารสนทนากนั
เพยีงเทา่น้ัน แต่รบีสัไม่ยอมขยบั
รถไปไหน... ยงักอ่น เดมพซ์ยี ์
และแม็กคลัลฟัเป็นบอนนีก่บั
ไคลด.์.. ค าพูดทีพู่ดออกไปให ้
เห็นเป็นเร ือ่งตลก แตต่อนนี้รบีสั
ก าลงัเร ิม่สงสยั ไม่ใชเ่ร ือ่งบอนนี่
กบัไคลดอ์ะไรเทอืกน้ัน แตเ่ป็น
เร ือ่งความสมัพนัธร์ะหวา่งแม็ก
คลัลฟักบัเอลเลน เดมพซ์ยี ์ซึง่
อาจจะมสีว่นเชือ่มโยงไปถงึเร ือ่ง
บางเร ือ่งทีใ่หญ่โตเกนิกวา่ทีช่ ิ
วอนจะคาดคดิ (p.627) 
     "Damn it, Siobhan. 
Are you trying to tell 
me that you think 
Dempsey and 
mcCullough are the 
modern Bonnie and 
Clyde?... Are you say-
ing that they killed Ed-
ward Marber?"     […]     
They stopped their 
conversation there, but 
Rebus did not move 
his car... Wait, Demp-
sey and Clyde as Bon-
nie and Clyde... The 
words that meant as a 
joke. But now, Rebus 
was strating to won-
der, not about Bonnie 
and Clyde or any-
thing, but about the 
relationship between 
McCullough and Demp-
sey which might con-
nect to something that 
bigger than Siobhan 
can expect. 
Retained  Transliteration 
29.1 
     'You know the rumours?' 
     He turned his head to her. 
'That I'm in his pocket?' 
     'That the pair of you are too 
similar.' 
     'Oh, we're similar all right… 
like Cain and Abel were.' 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Origi-
nal 
   "คณุรูเ้ร ือ่งทีค่นเขาลอืหรอื
เปลา่" 
   เขาหนัหนา้มาทางเธอ "วา่ผม
อยูใ่นอาณัตขิองแคฟเฟอรต์ี ้
ใชม่ัย้" 
   "เขาวา่คณุสองคนเหมอืนกนั
มากเกนิไปตา่งหาก" 
   "อ๋อ... เราเหมอืนกนัน่ะใช ่ยงั
กบัเคนกบัอาเบลเลย" (p.680) 
     "Have you heard 
about the rumour?" 
     He turned to her, 
"that I'm working for 
Cafferty?" 
     "They said that you 
two are too similar to 
each other." 
     "I see… Yes, we're 
similar, like Cain and 
Abel." 
Retained  Transliteration 
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30.2 
The upstairs was cluttered. […] 
There was no particular style or 
period on display--just masses 
of stuff. […] Lighting was pro-
vided only by a series of wall-
mounted lamps, throwing long 
shadows in odd directions.'It's 
the Bates Motel,' Rebus mut-
tered to Siobhan,[…]' 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun 
Origi-
nal 
บรเิวณหอ้งพกัช ัน้บนคอ่นขา้ง
คบัแคบ […] สิง่ของตา่งๆ ทีว่าง
อยูน้ั่นไม่ไดจ้ ากดัวา่เป็นรปูแบบ
หรอืสมยัใดโดยเฉพาะ เรยีกวา่มนั
เป็นเพยีงขา้วของทีม่ากมาย
เหลอืคณนา […] แหลง่ทีม่าของ
แสงสวา่งเพยีงแห่งเดยีวในหอ้งคอื
โคมไฟขา้งผนังสองสามดวง 
สะทอ้นเงายาวประหลาดไปใน
ทศิทางสะเปะสะปะ   "โรงแรมผี
สงิ" รบีสัพมึพ ากบัชวิอน [...] 
(p.694) 
The room upstairs was 
cramp. […] Assorted 
stuff from no particular 
patterns or ages were 
placed there. Tons of 
things. […] The only 
source of light was a 
few lamps on the wall 
casting strange long 
shadows in various di-
rections.      "The 
haunted hotel," Re-
bus muttered to Si-
obhan. [...]  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown (2003) 
Page Source text 
Sources  
of refer-
ent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion in 
TT 
Strategies 
p1.3 
   Langdon forced an awkward 
smile. He knew what came next--
some ridiculous line about 'Har-
rison Ford in Harris tweed'--[…] Media & 
enter-
tain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   แลงดอนฝืนยิม้ออกมาอยา่ง
ประม่า  เขารูว้า่เดีย๋วก็จะถงึ
บรรทดัทีน่่าขบขนัเกีย่วกบั "แฮริ
สนั ฟอรด์ ในชดุผา้ขนสตัว ์
ยีห่อ้แฮรร์สิ" […] (p.14) 
     Langdon forced an 
awkward smile. He knew 
that was coming was the 
stupid line about "Harri-
son Ford in Harris wool 
suit." […] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The words 'Harrison Ford' 
and 'Harris' were translit-
erated. The rest of the al-
lusion was literally trans-
lated. 
3.2 
Symbologists often remarked 
that France--a country renowned 
for machismo, womanizing and 
diminutive insecure leaders like 
Napolean and Pepin the Short-- 
[…] 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
นักสญัลกัษณว์ทิยามกัตัง้
ขอ้สงัเกตวา่ประเทศฝร ัง่เศสซึง่มี
ช ือ่ในเร ือ่งผูน้ าทีก่รา้วแกรง่ จอม
เจา้ชู ้และตวัเล็กนิดเดยีวทีด่ไูม่
น่าเชือ่ถอือยา่งนโปเลยีนและ
ปาแป็งผูต้ ่าเตีย้ […] (p.23) 
Symbologists oftens com-
mented that France, 
which was notable for ag-
gressive, womanising and 
incredibly small leaders 
like Napoleon and Pepin 
the Short […] 
Retained Transliteration 
3.2 
Symbologists often remarked 
that France--a country renowned 
for machismo, womanizing and 
diminutive insecure leaders like 
Napolean and Pepin the Short-- 
[…] 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
นักสญัลกัษณว์ทิยามกัตัง้
ขอ้สงัเกตวา่ประเทศฝร ัง่เศสซึง่มี
ช ือ่ในเร ือ่งผูน้ าทีก่รา้วแกรง่ จอม
เจา้ชู ้และตวัเล็กนิดเดยีวทีด่ไูม่
น่าเชือ่ถอือยา่งนโปเลยีนและ
ปาแป็งผูต้ า่เตีย้ […] (p.23) 
Symbologists oftens com-
mented that France, 
which was notable for ag-
gressive, womanising and 
incredibly small leaders 
like Napoleon and Pepin 
the Short […] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
3.3 
[…]the famed Tuileries Gardens--
Paris's own version of Central 
Park 
Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] สวนตยุเลอรสีอ์นัเลือ่งชือ่เป็น
เซน็ทรลัปารค์ภาคปารสี 
(p.23) 
[…] the famous Tuileries 
garden is Central Park of 
Paris. 
Retained Transliteration 
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3.5 
   'Mitterrand was a bold man,' 
Langdon replied, splitting the dif-
ference, The late French presi-
dent who had commissioned the 
pyramid was said to have suf-
fered from a 'Pharaoh complex'. 
Single-handedly responsible for 
filling Paris with Egyptian obe-
lisks, art and artefacts, François 
Mitterrand had an affinity fro 
gyptian culture that was so all-
consuming that the French still 
referred to him as the Sphinx. 
Art Propernoun Original 
   "มติแตรร์องดเ์ป็นคนกลา้มาก" 
แลงดอนตอบไปอกีทาง กลา่วกนั
วา่ประธานาธบิดฝีร ัง่เศสผูล้ว่งลบั
ซึง่เป็นผูอ้อกค าสัง่ใหส้รา้งพรีะมดิ
นีม้อีาการ "ปมฟาโรห"์ ฟรงัซวัส ์
มติแตรร์องด ์ชืน่ชอบวฒันธรรม
อยีปิตม์าก เขาเป็นผูร้บัผดิชอบ
แตเ่พยีงผูเ้ดยีวในการน าเอาเสา
หนิ ศลิปะ และศลิปวตัถตุา่งๆ 
แบบอยีปิตเ์ขา้มาแตม้เตมิเต็มกรงุ
ปารสี จนชาวฝร ัง่เศสยงัคงให ้
สมญานามเขาวา่ สฟิงซ ์(p.25) 
     "Mitterrand was a 
bold man," Langdon re-
plied in another way. It 
was said that the late 
French president who 
had commisioned the 
pyramid was said to have 
a 'Pharoah complex'. 
François Mitterand ad-
mired Eyptian culture 
very much. He was the 
one who was solely re-
sponsible for decorating 
Paris with obelisks, 
Eyptian art and artefacts 
until the French called 
him as the Sphinx. 
Retained Transliteration  
3.6 
Twenty minutes ago he had 
been asleep in his hotel room. 
Now he was standing in front of 
a transparent pyramid built by 
the Sphinx, waiting for a police-
man they called the Bull. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ยีส่บินาทกีอ่นเขายงันอนหลบัอยู่
ในโรงแรม ตอนนีก้ลบัตอ้งมายนื
อยูห่นา้พรีะมดิโปรง่ใสที ่
"สฟิงซ"์ สรา้งไว ้รอคอยต ารวจ
คนหน่ึงทีใ่ครๆ เรยีกกนัวา่ววั 
(p.26) 
Twenty minutes earlier, 
he was sleeping in the 
hotel. Now, he was 
standing in front of a 
transparent pyramid built 
by "the Sphinx" waiting 
for a policeman, theu 
called the Bull. 
Retained Transliteration 
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3.6 
Twenty minutes ago he had 
been asleep in his hotel room. 
Now he was standing in front of 
a transparent pyramid built by 
the Sphinx, waiting for a police-
man thay called the Bull.   I'm 
trapped in a Salvador Dali paint-
ing, he thought. Media & 
enter-
tain 
Propernoun Original 
ยีส่บินาทกีอ่นเขายงันอนหลบัอยู่
ในโรงแรม ตอนนีก้ลบัตอ้งมายนื
อยูห่นา้พรีะมดิโปรง่ใสที ่"สฟิงซ"์ 
สรา้งไว ้รอคอยต ารวจคนหน่ึงที่
ใครๆ เรยีกกนัวา่ววั    นีฉั่นหลดุ
เขา้มาอยูใ่นภาพเขยีนของ
ซาลวาดอร ์ดาลกีระมงัน่ี เขา
นึก [Footnote: Salvador 
Dali จติรกรชาวสเปน (๑๙๐๔-
๑๙๘๙) (p.26) 
Twenty minutes earlier, 
he was sleeping in the 
hotel. Now, he was 
standing in front of a 
transparent pyramid built 
by "the Sphinx" waiting 
for a policeman, they 
called the Bull.     I'm 
propably trapped in a Sal-
vador Dali painting, he 
thought. [Footnote: Sal-
vador Dali, a Spanish 
painter (1904-1989)]      
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was addedto explain 
about Salvador Dali. 
3.6 
The man was stocky and dark, al-
most Neanderthal, dressed in a 
dark double-breasted suit […] 
Science 
& tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เขาเป็นชายผวิคล า้รา่งเตีย้ล ่า 
เกอืบเหมอืนมนุษยนี์แอนเดอร ์
ทาล สวมสทูสเีขม้กระดมุสอง
แถว […] (p.26) 
He was a dark short thick-
set body, almost like a 
Neanderthal man, wear-
ing a dark double-
breasted suit […] 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added an 
explanation 'มนุษย'์ 
(man/human) to the allu-
sion. 
5.3 
In Boston not long ago, a disillu-
sioned young investment banker 
had signed over his entire life 
savings to Opus Dei before at-
tempting suicide. 
   Misguided sheep, Aringorosa 
thought, his heart going out to 
them. 
Religion Key phrase Modified 
เมือ่ไม่นานมานีท้ีบ่อสตนั  นัก
ธนาคารเพือ่การลงทนุหนุ่มผูเ้กดิ
เสือ่มศรทัธาในชวีติ ไดเ้ซน็
พนัิยกรรมยกเงนิสะสมทีเ่ก็บมา
ตลอดชวีติใหโ้อปุสเดอกีอ่น
พยายามกระท าอตัวนิิบาตกรรม 
   เป็นแกะผูห้ลงผดิโดยแทม้ 
อรงิกาโรซาคดิ รูส้กึสลดไปกบั
พวกเขา (p.38) 
Not long ago in Boston, 
an optimistic young in-
vestment banker had 
signed his will offering his 
entire life savings to Opus 
Dei before attempting su-
icide. 
      A true misguided 
sheep, Aringarosa 
thought, feeling sad for 
them. 
      
Retained Literal translation 
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6.4 
He had stripped off every shred 
of clothing, placed it neatly on 
the floor, and lain down on his 
back […] His arms and legs were 
sprawled outward in a wide-
spread-eagle, like those of a 
child making a snow angel.  
Media & 
enter-
tain 
Macro-level Modified 
เขาถอดเสือ้ผา้ทกุชิน้ออกวาง
อยา่งประณีตบนพืน้ แลว้ลงนอน
หงายตรงกลางทางเดนิกวา้ง […] 
แขนขาแผ่กวา้ง เหมอืนเวลาเด็ก
ลงไปนอนแผ่หลาบนหมิะ เพือ่
ท ารูปเทวดาบนพืน้หมิะ 
(p.44) 
He took all his clothes off 
and put them neatly on 
the floor before lying on 
his back […] His arms and 
legs sprawled out like 
when children lay on the 
snow making a snow an-
gel. 
Retained Literal translation 
6.4-5 
A white Ku Klux Klan headpiece 
conjoured images of hatred and 
racism in the United States, and 
yet the same costume carried a 
meaning of religious faith in 
Spain. 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
หมวกสขีาวของกลุ่มคูคลกัซ ์
แคลน ในสหรฐัอเมรกิาสือ่
ความหมายถงึความเกลยีดชงัและ
การเหยยีดผวิ แตเ่ครือ่งแตง่กาย
แบบเดยีวกนัในสเปนกลบั
หมายถงึความศรทัธาทางศาสนา 
[Footnote: Ku Klux Klan 
สมาคมลบัของคนขาวซึง่เหยยีด
ผวิ จดัตัง้ขึน้ทางตอนใตข้อง
สหรฐัฯ หลงัสงครามกลางเมอืง 
ใชค้วามรนุแรงในการท ารา้ยและ
เขน่ฆ่าคนด า] (p.45) 
A white headpiece of Ku 
Klux Klan referred to ha-
tred and racism in the 
United States. However, 
the same clothes con-
veyed the meaning of re-
ligious faith in Spain. 
 
[Footnote: Ku Klux Klan 
was a secret organisation 
of white people who be-
lieved in the supermacy 
of white people. The or-
ganisation was founded 
in Southern part of the 
United States after the 
civil war. The organisa-
tion practiced violence 
and brutal murder 
against black people.]   
Retained Literal translation 
7.2 
Sister Sandrine could not help 
but feel that Opus Dei's good 
standing in Rome was suspect, 
but one did not argue with the 
Holy See. 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ซสิเตอรซ์องดรนีอดรูส้กึไม่ไดว้า่
การทีโ่อปุสเดอมีสีถานภาพทีด่ใีน
วาตกินัน้ันน่าเคลอืบแคลง แตก่็
ไม่ควรจะคดิโตแ้ยง้กบัส านกั
วาตกินั (p.51) 
Sister Sandrine could not 
help feeling that the good 
status in Vatican of Opus 
Dei was suspicious. How-
ever, no one should ar-
gue with the Vatican. 
Retained SC equivalent 
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7.2 
She had been shocked to learn 
that female numeraries were 
forced to the men's residence 
halls for no pay while the men 
were at mess; women slept on 
hardwood floors, while the men 
had straw mats; […] all as added 
penance for original sin. It 
seemed Eve's bite from apple of 
knowledge was a debt women 
were doomed to pay for eter-
nity. 
Religion Key phrase Original 
เธอเคยตะลงึเมือ่รบัรูว้า่สาวกหญงิ
ถกูบงัคบัใหท้ าความสะอาด
บรเิวณทีพ่กัของผูช้ายโดยไม่ได ้
รบัคา่ตอบแทนใดๆ ระหวา่งทีพ่วก
ผูช้ายเขา้พธิมีสิซา ผูห้ญงิตอ้ง
นอนบนพืน้ไมก้ระดาน แตผู่ช้ายมี
เสือ่ฟาง[…] ทัง้หมดนีเ้ป็นการ
กระท าเพือ่ใหส้ านึกในบาปทีต่ดิ
ตวัมาแต่ก าเนิด ดเูหมอืนวา่
การทีอ่ฟีไปกดัแอปเป้ิลแหง่
ความรูเ้ขา้ ผูห้ญงิก็เลยตอ้งเป็น
หนีท้ีต่อ้งช าระไปตลอดกาล 
(p.52) 
She had been shocked to 
know that female numer-
aries were force to clean 
the men's residence with-
out any payment when 
the men attended the 
mess. Women had to 
sleep on hardwoord 
floors, while the men 
slept on straw mats. […] 
All these were done as an 
atonement of the sin 
that every man was born 
with. It seemed like Eve's 
bite from apple of 
knowledge made women 
be eternally in debt. 
Retained Literal translation 
7.2 
She had been shocked to learn 
that female numeraries were 
forced to the men's residence 
halls for no pay while the men 
were at mess; women slept on 
hardwood floors, while the men 
had straw mats; […] all as added 
penance for original sin. It 
seemed Eve's bite from apple of 
knowledge was a debt women 
were doomed to pay for eter-
nity. 
Religion Macro-level Modified 
เธอเคยตะลงึเมือ่รบัรูว้า่สาวกหญงิ
ถกูบงัคบัใหท้ าความสะอาด
บรเิวณทีพ่กัของผูช้ายโดยไม่ได ้
รบัคา่ตอบแทนใดๆ ระหวา่งทีพ่วก
ผูช้ายเขา้พธิมีสิซา ผูห้ญงิตอ้ง
นอนบนพืน้ไมก้ระดาน แตผู่ช้ายมี
เสือ่ฟาง[…] ทัง้หมดนีเ้ป็นการ
กระท าเพือ่ใหส้ านึกในบาปทีต่ดิตวั
มาแตก่ าเนิด ดเูหมอืนวา่การที่
อฟีไปกดัแอปเป้ิลแห่งความรู ้
เขา้ ผูห้ญงิก็เลยตอ้งเป็นหนีท้ี่
ตอ้งช าระไปตลอดกาล (p.52) 
She had been shocked to 
know that female numer-
aries were force to clean 
the men's residence with-
out any payment when 
the men attended the 
mess. Women had to 
sleep on hardwoord 
floors, while the men 
slept on straw mats. […] 
All these were done as an 
atonement of the sin that 
every man was born with. 
It seemed like Eve's bite 
from apple of knowledge 
made women become 
eternally in debt. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Eve' was trans-
literated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
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9.4 
   Sophie began to pull a cell-
phone from her sweater pocket, 
but Fache waved her off. He now 
looked like Mount Vesuvius 
about to erupt.  
Religion Propernoun Original 
   โซฟีท าทา่จะดงึโทรศพัทม์อืถอื
ออกมาจากกระเป๋าเสือ้สเว็ตเตอร ์
แตฟ่าชโบกมอืใหเ้ธอเก็บ ทา่ทาง
ของเขาตอนนีเ้หมอืนภูเขาไฟ
วซิูเวยีสก าลงัจะระเบดิอยู่
รอมรอ่ [Footnote: Vesuvius 
ชือ่ภเูขาไฟทีย่งัคอุยู ่สงูถงึ 
๔,๐๐๐ ฟุต (๑,๒๑๙ เมตร) อยู่
เหนืออ่าวเนเปิลส ์ การระเบดิคร ัง้
หน่ึงเมือ่ปีค.ศ.๗๙ ท าลายนคร
ปอมเปอแีละเฮอรค์วิเลเนียมของ
โรมนัราบเป็นหนา้กลอง (p.63) 
     Sophie was about to 
pull out her mobile from 
the pocket of her 
sweater, but Fache 
waved his hand for her to 
stop. He now looked like 
Mount Vesuvius about to 
erupt.[Footnote: Vesu-
vius is the name of an ac-
tive volcano located 
4,000 feet above the 
Gulp of Naples. The vol-
cano once erupted in 79 
A.D. The eruption com-
pletely destroyed Roman 
cities of Pompeii and Her-
culenium.] 
Retained 
Transliteration Explicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about Mount Vesuvius. 
28.2 
Midwives also was killed for 
their heretical practice of using 
medical knowledge to ease the 
pain of chilfbirth--a suffering, the 
Churdh claimed, that was God's 
rightful punishment for Eve's 
partaking of the Apple of 
Knowledge, thus giving birth to 
the idea of Original Sin.  
Religion Macro-level Modified 
พวกหมอต าแยก็ถกูฆ่าเพราะมี
พฤตกิรรมนอกรตีทีใ่ชค้วามรูใ้น
การรกัษาเยยีวยาชว่ยบรรเทา
ความเจ็บปวดจากการคลอดบุตร 
ซึง่เป็นความทกุขท์รมานที่
ครสิตจกัรอา้งวา่เป็นการลงโทษที่
เหมาะสมแลว้ของพระเจา้ในการที่
อฟีแอบกดักนิแอปเป้ิลแห่ง
ความรู ้ซึง่เป็นทีม่าของ
แนวความคดิเร ือ่งบาปด ัง้เดมิ 
(p.145) 
Midwives were killed as 
well because of their he-
retical practice of using 
medical knowkedge to 
ease the pain from giving 
birth which was the suf-
fering the Chruch claimed 
to be God's rightful pun-
ishment for Eve's bite 
from apple of knowledge 
signaling the concept of 
the sin that a man born 
with.  
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Eve' was trans-
literated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
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29.2 
As he stood and examined his 
find, he realized he was holding 
a rough-hewn stone slab with 
engraved words. He felt like a 
modern-day Moses. 
Religion Macro-level Modified 
เมือ่ยนืขึน้และกม้ลงตรวจดสูิง่ที่
เขาพบ จงึเห็นวา่สิง่ทีเ่ขาถอือยู่
เป็นแผ่นหนิเล็กๆ ทีส่กดั
หยาบๆ และจารกึขอ้ความไว ้ 
ช ัว่ขณะหน่ึง เขาเกดิความรูส้กึ
ว่าตนเองละมา้ยโมเสสแห่งยุค
ปัจจบุนั[Footnote: Moses 
บุรษุในพระคมัภรีไ์บเบลิชาวฮบิร ู
ทีเ่ช ือ่กนัวา่เป็นผูท้ีพ่ระเจา้สง่มา
ปลดปลอ่ยชาวอสิราเอลใหพ้น้
จากการเป็นทาสของอยีปิต ์และ
น าผูค้นมาสูด่นิแดนใหม่ เป็นผูร้บั
บญัญตัจิากพระเจา้บนภเูขา ที่
เรยีกกนัวา่บญัญตัสิบิประการ] 
As he stood and exam-
ined what he found. He 
realized that he was hold-
ing a roughly cut stone 
with an engraved pas-
sage. For a moment, he 
felt like he was a Modern 
Moses. [Footnote: Moses 
was a man from the Bible 
in Hebrew. He was be-
lieved be sent to liberate 
the Isaraelists from being 
enslaved by the Eyptians 
and led them to a new 
land. He was the person 
who recieved the com-
mandments called the 
Ten commandments 
from God on the 
moutnain.] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationExplicitation 
(footnote)A footnote was 
added to explain about 
Moses and the event re-
lated to the allusion. 
30.3 
The bizarre scene Da Vinci had 
painted included an awkwardly 
posed Virgin Mary sitting with 
Baby Jesus, John the Baptist and 
the Angel Uriel on a perilous 
outcropping of rocks 
Art Macro-level Modified 
เป็นฉากอนัแปลกประหลาดที่
ดาวนิชวีาดขึน้ ซึง่ประกอบดว้ย
พระแม่มารปีระทบัอยู่กบัองค ์
พระเยซูขณะเป็นทารก 
จอหน์เดอะแบป๊ตสิท ์และเทพ
ยูเรยีล ดว้ยทา่ทางเก้ๆ  กงัๆ 
บนกอ้นหนิทีโ่ผล่ขึน้มาเหนือ
พืน้ดูน่าอนัตรายยิง่  (p.153) 
It was a strange scene 
painted by Da Vinci. The 
scene showed Virgin 
Mary sitting with baby 
Jesus, John the Baptist 
and Angel Uriel in an 
awkward position on a 
rock that sticking out 
dangerously of the 
ground. 
Retained 
Traansliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The proper nouns 'Mary', 
John the Baptist' and 'Uri-
el' were translterated. The 
rest of the allusion was lit-
erally translated. 
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34.3 
the valley where the Curiazi and 
Orazi clans fought long before 
founding of Rome. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…]หบุเขาทีช่นเผ่ากูรอิาซแีละ
โอราซตีอ่สูก้นัยาวนานกอ่นการ
กอ่ตัง้กรงุโรม (p.174) 
[…] the valley where Curi-
azi and Orazi tribes 
fought against each other 
for a long time before the 
founding of Rome. 
Retained Transliteration 
37.2 
I thought the Templars were cre-
ated to protect the Holy Land.' 
Religion Propernoun Original 
ฉันนึกวา่นักรบเหลา่นีถ้กูจดัตัง้
ขึน้เพือ่พทิกัษด์นิแดนอนั
ศกัดิส์ทิธิเ์สยีอกี [Footnote: 
Holy Land ดนิแดนศกัดิส์ทิธิ ์
แผ่นดนิทางฝ่ังตะวนัออกของ
ทะเลเมดเิตอรเ์รเนียน แผ่นดนิ
เดยีวกนัทีเ่คยเป็นดนิแดนของ
ปาเลสไตน]์ (p.185) 
I thought these worriors 
were appointed to pro-
tect the Holy land.[Foot-
note: The Holy Land re-
fers to the land on the 
eastern side of Mediter-
renean Sea used to be-
longed to Palestines.] 
Retained 
Literal translationExplic-
itaion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to explain 
the location of the Holy 
Land. 
37.2 
Their true goal in the Holy Land 
was to retrieve the document 
from beneath the ruins of the 
temple.' Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
จดุมุ่งหมายทีแ่ทจ้รงิในดนิแดน
ศกัดิส์ทิธิก์็คอืการกูเ้อกสารคนื
จากซากปรกัของวหิาร" (p.185) 
Their real goal in the Holy 
Land is to retrieve the 
documents back from the 
ruins of the temple." Retained Literal translation 
37.3 
explaining how the Knights were 
in the Holy Land during the Sec-
ond Crusade Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] อธบิายวา่ เหลา่อศัวนิไปอยู่
ในดนิแดนศกัดิส์ทิธิร์ะหวา่ง
สงครามครเูสดคร ัง้ทีส่องได ้
อยา่งไร (p.185) 
[…] explained how the 
knights were in the Holy 
Land during the Second 
Crusade. 
Retained Literal translation 
38.1 
The Holy Grail, she had thought, 
was the cup that Jesus drank 
from at the Last Supper […] Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เธอเคยคดิวา่โฮลีเ่กรลคอืจอกซึง่
องคเ์ยซทูรงใชด้ืม่ในพระกระยา
หารมือ้สดุทา้ย[…] (p.190) 
She had thought that the 
Holy Grail was the cup 
that Jesus drank from 
during the Last Supper 
[…] 
Retained Literal translation 
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38.1 
The Holy Grail, she had thought, 
was the cup that Jesus drank 
from at the Last Supper and with 
which Joseph of Arimathea later 
caught His blood at the crucifix-
aion. 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เธอเคยคดิวา่โฮลีเ่กรลคอืจอกซึง่
องคเ์ยซทูรงใชด้ืม่ในพระกระยา
หารมือ้สดุทา้ย และเป็นจอกทีโ่ย
เซฟแห่งอรมิาเธยี ใชร้องรบั
พระโลหติของพระองคห์ลงัทรงถกู
ตรงึกางเขน 
[Footnote: Joseph of Ari-
mathea บุคคลในคมัภรีไ์บเบลิ 
ซึง่เป็นผูข้อพระวรกายแหง่องค ์
พระเยซหูลงัถกูตรงึบนไมก้างเขน 
และน าไปฝังในสสุานสว่นตวัของ
เขา] (p.190) 
She had thought that the 
Holy Grail was the cup 
that Jesus drank from 
during the Last Supper 
and also the cup that Jo-
seph of Arimathea used 
to caught His blood after 
the crucifixation. 
 
[Footnote: Joseph of Ari-
mathea was a biblical 
character who was re-
sponsible for the burial of 
Jesus at his personal bur-
ial ground.] 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
A footnote was added to 
explain about Joseph of 
Arimathea.  
38.4 
If so, then certainly other relics 
should generate similar or 
greater interest--the Crown of 
Thorns, the true Cross of the 
Crucifixion, the Titulus-- and yet, 
they do not. 
Religion Propernoun Original 
ถา้เป็นอยา่งน้ันจรงิ ปูชนียวตัถุ
อืน่ๆ ก็น่าจะท าใหเ้กดิความสนใจ
แบบเดยีวกนั หรอืมากกวา่ อยา่ง 
มงกฏุหนาม กางเขนอนัจรงิที่
ใชต้รงึพระเยซ ูตติลูสุ แตข่อง
เหลา่นีก้ไ้ม่ไดเ้ป็นอยา่งน้ัน 
[Footnote: Crown of 
Thorns พวงมาลาหนาม หรอื
มงกฏุหนาม ทีอ่งคพ์ระเยซตูอ้ง
ทรงสวมไวท้ีพ่ระเศยีรกอ่นถกูตรงึ
ไมก้างเขน] (p.191) 
If that is true, other relics 
should also attract the 
same interest or even 
greater like the Crown of 
Thorns, the real coss that 
was used for the Crucifix-
ation of Jesus and the Tit-
ulus. But they do not. 
[Footnote: The Crown of 
Thorns, the headpiece 
made of thorns that  Je-
sus have to wear before 
the crucifixation.] 
Retained 
Literal translationExplic-
itaion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to explain 
the Crown of Thorns 
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38.3 
If so, then certainly other relics 
should generate similar or 
greater interest--the Crown of 
Thorns, the true Cross of the 
Crucifixion, the Titulus-- and yet, 
they do not. 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ถา้เป็นอยา่งน้ันจรงิ ปูชนียวตัถุ
อืน่ๆ ก็น่าจะท าใหเ้กดิความสนใจ
แบบเดยีวกนั หรอืมากกวา่ อยา่ง 
มงกฏุหนาม กางเขนอนัจรงิทีใ่ช ้
ตรงึพระเยซ ูตตูิสสุ แตข่อง
เหลา่นีก้ไ้ม่ไดเ้ป็นอยา่งน้ัน  
[Footnote: แผ่นไมท้ีเ่ช ือ่กนัวา่
เป็นสว่นหน่ึงของ headboard ที่
ตดิอยูท่ีก่างเขนซึง่ใชต้รงึพระเยซ ู
ขณะนีอ้ยูท่ีโ่บสถใ์นซานตาครซู
ในกรงุโรม] (p.191) 
If that is true, other relics 
should also attract the 
same interest or even 
greater like the Crown of 
Thorns, the real coss that 
was used for the Crucifix-
ation of Jesus and the Tit-
ulus. But they do not.  
 
[Footnote: a wood board 
that is believed to be part 
of the headboard of the 
Cross used for the Cruci-
fixation of jesus. The Titu-
lus has been stored at the 
church of Santa Croce in 
Rome.] 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
An footnote was added to 
explain about the Titulus. 
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39.2 
Do you not undertand how spe-
cial this make you? Were you 
not aware that Noah himself 
was an albino?'   'Noah of the 
Ark?' Silas had never heard this.   
Arigarosa was smiling. 'Indeed, 
Noah of the Ark. An albino. 
Religion Propernoun Original 
เจา้ไม่เขา้ใจหรอืวา่ท าใหเ้จา้เป็น
คนพเิศษขนาดไหน เจา้ไม่รูร้วึา่
โนอาห ์เองก็เป็นคนเผอืก"   
"โนอาหแ์ห่งดอิารค์หรอืครบั" 
สลิาสไม่เคยรูเ้ร ือ่งนีม้ากอ่นเลย   
อรงิกาโรซายิม้ให ้"จรงิๆ นะ โน
อาหแ์ห่งดอิารค์เป็นคนเผอืก
เชน่เจา้ [Footnote: Noah 
ชาวฮบิรผููร้บัค าสัง่จากพระผูเ้ป็น
เจา้ใหส้รา้งเรอืขึน้ล าหน่ึง เพือ่
ชว่ยชวีติตนเอง ครอบครวั และ
สตัวท์กุชนิด ชนิดละคู ่เพือ่ให ้
รอดพน้ภยัพบิตัจิากน ้าทว่มโลก 
เรอืน้ันคอื the Ark - จากพระ
คมัภรีไ์บเบลิ] (p.195) 
Do you not understand 
how special it makes 
you? Do you not know 
that  Noah was also an al-
bino?"     "Noah of the 
Ark?" Silas had never 
heard of the storu be-
fore.     Arigarosa smiled 
at him, "Yes. Noah of the 
Ark was an albino like 
you." [Footnote: Noah 
was a Hebrew man who 
received an order from 
God to build a vessel to 
save his own life, his fam-
ily and a pair of every 
kind of animals from the 
great flood. The vessel is 
the Ark from the Bible.] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about Noah (of the Ark). 
40.2 
All that remained were occa-
sional whisperings that it was 
hidden in Great Britain, the land 
of King Arthur and the Knights 
of the Round Table. 
Litera-
ture 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
มแีตเ่สยีงกระซบิเป็นคร ัง้คราววา่
ถกูเก็บซอ่นไวใ้นประเทศองักฤษ 
ดนิแดนแหง่กษตัรยิอ์ารเ์ธอร ์
และอศัวนิโตะ๊กลม (p.197) 
There were occasional 
whisperings that it was 
hiddern in the UK, the 
land of King Arthur and 
the Knights of the Round 
Table. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'King Arthur' 
was transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was lit-
erally translated. 
46.1 
   Silas fell to his knees before 
Bishop Arigarosa […] and he said, 
'I am a lamb of God. Shepherd 
me as your heart commands.' Religion Key phrase Original 
   สลิาสทรดุกายลงคกุเขา่ตอ่
หนา้ทา่นบชิอ็ปอรงิกาโรซา […] 
แลว้ตอบทา่นวา่ "กระผมคอืลูก
แกะแห่งพระเจา้ ทา่นจงบง
การน าทางกระผมไดต้ามทีใ่จ
ทา่นตอ้งการ" (p.229) 
     Silas fell onto hos 
knees before Bishop 
Arigarosa […], and an-
swered him, "I am a lamb 
of God. Command me as 
your heart desires." 
Retained Literal translation  
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47.3 
[…],praised modern cryptologists 
like Zimmerman and Schneier 
but failed to mention that it was 
Leonardo who had invented one 
of the first rudimentary forms of 
public key encryption centuries 
ago.  
History Propernoun Original 
[…] ชืน่ชมนักรหสัวทิยาสมยัใหม่
อยา่งซมิแมรม์นัและชไนแอร ์
[…] แตไ่ม่ยอมเอ่ยวา่เลโอนารโ์ด 
ดาวนิซคีอืผูค้ดิคน้แบบรา่งของ
รหสัส าคญัทีใ่ชก้นัทัว่ไปขึน้เป็น
คนแรกเมือ่หลายศตวรรษกอ่น 
(p.233) 
[…] praised modern crpy-
ologists like Zimmerman 
and Schneier […] but had 
never mentioned that Le-
onardo Da Vinci was the 
first who had created the 
sketch of the key encrp-
tion that was widely used 
centuries ago. 
Retained Transliteration 
47.3 
[…],praised modern cryptologists 
like Zimmerman and Schneier 
but failed to mentio that it was 
Leonardo who had invented one 
of the first rudimentary forms of 
public key encryption centuries 
ago.  
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] ชืน่ชมนักรหสัวทิยาสมยัใหม่
อยา่งซมิแมรม์นัและชไนแอร ์
[…] แตไ่ม่ยอมเอ่ยวา่เลโอนารโ์ด 
ดาวนิซคีอืผูค้ดิคน้แบบรา่งของ
รหสัส าคญัทีใ่ชก้นัทัว่ไปขึน้เป็น
คนแรกเมือ่หลายศตวรรษกอ่น 
(p.233) 
[…] praised modern crpy-
ologists like Zimmerman 
and Schneier […] but had 
never mentioned that Le-
onardo Da Vinci was the 
first who had created the 
sketch of the key encrp-
tion that was widely used 
centuries ago. 
Retained Transliteration 
48.1 
Keystones as a masonry tech-
nique for building stone arch-
ways had been one of the best-
kept secrets of the early Ma-
sonic Brotherhood 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
หลกัศลิาเป็นเทคนิคหน่ึงของการ
สรา้งบา้นดว้ยหนิ ใชส้ าหรบัการ
สรา้งหลงัคาโคง้ดว้ยหนิ หลกัศลิา
กลายเป็นหน่ึงในความลบัทีเ่ก็บง า
กนัไวอ้ยา่งดยีิง่ของกลุม่ภราดร
เมซนัส ์(กลุ่มภราดรชา่งอฐิ) 
ยุคแรกๆ (p.238) 
Keystones was one of the 
techniques of building 
stone houses for stone 
archways. Keystones had 
been one of the secrets 
netly kept by the early 
Masonic Brotherhood 
(the association of ma-
sonry professionals). 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The word 'Mason' was 
transliterated. The rest 
was literally translated. 
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48.3 
Then again, tests like this were 
extremely common in secret so-
cieties. The best known was the 
Masons', 
Religion Propernoun Original 
นอกจากนีก้ารทดสอบท านองนีก็้
ใชก้นัทัว่ไปในหมู่สมาคมลบัตา่งๆ 
ทีรู่จ้กักนัดก็ีคอืเดอะเม
ซนัส[์Footnote: Masons 
เป็นสมาคมลบัทีม่มีาแตโ่บราณ 
แตม่ารือ้ฟ้ืนใหม่เมือ่ปีค.ศ.๑๗๑๗ 
ปัจจบุนัเป็นสมาคมระดบัโลกที่
ใหญ่ทีส่ดุ  หลกัการของเดอะเม
ซนัสค์อื "บดิรแหง่พระเจา้ และ
ภราดรภาพแหง่มนุษย"์ ใช ้
เคร ือ่งมอืชา่งเป็นสญัลกัษณ ์มคี า
ขวญัวา่ "จรยิธรรมทีบุ่รษุทกุผู ้
เห็นชอบ น่ันคอื การรเป็นคนดี
และมคีวามสตัยจ์รงิ" มสีมาชกิอยู่
สามระดบั เรยีกวา่องศาทีห่น่ึง 
องศาทีส่อง และองศาทีส่าม  การ
ไตเ่ตา้จะอยูท่ีป่ระมาณของการท า
สิง่ทีม่คีณุคา่ ถา้จะขึน้ไปใหส้งู
กวา่น้ันจะตอ้งผ่านพธิกีาร
มากมาย ทีเ่ป็นทีนิ่ยมคอืขัน้ที่
เรยีกวา่ Scottish Rite ซึง่มี
สามสบิสององศา] (p.240) 
Moreover, this kind of 
tests were commonly 
used among secret socie-
ties The best known one 
was  the Masons. [Foot-
note: The Mosons is a se-
cret society founded in 
an ancient time and was 
revived in 1717. At pre-
sent, it is considered one 
of the largest interna-
tional societies. The prin-
ciple of the Masons is The 
love of God and the fra-
ternity of human". The 
society has the building  
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about the Monsons. 
  
     The bumper broke off sud-
denly with a crash. Langdon 
paused to catch his breath. At 
least the truck would no longer 
look like a Fourth of July spar-
kler. 
Current 
affairs 
Macro-level Modified 
   กนัชนหกัออกในทนัใดพรอ้ม
ดว้ยเสยีงดงัโคลง้เคลง้ แลงดอน
หอบแฮกๆ  เอาเถอะ อยา่งนอ้ยไอ ้
รถบรรทกุคนันีก็้จะไม่สง่ประกาย
ไฟเหมอืนพลุคนืวนัทีส่ี ่
กรกฎาคม อกีตอ่ไป 
[Footnote: วนัที ่๔ กรกฎาคม 
เป็นวนัชาตขิองสหรฐัอเมรกิา มี
การเฉลมิฉลองดว้ยการจดุพลุ
ตามทีต่า่งๆ เป็นประจ าทกุปี] 
(p.251) 
     Suddenly, the bumper 
broke off noisily. Langdon 
tried to catch his breath. 
At least, this truck would 
not spark like the fire-
work on the night of the 
Fourth of July.  
 
[Footnote: The Fourth of 
July is the US Independ-
ent Day. Every year, 
there is a celebration 
with fireworks in differnt 
public places.] 
Retained 
Literal translation 
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
A footnote was added to 
explain about the signifi-
cance of the fourth of 
July. 
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51.7 
, and hearing the story of the 
Holy Grail from Leigh Teabing 
will be like hearing the theory of 
relativity from Einstein himself.' Science 
& tech 
Propernoun Original 
และการไดฟั้งเร ือ่งของโฮลีเ่กร
ลจากลหี ์ทบีบงิ ก็เหมอืนไดฟั้ง
ทฤษฎสีมัพนัธภาพจาก
ไอสไตนเ์องเลยทเีดยีว" 
(p.256) 
And hearing about the 
Holy Grail from Leigh 
Teabing is like hearing 
the relativity theory 
from Einstein him-
self." 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Einstein' was translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was litterally 
translated. 
54.3 
, one of which Sophie recognized 
as a Poussin, her grandfather's 
second-favourite painter. Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ภาพหน่ึงโซฟีจ าไดว้า่เป็นของปู
สแซง็ จติรกรทีค่ณุตาโปรดเป็น
อนัดบัสอง (p.264) 
[…], a painting which 
Sophie recognised as 
belonging to Poussin, 
her grandfather's sec-
ond favourite painter. 
Retained Transliteration 
54.4 
   Their host arrived at the bot-
tom of the stairs, appearing to 
Sophie no more like a knight 
than Sir Elton John. 
Media & 
enter-
tain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เจา้ภาพของทัง้สองมาถงึเชงิ
บนัไดแลว้ โซฟีพบวา่ไม่
เหมอืนกบัอศัวนิไปกวา่เซอรเ์อล
ตนั จอหน์เลย (p.265) 
     Their host arrived 
at the bottom of the 
stairs, Sophie found out 
that he did not look a 
knight than Sir Elton 
John. 
Retained Transliteration 
55.2 
And everything you need to 
know about the Bible can be 
summed up by the great canon 
doctor Martyn Percy 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"และทกุสิง่ทกุอยา่งทีค่ณุ
จ าเป็นตอ้งรูเ้กีย่วกบัไบเบลิก็สรปุ
ลงไดโ้ดยมารต์นิ เพอรซ์ ี
(p.269) 
"And everything you 
need to know about 
the Bible can be ex-
plained by Martin 
Percy. 
Retained Transliteration 
55.2 
As a decendent of the line of 
King Solomon and King David, Je-
sus possessed a rightful claim to 
the throne of the King of the 
Jews. 
Religion Key phrase Original 
ในฐานะทีท่รงสบืเชือ้สายมาจาก
พระเจา้โซโลมอนและพระเจา้เดวดิ 
พระเยซทูรงอา้งสทิธทิีจ่ะขึน้ครอง
บลัลงักก์ษตัรยิแ์ห่งชาวยวิได ้
เต็มภาคภมู ิ(p.270) 
As a decendent from 
the line of King Solo-
mon and King David, 
Jesus had the right to 
be throned as the 
King of the Jews. 
Retained Literal translation 
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55.3 
Nothing in Christianity is original. 
The pre-Christain God Mithras 
[…] was born on December 25, 
died, was buried in a rock tomb, 
and then resurrected in three 
days.  
Religion Macro-level Modified 
ไม่มอีะไรเลยในครสิตศ์าสนาทีม่ี
มาแตด่ ัง้เดมิ เทพมธิรสั […] 
ประสูตใินวนัที ่๒๕ ธนัวาคม 
เมือ่สิน้พระชนม ์ไดร้บัการฝัง
พระศพในสุสานหนิ แลว้ทรง
ฟ้ืนคนืพระชนมช์พีในสาม
วนั [Footnote: Mithras เทพ
แหง่แสงสวา่ง ความสตัยจ์รงิ และ
ความดงีาม อยูใ่นปกรณัมของ
เปอรเ์ซยี และอยูใ่นธรรมเนียม
ประเพณีของศาสนาโซโรแอสเต
รยีน ซึง่เป็นศาสนาโบราณของ
เปอรเ์ซยี ซึง่โซโรแอสเตรยีนเป็น
ศาสดาพยากรณ]์(p.271) 
Nothing in Christainity 
is original. God Mith-
ras […] was born on 
25 December. He 
was buried in a 
stone tomb and res-
urrected after three 
days.[Footnote; Mith-
ras is the God of light, 
truth and goodness in 
Persian Mythology and 
the Zoroastrian reli-
gious tradition which is 
an ancient religion in 
Persia. Zoroastran is 
the prophecied sa-
voiur.] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationExplicitation 
(footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about the god Mithras. 
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55.4 
By the way, December 25 is also 
the birthday of Osiris, Adonis 
and Dionysus. 
Religion Macro-level Modified 
นอกจากน้ัน วนัที ่๒๕ ธนัวาคม
ยงัเป็นวนัประสตูขิองโอซริสิ 
อโดนิส และไดโอนิซสุ  
[Footnote: Osiris เทพแหง่
นรกและความตาย พระสวามแีหง่
เทพไีอซสิและพระบดิาของเทพฮ
อรสุ อยูใ่นเทพปกรณัมอยีปิต]์ 
(p.271) 
 
[Footnote: Adonis เป็นหนุ่ม
นอ้ยผูง้ดงามซึง่เทพอีโฟรไดตท์รง
หลงรกั อยูใ่นเทพปกรณัมกรกี] 
 
[Footnote: Dionysus เทพ
แหง่ไวน ์อยูใ่นปกรณัมกรกี] 
In addition, 25 Decem-
ber is also the birthday 
of Osiris, Adonis and 
Dionysus. 
 
[Footnote: Osiris is 
God of Death and the 
Underworld, the hus-
band of Goddess of Isis 
and the father of God 
Horus in the Eyptian 
Mythology.] 
 
[Footnote: Adonis is a 
beautiful young man 
whom Goddess  Aphro-
dite fell in love with ac-
cording to the Greek 
Mythology.] 
 
[Footnote: Dionysus is 
God of Wine from the 
Greek Mythology.] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The names 'Osiris', 
'Adonis' and 'Dionysus' 
were transliterated. The 
rest was literally trans-
lated.  
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
Footnotes were added 
to explain about Orisis, 
Adonis and Dionysis. 
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55.4 
The newborn Krishna was pre-
sented with gold, frankincense, 
and myrrh.  
Religion Macro-level Modified 
องคก์ฤษณะทีเ่พิง่ประสูตกิ็
ไดร้บัการบูชาดว้ยทองค า 
ก ายาน และ
มดยอบ[Footnote: Krishna 
พระกฤษณะหรอืพระวษิณุ ใน
ศาสนาฮนิดFูootnote: มดยอบ 
ยางหอมสแีดงอมเหลอืงหรอื
น ้าตาลอมแดง ไดจ้ากรอยแยก
ของเปลอืกไมห้รอืจากการกรดี
เปลอืกไมต้น้ ใชท้ ายา แตง่กลิน่
เคร ือ่งส าอาง และใชใ้นพธิทีาง
ศาสนา] (pp.271-272) 
The newly born 
Krishna was pre-
sented with gold, 
frankincense and 
myrrh.[Footnote: 
Krishna is a god in He-
brew.][Footnote: 
Myrrh is a natural 
scented gum with the 
colour of yollowish red 
or brownish red. The 
gum is from the crack 
or the slice of tree 
bark. It is used as an 
ingredient for medicine 
and cosmetics. Myrrh is 
also used in religiooud 
ceremonies.  
Retained 
Literal translation Ex-
plicitation (foot-
note)Footnotes were 
added to explain about 
Krishna and myrrh. 
55.4 
   Sophie had heard of it only in-
sofar as its being  the birthplace 
of the Nicene Creed. 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   โซฟีเคยไดย้นิชือ่น่ีเพยีงแคว่า่
เป็นทีก่ าเนิดแหง่ไนซนี ครดี 
[Footnte: Nicene Creed 
เอกสารทางการทีบ่รรจหุลกั
ส าคญัๆ ของความเชือ่ในครสิต ์
ศาสนา จดัท าขึน้โดยสภาแหง่ไน
ซอีา] (p.272) 
     Sophie had heard 
about the place only as 
the birthplace of Ni-
cene Creed.  
 
[Footnote: Nicene 
Creed is a  
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (footnote)  
A footnote was added 
to explain about Nicene 
Creed. 
56.2 
It was man, not God, who cre-
ated the concept of "original 
sin" Religion Key phrase Original 
ผูช้าย ตา่งหาก ไม่ใชพ่ระเจา้ ที่
เป็นผูส้รา้งแนวคดิเร ือ่ง"บาป
ด ัง้เดมิ" ขึน้มา (p.278) 
 It was men, not  God, 
who created the con-
cept of "the sin every 
man born with". 
Retained Literal translation 
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56.2 
It was man, not God, who cre-
ated the concept of "original 
sin", whereby Eve tasted of the 
apple and caused the downfall 
of the human race. Woman, 
once the sacred giver of life, was 
now the enemy.' 
Religion Macro-level Original 
ผูช้าย ตา่งหาก ไม่ใชพ่ระเจา้ ที่
เป็นผูส้รา้งแนวคดิเร ือ่ง"บาป
ดัง้เดมิ" ขึน้มา โดยอา้งวา่อฟีลิม้
รสแอปเป้ิลและเป็นเหตใุห้
เผ่าพนัธุม์นุษยต์กต า่ ผูห้ญงิ
ซึง่คร ัง้หน่ึงเป็นผูใ้หช้วีติผู ้
ศกัดิส์ทิธิ ์ขณะนีก้ลายเป็นศตัร"ู 
(p.278) 
 It was men, not  God, 
who created the con-
cept of "the sin every 
man born with" by 
claiming that Eve 
tasted the apple and 
caused the human 
race to fall. Woman 
who was once the sa-
cred give of life be-
came an enemy." 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation The name 
'Eve' was transliterated, 
while the rest of the al-
lusion was literally 
translated. 
58.4 
The most blatant M, of course, is 
emblazoned on the altar at Our 
Lady of Paris in London,… 
Art Key phrase Original 
แน่ละ ตวั M ทีส่ง่าผ่าเผยทีส่ดุก็
คอืทีป่ระดบัอยูบ่นแทน่บูชาที่
วหิารพระแม่มารแีห่งปารสี 
(Our Lady of Paris) ใน
ลอนดอน (p.285) 
Of course, the most el-
egant letter M was dec-
orated on the alter at 
the church of Virgin 
Mary of Paris in Lon-
don.  
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Paris' was 
transliterated, while the 
rest of the allusion was 
literally translated. 
58.6 
This American Martin Scorsese is 
a blasphemer, […] 
Media & 
enter-
tain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ไอเ้จา้อเมรกินัชือ่มารต์นิ สกอร ์
เซซ ีคนนีน่้ะมนัดหูมิน่ศาสนา  
[Footnote: Martin Scorsese 
เป็นนักสรา้ง นักเขยีนบท และผู ้
ก ากบัภาพยนตร ์เกดิเมือ่ปีค.ศ. 
๑๙๔๒ ภาพยนตรท์ีเ่ขา้สรา้งมกั
เกีย่วกบัเร ือ่งบาปและการไถบ่าป 
อนัสบืเน่ืองมาจากเขาเป็นคน
อเมรกินัเชือ่สายอติาลผีูนั้บถอื
คาทอลกิ] (p.287) 
This American Martin 
Scorsese  is a blas-
phemer.  
 
[Footnote: Martin 
Scorsese is a film 
writer, producer and di-
rector born in 1942. His 
films are mostly about 
sins and the redemp-
tion. Scorsese is an 
Italian-American, and 
he is a Catholic.] 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
A footnote was added 
to explain about Martin 
Scorsese. 
58.7 
   Sophie was trying to keep up. 
'This is Saint Peter. The rock on 
which Jesus built His Church.' 
Religion Macro-level Modified 
   โซฟีพยายามจะตามใหท้นั "น่ี
คอืนักบุญปีเตอร ์ผูเ้ป็นศลิา
หลกัใหพ้ระเยซูทรงสรา้ง
ครสิตจกัรของพระองค ์
ขึน้มา" (p.289) 
     Sophie was trying 
to catch up, "This is 
Saint Peter who was 
the rock on which 
Jesus built his 
Church." 
Retained Literal translation 
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60.3 
[…] And if you've seen any paint-
ings by Georgia O'Keeffe, you'll 
know exactly what I mean. 
Art Propernoun Original 
แลว้ถา้คณุเคยเห็นภาพเขยีนของ
จอรเ์จยี โอคฟีละก็ คณุจะรู ้
ทนัทวีา่ผมหมายถงึ
อะไร"[Footnote: Georgia 
O'Keeffe จติรกรชาวอเมรกินั 
(๑๘๘๗ - ๑๙๘๖)] (p.296) 
And if you have seen 
any paintings by Geor-
gia O'Keeffe, you will 
know what I mean 
right away."[Foot-
note: Georgia O'Keefe 
was an American 
painter (1887-1986).] 
Retained Transliteration 
61.2 
Disney had been hailed as 'the 
Modern-Day Leonardo Da Vinci'.  Religion Macro-level Modified 
เขาไดร้บัการยกยอ่งวา่เป็น "เล
โอนารโ์ด ดาวนิซ ีแห่งยุค
สมยัใหม"่ (p.304) 
He was praised as "Le-
onardo Da Vinci of 
the Modern Day". 
Retained transliteration 
61.3 
that Snow White--a princess who 
fell from grace after partaking of 
a poisoned apple--was a clear al-
lusion to the downfall of Eve in 
the Garden of Eden. 
Religion Macro-level Modified 
[…]วา่สโนไวท ์เจา้หญงิผูต้กอบัไป
กดักนิแอปเป้ิลผสมยาพษิเขา้ คอื
การพาดพงิถงึความตกต า่ของ
อฟีในสวนอเีดน (p.304) 
[…] that Snow White, 
the ill-fated pricess who 
ate a poisoned apple 
was a reference to the 
downfall of Eve in 
the Garden of Eden. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Eve' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
62.6 
The Church calls this transitional 
period the End of Days.' 
   Sophie look sceptical. 'As in the 
end of the world? The Apocaly-
spe?' 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"ครสิตจกัรเรยีกชว่งเวลาหวัเลีย้ว
หวัตอ่นีว้า่วนัสิน้ยคุ" 
   โซฟีดไูม่คอ่ยเชือ่เทา่ไร 
"เหมอืนวนัสิน้โลกหรอืเปลา่คะ 
โลกาวนิาศอยา่งน้ันใชไ่หม" 
(p.311) 
"The Christian Church 
calls this transitional 
period the doomdays." 
     Sophie looked un-
convinced, "And in the 
end of the world?   
Retained Literal translation 
65.3 
   Teabing hobbled over. 'You 
were rescued by a knight bran-
dishing an Excalibur made by 
Acme Orthopaedic.'  Litera-
ture 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ทบีบงิกะโผลกกะเผลกเขา้มา 
"คณุไดร้บัการชว่ยเหลอืโดย
อศัวนิผูถ้อืดาบเอก็ซค์าลเิบอร ์
ท าจากแอกเมออรโ์ทพดีกิ" 
(p.323) 
     Teabing shuffled in, 
"You received help 
from a knight holding 
an Excalibur made by 
Acme Orthopaedic." 
Retained 
Translitertion 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added 
the word 'ดาบ' (sword) 
to explain about the al-
lusion. 
  
   Teabing hobbled over. 'You 
were rescued by a knight bran-
dishing an Excalibur made by 
Acme Orthopaedic.'  
Science 
& tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ทบีบงิกะโผลกกะเผลกเขา้มา 
"คณุไดร้บัการชว่ยเหลอืโดย
อศัวนิผูถ้อืดาบเอ็กซค์าลเิบอรท์ า
จากแอกเมออรโ์ทพดีกิ" 
(p.323) 
     Teabing shuffled in, 
"You received help 
from a knight holding 
an Excalibur made by 
Acme Orthopaedic." 
Retained Transliteration 
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72.2 
   'The password,' Sophie said, 
looking again at the poem. 'It 
sounds like we need some kind 
of ancient word of wisdom?'   
'Abracadabra?' Teabing ven-
tured, his eyes twinkling. 
Religion Key phrase Original 
   "รหสัผ่านไงคะ" โซฟีบอก กม้
ลงมองดบูทกวอีกีคร ัง้ "ฟังดู
เหมอืนเราตอ้งหาค าโบราณ
เกีย่วกบัปัญญาอะไรประเภทน้ัน
ใชไ่หมคะ"   "อะบราคาดาบรา
ละมัง้" ทบีบงิแกลง้พูด นัยนต์า
เป็นประกายวบิวบั[Footnote: 
abracadabra เป็นค าทีใ่ชเ้วลา
เสกมนตร ์แบบเดยีวกบัค าวา่ 
"โอมเพีย้ง" ในภาษาไทย] 
(p.354) 
     "It's the password," 
Sophie said, looking 
again at the poem. "It 
sounds like we have to 
find ancient words of 
wisdom something like 
that?"     "Abraca-
dabra, maybe?" Tea-
bing made a joke, his 
eyes sparkling.[Foot-
note: Abracadabra is a 
chanting words similar 
to the word "Om piang" 
in Thai.] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about the phrase 
'abracadabra'. 
74.3 
Early Jews believed that the Holy 
of Holies in Solomon's Temple 
house not only God but also His 
powerful female equal, Sheki-
nah.  Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ชาวยวิยคุตน้ๆ เชือ่วา่โฮลีอ่อฟ
โฮลีส่ใ์นวหิารโซโลมอนไม่ไดเ้ป็น
เพยีงทีป่ระทบัของพระเจา้เทา่น้ัน 
แตย่งัเป็นทีป่ระทบัของชคินีาห ์
เพศหญงิผูท้รงพลงัทีม่ี
ความส าคญัเทา่เทยีมกบัพระองค ์
ดว้ย (p.361) 
Early Jews believed 
that Holy of the Ho-
lies in the Temple of 
Solomon was not only 
the house of Gods, but 
it the house of Sheki-
nah, the female who 
was as powerful as 
him. 
Retained Transliteration 
74.4 
Tom Cruise's character in the 
film Eye Wide Shut discovered 
this the hard way when he 
sneaked into ta private gather-
ing of ultra-elite Manhattanites 
only to find himself witnessing 
Hieros Gamos. 
Media & 
enter-
tain 
Macro-level Modified 
ตวัละครทีร่บับทโดยทอม ครูซ
ในภาพยนตรเ์ร ือ่งอายสไ์วด ์
ชตัไดค้น้พบเรือ่งนีด้ว้ย
ประสบการณท์ีไ่ม่น่าร ืน่รมย ์
เมือ่เขาลกัลอบเขา้ไปในงาน
ชมุนุมสว่นตวังานหนึง่ของ
ชนชัน้สูงในสงัคมชาวแมน
ฮตัตนั แลว้เขากพ็บเห็นพธิี
เฮยีรอสกามอสกบัตา (p.362) 
The character 
played by Tom 
Cruise in the film 
Eye Wide Shut di-
covered this in an 
uncomfortable way 
when he sneaked 
into a private gath-
ering of Manhattan 
high-class elites. 
There, he witnessed 
Hieros Gamos. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The proper nouns 'Tom 
Cruise', 'Eye Wide Shut', 
'Manhattan' and 'Hieros 
Gamos' were translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
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82.3 
[…] and built a perfectly circular 
church in honour of the sun.' His 
eyebrows did a devilish dance. 'A 
not so subtale howdy-do to the 
boys in Rome. They might as well 
have resurrected Stonehenge in 
Central London.' 
Art Propernoun Original 
[…] และสรา้งโบสถท์รงกลม
สมบูรณแ์บบเพือ่เป็นเกยีรตแิกสุ่
รยิเทพ" เขายกัคิว้อยา่งเจา้เลห่ ์
"คงเป็นเร ือ่งทีท่ าใหพ้วกพระใน
วาตกินัไม่ประทบัใจนักหรอก ก็
เหมอืนกบัยา้ยสโตนเฮนจม์า
ตัง้ใจกลางลอนดอนน่ันแหละ"  
(p.393) 
[…] and built a per-
fectly circular church to 
honour the Sun God," 
he waggled his eye-
brows cunningly. "Not 
really impress the Vati-
can. It’s like moving 
Stonehenge to the 
centre of London." 
Retained Transliteration 
82.6 
Should we wave a flag and tell 
the Buddhists that we have 
proof the Buddha did not come 
from a lotus blossom? 
Religion Macro-level Modified 
เราควรจะชธูงบอกชาวพุทธวา่เรา
พสิจูนไ์ดว้า่พระพุทธเจา้ไม่ได้
ประสูตอิอกมาแลว้มดีอกบวั
รองรบัไหม (p.397) 
Should we raise a flag 
to tell people that we 
can prove that there 
was not any lotus 
blossoms coming 
out of nowhere to 
carry him when he 
was born? 
Retained Literal translation 
82.6 
Or that Jesus was not born of a 
literal virgin birth?  
Religion Macro-level Modified 
หรอืบอกวา่พระเยซไูมไ่ด้
ประสูตจิากหญงิพรหมจารี
อย่างแทจ้รงิละ่ (p.397) 
Or should we say that 
Jesus did not come 
from the truly virgin 
woman? 
Retained Literal translation 
82.6 
My friends who are devout 
Christians definitely believe that 
Christ literally walked on water, 
literally turned water into wince 
and was born of a literal virgin 
birth.' 
Religion Macro-level Modified 
"เพือ่นๆ ของฉันทีเ่ป็นครสิเตยีนผู ้
เครง่ศาสนาเชือ่เอาจรงิๆ จงัๆ วา่
พระเยซูเดนิเหนือน า้ไดจ้รงิๆ 
เปลีย่นน า้ใหเ้ป็นไวนไ์ดจ้รงิๆ 
และประสูตจิากครรภห์ญงิ
พรหมจรรยอ์ย่างแทจ้รงิ" 
(p.397) 
"My friends who are 
devoted Christians re-
ally believe that Jesus 
really walked on wa-
ter, turned water 
into wine, and was 
born from a truly 
virgin woman." 
Retained Literal translation 
83.1 
The architecture was coarse and 
simple, more remisniscent of 
Rome's rugged Castel Sant' An-
gelo than the refined Patheon. 
Religion Macro-level Modified 
ลกัษณะทางสถาปัตยกรรมน้ัน
หยาบๆ และเรยีบง่าย ท าใหนึ้ก
ถงึกสัเตลซานทานเจโลมากก
วา่วหิารแพนธอีอนอนัประณีต 
(p.398) 
The architecture was 
rough and simple re-
minding more of Cas-
tel Sant' Angelo  than 
the Patheon. 
Retained Transliteration 
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92.1 
   Langdon still felt shaky as he 
and Sophie came in from the 
rain and entered the library. The 
primary research room was Tea-
bing had described it--aa dra-
matic octagonal chamber domi-
nated by an enormous round ta-
ble which King Arthur and his 
knights might have been com-
fortable were it not for the pres-
ence of twelve flat-screen com-
puter workstations. 
Litera-
ture 
Propernoun Original 
   แลงดอนยงัรูส้กึไม่คอ่ยมั่นคง
นักระหวา่งทีต่วัเขากบัโซฟีฝ่าฝน
เขา้ไปในหอ้งสมุด หอ้งวจิยัหลกั
ของทีน่ี่เป็นอยา่งทีท่บีบงิอธบิายไว ้
คอืเป็นหอ้งแปดเหลีย่มกวา้งใหญ่ 
มโีตะ๊กลมขนาดมหมึาตัง้เดน่เป็น
สง่าอยูก่ลางหอ้ง พอจะรบัรอง
กษตัรยิอ์าเธอรก์บัเหล่าอศัวนิ
ของพระองคไ์ดส้บาย ถา้ไม่เป็น
เพราะมคีอมพวิเตอรจ์อแบนสบิ
สองเครือ่งตัง้อยูอ่กีดา้นหน่ึงของ
หอ้ง (p.433) 
     Langdon still felt 
unstable when he and 
Sophie ran through the 
rain into the library. 
The main research 
room here was like 
how Teabing had de-
scribes. It was a large 
octagonal room with a 
gigantic round table in 
the middle of the room, 
big enough to comfort-
ably accommodate 
King Arthur and his 
knights if the twelve 
falt-screen computers 
were not on one side of 
the room. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'King Arthur' was trans-
literated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
92.2 
Time and money afford one such 
lovely luxuries, wouldn't you 
say? A regular Don Quixote, that 
one.' 
Litera-
ture 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"มทีัง้เวลาทัง้เงนิทองมากมาย
ขนาดน้ัน ก็เลยท าอะไรหรหูรา
ฟุ่มเฟือยน่ารกัๆ แบบน้ันได ้คณุ
วา่งัน้ไหม ดอน กโีฮเต ้เราดีๆ  
น่ีเอง" (p.434) 
"He has lots of time 
and money, so he can 
do something pretty 
luxurious like that, 
don't you agree? Typi-
cal Don Quixote." 
Retained Transliteration 
95.3 
   Gettum stuck her head around 
the corner. 'How modern? 
Please don't tell me it’s your Sir 
Rudy Giuliani. Personally, I 
found that one a bit of the 
mark.' 
Current 
affairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เกตทมัโผลห่นา้พน้มุมน้ันมา 
"ใหม่แคไ่หนละ่คะ อยา่บอกฉันนะ
วา่เป็นเซอรรู์ดี ้จูเลยีนี บอก
จากใจเลย ฉันวา่ตาเซอรค์นนีไ้ม่
คอ่ยจะเขา้ทา่เทา่ไหร"่ (p..450) 
     Gettum came 
around the corner, 
"How new> Don’t tell 
me it's Sir Rudy 
Guiliani. Frankly from 
my heart, I don't think 
this one is a good one." 
Retained Transliteration 
95.3 
   Langdon had his own qualms 
about the newly knighted Sir 
Mick Jagger, but this hardly 
seemed the moment to debate 
[…] 
Media & 
enter-
tain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   แลงดอนกงัวลไปวา่จะเป็นเซอร ์
มคิ แจก๊เกอร ์อศัวนิใหม่ๆ 
หมาดๆ แตต่อนนีไ้ม่ใชเ่วลาจะมา
โตเ้ถยีง […] (p.450) 
      Langdon was afraid 
that it would be Sir 
Mick Jagger, a newly 
appointed knight. But 
this is not a time to ar-
gue […] 
Retained Transliteration 
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101.7 
   'The orb from which Eve par-
took,' Langdon said cooly, 'incur-
ring the Holy wrath of God. Orig-
inal sin, The symbol of the fall of 
the sacred feminine.' Religion Propernoun Original 
   "ลกูกลมๆ ทีอ่ฟีเด็ดมาไงละ่" 
แลงดอนพูดดว้ยน ้าเสยีงเรยีบเฉย 
"ท าใหพ้ระผูเ้ป็นเจา้พโิรธ บาป
ดัง้เดมิยงัไงละ่ เป็นสญัลกัษณแ์หง่
ความตกต ่าของสตรผีูศ้กัดิส์ทิธิ"์ 
(p.486) 
     "The circular orb 
that Eve took," Lan-
don said indifferntly. "It 
triggered the wrath of 
God. The Orignal sin, 
the symbal of the 
downfall of the sacred 
lady." 
Retained Transliteration 
101.7 
   'The orb from which Eve par-
took,' Langdon said cooly, 'incur-
ring the Holy wrath of God. Orig-
inal sin.The symbol of the fall of 
the sacred feminine.' Religion Macro-level Modified 
   "ลกูกลมๆ ทีอ่ฟีเด็ดมาไงละ่" 
แลงดอนพูดดว้ยน ้าเสยีงเรยีบเฉย 
"ท าใหพ้ระผูเ้ป็นเจา้พโิรธ บาป
ด ัง้เดมิยงัไงละ่ เป็นสญัลกัษณ์
แห่งความตกต า่ของสตรผูี ้
ศกัดิส์ทิธิ"์ (p.486) 
     "The circular orb 
that Eve took," Landon 
said indifferntly. "It 
triggered the wrath of 
God. The Orignal sin, 
the symbal of the 
downfall of the sa-
cred lady." 
Retained Literal translation 
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103.1 
To successfully hide bugs in 
some of Paris's most powerful 
offices, the British historian had 
turned to the Greeks. Trojan 
horses. Some of Teabing's in-
tended targets received lavish 
gifts of artwork, others unwit-
tingly bid at auctions in which 
Teabing had placed specific lots. 
Litera-
ture 
Key phrase Original 
ในการแอบตดิตัง้อุปกรณด์กัฟัง
ตามส านักงานทีท่รงอทิธพิลทีส่ดุ
หลายแหง่ในปารสีน้ัน นัก
ประวตัศิาสตรช์าวองักฤษไดใ้ช ้
วธิกีารของกรกีโบราณ คอื 
มา้เมอืงทรอย เป้าหมายบางคน
ทีท่บีบงิมแีผนจะตอ้งดกัฟังจะ
ไดร้บัของก านัลเป็นผลงานศลิปะ
ล า้คา่ บางคนก็เขา้รว่มประมูล
ผลงานศลิปะชิน้พเิศษทีท่บีบงิน า
ออกประมูล โดยรูเ้ทา่ไม่ถงึการณ์
วา่ทบีบงิตดิอุปกรณด์กัฟังไวข้า้ง
ใน 
[Footnote: Trojan horses 
วธิกีารทีก่องทพักรกีสง่ทหารเขา้
ไปในกรงุทรอย โดยบรรทกุในมา้
ไมข้นาดใหญ่ทีข่า้งในกลวง 
หลอกใหฝ่้ายขา้ศกึหลงกลจนถกู
ตพี่ายในสงครามทรอย] 
(pp.489-490) 
To hide bugs in most 
influential offices in 
Paris, the British histo-
rian used an ancient 
Greek's strategy of 
Trojan Horses. Some 
of the targets that Tea-
bing wanted to bug re-
ceived luxurious art 
works, or some bid 
Teabing's special art 
works at auctions with-
out knowing that the 
art works were bugged.  
 
[Footnote: Trojan 
horse is the strategy 
that the Greek army 
used to send their sol-
diers into Troy by hid-
ing the soldiers in large 
wooden horses. They 
successfully deceived 
the enemy and de-
feated them.] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
A footnote was added 
to explain about torjan 
horses. 
104.1 
This longitudinal Rose Line is the 
traditional marker of King Ar-
thur's Isle of Avalon and is con-
sidered the central pillar of Brit-
ain's sacred geometry. Litera-
ture 
Propernoun Original 
เสน้แวงทีเ่รยีกวา่เสน้กหุลาบนี ้
เป็นเสน้แสดงทีต่ ัง้ของเกาะอวา
ลอนในยุคกษตัรยิอ์ารเ์ธอร ์
และถอืวา่เป็นเสาหลกัแหง่
เรขาคณิตศกัดิส์ทิธิข์ององักฤษ 
(p.495) 
The longtitude that 
called the Rose Line 
showed the location of 
the Isle of Avalon in 
the Age of King Ar-
thur and was consid-
ered the pillar of Eng-
land's sacred geomatry. 
Retained Transliteration 
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104.1 
Gazing up at the stark edifice 
framed against a cloud-swept 
sky, Langdon felt like Alice fall-
ing headlong into the rabbit 
hole.  
Litera-
ture 
Macro-level Modified 
ขณะเงยหนา้ขึน้มองโบสถซ์ึง่ทาบ
ทะมนึกบัทอ้งฟ้าทีม่เีมฆครีม้ แลง
ดอนรูส้กึเหมอืนเป็นอลซิหวัทิม่
ตกลงไปในโพรงกระต่าย 
(p.494) 
While looking up to the 
church against the 
cloudy sky, Langdon 
felt like he was Alice 
falling down the 
rabbit hole. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Alice' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
106.2 
He knew that at the end of this 
tunnel stood the most mysteri-
ous of Parisain monuments--con-
ceived and commisioned in the 
1980s by the Sphinx himself, 
François Mitterand, […] 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เขารูด้วีา่สดุอโุมงคนี์ค้อือนุสาวรยี ์
ทีล่ีล้บัทีสุ่ดแหง่ปารสี สรา้งขึน้ใน
ทศวรรษที ่๑๙๘๐ ตามแนวคดิ
และค าสัง่ของสฟิงซห์รอืฟรงัซวัส ์
มติแตรองด ์[…] (p.515) 
He knew that at the 
end of the tunnel was 
the most mysterious 
monument in Paris built 
in 1980s according to 
the thought and order 
of the Sphinx or 
François Mitterand him-
self. […] 
Retained Transliteration 
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Darkly Dreaming Dexter by Jeff Lindsay (2004) 
Page Source text 
Sources  
of refer-
ent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion in 
TT 
Strategies 
p.4/2 
And so the department began 
to gear up for a long spell of 
defensive maneuvering, know-
ing exactly what kind of 
heartrending twaddle would 
be coming from the brave and 
fearless foot soldier of the 
fifth estate. 
Media & 
entertain 
Key phrase Original 
ดงัน้ันทางหน่วยงานทีเ่กีย่วขอ้งจงึ
ตอ้งเร ิม่เตรยีมรบัมอืกบัการ
เคลือ่นไหวตอ่ตา้น เพราะรูด้วีา่ค า
พุดปลกุใจเหลวไหลชนิดไหนทีจ่ะ
ออกจากปากของทหารผ่านศกึ
จากเหตุการณฟิ์ฟธเ์อสเตส 
 
[ฟุตโนต้: การต่อสูใ้น
เหตุการณฟิ์ฟธเ์อสเตสนัน้
เป็นการต่อสูใ้นชว่งการรวม
ประเทศของสหรฐัอเมรกิาและ
มลรฐัล าดบัทีห่า้ทีเ่ขา้รว่ม
เป็นประเทศสหรฐัอเมรกิานัน้
กค็อืมลรฐัคอนเนคตคิตั] 
(p.34) 
So the involved depart-
ments had to prepare for 
defensive movements be-
cause they knew what 
kind of arousing non-
senses would come out 
from the mouth of the 
veterans from the Fifth 
State event.  
 
 
[Footnote: the battle of 
fifth state is the fighting 
during the annexation of 
the United States, and 
the fifth state of the 
United States is Connect-
icut.] 
Abandoned 
Mistranslation 
 
The translator mistook 
the fifth state for a his-
torical event. But in fact, 
the word refers to blog-
gers and news distribu-
tors. 
p.4/6 
   Squared away, oh yes, a 
completely Harry's idea of 
how life is lived, with hospital 
corners and polished shoes. 
Habits 
Key  
phrase 
Original 
   เตรยีมพรอ้ม ออ้ ใช ่น่ันเป็น
ความคดิของแฮรร์ ีเ่กีย่วกบัแนว
ทางการใชช้วีติตอ้งมี
โรงพยาบาลอยู่ทีห่วัมุมถนน 
และใสร่องเทา้ทีข่ดัขึน้เงา (p.38) 
   Prepared. Oh, yes, that 
was Harry's idea of how 
you lived. There must be 
a hospital at the corner 
of the road, and the 
shoes must be polished. 
Abandoned 
Mistranslation 
 
Hospital corners refer to 
a particular way of bed 
making. But in the trans-
lation, the translator 
mistook corners as the 
corners of the road. 
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p.5/3 
   Vince nodded at the crum-
pled white bag on my desk. 'It 
was your turn, goody. What'd 
you bring me? Where is it?'   
'Sorry, Vince,' I said. 'Debbie 
ate your cruller.'   'I wish,' he 
said, with his sharp, imitation 
leer. 'Then I could eat her jelly 
roll. [...]    
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เขาพยกัพเยดิไปทีถ่งุอนัยบัยูย่ี่
บนโตะ๊ท างานของผม "วนันี ้เป็น 
ตานายซือ้นะเพือ่น นายซือ้อะไร
มาใหฉั้นละ่ อยูไ่หนวะ"   "โทษ
ทวีะ่ วนิซ"์ ผมพูด "เดบกนิครลู
เลอรข์องนายไปแลว้"   "เยีย่มไป
เลย" เขาพูดเสยีงสงู ท าทา่งอน
เลยีนแบบ "งัน้ฉันกนิเจลลีโ่รล
ของเธอแลว้กนั [...] (p.43) 
   He noddded at the 
crumpled bag on my desk 
"Today was your turn to 
buy, buddy. What did you 
buy for me? Where is it?"   
"Sorry, Vince," I said. 
"Deb ate your cruller."   
"Great," he said with high 
voice, doing an imitation 
pout. 'I'll eat her jelly roll. 
[...] 
Abandoned 
MistranslationAlthough 
the word is translit-
erated, the sense and 
meaning the word cov-
eys in the source text 
cannot be kept in the 
target text. Jelly roll is an 
American slang for fe-
male genitalia, but since 
the translator translit-
erated the word without 
any further explanation, 
so the sense of joking is 
lost. 
p.5/5 
   […] 'Think, Deberah. If he 
was interrupted-too scared to 
finish--' 
   'The wrapping,' she blurted. 
'He still spent a lot of time 
wrapping the body, cleaning 
up.' She looked surprised. 
'Shit. After he was inter-
rupted?' 
   I clapped my hands and 
beamed at her. 'Bravo, Miss 
Marple.' 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   […] "คดิซ ิเดบอรา่ห ์ถา้เขาถกู
ขดัจงัหวะและกลวัเกนิกวา่จะหัน่
ศพใหเ้สรจ็--" 
   "การหอ่ศพ" เธอพูดโพลง่
ออกมา "เขายงัใชเ้วลาอกีพกัใหญ่
ในการหอ่ศพและท าความสะอาด" 
เธอท าทา่แปลกใจ "ใหต้ายส ิมนั
เกดิขึน้ หลงัจาก ทีม่คีนเห็นเขา
อยา่งน้ันเหรอ" 
   ผมปรบมอืและมองไปทีเ่ธอ 
"บราโว มสิ มารเ์ป้ิล" 
 
[Footnote: เป็นชือ่ตวัละคร
นักสบืในหนังสอืของอกาธา 
ครสิตี]้ (p.45) 
   […] "Think, Dererah. If 
he was interupted and 
too scared to finish chop-
ping--" 
   "The wrapping," she 
blurted out. " 
   "He spent a lot more 
time on wrapping the 
corpse and cleaning up." 
She looked surprised. 
"My god. And it hap-
pened after someone saw 
him?" 
   I clapped and look at 
her. "Bravo, Miss 
Marple." 
 
[Footnote: It is the name 
of a detective charater in 
Agatha Christie's works.] 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Miss Marple is transliter-
ested. The pronunciation 
of the alluded name in 
the source text is ren-
dered  
 
 Explicitation (footnote)  
A footnote was added to 
explain about Miss Ma-
ple. 
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p.6/9 
Her charming life mate had a 
few small problems. First alco-
hol, then heroin, believe it or 
not, and finally crack. He beat 
her, the brute. […] Then raped 
her. Infected her with some 
dreadful crack-house dis-
eases. […] 
Science 
&tech 
Key phrase Modified 
คูค่รองเสน่หแ์รงของเธอมปัีญหา
เล็กนอ้ย สิง่แรกคอืเร ือ่งเหลา้ ตาม
ดว้ยเฮโรอนี จะเชือ่หรอืไม่ก็ตาม 
และในทีส่ดุเขาก็มาลงเอยที่
โคเคน เขาทบุตเีธอ ไอป่้าเถือ่น 
[…] จากน้ันก็ขม่ขนืเธอ ท าใหเ้ธอ
ตดิโรครา้ยแรง (p.48) 
Her charming partner has 
small problems. First, al-
cohol, and then heroine, 
believe it or not, and fi-
nally he ended up with 
cocaine. He beat her, the 
brute. […]. Then he raped 
her and infected her with 
fatal diseases. 
Abandoned 
MistranslationThe trans-
lator misunderstood the 
expression. Crack-house 
diseases here refers to 
"the mental breakdown 
that happens to those 
who live in a broken 
family".  
p.6/2 
[…] And as a byproduct of re-
covering from her awful mar-
riage, instead of realizing that 
all men are beast she had 
come up with this lovely ro-
mantic picture of a perfect 
gentleman who would wait in-
definitely for her to open 
slowly, like a little flower. 
   Well. Really. Perhaps such a 
man existed in Victorian Eng-
land-when there was a knock-
ing shop on every corner [...] 
History 
Key  
phrase 
Original 
[…] และผลขา้งเคยีงของการ
พยายามฟ้ืนตวัจากชวีติแตง่งาน
อนัลม้เหลวน้ัน แทนทีเ่ธอจะไดรู้ ้
ซ ึง้วา่ผูช้ายทกุคนนเป็นสตัวป่์าที่
ดรุา้ย เธอกลบัวาดภาพอนัแสนจะ
โรแมนตกิวา่มชีายในฝันคนน้ันที่
จะอดทนรอเธอไดเ้สมอ รอใหเ้ธอ
คอ่ยๆ เปิดใจรบ้เหมอืนดอกไมท้ี่
เร ิม่ผลบิาน 
   เอาเถอะ จรงิๆ แลว้ชายคนน้ัน
อาจจะมตีวัตนอยูใ่นประเทศ
องักฤษ สมยัวกิตอเรยี สมยัน้ัน
อาจมซีอ๋งตัง้อยูท่กุหวัมุมถนน 
[...} (p.49) 
[…] and a side effect of an 
attempt to recover from 
her marriage failure was 
instead of realising that 
every man was a beast, 
she produced a romantic 
image in her dream of a 
gentle man who would al-
ways wait for her to 
slowly open up like a 
blooming flower.  
   Well, for real, a man 
like that might exist in 
VIctorian England when 
there was a brothel on 
every corner of the 
street. 
Retained Literal translation 
p.6/3 
   'Good evening, beautiful 
young lady,' I said in my best 
Lord Mounbatten voice. […] History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "สวสัดจีะ้ หนูนอ้ยผูน่้ารกั" ผม
พูดดว้ยน ้าเสยีงใหใ้กลเ้คยีงกบั
ทา่นลอรด์เมานทแ์บตเทน่ 
มากทีส่ดุ […] (p.51) 
   "Hello, lovely young 
lady," I said with the 
voice as close to that of 
My Lord Mountbatten as 
possible. […] 
Retained Transliteration 
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p.7/6 
  She blushed. 'I caught a cou-
ple of the uniforms snickering 
at me afterward. There's a 
joke going around, and I'm it.' 
She bit her lip and looked 
away. 'Einstein,' she said.   'I'm 
afraid I don't get it.'   'If my tits 
were brains, I'd be Einstein,' 
she said bitterly. [...] 
Science 
&tech 
Propernoun Original 
   เธอหนา้แดง "หลงัจากน้ันฉันก็
เห็นเจา้หนา้ทีส่องสามคนแอบ
หวัเราะคกิคกัเยาะฉัน แลว้ตอนนี้
ก็มเีร ือ่งตลกทีแ่พรไ่ปทัว่ เป็นเร ือ่ง
ของฉัน" เธอกดัรมิฝีปากและหนั
ไปมองทางอืน่ "ไอนส์ไตน"์ เธอ
พูด   "พีไ่ม่เขา้ใจวา่เธอหมายถงึ
อะไร"   "ถา้หนา้อกฉันคอืหวั
สมองละ่ก็ ฉันเป็นไอนส์ไตนไ์ป
แลว้ละ" เธอพูดอยา่งขมขืน่ [...] 
   She blushed. "After that 
I saw a few officers laugh-
ing at me. And now there 
is a joke spread around. 
It's about me," she bit her 
lip and turned away. "Ein-
stein," she said.   "I don't 
know what you mean."   " 
If my breats were my 
brain, I'd be Einstein," 
she said bitterly. [...] 
Retained Transliteration 
p.12/5 
   'Between LaGuerta's back-
stabbung and the Einstein 
thing? My professional repu-
taion is shit,' she said with 
sourness […]. 
Science & 
tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "เจอเร ือ่งลาเกอรต์า้หกัหลงักบั
เร ือ่งไอนส์ไตนเ์ขา้ไป ตอนนี้
ช ือ่เสยีงในงานอาชพีของฉันตอ้ง
เรยีกวา่เน่าสดุๆ" เธอพูดออกมา
ดว้ยน ้าเสยีงขมขืน่ใจ […] 
(p.102) 
   "Facing LaGuerta's be-
trayal and Einstein joke, 
now my professionl repu-
tation must be com-
pletely rotten," she said 
with bitter voice […]. 
Retained Transliteration 
p.9/2 
In the mirror I looked the way 
I was supposed to look. Care-
fully composed features. Calm 
and mocking blue eyes, a per-
fect imitation of human life. 
Except that my hair stuck up 
like Stan Laurel's. Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…]ในกระจกผมก็ดเูป็นตวัเอง
ตามปกต ิทา่ทางแบบไม่หวัน่ไหว
กบัอะไรง่ายๆ ดวงตาสฟ้ีาสงบน่ิง 
มแีววลอ้เลยีน เลยีนแบบไดเ้หมอืน
มนุษยท์กุอยา่ง เวน้แตท่รงผมทีช่ ี ้
โดช่ ีเ้ดเ่หมอืนสเตน ลอเรล  
[Footnote: อาเธอร ์สแตนลยี ์
เจฟเฟอรส์นั (๑๘๙๐-๑๙๖๕) 
นักแสดงตลก] (p.72) 
In the mirror I looled like 
my normal self, looking 
well composed, calm blue 
eyes with mocking light. 
Evrything was perfectly 
imitated from human, ex-
cept for the hair sticking 
out in every direction like 
Stan Laurel's. 
 
[Footnote: Arthur Stanley 
Jefferson (1890-1965), a 
comadian] 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
A footnote was added to 
explain about the allu-
sion. 
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p.9/2 
I spent most of my life untrou-
bled by dreams and, for that 
matter, hallucinations. No vi-
sions of the Apocalypse for 
me; […] 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ตลอดชวีติทีผ่่านมาผมไม่เคยมี
ปัญหาเร ือ่งคามฝันหรอืแมก้ระทัง่
ภาพหลอน  ไม่เคยเห็นภาพโลก
แตก (p.72) 
Through my life, I had 
never been troubled my 
dreams, or even hallucia-
tions, had not seen a vi-
sion of the doomsday. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
p.9/2 
I spent most of my life un-
trooublled by dreams and, for 
that matter, hallucinations. No 
visions of the Apocalypse for 
me; no troubling Jungian 
icons burbling up from my 
subconscious, […] 
Science 
&tech 
Macro-level Modified 
ตลอดชวีติทีผ่่านมาผมไม่เคยมี
ปัญหาเร ือ่งคามฝันหรอืแมก้ระทัง่
ภาพหลอน  ไม่เคยเห็นภาพโลก
แตก ไม่มปัีญหาโรคจติตามแบบ
ของจงุ [ฟุตโนต้: คารล์ 
กสุตาฟ จงุ (๑๘๗๕-๑๙๖๑)
นกัจติวทิยาชาว
สวสิเซอรแ์ลนดผู์ค้ดิทฤษฎี
ดา้นจติวทิยาในการจดักลุ่ม
คนตามระดบัจติใตส้ านึก] 
(p.72)  
Through my life, I had 
never been troubled my 
dreams, or even hallucia-
tions, had not seen a vi-
sion of the end of the 
World. No mental prob-
lems according to Jung's 
theory.[Footnote: Carl 
Gustav Jung (1875-1961), 
a Swiss psychologist who 
introduced a psychologi-
cal classification of peo-
ple according to their 
subconscious level.] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Jung' was transliterated, 
while the rest of the allu-
sion was literally trans-
lated.Explicitation (foot-
note)A footnote was 
added to explain about 
Carl Gustav Jung.  
p.9/3 
Things could be plenty bad. I 
might be losing all, or many, 
of my marbles. 
Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
สิง่ตา่งๆ อาจจะเลวรา้ยไปเลย
ทัง้หมดก็ได ้ผมอาจจะเสยีสต ิ
หรอือาจะเพีย้นๆ ไปหน่อย 
(p.73) 
Things might become all 
bad. I might be mad or a 
a bit crazy. Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
p.9/7 
I was tired. I felt stupid. Yes, 
me; ditzy Dexter, trying to be 
Boy Wonder, using my great 
psychic power to track down 
the evil genius. Pursuing him 
in my supercharged crime-
fighting vehicle.  
Literature Macro-level Modified 
ผมเหน่ือย รูส้กึตวัเองชา่งโง่เง่า ใช่
แลว้ ตวัผมน่ีแหละ เด็กเตอรผ์ู ้
โง่เง่า และพยายามท าตวัเป็นไอ้
หนูมหศัจรรย ์จะใชพ้ลงัจติ
อนัแข็งแกรง่แกะรอยคนรา้ย
อจัฉรยิะ ไล่ตามเขาดว้ย
พาหนะตา้นอาชญากรรมอนั
ทรงพลงั (p.77) 
I was tired. I felt stupid. 
Yes, myself. Stupid Dexter 
who tried to act like Fan-
tastic Boy using the pow-
erful psychic power to 
track doen the genius 
bad guy, chasing him 
with the powerful anti-
crime vehicle. 
Retained Literal translation 
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p.10/5 
Had every woman in Miami 
suddenly realized how hope-
less real men are, and I had 
become attractive by default? 
What, in all very seriousness, 
the hell was going on?    Of 
course I could be wrong. I 
lunged at the thought like a 
barracuda at a shiny silver 
spoon. 
Geogra-
phy& na-
ture 
Key phrase Modified 
ผูห้ญงิทกุคนในไมอามเีพิง่รูห้รอืไง
วา่มนุษยผ์ูช้ายจรงิๆ น่ะมนัไม่ได ้
เร ือ่งขนาดไหน เลยท าใหผ้มเนือ้
หอมขึน้มาอยา่งชว่ยไม่ได ้ถาม
จรงิๆ เถอะ น่ีมนัเกดิอะไรขึน้กนั
แน่   แน่ละ ผมอาจเขา้ใจอะไรผดิ
ก็ได ้ผมรบีตะครบุความคดิน้ันไว ้
โดยไวร้าวกบัปลาบารร์าคูดา้ที ่
พรอ้มจะตะครุบเหยือ่ (p.83) 
Did every woman just re-
alise how in fact, male 
human were hopeless? 
And so I just cannot help 
becoming popular. Really, 
what was going on here?   
Of course, I might get 
something wrong. I 
pounced on the thought 
like a barracuda fish 
ready for its prey. 
Retained Literal translation 
p.10/10 
   'Imagine how I would feel if 
he had killed you,' she said. 
   It took me by surprise. I 
couldn't even begin to imag-
ine how she would have felt 
[…] So I just repeated, 'I'm 
sorry, Deb.' And then because 
I am the kind of cheerful Polly-
anna who always finds the 
bright side, I added, 'But at 
least the refrigerated truck 
was there.'  Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ลองคดิดสูวิา่ฉันจะรูส้กึยงัไงถา้
หากวา่มนัฆ่าพี่" เธอพูด 
   ประโยคน้ันท าใหผ้มประหลาด
ใจ ผมไม่อยากจะคดิดว้ยซ า้วา่เธอ
จะรูส้กึอยา่งไร […] ดงัน้ันผมจงึ
พูดซ า้อกีคร ัง้ "พีเ่สยีใจ เดบ" 
จากน้ันเพราะผมเป็นคนที่
สนุกสนานเหมอืนโพลีอ่นันา ซึง่
เป็นคนทีม่องอะไรในแง่ดอียู่
ตลอดเวลา ผมเลยพูดตอ่ไปวา่ 
"แตอ่ยา่งนอ้ยรถบรรทกุสนิคา้
แชแ่ข็ก็อยูท่ีน่ั่น" 
 
[ฟุตโนต้: เป็นตวัละคร
เด็กผูห้ญงิก าพรา้ท ัง้พ่อและ
แม ่แตม่องโลกในแง่ดอียู่
ตลอดเวลา ไม่ว่าจะประสบพบ
เจอกบัสถานการณเ์ลวรา้ย
แค่ไหนกต็าม] (p.88) 
   "Think how I would feel 
of he had killed you," she 
said. 
   That sentence surprised 
me. I did not even want 
to think how she would 
feel […] So I repeated, 
"I'm sorry, Deb." Then 
since I was a cheerful per-
son like Pollyanna who 
was always optimistic, I 
added, "But at least the 
refrigerated truck was 
there." 
 
[Footnote: is a girl char-
acter who did not have 
neither father nor 
mother, but the girl was 
always optimistic ho 
matter how bad the situ-
ation was.] 
Retained Transliteration 
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p.12/2 
And LaGuerta's press confer-
ence, the part of Spencer 
Tracy was played by a series 
of male models with perfect 
hair and tropical-weight suits. 
Their penetrating questions 
amounted to 'How did it feel 
to find the head?' […] Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
และการแถลงขา่วตอ่สือ่มวลชน
ของลาเกอรต์า้น้ัน บทบาทของ
สเปนเซอร ์เทรซี ่ก็น าแสดงโดย
นายแบบและนางแบบทีม่ทีรงผม
สวยงามและสวมชดุสทูส าหรบัฤดู
รอ้น ค าถามคาดคัน้ของพวกเขา
ก็แคว่า่ "รูส้กึยงัไงทีพ่บหวัของ
ศพ" […][ฟุตโนต้: สเปนเซอร ์
เทรซี ่(ค.ศ.๑๙๐๐-ค.ศ.
๑๙๖๗) นกัแสดงาผูม้ี
ชือ่เสยีงโด่งดงัในบทนกัข่าว] 
(p.100) 
And LaGuerta's press con-
ference, The roke of 
Spencer Tracy was played 
by male and female mod-
els with beautiful hair 
wearing suits for sum-
mer. Their pressing ques-
tion was just something 
like "How did it feel to 
find the corpse's 
head?"[Footnote: Spen-
cerTracy (1900-1967), a 
famous actor who was 
well-known for his role 
as a journalist.] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Specer Tracy. 
p.12/6 
   'But we've also insulted him. 
We'be given this low-brow 
brain-dead redneck all the 
credit for his work, which is 
like telling Jackson Pollock you 
six-year-old could have 
painted that.' 
   'Jackson Pollock? The 
painter? Dexter, this guy's a 
butcher.' 
Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "แตเ่ราก็ไดส้บประมาทเขาไป
เหมอืนกนั ดนัไปจบัคนไร ้
การศกึษา รสนิยมต ่า สมองตาย 
ใหไ้อห้มอน่ีไดช้ ือ่จากงานที่
ฆาตกรตวัจรงิเป็นคนท า ซึง่
เหมอืนไปบอกกบัแจค็สนั พอ
ลล็อก วา่ลกูอายหุกขวบของคณุ
ก็วาดรปูอยา่งเขาได"้ 
   "แจค็สนั พอลล็อค ทีเ่ป็น 
จติรกร เน่ียนะ เด็กซเ์ตอร ์ไอห้มอ
น่ีมนัเป็นคนช าแหละเนือ้นะ" 
(p.103) 
   "But we also insulted 
him. We arrested an un-
educated. Low-taste, 
brain dead someone, and 
gave him the credit for 
the works done by the 
real killer, which is like 
telling Jackson Pollock 
that your six-year-old son 
could have painted like 
him" 
   "Jackson Pollock, the 
painter? Dexter, this man 
is a butcher."  
Retained  Transliteration 
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p.15/3 
What a stupid risk to take. I 
had never before done any-
thing so impulsive, never be-
fore done anything at all with-
out careful planning. That was 
the Harry Way: be creful, be 
safe, be prepared. The Dark 
Scouts.  
Current  
affairs 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
มนัชา่งเป็นการเสีย่งทีโ่ง่นัก ผมไม่
เคยท างานโดยไม่มกีารวางแผน
ลว่งหนา้ มนัเป็นสิง่ทีแ่ฮรร์ ีย่ า้อยู่
เสมอวา่ ใหร้ะวงัตวั ปลอดภยัไว้
กอ่น และเตรยีมตวัใหพ้รอ้ม 
เป็นลูกเสอืแห่งความมดื 
(p.124) 
It was a really stupid risk.I 
had never done my job 
without preparation be-
fore hand. It was what  
Harry had always empha-
sised: be careful, safety 
first, and be prepared. Be 
a dark scout. 
Retained Literal translation 
p.16/2 
He was spindly and gaunt 
from his long fight. Looking for 
all the world as though some-
thing inside him was eating its 
wat out. The respirator beside 
him hissed, a Darth Vader 
sound from a living grave.  
Literature Propernoun Original 
 เขานอนน่ิงและตวัแข็งทือ่จาก
การตอ่สูก้บัอาการป่วยมานาน 
เขามองโลกราวกบัวา่มบีางสิง่
ก าลงักดักนิตวัเขาออกมาจาก
ภายใน เคร ือ่งชว่ยหายทีอ่ยูข่า้งตวั
สง่เสยีงออกมา เหมอืนเสยีงของ
ดารท์เวเดอรท์ีด่งัมาจากหลมุ
ศพ (p.131) 
  He laid still and stiff 
from the long fight with 
the illness. He looked at 
the world as if there was 
something eating him in-
side out. The respirator 
beside him mad a sound 
like that of Darthvader 
coming out of the grave. 
Retained Transliteration  
p.16/3 
Just that one flash, but I was 
sure. […]. This was a monster, 
a hunter, a killer. This was a 
predater, a souless and evil 
thing.  
  Just like me. 
  But her granola smile re-
turned very quickly.  
Food 
Proper  
noun 
Original 
เพยีงแคช่ ัว่วบูเดยีวเท่าน้ัน แตผ่ม
มั่นใจ […] น่ีคอือสรูกาย นักลา่ 
ฆาตกร น่ีคอืผูล้า่ ปีศาจช ัว่รา้ย ไร ้
วญิญาณ 
   เฉกเชน่เดยีวกบัผม  
   แตร่อยยิม้แบบป้ายโฆษณา
อาหารเชา้ของเธอก็กลบัคนืมา
อยา่งรวดเรว็ (p.132) 
Just one glance, but I was 
sure […] This was a mon-
ster, a hunter, a mur-
derer. This is a predator, 
a souless evil demon. 
   Like me. 
   But her breakfast-ad 
smile came back very 
quickly. 
Abandoned 
Mistranslation 
 
Granola in this context 
refers to eco-friendly 
vegetarian kind of per-
son. Although the trans-
lator can keep the con-
nonation of beautiful 
(might be fake) smile, 
the notion of the com-
parison between the 
smile and the real per-
sonality is lost. 
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p.16/3 
She held the needle up and a 
melodramatic shift of light 
from the window hit it. The 
needle sparkled like her very 
own Holy Grail.  
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เธอชเูข็มฉีดยาขึน้และล าแสงจาก
หนา้ตา่งก็สอ่งมา เข็มฉีดยาดเูป็น
ประกายระยบิระยบัราวกบัจอก
ศกัดิส์ทิธิป์ระจ าตวัของเธอ 
(p.132) 
She raised the needle up 
and the light from the 
window hit it. The needle 
looked sparkling like her 
personal holy goblet. 
Retained Literal translation 
p.18/1 
I would trade a year off my 
life to find out more about 
these elusive will-o'-the wisp 
who was teasidng me so mer-
cilessly with such elegant 
work. 
Religion Key phrase Original 
เอาเป็นวา่ผมยอมแลกชวีติหนึง่
ปีของผมเพือ่คน้หาความจรงิ
เกีย่วกบับุคคลทีย่ากจะหาค า
จ ากดัความผูนี้ ้ผูท้ีม่าหยอกลอ้
ผมอยา่งไรปรานีดว้ยผลงานอนั
ยอดเยีย่ม (p.145) 
Let's say that I would 
trade one year off my life 
to find the truth about 
this person who is diffi-
cult to define, who was 
mercilessly teasing me 
with his fantastic work. 
Retained Literal translation 
p.18/1 
I would trade a year off my life 
to find out more about these 
elusive will-o'-the wisp who 
was teasidng me so merci-
lessly with such elegant work. 
In fact, I had come far too 
close to trading more than a 
year with my little Jaworski in-
terlude. 
Inta-text Keyphrase Modified 
เอาเป็นวา่ผมยอมแลกชวีติหน่ึงปี
ของผมเพือ่คน้หาความจรงิ
เกีย่วกบับุคคลทีย่ากจะหาค า
จ ากดัความผูนี้ ้ผูท้ีม่าหยอกลอ้
ผมอยา่งไรปรานีดว้ยผลงานอนั
ยอดเยีย่ม จรงิๆ ผมเกอืบไดแ้ลก
ชวีติหลายปีของผมกบัละคร
สลบัฉากทีผ่มรว่มเลน่กบัจาวอรส์
กีแ้ลว้ดว้ยซ า้ (p.145) 
Let's say that I would 
trade one year off my life 
to find the truth about 
this person who is diffi-
cult to define, who was 
mercilessly teasing me 
with his fantastic work. In 
fact, I almost got a 
chance to trade some 
years of my life with the 
interlude of me and Ja-
worski. 
Retained Literal translation 
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p.18/1 
I would trade a year off my life 
to find out more about these 
elusive will-o'-the wisp who 
was teasing me so mercilessly 
with such elegant work. 
Common 
saying 
Key phrase Original 
เอาเป็นวา่ผมยอมแลกชวีติหน่ึงปี
ของผมเพือ่คน้หาความจรงิ
เกีย่วกบับุคคลทีย่ากจะหาค า
จ ากดัความผูนี้ ้ผูท้ีม่าหยอกลอ้
ผมอยา่งไรปรานีดว้ยผลงานอนั
ยอดเยีย่ม (p.145) 
Let's say that I would 
trade one year off my life 
to find the truth about 
this person who is diffi-
cult to define, who was 
mercilessly teasing me 
with his fantastic work. 
Abandoned 
Mistranslation 
 
The translator did not 
seem to understand the 
meaning of Will o' the 
wisp, which in this con-
text refers to a person 
who comes and go with-
out leaving any traces. 
As a result, both the 
meaning and the allusion 
are lost in the target 
text. 
p.19/5 
   I had assumed I was simply 
going crazy, dropping several 
handfuls of marbles into the 
recycle bin.  
common 
saying 
Key phrase Modified 
   ผมสรปุเอาวา่ตวัเองก าลงัจะเป็น
บา้ และหย่อนสตสิมัปชญัญะ
หลายก ามอืลงถงัขยะรไีซเคลิ 
(p.156) 
   I assumed that I was go-
ing crazy and dropping 
some handfuls of con-
sciousness in the recycle 
bin. 
Retained Literal translation 
p.21/1 
[…] Deberah, on the other 
hand, appeared to be a bundel 
of steely, tightly wrappe 
nerves. As we turned off the 
Sawgrass Expressway and 
drove into the parkikng lot of 
the Office Depot Center she 
bit down harder. I could hear 
her jaw creak. 'Dirty Harriet,' I 
said to myself. [...] 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
[…] ในทางตรงกนัขา้ม เดบอรา่ห ์
ดจูะควบคมุสตอิารมณข์องตวัเอง
ไดด้เีสยีเหลอืเกนิในสถานการณ์
หนา้สิว่หนา้ขวานแบบนี ้ขณะที่
เราก าลงัเลีย้วออกจากซอวก์ราส 
เอกซเ์พรสเวย ์และขบัเขา้ไปที่
ลานจอดรถของออฟฟิศดโีปต ์
เซน็เตอรน้ั์น เธอกดัรมิฝีปากเน่น
ขึน้ไปอกี ผมแทบจะไดย้นิเสยีง
กรามขบกนั "เดอรต์ีแ้ฮรเ์รยีต" 
ผมพูดกบัตวัเอง [...][Footnote: 
เป็นค าพูดลอ้เลยีนทีอ่า้งถงึ Dirty 
Harry ต ารวจมอืปราบใน
ภาพยนตรท์ีน่ าแสดงโดยคลิน้ท ์
อสีทว์ูด้] (p.169) 
[…] On the other hand, 
Deberah looked so well-
composed in this kind of 
critical situations. As we 
turned off Sawgrass Ex-
pressway and drove in to 
the parking lot of Office 
Depot Centre, she bit her 
lips harder. I almost hear 
her jaw creak. "Dirty Har-
riet," I said to myself 
[...][Footnote: is the joke 
referring to DIrty Harry, 
the policeman character 
in a film cast by Clint 
Eastwood.]  
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Dirty Harry. 
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p.23/5 
There would be some very 
simple, logical explanation, 
and I would find it, and even 
though I sounded like a man 
trying to convince himself that 
there was nothing under the 
bed, I said it out loud. 
   'There is a simple, logical ex-
planation,' I said to myself. 
And because you never know 
who else is listening, I added, 
'And there is nothing under 
the bed.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Key phrase Modified 
มนัตอ้งมคี าอธบิายอืน่ทีง่่ายและมี
เหตมุผีล และผมตอ้งหามนัใหเ้จอ 
และถงึแมว้า่ผมจะดเูหมอืนเป็นคน
ทีพ่ยายามโนม้นา้วตวัใหเ้ชือ่วา่ 
ไม่มอีะไรซอ่นอยู่ใตเ้ดยีง ผมก็
ยงัพูดออกไปดงัๆ วา่  
  "มนัตอ้งมคี าอธบิายอืน่ทีง่่าย
และมเีหตมุผีล" ผมบอกตวัเงอ 
และเพราะคณุไม่มทีางรูเ้ลยวา่จะมี
ใครแอบฟังอยูบ่า้ง ผมจงึเสรมิวา่ 
"และไม่มอีะไรซอ่นอยูใ่ตเ้ตยีง" 
(p.189) 
There had to be some 
simple and ligical expla-
nations, and I had to find 
it. And although I looked 
like a person who trird to 
convice himself that 
there was nothing under 
the bed, I still said out 
loud,  
   "There must be a simple 
and logical explantion," I 
said to myself, and be-
cause you did not know 
whether there was any-
one listening, I added, 
"there is nothing under 
the bed." 
Retained Literal translation 
p.23/6 
Yes, this was clearly a series of 
perfectly logical montrous co-
incidences. Perhaps I should 
call the Guinness Book peo-
ple. I wondered what the 
world record was for not be-
ing sure whether you commit-
ted a string of murders? 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ใช ่สิง่ทีเ่กดิขึน้เป็นความบงัเอญิ
อนัช ัว่รา้ยทีม่เีหตมุผีลอยา่งมากที่
เกดิขึน้อยา่งตอ่เน่ือง ผมน่าจะ
โทร.หาคนทีก่นิเนสสบ์ุค๊เสยี
หน่อย สงสยัจรงิๆ วา่จะมบีนัทกึ
สถติโิลกใดๆ เกีย่วกบัคนทีไ่ม่
แน่ใจวา่ตนเป็นผูล้งมอืในคดี
ฆาตกรรมตา่งๆ ทีเ่กดิอยา่ง
ตอ่เน่ืองหรอืเปลา่ (p.190) 
Yes, what happened were 
highly logical evil coinci-
dences that happened 
continuosly. I should 
called someone at the 
Guinness Book. I really 
wondered whether there 
is any world reords about 
a person who did not 
sure whether he commit-
ted a series of murders. 
Retained Transliteration 
p.24/3 
All right then, clever Dexter - 
find him. Track down the Deb-
napper. 
Common 
saying 
Key phrase Modified 
   ถา้อยา่งน้ันก็ได ้เด็กซเ์ตอรผ์ู ้
ชาญฉลาด--ไปตามหาเขาซ ีแกะ
รอยคนทีจ่บัตวัเดบไป (p.194) 
Well then, Clever Dexter. 
Go find him. Track down 
the person who kid-
napped Deb. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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p.24/4 
Dreams had no existence in 
reality, left no Freddy Krue-
ger-crossover claw marks on 
our wake-up world.  
Media & 
entertain 
Proper  
noun 
Original 
ความฝันมนัไม่มตีวัตนในความ
เป็นจรงิ ไม่มรีอ่งรอยกรงเล็บ
ของเฟรด็ดี ้ครูเกอร ์ในโลก
ของคนทีต่ืน่แลว้  
 
[ฟุตโนต้:เป็นชือ่ตวัละครใน
ภาพยนตรแ์นวสยอง
ขวญั}(p.195) 
Dreams did not exist in 
reality. The was no claw 
marks of Freddy Krueger 
left in the world of wake-
up people 
 
[Footnote: is the name of 
a character in a horror 
film.] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Freddy Kru-
ger' was transliterated, 
while the rest of the allu-
sion was literally trans-
lated. 
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
A footnote was added to 
explain about Freddy 
Kruger.  
p.24/9 
I cheerfully scuffed over to my 
car. Looking around at nothing 
but the moon over the water, 
whistling a happy tune as I 
climbed in and drove away. 
No one seemed to be paying 
any attention whatsoever--ex-
cept, of course, for the Halle-
lujah chorus in my mind. 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ผมก าลงัเดนิลาขากลบัมาทีร่ถ
อยา่งมคีวามสขุ มองไปรอบๆ ไม่
เห็นอะไรนอกจากดวงจนัทรท์ี่
สะทอ้นอยูใ่นน ้า ผมผวิปากอยา่ง
มคีวามสขุขณะเขา้ไปในรถและ
ขบัออกไปจากทีน่ั่น ไม่มใีครให ้
ความสนใจอะไรทัง้น้ัน--นอกจาก
เสยีงรอ้งเพลงประสานเสยีง
ฮลัเลลุยาหใ์นหวัของผม 
(p.199) 
I was happily dragging my 
feet back to my car look-
ing around seeing noth-
ing but the moon reflec-
tion in the water. I was 
whistling happy when I 
got in the car and drove 
out of that lace. Nobady 
paid any attention--ex-
cept for the Hallelujah 
chorus in my head. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe word 
'Hallelujah' was translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
p.25/10 
I did not want to be here  
where horrible thing lurked. 
Yet I had to be here to find 
Deberah. I was being ripped in 
half by an invisible tug-of-war. 
I felt like Sigmund Freud's 
poster child, and I wanted to 
go home and go to bed. 
Science & 
tech 
Proper  
noun 
Original 
ผมไม่อยากอยูท่ีน่ี่ สถานทีท่ีม่สีิง่
น่าสะพรงึกลวัแอบซอ่นอยู ่แตผ่ม
ก็ตอ้งอยูท่ีน่ี่เพือ่ตามหาตวัเดบอ
รา่ห ์ผมสองจติสองใจเหมอืนถกู
อะไรบางอยา่งทีม่องไม่เห็นดงึชกั
เยอ่ไปมา ผมรูส้กึวา่ตวัเองเป็น
ตวัอย่างทีด่ขีองมนุษยต์าม
ทฤษฎขีองซกิมุนด ์ฟรอยด ์
ผมตอ้งการจะกลบับา้นนอน 
(p.208) 
I did not want to be 
here.There were some 
spooky thing hiding here, 
but I have to be here to 
find Deberah. I was in 
two minds like I was 
tugged this way and that 
by something invisible. I 
felt like I was a good ex-
ample of human accord-
ing to Sigmund Freud's 
theory. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Sigmund 
Freud' was translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
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p.26/4 
   'Almost sure,' he said again, 
a soft and happy voice like Mr. 
Rogers's troubled child. […] 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper  
noun 
Original 
   "คอ่นขา้งมั่นใจ" เขาพูดอกีคร ัง้
ดว้ยน ้าเสยีงนุ่มๆ เบาๆ และมี
ความสขุคลา้ยๆกบัลูกทีม่ี
ปัญหาของนายโรเจอรส์ […] 
(p.210) 
   "Quite sure," he said 
again with the soft, light 
and happy voice similar 
to that of a troubled child 
of Mr Rogers. […] 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Rogers' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
p.26/3 
   His face stretched into a 
Dexter-the-Cheshire-Cat 
smile, but because it was so 
muvh like my own I couldsee 
there was no real happiness 
behind it. 
Media & 
entertain 
Propernoun Original 
   ใบหนา้ของเขาคลีอ่อกเป็น
รอยยิม้แบบเวลาเด็กซเ์ตอรย์ิม้
เหมอืนแววเซสไชร ์แตเ่พราะ
มนัดคูลา้ยรอยยิม้ของผมมาก ผม
จงึรูว้า่ภายใตร้อยยิม้น้ัน มนัไม่มี
ความสขุอยูเ่ลย [ฟุตโนต้: เป็น
แมวทีอ่ยู่ในการตู์นคลาสสกิ
เร ือ่ ง "อลซิในดนิแดน
มหศัจรรย"์ แต่งโดยลูวอ์สิ 
แครร์อล ปีค.ศ.๑๘๖๕] 
(p.211) 
   His face bloomed into a 
smile like when Dexter 
smiled like Cheshire Cat, 
but because it was very 
similar to my smile, I 
knew that under that 
smile there was no happi-
ness at all.[Footnote: is 
the cat character in a 
classic animation "Alice 
in Wonderland" written 
by Lewis Carrol in 1865.] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe names 
'Alice' and Lewis Carrol' 
were transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was 
literally translated. 
p.27/6 
   He was beside me now, 
standing with me, and some-
thing gleamed in his hand, two 
something, 'One for all, both 
for one--Did you ever read The 
Three Musketeers?' 
Literature Key phrase Modified 
   ตอนนีเ้ขาอยูข่า้งๆ ผม ยนือยู่
กบัผม และมอีะไรบางอยา่งทีส่อ่ง
แสงประกายวบูวาบอยูใ่นมอืเขา มี
สองชิน้ "จากหนึง่สู่เหล่า รวม
เราเป็นสอง--นายเคยอ่านสาม
ทหารเสอืไหมละ่" (p.216) 
   Now he was beside me, 
standing with me. And 
there was something 
sparkling in this hand, 
two of them. "One for all 
and all are two"--have 
you ever read The Three 
Musketeers?" 
Retained Literal translation 
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Allusions in the period of digital age 
(2010-2015) 
 
1. The Titanic Murders by Max Allan Collins (1999) 
2. Thirty-three Teeth by Colin Cotterill (2005)  
3. Nothing to Lose by Lee Child (2008) 
4. Six Years by Harlan Coben (2013) 
5. Mr. Mercedes by Stephen King (2014) 
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The Titanic Murders by Max Allan Collins (1999) 
Page Source text 
Sources  of 
referent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion in 
TT 
Strategies 
1 
   Before this tale begins proper 
and I take my proper place next 
to the Wizard of Oz--behind the 
curtain--[…]  Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   กอ่นทีเ่ร ือ่งนีจ้ะเร ิม่ตน้ขึน้อยา่ง
เหมาะสม และผมจะไดห้ลบไปอยู่
ในทีอ่นัเหมาะสมเคยีงขา้ง พ่อ
มดแห่งออ๊ซ--น่ันคอือยูห่ลงั
ฉาก--[…] (p.10) 
     Before the story be-
gins properly and I step 
back to where I should be 
next to the Wizard of Oz-
-that is behind the cur-
tain--[…] 
retained 
Literal translation + trans-
literation 
 
The name 'Oz' was trans-
literated. The rest was lit-
erally translated. 
3 
   "I read your novel." 
   "Which one?" 
   "The Lindbergh-baby book. 
Very good. Thorough job." 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ผมเคยอ่านนวนิยายทีค่ณุ
เขยีน" 
   "เลม่ไหน" 
   "เลม่ลนิดเ์บริก์-เบบี ้ดมีาก
เลย เป็นงานทีใ่หร้ายละเอยีด
สมบูรณ"์ 
[Footnote: The Lindbergh-
baby: คดลีกัพาตวัทารกอาย ุ18 
เดอืน ลกูชายของชารล์ส ์ลนิด ์
เบริก์--นักบนิชือ่ดงัชาวอเมรกินั  
เหตเุกดิในเดอืนมนีาคม 1932  
สองเดอืนตอ่มาจงึมกีารพบศพ
เด็กไม่หา่งจากบา้นตระกลูลนิด ์
เบริก์  แม็กซ ์อลัแลน คอลลนิส ์
น าคดนีีม้าเขยีนเป็นนวนิยายชือ่ 
Stolen Away (1991)] (p.11) 
     "I've read your novel." 
     "Which one?"  
     "The book about Lind-
bergh-baby is very good. 
Completely thorough 
work." 
 
[Footnote: The Lind-
bergh-baby refers to the 
abduction case of 18 
month-old son of Charles 
Lindbergh--an American 
famous pilot. The inci-
dent happened in March 
1932. Two months later, 
the body of the baby was 
found not far away from 
the house of the Lind-
bergh. Max Allen Collins 
wrote his novel Stolen 
Away based on this case.] 
retained Transliteration 
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3 
   "You like history. You like to 
find the mystery in history, don't 
you?"   "Yeah, it's kind of a spe-
ciality… Well, listen, it was nice 
of you to call. I got one on Ame-
lia Earhart in the works.[…]" 
History Propernoun Original 
   "คณุชอบประวตัศิาสตร ์ คณุ
ชอบคน้หาความลกึลบัใน
ประวตัศิาสตร ์ไม่ใชห่รอื"   "ใช ่
มนัเป็นความเชีย่วชาญอยา่งหน่ึง
... เอาละ ฟังนะ ขอบคณุทีโ่ทร.มา 
ผมมงีานเกีย่วกบัแอมเีลยี เอยี
ฮา้รท์ เร ือ่งหน่ึงทีท่ าอยู ่
[…][Footnote: Amelia Ear-
hart (1897-1939): นักบนิและ
นักเขยีนชาวอเมรกินั เป็นผูห้ญงิ
คนแรกทีบ่นิเดีย่วขา้มมหาสมูทร
แอต๊แลนตคิไดส้ าเรจ็  เธอยงั
ทลายสถติติา่งๆ อกีมากจนโดง่ดงั
ไปทัว่  ในระหวา่งทีเ่ธอก าลงัท า
สถติบินิรอบโลก เคร ือ่งบนิทีเ่ธอ
ขบัไดห้ายสาบสญูไปอยา่งลกึลบั
กลางมหาสมุทรแปซฟิิค ทางการ
สหรฐัฯใชเ้งนิถงึ 4 ลา้นเหรยีญใน
การคน้หาแตไ่ม่พบ  แม็กซ ์อลั
แลน คอลลนิสน์ าเหตกุารณท์ีม่ี
เงือ่นง ามาเขยีนเป็นนวนิยายเร ือ่ง 
Flying Blind (1999] (p.12) 
     "You like history. You 
like to dig into mysteries 
in the history, don't 
you?"     "Yes. It's one of 
my expertises… Now, lis-
ten. Thank you for calling. 
I'm working on the book 
about Amelie Earhart. 
[…][Footnote: Amelia Ear-
hart (1897-1939) was an 
American pilot and 
writer. She was the first 
wowan who was sucess-
ful in flying solo across 
the Atlantic Ocean. She 
was famous for creating 
different records. During 
her making the record of 
flying around the world. 
Her aircraft mysteriously 
disappeared in Pacific 
Ocean. The US govern-
ment invested four mil-
lion dollars in unfruitful 
search for her. Max Allan 
Collins usedd this myste-
rious event to write his 
novel Flying Blind (1999)] 
retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about Amelia Earhart. 
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4 
The artifacts salvaged, mostly 
from a debris filed between the 
two sections of the sunken ship, 
has been hyped on a tacky tele-
vision production hosted by 
Telly Savalas, […]. 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
การเก็บกูส้ิง่ของในเรอื สว่นใหญ่
จากบรเิวณทีเ่ศษซากกระจดั
กระจายระหวา่งเรอือบัปางทีแ่ยก
เป็นสองทอ่น ถกูขยายเกนิจรงิใน
รายการทวีไีรร้สนิยมทีม่เีทลลี ่
ซาวาลาสเป็นผูด้ าเนิน
รายการ […] (pp.13-14) 
The salvage of artifacts 
from the ship, mostly 
from the debris scattered 
around the two halves of 
the sunken ship has been 
exagerated in the taste-
less television program 
hosted by Telly Savalas. 
[…]  
retained 
transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Telly Savalas' was trans-
literated. The rest was lit-
erally translated. 
7 
   "It's not what National Geo-
graphic wants for a Discovery 
Channel special, […] 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "มนัไม่ใชส่ิง่ที ่เนช ัน่แนล จิ
โอกรา๊ฟฟิค ตอ้งการส าหรบั
รายการพเิศษทาง
ชอ่งดิส๊คฟัเวอรีห่รอก […] 
(p.16) 
     "It isn't what National 
Geographic wants for a 
special scoop on Discov-
ery Channel. […] 
retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The names 'National Ge-
ographic' and 'Discovery' 
were transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was lit-
erally translated. 
7 
   "[…] You sound French." 
   "Oh? I thought my English was 
very good." 
   "Berlitz would hire you in a 
heartbeat. […]" 
Current 
affairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "[…] เสยีงของคณุเหมอืนคน
ฝร ัง่เศส" 
   "เหรอ ผมคดิวา่ภาษาองักฤษ
ของผมดมีากแลว้นะ" 
   "โรงเรยีนสอนภาษาแบร ์
ลติซค์งจา้งคณุทนัทเีลยละ่ […]" 
(pp.16-17) 
     "[…] You voice sound 
like French." 
     "Really? I thought my 
English is very good." 
     "The Berlitz language 
centre would hire you im-
mediately."  
retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added an 
information that the allu-
sion was a language cen-
tre. 
8 
   Among the Titanic's famous 
passengers, hobnobbing with 
[…] and popular American mys-
tery writer of his day, Jacques 
Futrelle, creater of Professor 
S.F.X. Van Dusen, […] Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ในหมู่ผูโ้ดยสารคนดงัของ ไท
ทานิค […] มฌีา้ค ฟูเตรลล ์
รวมอยูด่ว้ย เขาเป็นนักเขยีนรหสั
คดชีาวอเมรกินัทีไ่ดร้บัการยก
ยอ่งและมผีูนิ้ยมอ่านผลงานมาก
ทีส่ดุคนหน่ึงในยคุสมยัของเขา 
เป็นผูส้รา้งศาสตราจารยเ์อส๊. 
เอฟ๊. เอก็ซ.์ ฟาน ดูเซน็ […] 
(p.18) 
     Among the Titanic's fa-
mous passengers […], in-
cluded an American fa-
mous mystery writer 
whose works were 
among the most popular 
at the time, Jacques 
Futrelle, the creator of 
Professor S.F.X. Van 
Dusen. […] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'S.F.X. Van 
Dusen' was transliterated. 
The rest of the allusion 
was literally translated. 
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9 
Futrelles's creation, also known 
as the Thinking Machine, was a 
cerebral sleuth whose exagger-
ated cranium housed a formadi-
ble brain, s dabbler in detection 
who refused payment for this 
crime solving, displaying a cold, 
imperious attitude […] that 
made Sherlock Holmes seems 
warm and fuzzy. 
Literature Propernoun Original 
   ตวัละครทีฟู่เตรลลส์รา้งขึน้เป็น
นักสบืผูป้ราดเปรือ่ง มกีะโหลก
ใหญ่กวา่ปกตเิป็นทีเ่ก็บสมองอนั
น่าเกรงขาม  เขาท าการสบืสวน
อยา่งมอืสมคัรเลน่โดยไม่ยอมรบั
คา่จา้งในการคลีค่ลายอาชญากก
รม ชอบแสดงทา่ทเีย็นชายโส
โอหงั […] ชนิดทีท่ าใหเ้ชอร ์
ล็อค โฮลม์สด์นุู่มนวลและจดืชดื
ไปเลย (p.18) 
     Futrelle's character 
was an intelligent detec-
tive whose oversized 
skull was filled with an 
impressive  brain. He was 
an amateur detective 
who solved crime with-
out receiving any pay-
ment. He looks so cold 
and hostile that made 
Sherlock Holmes looks 
soft and bland. 
Retained Transliteration 
9 
His tales of so-called "Impossible 
Mystery" were a major influ-
ence on Agatha Christie; there 
us much of Professor Van Dusen 
in her Hercule Poirot and his cel-
eberated "little gray cells." Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เร ือ่งแตง่ของเขาทีเ่รยีกว่า "รหสั
คดเีหลอืเชือ่" มอีทิธพิลตอ่อ
กาธา ครสิตีอ้ยา่งใหญ่หลวง ใน
ตวัแอรก์ลื ปัวโรตข์องเธอ และใน 
"เซลลส์เีทาเล็กๆ" ซึง่เป็นที่
กลา่วขวญัของเขามคีวามเป็น
ศาสตราจารยฟ์าน ดเูซิน่อยูม่าก 
(p.18) 
His stories that he called 
"the impossible myster-
ies" had a great influence 
on Agatha Christie, in her 
Hercules Poirot and his 
"little gray cells." that 
was  said to have so 
much in common with 
Professor Van Dusen. 
Retained Transliteration 
9 
His tales of so-called "Impossible 
Mystery" were a major influ-
ence on Agatha Christie; there 
us much of Professor Van Dusen 
in her Hercule Poirot and his cel-
eberated "little gray cells." Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เร ือ่งแตง่ของเขาทีเ่รยีกว่า "รหสั
คดเีหลอืเชือ่" มอีทิธพิลตอ่อ
กาธา ครสิตีอ้ยา่งใหญ่หลวง ใน
ตวัแอรก์ลื ปัวโรตข์องเธอ และใน 
"เซลลส์เีทาเล็กๆ" ซึง่เป็นที่
กลา่วขวญัของเขามคีวามเป็น
ศาสตราจารยฟ์าน ดูเซิน่อยู่
มาก (p.18) 
His stories that he called 
"the impossible myster-
ies" had a great influence 
on Agatha Christie, in her 
Hercules Poirot and his 
"little gray cells." that 
was  said to have so 
much in common with 
Professor Van Dusen. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Van Dusen' 
was transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was lit-
erally translated. 
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9 
His tales of so-called "Impossible 
Mystery" were a major influ-
ence on Agatha Christie; there 
us much of Professor Van Dusen 
in her Hercule Poirot and his cel-
eberated "little gray cells." Literature 
Propernoun 
+Key 
Phrase 
Original 
เร ือ่งแตง่ของเขาทีเ่รยีกว่า "รหสั
คดเีหลอืเชือ่" มอีทิธพิลตอ่อ
กาธา ครสิตีอ้ยา่งใหญ่หลวง ใน
ตวัแอรก์ลื ปัวโรตข์องเธอ และ
ใน "เซลลส์เีทาเล็กๆ" ซึง่เป็น
ทีก่ลา่วขวญัของเขามคีวามเป็น
ศาสตราจารยฟ์าน ดเูซิน่อยูม่าก 
(p.18) 
His stories that he called 
"the impossible myster-
ies" had a great influence 
on Agatha Christie, in her 
Hercules Poirot and his 
"little gray cells." that 
was  said to have so 
much in common with 
Professor Van Dusen. 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 'Her-
cules Poirot' was translit-
erated. The rest of the al-
lusion was literally trans-
lated. 
10 
   Born in 1897, Virginia had 
been an operatic prima dona 
featured in musical revues, […] 
She toured Europe, consorted 
with show business royalty (she 
was Barbara Stanwyck's brides-
maid) […] 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เวอรจ์เินียเกดิในปี 1897 เคย
เป็นนักรอ้งโอเปรา่ตวัชโูรงในคณะ
ละครเพลง […] เธอเดนิสายใน
ยโุรปรว่มกบักลุม่ธรุกจิการแสดง 
(เธอเป็นเพือ่นเจา้สาวของบาร ์
บารา สแตนวคิ) […] (p.19) 
     Virginia was born in 
1897 and used to be the 
top opera singers in a 
musical company. […] She 
toured Europe with a 
show business company 
(She was a bridesmaid of 
Barbara Stanwyck) […] 
Retained  Transliteration 
11 
   When the daughter of Jacques 
Futrelle entered, there was no 
mistaking here. I had seen 
Futrelle's photograph--he had a 
John Candy-like, round, boyish 
face, […] 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เมือ่ลกูสาวของฌา้ค ฟูเตรลล ์
เดนิเขา้มา ก็เป็นอนัวา่ไม่ผดิตวั
แน่ ผมเคยเห็นรปูถา่ยของฟู
เตรลล-์-เขามีสว่นคลา้ยจอหน์ 
แคนดี ้ใบหนา้กลมแบบเด็ก […] 
[Footnote: John Franklin 
Candy (1950-1994): ดารา
และนักแสดงตลกชาวแคนาดา มี
ผลงานทางสือ่โทรทศันแ์ละ
ภาพยนตร]์ (p.21) 
     When the daugther of 
Jacques Futrelle walked 
in the room, there was no 
mistake. He had seen 
Futrelle's photograph--He 
looked similar to John 
Candy with his round and 
boyish face. […] 
 
[Footnote: John Franklin 
Candy (1950-1994) was a 
Canadian actor and co-
madian. He starred both 
on TV and in films.] 
Retained  Transliteration 
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17 
   What you are aboout to read 
is based upon Virginia Futrelle 
Raymond's recollections of the 
tale her mother told, supple-
mented by research and imagi-
nation.   Bon voyage. 
Currentaf-
fairs 
KeyPhrase Original 
   สิง่ทีค่ณุก าลงัจะไดอ้่านตอ่ไปนี ้
สว่นใหญ่มาจากการร าลกึถงึ
เร ือ่งราวทีแ่ม่ของเวอรจ์เินีย ฟู
เตรลล ์เรยม์อนดเ์ลา่ใหเ้ธอฟัง 
เสรมิดว้ยการคน้ควา้วจิยัและ
จนิตนาการ   ขอใหเ้ดนิทาง
โดยสวสัดภิาพ 
     What you are about to 
read is based mostly on 
the memory of Virgina 
Futrelle Raymond about 
what her mother had told 
her together with re-
search and imagination.     
Have a safe trip. 
Retained  
TC equivalentThe transla-
tor substituted the allu-
sion with an expression 
used in similar situations 
in the target culture. 
21 
Though a succesful author, even 
a celebrity (the London press in-
sisted on referring to him as 
"the American Conan Doyle"), 
[…] 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
แมจ้ะเป็นนักประพนัธผ์ูป้ระสบ
ความส าเรจ็ ถงึขัน้เป็นคนเดน่ดงั
ในสงัคม (สือ่มวลชนในลอนดอน
ยนืยนัขนานนามใหเ้ขาเป็น 
"โคนนั ดอยลอ์เมรกินั") […] 
(p.29) 
Despite being a success-
ful writer, almost like a 
celebrity (the London 
press referred to him as 
"the American Conan 
Doyle"). […] 
Retained Transliteration 
23 
[…] "You have a right to travel 
First-class. You're Jacques 
Futrelle!" 
   "If you add 'the American Co-
nan Doyle' to that, I'll…" 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] "คณุมสีทิธทิีจ่ะเดนิทาง
ช ัน้หน่ึงนะคะ คณุคอืฌา้คส ์ฟู
เตรลล!์"  
   "ถา้คณุเตมิ 'โคนนั ดอยล ์
อเมรกินั' ตอ่ทา้ย ผมจะ..." 
(p.31) 
[…] "You have a right to 
stay in First-class. You are 
Jacques Futrelle!" 
     "If you add 'the Amer-
iccan Conan Doyle' to it, 
I'll…" 
Retained Transliteration 
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27 
   As they stood chatting, a ra-
ther bizarre figure rolled 
through the crowd like a cannon 
on wheels, a figure so out of 
place in this posh company he 
seemed designed to make 
Futrelle feel more at home here: 
wearing a gray suit that seem-
ingly had been slept in, a shape-
less brown hat whose brim was 
as crooked as a beggar's smile, 
came a potbelleied cross be-
tween a hobo and Saint Nick, 
[...] 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Modi-
fied 
   ขณะทีพ่วกเขายนืคยุกนั รา่ง
คอ่นขา้งพลิกึพลิ ัน่ของชายคน
หน่ึงก็เดนิกระโดกกระเดกแทรก
ฝูงคนเขา้มาเหมอืนปืนใหญ่ตดิ
ลอ้  ในกลุม่คนช ัน้สงูกลุม่นีดู้
เหมอืนรา่งอนัผดิทีผ่ดิทางของ
เขาจะถกูออกแบบมาเพือ่ท าใหฟู้
เตรลร์ูส้กึผ่อนคลายขึน้เมือ่อยู่
ตรงนี ้ เขาสวมสูทสเีทายบัยน่
เหมอืนใสน่อนมาแลว้ สวมหมวก
สนี ้าตาลไรท้รงทีปี่กของมนับดิ
เบีย้วเหมอืนรอยยิม้ของขอทาน 
พุงพลุย้เหมอืนกุย๊ผสมซานตา
คลอ้ส [...] (p.36) 
     While they stood talk-
ing, the strange figure of 
a man woved awkwardly 
through the crowd like a 
canon on wheels. In this 
group of high-class peo-
ple, his out-of-place fig-
ure seemed to be made 
for Futrelle to feel more 
relax here. He wore wrin-
kled gray suit that looked 
like he slept in and a 
shapeless brown hat 
without brim like a smile 
of a beggar. His big belly 
was like the mixture of a 
cham and Santa Claus.  
Retained 
SC equivalentThe transla-
tor substituted the allu-
sion with the word 'Santa 
Claus'. Although the word 
was from the source cul-
ture, the translator might 
believe that the reader of 
the translation was more 
familiar with the word 
'Santa Claus'. 
30 
[…], Futrelle was saying, when 
suddenly the remaining crowd 
parted like the Red Sea and the 
Harrises, […] made their en-
trace. 
Religion 
Key 
Phrase 
Original 
[…] ฟูเตรลลพู์ด ในขณะฝูงคนที่
เหลอืแยกออกจากกนัเหมอืน
ทะเลแดง สามภีรรยาแฮรร์สิก็
เดนินายนาดเขา้มา […]  
[Footnote: ในพระครสิตธรรม
คมัภรีภ์าคพนัธะสญัญาเดมิ  
โมเสสพาประชาชนชาวอสิราเอล
สองลา้นคนอพยพหนีกองทพั
อยีปิต ์เมือ่ไปถงึฝ่ังทะเลแดง 
โมเสสยกไมเ้ทา้ของตนขึน้เหนือ
น ้า ผนืทะเลก็แหวกออกเป็นทาง
ใหเ้ดนิขา้มไปได]้ (p.39) 
[…], Futrelle was saying 
when the rest of the 
crowd parted like the 
Red Sea. The Harris cou-
ples came in. […]  
 
[Footnote: In the Old Tes-
tament, Moses led two 
million Israelites away 
from the Egyptian army. 
When they arrived at the 
Red Sea, Moses raised his 
staff and suddenly, the 
sea parted revealing a 
path across the sea.]  
Retained 
Literal translation 
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
A footnore was added to 
explain about the situa-
tion related to the event 
of the allusion. 
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35 
[…] I've contracts enough to 
hold me through  the next year, 
easily… but I've had to revive my 
old nemesis."   "More 'Thinking 
Machine' stories?" Henry asked, 
eyes laughing.  Literature Propernoun Original 
[…] ผมมสีญัญามากพอทีจ่ะอยู่
ไปไดถ้งึปีหนา้สบายๆ... แตผ่ม
ตอ้งปลกุเจา้กรรมนายเวรของผม
ขึน้มา"    "เร ือ่งสัน้ 'เครือ่งจกัร
นกัคดิ' ตอนใหม่ๆ ละส"ิ เฮ็นรี่
ถาม นัยนต์ารา่เรงิ (p.43) 
[…] I have enough con-
tracts to comfortably get 
me through the next 
year… but I have to bring 
my nemesis back to life."     
"More new 'Thinking 
Machine' short stories, 
right?" Henry asked, his 
eyes look lively.      
Retained  Literal translation 
35 
[…] I've contracts enough to 
hold me through  the next year, 
easily… but I've had to revive my 
old nemesis." 
   "More 'Thinking Machine' sto-
ries?" Henry asked, eyes laugh-
ing. "I thought you'd sworn off 
that cranky old egghead--like 
Doyle dumping Holmes off that 
cliff." 
Literature 
Macro 
level 
Modi-
fied 
[…] ผมมสีญัญามากพอทีจ่ะอยู่
ไปไดถ้งึปีหนา้สบายๆ... แตผ่ม
ตอ้งปลกุเจา้กรรมนายเวรของผม
ขึน้มา"  
   "เร ือ่งสัน้ 'เคร ือ่งจกัรนักคดิ' 
ตอนใหม่ๆ ละส"ิ เฮ็นรีถ่าม 
นัยนต์ารา่เรงิ "ผมนึกวา่คณุสาป
สง่อตีาสมองใสจอมเพืย้นคนน้ัน
ไปแลว้...เหมอืนทีด่อยลโ์ยน
โฮลม์สท์ิง้ลงจากหน้าผานัน่" 
(p.43) 
[…] I have enough con-
tracts to comfortably get 
me through the next 
year… but I have to bring 
my nemesis back to life." 
     "More new 'Thinking 
Machine' short stories, 
right?" Henry asked, his 
eyes look lively. "I 
thought  you would get 
rid of that quirky old man 
forever... like Doyle 
threw Holmes off the 
that cliff." 
  
      
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The word 'Sherlock 
Holmes' was translit-
erated. The rest of the al-
lusion was literally trans-
lated. 
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35 
   "More 'Thinking Machine' sto-
ries?" Henry asked, eyes laugh-
ing. "I thought you'd sworn off 
that cranky old egghead--like 
Doyle dumping Holmes off that 
cliff." 
   Futrelle worked up half a 
smile. "Yes. But like Sherlock's 
papa, I'm afraid, Mammon 
tempted me back into the fray." 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Modi-
fied 
  "เร ือ่งสัน้ 'เคร ือ่งจกัรนักคดิ' 
ตอนใหม่ๆ ละส"ิ เฮ็นรีถ่าม 
นัยนต์ารา่เรงิ "ผมนึกวา่คณุสาป
สง่อตีาสมองใสจอมเพืย้นคนน้ัน
ไปแลว้...เหมอืนทีด่อยลโ์ยน
โฮลม์สท์ิง้ลงจากหนา้ผาน่ัน"  
   ฟูเตรลลฝื์นยิม้ "ใช ่แตก่็
เหมอืนกบัป๊ะป๋าของเชอรล์็อก
น่ันแหละ ผมเกรงวา่ทรพัย ์
ศฤงคารจะยัว่ใหผ้มกลบัเขา้สู่
วงจรอุบาทวอ์กี" (p.43) 
    
  "More new 'Thinking 
Machine' short stories, 
right?" Henry asked, his 
eyes look lively. "I 
thought  you would get 
rid of that quirky old man 
forever... like Doyle 
threw Holmes off the 
that cliff." 
     Futrelle forced a smile, 
"Yes, but like Sherlock's 
daddy, I'm afraid money 
lures me back to this vi-
cious circle." 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Sherlock' was 
transliterated. The rest of 
the allusion was literally 
translated. 
35 
 "More 'Thinking Machine' sto-
ries?" Henry asked, eyes laugh-
ing. "I thought you'd sworn off 
that cranky old egghead--like 
Doyle dumping Holmes off that 
cliff."   Futrelle worked up half a 
smile. "Yes. But like Sherlock's 
papa, I'm afraid, Mammon 
tempted me back into the fray." Religion Propernoun Original 
  "เร ือ่งสัน้ 'เคร ือ่งจกัรนักคดิ' 
ตอนใหม่ๆ ละส"ิ เฮ็นรีถ่าม 
นัยนต์ารา่เรงิ "ผมนึกวา่คณุสาป
สง่อตีาสมองใสจอมเพืย้นคนน้ัน
ไปแลว้...เหมอืนทีด่อยลโ์ยน
โฮลม์สท์ิง้ลงจากหนา้ผาน่ัน"    
ฟูเตรลลฝื์นยิม้ "ใช ่แตก่็
เหมอืนกบัป๊ะป๋าของเชอรล็์อกน่ัน
แหละ ผมเกรงวา่ทรพัยศ์ฤงคาร
จะยัว่ใหผ้มกลบัเขา้สูว่งจรอุบาทว ์
อกี" (p.43)    
  "More new 'Thinking 
Machine' short stories, 
right?" Henry asked, his 
eyes look lively. "I 
thought  you would get 
rid of that quirky old man 
forever... like Doyle 
threw Holmes off the 
that cliff."     Futrelle 
forced a smile, "Yes, but 
like Sherlock's daddy, I'm 
afraid money lures me 
back to this vicious cir-
cle." 
abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
35 
   "In my streamer trunk are a 
couple of tin cans that set me 
back ten thousand pounds." 
   "Tin cans?" 
   "Of motion-picture film, Jack--
[…] 
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
Phrase 
Original 
   "ในหบีสมัภาระของผมมกีล่อง
สงักะสสีองใบทีม่มูีลคา่ส าหรบัผม
หน่ึงหมืน่ปอนด"์ 
   "กล่องสงักะส?ี" 
   "บรรจฟิุลม์ภาพยนตรน่์ะ แจ็ค
... […] (p.44) 
     "In my trunk, there are 
two tin boxes worth ten 
thousand dollars." 
     "Tin boxes?" 
     "That's for the film, 
Jack… […]" 
Retained Literal translation 
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35 
   "Of motion-picture film, Jack.--
I've got Reinhart's The Miracle in 
kinemacolor! Just spoke with 
Oscar Hammerstein yesterday, 
and he's interested in going 
partners." 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "บรรจฟิุลม์ภาพยนตรน่์ะ แจค๊
... ผมได ้เดอะ มริาเคิล่ ของไรน ์
ฮารท์มา เป็นหนังคเินมาคลัเลอ่ร!์ 
เพิง่คยุกบัออ๊สกา้ร ์แฮมเม่อร ์
สไตนเ์มือ่วานนี ้เขาสนใจจะเป็น
หุน้สว่น" (p.44) 
     "That's for the film, 
Jack… I got Reinhart's The 
Miracle. It's in kinema-
color! I just spoke with 
Oscar Hamerstein yester-
day. He's interested in 
being my partner." 
Retained Transliteration 
36 
Much as he admired the cap-
tains of industry, like those on 
this train, Futrelle could not rec-
oncile their capricious leisure 
with the quiet desperation of 
workers such as those who 
dwelled in the dingy rabbit war-
ren of squalid red-brick row 
houses gliding by the window 
like an admonishing vision cour-
tesy of one of Scoorge's ghosts. 
Literature Propernoun Original 
ยิง่ฟูเตรลลช์ ืน่ชอบเจา้ของ
อุตสาหกรรมอยา่งพวกทีอ่ยูบ่น
รถไฟขบวนนีม้ากเทา่ไร เขาก็ยิง่
ไม่สามารถเชือ่มประสานความ
เออ้ระเหยลอยชายของคนพวกนี้
เขา้กบัความสิน้หวงัเงยีบๆ ของ
คนงานอยา่งพวกทีอ่าศยัอยูต่าม
หอ้งแถวอฐิอนัซอมซอ่ราวกบัทุง่
เลีย้งกระตา่ยทีก่ าลงัไหลเลือ่น
ผ่านหนา้ตา่งไม่ตา่งจาก
จนิตนาการเตอืนสตทิีเ่อือ้เฟ้ือ
จากปีศาจตนหนึง่ของสค
รูจ้[Footnote: Ebenezer 
Scrooge: เป็นตวัละครเอกในนว
นิยาย A Christmas Carol 
(1843) ของชารล์ส ์ดิค๊กิน้ส ์เขา
เป็นนายธนาคารหนา้เลอืดที่
ไดร้บัการเตอืนจากวญิญาณของ
เพือ่นเกา่ใหร้ะวงัปีศาจ 3 ตนทีจ่ะ
มาหาเขา] (pp.44-45) 
The more Futrelle ad-
mired  these industry 
owners on this train, the 
less he can compromise 
their idleness with the si-
lent despair of workers 
like those who lived in 
brick row houses so old it 
was like the rabbit war-
ren moving pass the win-
dow like the admonising 
imagination from one of 
the Scrooge's 
ghosts.[Footnote: 
Ebenezer Scrooge is the 
protagonist of Charles 
Dickens' Christmas Carol 
(1843). He was a stingy 
banker who was warned 
by the spirit of his old 
friend telling him to be-
ware of three ghosts that 
were coming for him.] 
Regained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Scrooge' was translit-
erated. The rest of the al-
lusion was literally trans-
lated.Explicitation (foot-
note) A footnote was 
added to explain the rela-
tionship between Scrooge 
and the ghosts mentioned 
in the allusion. 
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36 
   Embarrassed, Crafton smiled 
nervously, shrugging to the 
other men in the smoking car 
and nodding toward Stead, with 
an expression that encouraged 
their common knowledge that 
the old man was mad as a 
March hare. 
Media & 
entertain 
KeyPhrase Original 
   ดว้ยความอบัอาย แครฟ้ตัน้ยิม้
แหย ยกัไหล่ใหค้นอืน่ๆ ในตูส้บู
บุหร ีแ่ละพยกัพเยดิไปทางสเตด
ดว้ยสหีนา้ทีต่อกย า้ใหรู้ท้ ัว่กนัวา่
บุรษุเฒ่าเพืย้นพอๆ กบัเจา้
กระต่ายเดอืน
สาม[Footnote: March hare: 
ตวัละครส าคญัทีส่ดุในฉากงาน
เลีย้งน ้าชาในวรรณกรรมเยาวชน
เร ือ่ง อลศิในแดนมหศัจรรย ์ของลู
อสิ แครโ์รลล]์ (p.45) 
     Feeling embarrassed, 
Crafton smiled nervously 
and shrugged to others in 
the smoking car. He nod-
ded toward Stead to 
stress that the old man 
was as mad as the March 
Hare.[Footnote: March 
Hare is the most im-
portant character in the 
tea party scene in Lewis 
Caroll's children book, Al-
ice's Adventure in Won-
derland.] 
Retained 
Literal translationExplici-
tation (footnote)A foot-
nore was added to ex-
plain about March Hare. 
45 
[…], Ismay was the rare human 
who towered over Futrelle, a 
man who himself had been de-
scribed by one reporter as a 
"behemoth." 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] อสิเมยเ์ป็นมนุษยห์ายากทีส่งู
ตระหง่านค า้หวัฟูเตรลล ์เป็น
ผูช้ายทีเ่คยถกูนิยามโดยนักขา่ว
คนหน่ึงวา่ "ควายดกึด าบรรพ"์ 
(p.54) 
[…] Ismay was one of the 
rare human beings that 
loomed over Futrelle who 
had been referred to by a 
reporter as an "ancient 
bull." 
Abandoned 
Mistranslation 
 
The translation could not 
convey the sense of gi-
gantic size of the allusion; 
thus the allusion was con-
sidered mistranslated. 
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46 
The mahogany and rosewoord 
furnishings, sometimes ebony-
punctuated, reflected the 
straight and curved, ponderous 
and heavy, construction of a 
style dictated by the Little Cor-
poral himself: […] 
History Propernoun Original 
เฟอรนิ์เจอ้รไ์มพ้ะยงูและไมม้ะฮ็อก
กานี คัน่บางชิน้ดว้ยไมม้ะเกลอื 
สะทอ้นถงึการสรา้งสลกัเสลาทือ่ๆ 
เทอะทะในสไตลท์ีจ่า่จิว๋บงการ
ดว้ยตวัเอง [Footnote: the 
Little Corporal: ฉายาของนโป
เลยีนทีเ่พือ่นๆ ตัง้ใหส้มยัอยู่
โรงเรยีนนายรอ้ยในปารสีเพราะ
เขาเป็นตวัเล็กทีส่ดุในช ัน้] (p.55) 
The mahogany and rose-
wood furniture, some-
times separated with eb-
ony furnishing reflecting 
the blunt and heavy style 
that that had been dic-
tated by the Little Cor-
poral himself. […]{Foot-
note: the Little Corporal 
was Napoleon's nick-
name his classman used 
to call him during his day 
in the cadet school in 
Paris because he was the 
smallest in his class.]  
Retained 
Literal translationExplici-
tation (footnote)A foot-
note was added to explain 
about the Little Corporal. 
47 
   "So we benefited from Mr. 
Morgan's illness as well. But 
why did you choose us with 
whom to be so generous, Mr. Is-
may?" 
   "Bruce! Please." 
   "Sorry--Bruce. Or sould I say 
Saint Nick?" 
Religious 
Proper 
noun 
Modi-
fied 
   "เราก็เลยไดป้ระโยชนจ์ากการ
ป่วยของคณุมอรแ์กนเหมอืนกนั 
วา่แตท่ าไมคณุถงึเลอืกมนี ้าใจกบั
เราละ่ คณุอสิเมย"์  
   "บรูซ๊! ไดโ้ปรด"  
   "ขอโทษ...บรูซ๊ หรอืวา่ผมควร
เรยีกวา่ซานตาคลอ้ส" (p.57) 
     "So we gained the 
benefit from Mr. Mor-
gan's illness too, but why 
did you offer it to us, Mr. 
Ismay?" 
     "Bruce! Please." 
     "Sorry… Bruce. Or 
should I call you Santa 
Claus." 
Retained  
SC equivalent 
 
The translator substituted 
the allusion with the word 
'Santa Claus'. Although 
the word was from the 
source culture, the trans-
lator might believe that 
the reader of the transla-
tion was more familiar 
with the word 'Santa 
Claus'. 
50 
   "Good!" He leaped to his feet, 
quick as a jack-in-the-box; […] Media & 
entertain 
Key 
Phrase 
Original 
   "ด!ี" เขาลกุยนืพรวด เรว็
เหมอืนตุก๊ตาสปรงิดดีออกจาก
กล่อง […] (p.60) 
      "Good!"  He sprang up 
to his feet, as quick as a 
toy springing out of the 
box.[...] 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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59 
   […], "Have you ever made up a 
story and had it come true?"   
Nodding emphatically, May said, 
"One of the first stories he ever 
published! Based on the notori-
ous suitcase murder in Bos-
ton…" 
History Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
   […] "คณุเคยแตง่เร ือ่งแลว้มนั
กลายเป็นความจรงิบา้งไหม"   
เมยพ์ยกัหนา้หนักแน่นขณะพูด 
"เร ือ่งแรกๆ ทีเ่ขาเคยตพีมิพเ์ร ือ่ง
หน่ึง! เอามาจากคดฆีาตกรรม
ยดัหบีเสือ้ผา้ทีโ่ด่งดงั
ในบอ๊สต ัน้..." (p.68) 
     […] "Have you ever 
made something up, and 
it came ture?     May nod-
ded seriously saying, 
"One of his first pub-
lished stories! It was 
based on the notorious 
murder case in Boston 
that the body was 
stuffed in a suitcase…" 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 'Bos-
ton' was transliterate. The 
rest of the allusion was lit-
erally translated. 
69 
   Crafton's mustache twitched. 
"I represent a group of investi-
gators." 
   "What, Pinkertons?" 
Current 
affairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   หนวดของแครฟ้ตัน้กระดกิ 
"ผมเป็นตวัแทนของนักสบืกลุม่
หน่ึง" 
   "อะไรนะ พวกพงิเคอรต์ ัน้
เหรอ" (p.78) 
     Crafton's mustache 
twitched, " I represent a 
group of detectives." 
     "What? The Pinker-
tons?"  
Retained Transliteration 
70 
   "[…]--my public and my pub-
lishers care nothing about me 
except that I keep coming up 
with good stories. If my screws 
are loose, well, then I'm colorful 
and more interesting --do you 
know the slightest thing about 
Edgar Allan Poe? Please, do me 
a favor, publicize away... [...] 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "[…] ผูอ้่านของผมและ
ส านักพมิพข์องผมไม่สนใจอะไร
เกีย่วกบัตวัผมนอกจากใหผ้ม
ผลตินิยายดีๆ  ออกมาเร ือ่ยๆ  ถา้
เกดิวา่ผมติง๊ตอ๊ง ทีนี่ผ้มก็จะมี
สสีนัและน่าสนใจยิง่กวา่เกา่...คณุ
รูเ้ร ือ่งเกีย่วกบัเอด็การ ์แอ
ลแลน โป สกันิดสกัหน่อยไหม  
กรณุาสงเคราะหผ์มดว้ยเถอะ 
โฆษณาใหก้ระหึม่ไปเลย... [...]" 
(p.80) 
     "[…] My readers and 
publishers care nothing 
about me except that I 
keep writing good novels. 
If I turn out to be bonker, 
I will become more col-
ourful and interesting… 
Do you know anything 
about Edgar Allen Poe? 
Please do me a favour 
and advertise me... [...]" 
Retained Transliteration 
79 
   The voice beloned to J.Bruce 
Ismay, standing tall and thin, a 
handsome Ichabod Crane in a 
dark blue suit with gray pin-
stripes 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เป็นเสยีงของเจ. บรูซ๊ อสิเมยท์ี่
ก าลงัยนืผอมสงูเป็นนก
กระเรยีนรปูหลอ่ในสทูสนี ้าเงนิ
เขม้ลายริว้สเีทา (p.89) 
     It's the voice of Bruce 
Ismay how was standing 
tall and thin like a crane 
looking handsome in the 
dark blue suit with gray 
stripes. 
Abandoned 
Mistranslation 
 
The translator mistook 
the name 'Icabad Crane' 
and translated it simply as 
the crane as in a bird. 
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90 
And as the fast-talking Crafton 
continued his spiel--eling Astor 
about the benefits of becoming 
a Crafton's "client," perhaps--As-
tor remained as mute as the 
Sphinx […] 
Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
และขณะทีแ่ครฟ้ตัน้คนพูดเรว็
หวา่นลอ้มตอ่ไป--เลา่ใหแ้อส้เตอ้ร ์
ฟังเกีย่วกบัผลประโยชนข์องการ
เป็น "ผูร้บับรกิาร" ของแครฟ้
ตนั--แอส๊เตอ้รก็์ยงัคงน่ิงเป็นใบ้
เหมอืนสฟ้ิงซห์นิ […] (p.100) 
And as Crafton was talk-
ing fast-- convincing As-
ton by telling about the 
benefits of being 
Crafton's "client"--Astor 
stayed as mute as the 
Sphix. […]  
Retained Transliteration 
91 
[…], Astor proved to be a devo-
tee of Furelle's ficion, […] when 
he learned the creator of the 
Thinking Machine was sitting 
next to him. 
Literature Propernoun Original 
[…] ความจรงิปรากฏออกมาวา่
แอสเตอ้รเ์ป็นคนหน่ึงทีห่ลงใหล
นิยายของฟูเตรลล ์นัยนต์าเศรา้
ของมหาเศรษฐแีวววาวมีชวีติชวีา
ขึน้ทนัทเีมือ่ไดรู้ว้า่ผูร้งัสรรค ์
'เครือ่งจกัรนกัคดิ' น่ังอยูใ่กล ้ๆ  
เขา (p.101) 
[…] Astor turned out to 
be one of the fan of 
Futrelle's novels. The mil-
lionaire's sad eyes 
sudenly became livier 
when he realized that the 
creator of "the Thinking 
Machine" was sitting 
next to him. 
Retained Literal translation 
92 
 […];  Futrelle would soon learn 
that the social-climbin matron 
who'd traded Denver for New-
port had been rejected b much 
of societ, but Astor had adopted 
her as a sort of mascot, perhaps 
because the Four Hundred had 
turned up their noses at him 
and his young bride. 
Current 
affairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] ในไม่ชา้ฟูเตรลลก์็ไดร้บัรูว้า่
หญงิมสีามผีูไ้ตบ่นัไดสงัคมซึง่
ยอมแลกเดนเวอ่รก์บันิวผอรต์ถกู
คนสว่นใหญ่ในสงัคมปฏเิสธ
มาแลว้ แตแ่อส๊เตอ้รย์กใหห้ลอ่น
เป็นตวัน าโชคของเขา  บางทอีาจ
เป็นเพราะวงสงัคมช ัน้สูงเชดิ
จมูกใสเ่ขากบัเจา้สาววยัละอ่อน
ของเขาก็ได ้(p.102) 
[…] Soon enough, Futrelle 
realized that the mistress 
who climbed up the so-
cial ladder and ex-
changed Denver for New-
port has been rejected by 
most of the people in the 
society. However, Astor 
thought of her as his 
lucky charm, maybe be-
cause the high-class soci-
ety turned their noses 
away from his young 
bride. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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94-
95 
[…] "Astor here is quite the 
crackpot inventor--he holds all 
sorts of patents…cooked up a bi-
cycle brake, a pneumatic road-
flattenin' contraption, turbines 
and batteries…" 
   […] 
   Madeline said, "My husband 
could have given Edison a run 
for it, […]" 
Science 
& 
tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] "แอส๊เตอ้รค์นนีเ้ป็นนัก
ประดษิฐส์ตเิฟ่ืองเลยทเีดยีว...เขา
ถอืสทิธบิตัรทกุประเภท...สรา้ง
หา้มลอ้จกัรยาน เคร ือ่งบดถนน
พลงัลม เครือ่งยนตก์งัหนัและหมอ้
ประจไุฟฟ้า..." 
   […] 
   เมดลินีพูดขึน้ "สามขีองฉัน
น่าจะท าใหเ้อดสินัตอ้งวิง่ไลต่าม 
[…] (p.104) 
[…] "This Aston is a ge-
nius inventor… He has all 
kinds of patents… from 
the bicycle brake, wind-
power road roller, wind 
turbine and batteries…" 
     […] 
     Madeline said, "My 
husband could have Edi-
son chase after him. […]" 
Retained  Transliteration 
99 
   "Jack, I'm sure ou can imagine 
the personal and professional 
pressure I've been under, with 
my loyalties divided between 
Teddy and Bill." 
Currentaf-
fairs 
Propernoun Original 
   "แจค๊ ผมแน่ใจวา่คณุสามารถ
นึกภาพความกดดนัทีผ่มไดร้บัทัง้
ดา้นสว่นตวัและงานอาชพีจาก
ความจงรกัภกัดทีีถ่กูแบ่งระหว่าง
เทด็ดีก้บับลิล"์ (p.109) 
     "Jack, I'm not sure you 
can imagine the pressure 
I'm under personally and 
professionally from my 
split loyalty for Teddy 
and Bill." 
Retained Transliteration 
105 
The Problem of C13 [chapter's 
title]  
Literature 
Key 
Phrase 
Modi-
fied 
ปัญหาหอ้งซ.ี 13 (p.113) The Problem of Room 
C13 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The word 'C13' was trans-
literated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
transliterated. 
358 
 
109 
   Futrelle shrugged. "If it's not 
murder, why shoud it? […]" 
   "Yes." Ismay lowered his head, 
his expression somber. "The loss 
of any one of our fellowmen is 
not to be taken lightly. As is said 
in the Bible, 'His eye is on the 
sparrow'." 
Religion 
Key 
Phrase 
Original 
   ฟูเตรลลย์กัไหล่ "ถา้มนัไม่ใช่
การฆาตกรรม ท าไมถงึไม่ใชล่ะ่ 
[…]" 
   "ใช"่ อสิเมยก์ม้หวั สหีนา้สลด 
"การสญูเสยีใครคนใดคนหน่ึงใน
หมู่เพือ่นมนุษยข์องเราไม่ควรถอื
เป็นเร ือ่งเล็กนอ้ย  อยา่งทีก่ลา่วไว ้
ในไบเบลิ 'พระองคท์รงเลีย้งนก
น้อยใหญ'่" (pp.117-118) 
     Futrelle shrugged, "If it 
isn't a murder, why is it 
not? […]" 
     "Yes," Ismay lowered 
his head. His face looks 
gloomy. "The loss of 
someone among our 
friends should not be 
taken lightly. Like it is 
siad in the Bible, 'Our 
Lord takes care of lots of 
birds, big and small'." 
Retained 
TC equivalent 
 
The translator substituted 
the allusion with the 
phrase used in the trans-
lation of the Bible. 
109 
   "Yes." Ismay lowered his head, 
his expression somber. "The loss 
of any one of our fellowmen is 
not to be taken lightly. As is said 
in the Bible, 'His eye is on the 
sparrow'." 
   "And, it would seem, the vul-
ture… […]" 
Intra-text 
Key 
Phrase 
Modi-
fied 
   "ใช"่ อสิเมยก์ม้หวั สหีนา้สลด 
"การสญูเสยีใครคนใดคนหน่ึงใน
หมู่เพือ่นมนุษยข์องเราไม่ควรถอื
เป็นเร ือ่งเล็กนอ้ย  อยา่งทีก่ลา่วไว ้
ในไบเบิล้ 'พระองคท์รงเลีย้งนก
นอ้ยใหญ'่" 
   "และก็ดเูหมอืนวา่มนัเป็นอแีรง้
... […]" (pp.117-118) 
Yes, Ismay lowered his 
head. His face looks 
gloomy. "The loss of 
someone among our 
friends should not be 
taken lightly. Like it is 
siad in the Bible, 'Our 
Lord takes care of lots of 
birds, big and small'." 
     "And it seems like He 
also takes care of the vul-
ture...[...]" 
Retained Literal translation 
116 
   "Oh, I don't know--possible 
that he was a goddamned black-
mailer."   "Precisely. This is not 
the work of Jack the Ripper, 
sir[…] 
History Propernoun Original 
   "โอ ผมไม่รู.้..เป็นไปไดว้า่เขา
เป็นนักกรรโชกทรพัยต์วัรา้ย"   
"ถกูตอ้งทีส่ดุ น่ีไม่ใชผ่ลงานของ 
แจค๊ เดอะ รปิเป้อรค์รบั... […] 
(p.124) 
     "Oh, I don't know… It's 
possible that he is one of 
the big fat blackmailers."     
"That's right. This is not 
the work of Jack the Rip-
per, sir…. […]" 
Retained Transliteration 
359 
 
135 
   Astor, hearing Futrelle frankly 
expose the mental skeleton in 
his closet, turned his cool gaze 
on his fellow rider, […] 
Common 
saying 
Key 
Phrase 
Modi-
fied 
   แอส๊เตอ้รก์ าลงัฟังฟูเตรลล ์
เปิดเผยความลบัเร ือ่งอาการ
ทางจติของเขาอยา่ง
ตรงไปตรงมา เบนสายตาเย็นชา
มาทางคนทีข่ีจ่กัรยานเป็นเพือ่น 
[…] (p.143) 
     Astor was listening to 
Futrelle straightforwardly 
revealing his mental se-
cret. He turned his cold 
eyes to the friend riding 
the bicycle with him […] 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
141 
[…]; display cases showed off 
the overprized pipes and 
watches and wallets. Stuffed 
dolls of the Katzenjammer Kids, 
Happy Hooligan, Buster Brown 
and other cartoon characters 
hung from the ceiling, strung up 
like a comics-page lynching. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] ของทีว่างอวดในตูแ้สดง
สนิคา้คอืป่ีสก็อต นาฬกิา และ
กระเป๋าสตางคล์ว้นแตร่าคาแพง
เกนิเหต ุตุก๊ตายดันุ่นรปูแคท 
เซนแจมเมอรค์ดิส,์ แฮปป้ี ฮูลิ
แกน, บ ัส๊เตอ้ร ์บราวน ์และตวั
การต์นูอืน่ๆ แขวนลงมาจาก
เพดานเหมอืนถกูศาลเตีย้ตดัสนิ 
(p.149) 
[…] Items displayed on 
the window were over-
priced Scottish pipes, 
watches and wallets. 
Stuffed dolls of the 
Kitzenjammer Kids, 
Happy Hooligan, Buster 
Brown and other cartoon 
characters were hung 
from the ceiling like they 
were sentenced by the 
outlaw court. 
Retained Transliteration 
158 
"As you may be aware…Jack? 
Jack. As you ma be aware, since 
gossip seems to ran rampant on 
this floating Vanity Fair, […] Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"อยา่งทีค่ณุก็น่าจะรู.้..แจค๊? แจค๊ 
อยา่งทีค่ณุก็น่าจะรู ้เพราะดู
เหมอืนค านินทามนัแลน่พลา่นอยู่
บนวมิานลอยน ้าแหง่นี ้[…] 
(p.168) 
"As you may know… 
Jack? Jack, as you might 
be aware because the 
gossip is spreading across 
this floating paradise. 
[…]" 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
161 
"[…] Once upon a time you were 
a young buck who come west, 
leavin' Wall Street behind…" Current 
affairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"[…] กาลคร ัง้หน่ึงคณุก็แป็นก
วางหนุ่มทีม่าตะวนัตก ทิง้วอล
สตรทีไวเ้บือ้งหลงั..." (p.171) 
"[…] Once upon at time, 
you were a young stag 
who came to the west 
leaving Wall Street be-
hind…" 
Retained  Transliteration 
360 
 
173 
"The Astors of this world this 
not create the class that is the 
poor. My enemies are those 
who are mandated to serve so-
ciety, but who choose instead to 
profit from the misery of others: 
crooked police, he corrupt poli-
ticians, those tammany Hall vil-
lians." 
Currentaf-
fairs 
Propernoun Original 
"คนอยา่งพวกแอส๊เตอ้รใ์นโลกนี้
ไม่ไดส้รา้งชนช ัน้ทีเ่ป็นคนยากคน
จนขึน้มา ศตัรขูองผมคอืพวกที่
ไดร้บัมอบอ านาจใหร้บัใชส้งัคม 
แตก่ลบัเลอืกทีจ่ะแสวงประโยชน์
จากความทกุขข์องคนอืน่ เชน่
พวกต ารวจคดโกง นักการเมอืง
ฉอ้ฉล พวกวายรา้ยในแทมเม
นีฮ่อลล ์[Footnote: Tam-
many Hall: ส านักงานใหญ่ของ
พรรคเดโมแครท็ในนิวยอ้รค์ ขึน้
ชือ่วา่เต็มไปดว้ยการเลน่พรรค
เลน่พวกและกนิสนิบน] (p.184) 
"People like the Astors in 
this world is not responsi-
ble for creating the poor. 
My enemies are those 
who acquire the power to 
serve the society but 
choose to take advantage 
from the misery of others 
like those crooked police-
men, corrupt politicians 
and those villians in the 
Tammany Hall."[Foot-
note: Tammany Hall was 
the headquarter of the 
Democrats in New York 
reputed for taking bride 
and being factious.] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicitaion 
(footnote)A footnote was 
added to explain about 
Tammany Hall. 
174 
   "It's a monstrous floating bab-
ylon, this ship," Stead said,[…] History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "เรอืล านีเ้ป็นลอยน า้ขนาด
ยกัษ"์ สเตดพูด […] (p.184) 
      "This ship is a giant 
floater," Stead said. […] Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
194 
[…]--You're American, sir?" 
   "Born and raised" 
   "Is it the promised land, sir?" Religion 
Key 
Phrase 
Original 
[…] คณุเป็นอเมรกินัหรอืครบั" 
   "เกดิและโต" 
   "มนัเป็นดนิแดนแห่งพนัธะ
สญัญาใชไ่หม" (p.204) 
[…] Are you American?" 
     "Born and raised." 
     "Is it the promised 
land?" 
Retained Literal translation 
361 
 
197 
"[…] P'rhaps the poor piiful 
woman only wants what we all 
want, down here in the hind-
quarers of this great ship: a new 
life, another chance." 
   Furelle nodded gravely. "The 
promised land." 
Religion 
Key 
Phrase 
Original 
"[…] บางทผีูห้ญงิน่าสงสารคนนี้
ก็แคต่อ้งการสิง่ทีพ่วกเราทกุคน
ในหอ้งขา้งลา่งดา้นทา้ยเรอืของ
มหานาวาล านีต้อ้งการ: ชวีติใหม่ 
โอกาสอกีคร ัง้" 
   ฟูเตรลลพ์ยกัหนา้เศรา้ๆ 
"ดนิแดนแห่งพนัธะสญัญา" 
(p.207) 
"[…] Perhaps this poor 
lady just wants what eve-
ryone down here in the 
hindquaters of this grand 
ship: a new life. Another 
chance." 
     Futrelle nodded sadly, 
"The promised land." 
Retained  Literal translation 
197 
"Monday last, day afore we left, 
I was married […]"   "Well, con-
graulations. Is you bride aboard 
this ship, son?"   "No, she's 
moved in with her mum till I can 
send for her." […]   Futrelle 
stood. "I hope you do find the 
promised land, son." Religion KeyPhrase Original 
"วนัจนัทรท์ีแ่ลว้ วนักอ่นทีเ่ราจะ
ออกเดนิทาง ผมแตง่งาน […]   
"ก็ขอแสดงความยนิดดีว้ย 
เจา้สาวของนายอยูบ่นเรอืล านี้
หรอืเปลา่ ไอห้นุ่ม"    "เปลา่ เธอ
ยา้ยไปอยูก่บัแม่จนกวา่ผมจะให ้
เธอตามมาอยูด่ว้ย" […]   ฟู
เตรลลย์นื "ฉันหวงัวา่นายจะหา
ดนิแดนแห่งพนัธะสญัญาเจอ
นะ ไอห้นุ่ม" (p.208) 
"Last Monday, the day 
before we left, I married 
[…]"     "Congratulations. 
Is your bride on the ship 
with you, boy?"     "No, 
she moved to stay with 
my mom until I send a 
letter for her to come." 
[…]     Futrelle stood up, "I 
hope you will find the 
promised land, boy."      
Retained  Literal translation 
362 
 
203 
He had observed her with the 
Allison children and she had 
been a good and gentle nurse; 
there was no reason to suspect 
that she might snap and turn vi-
olent on the tykes, no call to 
think she might--like Jekyll into 
Hyde--[…] 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เขาเฝ้าสงัเกตเธอขณะอยูก่บัลกูๆ 
ของสามภีรรยาแอลลสินัและ
พบวา่เธอเป็นพีเ่ลีย้งทีด่แีละ
สภุาพ ไม่มเีหตผุลทีจ่ะสงสยัวา่
เธออาจจะขูต่ะคอกหรอืใชค้วาม
รนุแรงกบัเด็กทัง้สอง ไม่มี
สญัญาณทีท่ าใหค้ดิวา่เธอ
อาจจะ--เหมอืนทีเ่จเคิล่
กลายเป็นไฮด-์-[…]  
[Footnote: จากนวนิยายขนาด
สัน้เร ือ่ง Strange Case of Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr.Hyde ของโร
เบริต์ หลยุส ์สตเีวนสนั ฉบบั
ภาษาไทยมมีากกวา่ 5 ส านวน
แปล] (p.213) 
He observed her while 
she stayed with Allison's 
children and found that 
she was a good and gen-
tle baby sister. This was 
no reason to suspect that 
she might shout or be vi-
olent to the children. 
There was no sign that 
she might change like 
Jekyll into Hyde--[...] 
 
[Footnote: From Robert 
Louis Stevenson's short 
story, Strange Case of Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 
There are more than five 
versions of Thai transla-
tions of the story.]  
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The names 'Jekyll' and 
'Hyde' were translit-
erated. The rest of the al-
lusion was literally trans-
lated. 
 
Explicitation (Footnote) 
A footnote was added to 
explain the novel, Strange 
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde. 
204-
205 
   "…so he's asked me to ask if 
you would allow him to invite 
your nanny, Alice, to attend the 
séance."   […]   "Our Alice?" Bess 
echoed. "Why ever for? She's 
the quietest girl you could imag-
ine."   Futrelle shrugged, 
laughed softly. "Well, apparenly 
still waters run deep--or at least, 
psychic waters do...[...] 
Intra-text KeyPhrase 
Modi-
fied 
   "...ดงัน้ันเขาจงึขอใหผ้มมาถาม
วา่พวกคณุจะยนิยอมใหเ้ขาเชญิอ
ลศิพีเ่ลีย้งของพวกคณุเขา้รว่มใน
พธิเีขา้ทรงไดห้รอืเปลา่"   […]   
"อลศิของเราเหรอ" เบส๊สพ์ูดตาม 
"เพือ่อะไรกนั เธอเป็นหญงิสาวที่
เงยีบทีส่ดุเทา่ทีค่ณุจะนึกวาดภาพ
ได"้   ฟูเตรลลย์กัไหล ่หวัเราะ
เบาๆ "ก็เป็นทีรู่ก้นัน่ีวา่น ้าน่ิงไหล
ลกึ...หรอือยา่งนอ้ยน า้มนตก์็
เป็นอย่างนัน้...[...] (p.215) 
      "…So she's asked me 
to ask whether you will 
allow him to invite your 
nanny, Alice, to the sé-
ance."      […]     "Our Al-
ice?" Bess repeated. 
"What for? She is the qui-
etest girl you could imag-
ine."     Futrelle shrugged 
and laughed gently, 
"Well, we all know that 
still waters run deep... or 
at least, the magic wa-
ters do...[...] 
Retained Literal translation 
363 
 
208 
"Well, as you know, Arcgie and I 
are close friends--we're also 
both lifelong bachelors. This 
son-of-a-bitch Crafton was 
threatening to humiliating us, in 
the most damaging, deforma-
tory manner imaginable… Do I 
have to be more specific, Jack?" 
   […] 
   Through his teeth, Futrelle 
said, "Crafton was going to try 
to paint Major Archibold Butt 
as, what--Oscar Wlide? 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"ก็อยา่งทีค่ณุรู ้อารช์ ีก่บัผมเป็น
เพือ่นสนิทกนั...เราทัง้คูเ่ป็นโสด
มาตลอดชวีติ  ไอล้กูอดีอก
แครฟ้ตัน้น่ีก าลงัขูว่า่จะท าใหเ้รา
อบัอายขายหนา้ ในลกัษณะที่
เสยีหายท าลายชือ่เสยีงอยา่งทีส่ดุ
เทา่ทีจ่ะจนิตนาการได.้..ผมตอ้ง
ระบใุหช้ดักวา่นีไ้หม แจค๊" 
   […] 
   ฟูเตรลลพ์ูดลอดไรฟัน 
"แครฟ้ตัน้ก าลงัพยายามป้ายสี
พนัตรอีาชบิอลล ์บตัตว์า่เป็น
อยา่งใครนะ...ออ๊สกา้ร ์ไวลด ์
เหรอ มนัโง่บรม" (p.218-219) 
"As you know, Archie and 
I are close friends… we 
both are single for all our 
life. The bastard Crafton 
threatened to humuliate 
us in the way that it will 
destroy us in the most 
damaging way you can 
imagine… Do I need to be 
more specific, Jack?" 
     […] 
     Futrelle said through 
his teeth, "Crafton was 
trying to create a rumour 
that Major Archibold Butt 
is like, who is it...Oscar 
Wilde? How stupid!" 
Retained Transliteration 
210-
211 
   Ismay said, "I hope he'll give us 
full instructions; this is my first 
séance, I'm afraid."   […]   Mag-
gie Brown, overhearing this, 
wandered over and said, "I sat 
with Eusapia Palladino once. 
[…]" 
Religion Propernoun Original 
   อสิเมยก์ลา่ว "ผมหวงัวา่เขาคง
จะใหค้ าแนะน าพวกเราอยา่ง
เต็มที ่สงสยัวา่น่ีจะเป็นพธิเีขา้ทรง
คร ัง้แรกของผมนะ"   […]   แม็ก
กี ้บราวนบ์งัเอญิไดย้นิเร ือ่งนีจ้งึ
เดนิเตรเ่ขา้มาและพูด "ฉันเคย
รว่มน่ังท าพธิกีบัยูเซเปีย พลั
ลาดโิน่ มาคร ัง้หน่ีง 
[…]"[Footnote: Eusapia 
Palladino (1854-1914): นัก
เจตภตูนิยมสตรชีาวอติาลี ่
ตระเวนเดนิทางไปท าพธิเีขา้ทรง
ทัว่ยโุรป] (p.221) 
     Ismay said, "I hope he 
will advice us willingly. 
I'm afraid this is my first 
séance."     […]     Maggie 
Brown overheard this 
story, so she came in and 
say, "I once sat in a sé-
ance with Eusapis Palla-
dino.[…]"[Footnote: Eu-
sapia Palladino (1854-
1914) is an Italian spiritu-
alist. She travelled and 
had séances across Eu-
rope.] 
Retained  
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about Eusapia Palladino. 
364 
 
212-
213 
[…], and Futrelle was grateful to 
Stead--who never looked to 
Futrelle more like Santa Claus in 
those white whiskers than he 
did right now--[…] 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] และฟูเตรลลก์็รูส้กึขอบคณุส
เตด--ซึง่ฟูเตรลลไ์ม่เคยเห็นวา่
เหมอืนซานตาคลอ้สไวเ้ครา
ขาวมาเทา่ทีเ่ขาเป็นอยูต่อนนี-้-
[…] (p.223) 
[…] and Futrelle was 
thankful to Stead--who, 
in the eye of Futrelle, had 
never looked more like 
Santa Claus with the 
white beard than he was 
now.--[…] 
Retained  Transliteration 
220 
   The nanny was running down 
the corridor, forward of he 
Reading and Writing Room, […], 
and her hat had tumbled to the 
floor, like a big bread crumb 
marking her path. 
Literature Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
   พีเ่ลีย้งเด็กก าลงัวิง่ไปตาม
ระเบยีงทางเดนิ ดา้นหนา้ของหอ้ง
อ่านและเขยีนหนังสอื […] และ
หมวกของเธอหลน่กลิง้กบัพืน้ไม่
ต่างจากเศษขนมปังชิน้ใหญ๋
ทีบ่อกเสน้ทางของเธอ 
(p.231) 
     The nanny was run-
ning along the corridor in 
front of the Reading and 
Writing room […] when 
her hat dropped on the 
floor like a big bread 
crumb marking the direc-
tion she went. 
Retained Literal translation 
233 
   […] "Sir--would you have us 
sweep this entire affair under 
the carpet?"   "Why don't you 
dump it to the bottom of the 
sea?"   Ismay was amazed. "In-
cluding the two corpses in our 
cold-storage hold?"    Futrelle 
nodded. "Exactly what I'd sug-
gest." 
Intra-text KeyPhrase 
Modi-
fied 
   […] "คณุครบั...คณุจะใหเ้รา
กวาดเร ือ่งทัง้หมดนีไ้วใ้ตพ้รม
เหรอ"   "ท าไมไม่ทิง้มนัลงกนั
ทะเลล่ะ"    อสิเมยป์ระหลาดใจ 
"รวมทัง้ศพสองศพในระวางหอ้ง
เย็นของเราดว้ย?"   ฟูเตรลลพ์
ยกัหนา้ "ผมขอแนะน าอยา่งน้ัน
เลย" (p.245) 
     […] "Sir…are you tell-
ing us to sweep the 
whole thing under the 
carpet?"     "Why don't 
you dump it down the 
sea?"     Ismay was sur-
prised, "including the two 
bodies in the cold stor-
age?"     Futrelle nodded, 
"That is what I want to 
suggest."  
Retained Literal translation 
236 
   […] He patted the boy's shoul-
der. "See ou in the promised 
land, Fred." Religion 
Key 
Phrase 
original 
   […] เขาตบไหลห่นุ่มนอ้ยเบาๆ 
"เจอกนัทีด่นิแดนแห่งพนัธะ
สญัญานะ เฟรด" (p.249) 
     […] He tapped lightly 
on the boy's shoulder, 
"See you in the promised 
land, Fred." 
Retained Literal translation 
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236 
   Davies grinned this crooked el-
low teeth, which suddenly 
seemed almost beautiful to 
Futrelle, "See you in the prom-
ised land, sir." 
Religion 
Key 
Phrase 
Original 
   เดวสิฉีกยิม้เจา้เลห่อ์วดฟันเกสี
เหลอืงๆ ของเชาทีฟู่เตรลลร์ูส้กึ
เกอืบจะสวยขึน้มาทนัท ี"เจอกนั
ทีด่นิแดนแห่งพนัธะสญัาครบั" 
(p.249) 
     Davies grinned widely 
showing his crooked yel-
low teeth which sud-
dently seemed beautiful 
to Futrelle, "See you in 
the promised land, sir."  
Regained Literal translation 
238 
   "You can't tell me that séance 
wasn't a put-up job!" she said. 
"You coached that little Gibson 
girl! You wrote her damned 
lines, didn't you, Mr. Thinkin' 
Machine?" 
Literature  
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "คณุพูดกบัฉันไม่ไดห้รอกวา่
พธิเีขา้ทรงไม่ใชก่ารจดัฉาก!" 
หลอ่นกลา่ว "คณุก ากบัแม่สาว
นอ้ยกิบ๊สนัน่ัน! คณุเขยีนบทบา้ๆ 
น่ันใหห้ลอ่นแสดงไม่ใชเ่หรอ คุณ
เครือ่งจกัรนกัคดิ" (p.251) 
     "You can't tell me that 
the séance was not a 
made-up!" she said. "You 
directed that young lady, 
Gibson! You wrote those 
crazy script for her, didn't 
you? You are the Think-
ing Machine." 
Retained Literal translation 
243 
   […], René's high heel caught 
her dress and she went tum-
bling down half a flight of stairs. 
[…]   "Fisrt critical thing I've said 
about this ship," she said, "and 
the damned thing decides to 
break my arm."   […]   As Henry 
pulled out a chair for his wife, 
Futrelle said, "I thought the 
show-business expression was 
'break the leg'?" Com-
monsaying 
KeyPhrase Original 
[…] สน้สงูของเรอเน่ก็เกีย่ว
กระโปรงของหลอ่น ท าใหห้ลอ่น
เสยีหลกักลิง้ตกบนัไดไปครึง่ทาง 
[…]   "เป็นคร ัง้แรกทีฉั่นพูดถงึ
เรอืล านีใ้นทางทีไ่ม่ด"ี หลอ่น
กลา่ว "และไอค้ าพูดบา้ๆ น่ันก็
ลงโทษใหฉั้นแขนหกั"   […]   
ขณะเมือ่เฮ็นรีด่งึเกา้อีต้วัหน่ึง
ออกมาใหผู้เ้ป็นภรรยา ฟูเตรลลก์็
พูดขึน้ "ผมคดิวา่ในวงการละคร
มคี าพูดใหก้ าลงัใจกอ่นออกไป
หนา้เวทวีา่ 'เล่นใหข้าหกัไป
เลย'?" (p.255) 
[…] René's high heel 
caught her dress, and she 
fell halfway down the 
stairs. […]     "The first 
time I've talk bad about 
this ship," she said. "And 
that bad words published 
me by breaking my arm."     
[…]     While Henry pulled 
out a chair for his wife, 
Futrelle said, "And I 
though that in the en-
couraging words before 
going on the stage in the 
show business was 
"break the leg?" 
Retained  Literal translation 
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245 
   "You were wonderful, Jack," 
she said, not very drunk. "Bril-
liant as Professor Van Dusen 
himself--[…] Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "คณุวเิศษมาก แจค๊" เธอพูด 
ไม่เมาเทา่ไรนัก "ฉลาดหลกั
แหลมเหมอืนศาสตราจารย ์
ฟาน ดูเซิน่…[…] (p.257) 
     "You were great, Jack," 
she said, not so drunk. 
"As clever as Professor 
Van Dusen…[…] Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Van Dusen' 
was transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was lit-
erally translated. 
245 
   "You were wonderful, Jack," 
she said, not very drunk. "Bril-
liant as Professor Van Dusen 
himself--and braver than Sher-
lock Holmes." 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "คณุวเิศษมาก แจค๊" เธอพูด 
ไม่เมาเทา่ไรนัก "ฉลาดหลกั
แหลมเหมอืนศาสตราจารยฟ์าน 
ดเูซิน่...และกลา้หาญกวา่เชอร ์
ล็อก โฮลม์ส"์ (p.257) 
     "You were great, Jack," 
she said, not so drunk. 
"As clever as Professor 
Van Dusen…and as brave 
as Sherlock Holmes." 
Retained  Transliteration 
245 
   "You were wonderful, Jack," 
she said, not very drunk. "Bril-
liant as Professor Van Dusen 
himself--and braver than Sher-
lock Holmes."   "Well, you're 
such a much prettier Watson, 
my darling. Also smarter." 
Literature Propernoun Original 
   "คณุวเิศษมาก แจ็ค" เธอพูด 
ไม่เมาเทา่ไรนัก "ฉลาดหลกั
แหลมเหมอืนศาสตราจารยฟ์าน 
ดเูซิน่...และกลา้หาญกวา่เชอร ์
ล็อก โฮลม์ส"์   "คณุก็เป็นวตั
สนัทีส่วยกวา่มากเลย ทีร่กั ทัง้
ฉลาดกวา่ดว้ย" (p.257) 
     "You were great, Jack," 
she said, not so drunk. 
"As clever as Professor 
Van Dusen…and as brave 
as Sherlock Holmes."     
"And you are a much 
more beautiful Watson, 
my love. And smarter." 
retained Transliteration 
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250 
   "Did you unlock Crafton's door 
so she could go and smother 
him, and rob him?"  
   His eyes popped in horror. 
"No! Oh my God, no, sir--she 
come to me… my quarters is 
right in First Class, y'know---[…]" 
   "Did ou know she'd taken the 
money off that dresser?" 
   His gaze dropped. "Well... yes, 
sir, I did, sir... I figured she had it 
comin', what hell he put her 
through." 
   "What did you do, William?" 
   "Nothin', sir. Just grabbed Al-
ice and used my key to lock the 
door behind us." 
   So much for the locked-door 
mystery. 
Literature 
Key 
Phrase 
Original 
   "นายไขประตหูอ้งแครฟ้ตัน้ให ้
เธอใชไ่หม เธอถงึเขา้ไปอุดจมูก
เขาและลกัทรพัยเ์ขาได"้ 
   นัยนต์าของเขาถลนในอาราม
ขวญัผวา "เปลา่! โอพระเจา้ 
เปลา่ครบั...เธอมาหาผม...ทีพ่กั
ของผมก็อยูช่ ัน้หน่ึงน่ันแหละ คณุ
ก็รู…้[…] 
   "นายรูไ้หมวา่เธอหยบิเงนิจาก
โตะ๊แตง่ตวั" 
   เขาหลบตา "เอ่อ...ครบั ผมรู ้
ครบั...ผมนึกวา่เธอไดม้นัมาจาก
สิง่ระย าต าบอนทีเ่ขาท ากบัเธอ" 
   "นายท าอะไรบา้ง วลิเลีย่ม"  
   "ไม่ไดท้ าอะไรเลยครบั แค่
ควา้อลศิออกมาแลว้ใชก้ญุแจของ
ผมล็อคประตหูอ้งจากขา้งนอก" 
   น่ันมากพอแลว้ส าหรบัรหสัคดี
หอ้งปิดตาย (p.263) 
     "You unlocked 
Crafton's room for her, 
didn't you? So she could 
smother and rob him?" 
     His eyes bulged with 
horror, "No" Oh my god, 
no, sir… She came to 
me… at my room on the 
first floor. You know… 
[…]" 
     "Did you know that 
she took the money from 
the dresser?" 
     He lowered his gaze, 
"Well... Yes, I did, sir... I 
thought she got it from 
those bad things that he 
had done to her." 
     "What did you do, Wil-
liam?" 
     "I didn't do anything, 
sir. I just took her out of 
that room and lock the 
door from outside." 
     Enough for the locked-
room mystery. 
Retained Literal translation 
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Thirty-three Teeth by Colin Cotterill (2005) 
Page Source text 
Sources  
of refer-
ent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion in 
TT 
Strategies 
  
The neon hammer and sickle 
buzzed and flickered to life over 
the nightclub of the Lan Xang Ho-
tel. 
Current  
affairs 
Macro-level Modified 
เสน้นีออนรูปคอ้นและเคยีวคราง
หงึ กอ่นสวา่งวาบขึน้เหนือประตู
ไนตค์ลบัในโรงแรมลา้นชา้ง 
(p.11) 
The neon line in shape of 
hammer and sickle 
buzzed before shining 
above the nightclub's 
door in the Lan Xang Ho-
tel. 
Retained Literal translation 
1.1 
Tomb Sweet Tomb [chapter title] 
Common 
saying 
Key phrase Modified 
สุสานแสนสุข  (15) The Sweet Home 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
1.2 
   There was nothing frail about 
Dr Siri. He was so far from the 
black archers of death he 
whouldn't hear their arrows 
thumping into the dry earth for 
many years to come. 
Art Macro-level Modified 
   ไม่มอีะไรชีใ้หเ้ห็นวา่สขุภาพ
รา่งกายของนายแพทยส์ิรกิ าลงั
เสือ่มถอย เขาอยูห่า่งไกลจาก
อศัวนิแม่นธนูของพญา
มจัจรุาชมากทเีดยีว คงไม่มเีสยีง
ธนูพุ่งปะทะพืน้ดนิแหง้ผากไปอกี
หลายปี (17) 
     Nothing indicates that 
Dr Siri's body was declin-
ing. He was so far from 
the archers of the Death. 
There would not be a 
sound pf arrow piercing 
through the dry land for 
so many years. 
Retained Literal translation 
1.4 
   'Sustainability. This house will 
still be here in a thousand years, 
after ten generations of your 
wooden houses have fallen 
down. Remember the three little 
pigs.' 
Literature Key phrase Original 
   "ความมั่นคงแข็งแรงไงละ่ อกีพนั
ปีขา้งหนา้บา้นหลงันีก็้ยงัอยูข่ณะที่
บา้นไมข้องนายพงัไปสบิหลงัแลว้ 
จ านิทานเรือ่งหมูสามตวัไดไ้หม
ละ่" (20) 
     "The stability. In the 
next thousand years, this 
house will stiil be here 
while ten of your wooden 
houses have fallen. Can 
you remember the Three 
Little Pigs?"  
Retained 
Literal translation 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The word 'นทิาน' (children 
story) was added to ex-
plain the allusion. 
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1.6 
On the night of the fateful date 
when he first saw Lah waiting 
therem glarmorous and preening 
like a Likay queen, the butterfies 
in his belly almost lifted him from 
the seat of his motorbike. 
Common 
saying 
Key phrase Modified 
คนืแหง่นัดส าคญัคนืน้ัน คร ัง้แรกที่
เห็นลา่ยนืรอเขาอยู ่เธอดเูยา้ยวน
มเีสน่หใ์นเครือ่งแตง่กายราวกบั
นางเอกลเิก ผเีสือ้ทีบ่นิอยู่ใน
ทอ้งแทบจะพาเขาลอยขึน้จาก
เบาะจกัรยานยนต[์footnote: มา
จากส านวน Butterfies in the 
stomach ไม่ไดห้มายความวา่มี
ผเีสือ้เขา้ไปในทอ้งจรงิๆ แตเ่ป็น
ความรูส้กึวบูวาบในชอ่งทอ้ง เมือ่
อะดรนีาลนีในตวัสบูฉีดหวัใจเตน้รวั
เมือ่พบกบัเร ือ่งตืน่เตน้ สว่นมากจะ
ใชใ้นกรณีเกีย่วกบัความรกั-ผู ้
แปล] (22) 
On the night of the im-
portant date, the first 
glance he saw La waiting 
for him, she looked at-
tractive and fascinating in 
the dress like the Likay 
queen. The butterfies in 
his stomach almost lifted 
him off from his motorcy-
cle.[Footnote: It comes 
from the idiom "butter-
fies in the stomach" re-
ferring to the unsettling 
feeling in your stomach 
when Adrenaline rush to 
your heart, not that there 
are real butterflies in his 
stomach. The idiom is 
used to describe exciting  
situation, mostly associ-
ated with love-transla-
tor.] 
Retained 
Literal translationExplici-
tation (footnote)A foot-
note was added to explain 
about the referent of the 
allusion. 
3.1 
   Siri arrived at the hospital on 
Monday morning with a vodka 
hammer beating and a vodka 
sickle sickling through his head. Current  
affairs 
Macro-level Modified 
   เชา้วนัจนัทร ์สิรไิปถงึ
โรงพยาบาลดว้ยอาการปวดศรีษะ
ตบุๆ เหมอืนถกูคอ้นและเคยีว
วอดกา้หวดกระหน ่าอยูใ่นหวั (27) 
     On Monday morning, 
Siri arrived at the hospital 
with a headache like be-
ing banged by Vodka 
hammer and sickle inside 
his head. 
Retained Literal translation 
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4.3 
They noted how stuffy the place 
felt. Despite the heat, most of the 
windows hadn’t been opened 
since the Americans left. Current  
affairs 
Macro-level Modified 
ทัง้สามสงัเกตวา่สถานทีแ่หง่นีใ้ห ้
ความรูส้กึอดึอดั แมอ้ากาศจะรอ้น
อบอา้ว แตห่นา้ตา่งสว่นใหญ่ไม่มี
ใครเปิดมาต ัง้แตส่มยัทีพ่วก
อเมรกินัยา้ยออกไป 
Three of them noticed 
that the place was stuffy. 
Despite how hot the 
weather was, most of the 
windows had not been 
opened since the Ameri-
cans left. 
Retained Literal translation 
7.2 
The man's alcohol pores began to 
turn his bloated face the colour 
of a gibbon's backside. 
Geogra-
phy& na-
ture 
Macro-level Modified 
รขูมุขนทีซ่า่นไปดว้ยแอลกอฮอล ์
ของชายผูน้ั้น ก าลงัท าใหผ้วิหนา้
บวมอดืของเขาเปลีย่นเป็นสี
เดยีวกบักน้ชะนี  
That man's alcohol pores 
was turning his swollen 
face into the colour of a 
gibbon's backside. 
Retained Literal translation 
8.1 
Forbidden fruit [chapter title] 
Religion Key phrase Original 
ผลไมต้อ้งหา้ม (79) The Forbidden Fruit 
Retained Literal translation 
8.2 
   The sight may not have caused 
a flicker of interest to any other 
traveller but to Siri it was un-
canny. […] He walked along the 
rows; […] all proudly ripe and un-
violated. It was astounding. Ap-
parently not even man, the most 
insatiable predator of all, had 
been scrumping from this Garden 
of Eden. 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ภาพทีป่รากฎอาจไม่สะดดุความ
สนใจของนักเดนิทางอืน่เลยแมแ้ต่
นอ้ย แตส่ าหรบัสิรมินัดแูปลกมาก 
[…] สิรเิดนิไปตามแนวตน้ไม ้[…] 
แขง่กนัสกุอยา่งภาคภมูโิดย
ปราศจากการลว่งละเมดิ มนัน่า
ประหลาดใจยิง่นัก  เห็นไดช้ดัวา่ 
แมแ้ตม่นุษยซ์ึง่ขึน้ช ืว่า่เป็นนักลา่ที่
ไม่รูจ้กัพอก็ยงัไม่กล า้กรายเขา้มา
ขโมยผลไมใ้นสวนสวรรคแ์ห่งนี ้
(81) 
The sight might not at all 
attract the interest of 
other travellers, but for 
Siri it was really surpris-
ing. […] Siri walked along 
the rows of trees. […] All 
riped proudly without be-
ing violated. It was fasci-
nating. It was obvious 
that not even human, the 
greedy hunter, had never 
trespassed and stolen a 
fruit in this heavenly gar-
den. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
10.1 
Garden of Earthly Delights [chap-
ter title] 
Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
สวนสวรรคแ์ห่งโลกยีสุข (87) The Garden of Earthly 
Delights. Retained Literal translation 
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10.7 
You get to wonder whether your 
revolutionary dream will ever 
come true. Then-poof-there you 
are running a country. The PL was 
swept into power in Laos on the 
back of the angry North Viet-
namese dragon.' 
History Macro-level Modified 
เราเร ิม่สงสยัวา่การปฎวิตัทิีเ่ราฝัน
ถงึจะกลายเป็นจรงิขึน้มาไดห้รอื
เปลา่ แลว้จู่ๆ  ก็...พึบ่...เราไดเ้ป็น
ฝ่ายบรหิารประเทศไปแลว้ 
ขบวนการประเทศลาวขึน้ขีห่ลงั
มงักรเวยีดนามเหนือทีโ่กรธ
แคน้ ควา้อ านาจปกครองเหนือ
ลาวมาไวใ้นอุง้มอื" (95) 
We had started to won-
der whether our revolu-
tionary dream would ever 
come true. And 
then…woop… We were 
the admistrators of the 
country. The Laos was 
riding on the back of the 
angry North Vietnamese 
dragon."  
Retained Literal translation 
10.8 
   When he was at the temple in 
Savanaketh, Siri had read a trans-
lation of Animal Farm as a French 
primer. He thought it was a story 
about animals on a farm. It was-
n't until it was condemned by the 
Communist Party in Paris as capi-
talist propaganda that he read it 
again as a political statement. He 
was starting to recognise some 
of the beasts. 
Literature Macro-level Modified 
   เมือ่คร ัง้อาศยัอยูใ่นวดัทีส่ะหวนั
นะเขต สิรเิคยอ่านหนังสอืแปลจาก
บทเรยีนเบือ้งตน้ของฝร ัง่เศสเร ือ่ง 
'ฟารม์เลีย้งสตัว'์ เขาคดิวา่มนัเป็น
เร ือ่งเกีย่วกบัสตัวใ์นฟารม์ 
จนกระทัง่พรรคคอมมวินิสตใ์น
นครปารสีประณามหนังสอืเลม่นีว้า่
เป็นโฆษณาชวนเชือ่ของลทัธิ
นายทนุ เขาจงึหยบิมาอ่านอกีคร ัง้
ในแง่ของขอ้ความทางการเมอืง 
แลว้เขากเ็ร ิม่มองเหน็ลกัษณะ
ของสตัวบ์างชนิด (96) 
     When he lived in the 
temple at Savanaketh, Siri 
had read a translation of 
Animal Farm for French 
beginner. He had thought 
it was about farm animals  
until the Communist 
Party in Paris 
comdemned that the 
book was a Capitalism 
propaganda. He read it 
again as a political text, 
and he started to see 
some of the animals. 
Retained Literal translation 
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10.9 
   It was day. He was in the or-
chard but the orchard was enor-
mous. The trees stretched far 
into the sky. The tree spirits were 
everywhere, dancing, singing, 
having a thoroughly good time. It 
was an animated Hieronymus 
Bosch scene similar to the one 
he'd seen in a visiting exhibition 
at the Louvre in paris. In fact it 
was exactly that scene except all 
the participants were Lao and not 
quite as naked. 
Art Propernoun Original 
   ขณะน้ันเป็นเวลากลางวนั เขา
อยูใ่นสวนผลไม ้แตส่วนผลไมแ้หง่
นีช้า่งใหญ่โตกวา้งขวางนัก  ตน้ไม ้
ทอดยางสดุลูกหลูกูตากลนืหายไป
กบัแผ่นฟ้า  วญิญาณทีส่งิสถติใน
ตน้ไมป้รากฏใหเ้ห็นทัว่ไปทกุแหง่
หน ทัง้เตน้ร า รอ้งเพลง สนุกสนาน
อยา่งยิง่ แลเสมอืนฉากมชีวีติใน
ภาพเขยีนของเฮยีโรนิมสั 
บอส คลา้ยคลงึกบัภาพทีเ่ขาเคย
เห็น เมือ่คร ัง้ไดไ้ปชมนิทรรศการที่
พพิธิภณัฑล์ฟูรใ์นปารสี  อนัทีจ่รงิ
มนัคอืฉากเดยีวกนั เวน้แตค่นทีอ่ยู่
ในฉากเป็นชาวลาว และไม่เชงิวา่
รา่งกายจะเปลอืยเหมอืนในภาพน้ัน 
[ footnote: Hieronymous 
Bosch (ราว ค.ศ. 1450-9-
1519) จติรกรยคุแรกชาวดตัช ์
ผลงานสะทอ้นศลีธรรมและ
ศาสนา-ผูแ้ปล] 
     It was during the day. 
He was in the orchard, 
but this orchard was vast. 
Trees covered the area so 
wide, it looked like they 
reached the sky. The spir-
its resided in the trees 
were everywhere joyfully 
dancing and singing like 
the scene from Hierony-
mus Bosch's painting be-
came alive.  The scene 
was similar to the one he 
had seen in the Louvre in 
Paris when he visited the 
exhibition at the mu-
seum. Actually, it was the 
exact same scen, except 
that people in the scene 
were Loas and they were 
no as naked as in those in 
the painting.  [Footnote: 
Hieronymus Bosch 
(around 1450-9 - 1519) 
was one of the pioneer-
ing Dutch painters. His 
works focused on religion 
and morality.] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A footnote 
was added to explain 
about Hieronymous 
Bosch. 
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10.9 
   It was day. He was in the or-
chard but the orchard was enor-
mous. The trees stretched far 
into the sky. The tree spirits were 
everywhere, dancing, singing, 
having a thoroughly good time. It 
was an animated Hieronymus 
Bosch scene similar to the one 
he'd seen in a visiting exhibition 
at the Louvre in paris. In fact it 
was exactly that scene except all 
the participants were Lao and 
not quite as naked. 
Art Macro-level Modified 
   ขณะน้ันเป็นเวลากลางวนั เขา
อยูใ่นสวนผลไม ้แตส่วนผลไมแ้หง่
นีช้า่งใหญ่โตกวา้งขวางนัก  ตน้ไม ้
ทอดยางสดุลูกหลูกูตากลนืหายไป
กบัแผ่นฟ้า  วญิญาณทีส่งิสถติใน
ตน้ไมป้รากฏใหเ้ห็นทัว่ไปทกุแหง่
หน ทัง้เตน้ร า รอ้งเพลง สนุกสนาน
อยา่งยิง่ แลเสมอืนฉากมชีวีติใน
ภาพเขยีนของเฮยีโรนิมสั บอส 
คลา้ยคลงึกบัภาพทีเ่ขาเคยเห็น 
เมือ่คร ัง้ไดไ้ปชมนิทรรศการที่
พพิธิภณัฑล์ฟูรใ์นปารสี  อนัทีจ่รงิ
มนัคอืฉากเดยีวกนั เวน้แตค่น
ทีอ่ยู่ในฉากเป็นชาวลาว และ
ไม่เชงิว่ารา่งกายจะเปลอืย
เหมอืนในภาพนัน้  (98) 
  
Retained Literal translation 
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10.9 
   Cicadas sang in tune like a choir. 
Colour-coordinated butterflies 
circled in swarms so dense they 
changed the colours of the sky at 
will. The footman announced the 
arrival of guests and the King 
looked to Siri to see if he ap-
proved. The doctor raised an eye-
brow and waved his hand. It was 
a gesture he remembered from 
the bald king in the Hollywood 
film that had insulted Siam and 
thus delighted the Pathet Lao. 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-level Modified 
   จกัจัน่พากนัขบัขานเพลงไพเราะ
ดจุวงนักรอ้งประสานเสยีง ผเีสือ้
สสีนัสอดคลอ้งกลมกลนืฝูงใหญ่
บนิวอ่นรอบบรเิวณ แน่นหนา
กระทัง่พาใหท้อ้งฟ้าเปลีย่นสไีดด้งั
ใจปรารถนา  มหาดเล็กประกาศ
การมาเยอืนของอาคนัตกุะ 
กษตัรยิท์รงทอดพระเนตร มายงัสิร ิ
ดวูา่เขาเห็นชอบดว้ยหรอืไม่ 
นายแพทยช์ราเลกิคิว้ขา้งหน่ึงขึน้
สงูแลว้โบกมอื มนัคอือากปักรยิาที่
เขาจ ามาจากราชาศรีษะลา้นใน
ภาพยนตรฮ์อลลวูีด้ทีดู่หมิน่
สยามประเทศ จงึเป็นทีช่ ืน่ชอบ
ของของขบวนการประเทศลาว 
(99) 
     Cicadas sang a beatiful 
tune like a choir. The 
large swarm of butterfies 
in harmonous colours 
flied around the area. The 
swarm was so dense it 
changed the colour of the 
sky at will. The butler an-
nounced the arrival of the 
guests. The king looked at 
Siri for his approval. The 
old doctor raised an eye-
brow and waved his 
hand. It was a gesture he 
remembered from the 
bald king in the Holly-
wood movie that had in-
sulted Siam. That was 
why people in Pathet 
Loas enjoyed it so much. 
Retained Literal translation 
11.3 
The rusing metal looped down 
then up arounf the waist of a 
badly damaged black stupa that 
leaned sideways like the great 
tower of Pisa.  
Art Propernoun Modified 
โลหะเสน้น้ันคลอ้งอยูท่ีฐ่านและ
สว่นกลางของเจดยีด์ าสนิททีไ่ดร้บั
ความเสยีหาย เจดยีเ์อยีงไปขา้ง
หน่ึงราวกบัหอเอนปิซาซือ่เสยีง
ลอืล ัน่ (105) 
The metal string looped 
arnound the base and the 
middle part of the dam-
aged black stupa. The 
stupa leaned to one side 
like the famous leaning 
tower of Pisa. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 'Pisa' 
wass transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was lit-
erally translated.Explicita-
tion (in-text)The transla-
tor added an important 
feature of the allusion 
that it leans on one side. 
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12.5-
6 
   '[…] I'll arrange the paperwork 
and you can go talk to the fellow.' 
Dtui smile surpassed the glow 
from the lamp. 'If you think 
you're up to it.' 
   'You bet your red flag I am, un-
cle.' 
History Macro-level Modified 
   "[…] ผมจะจดัการเร ือ่งเอกสาร
ให ้แลว้คณุก็ไปคยุกบัผูเ้ช ีย่วชาญ
คนน้ันไดเ้ลย" รอยยิม้ของตุน้สวา่ง
ไสวยิง่กวา่แสงจากโคมไฟ "ถา้คณุ
อยากท าน่ะนะ" 
   "เอาธงแดงเป็นเดมิพนัไดเ้ลย 
ฉันอยากท าคะ่ คณุลงุ" (119) 
     "[…] I'll take care of 
the documents. You can 
go talk to that specialist." 
Dtui's smile was brighter 
than the light from the 
lamp. "If you want to, I 
mean." 
     "Bet on the red flag I 
am, uncle." 
Retained Literal translation 
13.1 
   Those without spiritual connec-
tions were turned away and 
joined the large crowd of be-
mused locals gathered beyond 
the wall. They pointed to well-
known but barely seen shamans 
like stars arriving at the Oscars. Media & 
entertain 
Macro-level Modified 
   คนทีป่ราศจากอ านาจวเิศษใน
การตดิตอ่กบัวญิญาณ ถกูไลไ่ป
รวมกบัชาวทอ้งถิน่กลุม่ใหญ่ที่
รวมตวักนัอยูเ่บือ้งหลงัก าแพง
อยา่งพศิวงงงงวย  พวกเขาชีช้วน
กนัดหูมอผชี ือ่ดงัแตแ่ทบจะไม่มี
ใครเคยเห็น ราวกบัดารามา
รว่มงานประกาศรางวลัออ
สการ ์(121-122) 
     Those who did not 
prosses a power to com-
municate with spirits 
were turned away and 
bewilderedly gathered 
with the large group of 
locals behind the wall. He 
pointed to famous sham-
ans who had been rarely 
seen like they were celeb-
rities attending the Os-
cars. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator explained 
that the allusion was an 
awards ceremony by 
adding the phrase 'งาน
ประกาศรางวัล' (award 
ceremony). 
19.1-
2 
   'I'm not making any statements 
until my lawyer gets here.'   'You 
haven't got a lawyer. In fact I 
doubt whether there are any left 
in Laos. They're damned fine 
swimmers, I hear.'    
Geogra-
phy& na-
ture 
Macro-level Modified 
   "ฉันไม่ขอพูดอะไรทัง้น้ัน จนกวา่
ทนายของฉันจะมาถงึ"   "นายไม่มี
ทนายสกัหน่อย อนัทีจ่รงิฉันยงั
สงสยัว่าจะยงัทนายความหลงเหลอื
สกัคนไหมในประเทศลาวนี ้ไดย้นิ
มาวา่ทนายความพวกนีว้่ายน า้
เกง่เป็นบา้" (174) 
     "I won't say a word un-
til my lawyer gets here."     
"You don't have a lawyer. 
In fact, I wonder if there 
is any lawyers left in Loas. 
I've heard these lawyer 
are bloody good swim-
mers." 
Retained Literal translation 
19.2 
   'What about you? You studied 
law.' 
   'I'm not representing you. I 
think you're as guilty as Nixon 
himself.' 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ก็นายไงละ่ นายเรยีนกฎหมาย
มาไม่ใชเ่หรอ" 
   "ไม่มทีาง ฉันไม่มวีนัวา่ความให ้
นายแน่ ฉันวา่นายผดิเต็มประตู
เหมอืนนิกสนัน่ันแหละ" (174) 
     "You are. You studied 
law, didn't you?" 
     "No way. I definitely 
won't represent you. You 
are as guilty as Nixon." 
Retained Transliteration 
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24.2 
   'We are talking about spirits, 
Yeh Ming. Spirits don't turn peo-
ple into animals. They may make 
them believe they are this and 
that beast, but there's no physical 
malnifestation."   Siri was taken 
aback.   'What? What about 
werewolves?'   The monk 
laughed.   'I'd say you have 
wasted too many hours watching 
motion films.'   It was true. Siri 
and Boua sat through many hours 
of Lon Chaney with a face like a 
chihuahua biting into the necks 
of unsuspecting village folk.  
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-level Modified 
   "เราก าลงัพูดถงึวญิญาณนะ เย่
หมงิ  วญิญาณไม่สามารถท าให ้
คนเปลีย่นเป็นสตัวไ์ดห้รอก มนั
อาจท าใหค้นเชือ่วา่ตวัเองเป็นสตัว ์
ชนิดน้ันชนิดนี ้แตร่ปูกาย
ภายนอกไม่มกีารเปลีย่นแปลงให ้
เห็นอยา่งชดัเจน"   สิรติกใจผงะ
ถอย    "ทา่นวา่ไงนะ แลว้มนุษย ์
หมาป่าเลา่ครบั"   พระสงฆห์วัเราะ   
"อาตมาอยากจะบอกวา่ทา่นดหูนัง
มากไปหน่อยแลว้ละ"   จรงิทเีดยีว 
สิรกิบับวัเคยน่ังดภูาพยนตร ์
ดว้ยกนัหลายตอ่หลายช ัว่โมง มนั
เป็นภาพยนตรท์ีล่อน เชนีย ์ผูม้ี
ใบหน้าเมหอืนสนุขัพนัธุช์วิา
วาอา้ปากงบัคอชาวบา้นที ่
ไม่ไดนึ้กระแวงเขาเลย 
(235)[footnote: Lon Chaney 
หรอื Creighton Tull Chaney 
(1906-1973) คอืดารา
ภาพยนตรส์ยองขวญัชาวอเมรกินั 
ผูร้บับท Larry Taibot ใน
ภาพยนตรเ์ร ือ่ง The Wolf Man 
(1941)-ผูแ้ปล] 
     "We're talking about 
spirits, Yeh Ming. Sprits 
can't change human into 
animals. It can make peo-
ple believe they are that 
animal, but their ophysi-
cal appearance woun't 
obviously change."     Siri 
stunned.     "What do you 
mean? What about were-
wolves?"     The monk 
laughed.     "I want to say 
that you might watch too 
many films."     That was 
quite true. Siri and Bua 
used to spend hours 
watching film, the one 
that Lon Chaney with the 
face like a chihuahua bit 
into the necks of villagers 
who had no clue what 
happened.[Footnote: Lon 
Chaney or Crieghton Tull 
Chaney (1906 - 1973) was 
an American horror film 
actor. He played Larry 
Taibot in the film The 
Wolf Man (1941). - the 
translator] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Lon Chaney' wass 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated.Explicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Lon Chaney. 
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27.6 
   On the short ride home Siri 
tried to put his emotions into 
some kind of order. He didn't feel 
guilt at this haunting. He was sad 
his dog had died but proud the 
animal had gone after the bas-
tard. It's what he would have 
done. As for Soth, this was the 
backlash of Yin to punish him for 
his years of Yang. He couldn't 
fight that. It comes to everyone, 
either in this life or in the next. 
He was glad to see that even in 
times of confusion such as these, 
the laws of I Ching was still in or-
der.  
Religion Propernoun Original 
   ระหวา่งขีร่ถกลบับา้นตาม
หนทางสัน้ๆ สิรปิลอ่ยอารมณไ์ป
กบักฎเกณฑบ์างอยา่ง เขาไม่รูส้กึ
ผดิกบัการตามหลอกหลอนคร ัง้นี ้
เขาเสยีใจทีส่นัุขของเขาตอ้งตาย 
แตเ่จา้สตัวท์ะนงตวัอยา่งสะหลยุก็
ตามไปแกแ้คน้มนุษยส์ารเลวคน
น้ัน สรริเองคงท าแบบนีเ้ชน่กนั  
ส าหรบัสด สิง่ทีเ่กดิขึน้เป็นผล
สะทอ้นจากการลงโทษของหยนิ ที่
เขายดึมั่นในหยางมานานปี สดไม่
สามารถตา้นทานพลงันีไ้ด ้มนัเป็น
สิง่ทีท่กุคนตอ้งประสบ ไม่ในชวีตินี้
ก็ชวีติหนา้ เขาดใีจทีเ่ห็นวา่แมใ้น
ชว่งเวลาทีม่ีแตค่วามสบัสนเชน่นี ้
กฎแห่งอีจ้งิ ก็ยงัเป็นจรงิอยู ่
(275)[footnote: อีจ้งิ คอืคมัภรี ์
โบราณของจนี วา่ดว้ยความ
เปลีย่นแปลง เป็นสญัลกัษณท์ีม่ี
ก าเนิดจากหยนิและหยาง ซึง่เป็น
พลงัสมดุลของธรรมชาต-ิผูแ้ปล] 
     On his short ride 
home, Siri let his emo-
tions  go with some kind 
of rules. He did not feel 
bad with this haunting. 
He was sad that his dog 
had died. But the proud 
animal like Salui got his 
revenge from that bas-
tard. As for Soth, what 
had happened was the 
punishment from Yin for 
adhering to Yang for 
years. Soth could not re-
sist this power. It hap-
pened to everyone either 
in this life or in the next. 
He was pleased to see 
that even in the moment 
of confusion, the law of I 
Ching was still true.[Foot-
note: I Ching is an ancient 
Chinese text. The text ex-
plains about the laws of 
change evolving from the 
theory of Yin and Yang, 
which is the balance of 
nature. - the translator] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about I Ching. 
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28.2 
   Civilai had maintained a fould 
mood for three days now. He'd 
spent much of his life as a frus-
trated Nostradamus. He knew 
what benefits or consequences 
there would be from decisions 
made or policy introduced at any 
given time.He really knew. But 
he'd rarely been able to convince 
the majority. No matter how of-
ten he'd been proven right they 
still saw him as a noisy reaction-
ary cog in the revolutionary ma-
chine.  
History Propernoun Original 
   สวิไิลอารมณเ์สยีมาสามวนัแลว้ 
เวลาสว่นใหญ่ในชวีติของเขาหมด
ไปกบัการท าตวัเป็นนอสตราดา
มุส ผูอ้ดึอดัคบัขอ้ง เขารูด้วีา่
การตดัสนิใจหรอืการออกนโยบาย
แตล่ะคร ัง้จะมปีระโยชนห์รอื
ผลลพัธอ์ะไรตามมาบา้ง เขารูด้ี
ทเีดยีว แตน่อ้ยคร ัง้เต็มททีีเ่ขาจะ
สามารถโนม้นา้วใหเ้สยีงส่วนใหญ่
เชือ่ ไม่วา่จะมผีลพสิจูนเ์ป็นเครือ่ง
ยนืยนัวา่เขาคดิถกูบ่อยคร ัง้แค่
ไหน คนพวกน้ันก็ยงัเหมอืนเห็น
เขาเป็นเพยีงฟันเฟืองฝ่ายขวาทีส่ง่
เสยีงน่าร าคาญในเครือ่งจกัรแหง่
การปฏวิตัอิยูน่ั่นเอง (278) 
[footnote: Nostradamus 
(1503-1566) โหราจารยช์ ือ่เสยีง
โดง่ดงัทัว่โลกชาวฝร ัง่เศส ผูใ้หก้าร
ท านายเกีย่วกบับุคคลและ
เหตกุารณส์ าคญัของโลกได ้
แม่นย า-ผูแ้ปล] 
     Civilai had been in a 
bad mood for three days. 
Most of his time was 
wasted on being a frus-
trated Nostradamus. He 
knew that what benefits 
or consequences that 
would come from making 
a decision or a policy. But 
he had rarely been able 
to persuade the majority 
to believe him. Despite 
how often his ideas had 
been proved to be right, 
they still thought of him 
merely as a noisy gear in 
the revolutionary ma-
chine.[Footnote: Nostra-
damus (1503 - 1566) the 
world famous French 
prophet, who made dif-
fernt correct predictions 
about people and im-
portant events in the 
world. - the translator] 
Retained 
Transliteration Explicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plained about Nostrada-
mus. 
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Nothing to Lose by Lee Child (2008) 
Page Source text 
Sources  
of refer-
ent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion in 
TT 
Strategies 
p.1.3 
   Across the street and fifty yards 
west was a gas station. Two 
pumps, both of them olds. Not the 
kind of upright rural antiques 
Reacher had seen in Edward Hop-
per's paintings, […] 
Art 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
ฝัง่ตรงขา้มเยี้องไปทางทศิตะวนัตก 46 เมตร
เป็นปัม๊น ้ามนั มตีูจ้่ายน ้ามนัเกา่ๆ สองตู้ ไมใ่ช่
ปัม๊โบราณในชนบทแบบในภาพเขียนของ
เอด็เวิรด์ ฮอปเปอร ์[…] (p.12) 
On the opposite side, 
fourty six metres to the 
west, there was a gas sta-
tion. There were old two 
pumps, not like a vintage 
gas station in the coun-
tryside in Edward Hop-
per's painting. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation  
 
The name 'Edward Hop-
per' was transliterated. 
The rest was literally 
translated. 
p6.6 
He was a big guy. White, maybe 
forty. Black hair. Wild neck. Tan 
jacket, brown pants, black shoes, a 
groove in his forehead from a 
Smokey the Bear hat that was pre-
sumably now resting on his pas-
senger seat. 
Geography 
& nature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…]ชายผวิขาวรปูรา่งใหญ่อายุราว 40 คอหนา 
ผมด า เสือ้กางเกงสนี ้าตาล หน้าผากมรีอยกด
ของขอบหมวกทีต่อนนี้คงถอดไวบ้นเบาะ 
(p.20) 
[…] White man, big body, 
age around 40, thick neck. 
Brown top and pants. His 
forehand had a line from 
his hat which was maybe 
on his car’s seat. 
Abandoned Omission 
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8.2 
   'Want a ride?' she asked.   'I'll 
walk,' Reacher said.   'It's five mile 
to town.'   […]   'I'm OK.'   […] Then 
Reacher moved on. He took three 
steps and heard the car's transmis-
sion go into reverse and then the 
cae came alongside him again, 
driving backward, keeping pace as 
he walked. The window was still 
down. The woman said, 'Give your-
self a break, Zeno.'   Reacher 
stopped. Said, 'You know who 
Zeno was?   [...]   'Zeno of Cittium,' 
the woman said. ' The founder of 
Stoicism. 'I'm telling you to stop 
being so long-suffering.'   'Stoics 
have to be long-suffering. Stocism 
is about the unquestioning ac-
ceptance of destinies. Zeno said 
do.'   'Your destiny is to return to 
Hope. Doesn't matter to Zeno 
whether you walk or ride.' 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "อยากขึน้รถไหม" ต ารวจหญงิผมบลอนด์
สัน้ถาม   "ผมจะเดนิ" เขาตอบ   "ตัง้ 8 กโิล
กวา่จะถงึเมอืง"   […]    "ไมเ่ป็นไร"   […] เขา
เดนิต่อสามกา้วไดย้นิเสยีงเขา้เกยีร ์รถถอยเขา้
มาเทยีบแลว้เคลือ่นชา้ๆ ตามมา   ต ารวจหญงิ
รอ้งบอก "อย่าเครง่ครดันกัเลยน่า เซโน"    รชี
เชอรช์ะงกั "คณุรูเ้หรอเซโนคอืใคร"   [...] "เซ
โนแห่งซิติอุม นกัปราชญ์ชาวกรกีผูก้อ่ตัง้
ลทัธสิโตอกิ "ฉันก าลงับอกให้คุณหยุด
ทรมานตวัเองเสียที"   "เซโนบอกใหค้นเรา
ยอมรบัชะตากรรมโดยไมม่เีงือ่นไข"   "ชะตา
กรรมก าหนดใหคุ้ณกลบัไปโฮป เซโนไมส่น
หรอกวา่คณุจะเดนิหรอืนัง่รถไป" (p.32)    
     "Want a lift?" the fe-
male police officer with 
short blond hair asked.     
"I'll walk," he answered.     
"It's eight kilos before you 
get to town."     […]     
"That's alright."     […] He 
took three moresteps 
when he heard a sound of 
gear shifting and the car 
was reversed slowly mov-
ing alongside him.     The 
female police officer said, 
"Don't be so strict, Zeno."     
Reacher stopped, "You 
know who Zeno was?"     
[...] "Zeno of Citium, a 
Greek scholar who 
founded Stoicism. "I'm 
telling you to stop tortur-
ing yourself."     "Zeno 
told us to accept our des-
tiny without a condition."     
"Your destiny is to go back 
to Hope. Zeno does not 
care whether you walk or 
ride." 
Retained Transliteration  
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8.6 
   'Suppose there was a self-de-
fense issue?'   'Civilain versus a 
peace officer, we'd need some 
kind of amazing reasonable doubt.'   
[…]   "so why did you ask?'   
Reacher didn't answer directly. In-
stead he said, 'I'm not a Stoic, re-
ally. Zeno preached the passive ac-
ceptance of fate. I'm not like that. 
I'm not very passive. I take chal-
lenges personally.' 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "สมมตวิา่เป็นการป้องกนัตวัละ่"   "ระหวา่ง
พลเรอืนกบัเจา้หน้าทีร่กัษาความสงบน่ะเหรอ 
จะใหเ้ชือ่คงตอ้งมหีลกัฐานแน่นหนาสดุๆ"   
[…]   "แลว้ถามท าไม"   รชีเชอรไ์มต่อบตรงๆ 
"ผมไมใ่ชพ่วกสโตอกิ เซโนสอนใหย้อมรบั
ชะตากรรมโดยด ีแต่ผมไมใ่ชค่นทีจ่ะยอมนัง่
เฉยๆ"(p.37) 
     "Suppose it was a self 
defense?"     "Civilian 
against the peace officer? 
You need an extremely 
strong evidence to con-
vince the police."     […]     
"So you did you ask?"     
Reacher did not answer 
directly. "I'm not a Stoic. 
Zeno tought people to 
obediently accept the 
fate, but I'm not a type of 
person who just waits but 
does nothing. 
Retained Transliteration 
9.3 
   'Why are you going back?' 
   'Because they told me not to.' 
   'Is it worth it?' 
   'What would you do?  
   Vaghan said, 'I'm an oestrogen-
based life form, not testosterone. 
And I'm all grown up now. I'd suck 
it up and move on. […]' 
Science & 
tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "คณุจะกลบัไปท าไม" 
   "เพราะพวกนัน้เตอืนวา่อย่ากลบัเขา้ไปอกี" 
   "มนัคุม้ไหม"  
   "แลว้คณุจะท าอะไร"  
   "ฉันมฮีอรโ์มนเพศหญิงจึงไมท่ าอะไร
หนุหนัพลนัแล่น และไมใ่ชเ่ดก็แลว้ ดงันัน้ฉัน
จะปลอ่ยวางแลว้ใชช้วีติต่อไป […]" (p.41) 
     "Why are you going 
back?" 
     "Because they warned 
me not to." 
     "Is it worth it?" 
     "What would you do 
then?" 
     "I have a female hor-
mone, so I wouldn't do 
anything hastilty. Also, 
I'm not a child, so I'd let it 
fo and move on […] 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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10.4 
Shortly after seven o'clock in the 
morning a flat-bed semi roared out 
of the gate and lumbered on to the 
road. It had Indiana plates and was 
laden with the bright steel bars. It 
drove a hundred yards and was 
passed by another flate-bed 
heding inward. This one had Ore-
gon plates and was loaded with 
crushed cars, dozens of them, their 
chipped and battered paint layered 
like thin stripes. A container truck 
with Canadian plates left the palnt 
and passed the Oregon semi. Then 
the counterclockwise Tahoe 
showed up and bounced across the 
roadbed and kept on going. Three 
minutes later its clockwise partner 
rotated in the opposite direction. 
Another semi left the plant and an-
other headed in. A mile west 
Reacher saw a third approaching, 
wobbling and shimmering in the 
morning haze. Way behind it, a 
fourth.   It was like Times Square. 
Geography 
& nature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
พอเจด็โมงเชา้เศษๆ รถบบรรทกุกึง่พ่วงตดิ
ป้ายทะเบยีนรฐัอนิเดยีนากผ็า่นประตูออกมา
กอ่นอุย้อา้ยไปตามถนน บนพืน้รถเตม็แดว้ย
แทง่เหลก็มนัวาว ออกมาไดร้าว 90 เมตรก็
สวนกบัรถประเภทเดยีวกนัซึง่บรรทุกซากรถ
เก๋งหลายสบิคนัเขา้โรงงาน คนันี้ตดิป้ายออกริ
กอน รถบรรทุกตูค้อนเทนเนอรอ์กีคนัตดิป้าย
ทะเบยีนแคนาดาแลน่ออกจากโรงงาน จากนัน้
รถทาโฮคนัทีว่ ิง่ทวนเขม็นาฬกิากโ็ผลม่าและ
กระเดง้กระดอนขา้มถนนไป สามนาทถีดัมาทา
โฮอกีคนักว็นมาจากทศิตรงขา้ม แลว้รถกึง่พว่ง
อกีคนักอ็อกจากโรงงาน อกีคนัวิง่เขา้ไป หา่ง
ไปทางทศิตะวนัตกราวกโิลเมตรครึง่รชึเชอร์
เหน็คนัทีส่ามแลน่ฝ่าหมอกยามเชา้ใหญ่เขา้มา 
คนัทีส่ ีต่ามมาขา้งหลงั   คึกคกัอย่างกบัแถว
ไทมสส์แควร์ (p.45) 
Just after seven o'clock, a 
semi truck with Indiana 
plates passed through the 
gate before moving slowly 
along the road. Its bed 
was full of bright steel 
bars. About 90 metres 
through the gate, it was 
passed by the same type 
of truck loaded with doz-
ens of damaged cars mov-
ing toward the factory. 
This truck had Oregon 
plates. Another container 
truck with Canadian plates 
left the factory. Then the 
Tahow that drove coun-
terclockwisely appeared 
bumping across the road. 
Three minutes later, an-
other Tahoe appeared 
from the opposite direc-
tion. Another semi truck 
left the factory, while an-
other dorve in. A kilome-
tre and a half west, 
Reacher saw  a third drove 
through the morning fog 
and the fourth followed.      
As lively as Time Square. 
Retained Transliteration 
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25.1 
   'Don’t I look married?'   'Not one 
little bit.'   'You can tell by looking?'   
'Usually.'   'How?'   'Fourth finger, 
left hand, for a start.' 
Currentaf-
fairs  
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   "ฉันดูไมเ่หมอืนผูห้ญงิทีแ่ต่งงานแลว้หรอืไง"   
"ไมเ่ลย"   "แคเ่หน็กร็ูเ้ลยเหรอ"   "ตามปกตกิ็
ใช"่   "รูไ้ดย้งัไง"   "เริม่จากน้ิวนางข้างซ้าย" 
(p.113) 
     "Don’t I look like a mar-
ried mowan?"     "Not at 
all."     "You can tell just by 
looking?"     "Usually yes."     
"How do you know?"     
"Starting from fourth fin-
ger on the left hand."  
Retained Literal translation 
27.5 
It was full dark when he got there. 
He remembered the place from 
earlier daytime sightings as looking 
dowdy and faded, and by night it 
looked worse. It was a forbidding 
brick cube. It could have been an 
old city prison, in Prague, maybe, 
or Warsaw, or Leningrad.  
History 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   ฟ้ามดืแลว้ ตอนกลางวนัสถานทีดู่มอซอและ
สซีดี พอตกกลางคนืยิง่แย่กวา่ สภาพคลา้ยคกุ
เก่าในกรงุปราก วอรซ์อ หรือเลนินกราด 
(p.125) 
     It was dark now. The 
place looked old and pale 
during the day. It looked 
worse at night. It was like 
old prisons in Prague, 
Warsaw or Leningrad. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation  
 
The names of the cities 
'Prague', 'Warsaw' and 
'Leningard' were translit-
erated. The rest was liter-
ally translated. 
29.2 
   He realized he was holding his 
breath. He exhaled, long and slow. 
Because: Dum spiro spero. Where 
there's breath, there's hope.  Common 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   เขาเพิง่รูต้วัวา่กลัน้หายใจอยู่จงึผอ่นออก
ชา้ๆ มภีาษติละตนิกลา่วว่า ตราบใดทีย่งัมี
ลมหายใจกย็งัมีความหวงั (p.134) 
     He just realized that he 
was holding his breath, so 
he exhaled slowly. There 
was a Latin saying that 
where there is breath, 
there is hope. 
Retained Literal translation 
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29.2 
   He realized he was holding his 
breath. He exhaled, long and slow. 
Because: Dum spiro spero. Where 
there's breath, there's hope. Not 
an aphorism Zeno of Cittium 
would have understood or ap-
proved of. He spoke Greek, not 
Latin, and preferred passive resig-
nation to reckless optimism. Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เขาเพิง่รูต้วัวา่กลัน้หายใจอยู่จงึผอ่นออก
ชา้ๆ มภีาษติละตนิกลา่วว่า ตราบใดทีย่งัมลีม
หายใจกย็งัมคีวามหวงั มนัไมใ่ชภ่าษติทีเ่ซโน
แห่งซิติอุมจะเขา้ใจหรอืเหน็ดว้ย เพราะเซโน
พดูภาษากรกีไมใ่ชล่ะตนิ และนยิมการยอมรบั
ชะตากรรมมากกวา่การมองโลกในแงด่อีย่าง
ไมล่มืหลูมืตา (p.134) 
     He just realized that he 
was holding his breath, so 
he exhaled slowly. There 
was a Latin saying that 
where there is breath, 
there is hope. It was not 
the saying that Zeno of 
Citium would have under-
stood or agreed with be-
cause Zeno was Greek, 
not Latin. And he prefered 
the acceptance of the fate 
more than the mindless 
optimism. 
Retained Transliteration 
31.5-
6 
   Reacher said, 'I need to see the 
judge.'   'It's awful late,' Mrs Gard-
ner said, which it wasn't. […], but 
what the woman meant was: 
You’re a big ugly customer. 
Reacher smiled. Look at yourself, 
Vaughen had said. What do you 
see? Reacher knew he was no kind 
of ideal night-time visitor. Nine out 
of ten only Mormon missionaries 
were less welcome than him. Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ผมตอ้งการพบผูพ้พิากษา" รชีเชอรบ์อก    
"นีก่ด็กึมากแลว้" เธอพดูเหมอืนบ่นทัง้ๆ ทีย่งั
ไมด่กึเทา่ไหร ่[...] ทีจ่รงิเธอตอ้งการจะบอกวา่ 
คณุเป็นแขกอปัลกัษณ์ตวัใหญ่ รชีเชอรย์ิ้มเมือ่
นกึถงึค าพดูของวอหน์ ดูสารรปูตวัเองส ิคณุ
เหน็อะไรล่ะ เขารูว้า่ตวัเองไมใ่ชแ่ขกยามวกิาล
ประเภททีเ่จา้บา้นอยากตอนรบั 9 ใน 10 ครัง้
มแีต่ผูส้อนศาสนาของมอรม์อนเท่านัน้ที ่
ถกูกีดกนัมากกวา่เขา (p.142) 
      "I want to see the 
judge," said Reacher.     
"It's really late," she com-
plaint although it was not 
so late. […] In fact, she 
wanted to say that you 
are a big ugly guest. 
Reacher smiled thinking 
about what Vaughen had 
told him. Look at yourself. 
What do you see? He 
knew that he was not a 
type of guests that would 
be welcomed at night. 
Nine ouf of ten times, only 
the Mormon missionaries 
were less welcom than 
him. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Mormon' was translit-
erated, whilte the rest of 
the allusion was literally 
translated. 
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37.3 
He was unarmed, and down in a 
low chair. He was heavy, and grav-
ity was gravity. And big guys were 
slow. And Reacher had knives. 
   'I played pro football,' the big guy 
said. 
   'But not very well,' Reacher said. 
   The big guy said nothing. 
   'Or you'd be doing colour com-
mentary on Fox, or living in a man-
sion in Miami, not slaving away 
here.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
เมือ่ประแจเหลก็วางอยู่บนพื้นหมอนี้กไ็ม่มี
ปัญหา ในขณะทีเ่ขามมีดีพกในกระเป๋ากางเกง 
แถมรา่งยกัษ์นัน้ยงันัง่จมในเกา้อี้ดว้ยน ้าหนกั
ตวับวกแรงโน้มถ่วง คนตวัใหญ่มกัเชือ่งชา้อยู่
แลว้ 
   "ฉันเคยเป็นนักฟุตบอลอาชพี" ผูดู้แล
โรงงานคยุ 
   "แต่ไมเ่ก่ง" รชีเชอรด์กัคอ 
   อกีฝ่ายเงยีบ 
   "ถา้เกง่จรงิคงไดเ้ป็นผูบ้รรยายช่องฟ็อกซ์
ไปแลว้ หรอือยู่บา้นหลงัใหญ่ในไมอามไีมใ่ช่
ท างานเหมอืนทาสทีน่ี่" (p.175) 
    
The steel wrench was on 
the floor, this guy wa not 
a threat, and he had a 
pocket knife in his pants.  
Also, the big guy was deep 
in the chair, the weight 
plus the gravity. The big 
guy was slow.  
     "I used to be a pro 
footballer," the factory se-
curity said. 
     "But not a good one," 
Reacher said.  
     The other was silent. 
     "If you did, you would 
be a sport commentator 
on Fox channel or be in a 
big house in Miami, not 
working like slave here." 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation  
 
The name 'Fox' was trans-
literated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
word 'ชอ่ง' (channel) to 
explain about the allusion. 
38.1 
You’ve been making trouble in my 
town and now you're trespassing 
on my business premises.'   'Your 
fault,' Reacher said. 'If you hadn't 
sent those goons to the restaurant 
I would have eaten a quick lunch 
and moved on days ago. No reason 
to stay. You're not exactly running 
the Magic Kingdom here.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"คณุก าลงัสรา้งปัญหาในเมอืงของผม แถมยงั
บุกรกุเขา้เขตโรงงานดว้ย"   "ความผดิคุณ" รชี
เชอรย์อ้น "ถา้คณุไมส่ง่อนัธพาลพวกนัน้ไปที่
รา้นอาหาร ผมคงรบีกนิมือ้กลางวนัและออก
จากเมอืงไปแลว้เมือ่หลายวนักอ่น ไมม่เีหตุผล
ตอ้งแกรว่แถวนี้ ทีน่ีไ่มใ่ชส่วนสนุก" (p.178) 
"You are making trouble 
in my town and trespass-
ing my factory area."     
"Your fault," Reacher said. 
"If you hadn't sent those 
thugs to the restarant. I 
would have quickly fin-
ished my lunch and left 
the town several days 
ago. No reason to stay 
here. It is not an amuse-
ment park here. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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39.4 
   'What happened to the depu-
ties?' 
   'They joined their full-time bud-
dies in the infirmary.' 
   'All four of them?' 
   'All six of them. They added some 
on-site moral support.' 
   'You're a one-man crime wave.' 
   'No, I'm Alice in Wonderland.' 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "เกดิอะไรขึน้กบัพวกนัน้" 
   "ถูกหามเขา้โรงพยาบาล ไปนอนเป็นเพือ่น
ต ารวจสองคนนัน้" 
   "ทัง้สีค่นเลยเหรอ" 
   "หกคน อกีสองคนในบารร์่วมมอืดว้ย" 
   "คณุกลายเป็นอาชญากรตวัเอไ้ปแลว้" 
   "เปลา่ เป็นอลิซในแดนมหศัจรรย์
ต่างหาก" (p.186) 
     "What happened to 
them?" 
     "They were admitted to 
hospital to stayed with 
their two police friends. 
     "All four of them?" 
     "Six. The other two 
from the bar joined in." 
     "You've now become 
the most-wanted crimi-
nal." 
     "No. I'm Alice in the 
Wonderland." 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
41.1 
Thurman and his father and his 
grandfather or whoever had 
owned the town before had ig-
nored the road. Maybe they had 
grudgingly dumped tar and peb-
bles on it every decade or so, but 
fundamentally it was still the same 
road it had been back when Henry 
Ford ruled the world. It was nar-
row, weak, lumpy, and meander-
ing. 
History 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
เธอรแ์มนกบัพอ่และปู่ หรอืใครกต็ามทีป่กครอง
เมอืงกอ่นหน้านัน้ไมส่นใจพฒันาถนน อาจจะ
แคถ่มดว้ยน ้ามนัดบิกบักอ้นกรอดทกุสบิปี แต่
ถนนยงัคงสถาพเดมิเหมอืนเมือ่ครัง้ทีเ่ฮนรี 
ฟอรด์ครองโลกด้วยรถฟอรด์ ถนนแคบฐาน
ไมแ่น่น ซ ้ายงัขรขุระและคดเคีย้ว ไมเ่หมาะ
ส าหรบัรถบรรทุกหนกั (p.196) 
Therman and his father 
and his grandfather or 
whoever had ruled the 
town had not been inter-
ested in improving the 
road. Maybe they just had 
it covered by tar and peb-
bles every ten years. How-
ever, the road was still the 
same since when Henry 
Ford ruled the word with 
his Ford. The road was 
narrow and weak. It was 
uneven and winding. Not 
suitable for heavy trucks. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation The name 
'Henry Ford' was translit-
erated. The rest of the al-
lusion was literally trans-
lated. 
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42.5 
   The crowd had quit rocking from 
side to side. Now people were 
rocking back and forth instead, one 
foot to the other, jabbibg theie 
clubs and sticks forward, whipping 
them back, jabbing them forward 
again. They were dressed in work 
shirts and faded sundresses and 
jean jackets, but collectively in 
terms of their actions they looked 
entirly primitive. Like a weird 
Stone Age tribe threatened and 
defensive. 
Science & 
tech 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   ฝงูชนเลกิโยกตวัไปมาซา้ยขวา เปลีย่นเป็น
โยกหน้าโยกหลงัพรอ้มแทงอาวธุไปขา้งหน้า 
ตวดักลบัหลงัแลว้แทงไปขา้งหน้าอกี แต่ละคน
สวมเสือ้เชิต้ท างานและแจ๊กเกต็ยนีส ์แต่การ
เคลือ่นไหวทีม่ากนัทัง้ฝงูดูป่าเถือ่นราวกบั
มนุษยยุ์คหิน คกุคามและเตรยีมลยุเตม็ที ่
(p.204) 
     The  crowd cahnged 
from moving from side to 
side to moving back and 
forth. Weapons were 
pointed forward, swinged 
back and then forward 
again. Each of them wore 
working shirt and jean 
jacket, but their move-
ment looked savage like 
Stone Age men, ready and 
threatening. 
Retained Literal translation 
42.7 
   Vaughan backed up and steered 
and got straight on the centre line 
and stopped again, thirty yards 
out. Ninety feet. The distance from 
home plate to first base. 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   เธอถอยรถขึน้ไปอยู่ในแนวเสน้กลางถนน 
แลว้หยุดหา่งจากแถวหน้า 27 เมตร (p.206) 
     She reversed the car to 
the centre line of the road 
and stopped 27 metre 
away from the front line. Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
42.7 
   Reacher stared ahead through 
the windshield. He dropped his 
window again. He felt a change 
coming. He sensed it. He wanted a 
split second ahead of it.    Vaughan 
asked, 'What do we do?'   Reacher 
said, 'I'd feel better in a Humvee.'   
'We're not in a Humvee.'  
Science & 
tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   รชีเชอรจ์อ้งไปขา้งหน้าและลดกระจกขา้งลง 
รูส้ไึดว้า่ก าลงัจะเกดิการเปลีย่นแปลง เขาตอ้ง
ชงิจงัหวะในชัว่พรบิตา   วอหน์ถาม "จะเอา
ยงัไง"   "ผมคงรูส้กึดกีวา่นี้ถา้อยู่ในรถฮมัวี"่    
"ไมม่รีถฮมัวีส่กัหน่อย" (p.206) 
     Reacher stared ahead 
and lowered the window 
on his side. He could feel 
that something is chang-
ing. He seized the chance 
in the split second.      
Vaughan asked, "what 
should we do?"     "I'd feel 
better in a Humvee."   
"We don’t have a 
Humvee."  
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (in-text)The transla-
tor explained that the al-
lusion was a car by adding 
the word 'รถ' (car). 
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46.2 
   'Maybe they have guns.' 
   'They don’t. They'd have them 
out already. No one waits to pull a 
gun.' 
   'They could still do you consider-
able harm.' 
   'I doubt it. The first eight you 
sent didn’t do much.' 
   'Are you really willing to try?' 
   'Are you? If it goes wrong way, 
then you're definitely alone with 
me. And with your conscience. I'm 
here to visit the sick, and you want 
to have me beaten up? What kind 
of a Christian are you?' 
   'God guides my hand.' 
Religion 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "พวกเขาอาจมปืีน" 
   "ไมม่หีรอก ถา้มคีงเอาออกมาแลว้ ไมม่ใีคร
รอชกัปืนออกมาทหีลงั"  
   "กย็งัเลน่งานคุณจนน่วมไดอ้ยู่ด"ี 
   "เชือ่ไมค่อ่ยลงนะ แปดคนแรกทีค่ณุสง่ไปไม่
คอ่ยไดเ้รือ่งเลย" 
   "อยากลองไหมละ่" เธอรแ์มนทา้  
   "จะเอาจรงิเหรอ" รชีเชอรย์อ้น "ดไีมด่จีะ
เหลอืแคคุ่ณกบัผม แลว้กม็โนธรรมของคุณ ผม
มาเยีย่มคนป่วย แต่คุรตอ้งการใหลู้กน้องรมุ
ซอ้มผม คณุเป็นครสิเตยีนแบบไหนกนั"  
   "พระเจ้าช้ีน าผมทุกอย่าง" (p.222) 
     "They might have 
guns." 
     "No, they don,'t. If they 
did, they would pull them 
out by now. No one waits 
to show a gun." 
     "They still can beat you 
up." 
     "Quite unbelievable. 
The first eight that you 
sent didn't do well." 
      "You want to try?" 
Thurman challenged.  
      "Seriously?" Reacher 
spat. "It might end up 
with only you, me and 
your comscience. I came 
to visit the pateint, but 
you want your men to 
beat me up. What kind of 
Christian are you?" 
     "God guides me with 
everything." 
Retained Literal translation 
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50.5-
6 
   'What are you going to do?'    
'Now?'   'Long term.'   ' I don’t 
know. People say I should move 
on. And maybe I should. Maybe I 
should accept destiny, like Zeno. 
Like a true Stoic. I feel like that, 
sometimes. But them I panic and 
get defensive. I feel, first they do 
this to him, and now I should di-
vorce him? But he wouldn't know, 
anyway. So it's back to the Zen 
thing. What do you think I should 
do?' 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "คณุจะท าอะไรต่อ"   "ตอนนี้เหรอ"   "ระยะ
ยาวน่ะ"   "ไมรู่ส้"ิ วอหน์ตอบ "คนพดูกนัวา่ฉัน
ควรด าเนินชวีติต่อไป กค็งตอ้งเป็นอย่างนัน้ 
ฉันควรยอมรบัชะตากรรมอย่างเซโน อย่าง
พวกสโตอกิทีแ่ทจ้รงิ บางครัง้ฉันกร็ูส้กึแบบนัน้ 
แต่เกดิตืน่กลวัและต่อตา้นขึน้มา รูส้กึวา่เขา
โดนท าจนกลายเป็นแบบนี้ แลว้ตอนนี้ฉันควร
ทิง้เคา้ไปเหรอ แต่เขากไ็มรู่เ้ร ือ่งอยู่ด ีมนัลยก
ลบัไปสูแ่นวคดิแบบเซน คณุคดิวา่ฉันควรท า
ยงัไงด"ี (p.249) 
     "What will you do 
next?"     "Now?"     "Long 
term."     "I don't know," 
Vaughan said. "People 
said I should move on. 
Maybe that should be it. I 
should accept my fate like 
Zeno, like a true Stoic. 
Sometimes, I feel like that, 
but I panic and go against 
it. He had been done so 
much. Should I leave hime 
like this? But he doesn't 
know a thing, anyway. So, 
it moved back to Zen way 
of thinking. What do you 
think I should do? 
Retained Transliteration 
58.1-
2 
   'Why do you want to know?' 
   'Because I'm curious about what 
part of Uncle Sam's property 
you're smuggling out of here every 
night.' 
Current 
affairs  
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "อยากรูไ้ปท าไม" 
   "เพราะสงสยัเรือ่งสมบตัขิองชาติทีคุ่ณ
ลกัลอบขนออกไปทกุคนื" (p.295) 
     "Why do you want to 
know?" 
     "Because I was curious 
about the national treas-
ure that you smuggle out 
every night." 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
58.2 
   Reacher said, 'What's in the box?' 
   Thurman said, 'Not Uncle Sam's 
property. God's property.' Current 
affairs  
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "อะไรอยู่ในนัน้" เขาถามย ้า  
   "สมบตัขิองพระเจา้ ไมใ่ชข่องอเมริกา" 
เธอรแ์มนตอบ (p.295) 
     "What's in that?" He 
repeated. 
     "It's God's treasure, not 
the States." Thurman an-
swered. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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58.2 
   Thurman stood still for a second. 
Then he stepped around his under-
ling, still carrying the box two 
handed out in front of him,  like a 
wise man bearing a gift. He knelt 
and laid it at Reacher's feet, and 
then stood up and backed away 
again. 
Religion 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
ฝ่ายนัน้ยนืนิง่กอ่นเดนิออ้มลกูน้องมาขา้งหน้า 
สองมอืประคองกลอ่งราวกบัโหราจารยที์น่ า
ของขวญัไปถวายแด่พระเยซูตามคมัภีรไ์บ
เบิล เขาคกุเขา่วางกลอ่งบนพืน้แทบเทา้รชี
เชอร ์แลว้ลกุยนืถอยหา่ง (p.295) 
That party stood still be-
fore stepping around his 
men to the front. Both of 
his hands carefully held 
the box like a magus 
bearing a gift for the Je-
sus according to the Bi-
ble. He kneed down and 
put the box on the floor in 
front of Reacher. Then he 
stepped away.  
Retained 
Literal translationExplici-
tation (in-text)The transla-
tor added an information 
that a gift was given to Je-
sus.  
58.7 
   'I think you're an atheist.' 
   'We're all atheists. You don't be-
lieve in Zeus or Thor or Neptune or 
Augustus Caesar or Mars or Venus 
or Sun Ra. You reject a thousand 
gods. Why should it bother you if 
someone else rejects a thousand 
and one?'  
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "คณุคงไมเ่ชือ่วา่พระเจา้มจีรงิ" 
   "เราทุกคนกไ้มเ่ชือ่ทัง้นัน้ คณุเองไมเ่ชือ่ใน
เทพเจ้าซูส ธอร ์เนปจูน ออกสัตสั ซีซาร์ 
มารส์ วีนัส หรือสุริยเทพ คณุปฏเิสธพระเจา้ 
1,000 องค ์แลว้ท าไมตอ้งใสใ่จถา้คนอืน่จะไม่
ยอมรบัพระเจา้ 1,001 องค"์ (p.301) 
     "You might not believe 
in God." 
     "We all don't. You don't 
believe in Zeus, Thor, 
Neptune, Augustus, Cae-
sar, Mars, Venus or Sun 
God. You reject 1,000 
gods. Why do you care 
about others refusing 
1,001 gods?  
Retained Transliteration 
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59.2 
   Thurman climbed out and disap-
peared through the O Club door. 
The grunts in the front of the 
Humvee craned around, unsure 
what to do next. They were both 
privates first class, probably sta-
tioned permanently in the States. 
Maybe they had a little German 
time under their belts, but nothing 
else of significance. No Korea time. 
No desert time, certaintly. 
History 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   เธอรแ์มนผา่นประตูเขา้ไป ทหารในฮมัวีห่นั
มามองเหมอืนไมแ่น่ใจ พวกเขาเป็นแคส่บิตร ี
อาจประจ าการในประเทศตลอดมา หรอือย่าง
มากกเ็คยไปท างานในเยอรมนัช่วงสัน้ๆ  
รปูลกัษณ์บ่งบอกวา่ไมเ่คยไปสงครามเกาหลี
หรอืตะวนัออกกลางแน่ (p.304) 
     Thurman went through 
the gate. The soldiers in 
the Humvee turned to see 
like they were not sure 
what to do. They were 
just privates first class. 
Maybe they were sta-
tioned in the country 
through their career life or 
shortly stationed in Ger-
manry. The appearance 
showed that they had ne-
verserved in the Korean 
War or stationed in the 
Middle East. 
Retained Literal translation 
59.2 
   Thurman climbed out and disap-
peared through the O Club door. 
The grunts in the front of the 
Humvee craned around, unsure 
what to do next. They were both 
privates first class, probably sta-
tioned permanently in the States. 
Maybe they had a little German 
time under their belts, but nothing 
else of significance. No Korea time. 
No desert time, certaintly. 
History 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   เธอรแ์มนผา่นประตูเขา้ไป ทหารในฮมัวีห่นั
มามองเหมอืนไมแ่น่ใจ พวกเขาเป็นแคส่บิตร ี
อาจประจ าการในประเทศตลอดมา หรอือย่าง
มากกเ็คยไปท างานในเยอรมนัช่วงสัน้ๆ  
รปูลกัษณ์บ่งบอกวา่ไมเ่คยไปสงครามเกาหลี
หรอืตะวนัออกกลางแน่ (p.304) 
     Thurman went through 
the gate. The soldiers in 
the Humvee turned to see 
like they were not sure 
what to do. They were 
just privates first class. 
Maybe they were sta-
tioned in the country 
through their career life or 
shortly stationed in Ger-
manry. The appearance 
showed that they had 
never served in the Ko-
rean War or stationed in 
the Middle East. 
Retained 
Literal translationExplici-
tation (in-text)The transla-
tor added the word 
'สงคราม' (war) to explain 
the allusion. 
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59.2 
   Thurman climbed out and disap-
peared through the O Club door. 
The grunts in the front of the 
Humvee craned around, unsure 
what to do next. They were both 
privates first class, probably sta-
tioned permanently in the States. 
Maybe they had a little German 
time under their belts, but nothing 
else of significance. No Korea time. 
No desert time, certaintly. 
History 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   เธอรแ์มนผา่นประตูเขา้ไป ทหารในฮมัวีห่นั
มามองเหมอืนไมแ่น่ใจ พวกเขาเป็นแคส่บิตร ี
อาจประจ าการในประเทศตลอดมา หรอือย่าง
มากกเ็คยไปท างานในเยอรมนัช่วงสัน้ๆ  
รปูลกัษณ์บ่งบอกวา่ไมเ่คยไปสงครามเกาหลี
หรอืตะวนัออกกลางแน่ (p.304) 
     Thurman went through 
the gate. The soldiers in 
the Humvee turned to see 
like they were not sure 
what to do. They were 
just privates first class. 
Maybe they were sta-
tioned in the country 
through their career life or 
shortly stationed in Ger-
manry. The appearance 
showed that they had 
never served in the Ko-
rean War or stationed in 
the Middle East. 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
61.3 
      '[…], the righteous ascend to 
heaven the unholy are left on 
earth and are visited by various 
colourfu plagues and disasters, 
Christ returns to battle the Anti-
christ in an Armageddon scenario, 
and no one winds up very happy.' Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "[…] คนดจีะไดข้ ึน้สวรรค์ คนทีไ่มศ่รทัธาจะ
ถูกทิง้ไวบ้นโลกใหเ้ผชญิกบัโรคระบาดและ
หายนะสารพดั พระครสิต์จะกลบัมาท า
สงครามครัง้สุดท้ายกบัผูต้่อตา้น ไมม่ใีครได้
จบอย่างมคีวามสขุมากนกั" (p.318) 
     "[…] the rigteous ones 
will ascend to the heaven, 
while those who are not 
believe in God will be left 
on earth to face different 
plagues and disasters. The 
Christ will come back to 
fight his last war with the  
resistance. Nobody will  
get a very happy ending." 
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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61.3 
      '[…], the righteous ascend to 
heavenm the unholy are left on 
earth and are visited by various 
colourfu plagues and disasters, 
Christ returns to battle the Anti-
christ in an Armageddon scenario, 
and no one winds up very happy.' 
    'Is that the same as the Rap-
ture?' 
   'The Rapture is the ascending 
part. The plagues and the fighting 
are seperate. They come after-
wards.' 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "[…] คนดจีะไดข้ ึน้สวรรค์ คนทีไ่มศ่รทัธาจะ
ถูกทิง้ไวบ้นโลกใหเ้ผชญิกบัโรคระบาดและ
หายนะสารพดั พระครสิต์จะกลบัมาท าสงคราม
ครัง้สดุทา้ยกบัผูต้่อตา้น ไมม่ใีครไดจ้บอย่างมี
ความสขุมากนัก"  
   "เหมอืนกบัเรือ่งการรบัคนขึ้นสวรรคห์รอื
เปลา่" 
   "นัน่เป็นสว่นแรกทีว่า่ผูถู้กตอ้งจะไดข้ ึน้
สวรรค์ โรคระบาดกบัสงครามเป็นเหตุการณ์ที่
จะตามมาทหีลงั (p.318) 
     "[…] the rigteous ones 
will ascend to the heaven, 
while those who are not 
believe in God will be left 
on earth to face different 
plagues and disasters. The 
Christ will come back to 
fight his last war with the  
resistance. Nobody will  
get a very happy ending." 
     "Like the rapture?" 
     "That was the first part 
when the righteous one 
will ascend to the heaven. 
Plagues and the war come 
afterwards." 
Retained Literal translation  
61.3 
What whould be the trigger?'  
   […] 
   The minister shrugged at the 
wheel. 'End Times people read the 
bible like other people listen to 
Beatles records backward. 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   "ตวัจุดชนวนคอือะไร" 
   […] 
   นกัเทศน์ยกัไหล่ "พวกสาวกยุคสดุทา้ยอ่าน
คมัภรี์ไบเบลิเหมอืนคนทีฟั่งแผน่เสียงของ
เดอะบีตเทิลลก์ลบัหลงั (p.318) 
     "What would be the 
trigger?"   
     The preacher shrugged, 
"the Last Age people read 
the Bible like people lis-
tening to Beatles recorcds 
backward. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'the Beatles' 
was transliterated, whilte 
the rest of the allusion 
was literally translated. 
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61.3 
What whould be the trigger?'    […]   
The minister shrugged at the 
wheel. 'End Times people read the 
bible like other people listen to 
Beatles records backward. There's 
something about a red calf being 
born in the Holy Land.  Religion 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   "ตวัจุดชนวนคอือะไร"   […]   นกัเทศน์ยกั
ไหล่ "พวกสาวกยุคสดุทา้ยอ่านคมัภรีไ์บเบลิ
เหมอืนคนทีฟั่งแผน่เสยีงของเดอะบตีเทลิล์
กลบัหลงั มเีรือ่งเกีย่วกบัลูกววัสีแดงทีเ่กิดใน
แผน่ดินศกัดิสิ์ทธิ(์p.318) 
     "What would be the 
trigger?"       The preacher 
shrugged, "the Last Age 
people read the Bible like 
people listening to Beatles 
recorcds backward. There  
is also a story about the 
red calf born in the holy 
land. 
Retained Literal translation 
65.2-
3 
   Reacher said, 'Duty is a house of 
cards.' 
   'What the hell does that mean? 
   'I went where they told me. I fol-
lowed orders. I did everything they 
asked,[...] Now it's all about politi-
cal vanity and electioneering. 
That's all. And you guys know that. 
You can try, but you can't bullshit a 
soldier. They blew it, not us. They 
pulled out the big card at the bot-
tom of the house and the whole 
thing fell down.  Intra-text 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   "หน้าทีเ่ป็นสิง่ทีไ่มย่ัง่ยืน ไมม่ ัน่คง" 
   "หมายความว่าไง" 
   "ผมเคยปฏบิตัติามค าสัง่ ไปยงัทีท่ ีพ่วกเขา
สัง่ใหไ้ป ท าทกุอย่างตามทีพ่วกเขาขอใหท้ า 
[…] เดีย๋วนี้มนักลายเป็นการเมอืงและการหา
เสยีงไปหมด แคน่ัน้แหละ พวกทหารรูก้นั
ทัง้นัน้ คณุพยายามหลอกทหารไดแ้ต่ไม่มทีาง
ท าไดส้ าเรจ็ เดก็หนุ่มอย่างแอนเดอรส์นัและโร
เจอรส์เคยอยู่ทีน่ัน่ เหน็เพือ่นทหารลม้ตาย เสยี
แขนขา บาดเจบ็สาหสั เลยคดิแลว้ตัง้ค าถาม
วา่ท าไม ท าไมเราตอ้งท าเรือ่งบา้ๆ แบบนี้" 
(p.337) 
     "The duty is not sta-
ble." 
     "What do you mean?"  
     "I used to follow or-
ders, went where they 
told me to and do what-
ever they asked. […] Now, 
it all becomes political is-
sues and election cam-
paign. That's all. The sol-
dier knows. You can try to 
fool them, but it won't 
work out. Young soldiers 
like Anderson and Rogers 
used to be there, used to 
see their fellow soldiers 
died, lost their limbs or 
were badly wounded. So 
they thought and ques-
tioned why we would 
have to do all these 
craps." 
Abandoned Omission 
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68.1 
Reacher stayed in bed and leafed 
through the bible that the Gideons 
had left in the night stand. Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เขานัง่พลกิคมัภรีไ์บเบลิจากโต๊ะขา้งเตยีง 
(p.353) 
He sat and skimmed 
through the bible left in 
the night stand. Abandoned Omission 
68.3 
   'A list of twenty suspects would-
n't help.'   'Exactly,' Reacher said 
again. 'And the intended victim is-
n't going to stand up and take re-
sponsibility, because the intended 
victim didn't know anything about 
anything in the first place. But sup-
pose we were nudged in the pre-
ferred direction?'   'How?'   'Re-
member Oklahoma City? The Fed-
eral Building? That was a big ex-
plosion, but they knew it was a 
Ryder truck. Within hours. They're 
great at putting tiny fragments to-
gether.' History 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   "แหลง่ทีม่าซึง่น่าสงสยัยีส่บิแหง่คงชว่ยอะไร
ไมไ่ด"้   "แน่นอน" รชีเชอรย์ ้าค าเดมิ "และ
เป้าหมายทีผู่ก้อ่การรา้ยตัง้ใจใหเ้ป็นแพะรบั
บาปกค็งไมล่กุขึน้มารบัผดิชอบ เพราะพวกเขา
ไมรู่เ้ร ือ่งอะไรสกัอย่างตัง้แต่แรก แต่สมมตวิา่
เราถูกผลกัดนัไปในทศิทางทีพ่วกเขาอยากให้
ไปละ่"   "ยงัไง"    "จ าเหตุระเบิดอาคาร
ส านักงานรฐับาลกลางในโอคลาโฮมาได้
ไหม นัน้เป็นการระเบิดทีร่้ายแรงทีสุ่ดครัง้
หนึง่ ไมก่ีช่ ัว่โมงหลงัเกดิเหตุเจา้หน้าที่
ปะตดิปะต่อเศษชิน้สว่นดูกร็ูว้่าระเบิดอยู่ใน
รถทีเ่ช่ามาจากบริษทัไรเดอร ์(p.355) 
     "The twenty suspicious 
sources wouldn't help."     
"Exactly," Reacher said 
again. "And the targets 
that the terorists planned 
to use as the scapegoats  
wouldn't just come out 
and take responsibility be-
cause they didn't know 
anything from the start. 
But suoppose we were 
pushed to the direction 
they intended."     "How?"     
"Remember the explosion 
at the Federal building in 
Oklahoma? That one of 
the massive explosions. 
Within hours after the ex-
plosion, the officers put 
fragments of the story to-
gether and discovered 
that the bomb was in a 
car rented from Ryder 
company.  
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation The proper 
nouns 'Oklahoma' and 
'Ryder' were translit-
erated. The rest of the al-
lusion was literally trans-
lated. 
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Six Years by Harlan Coben (2013) 
Page Source text  
Sources of 
referent 
Forms of 
referent 
Degree 
of simi-
larity 
Thai translation Back translation 
Allusion is 
target text  
Strategies 
p.6 
[...] This was the woman I'd 
lay my life down to protect. 
This was the woman--yes I 
know how corny this sounds--
whom I could do nothing 
without, who would make 
even the mundane something 
poignant.                                 
Gag me with a spoon, right? 
Media & 
entertain 
Key phrase Original 
  […]  น่ีแหละคอืผูห้ญงิทีผ่มจะ
ยอมทุม่เทชวีติเพือ่ปกป้อง น่ีแหละ
คอืผูห้ญงิทีผ่มไม่สามารถมชีวีติ
ตอ่ไปไดห้ากขาดเธอ เออ ผมรูว้า่
มนัฟังดนู ้าเน่ายงัไง แตเ่ธอคอืคนที่
ท าใหเ้ร ือ่งปกตธิรรมดาเป็นเร ือ่ง
เจ็บปวดได ้           ผมมนัน่าขน
ลุกใชไ่หม (p.2) 
 […] This is the woman I 
will devote my life to 
protect. This is the 
woman who I cannot live 
without. Well, I know this 
sounds corny, but she is 
the one who can turns 
ordinary things into 
heartbreaking situations.                           
I'm creepy, aren't I? 
Aban-
doned 
Mistranslation 
 
Gag me with the spoon 
here refers to how un-
pleasant the situation was 
for the narrator, not refer-
ring to the narrator him-
self.  
p.9  
They'd be coming down the 
aisle soon. I wondered 
whether they'd get rice 
thrown at them.  
Religion Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
ไม่นานก็คงจะเดนิมาตรงกลาง
ทางเดนิ ผมไม่รูว้า่ท ัง้สองจะโดน
สาดขา้วใส่หรอืเปลา่ (p.4) 
Soon [they] will walk 
along the aisle. I don't 
know whether they will 
get rice thrown at them 
Aban-
doned 
Mistranslation 
 
Although the allusion was 
literally translated, the ex-
pression might confuse the 
reader in the taget culture 
according to the different 
practices. In Thai culture, 
throwing rice at someone 
is used for chasing off an 
evil spirit inhabited in 
someone. As a result, the 
translaion is considered 
mistranslated. 
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p.11 
Mrs. Dinsmore, a classic bat-
tle-axe, had been the political 
science department recep-
tionist here since, I believe, 
the Hoover administration.  History 
Key 
phrase  
Original 
มสิซสิดนิสม์อรซ์ ึง่เป็นสตรมีาดดุ
สุดคลาสสกิคนนีท้ างานเป็นฝ่าย
ตอ้นรบัของภาควชิารฐัศาสตรม์า
ตัง้แตย่คุทีฮู่เวอร[์ท า]งาน ผมเชือ่
อยา่งน้ัน (p.8) 
Mrs.Dinsmore who is a 
classic aggressive lady 
had worked as a recep-
tionist of the department 
of politic science since 
the Hoover administra-
tion, I believe.  
Aban-
doned  
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
p.11 
Mrs. Dinsmore, a classic bat-
tle-axe, had been the political 
science department recep-
tionist here since, I believe, 
the Hoover administration.  History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
มสิซสิดนิสม์อรซ์ ึง่เป็นสตรมีาดดุ
สดุคลาสสกิคนนีท้ างานเป็นฝ่าย
ตอ้นรบัของภาควชิารฐัศาสตรม์า
ตัง้แตยุ่คทีฮู่เวอร[์ท า]งาน ผม
เชือ่อยา่งน้ัน (p.8) 
Mrs.Dinsmore who is a 
classic aggressive lady 
had worked as a recep-
tionist of the department 
of politic science since 
the time when Hoover 
was in office, I believe.  
Retained Literal translation 
p.12 
      "Good afternoon, sexy," I 
said to her. "Any messages?"                                                                      
"On your desk," Mrs. 
Dinsmore siad. Even her voice 
scowled. "And there's the 
usual line of coeds outside 
your door." 
   "Okay, thanks."                                                           
"Looks like a Rockettes audi-
tion back there." 
Media & 
entertain
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "สวสัดตีอนบ่าย สาวเซก็ซี"่ ผม
บอกเธอ "มขีอ้ความฝากไวไ้หม"         
"อยูบ่นโตะ๊คณุแลว้" มสิซสิดนิส ์
มอรเ์อ่ย กระทัง่เสยีงก็ยงัดุ      
"แลว้ก็มนัีกศกึษาสาวมาตอ่แถวรอ
ทีห่นา้ประตหูอ้งคณุตามเคย"              
"โอเค ขอบคณุ"                                                                         
"ดอูยา่งกบัมาออดชิ ัน่เพือ่เขา้
รว่มรายการรอ็คเกต็ตอยา่งน้ัน
แหละ" (p.8) 
  "Good afternoon, sexy 
girl," I told her. "Is there 
any messages?"     "On 
your desk, " Mrs. 
Dinsmore said. Even her 
voice was strict.         
"And there's a long 
queue of female students 
waiting at your door as 
usual."         "Okay, 
thanks."              "Looks 
like an audition for Ro-
kettes Programme."  
Retained 
Transliteration  
 
Inappropriate explicitation  
Rokettes is a dance com-
pany. However, the trans-
lator explained that the al-
lusion was 'รายการ' (pro-
gramme) which was not 
appropriate in this situa-
tion. 
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p.12 
She wanted to discuss theo-
ries on Locke and Rousseau, 
two political scientists better 
known now by their Lost TV 
show reincarnations than 
their philosophical theories. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เธออยากคยุเร ือ่งทฤษฎขีองล็อก
และรสุโซ สองนักรฐัศาสตรท์ีต่อนนี้
เป็นทีรู่จ้กัเพราะรายการทวีเีร ือ่ง 
ลอสต ์ทีน่ ามาฉายใหม ่มากกวา่
จะรูจ้กัเพราะทฤษฎปีรชัญาของ
พวกเขาเอง (p.9) 
She wanted to talk about 
theories of Locke and 
Rousseau, two politic sci-
entists who is now better 
known because of the se-
ries Lost that was rerun 
on TV than their philo-
sophical theories.  
Aban-
doned 
MistranslationIn the 
source text, the names 
Locke and Rousseau were 
better known as characters 
in the TV show, not as the 
political figures in the his-
tory. However, the  trans-
lation suggested that the 
names became better 
known because of the TV 
show was rerun. This 
might confuse the reader 
in the target cultures that 
the names were just men-
tioned in the TV show, not 
used as the names of the 
characters. As a result, the 
allusion is considered mis-
translated. 
p.17 
Back then it was new and 
shiny and hip and trendy. 
Now it was old and broken-
down and about as hip and 
trendy as Betamax.  
Science & 
tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ตอนน้ันบารย์งัใหม่เอีย่อ่อง เกไ๋ก ๋
ทนัสมยั แตต่อนนีก้ลบัดทู ัง้เกา่ทัง้
ทรดุโทรม สว่นความเกไ๋กท๋นัสมยัก็
มเีทา่กบัเครือ่งเล่นเทปเบตา
แม็กซด์ีๆ  นีเ่อง (p.14) 
Back then, the bar was 
brandnew, chic and mod-
ern. But now it was old 
and run down. It was as 
chic and modern as the 
Betamax player. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The word "player" to ex-
plain what type of object 
the allusion refered to.  
p.17 
His eyes were magnified by gi-
ant Ant-Man glasses that 
looked like the safety goggles 
in the chemistry department. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ตาของเขาโตเพราะแว่นยกัษท์รง
ยอดมนุษยม์ดทีด่เูหมอืนแวน่
ป้องกนัสายตาในภาควชิาเคมไีม่มี
ผดิ (p.14) 
His eyes looked large be-
cause of the Antman su-
perhero glasses, which 
were exactly like the 
safety goggles in the 
chemistry department. 
Retained 
Literal translation 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator explained 
that the allusion refered to 
a superhero. 
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p.17 
Apollo Creed had to be the in-
spiration behind his too big 
mustache and too poufy Afro. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
สว่นหนวดยาวเกนิและผมทรงแอ
โฟรทีฟู่เกนิก็น่าจะไดแ้รงบนัดาใจ
มากจากอพอลโล ครดี 
(p.14)[Footnote: Apollo 
Creed ตวัละครนักมวยแชมป์โลก
จากภาพยนตรเ์ร ือ่งรอ้คกี ้
(Rocky)]  
While his too long mus-
tache and too big Afro 
were likely to be inspired 
by Apollo Creed.[Foot-
note: Apollo Creed, a fic-
tional World boxing 
champion from the 
movie Rocky] 
Retained  
TransliterationExplanation 
(footnote)A footnote is 
added to explain about 
Apollo Creed. 
p.18 
   "You going to call her?"                                           
"Who?" I asked.                                                        
"Condoleezza Rice. Who do 
you think I mean? Natalie." 
Current af-
fairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "จะโทร.หาเธอหรอื"                   
"ใคร" ผมถาม                            
"คอนโดลซีซา ไรซ ์มัง้ คดิวเ่ป็น
ใครเลา่ ก็ตอ้งนาตาลสี"ิ (p.15) 
 
[Footnote: Condoleezza 
Rice (ค.ศ.1954 - ปัจจบุนั) อดตี
รฐัมนตรวีา่การกระทรวงการ
ตา่งประเทศแหง่สหรฐัอเมรกิา ใน
รฐับาลของประธานาธบิดจีอรจ์ 
ดบัเบลิย.ู บุช] 
   "Are you going to call 
her?"                         
"Who?" I asked.           
"Condoleeza Rice. Who 
else can it be? Natalie."  
 
[Footnote: Condoleezza 
Rice (1954 - present] the 
United States Secretary 
of State in the admin-
istration of President 
George W. Bush] 
Retained 
Transliteration  
 
Explanation (footnote) 
A footnote is added to ex-
plain about Condolezza 
Rice. 
p.20 
The newly built "village" was 
beautiful, clean, nicely main-
tained, historically accurate--
all of which gave the place a 
sterile, Disney-Epcot faux 
feel. 
Media & 
entertain 
Key phrase Original 
"หมู่บา้น" ทีเ่พิง่สรา้งใหม่แหง่นี้
สวยงาม สะอาด ไดร้บัการดแูล
รกัษาอยา่งด ีมลีกัษณะตรงตาม
ประวตัศิาสตร ์ทัง้หมดท าใหท้ีน่ี่ดู
อนามยั ใหค้วามรูส้กึคลา้ยสวน
สนุกเอป็คอตในดสินียแ์ลนด ์
(p.18) 
This newly built "village" 
was beautiful, clean, 
well-maintained and his-
torically accurate. All of 
these make the place 
look sterile and give off 
the feeling of Epcot 
Theme Park in Disney-
land. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The allusion was explained 
as an amusement park.  
p.24 
Their grief, like the southern 
heat, had become a living, 
breathing thing. 
Geography 
& nature 
Macro level 
Modi-
fied 
ความโศกเศรา้ของพวกเขาก็
เหมอืนความรอ้นของพืน้ที ่
ตอนใต ้คอืกลายเป็นสิง่มชีวีติที่
หายใจไดไ้ปแลว้ (p.18) 
Their sadness was like 
the heat in the southern 
area which became a liv-
ing, breathing thing. 
Retained Literal translation 
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p.29-
30 
[…] but it would probably be 
more apropos to like it as his 
greatest stregth as a Don 
Juan. Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] แตม่นัจะเหมาะกวา่ถา้ใหจ้ดุที่
แข็งแกรง่ทีส่ดุของเขาในฐานะ 
หนุ่มนกัรกับนัลอืโลกอย่างดอน 
ฮวน (p.30) 
[…] but it will be even 
more appropriate to give 
his greatest strength as 
the world greatest lover 
like Don Juan. 
Retained 
Transliteration Explicita-
tion  (in-text)The major 
trait of the alluded figure 
was added to explain the 
allusion. 
p.30 
[…] but it would probably be 
more apropos to like it as his 
greatest stregth as a Don 
Juan. Single women can fight 
off a lot of pickup routines, 
but a guy who genuinely cares 
about what they say Gigolo 
wannabe, take note. 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…]แตม่นัจะเหมาะกวา่ถา้ใหจ้ดุที่
แข็งแกรง่ทีส่ดุของเขาในฐานะหนุ่ม
นักรกับนัลอืโลกอยา่งดอน ฮวน 
สาวโสดอาจทนตอ่ค าจบีทัว่ไปได ้
แตถ่า้เป็นผูช้ายทีส่นใจสิง่ทีพ่วกเธอ
พูดจรงิๆ ละ่ ดไูวเ้ป็นอยา่งนะพวกที่
อยากจะเกาะผูห้ญงิกนิ (p.30) 
[…] but it will be even 
more appropriate to give 
his greatest strength as 
the world greatest lover 
like Don Juan. Single 
women might immune to 
common flirty words, but 
what if it's a man who is 
really interested in what 
they say. Take it as an ex-
ample those who want 
to prey on women. 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
p.30 
   "Lotharios who have lots of 
wives and kids and one lives 
in, say, Denver, and the other 
lives in Seattle, and he divides 
his time between them and 
they don't know. You see it on 
Dateline all the time.  
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ก็พวกมากรกัทีม่เีมยีและลกู
หลายคนไง ฝ่ายหน่ึงอาจอยูท่ี.่..เอา
เป็นเดนเวอรล์ะกนั สว่นอกีฝ่ายอยู่
ทีซ่แีอตเทลิ  เขาแบ่งเวลาไปอยูก่บั
ทัง้สองฝ่ายโดยทีท่ ัง้สองฝ่ายไม่รูเ้ลย  
นายก็เคยเห็นบ่อยๆ ใน เดตไลน ์
ไม่ใชห่รอื (p.30) 
   "Womanisers who have 
several wives and chil-
dren. One might live in… 
say, Denver. The other 
lives in Seattle. He man-
ages his time between 
them without them 
knowing. You often see it 
in Dateline, don't you? 
Aban-
doned  
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
p.31 
     Benedict sat back. He 
started plucking at his lower 
lip with two fingers. "She left 
you for another man." 
     I waited for him to say 
more. When he didn't, I said, 
"Uh, yeah, Captain Obvious, I 
know." 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
     เบเนดกิตเ์อนหลงั เขาเร ิม่ใช ้
สองนิว้ดงึปากลา่งของตวัเอง 
"หลอ่นทิง้นายไปหาผูช้ายอืน่นะ" 
     ผมรอใหเ้ขาพูดตอ่ พอเขาไม่
พูดผมเลยบอกวา่ "เอ่อ ใช ่กปัตนั
ชดัเจน ฉันรู"้ (p.32)             
     "So what? If it's re-
lated to this story, it will 
be because it supports 
my theory about having 
several wives. He met the 
wrong girl, and his life 
was done for."                       
Retained Literal translation 
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p.33 
I was terrible at Spanish--for-
eign languages are my aca-
demic Achilles' heel--[…] Literature Key phrase Original 
ภาษาสเปนของผมย ่าแยม่าก 
ภาษาตา่งประเทศเป็นจดุออ่น
ทางการเรยีนของผมอยูแ่ลว้ […] 
(p.34) 
My Spanish was terrible. 
Foreign languages are my 
educational weak points 
[…] 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
p.33 
If a person wanted to stay in 
the shadows, they could. It 
took effort, but you really 
could remain off the grid.  
Geography 
& nature 
Key phrase 
Modi-
fied 
ถา้ใครเกดิอยากอยูใ่นเงามดืก็ยอ่ม
ท าได ้อาจตอ้งใชค้วามพยายาม
หน่อย แตค่ณุสามารถอยูแ่บบไร ้
ตวัตนไดจ้รงิๆ (p.35) 
If someone want to be in 
the shadows, he could. It 
might take effort, but 
you can really stay invisi-
ble. 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
p.35 
I wanted them not only think 
outside the box, but to get to 
the outside by smashing the 
box into little pieces. 
common 
saying 
Key phrase 
Modi-
fied 
ผมอยากใหท้กุคนไม่เพยีงคดิ
นอกกรอบ แต่อยากใหอ้อกจาก
กรอบโดยบดขยีก้รอบนัน้ให้
แตกละเอยีดเป็นชิน้เล็กชิน้
น้อย (p.36) 
I wanted them not only 
to think outside the 
frame, but I wanted 
them to get out of the 
frame by breaking that 
frame into little pieces. 
Retained Literal translation 
p.42 
One guy named Lars was writ-
ing a six-hundred-page poem 
on Hitler's last days in the 
bunker, written from the 
viewpoint of Eva Braun's dog. History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ผูช้ายคนหน่ึงทีช่ ือ่ลารส์ไดเ้ขยีนบท
กวยีาวหกรอ้ยหนา้เกีย่วกบัวนั
สดุทา้ยในบงัเกอรข์องฮติเลอร ์โดย
เขยีนจากมุมมองของสุนขัของเอ
วา เบราน ์ผูเ้ป็นภรรยา (p.45) 
A man named Lars had 
written a poem for six 
hundred pages about Hit-
ler's last day in the bun-
ker from the view point 
of the dog of Eva Braun 
who was his wife. 
Retained  
Transliteration  
 
Explicitation   
The translator added the 
relationship of the allusion 
with Hitler, who was men-
tioned earlier in the text. 
p.42 
Natalie's artist retreat was dif-
ferent. It was called the Crea-
tive Recharge Colony and had 
a decidely more crunchy-
granola, hemp, hippie-esque, 
"Kumbaya" commune feel to 
it. 
entertain-
ment 
proper 
noun  
original 
แตท่ีพ่กัตากอากาศของนาตาลจีะ
เป็นอกีแบบ ทีน่ั่นมชี ือ่วา่ครเีอทฟี ร ี
ชารจ์โคโลนี ซึง่จะมบีรรยากาศเป็น
ชมุชน "เพือ่ชวีติ" รกัสุขภาพ 
สิง่แวดลอ้ม เฮฮา คลา้ยคลงึพวก
ฮปิป้ีมากกวา่อยา่งเห็นไดช้ดั 
(p.46) 
But Natalie's retreat was 
another thing. The place 
was called Creative Re-
charge Colony whose at-
mosphere was obviously 
more "for life", healthy 
environamental friendly 
and fun community  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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p.43 
They gathered around a fire at 
night and sang songs of peace 
and harmony that would 
make Joan Baez gag. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เขาจะน่ังลอ้มวงรอบกองไฟกนัตอน
กลางคนืแลว้รอ้งเพลงทีเ่กีย่วขอ้ง
กบัสนัตภิาพและความสามคัคทีีท่ า
ให ้โจแอน ไบแอช ตอ้งส าลกั  
(p.46)        [Footnote:Joan 
Baez (ค.ศ. 1941 - ปัจจบุนั) 
นักรอ้งเพลงโฟลค์ นักแตง่เพลง แล
นักเคลือ่นไหวชาวอเมรกินัทีใ่ชบ้ท
เพลงเพือ่สง่เสรมิสนัตภิาพและ
ความเขา้ใจ] 
They would sit together 
around a fire at night 
singing songs about 
peace and harmony what 
would choke Joan Baez 
[Footnote: Joan Baez ( 
1941 - present) folksong 
singer, song writer and 
American activist who 
uses songs to promote 
peace and understand-
ing] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplanation 
(footnote)A footnote was 
added to explain about 
Joan Baez. 
p.55 
I realize that I sound like a 
grumpy old man, complaining 
that whenever I see a table of 
college "friends" sitting to-
gether they are inevitably tex-
ting with unseen others, 
searching, always searching, I 
guess, for something that 
might be better, a perpetual 
life hunt for digital greener 
grass, [...] 
Common 
saying 
Key phrase 
Modi-
fied 
ผมรูว้า่ตวัเองพูดจาเหมอืนตาแกข่ี ้
หงุดหงดิ ชอบบ่นทกุคร ัง้ทีเ่ห็น 
"เพือ่นฝูง" ในมหาวทิยาลยัทีน่ั่งอยู่
ดว้ยกนัแตก่ลบัสง่ขอ้ความหาคนที่
มองไม่เห็นทกุคร ัง้เพือ่หาและหาสิง่
ทีค่งจะดกีวา่ละมัง้ ผมเดาอยา่งน้ัน 
เหมอืนเป็นการลา่ช ัว่ชวีติเพือ่หา
สนามทีเ่ขยีวกว่าในโลกดจิติลั 
[...] (p.60) 
I know that I sound like a 
grumpy old man who 
complains every time I 
see my "friends" from 
university sitting to-
gether but texting some 
invisible persons, well, to 
find and find something 
better, I guess. It is like a 
life-long hunting for a 
greener lawn in the digi-
tal world [...]  
Retained Literal translation 
403 
 
p.55 
I realize that I sound like a 
grumpy old man, complaining 
that whenever I see a table of 
college "friends" sitting to-
gether they are inevitably tex-
ting with unseen others, 
searching, always searching, I 
guess, for something that 
might be better, a perpetual 
life hunt for digital greener 
grass, an attempt to smell 
roses that are elsewhere at 
the expense of the ones in 
front of you, [...] 
common 
saying 
key phrase  
modi-
fied 
ผมรูว้า่ตวัเองพูดจาเหมอืนตาแกข่ี ้
หงุดหงดิ ชอบบ่นทกุคร ัง้ทีเ่ห็น 
"เพือ่นฝูง" ในมหาวทิยาลยัทีน่ั่งอยู่
ดว้ยกนัแตก่ลบัสง่ขอ้ความหาคนที่
มองไม่เห็นทกุคร ัง้เพือ่หาและหาสิง่
ทีค่งจะดกีวา่ละมัง้ ผมเดาอยา่งน้ัน 
เหมอืนเป็นการลา่ช ัว่ชวีติเพือ่หา
สนามทีเ่ขยีวกวา่ในโลกดจิติลั หรอื
พยายามจะดมดอกกหุลาบทีอ่ืน่
โดยไม่สนใจคนทีอ่ยู่ตรงหน้า
คุณ [...] (p.60-61) 
I know that I sound like a 
grumpy old man who 
complains every time I 
see my "friends" from 
university sitting to-
gether but texting some 
invisible persons, well, to 
find and find something 
better, I guess. It is like a 
life-long hunting for a 
greener lawn in the digi-
tal world, or trying to 
smell a rose elsewhere 
while ignoring the per-
son in front of you [...] 
Partially 
retained 
Literal translation + mis-
translation Most of the al-
lusion are literally trans-
lated. However, the trans-
lator missed the meaning 
of "the ones" in the last 
part. In the source text, 
"the ones" refer to "the 
roses" but the translator 
translates it as "the per-
sons".  
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p.59  
"Eban Trainor," I said.                                              
"What about him?"                                                 
"He still hate my guts?"                                         
"I would assume so. Why?"                                   
"I need to ask him about my 
buddy Todd Sanderson. Do 
you think you can smooth it 
out?"                                                                         
"Smooth  it out? Sure. Why do 
you think they call me the 
Sandman?"                                        
"Because you put your stu-
dents to sleep?" Literature Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
"อบีาน เทรเนอร ์น่ะ" ผมบอก        
"เขาท าไม"                               
"เขายงัเกลยีดฉันอยูห่รอืเปลา่"     
"คดิวา่อยา่งน้ันวะ่ มอีะไร"           
"ฉันอยากถามเขาเร ือ่งทอดด ์แซน
เดอรส์นั คูห่ขูองฉัน นายคดิวา่
พอจะจดัการใหม้นัราบรืน่ทไีดไ้หม"                                         
"จดัการใหร้าบรืน่ไดไ้หมน่ะหรอื ได ้
ส ินายคดิวา่ท าไมคนอืน่ถงึเรยีก
ฉันวา่มนุษยท์ราย ละ่"        
"เพราะนายชอบท าใหน้กัเรยีน
หลบัหรอืเปล่า"  (p.64) 
 
[footnote: ในต านานเลา่ขานทาง
ตอนเหนือของยโุรป Sandman 
เป็นผูน้ าฝันดมีาใหโ้ดยการโปรย
ทรายทีเ่ปลอืกตาของเด็กๆ ขณะ
นอนหลบัตอนกลางคนื] 
   "It's Eban Trainor," I 
said.                                    
"Him what?"                  
"Does he still hate me?"                                  
"I think so. What's the 
matter?"                     "I 
want to ask him about 
my partner Todd. Do you 
think you can arrange 
it?"               "Arrange it? 
Of course. Why do you 
think they call me Sand 
man?"                               
"Because you make your 
students fall asleep?"  
[footnote: In the folktale 
of the northern part of 
Europe, Sandman brings 
good dream to children 
by sprinking sand on 
their eyelids when they 
are sleeping at night.] 
Retained  
Literal translation 
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
A footnote is added to ex-
plain about Sandman. 
p.59  
   There, on my screen, were 
four words. That was all, just 
four words, but those four 
words sliced through my chest 
like a reaper's scythe, […] 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
บนหนา้จอของผมมคี าอยูส่ีค่ า มแีค่
น้ัน แคค่ าสีค่ า แตค่ าสีค่ าก็เฉือนผ่า
อกผมราวกบัเคยีวดา้มยาวของ
ชาวไร ่[…] (p.65) 
On my screen, there are 
four words, just those 
four words. But those 
four words cut through 
my chest like the scythe 
of a farmer. 
Aban-
doned 
Mistranslation The transla-
tor missed the presence of 
the allusion and translates 
it literally as a non-allusive 
statement. 
p.62 
   When class started, I stood 
in the front of the room and 
shouted "Good morning, eve-
ryone!" like a born-again 
cheerleader on too much Red 
Bull. 
Science & 
tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   พอเริม่คลาส ผมก็ไปยนืหนา้หอ้ง
แลว้ตะโกนวา่ "อรณุสวสัดิท์กุคน!" 
เหมอืนเชยีรล์ดีเดอรเ์กดิใหม่ทีด่ืม่
เรดบูลลม์ากเกนิไป (p.68) 
   When the class started, 
I stood in the front of the 
room and shouted. 
"Good morning, every-
one!" like a reborn cheer-
leader with too much 
Red Bull. 
Retained Transliteration 
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p.79 
"You were sleeping!" I said.                                                     
[...]                                                                      
"You can't fault me. That Lars 
guy is like human Ambien. He 
opens his mouth, I'm out." 
Science & 
tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"คณุหลบัอยูห่รอื!" ผมรอ้ง            
[…]                                         
"คณุโทษฉันไม่ไดห้รอก คนชือ่ลาร ์
สน่ันยงักบัยานอนหลบัในคราบ
มนุษย ์พอเขาอา้ปากปุ๊ บฉันก็จะง่วง
ปับ๊"(p.91) 
"You are sleeping?" I 
cried.                                  
[…]                                 
"You can't blame me. 
That Lars person is like a 
human sleeping pill. 
When he opens his 
mouth, I fall asleep. 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
p.82 
   An hour passed. Maybe two. 
Windy and I chatted. During 
the night like these, there is 
always a time when you know 
if you are going to, ahem, 
close the sale (or, to stay 
within the library metaphor, 
of you are going to get your li-
brary card punched) or not. 
Science & 
tech 
Key phrase 
Modi-
fied 
   เวลาหน่ึงช ัว่โมงผ่านไป หรอื
อาจจะสองช ัว่โมง ผมกบัวนิดีค้ยุกนั 
ในค ่าคนืเชน่นี ้มนัจะมเีวลาทีค่ณุรู ้
วา่คณุจะ อะแฮ่ม ปิดการขายได ้
ไหม (หรอืถา้จะใหเ้ขา้กบั
บรรยากาศ ก็ตอ้งบอกวา่คณุจะ
ตอกบตัรยมืหนงัสอืไดห้รอืไม่) 
(p.94) 
   An hour passed, or 
maybe two. I and Windy 
talked. In the night like 
this, there will be a mo-
ment when you know if 
you will be able to, 
ahem, close the sale (or 
to blend in with the at-
mosphere, it should be 
whether you are going to 
get your library card 
stamped.) 
Retained Literal translation 
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p.85 
"Who the hell are you?" I 
asked.                         "That's 
not really relevant, Jake."                         
"Like hell it isn't. Who are 
you?"                                The 
man sighed, let down, it 
seemed, by my seemingly irra-
tional insistence on knowing 
his identity. "Let's just say I'm 
a friend."                  "You were 
in the café. In Vermont."                   
"Guilty."                                                                    
"And you follwed me back 
here. You were in that van."                                                                  
"Guilty again. [...]" 
Current af-
fairs 
Key phrase Original 
"นายเป็นใคร" ผมถาม                 
"เร ือ่งน้ันมนัไม่เกีย่วอะไรหรอก 
เจค"                                         
"ไม่เกีย่วบา้อะไร นายเป็นใคร"         
เขาถอนใจดทูา่ทางจะยอมแพใ้หแ้ก่
ค ายนืกรานทีด่จูะไรเ้หตผุลในการ
ขอทราบตวัตนของเขา "เอาเป็นวา่
ฉันคอืเพือ่นคนหน่ึงละกนั"   "นาย
อยูท่ีค่าเฟ่น้ัน ในเวอมอนต"์   "ผดิ
แลว้"                "แลว้นายก็ตาม
ฉันกลบัมาทีน่ี่ นายอยูใ่นรถแวนคนั
น้ัน"                "กผ็ดิอกี [...]" 
(p.98) 
"Who are you?" I aksed.                
"That isn't concerned 
you, Jake."                                         
"Like hell it isn't. Who are 
you?"                                        
He sighed. It looked like 
he gave in to my seem-
ingly unreasonable insist-
ence on asking for his 
identity.                                    
"Let's say I am a friend."         
"You were in that cafe in 
Vermont."                              
"Wrong."                                    
"And you followed me 
back here. You were in 
that van."                                    
"Wrong again [...]                                
Aban-
doned 
Mistranslation The transla-
tor missed the presence of 
allusions in the text and 
translates them literally as 
non-allusive words. 
p.112 
   Shanta was sitting at the 
corner table when I arrived. 
She had a drink in front of her. 
The drink was bright pink and 
has a pineapple on top. I 
pointed at it.                                                 
"All you’re missing is a little 
umbrella," I said. 
Food Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
   แชนตาน่ังอยูท่ีโ่ตะ๊ตรงมุมรา้น
ตอนทีผ่มไปถงึ เธอมเีครือ่งดืม่แกว้
หน่ึงวางอยูต่รงหนา้ เคร ือ่งดืม่แกว้นี้
สชีมพูสดและมสีบัปะรดวางอยู่
ดา้นบน ผมชีแ้กว้เธอ  
     "สิง่เดยีวทีคุ่ณขาดไปคอืรม่
คนัน้อย" ผมพูด (p.134) 
   Shanta was sitting at a 
table at the corner of the 
shop when I arrived. She 
had a drink in front of 
her. The drink is bright 
pink with a pineapple 
placed on top. I pointed 
at her drink.                                        
"The only thing missing 
is a little umbrella," I 
said. 
Retained Literal translation 
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p.112 
   Shanta was sitting at the 
corner table when I arrived. 
She had a drink in front of her. 
The drink was bright pink and 
has a pineapple on top. I 
pointed at it.                                                 
"All you’re missing is a little 
umbrella," I said.   "What, you 
figured me as more a scotch-
and-soda girl?"                                                                
"Minus the soda."                                                 
"Sorry. With me, the fruitier 
the drink, the better." Food Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
   แชนตาน่ังอยูท่ีโ่ตะ๊ตรงมุมรา้น
ตอนทีผ่มไปถงึ เธอมเีครือ่งดืม่แกว้
หน่ึงวางอยูต่รงหนา้ เคร ือ่งดืม่แกว้นี้
สชีมพูสดและมสีบัปะรดวางอยู่
ดา้นบน ผมชีแ้กว้เธอ                                             
"สิง่เดยีวทีค่ณุขาดไปคอืรม่คนั
นอ้ย" ผมพูด                              
"อะไร คณุคดิวา่ฉันเป็นผูห้ญงิที่
น่าจะดืม่สกอ็ตชใ์ส่โชดา
มากกวา่หรอืไง"                       
"ไม่ใส่โซดาต่างหาก"                  
"ขอโทษท ีส าหรบัฉัน ยิง่เคร ือ่งดืม่
มผีลไมม้ากเทา่ไหรก็่ยิง่ดเีทา่น้ัน" 
(p.134) 
   Shanta was sitting at a 
table at the corner of the 
shop when I arrived. She 
had a drink in front of 
her. The drink is bright 
pink with a pineapple 
placed on top. I pointed 
at her drink.                                        
"The only thing missing is 
a little umbrella," I said.        
"What? You thought I am 
more of a girl who drinks 
scotch and soda?"                    
"More like without soda.'   
"Sorry. For me, the fruit-
ier the drink, the better."   
Retained Literal translation 
p.114 
"Because here's where it gets 
really interesting. Here's 
where Daddy is just like his lit-
tle girl."          I said nothing.                                                           
"There is no report her ever 
died."                                                 
I swallowed. "So, where is 
he?"                            "Like fa-
ther, like daughter, Jake."  
Common 
saying 
Key phrase 
Modi-
fied  
"เพราะน่ันคอืจดุทีท่ าใหเ้ร ือ่ง
น่าสนใจขึน้มาน่ะส ิตรงนีแ้หละทีค่น
เป็นพ่อเหมอืนลกูสาวตวันอ้ยทกุ
อยา่ง"                            ผมไม่
พูดอะไร                           "ไม่มี
รายงานการเสยีชวีติของคนคนนี้
เลย                                    ผม
กลนืน ้าลาย "ถา้งัน้เขาอยูไ่หน" 
"ลูกไมห้ลน่ไมไ่กลตน้นะเจค" 
(p.137) 
"Because it's where this 
gets interesting. Here is 
where the father is ex-
actly the same as the 
daughter."                                  
I said nothing.                            
"There is no report on 
this person's death."                        
I swallowed. "So, where 
is he?"                                           
"Fruits never fall far 
from the tree, Jake."                             
Retained 
TC equivalent 
 
The translator substituted 
the allusion with an ex-
pression from the target 
culture used in similar situ-
ation.  
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p.120 
There were only two spot-
lights, both casting long, men-
acing shadows. No people 
were present. The small town 
center was perfectly still, too 
still, like that scene in a zom-
bie movie film before the 
hero gets surrounded by the 
flesh-eaters. 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
ไฟถนนตอนนีม้แีคส่องดวง ทัง้สอง
ดวงสอ่งใหเ้กดิเงาด าทอดยาวน่า
กลวั เหมอืนฉากในหนงัซอมบี ้
กอ่นทีพ่ระเอกจะถูกลอ้มรอบ
โดยผดีบิกนิเนือ้ (p.143) 
There is only two street-
lights now. Both cast long 
spooky shadows like the 
scene in a zombie movie 
before the main actor 
was surrounded by flesh-
eating zombie. 
Retained  Literal translation 
p.120 
We have all read about how 
certain animals and sea crea-
tures can sense danger. […] 
That sort of survival stuff stays 
with us. […]                                  
Right now, to use vernacular 
from my comic-book youth, 
my Spidey sense were tin-
gling.  
Media & 
entertain 
Key phrase Original 
เราเคยอ่านเร ือ่งทีว่า่มสีตัวห์รอื
สิง่มชีวีติในทะเลบางอยา่งทีส่ามารถ
สมัผสัถงึอนัตรายลว่งหนา้ได ้[…] 
และทกัษะการเอาชวีติรอดนีก็้ยงัมี
อยูใ่นตวัเรา […]                                             
แตต่อนนี ้ถา้จะใชภ้าษาเฉพาะกลุม่
ทีม่ใีนหนังสอืการต์นูตอนเด็กของ
ผมละก็ ประสาทสมัผสัแบบไอ้
แมงมมุของผมเริม่คนัยุบยบิ
แลว้ (p.143) 
We have read that some 
animals or creatures in 
the sea can sense danger 
before it really happens 
[…] And the survival skills 
is still with us […] But 
now,    to use specific 
terms in the comic books 
from my childhood, my 
Spiderman sense is itch-
ing.  
Retained Literal translation 
p.122 
Small light were on in a few of 
the windows, giving the 
houses a spooky, jack-o'-lan-
tern glow. Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
หนา้ตา่งบางบานมแีสงไฟดวงเล็ก
ดวงนอ้ยเปิดอยู ่ท าใหบ้า้นสวา่ง
เรอืงแบบตะเกยีงฟักทองดนู่าขน
ลกุ (p.144) 
There were small lights 
from some windows 
making the house glow 
like a spooky pumpkin 
lamp. 
Retained  
SC equivalent 
 
The translator substituted 
the allusion with another 
term from the source cul-
ture.  
p.128 
I ran into those woods hard 
and fast, and eventually I ran 
face-first into a tree. It was 
like when Wile E. Coyote runs 
into a rake--a dull thud fol-
lowed by vibrations. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ผมวิง่เขา้ป่าเต็มแรงและรวดเรว็ 
สดุทา้ยก็วิง่เอาหนา้ไปชนกบัตน้ไม ้
เหตกุารณเ์หมอืนเวลาหมาป่าไวล ์
อ.ี โคโยต ีวิง่ไปชนตน้ไมไ้ม่มผีดิ มี
เสยีงดงัตุบ้กอ่น ตามดว้ยอาการสัน่ 
(p.154) 
I ran into the woods at 
full speed and, in the 
end, hit face first into the 
tree. The situation was 
exactly like when the 
wolf Wile E. Coyote runs 
into a tree. It starts with 
the thud and follows by 
vibrations. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The word 'หมาป่า' (wolf) 
was added to explain what 
the name refered to.  
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p.147 
   Mulholland was a burly man 
with a thick mustache that 
brought on visions of Mag-
num PI. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
มลัฮอลแลนดเ์ป็นชายรปูรา่งก าย า
ล ่าสนั ไวห้นวดดกหนาแบบทีท่ าให ้
นึกถงึตวัละครเดน่ในซรียีเ์ร ือ่ง 
แม็กนมั พ.ีไอ. (p.178) 
Mulholland was a big, 
strong man with a thick 
mustache that would re-
mind you of the main 
character from the Series 
Magnum P.I.  
Retained 
TransliterationExplicitation 
(in-text)The translator ex-
plicited that Magnum PI is 
a series and the main char-
acter is the person the nar-
ration reminds of. 
p.149 
   "[…] His nickname was 
Home Depot because he liked 
using tools on his victims […]" 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"[…] ชือ่เลน่ของเขาคอืโฮมดโีปต ์
เพราะเขาชอบใชเ้ครือ่งมอืชา่งกบั
เหยือ่ […] (.180) 
"[…] His nickname is 
Home Depot because he 
likes using tools on his 
victims […]" 
Retained Transliteration 
p.153 
Benedict kept his eyes on  the 
road,[…]. His face remained 
set, his hands always at ten 
and two. Science & 
tech 
Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
ตาของเบเนดกิตม์องถนนตลอด 
[…] หนา้เขาน่ิงสนิท สองมอืจบั
พวงมาลยัทีต่ าแหน่งสบิ
นาฬกิาและสองนาฬกิาตลอด 
(p.180) 
Benedict's eyes were al-
ways on the road […]. His 
face was indifferent. His 
two hands were always 
on the wheel at ten 
o'clock and two o'clock. 
Retained 
Literal translation 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator explicited 
that "ten" and "two" in the 
source text was the hours 
by adding "o'clock".  
p.156 
A house fire in Staten Island 
had been deemed suspicious. 
A hedge fund manager from 
Solem Hamiltion had been in-
dicted in some kind of Ponzi 
scheme. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ขา่วไฟไหมบ้า้นหลงัหน่ึงทีส่ตาเท็น
ไอสแ์ลนดเ์กดิมขีอ้กงัขาขึน้มา 
ขา่วผูจ้ดัการกองทนุเฮดจฟั์นด ์
บรษิทัโซเล็มฮามลิตนัถกูตัง้ขอ้หา
ฉ้อโกงแชร ์(p.190)  
There was a doubt about 
the news about the fire 
at a house in Staten Is-
land. There was a news 
that the hedge fund man-
ager of Solem Hamilton 
was accused of fraud. 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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p.163 
I sat a little straighter and 
kept closer eye on the 
mouners I expected that the 
line would look like a casting 
call for Sopranos extras. There 
were some of those, no ques-
tion about it, but the crowd 
was pretty varied bunch. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ผมน่ังตวัตรงขึน้เล็กนอ้ยและเฝ้า
มองผูม้ารว่มงาน ผมคาดหวงัวา่
แถวทีต่อ่จะดเูหมอืนการเรยีกตวั
ประกอบซรียีเ์ร ือ่ง โซปราโน มา
คดัตวั ซึง่ก็มคีนแบบน้ันอยูบ่า้ง 
เร ือ่งนีแ้น่นอนอยูแ่ลว้ แตค่นทีม่าก็
มคีวามหลากหลายพอสมควร 
(p.199) 
I sat a bit striaghter and 
observed those who at-
tended the ceremony. I 
expected to see the line 
like the one of casting 
call for the series Sopra-
nos extras. There were 
some looking like that, of 
course, but there were 
different kinds of people 
attending.  
Retained  
Transliteration  
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
word 'ซีร่ยี'์ (the series) to 
explicit that Soprano ref-
ered to a TV series. 
p.163 
The man didn't wait at the 
end of the line--the line 
parted for him like the Red 
Sea for Moses.  Religion Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
ชายคนนีไ้ม่ตอ้งไปตอ่ทา้ยแถว 
เพราะแถวไดแ้หวกใหเ้ขาเอง
เหมอืนทะเลแดงทีแ่หวกทางให้
โมเสส (p.199) 
This man did not have to 
wait at the end of the 
line because the line 
splited for him like the 
Sea Sea parted for Mo-
ses. 
Retained 
Literal translation Explicita-
tion (in-text)The translator 
added the key action of 
the alluded event-parted-
in the translation.   
p.165 
I don't know how far to stay 
behind the Escalade. Would 
he spot me following him? […] 
I stayed two cars behind him. 
Crafty. I felt like Starsky and 
Hutch. One of them anyway. Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ผมไม่รูว้า่ตอ้งตามหลงัรถเอสคาเลด
ไปนานแคไ่หน เขาจะเห็นไหมวา่ผม
ตามเขาอยู ่[…] ผมเวน้ระยะหา่ง
จากเขาสองคนัรถ ช า่ชองน่าด ูผม
รูส้กึเหมอืนตวัเองเป็นต ารวจสุด
แสบแบบสตารส์กีก้บัฮทัชใ์นซี
รยีไ์ม่ผดิ แตแ่คค่นใดคนหน่ึงนะ 
(p…) 
I don't know how long I 
have to trail the Esca-
lade. Would he see me 
following him? […] I was 
two cars behind him. 
How skillful. I felt like I 
was like Starsky and 
Hutch, the smart police-
men, like in the series. 
But only one of them an-
yway.  
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
information that the allu-
sion referred to a TV se-
ries. 
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p.183 
So she staged that fake wed-
ding. In many ways it was per-
fect. It would convince me, 
and at the same time, it 
would convince her sister and 
close friends. Several birds, 
one stone. 
common 
saying 
Key phrase 
Modi-
fied 
เธอเลยเลอืกทีจ่ะปลอมงานแตง่งาน
แทน ซึง่มนัก็ออกมาเพอเฟ็กตด์ใีน
หลายทาง ทัง้ท าใหฉั้นเชือ่ได ้
ขณะเดยีวกนัก็ท าใหน้อ้งสาวและ
เพือ่นสนิทของเธอเชือ่ไดด้ว้ย ยงิ
ปืนนดัเดยีวไดน้กหลายตวั 
(p.222) 
So she chose to fake the 
wedding which turned 
out perfect in many 
ways. It would convince 
me. At the same time, 
she would make her sis-
ter and close friends be-
lieve as well. Killing sev-
eral birds with one shot.  
Retained 
TC equivalent 
 
The common saying that is 
equivalent to Killing two 
birds with one stone is Kill-
ing two birds with one 
shot. The translator modi-
fies the expression paral-
leling with the modifica-
tion in ST. 
p.186 
   We were pretty deep into 
our Jack-Ketel friendship 
when I asked one simple 
question. […] 
Food 
Proper 
nooun 
Original 
ขณะทีเ่ราก าลงัดืม่ด ่ากบัมติรภาพ
ระหว่างเรากบัแจก็และเคเทล 
ผมก็เอ่ยถามค าถามง่ายๆ ขอ้หน่ึง 
[…] (p.225) 
While we were deep into 
the friendship between 
us and Jack and Ketel, I 
asked a simple question 
[…] Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Jack' and 'Ketel' 
were transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was lit-
erally translated. 
p.191 
Once he left our hallowed 
halls, Professor Hume didn't 
enjoy returning. He didn't buy 
into nostalgia or living off 
past laurels. […] The past was 
just that to him. The past. 
Common 
saying 
Key phrase 
Modi-
fied 
เมือ่เขาออกจากหอ้งเรยีนอนั
ศกัดิส์ทิธิข์องเราไป อาจารยฮู์มก็
ไม่รูส้กึยนิดทีีต่อ้งกลบัมาอกี เขาไม่
เช ือ่เร ือ่งการโหยหาความหลงัหรอื
การใชช้วีติอยู่ไดด้ว้ยลาภยศ
ชือ่เสยีงในอดตี […] ส าหรบัเขา 
อดตีก็มคีา่เพยีงแคน้ั่น แคอ่ดตี (p. 
231) 
When he left our sacred 
hall, Professor Hume did 
not enjoy returning. He 
did not believe in the 
longing for the past or 
living with the glory in 
the past […]For him, the 
past is just that. Just the 
past. 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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p.194 
   "So what's your deal?" I 
asked. "You ain't a cop. I know 
that. So are you, like, I don't 
know, a superhero or some-
thing?"                                        
"Superhero?"                                                             
"I mean, you hang out and 
rescue people and stuff. And 
then you ask about his MM 
contact?" He face sudddenly 
darkened. "Man, I hope you 
got a whole Avengers group 
behind you or something if 
you're gonna take him on." 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"ตกลงคณุมเีร ือ่งอะไรหรอื" เขา
ถาม "คณุไม่ใชต่ ารวจ เร ือ่งน้ันผมรู ้
แลว้ ถา้งัน้คณุก็คงเป็น แบบวา่ ไม่รู ้
ส ิยอดมนุษยอ์ะไรแบบน้ันรเึปลา่"                                        
"ยอดมนุษยห์รอื"                        
"คอืแบบ คณุคอยตระเวนชว่ยเหลอื
คนอะไรแบบน้ันหรอืเปลา่ แลว้คณุ
ก็มาถามเร ือ่งพรรคพวกของ
ดบัเบลิเอ็มดว้ย" สหีนา้ของเขา
ขรมึลงทนัท ี"ใหต้ายส ิหวงัวา่คณุ
จะมอีเวนเจอรท์ ัง้ทมีคอยหนุนหลงั
อยูน่ะถา้จะเลน่งานมนั" (p.235) 
"So what's the matter?" 
he asked. "You aren't the 
cop. I know that. In that 
case, might you be, well, 
I don't know, a superhero 
or something?"                        
"Superhero?"                           
"Like, you roam around 
helping people ot some-
thing? And you also 
come to ask about MM 
gang." His face darkened 
suddenly.  "Gosh, I hope 
you have the whole 
Avenger team to back 
you up if you're going to 
tackle him." 
Retained Transliteration 
p.199 
Archer Minor was portrayed 
as something of a heroic 
enigma. He'd been raised to 
be the baddest of bad guys . 
His older brother has been ex-
ecuted "gangland style" as the 
paper called it, while Archer 
was still in college. Archer was 
then supposed to take over 
the family business. It almost 
reminded me of the Godfa-
ther movie, except this partic-
ular good son never caved. 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-level 
Modi-
fied 
อารเ์ชอร ์ไมเนอร ์เป็นเหมอืน
วรีบุรษุผูเ้รน้ลบั เขาไดร้บัการเลีย้ง
ดเูพือ่ใหเ้ป็นคนทีเ่ลวทีส่ดุในบรรดา
คนเลว พีช่ายของเขาถกูฆ่า "ตาม
วถิอีาชญากร" อนัเป็นค าที่
หนังสอืพมิพใ์ช ้ขณะทีอ่ารเ์ชอรย์งั
เรยีนอยูใ่นมหาวทิยาลยั อารเ์ชอร ์
จงึควรรบัชว่งตอ่กจิการของ
ครอบครวั เร ือ่งนีแ้ทบจะท าให้
ผมนึกถงึภาพยนตรเ์ร ือ่ง เดอะ
กอ๊ดฟาเธอร ์อยู่แลว้ ตดิทีว่่า
ลกชายทีเ่ป็นคนดคีนนีไ้ม่เคย
เอาดว้ย (p.240) 
Archer Minor was like a 
mysterious hero. He had 
been brought of to be 
the worst guy among the 
bad guys. His elder 
brother had been killed 
"the crimical way", which 
was the term used by the 
newspaper while Archer 
was still in university. 
Archer should take over 
his family business. The 
story almost reminded 
me of the film Godfa-
ther, except for this good 
son has never acccepted.   
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 'the 
Godfather' was translit-
erated. The rest of the allu-
sion was literally trans-
lated. Explicitation (in-
text)The translator added 
the word 'ภาพยนตร'์ (film) 
to explain about the allu-
sion 
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p.208 
   "[…] Archer Minor wanted 
to be the apple that fell and 
rolled away. He wanted to be 
good […]" 
Common 
saying  
Key phrase  
Modi-
fied 
    "[…]อารเ์ชอร ์ไมเนอร ์อยาก
เป็นแอปเป้ิลทีห่ลน่ลงมา แลว้
กลิง้ไปไกล เขาอยากเป็นคนด ี
[…]" (p.254) 
     "[…] Archer Minor 
wanted to be an apple 
that fell and rolled away. 
He wanted to be good. 
[…]" 
Retained Literal translation 
p.211 
     "You gave the NYPD that 
disposable number. You 
helped them track me down." 
     "Guilty, but it was for your 
own good[…]" 
Current af-
fairs 
Key phrase Original 
     "คณุเอาเบอรผ์มใหต้ ารวจ
นิวยอรก์ คณุชว่ยใหพ้วกน้ันแกะ
รอยจนเจอผม" 
     "ฉนัผดิ แตม่นัก็เพือ่ตวัคณุนะ 
[…]" (p.259) 
     "You gave my number 
to the New York police. 
You helped them track 
me down." 
    "I was wrong, but it 
was for your own good. 
[…]" 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning kept in a non-al-
lusive manner 
 
The translator missed the 
presence of the allusion in 
the source text and trans-
lated it as a non-allusive 
word. Thus, the allusive 
meaning lost in the trans-
lation. 
p.216 
     "Her name comes up in 
connection with one of the 
robberies--specifically the one 
on Canal Street in downtown 
Manhattan two weeks ago. It 
had been considered to be 
safer than Fort Knox. The 
thieves got twelve thousand 
in cash and busted open four 
hundred safety-deposit 
boxes." 
Current af-
fairs 
Propernoun Original 
     "ชือ่ของเธอปรากฏขึน้วา่มสีว่น
พวัพนักบัการปลน้คร ัง้หน่ึง 
โดยเฉพาะคร ัง้ทีป่ลน้ตรงถนน
คาแนลยา่นดาวนท์าวนข์องแมนฮตั
ตนัเมือ่สองสปัดาหก์อ่น วา่กนัวา่ที่
น่ันปลอดภยักวา่ค่ายฟอรต์
น็อกซด์ว้ยซ า้ แตโ่จรกลบัไดเ้งนิ
สดไปหน่ึงหมืน่สองพนัเหรยีญแลว้ก็
งดัตูนิ้รภยัทัง้หมดสีร่อ้ยตู"้ 
(p.264)[Footnote: คา่ยทหารที่
ใชเ้ก็บทองของรฐับาลสหรฐั] 
     "Her name appears to 
be involved with a rob-
bery, particularly the one 
on Canal Street, down-
town Manhattan two 
weeks ago. The place had 
been said to  be even 
safer than Fort Knox 
camp. But the thieves 
got twelve thousand in 
cash and broke four hun-
dred safety boxes."[Foot-
note: The U.S. army post 
where the national gold 
reserves are stored.] 
Retained 
Transliteration Explicita-
tion (in-text)The translator 
added the word 'คา่ย' 
(camp, esp. military camp) 
to explicit the allusion. 
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p.222   
[…] There was something 
dream-like about this trek, 
something almost Alice in 
Wonderlandish, as though I 
were leaving the real world 
and entering Natalie's paint-
ing. 
Literature  
Proper 
noun 
Modi-
fied 
ทางเดนินีม้บีางอยา่งทีค่ลา้ยความ
ฝัน บางอยา่งทีแ่ทบจะคลา้ยอลซิ
ในแดนมหศัจรรย ์เหมอืนผม
ก าลงัเดนิออกจากโลกแหง่ความ
จรงิเขา้ไปสูภ่าพเขยีนของนาตาล ี
(p.273) 
This path was somehow 
similar to a dream, some-
how almoust similar to 
Alice in the wonderland 
as if I was stepping out of 
the reality into Natalie's 
painting. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation  
 
The name 'Allice' was 
transliterated. The rest of 
the allusion was literally 
translated. 
p.230 
[…] There I was, lying on the 
ground, surrounded by three 
men, all with guns […]  
     I looked up at Danny Zuker, 
who stayed a step back. I 
threw up one last Hail Mary: " 
You killed Archer Minor, did-
n't you?" 
Religion Key phrase Original 
[…] สว่นผมนอนอยูต่รงน้ัน มี
ผูช้ายสามคนยนืลอ้มรอบ ทกุคนมี
ปืน […]  
     ผมเงยหนา้มองแดนน่ี ซเูกอร ์
ซึง่ยนืหา่งออกไปกา้วหน่ึง ผมชไูพ่
ตายใบสดุทา้ย "นายฆ่าอารเ์ชอร ์
ไมเนอร ์ใชไ่หม" (p.283) 
And I was lying there sur-
rounded by three men. 
All of them had guns […] 
     I looked up at Danny 
Zuker who was stading a 
step away. I threw out 
my last resource, "You 
killed Archer Miner, did-
n't you?" 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
p.238 
[…] (Now my disguise is sim-
pler: I've shaved my head. 
Gone are the unruly profes-
sional locks of my youth. My 
dome gleams. If I wore a gold 
earring, you'd mistake me for 
Mr.Clean.) 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] (ตอนนีโ้ฉมปลอมของผมง่าย
กวา่อกี ผมโกนศรีษะ เครารงุรงัแบบ
อาจารยต์รงแถวปากก็หายไป หวั
ผมลา้นเหน่ง ถา้ผมสวมตา่งหทูอง
ละก ้คณุอาจเขา้ใจผดิวา่ผมเป็น
มสิเตอรค์ลนีไดเ้ลยทเีดยีว) 
(p.291) 
[…] (Now my fake ap-
pearance was even eas-
ier. I shaved my head. 
The unruly academic 
beard around my mouth 
was gone. My head was 
bald. If I had worn a gold 
earring, you would have 
mistaken me with Mr. 
Clean.) 
Retained Transliteration 
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Mr. Mercedes by Stephen King (2014) 
Page Source text 
Sources  of 
referent 
Forms 
of ref-
erent 
Degree of 
similarity 
Thai Translation Back translation 
Allusion in 
TT 
Strategies 
p1.2 
   As she approached the end 
of what would soon be a 
conga-line of job applicants, 
[…] 
Media & en-
tertain 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   เมือ่เดนิไปถงึทา้ยแถวผูส้มคัร
งานซึง่อกีไม่ชา้จะดเูหมอืนแถว
นกัเตน้คองกา้ […] (p.2) 
     When he walked to the 
end of the line of the job 
applicants that would soon 
look line the line of conga 
dancers, […] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'conga' was 
transliterated. The rest of 
the allusion was literally 
translated. 
p1.2 
   'Hi,' she said. 'Welcome to 
the Early Birds club.' 
Common 
saying  
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "หวดัดคีะ่" เธอเอ่ยปากทกัทาย 
"ยนิดตีอ้นรบัสูส่มาคมนกตืน่
เชา้" (p.2) 
     "Hello," she greeted. 
"Welcome to the early bird 
club." 
Retained Literal translation 
p1.2 
    'Hi,' she said. 'Welcome to 
the Early Birds club.' 
   'Hopefully we'll catch a 
worm.' He debated, thought 
what the hell, […] 
Common 
saying  
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "หวดัดคีะ่" เธอเอ่ยปากทกัทาย 
"ยนิดตีอ้นรบัสูส่มาคมนกตืน่เชา้"  
   "หวงัวา่เราจะจบัหนอนไดบ้า้ง
ละนะ" เขาตอบกลบัไป กอ่นจะคดิ
ขึน้วา่ ชา่งเหอะ (p.2) 
      "Hello," she greeted. 
"Welcome to the early bird 
club." 
     "Hope we'll get some 
worms," he said before 
thinking to himself: what-
ever. 
Retained Literal translation 
p1.3 
   'If I can get a job, I can get a 
sitter, she said. 'But for to-
night, ne and Patti gotta suck 
it up.' 
   […] 
   Kids survive worse, Augie 
tould himself uneasily. He 
thought of the Dust Bowl, and 
the Great Depression. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ถา้ฉันไดง้าน ฉันจะมปัีญญา
จา้งพีเ่ลีย้งเด็ก" หญงิสาวพูดขึน้ 
"แตส่ าหรบัคนืนี ้ฉันกบัแพตตี ้
ตอ้งทนไปกอ่น"  
   […] 
   เด็กๆ อยูย่ากกวา่เยอะ ออกี ้
บอกตวัเองอยา่งไม่สบายใจ เขา
นึกถงึเหตุการณพ์ายุฝุ่นคร ัง้
ใหญ่และภาวะเศรษฐกจิทัว่โลก
ตกต ่าคร ัง้ใหญ่ (p.3-4) 
    
     "If I gets a job. I'll be 
able to hire a baby sitter," 
the woman said. "But to-
night I and Patti have to 
bear with it."  
     […] 
     It must be difficult for 
kids, Augie told himself. He 
thought about the great 
dust storm and the great 
world economic recession. 
Retained Literal translation 
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p1.3 
   'If I can get a job, I can get a 
sitter, she said. 'But for to-
night, ne and Patti gotta suck 
it up.'   […]   Kids survive 
worse, Augie told himself un-
easily. He thought of the Dust 
Bowl, and the Great Depres-
sion. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ถา้ฉันไดง้าน ฉันจะมปัีญญา
จา้งพีเ่ลีย้งเด็ก" หญงิสาวพูดขึน้ 
"แตส่ าหรบัคนืนี ้ฉันกบัแพตตี ้
ตอ้งทนไปกอ่น"    […]   เด็กๆ อยู่
ยากกวา่เยอะ ออกีบ้อกตวัเอง
อยา่งไม่สบายใจ เขานึกถงึ
เหตกุารณพ์ายฝุุ่ นคร ัง้ใหญ่และ
ภาวะเศรษฐกจิท ัว่โลกตกต า่
คร ัง้ใหญ ่(p.3-4)    
     "If I gets a job. I'll be 
able to hire a baby sitter," 
the woman said. "But to-
night I and Patti have to 
bear with it."      […]     It 
must be difficult for kids, 
Augie told himself. He 
thought about the great 
dust storm and the great 
world economic recession. 
Retained Literal translation 
p1.3 
   'Oh, that's it, all right. I'm a 
single unmarried mother with 
no job. I want to apologize to  
everyone, for everything.' […] 
   'Sometimes I want to apolo-
gize for Columbine, and 9/11, 
and Barry Bonds taking ster-
oids.' 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "โอย พอกนัท ีก็ได ้ฉันเป็นซงิ
เกลิมมัทีไ่ม่ไดแ้ตง่งานและไม่มี
งานท า ฉันอยากขอโทษทกุคน
ส าหรบัทกุสิง่ทกุอยา่ง" […] 
   "บางคร ัง้ฉันก็อยากขอโทษ
ส าหรบัเหตุการณน์กัเรยีนถอื
ปืนเขา้ไปกราดยงิทีโ่รงเรยีน
โคลมับายน ์เหตกุารณ9์/11 
และการทีแ่บรร์ ี ่บอนดส์ นักเบส
บอลใชส้ารสเตยีรอยดด์ว้ย" (p.4) 
     "OK, that's it, alright! I'm 
a single mum who isn't 
married and doesn't have a 
job. I want to apologize 
everyone for everything." 
[…] 
     "Sometimes, I want to 
apologize for the random 
shooting for that student 
at Columbine School, 9/11 
incident and the fact that 
Barry Bonds, the baseball 
player, taking steroids." 
Retained 
Transliteration  
 
Explicitation (in-text)  
The translator added the 
detail of the incident to 
explain the allusion. 
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p1.3 
   'Oh, that's it, all right. I'm a 
single unmarried mother with 
no job. I want to apologize to  
everyone, for everything.' […] 
   'Sometimes I want to apolo-
gize for Columbine, and 9/11, 
and Barry Bonds taking ster-
oids.' […] 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "โอย พอกนัท ีก็ได ้ฉันเป็นซงิ
เกลิมมัทีไ่ม่ไดต้า่งงานและไม่มี
งานท า ฉันอยากขอโทษทกุคน
ส าหรบัทกุสิง่ทกุอยา่ง" […] 
   "บางคร ัง้ฉันก็อยากขอโทษ
ส าหรบัเหตกุารณนั์กเรยีนถอืปืน
เขา้ไปกราดยงิทีโ่รงเรยีนโคลมั
บายน ์เหตุการณ9์/11 และการ
ทีแ่บรร์ ี ่บอนดส์ นักเบสบอลใชส้า
รสเตยีรอยดด์ว้ย" (p.4) 
     "OK, that's it, alright! I'm 
a single mum who isn't 
married and doesn't have a 
job. I want to apologize 
everyone for everything." 
[…] 
     "Sometimes, I want to 
apologize for the random 
shooting for that student 
at Columbine School, 9/11 
incident and the fact that 
Barry Bonds, the baseball 
player, taking steroids." 
Retained 
Transliteration  
 
Explicitation (in-text)  
The translator added the 
word 'เหตกุารณ์' (inci-
dent) to explain about the 
allusion. 
1.3 
   'Oh, that's it, all right. I'm a 
single unmarried mother with 
no job. I want to apologize to  
everyone, for everything.' […]   
'Sometimes I want to apolo-
gize for Columbine, and 9/11, 
and Barry Bonds taking ster-
oids.' […] 
History 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   "โอย พอกนัท ีก็ได ้ฉันเป็นซงิ
เกลิมมัทีไ่ม่ไดต้า่งงานและไม่มี
งานท า ฉันอยากขอโทษทกุคน
ส าหรบัทกุสิง่ทกุอยา่ง" […]   
"บางคร ัง้ฉันก็อยากขอโทษ
ส าหรบัเหตกุารณนั์กเรยีนถอืปืน
เขา้ไปกราดยงิทีโ่รงเรยีนโคลมั
บายน ์เหตกุารณ9์/11 และการ
ทีแ่บรร์ ี ่บอนดส์ นกัเบสบอล
ใชส้ารสเตยีรอยดด์ว้ย" (p.4) 
     "OK, that's it, alright! I'm 
a single mum who isn't 
married and doesn't have a 
job. I want to apologize 
everyone for everything." 
[…]     "Sometimes, I want 
to apologize for the ran-
dom shooting for that stu-
dent at Columbine School, 
9/11 incident and the fact 
that Barry Bonds, the 
baseball player, taking 
steroids." 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (in-text)The transla-
tor added an information 
that Barry Bonds was a 
baseball player. 
1.5 
   He looked down at the 
sleeping bag, […], and thought 
of Janice Cray saying she 
wanted to apologize for Col-
umbine, and 9/11, and Barry 
Bonds. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เขามองลงไปทีถ่งุนอน […] และ
นึกถงึเร ือ่งทีแ่จนิช เครย ์บอกวา่
อยากขอโทษทกุคนส าหรบั
เหตุการณท์ีโ่คลมับายน ์เหตุ
วนิาศกรรม 9/11 และกรณี
อือ้ฉาวในวงการเบสบอลของแบร ์
ร ี ่บอนดส์ (p.7) 
     He watched the sleeping 
bag […] and thought of 
what Janice Cray said 
about wanting to apologize 
for Columbine incident, 
9/11 terror attack and the 
baseball scandal of Berry 
Bonds. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
word 'เหตกุารณ์' (inci-
dent) to explain the allu-
sion. 
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1.5 
   He looked down at the 
sleeping bag, […], and thought 
of Janice Cray saying she 
wanted to apologize for Col-
umbine, and 9/11, and Barry 
Bonds. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เขามองลงไปทีถ่งุนอน […] และ
นึกถงึเร ือ่งทีแ่จนิช เครย ์บอกวา่
อยากขอโทษทกุคนส าหรบั
เหตกุารณท์ีโ่คลมับายน ์เหตุ
วนิาศกรรม 9/11 และกรณี
อือ้ฉาวในวงการเบสบอลของแบร ์
ร ี ่บอนดส์ (p.7) 
     He watched the sleeping 
bag […] and thought of 
what Janice Cray said 
about wanting to apologize 
for Columbine incident, 
9/11 terror attack and the 
baseball scandal of Berry 
Bonds. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
word 'เหตวุนิาศกรรม' 
(terro attack) to explain 
the allusion. 
1.5 
   He looked down at the 
sleeping bag, […], and thought 
of Janice Cray saying she 
wanted to apologize for Col-
umbine, and 9/11, and Barry 
Bonds. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เขามองลงไปทีถ่งุนอน […] และ
นึกถงึเร ือ่งทีแ่จนิช เครย ์บอกวา่
อยากขอโทษทกุคนส าหรบั
เหตกุารณท์ีโ่คลมับายน ์เหตุ
วนิาศกรรม 9/11 และกรณี
อือ้ฉาวในวงการเบสบอลของ
แบรร์ ี ่บอนดส์ (p.7) 
     He watched the sleeping 
bag […] and thought of 
what Janice Cray said 
about wanting to apologize 
for Columbine incident, 
9/11 terror attack and the 
baseball scandal of Berry 
Bonds. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added the 
information related to the 
allusion. 
1.5 
   […] Janice Cray was curled 
up, fast asleep, with the baby 
at her breast. This made him 
think of The Grapes of Wrath. 
What was the name of the 
girl that had been in it? The 
one who ended up nursing 
the man? A flower name, he 
thought. […] 
Literature 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   […] แจนิช เครย ์นอนคดุคูห้ลบั
สนิทโดยมทีารกนอ้ยแนบอยูก่บั
อก ภาพทีเ่ห็นท าใหเ้ขานึกถงึ
นิยาย เดอะเกรกสอ์อฟแรธ
ของจอหน์ สไตนแ์บค ขึน้มา
ทนัท ีหญงิสาวในเรือ่งชือ่อะไร
นะ คนทีสุ่ดทา้ยยอมใหช้ายผู้
หวิโหยดืม่นมตวัเอง เขาคดิวา่
เป็นชือ่ดอกไม ้[…] (p.7)  
     […] Janice Cray curled 
up sleeping with her little 
baby cloase to her breast. 
The scene reminded him of 
John Steinbeck's novel, 
The Grapes of Wrath. 
What was the name of 
that woman in the story? 
The one who fed a hungry 
man from her breast. He 
thought it was the name of 
a flower. [...] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name of 
the novel 'The Grapes of 
Wrath' was transliterated. 
The rest of the allusion 
was literally trans-
lated.Expplicitation (in-
text)The translator added 
that the novel was written 
by John Steinbeck. 
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1.5 
   […], the name came to him. 
Rose. […] But not just Rose; 
Rose of Sharon. It sounded 
biblical, but he couldn't say so 
with any certainty; […]. Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] ชือ่น้ันก็วาบขึน้ในหวั โรส 
[…] แตไ่ม่ใชโ่รสเฉยๆ เธอชือ่
โรสแห่ง แชรอน น่าจะเป็นชือ่
ทีม่าจากพระคมัภรี ์แตเ่ขา
ยนืยนัไมไดเ้ต็มปาก (p.7) 
[…] The name flashed in his 
head. Rose […], not just 
Rose. Her name was Rose 
of Sharon. It probably 
comes from the Bible, but 
he couldn't be sure. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Rose of Sha-
ron' was transliterated. 
The rest of the allusion 
was literally translated. 
1.7 
   Augie was shoved hard to 
the left, stumbled, recovered, 
and was pushed forward. A 
flying elbow struck his cheek-
bone just below his right eye 
and the side of his vision filled 
with bright Fourth of July 
sparkles. 
Current af-
fairs 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   ออกีถ้กูดนัไปทางดา้นซา้ยอยา่ง
แรง รา่งของเขาซวนเซ กอ่นจะ
กลบัมาตัง้หลกัและถกูผลกัไป
ขา้งหนา้อกี  ศอกของใครคนหน่ึง
เหวีย่งมากระแทกโหนกแกม้ใตต้า
ขวา และดวงตาขา้งน้ันก็มองเห็น
ดาวระยบิราวกบัอยูใ่น
บรรยากาศของวนัทีส่ี ่
กรกฏาคมขึน้มาทนัท ี(p.10) 
     Augie was harshly 
shoved to the left. He 
swayed before coming 
back to his feet and was 
pushed forward again. An 
elbow hit his cheekbonw 
under his right eye. And 
suddenly that eye saw 
stars sparlking like the 
Fourth of July celebration. 
Retained  Literal translation 
2.6 
   […], and I like to think they 
are ACCURATE portrayals of 
how the Knights of the Badge 
and Gun say 'so-long' to one 
of their compatriots. I think 
they might be, because I have 
also read 'retirement party 
scenes' in at least two Jaseph 
Wambough  books, [...]. 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] ชว่งเวลาทีอ่ศัวนิถอืตราและ
ปืนกลา่ว "อ าลา" มติรรว่ม
อุดมการณไ์ดอ้ยา่งเทีย่งตรง ผม
คดิวา่ของจรงิน่าจะเป็นแบบน้ัน 
เพราะเคยอ่านเจอ "ฉากงานเลีย้ง
ฉลองการเกษียณ" ในหนังสอื
ของโจเซฟ แวมบอค อยา่งนอ้ย
สองเลม่ […] (p.22) 
     […] It portrays the mo-
ment when the knights 
with badge and gun say 
"goodbye" to his comrades 
really accurately. I think 
the real thing might be like 
that because I have  read 
"the retirement party 
scenes" in at least two 
books of Joseph Wam-
bough. [...] 
Retained Transliteration 
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p2/15/95 
  In some of those TV shows 
(and also in one of the Wam-
baugh books, I think, but it 
might have been a James Pet-
terson), the big party with the 
balloons and drinking and mu-
sic is followed by a sad final 
scene. 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ในซีรยีบ์างเร ือ่งทีผ่มกลา่วถงึ 
(และคดิวา่ในหนังสอืเลม่หน่ึงของ
แวมบอคดว้ย แตอ่าจเป็นของ
เจมส ์แพทเทอรส์นั ก็ได)้ งาน
เลีย้งใหญ่ทีพ่รอ้มพร ัง่ไปดว้ย
ลกูโป่ง เครือ่งดืม่ และดนตร ีมกัจะ
ตามมาดว้ยฉากจบทีแ่สนเศรา้ 
(p.26) 
     In some of the TV series 
I've mentioned (and also in 
one of the Wambough 
books, I think, but it might 
be James Patterson's 
book), the big party full 
with balloons, drinks and 
music is often followed by 
a sad ending. 
Retained Transliteration 
2.6 
   According to my research, 
during your time as a detec-
tive, you broke literally hun-
dreds of cases, many of them 
the kind the press (who Ted 
Williams called the Knights of 
the Keyboard) terms 'high 
profile.' 
Media & en-
tertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   เทา่ทีผ่มหาขอ้มูลมา ชว่งทีค่ณุ
เป็นต ารวจสบืสวน คณุปิดคดไีด ้
เป็นจ านวนหลายรอ้ยคด ีหลาย
คดใีนจ านวนน้ันเป็นคดทีีส่อื (ซึง่
เทด วลิเลีย่มส ์เรยีกว่า อศัวนิ
คยีบ์อรด์) ใชค้ าวา่ "เป็นทีส่นใจ
ของสาธารณะ" (p.22) 
     Based on the data from 
my research, during your 
time as a police detective, 
you closed hundreds of 
cases. Many of them were 
the cases that the press 
(who Ted Williams called 
the keyboard knights) calls 
"talk of the town".  
Retained  
Transliteration +literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Ted Williams' 
was transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was lit-
erally translated. 
2.7 
   […] The condom is 'inside 
dope,' but I bet your Forensic 
Department (I also watch CSI) 
was pretty darn disappointed 
when they didn't get any DNA 
from inside the clown mask. 
Media & en-
tertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] ถงุยางเป็น "ขอ้มูลลบัสดุ
ยอด" แตผ่มเดาวา่แผนกพสิจูน์
หลกัฐานของคณุ (ผมด ูซเีอสไอ 
ดว้ย) คงผดิหวงัน่าดทูีไ่ม่เจอดี
เอ็นเอจากดา้นในของหนา้กากตวั
ตลก (p.24) 
[…] The condom is "a top 
secret," but I guess that 
your Forensic Dapartment 
(I watch CSI too) must be 
so disappointed that they 
did not find any DNA from 
inside the clown mask. 
Retained Transliteration 
2.8 
   […] You absolutely did give it 
your best shot. Detective 
Huntley too, of course, but if 
the papers and Internet re-
ports of your respective ca-
reers are right, you were Ma-
jor League and he was was 
and always will be Triple A. 
Media & en-
tertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] คณุท าดทีีส่ดุแลว้ แน่นอน 
เจา้หนา้ทีส่บืสวนฮนัทล์ยีก็์
เชน่กนั แน่ละ แตถ่า้รายงานขา่ว
เกีย่วกบัหนา้ทีก่ารงานทีน่่ายก
ยอ่งของพวกคณุทางหนังสอืพมิพ ์
อนิเทอรเ์น็ตถกูตอ้ง คณุก็ขึน้ช ัน้
เมเจอรล์กีแลว้ สว่นเขายงัอยูแ่ค่
ระดบัตองเอ สูงสุดของไม
เนอรล์กี (p.26) 
[…] You did your best. Of 
course, Detective Huntley 
too. But if the news reports 
about your honourable ca-
reer in the papers and In-
ternet are right, you were 
in Major League, while he 
was still in Triple A, which 
is the top rank of Minor 
League. 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (in-text) The transla-
tor added the information 
to explicit that Triple A 
was in a lower rank. 
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2.8 
  In some of those TV shows 
(and also in one of the Wam-
bough books, I think, but it 
might have been a James Pet-
terson), the big party with the 
balloons and drinking and mu-
sic is followed by a sad final 
scene. 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ในซีรยีบ์างเร ือ่งทีผ่มกลา่วถงึ 
(และคดิวา่ในหนังสอืเลม่หน่ึงของ
แวมบอคดว้ย แตอ่าจเป็นของ
เจมส ์แพทเทอรส์นั ก็ได)้ งาน
เลีย้งใหญ่ทีพ่รอ้มพร ัง่ไปดว้ย
ลกูโป่ง เครือ่งดืม่ และดนตร ีมกัจะ
ตามมาดว้ยฉากจบทีแ่สนเศรา้ 
(p.26) 
     In some of the TV series 
I've mentioned (and also in 
one of the Wambough 
books, I think, but it might 
be James Patterson's 
book), the big party full 
with balloons, drinks and 
music is often followed by 
a sad ending. 
Retained Transliteration 
p2.10 
   From Forensics the letter 
would bounce back to Pete 
and Isabelle, who'd no doubt 
convene the sort of idiotic kop 
kolloquium you see on BBC 
crime shows like Luther and 
Prime Suspect. 
Media & en-
tertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   จากแผนกพสิจูนห์ลกัฐาน 
จดหมายจะถกูโยนกลบัมาใหพ้ีท
กบัอซิาแบลล ์ซึง่ไม่ตอ้งสงสยัเลย
วา่จะตอ้งเรยีกประชมุต ารวจอยา่ง
ไรห้วัคดิเหมอืนทีค่ณุเห็นในซีรยี ์
อาชญากรรมของชอ่งบบีซีอียา่ง 
ลูเทอร ์และไพรม์ซสัเพคท ์
(p.30) 
     From Forensic Depart-
ment, the letter would 
send back to Pete and Isa-
belle. And it will undoubt-
edly bring about a sudden 
meeting like you have seen 
in crime series on BBC like 
Luther and Prime Suspect. 
 Retained  Transliteration 
p2.10 
   From Forensics the letter 
would bounce abck to Pete 
and Isabelle, who'd no doubt 
convene the sort of idiotic kop 
kolloquium you see on BBC 
crime shows like Luther and 
Prime Suspect. 
Media & en-
tertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   จากแผนกพสิจูนห์ลกัฐาน 
จดหมายจะถกูโยนกลบัมาใหพ้ีท
กบัอซิาแบลล ์ซึง่ไม่ตอ้งสงสยัเลย
วา่จะตอ้งเรยีกประชมุต ารวจอยา่ง
ไรห้วัคดิเหมอืนทีค่ณุเห็นในซีรยี ์
อาชญากรรมของชอ่งบบีซีอียา่ง 
ลเูทอร ์และไพรม์ซสัเพคท ์
(p.30) 
     From Forensic Depart-
ment, the letter would 
send back to Pete and Isa-
belle. And it will undoubt-
edly bring about a sudden 
meeting like you have seen 
in crime series on BBC like 
Luther and Prime Suspect. 
Retained Transliteration 
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2.12 
He drinks two cans of Singha 
with his meal, and it's the best 
beer he's had since the 
Raintree retirement party, 
which went almost exactly as 
Mr Mercedes said; there was 
evena a stripper 'shaking her 
tailfeathers.' Along with eve-
rything else.   Had Mr Mer-
cedes been lurking at the back 
of the room? As the cartoon 
possum was wont to say, 'It's 
possible, Muskie, it's possi-
ble.' 
Media & en-
tertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
เขาดืม่เบยีรส์งิหส์องกระป๋อง
ควบคูไ่ปกบัอาหาร มนัเป็นเบยีรท์ี่
อรอ่ยทีส่ดุทีเ่ขาเคยดืม่นับตัง้แต่
งานเลีย้งฉลองการเกษียณที่
โรงแรมเรนทรซีึง่มแีทบทกุอยา่ง
เหมอืนทีม่สิเตอรเ์มอรเ์ซเด
สบรรยายไว ้ไม่เวน้แมแ้ตนั่กเตน้
ระบ าเปลือ้งผา้คนหน่ึงทีม่า "ยกั
ยา้ยสา่ยสะโพก" รวมทัง้สิง่อืน่ๆ    
มสิเตอรเ์มอรเ์ซเดสซุม่อยูด่า้นใน
สดุของหอ้งจดัเลีย้งหรอืเปลา่ 
เหมอืนทีเ่จา้พอสซมัในการตู์น
เดพวิตีด้อวก์พูดว่า "เป็นไป
ไดน้ะ มสักี ้เป็นไปได"้ (p.32) 
He drinks two cans of Sigha 
beer with his food. It is the 
best beer he've ever had 
since his retirement party 
at Raintree Hotel which 
had almost everything Mr 
Mercedes described, in-
cluding a stripper who 
came to "shake her hips" 
among other things,    Did 
Mr Mercedes hide at the 
back of that room? Like 
what the possom in the 
cartoon, Deputy Dawg 
says, "It's possible, Musky, 
it's possible." 
Retained 
Transliteration +Literal 
translationThe name 
'Muskie' was translit-
erated. The rest of the al-
lusion was literally trans-
lated.Explicitation (in-
text)The translator added 
the title of the cartoon 
that the allusion was in. 
2.14 
Mr Mercedes's missive may 
not be high-class literature, 
but his writing is a lot better 
than the dialougue in shows 
like NCIS or Bones. 
Media & en-
tertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
สาระส าคญัทีม่ิสเตอรเ์มอรเ์ซเด
สตอ้งการสือ่อาจไม่เกีย่วขอ้งกบั
วรรณกรรมช ัน้สงู แต่
ส าบดัส านวนทีใ่ชก็้ยงัดกีว่าบท
สนทนาในซีรยีอ์ยา่ง เอน็ซไีอ
เอส และ โบนส ์อยา่งทาบไม่ตดิ 
(p.37) 
The gist that Mr Mercedes 
want to say might not in-
volve high-class literature, 
but the laugauge he used is 
far better than dialogues in 
series like NCIS and Bones. 
Retained Transliteration 
2.14 
Mr Mercedes's missive may 
not be high-class literature, 
but his writing is a lot better 
than the dialougue in shows 
like NCIS or Bones. 
Media & en-
tertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
สาระส าคญัทีม่ิสเตอรเ์มอรเ์ซเด
สตอ้งการสือ่อาจไม่เกีย่วขอ้งกบั
วรรณกรรมช ัน้สงู แต่
ส าบดัส านวนทีใ่ชก็้ยงัดกีว่าบท
สนทนาในซีรยีอ์ยา่ง เอ็นซไีอเอส 
และ โบนส ์อยา่งทาบไม่ตดิ 
(p.37) 
The gist that Mr Mercedes 
want to say might not in-
volve high-class literature, 
but the laugauge he used is 
far better than dialogues in 
series like NCIS and Bones. 
Retained Transliteration 
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2.15 
   Only there are four public 
high schools in the city and 
God knows how many private 
one. Not to mention prep 
schools, junior colleges, City 
College, and St Jude's Catholic 
University. Plenty of hay-
stacks for a poisoned needle 
to hide in.  
Common 
saying  
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   ปัญหาคอื ในเมอืงนีม้โีรงเรยีน
รฐับาลสีแ่หง่และโรงเรยีนเอกชน
อกีไม่รูเ้ทา่ไหร ่ยงัไม่นับโรงเรยีน
เตรยีม วทิยาลยัอาชวีศกึษา 
วทิยาลยัประจ าเมอืง และ
มหาวทิยาลยัคาทอลกิเซนตจ์ดู 
กองฟางมากมายทีเ่ข็มอาบ
ยาพษิสามารถไปซอ่นตวัอยู่ 
(p.38) 
     The problem is there are 
four public schools in this 
city and a lot of private 
ones. Not to mention voca-
tional schools, city colleges 
and St.Jude Catholic Uni-
versity. There are a lot of 
haystacks for the needle to 
hide in. 
Retained  Literal translation 
2.17 
No names, but the suspect […] 
is described as 'a well-
groomed and well-spoken Af-
rican-American.' Hodges 
thinks, Now if only someone 
would bag Turnpike Joe. Not 
to mention Osama bin Laden.  
Current af-
fairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ไม่มกีารระบุช ือ่ แตม่คี าบรรยาย
รปูพรรณสนัฐานผูต้อ้งสงสยั […] 
เอาไวว้า่ "เป็นคนเชือ้สายแอฟริ
กนั-อเมรกินัทีแ่ตง่ตวัดแีละพูดจา
ด"ี ฮอดเจสคดิในใจ ทนีีล้ะก็ถา้
ใครสกัคนประกาศวา่จบัโจทาง
ดว่นไดเ้ขาก็จะไม่แปลกใจ อซุา
มะห ์บนิ ลาดนิ ยิง่ไม่ตอ้งพูดถงึ 
(p.43) 
No names mentioned, only 
the description of the sus-
pect.[…] that "an African-
American, well dressed and 
well spoken" Hodges 
thinks. Now if someone an-
nounced that he caught 
the Motorway Joe, it will 
not surprise him. Not to 
mention Osama bin Laden. 
Retained  Transliteration 
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2.18 
A block west of the restau-
rant, beyond the turnpike 
spur overpass, the city turns 
into a wasteland of vacant lots 
and abandoned tenements. 
Drugs are sold openly on 
streetcorners, there's a bur-
geoning trade in illegal wea-
ponry, and arson is the nei-
borhood sport. If you can call 
Lowtown a neigborhood, that 
is. The restaurant itself-a re-
ally terrific Italian joint-is safe, 
though. The owner is con-
nected, and that make it like 
Free Parking in Monopoly. 
Media & en-
tertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
หา่งจากรา้นอาหารไปทางทศิ
ตะวนัตกหน่ึงชว่งตกึ เลยทางลง
ทางดว่นออกไป เมอืงกลายเป็น
เมอืงรา้ง เต็มไปดว้ยทีด่นิวา่งเปลา่
และอาคารทีพ่กัอาศยัทีถ่กูทิง้
ขวา้ง ยาเสพตดิขายกนัอยา่ง
เปิดเผยตามหวัมุมถนน ธรุกจิคา้
อาวธุเถือ่นก าลงัขยายตวั และการ
ลอบวางเพลงิเป็นกฬีาทีไ่ดร้บั
ความนิยมในเขตทีพ่กัอาศยันี ้ถา้
คณุยงัเรยีกโลวท์าวนว์า่เขตทีพ่กั
อาศยัไดอ้ยูล่ะก็ อยา่งไรก็ตาม 
รา้นเดมาซโิอสเ์ป็นรา้นอาหารอิ
ตาเลยีนทีว่เิศษสดุยงัอยูร่อด
ปลอดภยัด ีเจา้ของรา้นเป็นมติร
กบัทกุคน และน่ันก็ท าให ้
รา้นอาหารแหง่นีเ้ปรยีบไดก้บัจดุ
พกัในเกมเศรษฐ ี(p.45) 
One block away west of 
the restaurant beyond the 
expressway overpass, the 
city turns into a deserted 
area full of empty lands 
and abandoned residential 
buildings. Drugs are sold 
openly on the street cor-
ners. The arson is a popular 
sport in this neibourhood, 
if you can still call Lowtown 
a neighbourhood. How-
ever, De Masio is a won-
derful Italian that still 
stands. The owner is 
friendly with everybody, 
and that makes this restau-
rant like a service stop in 
the Millionaire game. 
Retained Literal translation 
p2.20 
Freddi Linklatter is way tall for 
a girl, at six-two or -three she 
towers over Brady, and what 
she's saying is true: she look 
like a girl about as much as 
Brady Hartsfield looks like Vin 
Diesel.  
Media & en-
tertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เฟรดดี ้ลงิคแ์ลทเทอร ์สงูเกนิ
ผูห้ญงิปกตไิปมาก เวลาทีเ่ธอยนื 
เธอจะค า้หวัเบรดีด้ว้ยความสูงหก
ฟุตสองถงึหกฟุตสาม และเธอพูด
ถกู เธอดเูหมอืนผูห้ญงิพอๆ กบัที่
เบรดี ้ฮารท์ฟิลด ์ดเูหมอืนวนิ 
ดเีซล (p.48) 
Freddie Linklatter is way 
taller than normal women. 
When she stands, she will 
loom over Brady with her 
six feet and two or three 
cents. She is right about 
commenting that she looks 
like a woman as much as 
Brady Hartfield looks like 
Vin Diesel. 
Retained  Transliteration 
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p2.20 
She wears no earrings and no 
makeup. She propably thinks 
Max Factor is a statement 
about what some guy did to 
some girl out behind old dad's 
barn. 
Media & en-
tertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เธอไม่ใสต่า่งหแูละไม่แตง่หนา้ เธอ
อาจคดิวา่เครือ่งส าอางแม็กซ ์
แฟกเตอรค์อืการประกาศวา่
ผูช้ายบางคนพาผูห้ญงิบางคนไป
ท าอะไรหลงัโรงนาเกา่ของพ่อ 
(p.48) 
She doesn't wear earrings 
and any makeup. She 
might think that Max Fac-
tor cosmetics is the decla-
ration what a man does to 
a woman behind his fa-
ther's old barn. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The word 'เครือ่งส าอาง' 
(cosmetics) was added to 
explain the allusion. 
2.21 
   The old cop is thinking, if I 
can get you talking, I can goad 
you.   Only Brady is betting the 
old cop never read Nietsche; 
Brady's betting the old cop is 
more of a John Grisham man.  
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ป่านนีต้ ารวจเฒ่าคงก าลงัคดิวา่ 
ถา้ฉันท าใหแ้กเปิดปากพูดได ้ฉัน
ก็จะปัน่หวัแกได ้  แตเ่บรดีก้ลา้ทา้
วา่ต ารวจเฒ่าไม่เคยอ่านนิทเช 
เบรดีข้อทา้วา่เขาเป็นสายจอหน์ 
กรแิชม มากกวา่ (p.49) 
     Right now, the old cop 
might be thinking that if I 
make you open your 
mouth, I can spin you 
around.     But Brady dares 
betting that the old cop 
has never read Nietsche. 
Brady bets he is more of a 
John Grisham type of per-
son. 
Retained Transliteration 
2.21 
      The old cop is thinking, if I 
can get you talking, I can goad 
you. 
   Only Brady is betting the old 
cop never read Nietsche; 
Brady's betting the old cop is 
more of a John Grisham man. 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ป่านนีต้ ารวจเฒ่าคงก าลงัคดิวา่ 
ถา้ฉันท าใหแ้กเปิดปากพูดได ้ฉัน
ก็จะปัน่หวัแกได ้
   แตเ่บรดีก้ลา้ทา้วา่ต ารวจเฒ่า
ไม่เคยอ่านนิทเช เบรดีข้อทา้วา่
เขาเป็นสายจอหน์ กรแิชม 
มากกวา่ (p.49) 
     Right now, the old cop 
might be thinking that if I 
make you open your 
mouth, I can spin you 
around. 
     But Brady dares betting 
that the old cop has never 
read Nietsche. Brady bets 
he is more of a John Gri-
sham type of person. 
Retained Transliteration 
2.21 
   'Invite me over,' Freddi says 
grimly.'I'll drag her to a fuck-
ing AA meeting.' 
Current af-
fairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "พาฉันไปบา้นส"ิ เฟรดดีพู้ด
เสยีงเขม้ "ฉันจะลากหลอ่นไปเขา้
กลุ่มบ าบดับดัซบเอง" (p.50) 
     "Invite me to your 
house," Freddi said seri-
ously. "I myself will drag 
her to join a damned ther-
apy meeting."  
Abandoned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allusive 
manner. 
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2.21 
   'Invite me over,' Freddi says 
grimly.'I'll drag her to a funk-
ing AA meeting.' 
   'Wouldn't work. You know 
what Dorothy Parker said, 
right? You can lead a whore to 
culture, but you can't make 
her think.' 
    
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "พาฉันไปบา้นส"ิ เฟรดดีพู้ด
เสยีงเขม้ "ฉันจะลากหลอ่นไปเขา้
กลุม่บ าบดับดัซบเอง"  
   "ไม่ไดผ้ลหรอก เธอรูใ้ชไ่หม 
โดโรธ ีพารเ์กอร ์พูดไวว้า่ยงัไง 
เราพาอตีวัไปชบุตวัได ้แตท่ าให ้
หลอ่นคดิไม่ไดห้รอก"  
[Footnote: Dorothy Parker 
(ค.ศ.๑๘๙๓-๑๙๖๗) กวชีาว
อเมรกินั] (p.50) 
     "Invite me to your 
house," Freddi said seri-
ously. "I myself will drag 
her to join a damned ther-
apy meeting."  
     "It won't work. You 
know what Dorothy Parker 
said, right? We can change 
a whore any way you like, 
but you can't make her 
think." 
 
[Footnote: Dorothy Parker 
(1893-1967) was an Ameri-
can Poet] 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (footnote)  
A footnote was added to 
explain about Dorothy 
Parker. 
2.21 
   'Invite me over,' Freddi says 
grimly.'I'll drag her to a funk-
ing AA meeting.'   'Wouldn't 
work. You know what Dorothy 
Parker said, right? You can 
lead a whore to culture, but 
you can't make her think.    
Literature 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "พาฉันไปบา้นส"ิ เฟรดดีพู้ด
เสยีงเขม้ "ฉันจะลากหลอ่นไปเขา้
กลุม่บ าบดับดัซบเอง"   "ไม่ไดผ้ล
หรอก เธอรูใ้ชไ่หม โดโรธ ีพาร ์
เกอร ์พูดไวว้า่ยงัไง เราพาอตีวัไป
ชบุตวัได ้แต่ท าใหห้ล่อนคดิ
ไม่ไดห้รอก (p.50) 
     "Invite me to your 
house," Freddi said seri-
ously. "I myself will drag 
her to join a damned ther-
apy meeting."       "It won't 
work. You know what Dor-
othy Parker said, right? We 
can change a whore any 
way you like, but you can't 
make her think." 
Retained Literal translation 
2.22 
Brady hates everybody, in-
cluding his drunk mother, but 
like that old country song 
says: no one has to know 
right now. 
Media & en-
tertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
เบรดีเ้กลยีดทกุคนรวมทัง้แม่ขี ้
เหลา้ของตวัเอง แตก็่อยา่งที่
เพลงคนัทรเีกา่ๆ เพลงนัน้เคย
รอ้งไว ้ตอนนีย้งัไม่จ าเป็นตอ้ง
ใหใ้ครรู ้(p.52) 
Brady hates everybody in-
cluding his drunk mother. 
However, it is like that old 
country song says: no one 
need to know that now. 
Retained Literal translation 
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2.23 
Bil Hodges is turning off Low-
briar, the four-lane street that 
bisects the city and gives Low-
town its name, and in to the 
parking lot beside DeMasio's 
Italian Ristorante. He doesn't 
have to be Sherlock Holmes to 
know Pete got here first. 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
บลิล ์ฮอดเจส เลีย้วรถออกจาก
ถนนโลวไ์บรอาร ์ถนนขนาดสีเ่ลน
ทีผ่่าเมอืงออกเป็นสองสว่นและท า
ใหพ้ืน้ทีส่ว่นนีม้ชี ือ่วา่โลวท์าวน ์
และเขา้สูล่านจอดดา้นขา้งของ
รา้นเดมาซโิอสอ์ติาเลยีนรสิโตรนั
เต ไม่ตอ้งเป็นเชอรล์็อก 
โฮลม์ส ์เขาก็รูว้า่พทีมาถงึกอ่น 
(p.54) 
Bill Hodges turns his car off 
Lowbriar Street, the four-
lane street that splits the 
city into two parts and 
makes this part of the city 
called Lowtown, into the 
parking lot beside DeMa-
sio's Italian ristorante. He 
does not have to be Sher-
lock Holmes to know that 
Pete have already got here. 
Retained Transliteration 
2.25 
   Hodges pretends to be dis-
comforted. 'You got me. Don't 
say a thing of you don't want 
to.'   Pete grows serious. 'Je-
sus, if you weren't interested 
in the case that were hanging 
fire when you hung u[ your 
jock, I'd be disappointed. I've 
been… a little worried about 
you.'   'I don't want to horn in 
or anything.' Hodges is a trifle 
aghast at how smoothly this 
enormous whopper comes 
out.   'Your nose is growing, 
Pinocchio.' 
Literature 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   ฮอดเจสแกลง้ท าสหีนา้ยุง่ยาก
ใจ "นายจบัไดซ้ะแลว้ เชอรฟิฟ์ 
ถา้นายไม่อยากบอก ไม่ตอ้งบอก
ก็ไดน้ะ"    พทีมสีหีนา้จรงิจงั
ขึน้มาทนัท ี"พระเจา้ ถา้คณุเลกิ
สนใจคดรีอ้นๆ แบบนีห้ลงัจาก
ออกจากวงการ ผมคงผดิหวงัน่าด ู
ผม...ผมหว่งคณุนิดๆ นะทีจ่รงิ"   
"ฉันไม่อยากเขา้ไปกา้วกา่ย" 
ฮอดเจสตกใจเล็กนอ้ยเมือ่พบวา่
ตวัเองโกหกค าโตไดไ้หลลืน่แค่
ไหน   "จมูกคุณเริม่ยาวแลว้
นะ พนิอคคโิอ" (p.56) 
     Hodges pretends to 
be uneasy, "You got me, 
Sherrif. If you don't want 
to, you don't have to tell 
me."     Pete becomes 
serious all of a sudden, 
"Gosh, if you stopped 
being interested in these 
hot cases after retiring, I 
would be disppointed. 
I…I'm a bit worried 
about you, in fact."     "I 
don't want to be nosy," 
Hodges is a bit shocked 
to see how neatly he can 
tell this big fat lie."     
"Your nose is grow-
ing, Picocchio." 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 'Pi-
nocchio' was translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
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2.25 
   'No, seriously. All I want is 
an update.'   'Happy to oblige. 
Let's start with Donal Davis. 
You know the script. He 
fucked up every business he 
tried his hand at, most re-
cently Davis Classic Cars. 
Guy's so deep in debt he sould 
change his name to Captain 
Nemo. Two or three kitties on 
the side.' 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ไม่ จรงิๆ นะ ฉันแคอ่ยากรู ้
ความคบืหนา้ลา่สดุเท่าน้ันแหละ"   
"ยนิดจีะสนองให ้เรามาเร ิม่ที่
โดนัลด ์เดวสิ กนักอ่น  คณุรูเ้คา้
โครงเร ือ่งดอียูแ่ลว้ เขาท าธรุกจิ
พงัฉิบหายวายวอดไม่วา่จะหยบิ
จบัอะไร คร ัง้สดุทา้ยคอืธรุกจิคา้
รถยนตเ์กา่เดวสิคลาสสกิคารส์ 
เขาเป็นหนีท้ว่มหวัจนสมควร
เปลีย่นชือ่ใหม่เป็นกปัตนันี
โม[Footnote: ตวัละครสมมตทิี่
สรา้งโดยฌูคส ์เวริน์ นักเขยีนชาว
ฝร ัง่เศส (ค.ศ. ๑๘๒๘-๑๙๐๕) 
ปรากฏตวัในงานเขยีนของเวริน์ห
ลายเร ือ่ง ทีโ่ดดเดน่คอื Twenty 
Thousand Leagues Under 
the Sea (ใตท้ะเลสองหมืน่โยชน)์ 
เป็นตวัละครทีม่อีดตีคอ่นขา้ง
ลกึลบั] (pp.56-57) 
     "No, truthfully." I just 
want to know the lastest 
update."     "Glad to re-
spond to your request. 
Let's start with Donald 
David. You know the 
structure of the story. He 
ruined everything he 
touched. The last one 
was his David's Classic 
Cars business. He was so 
deep in debt he should 
change his name to 
Captain Nemo.[Foot-
note: A fictional charac-
ter created by Jules 
Verne, a French writer 
(1802-1905). The char-
acter appears in a vari-
ety of Verne's writing. 
The notable on is Twenty 
Thousand Leauges Un-
der the Sea. Captain 
Nemo is a character with 
a rather shady past.] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote) A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Captain 
Nemo. 
2.25 
      'Still can't persuade her to 
charge him?' 
   'No corpus delicious, no 
charge. The cops in Modesto 
knew Scott Peterson was 
guilty as sin and still didn't 
charge him until they recov-
ered the bodies of his wife 
and kid. You know that.' 
History 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   "นายยงัเกลีย้กลอ่มใหห้ลอ่นยืน่
ฟ้องเขาไม่ไดอ้กีร"ึ 
   "ไม่มศีพ ไม่มขีอ้หา ต ารวจใน
โมเดสโตรูว้่าสกอตต ์ปีเตอร ์
สนั มคีวามผดิแน่นอน แต่ถงึ
อย่างนัน้กย็งัไม่ต ัง้ขอ้หา
จนกระท ัง่พบศพลูกเมยีของ
เขา เร ือ่งน้ันคณุก็รู"้ (p.57) 
     "You still can't per-
suage her to charge 
him?" 
     "No dead body, no 
charge. The cops in 
Modesto were sure 
that Scott Peterson 
was guilty, but they 
didn't charge him un-
til they found the 
bodies of his wife and 
kid. You know that." 
Retained  Literal translation 
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2.25 
      'Still can't persuade her to 
charge him?'   'No corpus deli-
cious, no charge. The cops in 
Modesto knew Scott Peterson 
was guilty as sin and still did-
n't charge him until they re-
covered the bodies of his wife 
and kid. You know that.'   
Hodges does. He and Pete dis-
cussed Scott and Laci Peter-
son a lot during their investi-
gation of Sheila Davies's dis-
appearance. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "นายยงัเกลีย้กลอ่มใหห้ลอ่นยืน่
ฟ้องเขาไม่ไดอ้กีร"ึ   "ไม่มศีพ ไม่
มขีอ้หา ต ารวจในโมเดสโตรูว้า่
สกอตต ์ปีเตอรส์นั มคีวามผดิ
แน่นอน แตถ่งึอยา่งน้ันก็ยงัไม่ตัง้
ขอ้หาจนกระทัง่พบศพลกูเมยีของ
เขา เร ือ่งน้ันคณุก็รู"้    ฮอดเจสรู ้
เขากบัพทีพูดกนัถงึคดสีกอตต ์
กบัเลซี ่ปีเตอรส์นั บ่อยมาก
ระหวา่งสบืสวนคดชีลีา เดวสิ หาย
สาบสญู (p.57) 
     "You still can't per-
suage her to charge 
him?"     "No dead body, 
no charge. The cops in 
Modesto were sure that 
Scott Peterson was 
guilty, but they didn't 
charge him until they 
found the bodies of his 
wife and kid. You know 
that."     Hodges know 
that. He and Pete dis-
cussed about Scott and 
Laci Peterson case 
very often during their 
investigation of Sheila 
Davies' disapperance 
case. 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (in-text)The word 
'คด'ี (case) was added 
to explain the allusion.  
2.26 
   'Did anyone see him in the 
area prior to Sheila's disap-
pearance?' 
   'Oh yeah. Two kids. Davies 
claimed he was mushroom 
hunting. Fucking Euell Gib-
bons, you know? […]' 
Geography 
& nature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "มใีครเห็นเขาอยูแ่ถวน้ันกอ่นที่
ชลีาจะหายตวัไปไหม"  
   "โอ มสี ิเด็กสองคน เดวสิอา้ง
วา่เขาออกไปตามลา่เห็ดยูลล ์
กบีบอนส ์บดัซบอะไรสกัอยา่ง 
[…]"   
 
[Footnote: Euell Gibbons 
(ค.ศ.๑๙๑๑-๑๙๗๕) นักเขยีน
และนักธรรมชาตนิิยมชาว
อเมรกินั มชี ือ่เสยีงมากในการ
พยายามกระตุน้ใหผู้ค้นหนัมา
บรโิภคอาหารทีม่าจากธรรมชาติ
แท ้ๆ ] (pp.57-58) 
     "Was there anyone 
seeing him in the area 
before Sheila disap-
peared?" 
     "Oh yeah. Two kids. 
Davies claimed he was 
out hunting for Euell 
Gibbons mushrooms 
or some damned things 
[…]" 
 
[Footnote: Euell Gib-
bons (1911-1975) was 
an American writer and 
naturalist famous for his 
campaign to urge people 
to consume natural 
food.] 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text + 
footnote) 
The translator added 
that the allusion was a 
mushroon. In addition, 
a footnote was added to 
explain about Euell Gib-
bons. 
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2.26 
   'I know,' Hodges says, sooth-
ingly. 'Pawnshop guy?'   Pete 
breaks into a broad grin. 
'Young Aaron Jefferson.'   
'Huh?'   'That's his actual 
name, although when he 
played football for City High, 
he called himself YA. You 
know, like YA Tittle. Although 
his girlfriend--also the mother 
of his three-year-old--tells us 
he calls the guy YA Titties. 
When I asked her if he was 
joking or serious, she said she 
didn't have any idea. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ฉันรู"้ ฮอดเจสวา่ กอ่นจะถาม
เสยีงอ่อน "แลว้คนรา้ยทีอ่าละวาด
ตามโรงรบัจ าน าละ่"    พทียิม้
กวา้งอวดฟันทนัท ี"ยงั แอรอน 
เจฟเฟอรส์นั"   "หอื"   "น่ันคอื
ชือ่จรงิของหมอน่ี แตต่อนทีเ่ลน่
อเมรกินัฟุตบอลใหท้มีซติีไ้ฮ เขา
เรยีกตวัเองวา่วายเอ เหมอืนวาย
เอ ทติเตลิ นกัอเมรกินั
ฟุตบอลระดบัต านานของเรา 
แตแ่ฟนเขาซึง่มลีกูอายสุามขวบ
ดว้ยกนัคนหน่ึงบอกเราวา่เขา
เรยีกทติเทลิวา่ วายเอ ทติตีส้ ์พอ
ผมลองถามเธอวา่เขาคดิอยา่งน้ัน
จรงิ หรอืแคเ่รยีกเลน่ๆ เอาสนุก
ปาก เธอบอกวา่เธอไม่รู"้ (p.58) 
     "I know," Hodges 
says before asking softly. 
"How about that guy 
who disturbed the pawn-
shops?"      Pete grins 
broadly showing his 
teeth, "Young Aaron Jef-
ferson."     "Huh?"     
"That's his real name. 
But when he played 
American football for City 
High, he called himself 
YA like YA Tittle, our 
legendary American 
footballer. 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (in-text)The trans-
lator added that the al-
lusion was a famous 
American footballer. 
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2.26 
   'I know,' Hodges says, sooth-
ingly. 'Pawnshop guy?' 
   Pete breaks into a broad 
grin. 'Young Aaron Jefferson.' 
   'Huh?' 
   'That's his actual name, alt-
hough when he played foot-
ball for City High, he called 
himself YA. You know, like YA 
Tittle. Although his girlfriend--
also the mother of his three-
year-old--tells us he calls the 
guy YA Titties. When I asked 
her if he was joking or serious, 
she said she didn't have any 
idea. 
Intra-text 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
   "ฉันรู"้ ฮอดเจสวา่ กอ่นจะถาม
เสยีงอ่อน "แลว้คนรา้ยทีอ่าละวาด
ตามโรงรบัจ าน าละ่"  
   พทียิม้กวา้งอวดฟันทนัท ี"ยงั 
แอรอน เจฟเฟอรส์นั" 
   "หอื" 
   "น่ันคอืชือ่จรงิของหมอน่ี แต่
ตอนทีเ่ลน่อเมรกินัฟุตบอลใหท้มี
ซติีไ้ฮ เขาเรยีกตวัเองวา่วายเอ 
เหมอืนวายเอ ทติเตลิ นักอเมรกินั
ฟุตบอลระดบัต านานของเรา แต่
แฟนเขาซึง่มลีกูอายสุามขวบ
ดว้ยกนัคนหน่ึงบอกเราวา่เขา
เรยีกทติเทลิวา่ วายเอ ทติตีส้ ์
พอผมลองถามเธอวา่เขาคดิอยา่ง
น้ันจรงิ หรอืแคเ่รยีกเลน่ๆ เอา
สนุกปาก เธอบอกวา่เธอไม่รู"้ 
(p.58) 
     "I know," Hodges 
says before asking softly. 
"How about that guy 
who disturbed the pawn-
shops?"  
     Pete grins broadly 
showing his teeth, 
"Young Aaron Jefferson." 
     "Huh?" 
     "That's his real name. 
But when he played 
American football for City 
High, he called himself 
YA like YA Tittle, our leg-
endary American foot-
baller. Well, his girlfiend 
who he has a kid, now 
three years old, with told 
us that he calls Tittle,YA 
Titties. When I asked 
whether he was serious 
or it was just a joke, she 
said she didn't know. 
Retained Transliteration 
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2.26 
   […] 'Young Aaron Jefferson.'   
[…]   Here is another story 
Hodges knows, another so old 
it could have come from the 
Bible… and there's probably a 
version of it in there some-
place. 'Let me guess. He racks 
up a dozen jobs--'   'It's four-
teen now. Waving that sawed-
off around like Omar on The 
Wire.' 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   […] "ยงั แอรอน เจฟเฟอรส์นั"    
[…]   น่ีเป็นอกีเร ือ่งทีฮ่อดเจสรู ้
แลว้ เป็นอกีเร ือ่งทีเ่กา่มากจนอาจ
ถกูขดุมาจากคมัภรีไ์บเบลิก็
เป็นได.้.. ซึง่ก็อาจมคีวามเป็นไปได ้
ทีจ่ะมเีร ือ่งนีใ้นอกีรปูแบบหน่ึงอยู่
ในคมัภรีเ์ลม่น้ัน "ใหฉั้นเดา เขา
เลน่งานไปสบิสองรา้น-"   "สบิสี่
แลว้ ควงปืนลกูซองล ากลอ้งสัน้
อาละวาดเหมอืนโอมารใ์นซีร ีส่ ์
เดอะวายร"์ (p.58) 
     […] "Young Aaron 
Jefferson."     […]     
This is another story that 
Hodges has already 
known. Another story so 
old it might have been 
from the Bible… and 
there is a possibility that 
another version of this 
story somewhere in that 
book. "Let me guess. He 
destroyed twelve shops-"     
"Fourteen now. Waving 
his gun around like Omar 
in the series The Wire  
Retained Transliteration 
2.26 
   […] 'Young Aaron Jefferson.' 
   […] 
   Here is another story 
Hodges knows, another so old 
it could have come from the 
Bible… and there's probably a 
version of it in there some-
place. 'Let me guess. He racks 
up a dozen jobs--' 
   'It's fourteen now. Waving 
that sawed-off around like 
Omar on The Wire.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   […] "ยงั แอรอน เจฟเฟอรส์นั"  
   […] 
   น่ีเป็นอกีเร ือ่งทีฮ่อดเจสรูแ้ลว้ 
เป็นอกีเร ือ่งทีเ่กา่มากจนอาจถกู
ขดุมาจากคมัภรีไ์บเบลิก็เป็นได.้.. 
ซึง่ก็อาจมคีวามเป็นไปไดท้ีจ่ะมี
เร ือ่งนีใ้นอกีรปูแบบหน่ึงอยูใ่น
คมัภรีเ์ลม่น้ัน "ใหฉั้นเดา เขาเลน่
งานไปสบิสองรา้น-" 
   "สบิสีแ่ลว้ ควงปืนลกูซองล า
กลอ้งสัน้อาละวาดเหมอืนโอมาร ์
ในซรี ีส่ ์เดอะวายร"์ (p.58) 
     […] "Young Aaron 
Jefferson." 
     […] 
     This is another story 
that Hodges has already 
known. Another story so 
old it might have been 
from the Bible… and 
there is a possibility that 
another version of this 
story somewhere in that 
book. "Let me guess. He 
destroyed twelve shops-" 
     "Fourteen now. Wav-
ing his gun around like 
Omar in the series 
The Wire. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
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2.29 
   'One other thing--hear any-
thing about Turnpike Joe?'   
'That's State,' Pete says. 'And 
the Feebles now. They're wel-
come to it. What I hear is 
they've got nothing. […]' 
Cuurentaf-
fairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "อกีเร ือ่ง ไดข้า่วโจทางดว่นบา้ง
ไหม"   "น่ันเป็นคดขีองต ารวจ
รฐั" พทีวา่ "และตอนนีเ้อฟบไีอก็
ไดไ้ปแลว้ พวกเขาถกูเชญิมา 
เทา่ทีผ่มไดข้า่ว พวกเขายงัไม่เจอ
อะไร […]" (p.63) 
     "One more thing, 
have you got anything 
about the Expressway 
Joe?"     "That's the cen-
tral case," Pete said. 
"And now the FBI took 
it. They were invited. 
From what I've heard, 
they haven't got any-
thing yet. […]"  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
2.31 
   The hugh paved yard was 
filled with rusty container 
boxes that stood around like 
Easter Island Monoliths.  Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ลานกวา้งแหง่น้ันเต็มไปดว้ยตู ้
คอนเทนเนอรส์นิมกรงักระจายไป
ทัว่เหมอืนรูปปัน้หนิบนเกาะอี
สเตอร ์(p.66) 
     That large ground 
was full of rusty contain-
ers scattering around like 
the stone sculptures 
on Easter Island. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Easter' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
2.31 
By the time Hodges and Hunt-
ley arrived, five police cars 
were parked in the yard, two 
drawn up nose-to-nose be-
hind the car's abck bumper, as 
if the cops expected the big 
gray sedan to start up by it-
self, like that old Plymouth in 
the horror movie, and make a 
run for it. 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
ตอนทีฮ่อดเจสกบัฮนัทล์ยีไ์ปถงึ มี
รถสายตรวจหา้คนัจอดอยูใ่นลาน
แหง่น้ัน สองคนัในจ านวนน้ันจอด
ชดิกนัชนสดี าของรถเมอรเ์ซเดส 
ราวกบัพวต ารวจคาดวา่รถซดีาน
สเีทาคนัใหญ่อาจตดิเครือ่งขึน้มา
เองเหมอืนรถพลมีธัในหนงั
สยองขวญัเร ือ่งหนึง่และควบ
หนีไป (p.66) 
When Hodges and Hunt-
ley arrived, there were 
five police cars at the 
ground. Two of them 
were parked close to the 
black bumper of the Mer-
cedes as if the police ex-
pected that the large 
gray sedan might start 
itself like the Plymouth 
in one of the horror 
movie and run away. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Plymouth' 
was transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was 
literally translated. 
2.32 
Lying on the leather driver's 
seat was a rubber mask, the 
kind you pulled over your 
head. Yuft of orange Bozo-ish 
hair stuck up above the tem-
ples like horns. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
สิง่ทีอ่ยูบ่นเบาะน่ังหุม้หนังซึง่เป็น
ต าแหน่งของคนขบัคอืหนา้กาก
ยางแบบสวมหวัอนัหน่ึง กระจกุ
ผมสสีม้แบบตวัตลกชีโ้ดช่ ีเ้ด่
เหนือขมบัทัง้สองขา้งเหมอืนเขา
สตัว ์(p.68) 
  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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2.32 
Lying on the leather driver's 
seat was a rubber mask, the 
kind you pulled over your 
head. Yuft of orange Bozo-ish 
hair stuck up above the tem-
ples like horns. The nose was 
a red rubber bulb. Without a 
head to stretch it, the red-
lipped smile had become a 
sneer.   'Creepy as hell. You 
ever see that TV movie about 
the clown in the sewer?' 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
สิง่ทีอ่ยูบ่นเบาะน่ังหุม้หนังซึง่เป็น
ต าแหน่งของคนขบัคอืหนา้กาก
ยางแบบสวมหวัอนัหน่ึง กระจกุ
ผมสสีม้แบบตวัตลกชีโ้ดช่ ีเ้ด่
เหนือขมบัทัง้สองขา้งเหมอืนเขา
สตัว ์จมูกเป็นลกูยางสแีดง เมือ่ไม่
มศีรีษะอยูข่า้งใน รมิฝีปากสแีดง
สดทีย่ิม้แยม้ก็กลายเป็นการเบ ้
ปากเยาะเยย้   "โคตรน่าขนลกุ 
คณุเคยดหูนงัทวีทีีเ่ป็นเร ือ่ง
เกีย่วกบัตวัตลกในทอ่ระบาย
น า้ไหม"(p.68) 
What lied on the leather 
seat on the position of 
the driver was a pull-
over rubber mask. The 
ornage mob of hair like 
the clown pointed on the 
sides above the temples 
like the horns of an ani-
mal. The nose was a red 
rubber ball. When there 
was no head inside, the 
smiling red lips became a 
mocking sneer.     "How 
creepy. Have you ever 
watch a TV movie 
about a clown in the 
sewer?" 
Retained Literal translation 
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2.32 
Lying on the leather driver's 
seat was a rubber mask, the 
kind you pulled over your 
head. Yuft of orange Bozo-ish 
hair stuck up above the tem-
ples like horns. The nose was 
a red rubber bulb. Without a 
head to stretch it, the red-
lipped smile had become a 
sneer.   'Creepy as hell. You 
ever see that TV movie about 
the clown in the sewer?'   
Hodges shook his head. Later-
-only weeks before his retire-
ment--he bought a DVD copy 
of the film, and Pete was 
right. The mask-face was very 
close to the face of Pen-
nywise, the clown in the 
movie. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
สิง่ทีอ่ยูบ่นเบาะน่ังหุม้หนังซึง่เป็น
ต าแหน่งของคนขบัคอืหนา้กาก
ยางแบบสวมหวัอนัหน่ึง กระจกุ
ผมสสีม้แบบตวัตลกชีโ้ดช่ ีเ้ด่
เหนือขมบัทัง้สองขา้งเหมอืนเขา
สตัว ์จมูกเป็นลกูยางสแีดง เมือ่ไม่
มศีรีษะอยูข่า้งใน รมิฝีปากสแีดง
สดทีย่ิม้แยม้ก็กลายเป็นการเบ ้
ปากเยาะเยย้   "โคตรน่าขนลกุ 
คณุเคยดหูนังทวีทีีเ่ป็นเร ือ่ง
เกีย่วกบัตวัตลกในทอ่ระบายน ้า
ไหม"   ฮอดเจสสา่ยศรีษะ ใน
เวลาตอ่มา กอ่นเกษียณเพยีงไม่กี่
สปัดาห ์เขาไปหาซือ้ดวีดีหีนัง
เร ือ่งทีว่า่มาดู และพบวา่มนัจรงิ
อยา่งทีพ่ทีพูด หนา้กากอนัน้ันมี
ความใกลเ้คยีงกบัหนา้ของเพนนี
ไวส ์ตวัตลกในหนงัเร ือ่ง
ดงักล่าวมาก (p.68) 
What lied on the leather 
seat on the position of 
the driver was a pull-
over rubber mask. The 
ornage mob of hair like 
the clown pointed on the 
sides above the temples 
like the horns of an ani-
mal. The nose was a red 
rubber ball. When there 
was no head inside, the 
smiling red lips became a 
mocking sneer.     "How 
creepy. Have you ever 
watch a TV movie about 
a clown in the sewer?"     
Hodges shook his head. 
Later, just a few weeks 
before he retired, he 
bought a DVD of the 
movie and found outp 
that Pete was right. That 
mask was really similar 
to Pennywise, the 
clown in that movie.  
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation The name 
'Pennywise' was translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allsuion was literally 
translated. 
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2.36 
And your order, was it boxed 
and ready to go when you got 
there?'   'Yes.'   'One box?'   
'Oh no, three.'   'In a bag?'   
'No, just the boxes.'   'Must 
have been quite a struggle, 
getting all that out of your 
car,' Pete said. 'Three boxes of 
takeout, your purse...'   'And 
the key,' Hodges said. 'Don't 
forget that, Pete.'   [...]   'I see 
where you're going with this,' 
Mrs Trelawney said, 'and I as-
sure you...' A slight 
pause.'...you gentlemen that 
you are barking up the wrong 
path. I put my key in my purse 
as soon as I turned off the en-
gine, [...] 
Common 
saying  
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
"แลว้อาหารทีค่ณุสัง่ มนัใสก่ลอ่ง
รอไวอ้ยูแ่ลว้ตอนทีค่ณุไปถงึหรอื
เปลา่"   "ใชค่ะ่"   "ทัง้หมดอยู๋ใน
กลอ่งเดยีวหรอืครบั"   "โอ ไม่คะ่ 
แยกเป็นสามกลอ่ง"   "ใสเ่ป็นถงุ
เดยีวหรอืเปลา่ครบั"   "ไม่มถีงุคะ่ 
มแีคก่ลอ่ง"   "คงล าบากน่าดนูะ
ครบัเวลาหอบทัง้หมดน้ันลงจาก
รถ" พทีตัง้ขอ้สงัเกต "กลอ่ง
อาหารสามใบ กระเป๋าสะพาย..."   
"แลว้ก็กญุแจ" ฮอดเจสแทรกขึน้ 
"อยา่ลมืสิง่นีด้ว้ย พที"    [...]   
"ฉันเขา้ใจแลว้วา่คณุก าลงัจะพูด
อะไร" มสิซสิทรลีอวนี์ยเ์อ่ยปาก 
"และฉันขอยนืยนักบัคณุทัง้สอง
คน..." เธอเวน้ระยะเล็กนอ้ย "คณุ
สภุาพบุรษุ พวกคณุก าลงั
เขา้ใจผดิ ฉันเก็บกญุแจรถใส่
กระเป๋าทนัททีีด่บัเคร ือ่ง [...] 
(p.75) 
"And your order, are 
they in the boxes waiting 
when you got there?"     
"Yes."     "In one box?"     
"Oh, no. Three boxes."     
"Are they put in one 
carry bag?"     "No bag. 
Just the boxes."     "It 
must have been difficult 
when you took them out 
of your car," Pete com-
mented. "Three boxes of 
food, your bag..."     
"And the key," Hodges 
interrupted. "Don't forget 
that, Pete."     [...]     "I 
got what you're trying to 
say," Mrs Trelawney 
said. "And I can assure 
you both...," she paused 
briefly. " You gentlemen 
are misunderstanding. 
I put the key in my bag 
right after I turned off 
the engine [...]" 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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2.38 
Ahead was an orange DETOUR 
sign that would vector them 
around City Center… unless 
they wanted to light their 
blues, that was, and neither 
did. What they needed now 
was to talk. 
Current af-
fairs 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
มป้ีายทางเบีย่งสสีม้อยูข่า้งหนา้ 
หมายความวา่ทัง้คูจ่ะตอ้งเลีย่งไป
ใชท้างออ้มศนูยป์ระชมุ...ยกเวน้
พวกเขาอยากจะเปิดไซเรน ซึง่
ไม่มใีครอยาก ตอนนีท้ ัง้สองอยาก
คยุกนัมากกวา่ (p.80) 
There was an orange 
detour sign ahead 
meaning that they would 
have to go around the 
convention center… un-
less they wanted to 
turned on the siren. 
Neither of them wanted 
to. Now they wanted to  
talk.  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
2.38 
   'Did you have someone at 
the dealership check on what I 
was curious about?' Hodges 
asked him.   'No need,' 
McGrory said. 'I've worked at 
Ross since 1987. Must have 
seen a thousand Mercs go out 
the door since then, and I can 
tell you they all go out with 
two keys.'   [...]   'Are you sur-
prised?' Pete asked [...]   
'Nope,' Hodges said. 'It's 
standard procedure. Like the 
Brits say, an heir and a spare. 
They give you two keys when 
you buy your new car--' 
Common 
saying  
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "คณุบอกใหค้นทีบ่รษิทัตวัแทน
จ าหน่ายตรวจสอบเร ือ่งทีผ่มสงสยั
หรอืเปลา่" ฮอดเจสถามเขา   "ไม่
จ าเป็นครบั" แมคกรอรีต่อบ "ผม
ท างานทีร่อสสม์าตัง้แตปี่ ๑๙๘๗ 
เห็นรถเมอรเ์ซเดสวิง่ออกจาก
บรษิทัเป็นพนัคนั และผมบอกได ้
เลยวา่ทกุคนัถกูปลอ่ยออกไป
พรอ้มกบักญุแจสองชดุ"    [...]   
"คณุแปลกใจหรอืไง" พทีถาม [...]   
"ไม่เลย" ฮอดเจสตอบ "มนัเป็น
ขัน้ตอนปฏบิตัติามมาตรฐาน 
เหมอืนทีค่นองักฤษพูดว่ามี
องคร์ชัทายาทแลว้กต็อ้งมตีวั
ตายตวัแทนดว้ย พวกเขาจะให ้
กญุแจนายสองชดุเวลาทีน่ายออก
รถใหม่-" (p.80) 
     "Have you told some-
one at the dealer com-
pany check what I was 
curiosu about?" Hodges 
asked him.     "No need 
to,W McGrory answered. 
"I've worked at Ross  
since 1987. I've seen 
more than one thousand 
Mercedes go out of here, 
and I can tell you that 
every car goes out with 
two sets of keys.     [...]     
"Are you surprised?" 
Pete asked. [...]     "Not 
at all," Hodges an-
swered, "it's a standard 
procedure. Like what 
British people say, 
one to take the crown 
and one to spare. They 
will give you two sets of 
keys when you buy a 
new car-"      
Retained Literal translation 
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2.39 
   'Don't complicate what's 
simple,' his partner repeated. 
The traffic snarl had cleared 
and he put the pedal down. ' 
She was given two keys. She 
claims she only had one. And 
it's the truth. The bastard who 
killed those people probably 
threw the one she left in the 
ignition down a handy sewer 
when he walked away. The 
one she showed us was the 
spare.'   That had to be the 
answer. When you heard 
hoofbeats, you didn't think 
zebras. 
Science & 
tech 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   "อยา่ท าเร ือ่งง่ายๆ ใหซ้บัซอ้น" 
คูห่ขูองเขาเตอืนสต ิการจราจรที่
พลกุพลา่นเร ิม่เปิดโลง่ เขาเหยยีบ
คนัเรง่ "เธอไดก้ญุแจมาสองชดุ 
แตอ่า้งวา่มแีคช่ดุเดยีว และตอนนี้
มนัก็เป็นความจรงิแลว้ เพราะไอ ้
ช ัว่ทีเ่ขน่ฆ่าคนพวกน้ันอาจเอา
กญุแจชดุทีเ่ธอลมืไวใ้นชอ่ง
สตารต์ไปโยนทิง้ทอ่ระบายน ้า
ใกล ้ๆ  ตอนทีห่ลบไปจากจดุทิง้รถ 
สว่นชดุทีเ่ธอเอาใหเ้ราดเูป็นชดุ
ส ารอง"   ค าตอบจะตอ้งเป็นแบบ
น้ันแน่ เวลาทีคุ่ณไดย้นิเสยีง
มา้วิง่กบัๆ คุณจะไม่คดิหรอ
กว่าเอาเขา้จรงิมนัอาจเป็นมา้
ลายกไ็ด ้(p.81) 
     "Don't complicate 
simple things," his  part-
ner reminded him. The 
traffic became clear. He 
stepped on the accera-
tor. "She got two sets of 
keys but claimed she got 
only one. It's now the 
truth because the bas-
tard that killed all those 
people might take the 
key that she forgot and 
left in the ignition and 
threw it down a sewer 
nearby when he fled 
from where he left the 
car. The key that she 
showed us was the 
spare."      That must be 
the answer. When you 
heard the hoofs of the 
horse. You didn't 
think that it might be 
the sound of a zebra. 
Retained  Literal translation 
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2.41 
   'My brother finds out who 
you are, he bust a cap on 
y'asses,' he says. 
   'That's a terrrifying idea,' 
Troll One says. 'Just about 
make me want to pee my--' 
   […] 
   'Whatchoo want?' Troll 
Three asks. He's still hugging 
the kid from behind. 
   Hodges considers trying a 
John Wayne drawl, and de-
cides not to. The only Wayne 
these scuzzbags would know 
is L'il.  
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "พีช่ายฉันจะหาวา่พวกแกเป็น
ใคร แลว้จะซดัพวกแกใหน่้วมไป
เลย" เด็กนอ้ยวา่ 
   "ชา่งเป็นความคดิทีว่เิศษอะไร
อยา่งนี"้ โทรลหมายเลขหน่ึงกวน
ใส่ "แทบท าใหฉั้นฉ่ีรด-" 
   […] 
   "ตอ้งการไรมทิราบ" โทรล
หมายเลขสามถามยยีวน ยงัคงล็
อกเด็กนอ้ยไวจ้ากดา้นหลงั 
   ฮอดเจสช ัง่ใจวา่จะพูดยานคาง
แบบจอหน์ เวยน์ ดไีหม แลว้ก็
ตดัสนิใจวา่ไม่ดกีวา่ เวยน์เดยีวที่
เศษสวะพวกนีรู้จ้กัก็มแีค่ลลิ เวยน์ 
(pp.85-86) 
     "My brother will find 
out who yo are and beat 
you up," the kid says. 
     "What's a terrific 
idea," Troll no.1 mocks. 
"I'm almost pee my-" 
     […]  
     "What do you want?" 
Troll no.2 asked noncha-
lantly, still holding the 
kid from behind. 
     Hodges debates 
whether to drool like 
John Wayne, but he 
decided against it. The 
only Wayne that these 
scums know is L'l 
Wayne. 
Retained Transliteration 
2.41 
   'My brother finds out who 
you are, he bust a cap on 
y'asses,' he says.   'That's a 
terrrifyin idea,' Troll One says. 
'Just about make me want to 
pee my--'   […]   'Whatchoo 
want?' Troll Three asks. He's 
still hugging the kid from be-
hind.   Hodges considers try-
ing a John Wayne drawl, and 
decides not to. The only 
Wayne these scuzzbags would 
know is L'il.  
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   "พีช่ายฉันจะหาวา่พวกแกเป็น
ใค แลว้จะซดัพวกแกใหน่้วมไป
เลย" เด็กนอ้ยวา่   "ชา่งเป็น
ความคดิทีว่เิศษอะไรอยา่งนี"้ 
โทรลหมายเลขหน่ึงกวนใส่ "แทบ
ท าใหฉั้นฉ่ีรด-"   […]   "ตอ้งการ
ไรมทิราบ" โทรลหมายเลขสาม
ถามยยีวน ยงัคงล็อกเด็กนอ้ยไว ้
จากดา้นหลงั   ฮอดเจสช ัง่ใจว่าจะ
พูดยานคางแบบจอหน์ เวยน์ ดี
ไหม แลว้ก็ตดัสนิใจวา่ไม่ดกีวา่ 
เวยน์เดยีวทีเ่ศษสวะพวกนีรู้จ้กัก็
มแีคล่ลิ เวยน์ (pp.85-86) 
     "My brother will find 
out who yo are and beat 
you up," the kid says.     
"What's a terrific idea," 
Troll no.1 mocks. "I'm al-
most pee my-"     […]      
"What do you want?" 
Troll no.2 asked noncha-
lantly, still holding the 
kid from behind.     
Hodges debates whether 
to drool like John 
Wayne, but he decided 
against it. The only 
Wayne that these 
scums know is L'l 
Wayne. 
Retained Transliteration 
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2.42 
Why aren't you in school, little 
man?' 
   'My mama sick. I goin to get 
her medicine.' 
   This is a lie so audicious that 
Hodges has to grin. 'No, 
you're not,' he says. 'You're 
skipping.' 
   The kid says nothing. This is 
five-o, nobody else would 
step to it the way this guy did. 
Nobody else would have a 
loaded sock in his pocket, ei-
ther. [...] 
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
"ท าไมเธอไม่อยูท่ีโ่รงเรยีน หนุ่ม
นอ้ย" 
   "แม่ผมไม่สบายฮะ ผมก าลงัไป
ซือ้ยาใหแ้ม่" 
   เป็นการโกหาทีแ่สนจะทือ่จน
ฮอดเจสอดยิม้ไม่ได ้"เปลา่หรอก 
เธอไม่ไดจ้ะท าอยา่งน้ัน" เขาวา่ 
"เธอโดดเรยีนตา่งหาก" 
   เจา้หนูไม่พูดอะไร ตาแกค่นนี้
ตอ้งเป็นต ารวจแน่นอน เพราะคน
อืน่จะไม่เขา้มายุง่กบัเร ือ่งนี ้คนอืน่
จะไม่พกถงุเทา้ยดัลกูเหล็กไวใ้น
กระเป๋า [...] (p.87) 
"Why aren’t you in 
school, boy?"     
     "My mom's sick. I'm 
buying her a medicine." 
     It is a lie so obvious 
Hodges can't help smil-
ing. "No, you aren't go-
ing to do that," he said. 
"You're skipping." 
     The kid says nothing. 
This old man must be a 
cop because no one else 
would get involved in 
this. Others would not 
have a sock loaded with 
steel balls in his pocket.  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
3.3 
Jerome Robinson also bugs 
Brady. […]    He sprint lightly 
across his lawn […]. Behind 
them comes the kid sister, 
who is about nine.    'Get me a 
chocolate, Jerry!' she cries. 
[…]   He even has a white kid's 
name. Jerome. Jerry. It's of-
fensive. Why can't he be Tray-
more? Or Devon? Or Leroy? 
Why cant he be fucking Kunta 
Kinte? 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เจอโรม โรบนิสนั เป็นอกีคนที่
สรา้งความไม่พอใจใหเ้บรดี ้[…]   
เด็กหนุ่มวิง่เหยาะๆ ตดัสนามหนา้
บา้น […] ดา้นหลงัทัง้คูค่อื
นอ้งสาวของโรบนิสนัซึง่อายุ
ประมาณเกา้ขวบ   "ซือ้รส
ชอ็กโกแลตใหห้นูหน่อย เจอรี!่" 
เด็กหญงิรอ้ง […]   ไอห้มอน่ี
ถงึกบัมชี ือ่แบบเด็กชาว เจอโรม 
เจอรร์ ี ่น่ันเป็นเร ือ่งทีห่ยาบคาย
อยา่งไม่น่าใหอ้ภยั ท าไมมนัไม่ชือ่
เทรยม์อร ์เดวอน หรอืลรีอย 
ท าไมไม่ชือ่นายคุนตา คนิเต 
บดัซบ (p.96) 
Jerome  Robinson also ir-
ritates Brady. […]     The 
boy jogs across the lawn 
[…]. Behind them is 
Robinson's sister who is 
about nine.     "Buy me a 
chocolate, Jerry!" The 
girl cries. […]     This one 
even has a name like 
white people. Jerome. 
Jerry. That's too offen-
sive to bear. Why can't 
he be Traymore, Devon 
or Leroy? Why can't he 
be the damned Kunta 
Kinte? 
Retained Transliteration 
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3.4 
   The late Olivia Tralawney's 
house stands at the top of an 
asphalt drive alsmost as wide 
as the street it fronts. On the 
gate is a FOR SALE sign invit-
ing Qualified Buyers to call 
MICHAEL ZAFRON REALTY & 
FINE HOMEs. Hodges thinks 
that the sign is apt to be there 
awhile, given the housing 
market in this Year of Our 
Lord, 2010.  
Current af-
fairs 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   บา้นของโอลเิวยี ทรลีอวนี์ย ์ผู ้
ลว่งลบั ตัง้อยูบ่นยอดทางเดนิรถ
ลาดยางมะตอยซึง่มคีวามกวา้ง
เกอืบเทา่ถนนดา้นหนา้ บนประตู
ร ัว้ตดิป้าย ขาย เชญิชวนใหผู้ซ้ ือ้
ทีม่คีณุสมบตัพิรอ้มโทร.ตดิตอ่
บรษิทัไมเคลิ แซฟรอน เรยีลตี ้
แอนไฟนโ์ฮมส ์ฮอดเจสคดิวา่
ป้ายนีม้แีนวโนม้ทีจ่ะตอ้งตดิอยู่
อยา่งน้ันไปอกีระยะหน่ึง 
พจิารณาจากสภาพตลาด
อสงัหารมิทรพัยใ์นปีศรสิต ์
ศกัราช ๒๐๑๐ (p.99) 
     The house of the late 
Olivia Trelawney is lo-
cated on an asphalt path 
almost as wide as the 
street in the front. On 
the gate, there is a for 
sale sign inviting quali-
fied buyers  to contact  
Michael Saffron Re-
alty and Fine Homes. 
Hodges thinks that the 
sign is likely to be there 
for awhile considering 
the realty market in 
this year 2010 AD. 
Retained Literal translation 
3.5 
   Hodges glances at his watch 
and sees this is true. It's al-
most four-thirty. Given the 
rush-hour traffic downtown, 
he'll be lucky to get home in 
time to watch Scott Pelley on 
CBS Evening News. He used to 
watch NBC until he decided 
Brian Williams was a good-
natured goof who's too fond 
of YouTube videos. 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   ฮอดเจสเหลอืบดนูาฬกิาขอ้มอื
และพบวา่น่ันเป็นความจรงิ เวลา
ตอนนีเ้กอืบสีโ่มงครึง่ ดจูาก
สภาพการจราจรยา่นดาวนท์าวน์
ในช ัว่โมงเรง่ดว่น เขาจะโชคดี
มากถา้กลบัถงึบา้นทนัดสูกอตต ์
เพลลยี ์ในรายการขา่วซบีเีอสอฟี
นิง่นิวส ์เมือ่กอ่นเขาเคยดชูอ่งเอ็น
บซี ีจนกระทัง่ลงความเห็นวา่ไบร
อนั วลิเลีย่มส ์เป็นคนทึม่โลก
สวยทีห่ลงใหลไดป้ลืม้คลปิ
ต่างๆ ในยูทูปมากเกนิไป 
(p.101) 
     Hodges glances at his 
watch and sees that it is 
true. It is almost half 
past four. Considering 
the downtown traffic at 
the rush hours, he must 
be very lucky to arrive 
home in time to watch 
Scott Pelley on CBS 
Evening News. He used 
to watch NBC until he 
thought that Brian Wil-
liams was an optimis-
tic fool who was ob-
sessed too much with 
YouTube video clips. 
 Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translation The proper 
nouns 'Brian Williams' 
and 'YouTube' were 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allsuion was liter-
ally translated. 
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3.6 
Do you know that kids egged 
her gate? Not just at Hallow-
een, either. […]'   'And one 
night someone tagged the 
lefthand gatepost. We got it 
taken care of before she saw 
it, and I'm glad. You know 
what it said?'   Hodges shakes 
his head.   Peeples lowers his 
voice. 'KILLER CUNT is what it 
said, in big drippy capital let-
ters. Which was absolutely 
not fair. She goofed up, that's 
it. Is there any of us who 
haven't at one time or an-
other?'   'Not me, that's for 
sure,' Hodges says.   'Right. Bi-
ble says let him who is with-
out sin cast the first stone.'  
Religion 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
"คณุทราบไหมครบัวา่เด็กๆ เอา
ไขม่าปาประตรู ัว้บา้นเธอ และไม่
ใขแ่คว่นัฮลัโลวนีดว้ย […]"   "มี
อยูค่นืหน่ึง ใครสกัคนมาเขยีน
ขอ้ความบนเสาประตรู ัว้ฝ่ังซา้ย 
เราจดัการมนักอ่นทีเ่ธอจะมาเห็น 
ซึง่ผมดใีจมาก รูไ้หมครบัมนั
เขยีนวา่ยงัไง"   ฮอดเจสสา่ยศรีษะ   
พเีพลิสเ์บาเสยีงลง "อกีะหรี่
ฆาตกร มนัเขยีนวา่อยา่งน้ัน 
ตวัพมิพใ์หญ่ ตวัโตๆ ตวัหนังสอื
ยอ้ยๆ ดสูยดสยอง มนัไม่ยตุธิรรม
เลยจรงิๆ นะครบั เธอพลาด ก็เทา่
น้ันเอง พวกเรามใีครไม่เคยพลาด
บา้ง"   "ผมไม่ เร ือ่งน้ันแน่นอน" 
ฮอดเจสวา่"     "จรงิส ิในไบเบลิ
ถงึไดบ้อกไว ้ผูใ้ดในพวกทา่น
ทีไ่ม่มบีาป กใ็หผู้น้ัน้เอาหนิ
ขวา้งเขากอ่น"[Footnote: 
อา้งถงึคมัภรีไ์บเบลิฉบบัยอหน์ 
บทที ่๘ วรรคที ่๗ ประโยค
ดงักลา่วเป็นค าตอบของพระเยซ ู
เมือ่มผีูม้าขอความเห็นเร ือ่งทีจ่ะ
ลงโทษผูห้ญงิทีม่คีวามผดิฐานลว่ง
ประเวณีคนหน่ึงดว้ยการเอาหนิ
ขวา้งใหต้าย] (pp.102-103) 
"Do you know kids threw 
eggs on her gate? And 
it's not just on Hollow-
een. […]"      "One night, 
someone wrote some-
thing on her left gate-
post. We took care of it 
before she saw it. And 
I'm happy we did. Do 
you know what's the 
words?"      Hodges 
shook his head.     
Peeples lowers his voice, 
"MURDEROUS WHORE" 
that what it said. The 
scary dripping capital let-
ters. It was really not 
fair. She messed up. 
That's it. Who never 
did?"     "I didn't. That's 
for sure," Hodges said.     
"Sure. That's why the 
Bible says let the one 
without sin be the 
first to throw the 
stone."[Footnote: It 
refers to a quote from 
John 8:7. The quote is 
the answer of Jesus 
when he was asked for 
his opinion about a  
wowan's punishment for 
adultery by stoning to 
death.]  
Retained 
Literal translationExplici-
tation (footnote)A foot-
note was added about 
the referent of the allu-
sion. 
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3.9 
His hired kid gets straight As 
in advanced math, he can re-
place fallen gutters, he fixes 
Hodges's email when it goes 
blooey […], he can do basic 
plumbing, he can speak 
French pretty well. And if you 
ask what he's reading, he's 
apt to bore you for half an 
hour with blood symbolism of 
D.H.Lawrence. 
Literature 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
เขาจา้งเด็กทีไ่ดเ้กรดเอลว้นใน
วชิาคณิตศาสตรข์ึน้สงูมาท างาน
ให ้เด็กคนนีส้ามารถน ารางน ้าอนั
ใหม่ไปเปลีย่นแทนอนัเกา่ทีพ่งัลง
มา ชว่ยแกปั้ญหาเร ือ่งอเีมลเวลา
ทีม่นัรวน […] เจอโรมท างาน
ประปาง่ายๆ ได ้พูดฝร ัง่เศสได ้
คอ่นขา้งด ีและถา้คณุถามเขาวา่
ตอนนีอ้่านอะไรอยู ่มคีวามเป็นไป
ไดส้งูทีเ่ขาจะท าใหค้ณุหชูาดว้ย
การพูดน ้าไหลไฟดบัถงึการใช้
เลอืดเป็นสญัลกัษณใ์นงาน
เขยีนของด.ี เอช. ลอวเ์รนซ ์
(pp.107-108) 
He hired the kid who 
gets straight A in math 
to work for him. This kid 
can replace his fallen 
gutters and fixes his 
email when there is 
something wrong.[…] Je-
rome can do basic 
plumbing, and he is quite 
fluent in French. If you 
ask what he is reading at 
the moment, it is highly 
likely that he will bore 
you with his speech on 
blood symbolism in 
the works of D.H. 
Lawrence. 
Retained  
Transliteation + literal 
translationThe name 
'D.H. Lawrence' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
p.3.10 
   He has made it in time for 
most of the evening news, but 
decides against it. There is 
only so much Gulf oil-spill and 
Tea Party politics he can take. Current af-
fairs 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   ฮอดเจสกลบัถงึบา้นเกอืบทนัดู
ขา่วภาคค ่าตัง้แตต่น้รายการ แต่
เขาตดัสนิใจไม่ด ูเรารบัขอ้มูล
ขา่วสารเกีย่วกบัน ้ามนัทีไ่หลลงสู่
อ่าวกบัการเมอืงของฝ่าย
อนุรกัษเ์ชงิเสรนิียมมามาก
เกนิไปแลว้ (p.108) 
     Hodges almost made 
it in time for watching 
the evening news from 
the start, but he decides 
not to watch it. We have 
received too much infor-
mation on oil spillage 
into the gulf and the lib-
eral conservative poli-
tics. 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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3.11 
   Jerome had shrugged. 'Two, 
three years ago. It's a new 
world out there, Mr Hodges. 
Just be grateful the phisher-
man  didn't hit you with a vi-
rus that ate all your files and 
apps.'   'I wouldn't lose much,' 
Hodges had said. 'Mostly I just 
surf the Web. [...]'   Jerome 
had given him his patented 
I'm-too-polite-to-call-you-
dumb look. 'What about your 
your tax returns? I helped you 
do em online last year. You 
want someone to see what 
you paid Uncle Sugar? Be-
sides me, I mean?' 
Current af-
fairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เจอโรมยกัไหล ่"สองสามปีกอ่น 
โลกมนัเปลีย่นไปแลว้ครบั 
มสิเตอรฮ์อดเจส คณุควร
ขอบคณุมจิฉาชพีคนนีท้ีไ่ม่โจมตี
คณุดว้วยไวรสัซึง่จะกนิไฟลแ์ละ
โปรแกรมตา่งๆ ในเครือ่งของคณุ
ไปหมด"   "ซึง่ฉันก็จะไม่เสยีหาย
อะไรเทา่ไหรห่รอก" ฮอดเจสวา่ 
"โดยมากฉันก็แคเ่ปิดดเูว็บตา่งๆ 
[...]"    เจอโรมท าสหีนา้
เหมอืนกบัจะบอกวา่ ผมมมีารยาท
เกนิกวา่จะเรยีกคณุวา่หนา้โง่ อนั
เป็นเอกลกัษณเ์ฉพาะตวัของเขา 
"แลว้ขอ้มูลการขอคนืภาษีละ่ ปีที่
แลว้ผมชว่ยคณุยืน่แบบทาง
อนิเทอรเ์น็ต คณุอยากใหค้นอืน่
เห็นหรอืไงวา่คณุจา่ยใหลุ้งแซม
เทา่ไหร ่ผมหมายถงึ นอกจากผม
แลว้" (p.110)  
     Jerome shrugged. 
"Two or three years ago. 
The world has changed, 
Mr Hodges. You should 
be grateful that this 
scammer would attack 
you with a virus that ate 
all the files and pro-
grammes in your com-
puter."     "Which I 
wouldn't lose much," 
Hodges said. "I've just 
surfed the websites. 
[...]"     Jerome's face 
was as if he wanted to 
say that "I am too polite 
to call you an idiot", 
whcih was something 
unique to him. "How 
about your tax refund 
form? Last year, I helped 
you do it online. Do you 
want others to see how 
much you paid for Uncle 
Sam? I mean except for 
me."  
Retained 
SC equivalentThe trans-
lator substituted the al-
lusion with another ex-
pression of the same 
meaning but might be 
more familiar in the tar-
get cultur. 
3.15 
   He actually doesn't have 
much interest in girls, and 
girls sense it. […] He and his 
mother share a gothic rain-
bow of secret, a thing not to 
be thought of unless it is ab-
solutely necessary. 
Current af-
fairs 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   ในความเป็นจรงิเขาไม่ไดส้นใจ
พวกผูห้ญงิสกัเทา่ไหร ่และพวก
เธอก็รูส้กึได ้[…] เขากบัแม่มี
ความลบัแสนหวานหม่นมดื
รว่มกนัอยู ่เป็นสิง่ทีไ่ม่ควรนึกถงึ
ยกเวน้ในเวลาทีจ่ าเป็นจรงิๆ 
(p.116) 
     In reality, he is not 
really interested in 
women and they sense 
that. […] He and his 
mom share a dark 
sweet secret. It is 
something that you 
should not think of ex-
cept for when it is really 
necessary. 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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3.16 
   He has blue-boxed the TVs 
in the house, which means 
Brady and his ma are getting 
not just basic cable but all the 
premium channels (including 
a few exotic add-ins like Al 
Jazeera) for free, […] 
Current af-
fairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เบรดีต้ดิต ัง้กลอ่งบลบ็ูอกซ ์
ใหก้บัโทรศพัทท์ีบ่า้น ซึง่
หมายความวา่นอกจากชอ่งเคเบลิ
ธรรมดาแลว้ เขากบัแม่ยงั
สามารถดชูอ่งพรเีมยีมทัง้หมด 
(รวมทัง้ชอ่งตา่งประเทศอกีสอง
สามชอ่งทีพ่่วงตดิมา อาทเิชน่ อลั
จาซรีา) (p.118) 
     Brady installed the 
blue box with the tele-
phone at home which 
means that except for 
the basic cable pro-
grammes, he and his 
mom can watch every 
premium channel (in-
cluding a few foreign 
channels like Al-
Jazeera). 
Retained Transliteration 
3.16 
Ma won't watch anything that 
isn't spoon-fed her by the four 
major networks, and Brady 
himself is mostly working one 
of his two jobs or down here 
in the control room, […] 
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
แม่จะไม่ดอูะไรทีไ่ม่ถกูป้อนเขา้
ปากโดยสถานีโทรทศันส์ีช่อ่ง
หลกั และโดยมากเบรดีก็้จะ
วุน่วายอยูก่บังานใดงานหน่ึงใน
สองงานทีเ่ขาตอ้งท าเพือ่หาเลีย้ง
ชพี หรอืไม่ก็ลงมาขลุกใน
หอ้งควบคมุแหง่นี ้[…] (p.118) 
Mom will not watch any-
thing that is not spoon 
fed by the four major 
channels, and most of 
the time, Brady is busy 
with one of his two jobs 
or buries himself in this 
control room […]. 
Retained Literal translation  
3.19 
   She offers him a mug. 'If you 
want cram, you'll have to 
popur it yourself. When it 
comes to additives, I take no 
responsibility.' 
   'Black is fine.' 
   She smiles. Her teeth are ei-
ther perfect or perfectly 
capped. 'A man after my own 
heart.' 
Common 
saying  
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   เธอสง่แกว้กาแฟใหเ้ขา "ถา้
คณุจะใสค่รมี คงตอ้งรบกวนไป
เตมิเองนะคะ เพราะเร ือ่งทีจ่ะตอ้ง
ใสอ่ะไรเพิม่บา้งน่ี ฉันใบส้นิท
จรงิๆ" 
   "กาแฟด าดแีลว้ครบั" 
   เธอยิม่ ฟันสวนไม่มทีีต่ ิหรอืไม่ก็
ถกูครอบไวเ้สยีสวยไม่มีทีต่ ิ"เรา
คอเดยีวกนั" (p.124) 
     She passes the coffee 
cop to him, "if you want 
cream, please help your-
self because I have no 
idea on what to add."      
"The black coffee is fine 
with me." 
      She smiles. Her 
teeth are perfect or per-
fectly capped. "We are 
the same specie."  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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3.19-20 
[…] There's a connection be-
tween those murders and my 
sister's suicide, because the 
man who used the car is also 
the man who wrote the letter. 
And those other things. Those 
Blue Umbrella things.'   Easy 
Hodges cautions himself. 
Don’t blow it.   […]    Easy, 
boy, he tells himself again, 
and sips more coffee. Philip 
Marlowe  you ain't.  
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] การสงัหารหมู่คร ัง้น้ันกบัการ
ฆ่าตวัตายของพีส่าวฉันมคีวาม
เชือ่มโยงกนัอยู ่เพราะผูช้ายทีเ่อา
รถไปใชก้อ่เหตเุป็นคนเขยีน
จดหมายฉบบัน้ันดว้ย ไม่ใชแ่ค่
น้ัน ยงัมบีลอูมัเบรลลาอะไรน่ัน
อกี"   ใจเย็นๆ ฮอดเจสเตอืน
ตวัเอง อยา่ท าเสยีเร ือ่ง   […]   ใจ
เย็นๆ ไอห้นู เขาบอกตวัเองอกี 
และจบิกาแฟเขาไปอกีอกึ นาย
ไม่ใชฟิ่ลปิ มารโ์ลว ์[Foot-
note: Philip Marlowe ตวั
ละครนักสบืในนิยายทีเ่ขยีนโดย
เรยม์อนด ์แชนดเ์ลอร ์(ค.ศ.
๑๘๘๘-๑๙๕๙) นักเขยีนชาว
องักฤษผูไ้ดช้ ือ่วา่เป็นหน่ึงใน
นักเขยีนอาชญนิยายทีด่ทีีส่ดุใน
โลก] (p.125) 
[…] There must be a 
connection between that 
mass slaugter and my 
sister's suicide because 
the man who stole the 
car is the one who wrote 
the letter. Not only that, 
there's that Blue Um-
brella thing too."     Calm 
down, Hodges reminds 
himself. Don't blow it.     
[...]     Easy, boy. He 
tells himseld again and 
sips the coffee. You are 
not Philip Marlowe. 
[Footnote: Philip Mar-
lowe is a fictional detec-
tive in the novels by Ray-
mond Chandler (1888-
1959), a British writer 
who was praised as one 
of the best crime fiction 
writers in the world.] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain aboout Philip Mar-
lowe. 
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3.23 
   'Did you mother connect the 
man to the stolen Mercedes 
and the killings at City Cen-
ter?'   'She never said anything 
that would make me believe 
so. Her short-term memory's 
gotten very foggy. I you ask 
her about the Japanese 
bombing Pearl Harbor, she 
can tell you exactly when she 
heard the news on the radio, 
[...] 
History 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   "แม่คณุโยงไดห้รอืเปลา่วา่ชาย
คนนีก้บัคนทีข่โมยรถและกอ่เหตุ
สงัหารหมู่ทีศ่นูนยป์ระชมุเป็นคน
เดยีวกนั"    "แม่ไม่เคยพูดอะไรที่
ท าใหค้ดิวา่แกโยงได ้ความทรงจ า
ระยะสัน้ของแม่เลอะเลอืนมากคะ่ 
ถา้คณุถามเร ือ่งญีปุ่่นถล่ม
เพริล์ฮารเ์บอร ์แกจะบอกคณุได ้
อยา่งชดัเจนวา่ไดย้นิขา่วทางวทิย ุ
[...] (p.132) 
     "Did you mother real-
ize that this man and the 
one who stole the car 
and killed people at the 
City Centre was the 
same person?"     "Mom 
never said anything that 
sounded like she did. Her 
short-term memory is 
very blurry. If you ask 
her about the Japanses 
bombing at Pearl Ha-
bour, she will tell you 
exactly what she heard 
from the radio. [...] 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Pearl Harbor' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
3.24 
   'I know who I'd be in one of 
those old movies,' she says, 
still looking out at the boats 
playing on the water. 'The 
conniving sister who inherites 
the care of an elderly parent 
along with a pile of money. 
The cruel sister who keeps the 
money but ships the Aged P 
off to a creepy mansion where 
the old people get Alpo for 
dinner [...] 
Food 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ฉันรูว้า่ฉันจะเป็นตวัละครตวั
ไหนถา้อยูใ่นหนังเกา่ๆ พวกน้ัน" 
เธอพูด สายตายงัคงจบัทีเ่รอืที่
แลน่ลอ้ลมอยูบ่นผวิน ้า "นอ้งสาว
จอมวางแผนทีร่บัสบืทอดทัง้ภาระ
ดแูลแม่แก่ๆ  และมรดกกอ้นใหญ่ 
นอ้งสาวใจทรามทีฮุ่บเงนิกอ้นน้ัน
ไวแ้ละเฉดหวัแม่แก่ๆ  ไปที่
คฤหาสนส์ยองทีใ่หอ้าหาร
หมาอลัโปคนแกพ่วกนีก้นิเป็น
มือ้เย็น [...] (p.132) 
     "I know which char-
acter I would be in those 
old movies," she said, 
her eyes still fixing on 
the boats floating on the 
surface of the sea. "The 
younger sister scheming 
to interite everything 
both the care of her old 
mother and the large 
amount of money. The 
evil younger sister who 
took all the money and 
put her old mother in a 
creepy mansion where 
they feed the old people 
with the dog food, 
Alpo. [...]" 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added 
that the allusion was a 
fdog food. 
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3.24 
 'Will you take the job? I 
checked private detective 
rates online, and I'm prepared 
to do considerably better. Five 
thousand dollars a week, plus 
expenses. An eight-week mini-
mum.'   Forty thousand for 
eight weeks' work, Hodges 
marvels. Maybe he could be 
Philip Marlowe after all. 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"คณุจะรบังานนีไ้หมคะ ฉัน
ตรวจสอบอตัราคา่จา้งนักสบื
เอกชนทางอนิเทอรเ์น็ตมาแลว้ 
และพรอ้มทีจ่ะใหม้ากกวา่น้ัน
พอสมควร หา้พนัตอลลา่รต์อ่
สปัดาห ์บอกคา่ใชจ้า่ยอืน่ๆ 
ตา่งหาก ระยะเวลาการท างาน
อยา่งนอ้ยแปดสปัดาห"์   สีห่มืน่
เหรยีญส าหรบังานแปดสปัดาห ์
ฮอดเจสถงึกบัตะลงึ ทีส่ดุแลว้เขา
อาจเป็นฟิลปิ มารโ์ลว ์จรงิๆ ก็
ได ้(p.133) 
"Will you accept the job? 
I've checked the hire 
rates for private detec-
tive online. I'm ready to 
pay quite a lot more. 
Five thousand dollars a 
week, not including other 
expenses. The working 
period is eight week min-
imum."      Forty thou-
sand for eight weeks. 
Hodges is stunned. In 
the end, he might actu-
ally be Philip Marlowe.  
Retained Transliteration 
3.24 
[…] after a moment's thought 
he recalls the nurse without it. 
A tall woman stately woman 
in white who seemed to glide 
rather than walk. With a mass 
of marcelled gray hair that 
made her look a bit like Elsa 
Lanchester in The Bride of 
Frankenstein. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
หลงัจากใชค้วามคดิครูห่น่ึงเขาก็
จ าพยาบาลคนน้ันไดโ้ดยไม่ตอ้ง
พึง่มนั ผูห้ญงิรา่งสงูผึง่ผายสวม
ชดุขาว ทา่ทางการเคลือ่นไหว
เหมอืนเลือ่นไถลมากกวา่เดนิ ผม
สเีทาดกหนาดดัเป็นลอนคลืน่ท า
ใหเ้ธอมสีว่นละมา้ยเอลซา 
แลนเชสเตอร ์ใน 
เดอะบรายดอ์อฟแฟรงเกนส
ไตน ์(p.133) 
After thinking for a mo-
ment, he can remember 
the nurse without using 
it. The tall graceful 
women in white whose 
movement looked more 
like gliding rather than 
walking. Her thick gray 
hair was curly making 
her look a bit similar to 
Elsa Lanchester in 
The bride of Franken-
stein. 
Retained Transliteration 
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3.26-27 
[…] Her periods were hor-
roramas. She took to her bed 
until they were over.' 
   'And still kept her job?' 
   Jenney's reply is as dry as 
Death Valley. 'Ollie's periods 
always used to last exactly 
forty-eight hours and they al-
ways came on the week-
ends.[...]' 
Geography 
& nature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
การมปีระจ าเดอืนเป็นชว่งเวลา
แหง่ความสยดสยอง เธอจะนอน
แซว่อยูบ่นเตยีงจนกวา่
ประจ าเดอืนจะหมด" 
   "แลว้ทีท่ างานก็ยงัจา้งเธออยู่
หรอืครบั" 
   ค าตอบของเจนียแ์หง้แลว้ราว
กบัหุบเขามรณะ "ประจ าเดอืน
ของโอลลีจ่ะมาแคส่ีส่บิแปดช ัว่โมง 
ไม่ขาดไม่เกนิไปกวา่นี ้และจะเป็น
ชว่งสดุสปัดาหเ์สมอดว้ย [...]" 
(p.138) 
[…] Her period moments 
were terrible. She would 
have to stay in bed until 
it was over." 
     "And her workplace 
still hired her?" 
     Jenney's answer is as 
dry as Death Valley. 
"Ollie's periods lasted 
only forty-eight hours. 
No more, no less. And 
they always came on the 
weekends. [...]" 
Retained Literal translation 
3.28 
[…]  when they got to the res-
taurant, she froze. Couldn't 
get out of the car. Shaking like 
a leaf. Some guys would have 
given up right there, but not 
Kent. He took her to McDon-
ald's and got Value Meals at 
the drive-through window. 
They ate in the parking lot. I 
guess they did that a lot. 
She'd go to the movies with 
him, but always had to sit on 
the aisle. She sitting on the in-
side made her short of 
breath.'   'A lady with all bells 
and whistles.' 
Common 
saying  
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
[…] แตว่า่เมือ่ไปถงึรา้นอาหาร 
ปรากฏวา่โอลลีต่วัแข็งจนลงจาก
รถไม่ได ้ตวัเธอสัน่อยา่งกบัใบไมท้ี่
พูกลมพดั เป็นคนอืน่คงถอดใจ
ตัง้แตต่อนน้ันแลว้ แตไ่ม่ใชเ่คนท ์
เขาพาเธอไปแมคโดนัลดแ์ละสัง่
ชดุสดุคุม้ทางชอ่งไดรฟ์ทรู 
จากน้ันทัง้สองก็ไปน่ังกนิในลาน
จอดรถ ฉันเดาวา่พวกเขาคงท า
แบบน้ันบ่อยมาก เธอไปดหูนังกบั
เขา แตต่อ้งเลอืกทีน่ั่งตดิทางเดนิ
ตลอด เธอบอกวา่การน่ังเกา้อีต้วั
ในๆ ท าใหเ้ธอหายใจไม่ออก"   
"เป็นผูห้ญงิทีเ่งือ่นไขเยอะจงัเลย
นะครบั" (p.140) 
[…] But when they ar-
rived at the restaurant, 
Ollie froze and could not 
get out of the car. She 
shook like a leaf in the 
wind. Other people 
would give up by then, 
but not Kent. He took 
her to McDonalds' and 
ordered Value Meals 
from the drive-through 
window. Then they ate 
them at the parking lot. I 
guessed they did that 
very often. She went for 
movies with him, but she 
had to sit next to the 
aisle. She said that the 
seats inside suffocating 
her."     "A woman with 
a lot of conditions, 
wasn't she?" 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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3.31 
[…] when it comes to comput-
ers, an awful lot of em are 
clueless. They beat up their 
machines, then expect them 
to work. They open bareback 
email attachments. They go to 
websites like this, and all at 
once their computer goes HAL 
9000 and starts downloading 
pictures of teenage escorts or 
terrorist videos that show 
people getting their heads 
chopped off.'   It was on the 
tip of Hodges's tougue to ask 
who Hal 9000 is--it sound like 
a gangbanger to him--[...] 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"[…] แตถ่า้เป็นเร ือ่งคอมพวิเตอร ์
ละก็ มคีนกลุม่นีเ้ยอะเลยทีไ่ม่รูว้า่
อะไรเป็นอะไร พวกเขาทบุเครือ่ง
โครมๆ และหวงัวา่มนัจะท างาน 
เปิดไฟลท์ีแ่นบมากบัอเีมลทัง้ทีม่นั
เป็นไฟลไ์ม่มนีามสกลุ คนพวกนี้
จะคลกิเขา้ไปในเว็บประเภทนี ้และ
ทนัใดน้ันคอมพวิเตอรก็์จะ
กลายเป็นฮลั 9000 และเร ิม่
ดาวนโ์หลดรปูสาวนอ้ยแรกรุน่
หรอืวดิโีอกลุม่กอ่การรา้ยทีแ่สดง
การฆ่าตดัหวั"   ฮอดเจสก าลงัจะ
ถามวา่ฮลั 9000 เป็นใคร ชือ่
เหมอืนแกง๊รมุโทรมเหยือ่อยา่งไร
ชอบกลในความเห็นของค า 
[...][Footnote: คอมพวิเตอร ์
อจัฉรยิะ หน่ึงในตวัละครส าคญัใน
นิยายวทิยาศาสตรเ์ร ือ่งเยีย่ม 
2001: A Space Odyssey 
เขยีนโดยอารเ์ทอร ์ซ.ี คลารก์ 
และถกูดดัแปลงเป็นภาพยนตร ์
โดยสแตนลยี ์ควิบรคิ ผูก้ ากบั
ชาวอเมรกินั คนเดยีวกบัทีเ่คย
ดดัแปลงผลงานของสตเีวน คงิ 
เร ือ่ง The Shining] (p.146) 
"[…] when it comes to 
computers, a lot of these 
people know nothing 
about it. They hit them 
hard and hope they 
would work. They open 
bareback files attahced 
with an email. These 
people will go to web-
sites like this, and all of a 
sudden, their computers 
be come Hal 9000 and 
start download photos of 
teenage girls or terrorist 
video clips showing be-
headed victims."     
Hodges was about to ask 
who Hal 9000 is. It 
sounds like a name of a 
gangbanger or some-
thing. [...][Footnote: 
The genius computer, 
one of the characters in 
the renowned sci-fi 
novel, 2001: A Space 
Odyssey by Arthur C. 
Clarke. The novel was 
adapted into film by 
Stanley Kubrick, an 
American film director, 
who was also responsible 
for the adaption of Ste-
phen King's The Shin-
ing.] 
Retained 
Transliteration Explicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Hal 9000. 
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3.32 
   Hodges had never missed 
pete Huntley so bitterly as he 
does at that moment: a tennis 
partner to volley with, only 
with theories and supposi-
tions instead of fuzzy green 
balls. He has no doubt Jerome 
could fulfill that function, he 
has a good mind and a 
demonstrated talent for mak-
ing all the right deductive 
leaps...but he's also a year 
from voting age, four from 
being able to buy a legal 
drink, and this could be dan-
gerous. 
Current af-
fairs 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   ฮอดเจสไม่เคยคดิถงึพที ฮนัท ์
ลยี ์ดว้ยความรูส้กึขมขืน่มาก
เทา่นีม้ากอ่น คูด่วลเทนนิสของ
เขา แตต่โีตก้นัดว้ยทฤษฎแีละ
สมมตฐิานตา่งๆ แทนทีจ่ะเป็นเจา้
ลกูขนๆ สเีขยีวพวกน้ัน  เขาไม่
สงสยัเลยวา่เจอโรมสามารถเตมิ
เต็มหนา้ทีน้ั่นได ้เด็กคนนีห้วัดแีละ
มพีรสวรรคท์ีผ่่านการพสิจูนแ์ลว้
วา่สามารถสรปุความตา่งๆ แบบ
กา้วกระโดดไดอ้ยา่งถกูตอ้ง...แต่
เขาอายุต า่กว่าเกณฑม์สีทิธิ ์
ออกเสยีงเลอืกต ัง้หนึง่ปีและ
อกีสีปี่กว่าจะซือ้เครือ่งดืม่
แอลกอฮอลไ์ดอ้ย่างถูกตอ้ง
ตามกฎหมาย และน่ันอาจเป็น
อนัตราย (p.147) 
     Hodges had never 
missed Pete Huntely with 
a bitter feeling like this. 
His tennis partner who 
had played against him 
with theories and as-
sumptions instead of 
that fuzzy green ball. He 
had no doubt that Je-
rome could fulfill that 
duty. This kid is clever 
and talented proven to 
be able to leap to correct 
conclusions.... but he is 
one year away for 
having the right to 
vote and four more 
years before he can 
legally buy alcohol 
drink. And that might be 
dangerous. 
Retained Literal transltion 
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3.33 
   They walk down the hill to 
the little shopping center at 
the intersection of Harper 
Road and Hanover Street with 
Odell padding between them 
on the slack leash. They can 
see the buidlings of down-
town two miles distant, City 
Center and the Midwest Cul-
ture and Arts Complex domi-
nating the cluster of skyscrap-
ers. The MAC is not one of 
I.M. Pei's finer creations, in 
Hodges's opinion.  
Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ทัง้สองเดนิตามทางลงเขาไปยงั
ศนูยก์ารคา้เล็กๆ ตรงสีแ่ยกถนน
ฮารเ์ปอรต์ดักบัถนนฮาโนเวอร ์
โดยมโีอเดลลท์ีใ่ส่สายจูงเดนิ
เตาะแตะคัน่กลาง  ทัง้คูม่องเห็น
อาคารตา่งๆ ในยา่นดาวนท์าวน์
ซึง่อยูห่า่งไปสองไมล ์อาคารศนูย ์
ประชมุและศนูยศ์ลิปะและ
วฒันธรรมมดิเวสตโ์ดดเดน่เหนือ
ตกึระฟ้าทีก่ระจกุตวักนัอยูต่รงน้ัน 
ศนูยศ์ลิปะและวฒันธรรมไม่ใช่
หน่ึงในผลงานชิน้โบแดงของไอ. 
เอม็. เป้ย ในความเห็นของฮอด
เจส[Footnote: I. M. Pei (ค.ศ.
๑๙๑๗-) สถาปนิกชาวอเมรกินั
เชือ้สายจนี ไดร้บัการยกยอ่งวา่
เป็นหน่ึงในผูท้รงอทิธพิลดา้นงาน
ออกแบบสถาปัตยกรรมยคุใหม่ 
ผลงานเดน่คอืพรีะมดิแกว้ทางเขา้
พพิธิภณัฑล์วูร]์ (p.150) 
   Both of them walk 
down the hill to a small 
shopping centre at the 
intersection of Harper 
Road and Hanover Road 
with Odell walking on the 
leash between them. 
They can see buildings in 
downtown area two 
miles away from here. 
City Center and Midwest 
Culture and Arts Center 
stand out among the 
clustering skyscrapers 
there. The Culture and 
Arts Center is not one of 
the best works of I. M. 
Pei in Hodges' opin-
ion.[Footnote: I.M. Pei 
(1917-) is a Chinese-
American architect 
praised to be one of the 
most influential person in 
modern architecture. His 
famous work is the glass 
pyramid at the entrace 
of the Lourve.] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain aboout I. M. Pei. 
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3.33 
   'Anything else I can do for 
you today?'   […]   'You could 
listen to a story,' he says. […] 
'Would you be willing to do 
that?'   […]   'So what's the 
story, morning glory?' Jerome 
asks. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "วนันีม้อีะไรใหผ้มชว่ยอกีไหม
ครบั"   […]   "เธอชว่ยไดด้ว้ยการ
ฟังฉันเลา่เร ือ่งหน่ึง" ฮอดเจสบอก
เด็กหนุ่ม […] "เธอยนิดจีะท า
อยา่งน้ันไหม"   […]   "ตกลง
เร ือ่งเป็นยงัไง ยามเชา้อนัผ่อง
อ าไพ" เจอโรมถาม
ขึน้[Footnote: เป็นการลอ้ชือ่
อลับัม้ What's the Story, 
Morning Glory ของวงโอเอซสิ] 
(pp.148-150) 
     "Is there anything 
else I can help today?"     
[…]      "You can help 
me by listen to a story," 
Hodges told the boy. 
[…]. "Are you willing to 
do that?"     […]      "So 
what's the matter in 
this bright morning," 
Jerome asks.[Footnote: 
It's a reference to Oasis' 
album, What's the Story, 
Morning Glory.] 
Retained 
Literal translationExplici-
tation (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about the referent 
of the allusion. 
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3.34 
   [...] one Thursday night this 
guy goes to visit his lady as 
usual. He parks as usual--[...]. 
He spends the night with his 
lady, and when he leaves the 
building in the morning--'   
'His Beemer's gone bye-bye.' 
[...]   'No,' Hodges says, 'it's 
there.' [...] 'But it's facing the 
other way, because it's parked 
on the other side of the 
street.'   Jerome raises his 
eyebrows.   'Yeah, I know. 
Weird, right? So the guy goes 
across to it. Car looks okay, it's 
locked up tight just the way 
he left it, it's just in a new 
place. So the first thing he 
does is check for his key, and 
yep, it's still in his pocket. So 
what the hell happened, Je-
rome?'   'I don't know, Mr. H. 
It's like a Shelock Holmes 
story, isn't it? A real three-
pipe problem.' 
Literature 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   […] ในคนืวนัพฤหสัฯหน่ึง ชาย
คนนีไ้ปหาแฟนสาวของเขา
เหมอืนเคย และจอดรถทิง้ไว ้
เหมอืนทีเ่คยท าตามปกต ิ[…] คนื
น้ันเขาอยูค่า้งกบัเธอ และเมือ่เขา
เดนิออกมาเชา้วนัรุง่ขึน้--"   "รถ
บเีอ็มก็หายไปซะแลว้" […]    
"เปลา่" ฮอดเจสตอบ "มนัยงัอยู"่ 
[…] "แตห่นัหนา้ไปอกีทาง เพราะ
มนัถกูยา้ยไปจอดบนถนนฝ่ังตรง
ขา้ม"   เจอโรมเลกิคิว้ดว้ยความ
แปลกใจ   "ใช ่ฉันรู ้แปลกใชไ่หม
ละ่ ชายคนนีก็้เลยเดนิขา้มถนนไป
ทีร่ถ สภาพของรถดเูรยีบรอ้ยด ี
ล็อกไวอ้ยา่งแน่นหนาเหมอืนตอน
ทีเ่ขาจอดทิง้ไว ้แตแ่คย่า้ยไปจอดที่
ใหม่ ดงัน้ันสิง่แรกทีเ่ขาท าก็คอืหา
กญุแจรถของตวัเอง และถกูตอ้ง 
เขาพบวา่มนัยงัอยูใ่นกระเป๋า 
เพราะฉะน้ันมนัเกดิบา้อะไรขึน้ 
เจอโรม"   "ผมไม่รู ้มสิเตอร ์เอช. 
น่ีมนัเหมอืนเร ือ่งเชอรล์็อก 
โฮลม์ส ์เลยจรงิไหม เป็น
ปรศินาทีต่อ้งสูบไปป์หมดไป
สามอนักว่าจะคดิค าตอบได"้ 
(p.151-152)    
     […] One Thursday night, 
this man goes to visit his girl-
friend as usual and parks his 
car as he usually does. […] 
That night, he stayed the 
night with her, and when he 
leaves in the morning--"     
"His BM is gone." […]     "No," 
Hodges said. "It's still there." 
[...] "But the car faces the 
other way because it's moved 
to park on the other side of 
the road."     Jerome raises 
his eyebrows with surprise.     
"Yes, I know. It's strange, is-
n't it? The man goes across 
the road to his car. The car 
looks fine. It is securely 
locked the way he did when 
he parked it, but it just moves 
to the new place. So the first 
thing he does is checking for 
his car key. And yes, he sees 
it's still in his pocket. So what 
the hell happened, Jerome?"     
"I don't know, Mister H. This 
is like a sherlock Holmes 
story, isn't it? The kind of 
puzzle that would take 
three pipes before coming 
up with the answer." 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Sherlock Holmes' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
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3.34 
Go get our ice cream cones. 
I'll dog-sit Odell.' 
   'You don't need to do that, 
he's fine.' 
   'I'm sure he is, but standing 
in line will give you time to 
consider my little problem. 
Think of yourself as Sherlock, 
maybe that'll help.' 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"ไปซือ้ไอศกรมีโคนของเรามา ฉัน
จะดโูอเดลลใ์ห"้ 
   "ไม่ตอ้งก็ไดค้รบั มนัอยูไ่ด"้ 
   "ฉันมั่นใจวา่มนัอยูไ่ด ้แตก่าร
ยนืตอ่ควิจะท าใหเ้ธอมเีวลาขบ
คดิถงึปรศินาเล็กๆ ของฉัน คดิซะ
วา่ตวัเองเป็นเชอรล์็อกก็แลว้กนั 
อาจชว่ยไดบ้า้ง" (p.152) 
"Go get some ice cream 
cones for us. I'll take 
care of Odell." 
     "You don't need to 
do that.He will be fine." 
     "I'm sure he will, but 
standing it the queue will 
give you time to think 
about my little problem. 
Think of yourself as 
Sherlock. That might 
help." 
Retained Transliteration 
3.34 
Go get our ice cream cones. 
I'll dog-sit Odell.'   'You don't 
need to do that, he's fine.'   
'I'm sure he is, but standing in 
line will give you time to con-
sider my little problem. Think 
of yourself as Sherlock, maybe 
that'll help.'   'Okay' Tyrone 
Feelgood Delight pops out. 
'Only you is Sherlock! I is Doc-
tah Watson!' 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
"ไปซือ้ไอศกรมีโคนของเรามา ฉัน
จะดโูอเดลลใ์ห"้   "ไม่ตอ้งก็ได ้
ครบั มนัอยูไ่ด"้   "ฉันมั่นใจวา่มนั
อยูไ่ด ้แตก่ารยนืตอ่ควิจะท าให ้
เธอมเีวลาขบคดิถงึปรศินาเล็กๆ 
ของฉัน คดิซะวา่ตวัเองเป็นเชอร ์
ล็อกก็แลว้กนั อาจชว่ยไดบ้า้ง"   
"ไดเ้ลย" บุคลกิแบบไทโรน ฟีลกูด้ 
ดไีลท ์ของเจอโรมโผลม่าทนัท ี
"แตค่ณุตา่งหากทีเ่ป็นเชอร ์
ล็อก! ผมเน่ีย หมอวตัสนั! 
(p.152) 
"Go get some ice cream 
cones for us. I'll take 
care of Odell."     "You 
don't need to do that.He 
will be fine."     "I'm sure 
he will, but standing it 
the queue will give you 
time to think about my 
little problem. Think of 
yourself as Sherlock. 
That might help."     
"Sure," Jerome's Tyrone 
Feelgood Delight person-
ality suddenly comes 
out. "But it's you who 
are Sherlock! I am 
Doctor Watson!" 
Retained Transliteration 
456 
 
3.37 
   'With the new smart keys, 
it's a simple three-step pro-
cess, isn't it?' he says. 'Step 
one, turn off the engine. Step 
two, remove the key from the 
ignition. If your mind's on 
something else and you forget 
step two, there's a chime to 
remind you. Step three, close  
the door and push the button 
stamped with the padlock 
icon. Why would you forget 
that, with the key right there 
in your hand? Theft-Proofing 
for Dummies.' 
Science & 
tech 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
   "ถา้เราใชก้ญุแจสมารท์คยีร์ุน่
ใหม่ เราตอ้งท าสามขึน้ตอนง่ายๆ 
ถกูไหม" ฮอดเจสพูด "ขัน้ตอนที่
หน่ึง ดบัเครือ่ง ขัน้ตอนทีส่อง ดงึ
กญุแจออกจากชอ่งสตารต์ ถา้เรา
ก าลงัใจลอยคดิเร ือ่งอืน่และลมืขัน้
ทีส่อง รถจะสง่เสยีงเตอืน ขัน้ตอน
ทีส่าม ปิดประตแูละกดปุ่ มทีม่ี
สญัลกัษณร์ปูแม่กญุแจ มเีหตผุล
อะไรทีเ่ราจะลมืท าอยา่งน้ันในเมือ่
กญุแจก็อยูใ่นมอืแท ้ๆ  มนัคอื
ระบบป้องกนัขโมยส าหรบัคน
โง่ขนานแทเ้ลยนะ" (p.156) 
     "If we're using a new 
smart key, we need to 
do three easy steps, 
right?" Hodges says. 
"First, turn off the en-
gine. Second, remove 
the key from the ignition. 
If we are distracted by 
something else and for-
get the second step, the 
alarm will come off to re-
mind you. Third, close 
the door and press the 
button with the padlock 
icon. Why woulf we for-
get to do that when the 
key is in our hand? It is 
truly a theft alarm for 
fools." 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept on a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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3.37 
   Hodges is too lost in thought 
for reticence. 'She was no 
dummy. Nervous and twitchy 
but not stupid. If she took her 
key, I almost have to believe 
she locked her car. And the 
car wasn’t broken into. So 
even if she did leave the spare 
in her glove compartment, 
how did the guy get to it?'   
'So it's a locked-car mystery 
instead of a locked room. Dis 
be a fo'-pipe problem!' 
Literature 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   ฮอดเจสหมกมุ่นอยูก่บัความคดิ
นีม้ากจนทนเก็บมนัไวค้นเดยีวไม่
ไหว "มสิซสิ ท.ี ไม่ใชค่นโง่ เธฮ
ประหม่าและอยูไ่ม่สขุ แตไ่ม่ไดโ้ง่ 
ถา้เธอเก็บกญุแจไป ฉับแทบจะ
แน่ใจเลยวา่เธอจะตอ้งล็อกรถดว้ย 
และรถก็ไม่ไดถ้กูงดั เพราะฉะน้ัน 
ตอ่ใหเ้ธอทิง้กญุแจส ารองไวใ้น
ชอ่งเก็บของจรงิ ไอห้มอน่ันจะเขา้
ไปในรถไดย้งัไง"   "เพราะฉะน้ันก็
เทา่กบัวา่มนัเป็นปรศินารถปิด
ตาย แทนทีจ่ะเป็นหอ้งปิดตาย น่ี
มนัปรศินาไปป์ สี ่อนัชดัๆ!" 
(p.156-157) 
     Hodges is too ob-
ssessed with this thought 
until he cannot keep it to 
himself. "Mrs. T was not 
stupid. She was nervous 
and jumpy, but not stu-
pid. If she took the key, 
I'm almost sure that she 
locked the door. And the 
car was not tempered. 
So if she really left the 
spare key in the glove 
compartment, how could 
that guy get into the 
car?"     "That means it's 
a locked-car mystery in-
stead of a locked room. 
This is definitely a four-
pipe puzzle!" 
Retained Literal translation 
3.38 
   'Jerome, it would be best if 
you kept my little investiga-
tion to yourself. Can I trust  
your discretion?' 
   Jerome replies without hesi-
tation. 'Absolutely. Mum's the 
word.' 
Common 
saying  
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   "เจอโรม จะดทีีส่ดุนะถา้เธอเก็บ
การสบืสวนเล็กๆ ของฉันไวเ้ป็น
ความลบั ฉันไวใ้จความรอบคอบ
ของเธอไดไ้หม" 
   เจอโรมตอบโดยไม่ลงัเล 
"แน่นอนทีส่ดุ รบัรองดว้ยชือ่
แม่เลย" (p.158) 
     "Jerome, it would be 
best if you keep my little 
investigation secret. Can 
I trust your carefulness?" 
     Jerome answers 
without hesitation. "Ab-
solutely. Guarantee 
with my mum's 
name." 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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This morning at DE, as he was 
inventorying another load of 
cheap-ass DVDs […], it oc-
curred to him that he could 
use his suicide vest to assassi-
nate the president, Mr Barack 
'I wish I was white' Obama.  
Current af-
fairs 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
เมือ่เชา้นีท้ีด่สิเคานต ์
อเิล็กทรอนิกซ ์ระหวา่งทีเ่ขาก าลงั
ตรวจสอบรายการดวีดีโีคตรถกูใน
คลงัสนิคา้คงเหลอื […] จู่ๆ  เขาก็
คดิขึน้มาวา่เขาน่าจะใชเ้สือ้ระเบดิ
พลชีพีลอบสงัหารประธานาธบิดี 
มสิเตอรบ์ารกั โอบามา 
(p.160) 
This morning at Discount 
Electronics, when he was 
checking the list of super 
cheap DVDs in the staor-
age […],he suddenly 
come up with an idea 
that he should use his 
suicide vest to assasinate 
the president, Mister 
Barack Obama. 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
3.39 
[…] when Tones Frobisher 
buzzed him and told him he 
had a service call. By the time 
he was on the road in one of 
the green Cyber Patrol VWs, 
he was thinking about some-
thing else, Brad Pitt, to be ex-
act. Fucking matinee idol.  
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[…] ตอนทีโ่ทนส ์ฟรอบเิชอร ์กด
ออดเรยีกและบอกวา่มลีกูคา้โทร.
มาตาม กวา่จะขบัรถโฟลค์เตา่สี
เขยีวของแผนกตรวจไซเบอร ์
ออกมาทีถ่นน เขาก็หนัไปคดิเร ือ่ง
อืน่แลว้ พูดอยา่งเจาะจงก็คอื เขา
หนัไปคดิถงึ แบรด พติต ์ขวญั
ใจสาวแกแ่มม่่ายเฮงซวย
บดัซบคนน้ัน (p.160) 
[…] when Tones Fro-
bisher pressed the buzze 
and told him that a cus-
tomer called. By the time 
the green Cyber Petrol 
VW as on the road, he 
was thinking about 
something else. He 
thought of Brad Pitt, 
that damed lady ido. 
Retained Transliteation 
p3.40 
   He goes through the letters 
yet again and jots down some 
of those turned phrases: scur-
rying little mouse of a kid, 
strawberry jam in a sleeping 
bag, most people are sheep 
and sheep don't eat meat. 
   Nothing that would make 
people forget Philip Roth, but  
Hodges thinks such lines show 
a degree of talent.  
 Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เขาอ่านทวนจดหมายทัง้สองอกี 
และจดส านวนแปลกๆ สะดดุหู
เหลา่น้ันลงไปบางสว่น ผมเหมอืน
หนูตวัเล็กๆ ทีล่นลาน เละเป็นแยม
สตรอวเ์บอรร์ ีอ่ยูใ่นถงุนอน คน
พวกนีส้ว่นใหญ่เป็นแกะ และแกะก็
ไม่กนิเนือ้ 
   มนัไม่ถงึขัน้ทีจ่ะท าใหค้นลมื
นักเขยีนผูย้ิง่ใหญ่อยา่งฟิลปิ 
รอธ ไดห้รอก แตถ่งึอยา่งน้ันฮอด
เจสก็คดิวา่ขอ้ความพวกนีแ้สดง
ใหเ้ห็นพรสวรรคข์องผูเ้ขยีนใน
ระดบัหน่ึง (pp.162-163) 
     He reads through 
both of the letters again 
and notes down some 
strange phrases: I was 
like a scared little 
mouse, like strawberry 
jam in a sleeping bag, 
most of the people are 
sheep, and sheep don’t 
eat meat.  
     Not too good it can 
make people forget a 
great writer like Philip 
Roth. Still, Hodges 
thinks these lines show a 
certain degree of talent 
of the writer. 
Retained Transliteration 
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3.42 
   'The most precious com-
modity is privacy, and that's 
what Debbie's Blue Umbrella 
and sites like it deliver. They 
make Facebook look like a 
partyline back in the nine-
teen-fifties. Hundreds of pri-
vacy sites have sprung up 
since 9/11.  
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "สนิคา้ทีม่คีา่ทีส่ดุใน
อนิเตอรเ์น็ตคอืความเป็นสว่นตวั 
และน่ันคอืสิง่ทีเ่ด็บบีส้บ์ลู
อมัเบรลลากบัเว็บไซตอ์ืน่ๆ ทีม่ี
ลกัษณะเดยีวกนัน าเสนอ เว็บ
พวกนีท้ าใหเ้ฟสบุก๊ดเูหมอืน
ชมุชนออนไลนส์าธารณะยคุหา้
ศนูยไ์ปเลย มเีว็บไซตท์ีจ่ดุขายคอื
การรกัษาความเป็นสว่นตวัของ
สมาชกินับรอ้ยๆ แหง่ผุดขึน้มา
หลงัจากเหตุการณ ์9/11 
(p.166) 
     "The most precious 
commodity on the Inter-
net is privacy. And that's 
what Blue Umbrella and 
similar websites offer. 
These website makes Fa-
cebook look like an pub-
lic online community 
from the 50s. There 
have been hundreds of 
websites that use privacy 
as their selling point af-
ter 9/11 incident. 
Retained 
Transliteration  
 
Exolicitation (in-text) 
The translator added 
the word 'เหตกุารณ'์ (in-
cident0 to explain the 
allusion. 
3.42 
   'The Blue Umbrella servers 
are in Olovo, a Bosnian ville 
that was mostly known for 
bullfights until 2005 or so. En-
crypted servers. We're talking 
NASA quality, okay? […] 
Science & 
tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "เซริฟ์เวอรข์องบลอูมัเบรลลา
อยูท่ีโ่อโลโว เมอืงเล็กๆ ใน
บอสเนีย ซึง่กอ่นปี ๒๐๐๕ 
โดยประมาณ เป็นทีรู่จ้กัมากทีส่ดุ
เร ือ่งการสูว้วักระทงิ เซริฟ์เวอรถ์กู
เขา้รหสัไว ้เราก าลงัพูดถงึ
คณุภาพระดบันาซาน่ันเลยนะ 
ตกลงไหม […]" (p.166) 
     "The Blue Umbrella 
servers are in Olovo, a 
small town in Bosnia 
which was mostly fa-
moous for bull fightings 
until 2005. The servers 
are encrypted. We are 
talking about the Nasa-
level  quality, ok? […] 
Retained  Transliteration 
3.44 
Brady sees Ma has already 
eaten--sort of. On the coffee 
table is a half-empty bottle of 
Smirnoff's and two cans of 
NutraSlim. High tea in hell, he 
thinks, […] 
Food 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
เบรดีเ้ห็นวา่แม่เหมอืนจะกนิมือ้
เย็นแลว้ บนโตะ๊รบัแขกมขีวดส
เมอรน์อฟฟ์ซึง่หมดไปครึง่ขวดกบั
อาหารเสรมิลดน ้าหนักนิวท
ราสลมิวางอยู่ มือ้เย็นกบัผเีถอะ 
เขาคดิในใจ […] (p.169) 
Brady assumes that Mom 
has already eaten her 
dinner. On the coffee ta-
ble, there is a half-empty 
Smrinoff's and Nu-
traSlim, a food supple-
ment of diet. Bullshit 
dinner, he thinks. […] 
Aban-
doned 
meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
4.7 
   She pulls him through the 
parlor (it's as long as an 
Amtrak dining car) and into 
her office. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เธอลากเขาเดนิทะลหุอ้งรบัแขก 
(ซึง่มคีวามยาวเทยีบเทา่ตูเ้สบยีง
บนขบวนรถไฟแอมแทรค็) 
(p.187) 
     She drags him arcoss 
the living room (which is 
as long as the dinning 
coach on Amtrak 
trains.) 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation  
 
The name 'Amtrak' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
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4.7 
   'Can you fix it, Brady?' 
Thanks to the tears swimming 
in them, Mrs Rollins's big blue 
eyes are bigger than ever. 
Brady suddenly flashes on 
Betty Boop in those old car-
toons you can look at on 
YouTube, thinks Poop-poop-
pe-doop!, and has to restrain 
a laugh. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun + 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   "คณุซอ่มไดไ้หมคะ เบรดี"้ เป็น
เพราะน ้าตาทีเ่ตน้ระรกิ ตาสฟ้ีาคู่
โตของมสิซสิโรลลนิสจ์งึดใูหญ่
กวา่ปกต ิเบรดีนึ้กถงึ เบ็ตตี ้บูป๊ 
ในการต์นูเกา่ทีห่าดไูดท้างยูทบู
ขึน้มาทนัท ีเขานึกถงึเสยีงเพลง
ปู๊ปปู๊ปปีดูป๊! และตอ้งกลัน้หวัเราะ
ไว ้(p.187) 
     "Can you fix it, 
Brady?" because of the 
tears dancing in her 
eyes, Mrs. Roseline's big 
blue eyes look bigger 
that usual. Brady sud-
denly thinks of Betty 
Boop in old cartoons 
that can be found in 
YouTube. He thinks of 
the song poop poop 
pe doop! and need to 
hold his laugh. 
Retained  Transliteration 
p4.10 
   He shows them his ID, which 
had RETIRED stamped in red 
across the name and vitals be-
low his photo. He's careful to 
say that no, he hasn't been 
asked by the police to do the 
canvassing (the last thing in 
the world he wants is one of 
his neighbors calling the Mur-
row Building downtown to 
check up on him), it was his 
own idea. 
Current af-
fairs 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เขาแสดงบตัรประจ าตวัใหท้กุ
คนด ูมคี าวา่เกษียณสแีดง
ประทบับนชือ่และค าอธบิาย
รปูพรรณสณัฐานใตร้ปูถา่ย เขา
พูดอยา่งระมดัระวงัวา่ เปลา่ 
ต ารวจไม่ไดข้อใหเ้ขามาซกัถาม
ใครตอ่ใครแบบนี ้(สิง่สดุทา้ยทีเ่ขา
อยากใหเ้กดิขึน้คอื เพือ่นบา้นสกั
คนโทร.ไปตรวจจสอบทีศู่นย ์
บญัชาการต ารวจอาคารเมอร ์
โรวย์า่นดาวนท์าวน)์ น่ีเป็น
ความคดิของเขาเอง (p.193) 
     He showed his ID to 
them. There had the 
word retired in red 
stamped across his name 
and appearance beneath 
his photo. He carefully 
said no, the police have-
n't asked him to ask peo-
ple around (the last thing 
he wants to happen is 
one of his neighbours 
calls the police head-
quater at the Murrow 
building downtown). 
This was his own idea. 
Retained 
Transliteration Explicita-
tion (in-text)The name 
'Murrow' was translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
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p4.10 
It's his first real conversation 
with her, and he quickly real-
izes she's eccentric at best, 
downright bonkers at worst. 
Articulatem though. He has to 
give her that. She explains 
about the black SUVs she's 
observed ('With tinted win-
dows you can't see through, 
just like on 24), and tells him 
about their special antennas. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
น่ีเป็นคร ัง้แรกทีเ่ขาพูดคยุกบัเธอ
อยา่งจรงิๆ จงัๆ และเพยีงไม่นานก็
บรรลสุจัธรรมวา่เธอเป็นคน
ประหลาดหลดุโลก เพีย้นอยา่งกู่
ไม่กลบั แตถ่งึอยา่งน้ันเธอก็ให ้
ขอ้มูลทีม่ปีระโยชน ์ตอ้งใหค้ะแนน
เธอขอ้น้ัน มสิซสิเมลเบริน์
บรรยายเอสวสีดี าทีเ่ธอสงัเกตเห็น 
("กระจกฉาบปรอททีค่ณุจะไม่
เห็นขา้งใน เหมอืนในซีร ีส่เ์ร ือ่ง 24 
น่ันน่ะคะ่") และบอกเขาวา่มนัตดิ
เสาอากาศแบบพเิศษ (p.194) 
This is the first time that 
he seriously talks to her, 
and not for long, he real-
ises that she is truly out 
of this world, completely 
bonker. However, she 
has some useful infor-
mation. He needs to give 
her credit on that. Mrs. 
Melbourne describes the 
black SUV she has no-
ticed. ("the tinted glass 
that you can't see 
through like in the se-
ries 24") and she told 
him that the car has spe-
cial antennas. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The word 'ซรียีเ์รือ่ง' (the 
series) was added to 
explain the allusion. 
4.11 
   She sees him to the door. As 
he steps onto the porch, she 
says, 'I'd check on that ice 
cream man, too. This spring it 
seems like he's always 
around. […]'   [...]   Hodges 
wonders what he'd do if she 
produced a long hook, like in 
the old-time vaudeville shows, 
and tried to yank him back in-
side. A childhood memory 
comes to him: the witch in 
Hansel and Gretel. 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เธอเดนิมาสง่เขาทีป่ระต ูตอนที่
เขากา้วออกไปทีเ่ฉลยีงหนา้ เธอ
พูดขึน้ "ถา้เป็นฉันละ่ก ็ฉันจะ
ตรวจสอบคนขายไอศกรมีคนน้ัน
ดว้ย ดเูหมอืนฤดใูบไมผ้ลปีินีเ้ขา
จะวนเวยีนอยูแ่ถวนีต้ลอดเวลา 
[…]"    […]   ฮอดเจสนึกสงสยัวา่
เขาจะท าอยา่งไรถา้จู่ๆ  เธอควกั
ตะขอยาวขึน้มาเหมอืนในวาไรตี ้
โชวต์ามโรงละครสมยักอ่น และ
พยายามลากเขาเขา้ไปขา้งใน 
ความทรงจ าในวยัเด็กผุดขึน้ในหวั 
นงัแมม่ดในฮนัเซลแอนดเ์กร
เทล (pp.194-195) 
     She sees him to the 
door. When he steps out 
to the porch, she says, 
"If I were you, I would 
check that ice cream 
man, too. He seems to 
be around here all the 
time this spring. […]"     
[…]     Hodges wonders 
what he would do if she 
suddenly pulled a long 
hook out like in a variety 
show in the past and 
tried to drag him inside. 
His childhood memory 
flashs in his head: the 
witch in Hansel and 
Gretel.  
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name of 
the story, Hansel and 
Gretel, was translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
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4.11 
   Bowfinger tells him that he 
makes a living writing greeting 
cards. 'I spectialize in the 
slightly snarky ones. Like on 
the outside it say, "Happy 
Birthday! Who's the fairest of 
them all?" And when you 
open it up, [...]' 
   [...] 
   Bowfinger holds up his 
hands, as if framing it. '"Not 
you, but we love you any-
way."' 
Literature 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   โบวฟิ์งเกอรเ์ลา่วา่เขาเลีย้งชพี
ดว้ยการตา่งการด์อวยพร "ผม
ถนัดการด์ประเภทหยกิแกมหยอก
เป็นพเิศษ เป็นตน้วา่ ดา้นนอก
เขยีนวา่ 'สขุสนัตว์นัเกดิ! ใคร
งามล า้เลศิในปฐพ'ี และเมือ่คณุ
เปิดมนัขึน้มา […]" 
   […] 
   โบวฟิ์งเกอรช์มูอืทัง้สองขา้ง
เหมอืนจะท าเป็นกรอบ "ไม่ใชเ่ธอ
หรอกจะ้ แตถ่งึยงัไงเราก็รกัเธอ
นะ" (p.195) 
     Bowfinger tells him 
that he makes a living on 
making greeting cards. 
"I'm good at naughty 
cards. Like on the out-
side it says, 'Happy 
Birthday! Who's the 
most beautiful in the 
world? And when you 
open it up, […] 
     […] 
     Bowfinger holds out 
both of his hands as if to 
make a frame, "Not you, 
dear. But we still love 
you." 
Retained Literal translation 
4.12-13 
He tells himself it doesn't mat-
ter who catches the psycho 
sonofabitch, but it does. For 
one thing, it's certainly going 
to mean that his correspond-
ence with the perk […] will 
come out, and that may put 
him in some fairly warm 
soup. 
Common 
saying  
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
เขาพยายามบอกตวัเองวา่ไม่
ส าคญัหรอกวา่ใครจะเป็นคนจบัไอ ้
ชาตชิ ัว่โรคจติคนนี ้แตท่ีจ่รงิแลว้ 
มนัส าคญั เหตผุลหน่ึงก็เพราะมนั
หมายความวา่การตดิตอ่ของเขา
กบั the perk […] จะตอ้งถกู
เปิดเผยออกมาอยา่งแน่นอน และ
น่ันอาจท าใหเ้ขาตกทีน่ัง่ที ่
ค่อนขา้งล าบาก (p.197)  
He tries to tell himself it 
does not matter who 
catches that psycho bas-
tard. But in fact, it does. 
One reason is because it 
means that his connec-
tion with the perk […] 
will come out. And that 
might put him in a 
pretty bad position.  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
4.14 
   'Billy, it's not just his wife. 
You remember those dollies 
he had on the side? Girls with 
big hair and inflated tits and 
names like Bobbi Sue?' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "บลิลี ่ไม่ใชแ่คเ่มยีเขา คณุจ า
สาวๆ ทีอ่ยูก่บัคณุไดไ้หม ผูห้ญงิ
ผมฟูๆ หนา้อกใหญ่ๆ ชือ่
ประมาณบ็อบบี ้ซ ูพวกน้ัน" 
(p.199)  
     "Billy, not just his 
wife. You remember all 
the ladies he has been 
with? Girls with big hair 
and large boobs. Those 
with names like Bobbi 
Sue?" 
Retained Transliteration 
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4.15 
   Sunny Acres is ritzy. Eliza-
beth Wharton is not.  
   She's in a wheelchair, 
hunched over in a posture 
that reminds Hodges of 
Rodin's Thinker.  
Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ซนัน่ีเอเคอรส์ดงูดงามโอ่อ่า แต่
เอลซิาเบธ วารต์นั ไม่เป็นแบบน้ัน  
   เธอน่ังอยูบ่นรถเข็น รา่งกายงอ
งุม้อยูใ่นทา่ทีท่ าใหฮ้อดเจสนึกถงึ
รูปปัน้ ธงิเกอร ์ของโรแดง 
(p.202) 
[Footnote: ประตมิากรรมรปู
คนน่ังคดิของ Auguste Rodin 
(ค.ศ.๑๘๔๐- ๑๙๑๗) ศลิปินชาว
ฝร ัง่เศส] 
     Sunny Acre looks ele-
gant, but Elizabeth 
Wharton is not like that. 
     She is sitting in a 
wheelchair. Her hunch-
ing body reminds 
Hodges of the sculp-
ture, Thinker by Ro-
din.  
 
[Footnote: the sculp-
ture of a person who 
was deep in thought by 
Auguste Rodin (1840-
1817), a French artist. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text + 
footnote) 
The translator added 
that the allusion was a 
sculpture. In addition, a 
footnote was added to 
explain about the sculp-
ture.. 
4.19 
   They approach, the goofier-
looking of the pair in the lead. 
Smiling, Brady leans out his 
window. 'Help you boys?' 
   'We want to know if you got 
Jerry Garcia  in there,' Goofy 
says. 
Food 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
   ทัง้สองคนเดนิเขา้มา คนทีด่ทูึม่
กวา่เดนิน าหนา้ เบรดีฉี้กยิม้และ
ชะโงกออกไปนอกหนา้ตา่ง "ให ้
ชว่ยอะไรไหม เด็กๆ" 
   "เราอยากรูว้า่คณุซอ่นเจอรร์ ี ่
การเ์ซยี ไวใ้นรถรเึปลา่" เจา้ทึม่
วา่ (p.208) 
     Both of them walk 
closer, the more stupid-
looking one is ahead. 
Brady grins and leaned 
over the window. "What 
can I help you, guys?" 
     "We want to know if 
you have Jerry Garcia 
in the car?" the idiot 
says.  
Retained  Transliteration 
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4.19 
   They approach, the goofier-
looking of the pair in the lead. 
Smiling, Brady leans out his 
window. 'Help you boys?'   
'We want to know if you got 
Jerry Garcia  in there,' Goofy 
says.   'No,' Brady says, smiling 
more widely than ever, 'But if 
I did, I'd sure let him out.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
nouon 
Original 
   ทัง้สองคนเดนิเขา้มา คนทีด่ทูึม่
กวา่เดนิน าหนา้ เบรดีฉี้กยิม้และ
ชะโงกออกไปนิกหนา้ตา่ง "ให ้
ชว่ยอะไรไหม เด็กๆ"   "เราอยากรู ้
วา่คณุซอ่นเจอรร์ ี ่การเ์ซยี ไว ้
ในรถรเึปลา่" เจา้ทึม่วา่    "ไม่มี
หรอก" เบรดีต้อบกลบัไป ยิม้กวา้ง
ขึน้อกี "แตถ่า้มี ฉนัจะปล่อย
เขาออกไปแน่" (p.208)[Foot-
note: Jerome John Garcia 
(ค.ศ.๑๙๔๒-๑๙๙๕) สมาชกิและ
ผูก้อ่ต ัง้วงเกรทฟูลเดด วงรอ็คช ัน้
น าสญัชาตอิเมรกินั] 
     Both of them walk 
closer, the more stupid-
looking one is ahead. 
Brady grins and leaned 
over the window. "What 
can I help you, guys?"     
"We want to know if you 
have Jerry Garcia in 
the car?" the idiot says.      
"No I don't," Brady an-
swers, grinned even 
wider. "But if I had hime 
here, I would 
makesure to let him 
out."[Footnote: Jerome 
John Garcia (1942-
1995), a member and a 
founder of Grateful 
Dead, an American lead-
ing rock band.]  
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Jerry Garcia. 
4.25 
   'Not tonight you're not. 
You're staying here. Unless 
you've got a dog or a cat?' 
   Hodges shakes his head.  
   'Not even a parrot? In one 
of those old movies, you'd at 
least have a parrot in your of-
fice that would say rude 
things to prospective clients.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   "คนืนีค้ณุไม่ตอ้งขบั คนืนีค้ณุ
ตอ้งอยูท่ีน่ี่ ยกเวน้วา่คณุมหีมา
หรอืแมวตอ้งกลบัไปดแูล" 
   ฮอดเจสสา่ยศรีษะ 
   "แมแ้ตน่กแกว้กไ็ม่มหีรอืคะ 
ในหนงัเกา่ๆ พวกนัน้ อย่าง
น้อยคุณกต็อ้งมนีกแกว้หนึง่
ตวัในออฟฟิศทีจ่ะพูดจาหยาบ
คายใสค่นทีจ่ะมาเป็นลูกคา้" 
(p.220) 
     "You aren't driving 
tonight. You have to stay 
here unless you have a 
dog or a cat to take care 
of." 
     Hodges shook his 
head. 
     "Not even a par-
rot? In those old 
movies, you would 
have at least a parrot 
in your office that 
would say rude things 
to your customers." 
Retained Literal translation 
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4.25 
I Googled you, you know, and 
it looks to me like you were 
just about the best the police 
department had. Commenda-
tion up the wazoo.'   'I got 
lucky a few times.'   It comes 
out sounding falsely modest, 
but luck really is a big part of 
it. Luck, and being ready. 
Woody Allen was right: eighty 
percent of success is just 
showing up. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ฉันคน้เร ือ่งคณุทางกเูกลิ และดู
เหมอืนคณุจะเป็นต ารวจมอืดทีีส่ดุ
ทีท่างส านักงานมอียู่ เกยีรติ
ประวตัเิพยีบ"   "บงัเอญิโชค
เขา้ขา้งสองสามคร ัง้น่ะ"   คลา้ย
กบัจะเป็นการถอ่มตวัอยา่งผดิๆ 
แตโ่ชคมสีว่นส าคญัมากจรงิๆ 
โชคและการเตรยีมพรอ้ม วูด้ดี ้
อลัเลน พูดถกู แปดสบิ
เปอรเ์ซน็ตข์องความส าเรจ็จะโผล่
มาโดยทีเ่ราไม่รูเ้นือ้รูต้วั 
(p.221)[Footnote: Woody 
Allen (ค.ศ. ๑๙๓๕-) ผูก้ ากบั
ภาพยนตรช์าวอเมรกินั โดดเดน่
เร ือ่งของมุมมองเสยีดสเียย้หยนั
โลกและชวีติ] 
I looked you up on 
Google. It looked like 
you were the best in the 
police department at the 
time. Lots of awards."      
"I got lucky for a few 
times."     It sounds like 
a false modesty, but luck 
was a really big help. 
Luck and being pre-
pared. Woody Allen ws 
right: eighty percent of 
success turns up when 
you are unaware.[Foot-
note: Woody Allen 
(1935-), an American 
film director, famous for 
his sarcastic attitude of 
the world and human 
life.]  
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Woody Al-
len. 
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4.25 
   'Okay. He's probably young, 
that's the first thing. I'm 
guessing between twenty and 
thirty-five. That's partly be-
cause of his computer savvy, 
but not entirely. When an 
older guy murders a bunch of 
people, the ones he mostly 
goes after are family, co-
workers, or both. Then he fin-
ishes by putting the gun to his 
own head. You look, you find 
a reason. A motive. Wife 
kicked him out, them got re-
straining order. Boss down-
sized him, [...].   'But what 
about serial killers? Wasn't 
that guy in Kansas a middle-
aged man?'   'Dennis Rader, 
yeah. And he was middle-
aged when they bagged him, 
but only thirty or so when he 
started. [...] 
History 
Macro-
level + 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ก็ได ้เขาอาจจะยงัหนุ่ม น่ัน
เป็นขอ้ทีห่น่ึง ผมเดาวา่อายขุอง
เขาน่าอยูร่ะหวา่งยีส่บิถงึสามสบิ
หา้ สว่นหน่ึงเพราะเขาเชีย่วชาญ
เรือ่งคอมพวิเตอร ์แตน่ั่นไม่ใช่
เหตผุลหลกั เวลาทีค่นอายุ
มากกวา่นีจ้ะฆ่าคนกลุม่ใหญ่ สว่น
ใหญ่เป้าหมายจะเป็นคนใน
ครอบครวั เพือ่นรว่มงาน หรอืทัง้
สองกลุม่ จากน้ันก็จะปิดฉากดว้ย
การเอาปืนจอ่หวัตวัเอง เมือ่คณุ
เพ่งมอง คณุจะพบเหตผุล พบ
แรงจงูใจ เมยีเฉดหวัออกจากบา้น 
หลงัจากน้ันก็ไดร้บัค าสัง่ศาลไม่ให ้
เขา้ใกลเ้ธอ เจา้นายตะเพดิเขา
ออกจากงาน [...]   "แตพ่วก
ฆาตกรตอ่เน่ืองละ่ ผูช้ายทีก่อ่
เหตุทีแ่คนซสัคนนัน้ นัน่ก็
อายุเขา้วยักลางคนแลว้ไม่ใช่
หรอืไง"    "เดนนิส เรเดอร ์ใช ่
เขาอยูใ่นวยักลางคนตอนที่
ต ารวจจบัเขาได ้แตเ่พิง่จะราวๆ 
สามสบิตอนทีเ่ร ิม่กอ่เหตคุร ัง้แรก
[...] (p.221) 
     "Aright. He might be 
young, that's one thing. I 
guess his age should be 
between twenty and 
thirty-five partly because 
he is good at computer. 
But that isn't the main 
reason. When an older 
person plans to kill a 
large group of people. 
They mostly target mem-
bers of their family, col-
leagues or both, and 
then finishing it off with 
putting the gun to his 
head. When you look 
carefully, you will see his 
reason, a motive. His 
wife kicked him out and 
got a restraing order 
from the court. His boss 
fired him. [...]     "But 
how about serial killers? 
The man that killed 
people in Kansas was 
a middle-aged man, 
wasn't he?"     "Den-
nis Rader. Yes, he was 
middle aged when the 
police arrested him. But 
he was only about thirty 
when he started. [...]  
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation The proper 
nouns 'Kansas' and 
'Dennis Rader' were 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated.  
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4.25 
   'Our guy is a hybrid, but he 
has certain things in common 
with younger men who kill. 
He's more like Lee Malvo--one 
of the Beltway Snipers--than 
Rader. Malvo and his partner 
planned to kill six people a 
day. Just random killings. […]' 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
    "คนรา้ยของเราคนนีเ้ป็นพวก
ลกูผสม แตม่ลีกัษณะบางอยา่ง
เหมอืนฆาตกรทีย่งัหนุ่ม เขา
เหมอืนส ีมาลโว หนึง่ใน
ฆาตกรเบลตเ์วยส์ไนเปอร ์
มากกวา่เดนนิส เรเดอร ์มาลโวกบั
คูห่วูางแผนวา่จะฆ่าคนผวิขาวให ้
ไดห้กคนตอ่วนั เป็นการฆ่าแบบ
สุม่ […] (p.222)[Footnote: 
Beltway Snipers เหตกุารณ์
สะเทอืนขวญัซึง่เกดิขึน้ในปีค.ศ.
๒๐๐๒ ทีส่หรฐัอเมรกิา คนรา้ย
ซุม่ยงิเหยือ่ สง่ผลใหม้ผีูเ้สยีชวีติ
สบิรายและบาดเจ็บสาหสัสามราย 
ระยะเวลากอ่เหตคุอืสามสปัดาห ์
ทราบชือ่คนรา้ยภายหลวัคอื
จอหน์ อลัเลน มูฮมัหมดั วยั ๔๒ 
ล ีบอยด ์มาลโว วยั ๑๗ หลงัจาก
ถกูจบักมุมกีารพบหลกัฐานวา่ทัง้
สองเป็นผูก้อ่เหตปุลน้และ
ฆาตกรรมในเดอืนกมุภาพนัธปี์
เดยีวกนัน้ันดว้ย] 
     "Our guy is a hybrid, 
but he had something 
similar to young killers. 
He is similar to Lee 
Malvo, one of the 
Beltway Snipers than 
Rader. Malvo and his 
partner planned to kill six 
white people a day. Ran-
domly. […][Footnote: 
Beltway Snipers was a 
nervewrecking event in 
USA in 2002. The snipers 
attacked people for the 
lenght of three weeks 
killing ten and severely 
injured three people. The 
names of the perpretors 
were later known as 
John Allan Muhammad, 
42, and Lee Boyd Malvo, 
17. After the arrest, the 
evidences also pointed 
that they were responsi-
ble for other robberies 
and murders in February 
of the same year.] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Beltway 
Snipers. 
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4.25-26 
   'Our guy is a hybrid, but he 
has certain things in common 
with younger men who kill. 
He's more like Lee Malvo--one 
of the Beltway Snipers--than 
Rader. Malvo and his partner 
planned to kill six people a 
day. Just random killings. 
Whoever had the bad luck to 
walk into their gunsights went 
down. Sex and age didn't mat-
ter. [...] The stated motive 
was racial, and withJohn Allen 
Muhammad--he was malvo's 
partner,' much older, a kind of 
father figure--[...]' 
History 
Proper 
npun 
Original 
    "คนรา้ยของเราคนนีเ้ป็นพวก
ลกูผสม แตม่ลีกัษณะบางอยา่ง
เหมอืนฆาตกรทีย่งัหนุ่ม เขา
เหมอืนส ีมาลโว หน่ึงในฆาตกร
เบลตเ์วยส์ไนเปอรม์ากกวา่เดนนิส 
เรเดอร ์มาลโวกบัคูห่วูางแผนวา่จะ
ฆ่าคนผวิขาวใหไ้ดห้กคนตอ่วนั 
เป็นการฆ่าแบบสุม่ ใครก็ตามที่
เคราะหร์า้ยเดนิเขา้มาในวถิขีอง
ปืนจะตอ้งตาย เพศกบัอายไุม่มี
ความหมาย […] แรงจงูใจทีม่กีาร
ระบุกนัไวเ้ป็นเร ือ่งของสผีวิ [...] 
ในรายของจอหน์ อลัเลน มูฮมั
หมดั คูห่ขูองมาลโวซึง่อายุ
มากกวา่เยอะและเป็นเหมอืนพ่อ
ของเขา (p.222) 
 "Our guy is a hybrid, but 
he had something similar 
to young killers. He is 
similar to Lee Malvo, one 
of the Beltway Snipers 
than Rader. Malvo and 
his partner planned to 
kill six white people a 
day. Randomly. Whoever 
was unlucky to be in 
their gunsights would 
die. Gender and age 
meant nothing. [...] The 
motive of their attack 
was stated as racial di-
crimination. [...]. In case 
of John Allen Muham-
mad, Malvo's partner, 
he was much older and 
like a father to him. 
Retained Transliteration 
4.26 
I think the same is true with 
our guy. He's young. He's 
bright. He's good at fitting in, 
so good that a lot of his asso-
ciates don't realize he's basi-
cally a loner. When he's 
caught, they'll all say, "I can't 
believe it was so-and-so, he 
was always so nice."' 
   'Like Dexter Morgan on that 
TV show.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ผมคดิวา่คนรา้ยของเราคนนีก็้
เป็นแบบเดยีวกนั เขายงัหนุ่ม 
ฉลาด และท าตวักลมกลนืไดด้ ีดี
มากจนคนรอบขา้งหลายคนไม่รู ้
วา่แทจ้รงิแลว้เขาเป็นพวกรกั
สนัโดษ ถา้วนัหน่ึงเขาถกูจบั คน
เหลา่นีจ้ะพรอ้มใจกนัพูดวา่ 'ไม่
อยากเชือ่เลยจรงิๆ คนคนน้ันซึง่
ฉันลมืชือ่ไปแลว้ เขาดกีบัฉันมา
ตลอดเลยนะ" 
   "เหมอืนเด็กซเ์ตอร ์มอรแ์กน 
ในซีร ีส่"์ (p.222)  
I think our guy is the 
same. He is young, intel-
ligent and fit in well, so 
well that those around 
him aren't aware that he 
is, in fact, a loner. If one 
day, he's caught, these 
people will all say, "it's 
unbelievable. That per-
son whose name I for-
got, have always been 
good to me." 
     "Like Dexter Mor-
gan in that series." 
Retained Transliteration 
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4.27 
[…] she says, giving her eye-
brows a Groucho waggle. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
npun 
Original 
[…] เธอแทรกขึน้ ยกัคิว้รวัๆ 
เหมอืนทีก่ราวโชชอบท า 
(p.225) [Footnote: Julius 
Henry "Groucho" Marx (ค.ศ.
๑๘๙๐-๑๙๗๗) นักแสดงตลก
ชาวอเมรกินั] 
[…] she interrupted and 
waggle her eyebrows the 
way Groucho 
does.[Footnote: Julius 
Henry "Groucho" Marx 
(1890-1977), an Ameri-
can comedian] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain abiut Groucho. 
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4.29 
    'What did you make of what 
my mother said at the end? 
About Olivia hearing ghosts?'   
'I need to think about that a 
little more,' Hodges says, but 
he's already thought about it, 
and if he's right, he might 
have another path to Mr Mer-
cedes. Given his druthers, he 
wouldn't involve Jerome Rob-
inson any more than he al-
ready has, but if he's going to 
follow up  on old Mrs Whar-
ton's parting shot, he may 
have to. He knows half a 
dozen cops with Jerome's 
computer savvy and can't call 
on a single one of them.   
Ghosts, he thinks. Ghosts in 
the machine.  
History 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   "คณุไดอ้ะไรจากสิง่ทีแ่ม่พูด
ตอนทา้ยบา้ง ทีว่า่โอลเิวยีไดย้นิ
เสยีงผน่ัีนน่ะคะ่"   "ผมตอ้งการ
เวลาคดิมากกวา่นีห้น่อย" ฮอดเจ
สตอบกลบัไป แตท่ีจ่รงิเขาคดิ
เรยีบรอ้ยแลว้ และถา้สิง่ทีค่ดิน้ัน
ถกูตอ้ง เขาอาจมอีกีชอ่งทางหน่ึง
ทีจ่ะสาวถงึตวัมิสเตอรเ์มอรเ์ซเดส 
ถา้เลอืกได ้เขาจะไม่ดงึเจอโรม โร
บนิสนั เขา้มายุง่เกีย่วมากไปกวา่นี ้
แตถ่า้จะสบืสาวราวเร ือ่งในสิง่ทีม่สิ
ซสิวารต์นัผูช้ราไดก้ลา่วไวต้อน
จากกนั เขาอาจตอ้งท าอยา่งน้ัน 
เขารูจ้กัต ารวจครึง่โหลทีรู่เ้ร ือ่ง
คอมพวิเตอรไ์ม่นอ้ยไปกวา่เจอโรม 
แตไ่ม่สามารถขอความชว่ยเหลอื
ไดแ้มแ้ตค่นเดยีว    ผ ีเขาคดิ ผี
ในเครือ่งจกัร (pp.227-
228)[Footnote: Ghost in 
the machine เป็นประโยคที่
กลา่วโดยโรเบริต์ ไรล ์นักปรชัญา
ชาวองักฤษ เพือ่อธบิายทฤษฎทีวิ
นิยม (Duaism) ของเรอเน เดส ์
การต์ส ์นักปรชัญาชาวฝร ัง่เศส 
แนวคดิของทฤษฎนีีค้อื รา่งกาย
กบัจติน้ันแยกจากกนั และ
รา่งกายท าหนา้ทีเ่สมอืน
เครือ่งจกัรตอบสนองตามค าสัง่
ของจติ] 
     "What did you get 
from what my mother 
said at the end? About 
Olivia hearing ghosts?"     
"I need more time to 
think," Hodges says, but 
in fact, he has already 
thought about it and if 
what he thinks is right, 
he might have another 
way to get to Mr Mer-
cedes. He wouldn't drag 
Jerome Robinson deeper 
into this. But if he wants 
to look into what old Mrs 
Wharton said before they 
parted, he might need to 
do that. He knows half a 
dozen cops who as good 
at computers as Jerome, 
but he can't ask for their 
help, not any of them.      
Ghost, he thinks. Ghost 
in the machine.[Foot-
note: Ghost in the Ma-
chine is a sentence spo-
ken by Robert Ryle, a 
British philosophy, to de-
scribe René Descartes' Du-
alism. The theory believes 
that mind and body are 
separatable. The body is 
like a machine responding 
to the order of the mind.] 
Retained 
Literal translationExplici-
tation (footnote) A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about the referent 
of the allusion. 
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4.29 
   He sits at the table with his 
head bent, his palms cupping 
his temples, and his fingers 
plunged deep into his hair. 
Why is it that when things go 
wrong, they have to keep on 
going wrong? He finds himself 
thinking of the Morton Salt 
motto: 'When it rains it 
pours.'  
Coomon 
saying 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   เขาทิง้ตวัลงน่ังทีโ่ตะ๊ ศรีษะกม้
ต ่า มอืทัง้สองกมุขมบั นิว้จกิผม
แน่น เพราะอะไรกนั เวลาทีม่อีะไร
สกัอยา่งผดิพลาด จะตอ้งมคีวาม
ผดิพลาดอืน่ๆ เกดิขึน้ตามมาเป็น
พรวน เขานึกถงึค าขวญัของ
บรษิทัผูผ้ลติเกลอืมอรต์นั
ซอลต ์"ยามฝนตกกย็งัไหล
ซู"่ (pp.229-230)[Footnote: 
When it rains it pours ใน
โฆษณาใชเ้พือ่บ่งบอกลกัษณะ
พเิศษของเกลอืทีย่งัเทออกอยา่ง
สะดวกแมเ้มือ่เจอน ้า (โลโกข้อง
เกลอืเป็นรปูเด็กผูห้ญงิเดนิถอืรม่
ทา่มกลางสายฝน ขณะทีม่อืขา้ง
หน่ึงเทเกลอืลงบนพืน้ถนน) 
ขณะทีค่วามหมายดัง้เดมิของ
ส านวนหมายถงึการทีเ่ร ือ่งดหีรอื
รา้ยเกดิขึน้ตามกนัมาเป็นระลอก
อยา่งตอ่เน่ือง] 
     He sits on the table 
with his head low. His 
hand cups the sides of 
his head, and his fingers 
pulled tightly at his hair. 
Why is it when one thing 
goes wrong, lots of 
things go wrong in the 
process. It reminds him 
of the slogan of Mor-
ton Salt company 
"when it rains, it still 
pours." [Footnote: 
When it rains, it pours in 
the advertisment is used 
to describe a special 
characteristic of the salt 
that can be poured out 
easily even when it is 
wet. (Logo of this salt 
company is a girl holding 
an umbrella in the rain 
and scattering the salt 
on the road with the 
other hand). The original 
meaning of the expres-
sion is when good or bad 
things happen, they hap-
pen at the same time.]  
Retained 
Liiteral translationExplic-
itation (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about the referent 
of the allusion. 
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p.4.30 
   If it isn't my false-confessing 
friend again. I shouldn't even 
respond, guys like you are a 
dime a dozen, but as you 
point out, I'm retired and 
even talking to a nut is better 
than Dr Phil and all those late-
night infomercials. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   อยา่บอกนะวา่น่ีคอืไอเ้พือ่นที่
ชอบรบัสารภาพลวงโลกคนน้ันอกี 
ทีจ่รงิฉันไม่ควรตอบขอ้ความของ
แกดว้ยซ า้นะ เพราะคนอยา่งแก
มนักระจอกสิน้ด ีแตท่ีแ่กพูดก็ถกู 
ฉันเกษียณแลว้ และตอ่ใหค้ยุกบั
คนบา้ มนัก็ยงัดกีวา่น่ังดรูายการ
บ าบดัจติดร.ฟิล กบัรายการ
ขายสนิคา้ชว่งดกึทัง้หลายแหล่
น่ัน (p.231) 
     Don’t tell me this is 
that confessing lair friend 
again. In fact, I shouldn't 
even answer your mes-
sage because you are 
just a loser, but you are 
right. I'm retired, so 
even talking to a mad 
hat is better than watch-
ing Dr.Phil psycho 
theraphy show or 
those late-night commer-
cial shows. 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (in-text)The trans-
lator added that the al-
lusion was a TV pro-
gramme. 
4.31 
   Brady vaguely remembers 
some cartoon character--
maybe it was Foghorn Leg-
horn, the big rooster with the 
southern accent--who would 
get so mad first his neck and 
then his head would turn into 
a thermometer with tempera-
ture going up and up from 
BAKE to BROIL to NUKE. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เบรดีจ้ าตวัการต์นูตวัหน่ึงได ้
รางๆ อาจเป็นเจา้ฟ็อกฮอรน์ 
เลก้ฮอรน์ ไกต่วัผูต้วัโตในลูนี่
ทูนสท์ีม่สี าเนียงการพูดแบบ
ชาวใต ้เวลามนัโกรธจดั คอของ
มนัจะกลายเป็นเทอรโ์มมเิตอร ์
กอ่นเป็นอนัดบัแรก และตามดว้ย
สว่นหวั อุณหภมูจิะไตร่ะดบัขึน้ไป
เร ือ่ยๆ จากอบ ย่าง จนถงึระเบดิ
นิวเคลยีร ์(p.232) 
     Brady can vaguely re-
member a cartoon char-
acter. It might be Fog-
horn Leghorn, the big 
rooster in Loony 
Tunes with the south-
ern accent. When he 
was so angry, his neck 
would first turn into a 
thermometer, and then 
the temperature at the 
head would climb up 
from bake, grill to nu-
clear bomb. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Foghorn 
Leghorn' was translit-
erated. The rest was lit-
erally translated.  
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added 
the title of the cartoon 
that the allusion was 
from. 
4.34 
   Once upon a simpler time, 
before apps, iPads, Samsung 
Galaxies, and the world of 
blazing-fast 4G, weekends 
were the busiest days of the 
week at Discount Electronix. 
Literature 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   นานมาแลว้ ในชว่งเวลาที ่
ทกุอย่างเรยีบง่ายกว่านี ้กอ่น
ยคุแอพพลเิคช ัน่ ไอแพด ซมัซงุ
กาแล็กซ ีและโลก 4G อนัโชติ
ชว่งชชัวาล วนัเสารอ์าทติยเ์ป็น
ชว่งเวลาทียุ่่งทีส่ดุของสปัดาห ์
ทีด่สิเคานตอ์เิล็กทรอนิกส ์
(p.239) 
      Long time ago 
when things were 
simpler before the age 
of application, iPads, 
Samsung Galaxies and 
the bright 4G world. 
Weekedns were the busi-
est times of the week at 
Discount Electronics. 
Retained Literal translation 
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4.34 
   I think I'm done writing to 
you, dickwad. Your Fun Quo-
tient is currently hovering 
around Zero, and I have it on 
good authority that Donald 
Davis is going to cop to the 
City Center killings. 
Science & 
tech 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   ฉันคดิวา่จะเลกิเขยีนถงึแกแลว้
นะ ไอส้ากกะเบอื ตอนนีค้ะแนน
ความบนัเทงิของแกอยูแ่ถวๆ 
เลขศนูย ์และฉันเชือ่วา่โดนัลด ์เด
วสิจะถกูจบัขอ้หาสงัหารหมู่ทีศ่นูย ์
ประชมุแน่นอน (p.240) 
     I thinks I gonna stop 
writing to you, you dum-
bass. Now your fun 
score is around zero. 
And I believe Donald Da-
vies will be charged with 
the City Center mass 
murders.  
Retained Literal translation 
4.35 
He tells Hodges his folks are 
off Krogering, and he's got 
babysitting duty until they get 
back. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
เขาบอกฮอดเจสวา่พ่อกบัแม่ไป
ซือ้ของทีซ่ปุเปอรม์ารเ์กต็โคร
เกอร ์และเขาตอ้งรบัหนา้ทีพ่ีเ่ลีย้ง
เด็กจนกวา่ทัง้คูจ่ะกลบั (p.241) 
He tells Hodges that his 
parents have gone to 
Kroger supermarket 
and he has to babysit 
the children until they 
come back. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explictation (in-text) 
The translator explained 
the action related to the 
allusion. 
4.36 
   In the driveway the girls 
chant Sally-in-the-alley while 
Barbara Robinson darts deftly 
in and out of the loop, her 
sturdy brown legs flashing and 
her pigtails bouncing. 
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   เด็กๆ ทีเ่ลน่กนัอยูบ่นทางรถ
ทอ่งแซลลีอ่นิดแิอลลีเ่จือ้ยแจว้ 
ขณะทีบ่ารบ์ารา โรบนิสนั ผลบุ
เขา้ผลบุออกจากเชอืกทีต่วดัเป็น
วงดว้ยความคลอ่งแคลว่ ทอ่นขาสี
น ้าตาลแข็งแกรง่เปล่งประกาย 
หางเปียกวดัแกวง่ (p.242) 
     Children play in the 
driveway. They chant 
Sally in the alley 
loudly, while Barbara 
Ribinson jumps swiftly in 
and out of the loop. Her 
strong brown thighs 
shine and her braids are 
bouncing. 
Retained Transliteration 
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4.39 
He knows it's madness to be 
buying poison in person when 
he's already ordered some 
which will come to his safe 
mail-drop in another few 
days, but he can't wait. Abso-
lutely cannot. He probably 
won't be able to actually poi-
son the nigger family's dog 
until Monday--and it might 
even be Tuesday or Wednes-
day--but he has to do some-
thing. He needs to feel 
he's...how did Shakespeare 
put it? Taking arms against a 
sea of troubles.  
Literature 
Proper 
noun + 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
เขารูว้า่มนับา้ทีม่าซือ้ยาพษิดว้ย
ตวัเองแบบนี ้ในเมือ่เขาสัง่ซือ้ไป
แลว้และของจะถกูสง่มาถงึตู ้
ไปรษณียอ์ยา่งปลอดภยัในอกีไม่กี่
วนัขา้งหนา้ แตเ่ขาอดใจไม่ไหว ไม่
ไหวจรงิๆ เขาอาจจะไม่สามารถ
วางยาหมาของบา้นไอม้ดืจนกวา่
จะถงึวนัจนัทร ์หรอือาจเป็นวนั
องัคารหรอืวนัพุธดว้ยซ า้ แตเ่ขา
ตอ้งท าอะไรสกัอยา่ง เขา
จ าเป็นตอ้งรูส้กึวา่ตวัเอง... เชกส
เปียรเ์รยีกมนัว่ายงัไงนะ ก าลงั
งดัขอ้กบัทอ้งทะเลแห่งปัญหา 
(p.248) 
He knows it is crazy to 
buy the poison in person 
like this when he has or-
dered some and they will 
safely sent to his mailbox 
in a few days, but he 
cannot help himself. He 
really cannot. He might 
not be able to poison the 
dog of that black family 
until Monday, or even 
Tuesday or Wednesday. 
But he needs to do 
something. He needs to 
feel that he... How did 
Shakespeare call it? 
Fighting with the sea 
of troubles. 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Shakespeare' 
was transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was 
literally translated. 
4.43 
   After leaving Loeb's, Brady 
does a little Krogering  of his 
own. He picks up half a dozen 
items they need […] Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
   หลงัออกจากบรษิทัโลบ เบรดี ้
ไปจบัจา่ยขา้วของเล็กๆ 
น้อยๆ ทีซ่ปุเปอรม์ารเ์กต็โคร
เกอร ์เขาหยบิของหา้หกอยา่งที่
ตวัเองกบัแม่จ าเป็นตอ้งใช ้[…] 
(p.255) 
     After leaving Loeb's 
company, Brady goes 
shopping some stuff 
at Kroger Supermar-
ket. He chooses five or 
six items that he and his 
mother need. […] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicta-
tion (in-text)The trans-
lator explained the ac-
tion related to the allu-
sion. 
4.45 
Uncle Henry opts for fettucini 
alfredo and sucks it down with 
the efficiency of a high-pow-
ered Rinse 'N' Vac, […] 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
นา้เฮนรีเ่ลอืกเฟตตชุชน่ีิอลัเฟรโด ้
และสวาปามเขา้ไปดว้ย
ประสทิธภิาพเทยีบเทา่เครือ่งท า
ความสะอาดพืน้รนิสแ์อนด ์
แวค […] (p.259) 
Uncle Henry chooses 
Fettucini alfredo and de-
vours it with the capacity 
of Rinse and Vac 
cleaning machine […] 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator explained 
that the allusion was a 
kind of home appliance.  
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4.49 
   The drumming sound he 
heard when he came in re-
commences as her feet begin 
to piston up and down. It's as 
if she's marching in place. He 
back arches. Her arms fly 
straight up. Now she's simul-
taneously marching and sig-
naling that the field goal is 
good.  
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   เสยีงฟาดตบุๆ ทีเ่ขาไดย้นิตอน
เขา้บา้นดงัขึน้อกี เมือ่เทา้ทัง้สอง
ของเธอเร ิม่ดดีขึน้ลง มนัเหมอืน
เธอก าลงัเดนิสวนสนามอยุก่บัที ่
หลงัของเธอแอ่น จากน้ันแขนทัง้
สองก็เหวีย่งขึน้ไปตรงๆ ตอนนีเ้ธอ
ก าลงัสวนสนามไปพรอ้มๆ กบั
สญัญาณว่าลูกเตะฟิลดโ์ก
ลสามคะแนนเขา้เป้าอย่างไม่
มปัีญหา (p.267) 
     The banging sound 
he heard when he came 
in the house came again 
when both of her feet 
kicks up and down as if 
she is marching in place. 
Her back arches, and 
then both of her arm are 
thrown straight up. Now 
she is marching and giv-
ing the signal that the 
three-point field goal 
is good.  
Retained Literal translation 
5.2 
It's the new hat Jerome likes, 
a brown fedora Janey bought 
Hodges on impulse that very 
day, […].    Jerome tries it on 
and gives it that exact tilt. 
'What do you think? Do I look 
like Bogie?'   'I hate to disap-
point you,' Hodges says, 'but 
Bogie was Caucasion.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[...] ขณะทีเ่จอโรมชอบหมวกใบ
ใหม่ของเขามาก หมวกฟีโดราสี
น ้าตาทีเ่จนียเ์พิง่ซือ้ใหเ้ขาวนันี้
โดยไม่มเีหตผุลอะไรเป็นพเิศษ 
[…]    เจอโรมเอาหมวกมาลองใส่
และดงึเฉียงๆ ลงมาปิดคิว้ขา้งหน่ึง
ตามพมิพนิ์ยม "คณุคดิวา่ไง ผม
ดเูหมอืนโบกี ้ไหม"   "เกลยีด
จรงิๆ ทีต่อ้งท าเธอผดิหวงั" ฮอด
เจสวา่ "แตโ่บกีเ้ป็นคนขาว
นะ"[Footnote: หมายถงึฮมั
ฟรยี ์โบการต์ ซึง่เคยรบับทยอด
นักสบืฟิลปิ มารโ์ลว ์ในหนัง The 
Big Sleep (ค.ศ.๑๙๔๖) ผลงาน
ก ากบัของฮาเวริด์ ฮอวค์ส ์
(p.278) 
[…] while Jerome really 
like his new hat, a brown 
fedora that Janey just 
bought him today for no 
reason in particular. […]     
Jerome tries it on and 
pulls it down over one of 
his eyebrow like it should 
be, "What do you think? 
Do I look like Bogie?"     
"I really hate to disap-
point you," Hodges says. 
"But Bogie was 
white."[Footnote: The 
name refers to Humphey 
Bogart who played the 
role of Detective Philip 
marlow in the film The 
Big Sleep (1962) directed 
by Howard Hawks.] 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Bogie. 
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5.2-3 
She's crazy about stock car 
racing. Never misses it on TV, I 
understand. Jeff Gordon  is 
her idol.' 
[…] 
She squeezes Hodges's hand, 
and say, 'There's one bit of 
good news, though. Auntie C 
says that Holly was very taken 
with you.' 
   Hodges smiles. 'Must be my 
resemblance to Jeff Gordon.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ฮอลลีค่ลัง่การแขง่รถมาก ไม่เคย
พลาดเลยเวลามกีารถ่ายทอดทาง
โทรทศัน ์ฉันเขา้ใจวา่อยา่งน้ัน 
นกัแข่งรถเจฟฟ์ กอรด์อน 
เป็นไอดอลของเธอ"  
[…] 
เธอบบีมอืฮอดเจสและพูดตอ่ "แต่
มขีา่วดเีล็กๆ อยูเ่ร ือ่งหน่ึงนะคะ 
นา้ซบีอกวา่ฮอลลีถ่กูชะตาคณุ
มาก" 
   ฮอดเจสยิม้ "เพราะผมดหูมอืน
เจฟฟ์ กอรด์อน มัง้" (pp.279-
280) 
Holly is crazy about car 
racing. She never misses 
any broadcasts oon TV, I 
think. The racer, Jeff 
Gordon is her idol." 
[…] 
She squeezes Hodges' 
hand and says, "but 
there's a bit of good 
news. Aunt C says she 
likes you very much." 
     Hodges smiles, 
"Maybe because I look 
like Jeff Gordon." 
Retained  
Transliteration  
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator explained 
that the allusion was a 
car racer. 
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5.2-3 
She's crazy about stock car 
racing. Never misses it on TV, I 
understand. Jeff Gordon  is 
her idol.' Janey shrugs. 'Go fig-
ure.'   'How old is this Holly' 
Jerome asks.   'About my age, 
but she suffers from a certain 
amount of…emotional retar-
dation, I guess you'd say.'   Je-
rome considers this silently, 
then says: 'She probably need 
to reconsider Kyle Busch.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ฮอลลีค่ลัง่การแขง่รถมาก ไม่เคย
พลาดเลยเวลามกีารถ่ายทอดทาง
โทรทศัน ์ฉันเขา้ใจวา่อยา่งน้ัน 
นักแขง่รถเจฟฟ์ กอรด์อน เป็น
ไอดอลของเธอ" เจนียย์กัไหล่ 
"คณุคดิวา่ไงละ่"   "ฮอลลีค่นนี้
อายเุทา่ไหรค่รบั" เจอโรมถาม   
"พอๆ กบัฉัน แตเ่ธอมปัีญหา
พอสมควรเร ือ่ง...พฒันาการทาง
อารมณท์ีถ่ดถอย จะใชค้ าน้ันก็คง
ได"้   เจอโรมน่ิงคดิเงยีบๆ ครูห่น่ึง 
จากน้ันพูดขึน้ "เธออาจตอ้งหนัไป
มองไคล ์บุช ใหม่" 
(p.279)[Footnote: Kyle 
Busch (ค.ศ.๑๙๘๕-) นักแขง่รถ
ชาวอเมรกินั] 
Holly is crazy about car 
racing. She never misses 
any broadcasts oon TV, I 
think. The racer, Jeff 
Gordon is her idol." 
Janey shrugs. "What do 
you think?"     "How old 
is this Holly?" Jerome 
asks.     "About my age, 
but she has quite some 
problems about... re-
tarded emotional devel-
opment. You can put it 
that way."        Jerome 
thinks quietly for a mo-
ment, and then he says, 
"She might need to re-
consider her opinion 
about Kyle 
Busch."[Footnote: Kyle 
Busch (1985-), an Ameri-
can car racer.]      
Retained  
TranslierationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Kyle Busch. 
5.3 
My mom at the MAC with 
three or four thousand 
screaminng girls between the 
ages of eight and fourteen. Do 
I have to explain any more 
about why I'm keeping out of 
her way?' 
   'I bet she has a great time,' 
Janey says. 'She probably 
screamed for Marvin Gaye or 
Al Green not so long ago.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
แม่ของผมทีศ่นูยเ์อ็มเอซ ี
ทา่มกลางเด็กผูห้ญงิอายุระหวา่ง
แปดถงึสบิสีส่ามถงึสีพ่นัคน ผมยงั
ตอ้งอธบิายอกีไหมวา่ท าไมชว่งนี้
ผมถงึพยายามอยูห่า่งๆ แม่" 
   "พนันไดเ้ลยวา่แม่เธอตอ้งสนุก
สดุเหวีย่งแน่นนอน" เจนียแ์สดง
ความเห็น "เมือ่เรว็ๆ นีเ้ธออาจเพิง่
ไปรอ้งกรีด๊ๆ ใหม้ารว์นิ เกย ์
หรอือลั กรนี มาก็ได"้ (p.283) 
My mom at MAC center 
among three or four 
thousand girls between 
the age of eight to four-
teen. Do I need to ex-
plain why I'm stay away 
from her lately?" 
     "I bet your mother 
will have a lot of fun," 
Janey comments. "Not 
so long ago, she might 
just scream for Marvin 
Gaye or Al Green."  
Retained Transliteration 
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5.3 
My mom at the MAC with 
three or four thousand 
screaminng girls between the 
ages of eight and fourteen. Do 
I have to explain any more 
about why I'm keeping out of 
her way?'   'I bet she has a 
great time,' Janey says. 'She 
probably screamed for Marvin 
Gaye or Al Green not so long 
ago.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
แม่ของผมทีศ่นูยเ์อ็มเอซ ี
ทา่มกลางเด็กผูห้ญงิอายุระหวา่ง
แปดถงึสบิสีส่ามถงึสีพ่นัคน ผมยงั
ตอ้งอธบิายอกีไหมวา่ท าไมชว่งนี้
ผมถงึพยายามอยูห่า่งๆ แม่"   
"พนันไดเ้ลยวา่แม่เธอตอ้งสนุก
สดุเหวีย่งแน่นนอน" เจนียแ์สดง
ความเห็น "เมือ่เรว็ๆ นีเ้ธออาจเพิง่
ไปรอ้งกรีด๊ๆ ใหม้ารว์นิ เกย ์
หรอือลั กรนี มาก็ได"้ (p.283) 
My mom at MAC center 
among three or four 
thousand girls between 
the age of eight to four-
teen. Do I need to ex-
plain why I'm stay away 
from her lately?"     "I 
bet your mother will 
have a lot of fun," Janey 
comments. "Not so long 
ago, she might just 
scream for Marvin Gaye 
or Al Green."  
Retained Transliteration 
5.6 
Hodges hasn't seen today's 
paper, but some alert re-
porter might well have linked 
Mrs Wharton and Olivia 
Trelawney, the daughter who 
committed suicide after her 
car was used as a murder 
weapon. Such a connection is 
hardly news, but you could 
say the same about Lindsay 
Lohan's adventures with 
drugs and alcohol. Hodges 
thinks there might at least 
have been a sidebar. 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
ฮอดเจสยงัไม่เห็นหนังสอืพมิพ ์
วนันี ้แตนั่กขา่วหไูวตาไวบางคน
อาจเชือ่มโยงมสิซสิวารต์นักบัโอลิ
เวยี ทรลีอวนี์ย ์บุตรสาวทีฆ่่าตวั
ตายหลงัจากรถของเธอถกู
น าไปใชเ้ป็นอาวธุสงัหาร 
ความสมัพนัธแ์บบน้ันแทบไม่
สามารถเป็นขา่วไดห้รอก แต่
ค าพูดเดยีวกนัสามารถใชก้บัการ
ผจญภยัอย่างบา้ระห า่ในโลก
ยาเสพตดิและเหลา้ของลนิด ์
ซยี ์โลฮาน ไดเ้ชน่กนั ฮอดเจส
คดิวา่อยา่งนอ้ยทีส่ดุก็อาจมกีาร
ลงขา่วสัน้ๆ เกีย่วกบัเร ือ่งนี ้
(p.285) 
Hodges hasn't seen to-
day's paper, but some 
quick-thinking news re-
portners might connect 
Mrs Wharton with Olivia 
Trelawney, her daughter 
who commitited suicide 
after her car was used as 
a murder weapon. The 
relationship can hardly 
be any news, but the 
same thing could be ap-
plied to the case of 
Lindsay Lohan's wild 
adventures in the 
world of drugs. Hodges 
thinks that there might 
be at least a short news 
about this. 
Retained 
Translliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Lindsay Lo-
han' was transliterated. 
The rest of the allusion 
was literally translated. 
5.7 
   He needs to think, but 
there's a hurricane going on in 
his head, a big bad Category 
Five Katrina, and everything is 
flying. 
Geography 
& nature 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
   เขาจ าเป็นตอ้งใชค้วามตดิ แตม่ี
พายเุฮอรร์เิคนอยูใ่นหวั เฮอรร์ ิ
เคนคาทรนิา ระดบัหา้ลูกใหญ่
ทีเ่ลวรา้ย และทกุสิง่ทกุอยา่ง
ก าลงัปลวิวอ่น (p.287) 
     He needs to think, 
but there is a hurricane 
in his head, a big terri-
ble Level Five Katrina 
Hurricane, and every-
thing is flying. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Katrina' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
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5.14 
   Frankie crawled a little far-
ther, still blatting. He looked 
down. Brady looked at his 
mother. Dborah Ann Harts-
field gave the smallest, most 
imperceptible nod. Brady did-
n't think. He simply kicked 
Frankie's triple-diapered butt 
and  down Frankie went in a 
series of clumsy somersaults 
that made Brady think of the 
fat Blue Brother flipping his 
way along the church aisle. 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   แฟรงกีค้ลานออกไปอกีเล็กนอ้ย 
ปากยงัคงรอ้งไม่หยดุ เขามองลง
ไป เบรดีห้นัไปมองแม่ เดบราห ์
แอน ฮารท์ฟิลด ์พยกัหนา้นิด
เดยีวเทา่น้ันและแทบไม่เป็นที่
สงัเกต เบรดีไ้ม่ฉุกคดิแมแ้ตนิ่ด
เดยีว เขาแคย่ืน่เทา้ไปเตะกน้ทีห่อ่
ไวด้ว้ยผา้ออ้มสามช ัน้ของ
นอ้งชาย แฟรงกีม้ว้นตลีงักา
หลายตลบรว่งลงไปขา้งลา่งทนัท ี
เบรดีนึ้กถงึเจา้อว้นตระกูลบลูส ์
ทีต่ลีงักาไปตามทางเดนิใน
โบสถข์ึน้มาตดิหมดั (p.297) 
     Frankie crawled a bit 
further, still crying. He 
looked down. Brady 
looked at his mother. 
Dborah Ann Hartsfield 
nodded so slightly and 
almost unnoticable. 
Brady did not stop to 
think at all. He just used 
his foot to kick his broth-
er's butt that was cov-
ered with three layers of 
diapers. Frankie tumbled 
down the stairs instantly. 
Brady thought of the fat 
guy from the Blue 
Brothers who somer-
salt along the church 
aisle. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literatl 
translation The name 
'Blue Brother' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
5.21 
   'I hoab to go,' he says, and 
breaks the connection just be-
fore anothere gust of hysteri-
cal laughter sweeps through 
him. Yes, he had to put his 
mother to bed. And yes, it was 
the flu. Not the Swine Flu or 
the Bird Flu, but a new strain 
called Gopher Flu.  
Science & 
tech 
Proper 
nooun 
Modified 
   "ผมตอ้ไปลา้ว" เขาวา่ และวาง
สายกอ่นทีอ่าการขบขนัอยา่ง
คลุม้คลัง่จะพุ่งเขา้มาจูโ่จมอกี
ระลอก ใช ่เขาตอ้งอุม้แม่ไปนอน
บนเตยีง และใช ่เธอเป็นไขห้วดั 
ไม่ใชห่วดัหมูหรอืหวดันก แตเ่ป็น
หวดัสายพนัธุใ์หม่ทีช่ ือ่หวดั
กระรอกดนิ (p.311) 
     "I hav ta go," he said 
and cut the line before 
the hysterical laughter 
attack him again. Yes. 
He has to carry his 
mother to her bed. And 
yes, she has the flu. Not 
the Swine Flue or the 
Bird Flu, but a new type 
called Gopher Flu. 
Retained Literal translation 
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5.22 
   He ambles around to the vis-
itors' parking lot and there 
she is, perched on the back 
step. She's dressed in a singu-
larly unbecoming shin-length 
brown dress. Her hair is put 
up in unbecoming clumps at 
the sides of her head. To 
Hodges she looks like Princess 
Leia after a year on the Karen 
Carpenter diet. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เขาเดนิออ้มตวัอาคารไปทีล่าน
จอดรถส าหรบัแขกและพบเธอที่
น่ัน น่ังอยูบ่นบนัไดดา้นหลงั ใส่
ชดุกระโปรงสนี ้าตาลยาวครึง่แขง้
ทีไ่ม่ไดส้วยสะดดุตาเป็นพเิศษ ผม
รวบเป็นสองมวยประกอบดา้นขา้ง
ของศรีษะซึง่ไม่สวยสะดดุตาเป็น
พเิศษเชน่กนั ในสายตาของฮอด
เจส เธอดเูหมอืนเจา้หญงิเลอา
ในหนงัสตารว์อรส์หลงัจากลด
น ้าหนักดว้ยวธิเีดยีวกบัแคเรน 
คารเ์พนเตอร ์มาเป็นเวลาหน่ึงปี 
(p.314) 
     He walks around the 
building to the parking 
lot for visitors and meet 
her there sitting on the 
back steps in a brown 
midi dress that does not 
look particularly beauti-
ful. Her hair is put into 
buns on the sides of her 
head which is not partic-
ularly beautiful either in 
Hodges' eyes. She looks 
like Princess Leia fron 
the movie Star Wars 
after one year on diet 
the same way Karen Car-
penter did.  
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation The name 
'Leia' was transliterated. 
The rest of the allusion 
was literally trans-
lated.Explicitation (in-
text) The translator 
added the title of the 
movie  the allusion was 
from. 
5.22 
   He ambles around to the vis-
itors' parking lot and there 
she is, perched o the back 
step. She's dressed in a singu-
larly unbecoming shin-length 
brown dress. Her hair is put 
up in unbecoming clumps at 
the sides of her head. To 
Hodges she looks like Princess 
Leia after a year on the Karen 
Carpenter diet. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
nooun 
Original 
   เขาเดนิออ้มตวัอาคารไปทีล่าน
จอดรถส าหรบัแขกและพบเธอที่
น่ัน น่ังอยูบ่นบนัไดดา้นหลงั ใส่
ชดุกระโปรงสนี ้าตาลยาวครึง่แขง้
ทีไ่ม่ไดส้วยสะดดุตาเป็นพเิศษ ผม
รวบเป็นสองมวยประกอบดา้นขา้ง
ของศรีษะซึง่ไม่สวยสะดดุตาเป็น
พเิศษเชน่กนั ในสายตาของฮอด
เจส เธอดเูหมอืนเจา้หญงิเลอาใน
หนังสตารว์อรส์หลงัจากลด
น า้หนกัดว้ยวธิเีดยีวกบัแคเรน 
คารเ์พนเตอรม์าเป็นเวลาหน่ึงปี  
[Footnote: Karen Carpen-
ter (ค.ศ.๑๙๕๐-๑๙๘๓) นักรอ้ง
น าวงเดอะคารเ์พนเตอรส์ ป่วย
ดว้ยโรคกลวัอว้นและเสยีชวีติจาก
อาการหวัใจวายในทีส่ดุ] (p.314) 
     He walks around the 
building to the parking 
lot for visitors and meet 
her there sitting on the 
back steps in a brown 
midi dress that does not 
look particularly beauti-
ful. Her hair is put into 
buns on the sides of her 
head which is not partic-
ularly beautiful either in 
Hodges' eyes. She looks 
like Princess Leia fron 
the movie Star Wars af-
ter one year on diet 
the same way Karen 
Carpenter did.  
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Karen Car-
penter' was translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
A footnote was added t 
to explain about Karen 
Carpenter. 
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5.24 
   The Midwest Culture and 
Arts Complex, aka the MAC, is 
called 'the Louvre of the Mid-
west' by the newspaper and 
the local Chamber of Com-
merce (the residents of this 
midwestern city call it 'the 
Loovah') 
Art 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ศนูยศ์ลิปะและวฒันธรรมมดิ
เวสต ์หรอืเอ็มเอซ ีไดร้บัการเรยีก
ขานจากหนังสอืพมิพแ์ละ
หอการคา้ประจ าเมอืงวา่ 
"พพิธิภณัฑลู์ฟวรแ์หง่มดิ
เวสต"์ (ประชากรในเมอืงภมูภิาค
มดิเวสตแ์หง่นีเ้รยีกมนัวา่ 
"เดอะลูวาห"์) (p.318) 
     The Midwest Culture 
and Arts Center or MAC 
is called "the Louvre 
museum of Midwest" 
by newspapers and the 
city Chamber of Com-
merce (people in the 
Midwest region call it 
"the Loovah"). 
Retained 
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (in-text) The trans-
lator added that the al-
lusion was a museum. 
5.26 
   He doesn't know exactly 
who Manet was, probably an-
other old frog painter like van 
Gogh, but some of the pic-
tures are great.  
Art  
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เบรดีไ้ม่รูว้า่มาเนตค์อืใคร อาจ
เป็นจติรกรฝร ัง่เศสยคุกอ่นเหมอืน
ฟาน กอ็ก ก็เป็นได ้แตไ่ม่วา่จะ
อยา่งไรภาพเขยีนบางชิน้ของ
มาเนตก็์เยีย่มมาก (p.321) 
     Brady does not who 
Manet was, maybe a 
French artist in the past 
like Van Gogh, but who-
ever he was, some of 
Manet's paintings are ex-
cellent. 
Retained Transliteration 
5.26 
 He doesn't care much for the 
still-lifes […], but some of the 
other ones are possessed of 
an almost feral violence. One 
shows a dead matador. [...] 
The matador isn't mangled or 
anything, but the blood ooz-
ing from beneath his left 
shoulder looks more real than 
the blood in all the violent 
movies Brady has ever seen, 
[...] 
Art 
Macro-
level 
Original 
เขาไม่สนภาพหุน่น่ิงเทา่ไหร ่[…] 
แตภ่าพกลุม่อืน่ๆ บางภาพแฝงไว ้
ดว้ยความรนุแรงทีเ่กอืบจะเขา้ขัน้
ป่าเถือ่น ภาพหนึง่เป็นภาพมา
ทาดอรน์อนตายอยู่บนพืน้ 
[…] มาทาดอรไ์ม่ไดเ้ละหรอื
อะไร แต่เลอืดทีไ่หลซมึจาก
ใตห้วัไหล่ซา้ย ดจูรงิยิง่กว่าหนัง
เลอืดสาดทกุเร ือ่งทีเ่บรดีเ้คยดูมา 
[...] (p.321) 
He is not much inter-
ested in still-lifes […], 
but some of the paint-
ings in other groups con-
tain some kind of vio-
lence almost to the level 
of savage. One paint-
ing shows a dead 
matador lying on the 
floor. […] The mata-
dor does not in a bad 
shape of anyhting, 
but there is blood 
oozing out from be-
neath his left shoul-
der. The painting looks 
more real than any 
bloody movies that Brady 
has ever seen. [...] 
Retained Literal translation 
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5.31 
And one thing you can say 
about Bill Hodges is that he's 
there. It's what she like about 
him. She also likes the hat she 
bought him. That Philip Mar-
lowe fedora.  
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
และสิง่หน่ึงทีค่ณุสามารถพูดได ้
เกีย่วกบับลิล ์ฮอดเจส คอื เขาอยู่
ตรงนัน้ น่ันคอืสิง่ทีเ่ธอชอบในตวั
เขา เธอยงัชอบหมวกทีเ่ธอซือ้ให ้
เขาดว้ย หมวกฟีโดราแบบ
ฟิลปิ มารโ์ลว ์ใบนัน้ (p.329) 
And one thing that you 
can say about Bill 
Hodges is he is there. 
That is what she like 
about him. She also like 
the hat that she bought 
him, that fedora like 
the one Philip Marlow 
wore.  
Retained 
Transliteration  
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The words 'Philip Mar-
lowe' and 'fedora' were 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
5.31 
   A young clergyman, from 
the church Mrs Wharton at-
tended until she was too un-
well to go out on Sundays, 
serves as master of ceremo-
nies. He reads the predictable 
passage from Proverbs, the 
one about the virtuous 
woman. 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   บาทหลวงหนุ่มจากโบสถท์ีม่สิซิ
สวารต์นัเคยไปรว่มพธิใีนวนั
อาทติย ์กอ่นทีจ่ะป่วยหนักจน
ออกไปไหม่ไหว มารบัหนา้ทีผู่ ้
ประกอบพธิ ีเขายกสุภาษติบท
หนึง่จากคมัภรีไ์บเบลิขึน้มา
อ่าน เป็นบททีไ่ม่เหนือความ
คาดหมาย เนือ้หาวา่ดว้ยผูห้ญงิที่
ครองตวัอยูใ่นศลีธรรมอนัดงีาม
มาทัง้ชวีติ (p.331) 
     A young priest from 
the church Mrs Wharton 
used to attended on 
Sundays before she was 
too weak to go out is the 
master of ceremonies. 
He reads one of the 
proverbs from the Bi-
ble. It is not unexpected 
reading. The passage 
talks about  a woman 
who stays righteous 
throughout her life. 
Aban-
doned 
MistranslationThe trans-
lator mistook the allu-
sion, 'the Book of Prov-
erbs' for the  word 
'proverb' as a general 
noun.  
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5.32 
   Brady parks around the cor-
ner at five past ten and is 
careful to feed the meter until 
the green flag with MAX on it 
pops up. After all, it just took 
a parking ticket to catch Son 
of Sam in the end. 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เบรดีเ้ลีย้วไปจอดตรงหวัมุม
ถนนในเวลาสบิโมงหา้นาท ีและ
หยอดเหรยีญใสม่เิตอรด์ว้ยความ
รอบคอบจนกระทัง่ธงสเีขยีวทีม่ี
ขอ้ความวา่เต็มกระเดง้ขึน้มา 
ทีส่ดุแลว้ก็เป็นเพราะใบสัง่จาก
การจอดรถในทีห่า้มจอดทีท่ าให ้
ลูกชายของแซมตอ้งพบจดุจบ 
(p.332) 
[Footnote: Son of Sam หรอื
ชือ่จรงิคอื เดวดิ เบอรโ์ควทิช ์
คนรา้ยทีล่งมอืกอ่เหตยุงิเหยือ่
ผูเ้คราะหร์า้ยตามทีส่าธารณะ
ตา่งๆ ระหวา่งปีค.ศ.๑๙๗๖-
๑๙๗๗ สาเหตทุีต่ ารวจเร ิม่หนัมา
ใหค้วามสนใจเบอรโ์ควทิช ์
เน่ืองจากมหีญงิสาวคนหน่ึงที่
เกอืบตกเป็นเหยือ่ของเขา แตร่อด
มาได ้และจ าไดว้า่เขาคอืชายคน
เดยีวกบัทีด่งึใบสัง่ออกจากหนา้
กระจกรถตวัเอง (p.332) 
      brady turns and 
parks at the corner at 
five past ten and care-
fully put coins in the me-
ter until the green flag 
with the word max ap-
pears. After all, it was 
because of the ticket of 
parking in a forbidden 
area that put Son of 
Sam to his end.  
 
[Footnote: Son of Sam 
or David Berkowitz was a 
perpretator of random 
shootings in public 
places betwen 1976 and 
1977. The police turned 
their attention to Berko-
witz because one of the 
women who almost be-
came his victim but get-
ting away. She remem-
bered that he was the 
one who took out the 
parking ticket off the 
window of his car.]  
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation  
 
The name 'Sam' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
 
Explicitation (footnote) 
A footnote was added 
to explain aboout Son 
of Sam. 
5.36 
   He seizes Holly by the shoul-
ders and turns her around. 
Her hair has come loose from 
Princess leia rolls and hangs 
against her cheeks. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เขาควา้ไหลฮ่อลลีแ่ละหมุนตวั
เธอกลบั มวยผมทรงเจา้หญงิเล
อาของเธอหลดุลุย่และลูล่งมา
แนบอยูบ่นแกม้ (p.341) 
     He grabs Holly's 
shoulder and turns her 
around. Her Princess 
Leia hair buns get 
loose and hair hangs 
down on her cheeks. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation.The name 
'Leia' was transliterated. 
The rest of the allusion 
was literally translated. 
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5.37 
He's walking down the glass-
littered sidewalk. The sirens 
are closer now, soon they'll be 
here, and all he has to go on is 
pure intuition. Unless, that is, 
his subconcious mind is al-
ready making the connec-
tions. It's happened before; 
he didn't get all those depart-
ment commendations on 
Craigslist. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ฮอดเจสเดนิไปตามทางเทา้ทีม่เีศษ
กระจกกระจายเกลือ่น เสยีงไซเรน
ใกลเ้ขา้มาแลว้ อกีไม่ชา้มนัจะ
มาถงึทีน่ี่ และตอนนีส้ิง่เดยีวทีเ่ขา
พึง่พาไดค้อืสญัชาตญาณของ
ตวัเองลว้นๆ ยกเวน้วา่จติใตส้ านึก
ท าการเชือ่มโยงอยูก่อ่นแลว้ เร ือ่ง
แบบนีเ้คยเกดิขึน้มากอ่น เขาเอง
ไม่เขา้ใจการจดัแบ่งหมวดหมู่ใน
เว็บไซตโ์ฆษณาเครกลสิตส์กั
เทา่ไหร ่(p.344) 
Hodges walks along the 
sidewalk full of glass 
fragments. The sirens 
become closer. Soon 
they will be here. And 
now the only thing that 
he can rely on is his in-
stinct, except for his sub-
conciousness that has al-
ready made the connec-
tion. This kind of things 
happened before. He 
himself did not under-
stand the division on the 
advertisement web-
site, Craiglist.  
Retained Transliteration 
5.39 
Brady only needs to keep 
things together for another 
few days, so fuck Mr Beeson. 
Fuck her glaring eyes, too. He 
didn't kill her; she killed her-
self. The way the fat ex-cop 
was supposed to kill himself, 
and so what if he didn't? He's 
gone now, so fuck the fat cop. 
The Det is definitely Ret. Ret 
in peace, Detective Hodges. 
Common 
saying  
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
เบรดีจ้ าเป็นตอ้งเก็บทกุอยา่งเป็น
ความลบัตอ่ไปอกีแคส่องสามวนั
เทา่น้ัน เพราะฉะน้ันชา่งหวั
มสิเตอรบ์สีนัแม่งปะไร ชา่งหวัตา
ของแม่ทีจ่อ้งไม่เลกิราน่ันดว้ย เขา
ไม่ไดฆ่้าเธอ เธอฆ่าตวัเอง เหมอืน
ทีอ่ดตีต ารวจอว้นควรฆ่าตวัเอง 
แลว้จะเกดิอะไรขึน้ถา้ไอห้มอน่ัน
ไม่ท าอยา่งทีม่นัควรตอ้งท า แตไ่ม่
วา่จะอยา่งไรตอนนีม้นัก็ตายไป
แลว้ เพราะฉะน้ันชา่งไออ้ว้นแม่ง
ดว้ยอกีคน เจา้หนา้ทีส่บืสวนคน
น้ันเกษียณแลว้แน่นอน เจา้หนา้ที่
สบืสวนฮอดเจสผูเ้กษียณไปขึน้
สวรรค ์(p.348) 
Brady needs to keep 
everything secret only 
for a few more days. So, 
who cares about Mr. 
Beeson. Who cares 
about Mom's staring 
eyes. He did not kill her. 
She kills herself. Like 
that fat ex-cop should 
have kill himself. And 
what if he did not do 
what he supposed to. 
Well, whatever, now he 
was dead. So, who cares 
about the fat cop. That 
detective is definitely re-
tired. Detective Hodges, 
who retired to 
Heaven. 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
5.43 
   'Who else could have 
wanted to bomb you to king-
dom come?' Isabelle asks. 
Religion 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   "มใีครอกีทีจ่ะอยากระเบดิรถ
คณุจนพนิาศแบบนัน้" อซิา
แบลลถ์ามขึน้ (p.355) 
     "Who else would 
have wanted to bomb 
your car to pieces like 
that," Isabelle asks. 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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5.43 
   'Who else could have 
wanted to bomb you to king-
dom come?' isabelle asks. 
'You on Santa's naughty list?' 
Religion 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "มใีครอกีทีจ่ะอยากระเบดิรถ
คณุจนพนิาศแบบน้ัน" อซิาแบลล ์
ถามขึน้ "คุณถูกหมายหวัไว้
ดว้ยหรอื" (p.355) 
     "Who else would 
have wanted to bomb 
your car to pieces like 
that," Isabelle asks. "Are 
you marked?"  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
5.49 
She pulls up a chair and sits 
beside him, tucking her lank 
hair behind her ears. 'And I 
know Mac programs inside 
and out' 
   'Go with your bad self,' Je-
rome says, and holds up a 
hand. 
   Still looking at the screen, 
Holly slaps him five. 'Play it, 
Sam.' 
   He grins. 'Casablanca.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
เธอลากเกา้อีต้วัหน่ึงมาและน่ังลง
ขา้งๆ เขา จบัผมยาวๆ ของตวัเอง
ทดัไวห้ลงัใบหู "และขนาดฉันรูจ้กั
โปรแกรมตา่งๆ ในเครือ่งแมค
อยา่งทะลปุรโุปรง่ดว้ยนะ" 
  "เชญิปลอ่ยสญัชาตญาณดบิ
ออกมา" เจอโรมวา่ และยกมอืขา้ง
หน่ึงขึน้  
   ฮอลลีย่ืน่มอืไปตบมอืเขา ตา
ยงัคงมองหนา้จอ "เล่นส ิแซม" 
   เจอโรมยิม้แยกเขีย้ว "จากหนัง
เร ือ่งคาซาบลงักา" (p.366) 
She bring a chair to sit 
beside him, tucking her 
long hair behind her ear. 
"And I also know every 
bit of Mac programs."  
     "Release your wild in-
stinct," Jerome says and 
holds out a hand.  
     Holly holds out her 
hand and slaps it. Her 
eyes still fixes on the 
screen. "Play it, Sam." 
     Jerome grins, "From 
the movie Casablanca." 
Retained Literal translation 
p.5.50 
   Jerome is good with com-
puters, but Holly play the key-
board like a Steinway. Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เจอโรมมีฝีไมล้ายมอืดา้น
คอมพวิเตอรพ์อควร แตฮ่อลลีร่วั
คยีบ์อรด์ราวกบัเปียโนสเตนเวย ์
(p.367) 
     Jerome is pretteer 
good with computers, 
but Holly types on the 
keyboad like playing a 
Steinway piano. 
Retained 
Transliteration 
 
Explicitation (in-text) 
The translator added 
that the allusion was a 
piano. 
6.9 
   Hodges has never ever con-
sidered the idea that Mr Mer-
cedes might actually be Ms 
Mercedes. He supposes it's a 
technically possible, and it 
would be like a neat solution 
for an Agatha Christie novel, 
but this is real life. 
Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ฮอดเจสไม่เคยนึกมากอ่นเลยวา่
แทจ้รงิแลว้มสิเตอรเ์มอรเ์ซ
เดสอาจเป็นมสิเมอรเ์ซเดสก็ได ้
เขาคาดวา่ในทางเทคนิคแลว้มนั
เป็นไปได ้และจะเป็นการเฉลย
ปรศินาทีแ่ยบยลในนิยายขอ
งอกาธา ครสิตี ้แตนี่ค้อืชวีติจรงิ 
(p.390) 
     It has never occurred 
to Hodges that Mr Mer-
cedes might actually be 
Ms Mercedes. He thinks 
it is technically possible 
and would be a perfect 
solution for an Agatha 
Christie novel.  
Retained Transliteration 
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6.12 
   Jerome stares at her. 'That's 
all it took? Just a peek into her 
junk mail folder?'   'Don't be 
surprised,' Hodges says. 'All it 
took to catch the Son of Sam 
was a parking ticket.' 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เจอโรมถลงึตาจอ้งเธอ "แค่
น่ันเองหรอื แคเ่ขา้ไปดโูฟลเดอร ์
ถงัขยะในอเีมลเทา่น้ันเองหรอื"   
"อยา่แปลกใจไปหน่อยเลย" ฮอด
เจสแทรกขึน้ "ตอนทีจ่บัลูกชาย
ของแซมไดก็้อาศยัแคใ่บสัง่จอด
รถในทีห่า้มจอดแคใ่บเดยีวเทา่น้ัน
แหละ" (p.396) 
     Jerome stares at her, 
"That's it? Just look into 
the junk mail folder in 
her email?"                     
"Don't be surprised," 
Hodges interrupts. "The 
police caught Son of 
Sam using only a ticket 
for parking in a forbid-
den area.                                                                               
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation The name 
'Sam' was translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
6.14 
   Hodges doesn't want any of 
them, but he sees two of the 
three he does want. Anthony 
Frobisher, he of the John Len-
non specs, is talking to a cus-
tomer […] 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   คนพวกน้ันไม่ใชเ่ป้าหมายของ
ฮอดเจส แตเ่ขาเห็นสองในสามคน
ทีเ่ป็นเป้าหมายของเขาแลว้ แอน
โทนี ฟรอบเิชอร ์ทีใ่สแ่ว่นทรง
เดยีวกบัจอหน์ เลนนอน ก าลงั
คยุกบัลกูคา้ […] (p.400) 
     Those people are not 
Hodges' target, but he 
sees two out of three of 
his targets. Anthony Fro-
bisher wearing glasses 
similar to John Len-
non is talkingto a cus-
tomer. […] 
Retained Transliteration 
6.16 
   'Oh, it's him,' Jerome says. 
'Got to be. You were right 
about him watching you, and I 
know how. It's like that Haw-
throne story about the pur-
loined letter. Hide in plain 
sight.' 
   Holly stops munching her 
fingernails long enough to say, 
'Poe wrote that story. Don't 
they teach you kids anything?' 
Literature 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   "ออ้ เขาน่ันแหละ" เจอโรม
อธบิาย "เขาแน่นอน คณุเขา้ใจ
ถกูแลว้วา่เขาจบัตามองคณุอยู ่
และผมรูด้ว้ยวา่เขา้ท ายงัไง เขาท า
เหมอืนในนิยายเรือ่งหนึง่ของ
เนเธเนียล ฮอวธ์อรน์ ทีม่ี
เนือ้หาเกีย่วกบัจดหมายที ่
หายไป มนัคอืการซอ่นตวัในที่
แจง้" 
   ฮอลลีห่ยดุแทะเล็บนานพอทีจ่ะ
พูดวา่ "เอด็การ ์อลัลนั โป 
ตา่งหากทีเ่ขยีนเร ือ่งนี ้ทีโ่รงเรยีน
ไม่ไดส้อนหรอืไง" (p.403) 
     "Oh, that's him," Je-
rome explains. "It has to 
be him. You are right 
about him watching you, 
and I know how he does 
it. He does that same 
way it is in one of Na-
thaniel Howthorne's 
novels about the lost 
letter. By hiding in plain 
sight." 
     Holly stops biting her 
fingernails long enough 
to say, "It's Edgar Allan 
Poe who wrote it. Didn't 
they teach you that at 
school?" 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation. 
 
The names 'Hawthrone' 
and 'Poe' were translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated.  
 
Explicitation (in-text)  
The translator added 
the full names of bothe 
of the writers men-
tioned in the allusion. 
6.16 
   A terrible question surfaces 
in his mind, like one of the 
snakes always lying in wait for 
Pitfall Harry […] 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ค าถามทีเ่ลวรา้ยขอ้หน่ึงผุด
ขึน้มาในหวั เหมอืนงูทีน่อน
รอพทิฟอลล ์แฮรร์ ี ่มาโดย
ตลอด […] (p.404) 
     A terrible question 
pops in his head like 
snakes that always lay 
there waiting for Pitfall 
Harry. […] 
Retained Transliteration 
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6.17 
Laverty is white and Rosario is 
Latino. Because their shop is 
CPC 54, they are known in the 
department as Toody and 
Muldoon, after the cops in an 
ancient sitcom called Car 54, 
Where Are You? Amarilis Ro-
sario sometimes amuses here 
fellow blue knights at roll call 
by saying 'Ooh, ooh, Toody, I 
got an idea!' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun + 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
ลาเวอรต์ีเ้ป็นคนขาว โรซารโิอมี
เช ือ่สายละตนิ เน่ืองจากหมายเลข
รถของทัง้คูค่อื ซพีซี ี๕๔ ใน
แผนกจงึเรยีกทัง้คุว่า่ ทูดีก้บัมลั
ดูน ตามซทิคอมต ารวจยคุดกึด า
บรรพช์ ือ่ คาร ์๕๔ แวรอ์ารย์ู 
บางคร ัง้อมารลิสิ โรซารโิอ จะ
ปลอ่ยมุกกบัเพือ่นอศัวนิชดุน ้าเงนิ
ตอนเรยีกตรวจแถวดว้ยการพูดวา่ 
"อู ้อู ้ทูดี ้ฉนันึกอะไรได้
อย่าง!" (p.406) 
Laverty is white, while 
Rosario is Latino. Be-
cause the number of 
their car is PCP 54, the 
department calls them 
Toody and Muldoon 
after an ancient sitcom 
about the police called 
Car 54, Where Are 
You? Sometimes, Amari-
lis Rosario makes joke 
with his feloww blue 
knights at roll call saying, 
"Ooh ooh, Toody, I 
got an idea!" 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translation The names 
'Toody' and 'Muldoon' 
were transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was 
literally translated.  
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6.18 
   Up ahead, a man is coming 
out of a storefront with a long 
flower box. It's weird because 
the storefront isn't a florist's; 
it's King Virtue Pawn & Loan. 
It's also weird because the 
man looks Caucasian and they 
are now in the blackest part of 
Lowtown. [...] Laverty and Ro-
sario are hungry, [...], and 
they might have let it go. 
Probably would have.    But.   
With David Berkowitz, it was 
a parking ticket. [...] With Ted 
Bundy, it was a busted tail-
light. Today a florist's box with 
badly folded flaps is all it takes 
to change the world.  
History  
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เลยไปขา้งหนา้ ชายคนหน่ึง
กา้วออกมาจากรา้นคา้แหง่หน่ึง
พรอ้มกบัอุม้กลอ่งดอกไมใ้บยาวไว ้
ในวงแขน ทีม่นัแปลกเพราะตรง
น้ันไม่ใชร่า้นขายดอกไม ้แตม่นัคอื
โรงรบัจ าน าคงิเวอรช์พูอรน์แอนด ์
โลน ทีแ่ปลกอกีอยา่งเพระชายคน
นีด้เูหมอืนจะเป็นคนขาว และ
ตอนนีพ้วกเขาอยูใ่นพืน้ทีส่ว่นทีม่ี
คนด าชกุทีส่ดุของโลวท์าวน ์[...] 
ลาเวอรต์ีแ้ละโรซารโิอหวิมาก [...] 
และอาจปลอ่ยเร ือ่งนีผ้่านไป ทัง้คู่
อาจท าอยา่งน้ัน   แต่   กบัเดวดิ 
เบอรโ์ควทิช ์เป็นเพราะใบส ัง่
จอดรถในทีห่า้มจอดแค่ใบ
เดยีว [...] กบัเท็ด บนัดี ้เพราะไฟ
ทา้ยรถทีช่  ารดุ บทบาทฆาตกร
ตอ่เน่ืองของเขาจงึถกูเปิดเผย 
และส าหรบัวนันี ้กลอ่งดอกไมท้ีปิ่ด
ฝาไม่สนิทเพยีงใบเดยีวทีท่ าให ้
โลกเปลีย่น (pp.407-408) 
     Up ahead, a man 
comes out from one of 
the shops carrying a long 
flower box in his 
arm.The weird thing is 
the shop is not a flower 
shop but the pawn shop 
called King Virtue Pawn 
and Loan. It's also weird  
that this man looks like a 
white man and now he is 
in an area in Lowtown 
that has the highest 
number of black people. 
[...] Laverty and Rosario 
are starving. [...] and 
they might have let it go. 
They might have.     But.     
With Davis Berkowitz, 
it was because of one 
parking ticket. [...] 
And with Ted Bundy, it 
was a broken tail light 
that uncovered his role 
as a serial killer. But for 
today, one badly folded 
flower box is going to 
change the world.  
Retained Transliteration 
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6.18 
   Up ahead, a man is coming 
out of a storefront with a long 
flower box. It's weird because 
the storefront isn't a florist's; 
it's King Virtue Pawn & Loan. 
It's also weird because the 
man looks Caucasian and they 
are now in the blackest part of 
Lowtown. [...] Laverty and Ro-
sario are hungry, [...], and 
they might have let it go. 
Probabl;y would have.    But.   
With David Berkowitz, it was a 
parking ticket. With Ted 
Bundy, it was a busted tail-
light. Today a florist's box 
with badly folded flaps is all it 
takes to change the world.  
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   เลยไปขา้งหนา้ ชายคนหน่ึง
กา้วออกมาจากรา้นคา้แหง่หน่ึง
พรอ้มกบัอุม้กลอ่งดอกไมใ้บยาวไว ้
ในวงแขน ทีม่นัแปลกเพราะตรง
น้ันไม่ใชร่า้นขายดอกไม ้แตม่นัคอื
โรงรบัจ าน าคงิเวอรช์พูอรน์แอนด ์
โลน ทีแ่ปลกอกีอยา่งเพระชายคน
นีด้เูหมอืนจะเป็นคนขาว และ
ตอนนีพ้วกเขาอยูใ่นพืน้ทีส่ว่นทีม่ี
คนด าชกุทีส่ดุของโลวท์าวน ์[...] 
ลาเวอรต์ีแ้ละโรซารโิอหวิมาก [...] 
และอาจปลอ่ยเร ือ่งนีผ้่านไป ทัง้คู่
อาจท าอยา่งน้ัน     แต่   กบัเดวดิ 
เบอรโ์ควทิช ์เป็นเพราะใบสัง่จอด
รถในทีห่า้มจอดแคใ่บเดยีวทีท่ าให ้
เขาตอ้งยตุบิทบาทฆาตกรลกูชาย
ของแซม กบัเทด็ บนัดี ้เพราะ
ไฟทา้ยรถทีช่ ารุด บทบาท
ฆาตกรต่อเนือ่งของเขาจงึถูก
เปิดเผย และส าหรบัวนันี ้กลอ่ง
ดอกไมท้ีปิ่ดฝาไม่สนิทเพยีงใบ
เดยีวทีท่ าใหโ้ลกเปลีย่น 
(pp.407-408)[Footnote: 
Ted Bundy (ค.ศ.๑๙๔๖-
๑๙๘๙) ฆาตกรตอ่เน่ืองทีข่ม่ขนื 
ทรมาน และฆาตกรรมหญงิสาว
ราว ๔๐ ราย ออกอาละวาดในชว่ง
ทศวรรษ ๑๙๗๐] 
     Up ahead, a man 
comes out from one of 
the shops carrying a long 
flower box in his 
arm.The weird thing is 
the shop is not a flower 
shop but the pawn shop 
called King Virtue Pawn 
and Loan. It's also weird  
that this man looks like a 
white man and now he is 
in an area in Lowtown 
that has the highest 
number of black people. 
[...] Laverty and Rosario 
are starving. [...] and 
they might have let it go. 
They might have.     But.     
With Davis Berkowitz, it 
was because of one 
parking ticket. [...] And 
with Ted Bundy, it 
was a broken tail light 
that uncovered his 
role as a serial killer. 
But for today, one badly 
folded flower box is go-
ing to change the world. 
[Footnote: Ted Bundy 
(1946-1989) was a serial 
killer that raped, tortured 
and murdered 40 young 
women during the 
1970s.] 
Retained 
Transliteration Explicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Ted Bundy. 
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6.18 
As the guy fumbles for the 
keys to his old van (not even 
Emperor Ming of Mongo 
would leave his vehicle un-
locked in Lowtown), the box 
tilts downward. The end 
comes open and somehing 
slides partway out. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
ระหวา่งทีช่ายคนน้ันลว้งกระเป๋า
หยบิกญุแจรถตู ้(แมแ้ต่
จกัรพรรดหิมงิแห่งมองโกก็จะ
ไม่จอดรถทิง้ไวใ้นโลวท์าวนโ์ดย
ไม่ล็อก) กลอ่งใบน้ันเอยีงลง ฝา
กลอ่งอา้ออก และวตัถชุ ิน้หน่ึงไหล
ออกมาจากปากกลอ่ง (p.408) 
When the man put his 
hand in the pocket for 
the key to his van (not 
even Ming Emperor of 
Mongo would leave his 
car unlocked in Low-
town), The box tilted. 
The lid becomes open, 
and an object slides off. 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translation.The words 
'Ming' and 'Mongo' were 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
6.19 
   'Holy shit!' Rosario says and 
then: 'Toody, Toody, I got an 
id--' Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   "ฉิบหายละ!" โรซารโิออุทาน 
"ทูดี ้ทูดี ้ฉนัเจอ--" (p.408)  
     "Holy crap!" Rosario 
cries. "Toody, Toody, I 
found--" 
Retained 
Transliteration and lit-
eral translation 
 
The name 'Toody' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
6.19 
   ATF agents are piling into 
the pawnshop like Christmas 
shoppers into Walmart on 
Black Friday. Current af-
fairs 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   เจา้หนา้ทีจ่ากหน่วยเอทเีอฟกรู
กนัเขา้ไปในโรงรบัจ าน า ดเูหมอืน
พวกนกัชอ็ฟในเทศกาล
ครสิตม์าสทีบุ่กเขา้หา้ง
วอลมารท์ชว่งทีม่กีารลด
ราคาวนัแบล็กฟรายเดย ์
(p.409) 
     ATF officers are rush-
ing in to the pawn shop 
like Christmas Shop-
per rush into Walmart 
stores on Black Friday 
Sale Period. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The words 'Christmas', 
'Walmart' and 'Black Fri-
day' were transliterated. 
The rest of the allusion 
was literally translated. 
6.19 
   ATF agents are piling into 
the pawnshop like Christmas 
shoppers into Walmart on 
Black Friday. A crowd is gath-
ering across the street, as yet 
too stunned by the size of the 
strike force to start casting 
aspersions. Or stones, for that 
matter. 
Religion 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   เจา้หนา้ทีจ่ากหน่วยเอทเีอฟกรู
กนัเขา้ไปในโรงรบัจ าน า ดเูหมอืน
พวกนักชอ็ฟในเทศกาล
ครสิตม์าสทีบุ่กเขา้หา้งวอลมาร ์
ทชว่งทีม่กีารลดราคาวนัแบล็
กฟรายเดย ์คนจ านวนหน่ึงยนืจบั
กลุม่กนัอยูอ่กีฟากของถนน ทกุ
คนยงัคงตกตะลงึกบัก าลงัคน
มากมายของหน่วยจูโ่จมจนไม่มี
ใครโจมตเีจา้หน้าทีด่ว้ยค าด่า
ทอต่างๆ หรอืาจเป็นกอ้นหนิ 
(p.409) 
     ATF officers are rush-
ing in to the pawn shop 
like Christmas Shopper 
rush into Walmart stores 
on Black Friday Sale Pe-
riod. A group of people is 
gathering on the other 
side of the street. All of 
them are still stunned by 
the number of the force. 
No one attacks the of-
ficers with words or 
stones.  
Retained Literal translation 
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6.19 
   While Laverty and Rosario 
are escorting their prisoner to 
the cruiser, Kosinsky notes the 
number.   'So,' he says. 'Which 
one of you is Toody and 
which one is Muldoon?' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ระหวา่งทีล่าเวอรต์ีก้บัโรซารโิอ
พาตวันักโทษไปทีร่ถสายตรวจ โค
ซนิสกีส้งัเกตเห็นหมายเลขรถ
ของทัง้คู ่  "แลว้สรปุวา่" โคซนิส
กีพู้ด "คณุสองคน คนไหนคอื
ทูดี ้คนไหนคอืมลัดูน" 
(p.409) 
     While Laverty and 
Rosario are taking the 
prisoner to the police 
car, Kosinsky notices the 
number of their car.     
"So," Kosinsky says. 
"You two, which one of 
you is Toody and 
which one is Mul-
doon?" 
Retained Transliteration 
6.21 
   He peers through the glass 
and sees a kitchen. It's 
squared away. There are a 
few plates and glasses in the 
drainer by the sink. A neatly 
folded dishwiper hangs over 
the oven handle. There are 
two placemats on the table. 
No palcemat for Poppa Bear, 
which fits the profile he has 
fleshed out on his yellow legal 
pad.  
Literature 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   เขามองลอดชอ่งกระจกเขา้ไป
และเห็นหอ้งครวั มนัถกูเก็บกวาด
อยา่งเป็นระเบยีบ มจีานกบัแกว้น ้า
ไม่กีใ่บวางอยูบ่นตะแกรงพกัขา้ง
อ่างลา้งจาน ผา้เชด็จานทีพ่บัไว ้
เรยีบรอ้ยผนืหน่ึงแขวนจากมอืจบั
ประตเูตาอบ บนโตะ๊อาหารมแีผ่น
รองจานวางอยูส่องแผ่น ไม่มี
แผ่นรองจานส าหรบัคุณพ่อ
สุดทีร่กั ซึง่ก็ตรงกบัลกัษณะคน
รา้นทีเ่ขาเคยบรรยายไวใ้นสมุด
ฉีกสเีหลอืงเลม่น้ัน (p.414) 
     He peers through the 
glass and sees the 
kitchen. It's neatly clean. 
There are a few plates 
and glasses on the 
drainer next to the sink 
and a neatly folded dish 
towel hanging over the 
oven handle. On the din-
ing table, there are two 
dish placemats. No 
placemat for Dear 
Daddy, which fits th 
profile of the culprit that 
he described in his yel-
low legal pad. 
Retained Literal translation 
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6.23 
   The last upstairs room is 
Brady's. The bed is unmade. 
The desk is piled helter-skelter 
with books, most of them sci-
ence fiction. There's Termina-
tor poster on the wall with 
Schwarzenegger wearing dark 
glasses and toting a futuristic 
elephent gun.   I'll be back, 
Hodges thinks, looking at it. 
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   หอ้งสดุทา้ยบนช ัน้สองทีเ่ขาเขา้
ไปส ารวจคอืหอ้งนอนของเบรดี ้
เตยีงนอนไม่ไดจ้ดั โตะ๊เขยีน
หนังสอืมหีนังสอืกองพะเนิน สว่น
ใหญ่เป็นนิยายวทิยาศาสตร ์มี
โปสเตอรห์นังเร ือ่ง เทอรม์เินเตอร ์
ตดิอยูบ่นผนัง อารโ์นลด ์ชวารเ์ซ
เนกเกอรส์วมแวน่ด าและแบกปืน
อนัเทา่ชา้งสารทีด่ลู า้ยดุ   ฉนัจะ
กลบัมา ฮอดเจสคดิขณะมองไป
ทีน่ั่น (p.417)[Footnote: I'll 
be back เป็นประโยคตดิหจูาก
หนังเร ือ่ง Terminator 2: Judg-
ment Day] 
     The last room on the 
second floor that he 
goes in is Brady's bed-
room. The bed is un-
made. There are lots of 
books on the desk, most 
of them are sci-fi fiction. 
A Terminator poster is 
on the wall with Arnold 
Schwarzennegger wear-
ing sunglasses and carry-
ing a futuristic oversized 
gun.     I'll be back, 
Hodges thinks while 
looking at it.[Footnote: 
I'll be back is a catch-
phrase from the movie  
Terminator 2: Judge-
ment Day.] 
Retained 
Literal translationExplici-
tation (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about the referent 
of the allusion. 
6.24 
Aware that he makes a per-
fect silhouette for anyone 
who might be down there, 
Hodges moves to one side 
while he feels for the light 
switch. He finds it and steps 
into the doorway again with 
the gun leveled. He sees a 
worktable. Beyond it, a waist-
high shelf runs the length of 
the room. On it is a line of 
computers. It makes him think 
of Mission Control at Cape 
Canaveral. 
Science & 
tech 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
[...]รบัรูว้า่รา่งของเขาปรากฎเป็น
เงาทะมนึอยา่งชดัเจนส าหรบัใครก็
ตามทีอ่าจจะอยูข่า้งลา่ง และ
ตดัสนิใจขยบัไปขา้งหน่ึงพรอ้มกบั
คล าหาสวติชไ์ฟ เขาพบสวติช ์
และกา้วเขา้ไปในชอ่งประตอูกี ยก
ปืนเล็งไปขา้งหนา้ เขาเห็นโตะ๊
ท างานตวัหน่ึง และเลยเขา้ไปคอื
ช ัน้สงูระดบัเอวทีท่อดยาวไปจนสดุ
หอ้ง บนช ัน้มคีอมพวิเตอรต์ ัง้เรยีง
กนัอยู ่ภาพทีเ่ห็นท าใหเ้ขานึกถงึ
หอ้งควบคมุการของศูนย ์
อวกาศเคเนดทีีแ่หลมคานา
เวอรลั (p.418) 
[…] realise that his body 
makes a clear silhouette 
for whoever that might 
be down there, he de-
cides to step to one side 
feeling a light switch and 
step in the doorway 
again with his gun point-
ing ahead. He sees a 
working table. Further 
inside is the waist-height 
shelf that covers the 
lenght of the room. On 
the shelf, there are a 
row of computers stand-
ing next to each other. 
The scene reminds him 
of the control room of 
the space center at 
Cape Canaveral. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Canaveral' 
was transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was 
literally translated. 
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6.28 
You know the best part? We 
own part of the bust, because 
a couple of patrol cops kicked 
it off a week or so before the 
ATF was gonna roll these guys 
up. Every detective in the de-
partment is down here. The 
chief's on his way, and he's 
got a press caravan bigger 
than the Macy's Thankgiving 
Day Parade with him.  
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
คณุรูไ้หมสว่นทีเ่ยีย่มทีส่ดุคอือะไร 
ส านักงานต ารวจของเรามสี่วนใน
การบุกจบัดว้ย เพราะต ารวจสาย
ตรวจของเราสองคนคอยสอดสอ่ง
คนพวกนีม้าประมาณหน่ึงสปัดาห ์
กอ่นทีพ่วกเอทเีอฟจะเขา้มาปิด
เกม ตอนนีเ้จา้หนา้ทีส่บืสวนทกุ
คนในแผนกยกขบวนมาทีน่ี่ ผูก้อง
ก็ก าลงัมา และมกีองคาราวานสือ่
ทีย่ิง่ใหญ่กวา่ขบวนพาเหรดวนั
ขอบคุณพระเจา้ของหา้งเม
ซีส่ต์ามเขามาดว้ย (p.426) 
Do you know what the 
best part is? Our police 
department involved in 
the arrest because two 
of our petrol cops were 
watching them for a 
week  before the ATF 
came and finished the 
game. Now, every detec-
tive in the department 
come here. The chief is 
coming with the caravan 
of press that is bigger 
than the Thankgiving 
Day Parade of the 
Macy Department 
store. 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Macy' was translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
6.32 
  So long, SUCKER. 
  PS: Enjoy your Weekend, I 
know I will. 
   Jerome says, 'I think you just 
got a Dear John, Bill.' 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
   ลากอ่น ไอบ้ดัซบ 
   ป.ล. ขอใหม้คีวามสขุในชว่งสดุ
สปัดาหน์ะ ฉันรูว้า่ฉันจะสขุแน่  
   เจอโรมพูดขึน้ "ผมวา่คณุเพิง่
ไดร้บัขอ้ความบอกเลกินะ 
บลิล"์ (p.435) 
     Goodbye, Bastard. 
     P.S. Have a happy 
weekend. I know I will. 
     Jerome says, "I think 
you've just got a 
breakup letter, Bill."  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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6.33 
   While Jerome does that, 
Hodges calls Marlo Everett in 
Police Records.   'Hey, Marlo, 
Bill Hodges again. I … yeah, lot 
of excitement in Lowtown, I 
heard about if from Pete. Half 
the force is down there, right? 
…uh-huh … well, I won't keep 
you long. Do you know if Larry 
Windom is still head of secu-
rity at the MAC? Yeah, that's 
right, Romper-Stomper. Sure, 
I'll hold.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ระหวา่งทีเ่จอโรมจดัการตรงน้ัน 
ฮอดเจสกดโทรศพัทห์ามารโ์ล เอ
เวอเรตตท์ีแ่ผนกทะเบยีนประวตั ิ  
"หวดัดมีารโ์ล บลิล ์ฮอดเจส อกีที
นะ ผม... ใช ่เห็นวา่มเีร ือ่งตืน่เตน้
เกดิขึน้ทีโ่ลวท์าวนเ์พยีบเลยน่ี ผม
ไดย้นิมาจากพที ก าลงัคน
ครึง่หน่ึงยกโขยงไปทีน่ั่นใชไ่หม...
ออืฮ.ึ..เอ่อ ผมจะไม่รบกวนเวลา
คณุนานละนะ คณุพอรูไ้หมวา่
แลรร์ ี ่วนิดอม ยงัเป็นหวัหนา้ฝ่าย
รกัษาความปลอดภยัทีเ่อ็มเอซี
หรอืเปลา่ ใช ่ถกูตอ้ง เจา้ยกัษ ์
บา้น่ันแหละ ไดเ้ลย ผมจะถอืสาย
รอ" (p.436)  
     While Jerome takes 
care of that, Hodges 
calls Marlo Everett at the 
Police Records depart-
ment.     "Hello, Marlo. 
It's Bill Hodges again. I… 
Yes, there are lots of ex-
citements in Lowtown, 
I've heard it from Pete. 
Half of the force are 
there, right?...Uh-huh... 
err, I won't bother you 
for long. Do you know 
whether Larry Windom is 
still the head of security 
at the MAC? Yes, that's 
right, the Romper-
Stomper. Sure, I'll 
hold." 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
6.34 
Someone'll shout out one of 
those  kids' names, and they 
all scream. Even if they're still 
coming in from the parking lot 
they scream. It's like 
Beatlemania back in  the day, 
only from what I hear, this 
crew ain't the Beatles. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
ใครสกัคนจะตะโกนชือ่เด็กในวง
ออกมา แลว้สาวๆ ก็จะพรอ้มใจกนั
รอ้งกรีด๊ๆ ขนาดวา่พวกหนุ่มๆ 
เพิง่จะเคลือ่นขบวนเขา้มาจาก
ลานจอดรถ สาวๆ ก็ยงักรีด๊ มนั
เหมอืนอาการคล ัง่วงบเีทลิลส์ม
ยกอ่นน่ันแหละ เพยีงแตจ่ากทีฟั่ง
มาเจา้พวกนีไ้ม่ใชบ่เีทลิลแ์น่นอน 
(p.438) 
Someone will shout out 
the names of the band 
members, and the girls 
will all scream. Even 
when the boys are just 
coming in from the park-
ing lot, they scream. It's 
like in the past when 
people were crazy 
about the Beatles, but 
from what I hear, these 
guys are difinitely not 
the Beatles. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Beatle' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
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6.34 
   'Name and description?' 
Hard and fast, no bullshit. The 
guy who left the force be-
cause he was a bit too quick 
with his fists. Anger issues, in 
the language of the depart-
ment shrink. Romper-
stomper, in the language of 
his colleagues. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ชือ่และรปูพรรณสณัฐาน" 
แข็งกรา้วและรวดเรว็ ไม่มกีารเพอ้
เจอ้ไรส้าระ น่ีคอืชายทีอ่อกจาก
ส านักงานต ารวจเพราะปลอ่ยหมดั
เรว็เกนิไป หรอืทีภ่าษาจติแพทย ์
เรยีกวา่ มปัีญหาในการจดัการ
ความโกรธ สว่นในภาษาของ
เพือ่นรว่มงาน วนิดอมคอืยกัษบ์า้ 
(p.438) 
     "Name and descrip-
tion?" Rough and fast, 
no bubling. This is the 
man who left the police 
department because he 
is too quick with his fists. 
Or what the psycholosist 
calles an anger manage-
ment issue. And the 
Mad Giant in his col-
leagues' term.  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner 
6.38 
   Hodges and Jerome drive 
down to the little shopping 
center at the intersection […] 
to buy Holly a pack of ciga-
rettes and give her the privacy 
she clearly wants. 
   […] 
   'So what now?' 
   'Now we go back, give Holly 
her coffin nails, and let her 
smoke one. Then we pack up 
the stuff she filched from the 
Hartsfield house. [...]' 
Common 
saying  
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   ฮอดเจสกบัเจอโรมขบัรถไปที่
หา้งสรรพสนิคา้เล็กๆ ตรงแยก 
[…] เพือ่ซือ้บุหร ีใ่หฮ้อลลี ่และเปิด
โอกาสใหเ้ธอมคีวามเป็นสว่นตวั
ซึง่เห็นไดช้ดัวา่เธอตอ้งการ 
   […] 
   "งัน้ตอนนีจ้ะเอายงัไง" 
   "ตอนนีเ้ราจะกลบัไปทีบ่า้นฉัน 
เอาตะปูตอกฝาโลงใหฮ้อลลี ่ 
และใหเ้ธอสบูบุหร ีส่กัมวน จากน้ัน
เราจะเก็บของทีเ่ธอแอบหยบิมา
จากบา้นฮารท์สฟิ์ลด ์[...] 
(p.447) 
     Hodges and Jerome 
drive to a small shopping 
center at the intersection 
[…] to buy some ciga-
rettes for Holly and give 
her some privacy which 
she clearly needs. 
     […] 
     "What should we do 
now?" 
     "Now we go back to 
my home and give 
Holly the nails to her 
coffins and let her 
smoke one. Then we 
clear the stuff Holly 
grabbed from Hartsfields' 
house. [...]" 
Retained Literal translation 
6.39 
   When they come back, Hol-
ly's head is down on the table 
and hidden in her arms. The 
deconstructed contents of 
Deborah Hartsfield's wallet 
are an asteroid belt around 
her. 
Science & 
tech 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   เมือ่ท ัง้คูก่ลบัถงึบา้นก็พบฮอลบี่
ฟุบศรีษะลงกบัโตะ๊และบงัไวด้ว้ย
ทอ่นแขน สิง่ของจากระเป๋าเงนิ
ของเดบราห ์ฮารท์สฟิ์ลด ์ซึง่ถกู
จบัแยกสว่นกระจดักระจายอยู่
รอบตวัเธอราวกบัแถบดาว
เคราะหน้์อย (p.449) 
     When both of them 
arrives home, Holly's 
head is on the the table 
and hidden behind her 
arms. Stuff from Debo-
rah Hartsfield's wallet 
were removed and scat-
tered about her like an 
asteroid belti. 
Retained Literal translation 
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6.39 
   There are photos in an ac-
cordion of transparent enve-
lopes, and he flips through 
them idly. […] And one more, 
a wallet-sized version of the 
picture in Mrs Hartsfield's al-
cove office: Brady and his 
mom with their cheeks 
pressed together.   Jerome 
taps it and says, 'You know 
what that reminds me of  a lit-
tle? Demi Moore and what's-
his-name,Anton Kutcher.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   มรีปูถา่ยจ านวนหน่ึงอยูใ่นซอง
พบัแบบใส เขาพลกิดคูรา่วๆ อยา่ง
ไม่ใสใ่จ […] รปูสดุทา้ยเป็นรปู
เดยีวกบัทีอ่ยูใ่นหอ้งท างานของ
มสิซสิฮารท์สฟิ์ลด ์แตม่ขีนาดเล็ก
ส าหรบัพกพา เบรดีก้บัแม่โอบ
กอดกนั แกม้ของทัง้คูแ่นบชดิ   
เจอโรมเคาะรปูหลงัสดุเบาๆ พรอ้ม
พูดขึน้ "รูไ้หมมนัท าใหผ้มนึกถงึ
อะไร เดมี ่มวัร ์กบั...เขาชือ่อะไร
นะ แอชตนั คุทเชอร"์ 
(pp.449-450)[Footnote: 
อดตีคูร่กัตา่งวยั ฝ่ายหญงิอายุ
มากกวา่ฝ่ายชาย ๑๕ ปี] 
     There are some pho-
tos in a clear envelope. 
He flips throuhg them, 
not much interested. […] 
The last one is the same 
photo they saw in  Mrs 
Hartsfield's office but in 
a portable size.  Brady 
and her mother hugs 
each other, cheek to 
cheek.     Jerome taps 
lightly at the back of the 
photo and says, "Do you 
know what it reminds me 
of? Demi Moore and 
what's his name 
again...Anton 
Kutcher."[Footnote: 
An ex couple with age 
difference. The women is 
15 years older than the 
man.] 
Retained 
Transliteration Explicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain the relationship 
between the persons 
mentiond in the allu-
sion. 
6.46 
   Soon the song is floating up 
into the warm evening air a 
thousand voices strong. Tanya 
is happy to add her voice, and 
after the CD-a-thon coming 
from Barbara's room these 
last two weeks, her knows all 
the words. 
Media & 
entertain 
Key 
phrase 
Modified 
   ในไม่ชา้ เสยีงเพลงก็ลอ่งลายสู่
บรรยากาศยามเย็นย ่าทีแ่สน
อบอุน่ สุม้เสยีงของคนนับพนัดงั
กระหึม่ไปทัว่ท ัง้บรเิวณ ทนัยาดใีจ
ทีไ่ดร้ว่มรอ้งเพลงกบัทกุคน 
หลงัจากทีต่อ้งฟังเพลงทีด่งัมา
จากหอ้งลกูสาวมาตลอดสอง
อาทติย ์เธอก็จ าเนือ้รอ้งไดท้ ัง้หมด 
(p.462) 
     Soon the song is 
heard on the warm 
evening air. The voices 
of thousands of people 
are covered the area. 
Tanya is happy to sing 
along with everyone af-
ter she needs to hear 
the songs from her 
daughter room for the 
last two weeks. She can 
remember all the lyrics. 
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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6.46 
   Hodges and his junior Wat-
sons stand in Brady's base-
ment control room, looing at 
the row of silent computers. Literature 
Proper 
noun 
Modified 
   ฮอดเจสกบัวตัสนัฝึกหดัท ัง้
สองยนือยูใ่นหอ้งควบคมุช ัน้ใต ้
ดนิของเบรดี ้และมองไปที่
คอมพวิเตอรท์ีต่ ัง้เรยีงเป็นแถว
อยา่งเงยีบสงบ (p.463) 
     Hodges and both of 
his apprentice Wat-
sons stand in Brady's 
basement control room 
and look at the row of 
the computers that stand 
quietly there. 
Retained  
Transliteration + literal 
translation  
 
The name 'Watson' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
6.46 
   Hodges and his junior Wat-
sons stand in Brady's base-
ment control room, looing at 
the row of silent computers.   
'Chaos first,' Jerome says. 
'Then darkness. Right?'   
Hodges thinks, It sounds like 
something out of the Book of 
Revelation. 
Religion 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   ฮอดเจสกบัวตัสนัฝึกหดัทัง้สอง
ยนือยูใ่นหอ้งควบคมุช ัน้ใตด้นิของ
เบรดี ้และมองไปทีค่อมพวิเตอร ์
ทีต่ ัง้เรยีงเป็นแถวอยา่งเงยีบสงบ   
"เคออสกอ่น" เจอโรมพูดขึน้ 
"แลว้ก็ตามดว้ยดารค์เนสส ์ถกู
ไหม"   ฮอดเจสคดิวา่ค าเหลา่นี้
เหมอืนถกูหยบิมากจากหนงัสอื
ววิรณใ์นพนัธสญัญาใหม่ 
(p.463) 
     Hodges and both of 
his apprentice Watsons 
stand in Brady's base-
ment control room and 
look at the row of the 
computers that stand 
quietly there.     "Choas 
first," Jerome says. "And 
then darkness, right?"     
Hodges thinks that these 
words are like the words 
from the Book of Rev-
elation in the New 
Testament. 
Retained Literal translation 
6.46 
She turns back to Jerome. 
'One thing. Very important. 
Don't waste time if you get 
chaos to them on.' 
   'Right. The suicide program. 
Only what if I get nervous and 
my voice goes all high and 
squeaky like Mickey Mouse?' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เธอกลบัไปพูดกบัเจอโรมอกี 
"อยา่งหน่ึงเลยนะ และตรงนี้
ส าคญัมาก ถา้เธอเปิดมนัดว้ยค า
วา่ เคออส ไดแ้ลว้ หา้มปลอ่ยให ้
เวลาเสยีไปเด็ดขาด" 
   "ก็จรงิ เพราะโปรแกรมฆ่าตวั
ตายทีเ่ขาตดิตัง้ไวใ้นเครือ่ง แลว้
ถา้ผมเกดิตืน่เตน้มากจนเสยีง
แหลมปรีด๊เหมอืนมคิกีเ้มาส ์
ขึน้มาละ่" (p.463) 
She turns back to talk to 
Jerome, "One thing. 
Thus is very important. 
If you succesfully open it 
with the word Chaos. 
Definitely don't waste 
time!" 
     "Right, because of 
the suicide program in-
stalled in the computers. 
And what if I get nerv-
ous and my voice goes 
high pitch like Mickey 
Mouse?" 
Retained Transliteration 
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6.48 
A beefy twelve-or thirteen-
year-old with an ass the size 
of Iowa is shoved into the 
wheelchair ahead of Brady's, 
[…] 
Geography 
& nature 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
เด็กผูห้ญงิตวัอว้นอายปุระมาณ
สบิสองสบิสามซึง่มขีนาดของ
ตูดเทยีบเทา่รฐัไอโอวาถกูเบยีด
จนถลาเขา้มาชนรถเข็นทีอ่ยู่
ขา้งหนา้เบรดี ้[…] (p.467) 
A plump twelve-to-thir-
teen-year-old girl with 
her ass the size of 
Ohio is shoved away 
and plunges into a 
wheelchair in front of 
Brady. […] 
Retained Transliteration 
6.51 
   Jerome sits down at Number 
Three. 'This must be his go-to 
glowbox, Hols. Almost got to 
be.'   She joins him. 'I think the 
other ones are mostly for 
show--so he can pretend he's 
on the bridge of the Starship 
Enterprise or something.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   เจอโรมยา้ยมาหนา้เครือ่ง
หมายเลขสาม "เคร ือ่งนีน่้าจะเป็น
เครือ่งทีเ่ขาใชง้านจรงิ ฮอลส ์
แทบจะแน่นอนเลยวา่ตอ้งเป็น
อยา่งน้ัน"   เธอผละจากเครือ่ง
ของตวัเองและเดนิเขา้มาหาเขา 
"ฉันคดิวา่เครือ่งอืน่ๆ สว่นใหญ่
เอาไวต้ ัง้โชว ์เขาจะไดรู้ส้กึเหมอืน
ตวัเองอยูท่ีส่ะพานบนยาน
สตารช์พิ เอน็เตอรไ์พรส ์อะไร
แบบน้ัน" (p.472) 
     Jerome moves to the 
computer no.3, "This one 
is likely to be the one he 
really uses, Hols. It’s al-
most certainly be this 
one."     She leaves hers 
and walks to him, "I 
thinks the others are 
mostly for show. So he 
can feel like he is on the 
bridge of the Starship 
Enterprise or some-
thing like that." 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'the Starship Enterprise' 
was transliterated. The 
rest of the allusion was 
transliterated.Explicita-
tion (in-text)The trans-
lator explained that the 
allusion referred to a 
space ship.  
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6.51 
   Holly says, 'Hey guys, look at 
this.' She points. 'He down-
loaded the whole Anarchrist 
Cookbook from BitTorrent. 
That's illegal!' 
History  
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   จู่ๆ  ฮอลลีโ่พลง่ขึน้ "ทกุคน ดน่ีู
ส"ิ เธอชีไ้ปทีห่นา้จอ "เขาดาวน์
โหลหนงัสอือนารค์สิตค์ุกบุก๊ 
จากบทิทอรเ์รนทม์าทัง้เลม่เลย 
แบบน้ันมนัผดิกฎหมายนะ!" 
(p.473) 
[Footnote: Anachrist 
Cookbook เขยีนโดยวลิเลยีม 
พาเวลล ์นักเขยีนชาวอเมรกินั ใน
เลม่มเีนือ้หาสอนวธิที าสิง่ผดิ
กฎหมายตา่งๆ เชน่ การปรงุยา
เสพตดิบางชนิดและการประกอบ
วตัถรุะเบดิ จดุประสงคข์องการ
เขยีนหนังสอืเลม่นีก็้เพือ่ตอบโต ้
การสง่ทหารเขา้รว่มสงคราว
เวยีดนามของรฐับาล
สหรฐัอเมรกิาในยคุน้ัน] 
     Suddenly, Holly blurts 
out, "Guys, look at this." 
She points at the screen. 
"He downloads the 
whole book of 
Anachrist Cookbook 
form BitTorrent. That's il-
legal!" 
 
[Footnote: Anachrist 
Cookbook is written by 
William Powell, an Amer-
ican writer. In this book, 
there are  instructions of 
illegal things, for exam-
ple, how to make some 
drugs and how to make 
explosives. The objective 
of the book is to protest 
against the involvement 
in the Vietnam War of 
the United States at that 
time.]  
Retained 
Transliteration  
 
Explicitation (footnote)  
A footnote was added 
to explain about 
Anachrist Cookbook. 
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6.55 
   He hands Holly's phone back 
to her and says, 'I can't figure 
this fucking thing out. Call Di-
rectory Assistance and--'   'Try 
my sister again first,' Jerome 
says, and raps off the number.   
Holly dials Barbara's phone, 
he thumb moving so fast it's a 
blur. Listens. 'Voicemail.'   Je-
rome curses and drives faster. 
Hodges can only hope there's 
an angel riding on his shoul-
der.  
Religion 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
   เขาสง่โทรศพัทม์อืถอืของฮอลลี่
กลบัไปใหเ้จา้ตวัและบอกเธอ "ผม
ไม่รูว้ธิใีชเ้คร ือ่งบา้ๆ น่ี คณุชว่ย
โทร.หาศนูยข์อ้มูลผูใ้ชโ้ทรศพัท ์
แลว้ก-็-"    "ลองโทร.หานอ้งสาว
ผมอกีทกีอ่น" เจอโรมแทรกขึน้มา 
พรอ้มกบับอกเบอรโ์ทรศพัทข์อง
นอ้งสาว   ฮอลลีก่ดเบอรบ์ารบ์า
รา นิว้หวัแม่มอืของเธอขยบัเรว็มา
จนมองเห็นเป็นภาพเลอืนๆ เธอน่ิง
ฟังครูห่น่ึง "ฝากขอ้ความเสยีง"   
เจอโรมสบถและเหยยีบคนัเรง่แรง
ขึน้อกี ฮอดเจสไดแ้ตห่วงัวา่จะมี
นางฟ้าสกัองคน์ัง่ประทบัอยู่
บนหวัไหล่ของเขา (p.479) 
     He passes Holly's mo-
bile phone back to her 
and says, "I don’t know 
how to use this damned 
thing. Can you call direc-
tory information service 
and--"     "Try calling my 
sister again first," Je-
rome interrupts and tell 
them his sister's phone 
number.     Holly dials 
Barbara's number, her 
thumb moving very fast. 
It's blur. She listens qui-
etly for awhile, 
"Voicemail."     Jerome 
curses and steps harder 
on the pedal. Hodges 
can only hope that 
there is an angel rid-
ing on his shoulder. 
Retained Literal translation 
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6.56 
   'There is no one in the main 
office to take your call now. If 
you know the number of the 
extension you wish to reach, 
you may dial it at any time. If 
not, please listen carefully, 
because our menu options 
have changed. To call the 
Avery Johns Drama Office, dial 
one-oh. To call the Belinda 
Dean Box Office , dial one-
one. To reach City Symphony--
'   Oh dear Jesus, Hodges 
thinks, it's the fucking Sears 
catalogue. And it alphabetical 
order. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "ขณะนีส้ านักงานใหญ่ไม่มี
เจา้หนา้ทีร่บัสาย ถา้ทา่นทราบ
หมายเลขของแผนกทีต่อ้งการ
ตดิตอ่ กรณุากดหมายเลขได ้
ทนัท ีถา้ทา่นไม่ทราบ โปรดฟัง
ดว้ยความระมดัระวงั เน่ืองจากเรา
ไดเ้ปลีย่นตวัเลอืกแลว้ ตดิตอ่อเวร ี ่
จอหน์ส ์ส านักงานการแสดง กด
หน่ึงศนูย ์ตดิตอ่เบลนิดา ดนี หอ้ง
จ าหน่ายบตัร กดหน่ึงหน่ึง ตดิตอ่
ซติี ้ซมิโฟนี..."   โอ พระเจา้ชว่ย 
ฮอดเจสคดิในใจ น่ีมนัไม่ตา่งอะไร
จากโฆษณาสนิคา้ของหา้ง
เซยีรส์สกันิด หน าซ า้ยงัเรยีง
ตามล าดบัตวัอกัษรดว้ย 
(pp.480-481) 
     "The is no call center 
available in the main of-
fice at the moment. If 
you know the extention 
number of the depart-
ment you would like to 
call, please press the ex-
tention. If not, please lis-
ten carefully since we 
have changed the menu 
options. To call Avery 
Johns Drama Office, dial 
one-oh. To call Belinda 
Dea Box Office, dial one-
one. To call City Sym-
phony..."     Oh my god, 
Hodges thinks. This is 
like products adver-
tistments of Sears De-
partment Store. It's 
even in alphabetical or-
der. 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translationThe name 
'Sears' was translit-
erated. The rest of the 
allusion was literally 
translated. 
6.59 
There's an open door leading 
to the rear of the auditorium, 
and through it Hodges can 
hear music coalescing around 
the bass progression. There's 
another sound, as well: thou-
sands of happily screaming 
girls, all of them sitting on 
ground zero. 
History 
Proper 
nooun 
Original 
มปีระตบูานหน่ึงเปิดอยู ่น าเขา้
ไปสูด่า้นหลงัของหอประชมุ ฮอด
เจสไดย้นิเสยีงดนตรทีีเ่นน้เบสเป็น
หลกัดงัลอดออกมาจากประตบูาน
น้ัน นอกจากน้ันเขายงัไดย้นิอกี
เสยีงหน่ึงดว้ย เสยีงเด็กผูห้ญงิ
หลายพนัคนทีก่ าลงัรอ้งกรีด๊ๆ 
อยา่งมคีวามสขุ และทกุคนก าลงั
น่ังอยูต่รงจดุศูนยก์ลางของ
การระเบดิ (p.485) 
there is an open door 
leading to the back of 
the auditorium. Hodges 
hears the bass sound of 
the music coming out 
from the door. He also 
hears another sound. 
The sound of thousands 
of girls screaming hap-
pily, while they are all at 
the center of the 
bombimg area.  
Aban-
doned 
Meaning of the allusion 
was kept in a non-allu-
sive manner. 
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6.66 
   'The desert cries in  all direc-
tions,' Cam Knowles intones 
'like eternity, you're my infec-
tion.' To Brady he sounds like 
Jim Morrison after a prefron-
tal lobotomy. 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
nooun 
Original 
   "ทะเลทรายหลงัน า้ตาทกุ
สารทศิ" แคม โนวเลส ครวญ
เพลง "ช ัว่กลัปาวสาน เธอคอื
ชวีติ" เบรดีค้ดิวา่เสยีงเขาเหมอืน
เสยีงของจมิ มอรร์สินั หลงัจาก
ถกูผ่าเอาสมองสว่นหนา้ออก 
(p.499)[Footnote: Jim Mor-
rison (ค.ศ.๑๙๔๓-๑๙๗๑) 
นักรอ้งน าวงดนตรรีอ็คซึง่จดัเป็น
วงหน่ึงในต านาน ชือ่ The 
Doors] 
     "The desert is crying 
in all direction," Cam 
Knowles sings. "Forever, 
you are my life," Brady 
thinks his voice is similar 
to Jim Morrison after 
removing the frontal lobe 
from his brain.[Foot-
note: Jim Morrison 
(1943-1971) was the 
lead vocal of one of the 
most popular rock bands 
in the history called The 
Doors.] 
Retained  
TransliterationExplicita-
tion (footnote)A foot-
note was added to ex-
plain about Jim Morri-
son. 
6.69 
   'Are you crazy?' the wheel-
chair girl asks wonderingly. 
   'People keep asking me 
that,' Holly says, and--very 
gingerly--she begins to pull up 
Brady's tee-shirt. 'Hold his 
hands,' she tells Jerome. 
   'What if I can't?' 
   'Then OJ the motherfucker.' 
History 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "คณุเป็นบา้หรอืเปลา่" เด็กสาว
บนรถเข็นถามดว้ยความสงสยั 
   "คนชอบถามฉันอยา่งนีอ้ยู่
เร ือ่ย" ฮอลลีว่า่ และเร ิม่เลกิเสือ้
ยดืของเบรดีข้ึน้ดว้ยความ
ระมดัระวงัอยา่งมาก "จบัมอืเขา
ใหห้น่อย" เธอบอกเจอโรม 
   "ถา้ผมท าไม่ไดล้ะ่" 
   "งัน้ก็ไปตายซะ โอเจ" (p.505) 
     "Are you crazy," the 
girl on the wheelchair 
asks with wonder.  
     "People often ask me 
that," Holly says, and 
pulls up  Brady's T-shirt 
very carefully. "Hold his 
hands for me," she tells 
Jerome. 
     "What if I can't?" 
     "Then go to hell, 
OJ." 
Retained Transliteration 
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6.71 
She's wearing his fedora 
tipped sexily over one eye. 
Hodges remembers what she 
said when he asked her how 
he had been so lucky as to 
end up in her bed: I have no 
regrets… Can we leave it at 
that?   Yeah, he thinks. Yeah. 
He closes his eyes and tum-
bles off the crate like Humpty 
off his wall. 
Literature 
Macro-
level 
Modified 
เธอสวมหมวกฟีโดราทีถ่กูดงึลง
มาปิดตาขา้งหน่ึงอยา่งเยา้ยวน 
ฮอดเจสนึกถงึสิง่ทีเ่ธอพูดตอนที่
เขาบอกวา่ตวัเองโชคดแีคไ่หนที่
ไดม้าอยูบ่นเตยีงหลงัน้ันกบัเธอ 
ฉันไม่เสยีใจแมแ้ตนิ่ดเดยีว...เรา
พกัเร ือ่งนีไ้วแ้คนี่ไ้ดไ้หมคะ   ครบั 
เขาคดิ ครา้บ เขาหลบัตา จากน้ัน
รา่งก็คอ่ยๆ ลม้วบูจากลงัทีน่ั่งอยู่
ราวกบัการตู์นฮมัพต์ีด้มัพต์ีท้ี ่
รว่งตกจากก าแพง (pp.508-
509) 
She is wearing a fedora 
tilted sexily over one 
eye. Hodges thinks of 
what she said when he 
told her how lucky he 
was to be with her in her 
bed. I don't regret… Can 
we leave it  like this?     
Yes, he think. Yeah. He 
closes his eyes. His body 
falls back from the box 
he is sitting on like the 
cartoon Humpty 
Dumpty falling off the 
wall. 
Retained 
TransliterationExplic-
itaion (in-text)The 
translator added the full 
name of the allusion 
6.71 
   'Did they stop it?' he rasps. 
[…] 
   'They did,' Pete says. 'The 
woman her name is Holly Gib-
ney, but I think she's really 
Sheena, Queen of the Jungle. 
[…]' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "สองคนนน้ันหยดุมนัไดห้รอื
เปลา่" เขาถามดว้ยสุม้เสยีงแหบ
แหง้ […] 
   "ได"้ พทีตอบกลบัมา "คน
ผูห้ญงิบอกวา่เธอชือ่ฮอลลี ่กบินีย ์
แตผ่มคดิวา่ทีจ่รงิเธอชือ่ชนีา 
ราชนีิเจา้ป่า มากกวา่ […]" 
(p.510) 
     "Did they stop it," he 
asked with his dried 
voice. […] 
     "They did," Pete an-
swers. "The woman, her 
name is Holly Gibney, 
but I thinks her real 
name is more like 
Sheena, Queen of the 
Jungle […]" 
Retained 
Transliteration + literal 
translation 
 
The name 'Sheena' was 
transliterated. The rest 
of the allusion was liter-
ally translated. 
6.71 
   'Where are Jerome and 
Holly?' 
   'Downtown. Answering a 
shitload of questions. Mean-
while, Sheena's mother is run-
ning around and threatening 
her own murder-spree if we 
don't stop harassing her 
daughter.' 
Media & 
entertain 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
   "เจอโรมกบัฮอลลีอ่ยูไ่หน" 
   "ดาวนท์าวน ์ก าลงัตอบค าถาม
ตา่งๆ เป็นพะเรอเกวยีน ตอนนีแ้ม่
ของชนีาก าลงัวิง่พลา่นไปทัว่
และขุจ่ะฆ่าไม่เลอืกหนา้ถา้เราไม่
หยดุคกุคามลกูสาวเธอ" (p.510) 
     "What are Jerome 
and Holly?" 
     "Downtown, answer-
ing tons of questions. 
Now Sheena's mother is 
running around threaten-
ing to kill whoever in her 
way of we don't stop 
messing with her daugh-
ter." 
Retained Transliteration 
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8.3 
   Jerome gets out of the Mer-
cedes, open the trunk, and 
hauls out a picnic basket. 'Je-
sus Christ, Holly,' he says. 
'What have you got in here? 
Thanksgiving dinner?' 
Religion 
Key 
phrase 
Original 
   เจอโรมลงจากรถเมอรเ์ซเดส 
เปิดกระโปรงทา้ย และหิว้ตะกรา้
ปิกนิกใบหน่ึงออกมา "พระเจา้
ชว่ย ฮอลลี"่ เขาพูด "คณุใสอ่ะไร
มาบา้งเน่ีย มือ้เย็นวนัขอบคุณ
พระเจา้หรอืไง" (p.518) 
     Jerome gets off the 
Mercedes and opens the 
trunk bringing out a pic-
nic basket. "Oh my god, 
Holly," he says. "What's 
in here? Thankgiving 
dinner?"  
Retained Literal translation 
8.3 
How much weight have you 
lost?'   'Thirty-five pounds,' 
Hodges says, […]   'Enough 
with the Weight Watchers,' 
Jerome says. 
Food 
Proper 
noun 
Original 
คณุลดน ้าหนักไดเ้ทา่ไหรแ่ลว้คะ"   
"สามสบิหา้ปอนด"์ ฮอดเจสบอก
เธอ […]   "พอเรือ่งเวทวอท
เชอรส์กอ่นดไีหม" เจอโรมพูด
ขึน้ (p.519) 
How much weight have 
you lost?"     "Thirty-five 
pounds," Hodges an-
swers. […]     "Should 
you have a break on 
Weight Watchers?" Je-
rome says.  
Retained Transliteration 
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Appendix B 
Survey on  
Classification and translation of allusions 
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Dear Participants, 
 
This study seeks to understand the translation of allusions as a culture-specific item (CSI) in 
Thailand between 1960 and 2015 using newly developed classifications and framework. As a 
result, the survey is conducted to validate part of the methodology I have applied for my PhD 
research.  
 
There are no right and wrong answers to any questions provided in the survey, so please provide 
answers that best reflect your opinions. No information collected in this study identifies any 
individual, and I would like to assure you that all information collected is confidential and will 
not be released to anyone. 
 
This survey consists of 4 sections and will take about 20 - 30 minutes to complete. Your 
participation in this research is completely voluntary. Completion of the survey will be taken 
as evidence of your consent to participate in this study. If you have any questions about the 
survey, please contact me, Rangsima Ninrat at r.ninrat@surrey.ac.uk 
 
I would very much appreciate you completing this survey as your experience and opinions will 
be important for this research. 
 
Thank you very much for your time. 
Best regards, 
Rangsima Ninrat 
PhD Researcher 
Centre of Translation Studies 
University of Surrey, UK 
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Section 1 Classifications of allusions  
Directions: According to the following descriptions, please identify the classification of each 
allusion by writing the source of referents that best describe the allusion (in bold and italic 
font style) in each item. 
 
Source of referents Description 
1. History  
Allusions to any historical events, figures and objects including 
political events in the past that bear no significant connection 
toward the present (as referred in the settings of the novel). 
2. Religion  
Allusions to any religious practices, texts and ceremonies. 
Allusions to religion also include references to any religions, 
sects, beliefs, customs and other practices regarding people’s 
beliefs. 
3. Literature 
Allusions to any types of literature including classical fiction 
and mythology. 
4. Science and technology  
Allusions to any scientific and technological items, figures and 
events including medical science and scientific and 
technological developments in the past that bear significant 
toward the present (as referred in the settings of the novel). 
5. Geography and nature 
Allusions to any geographical and natural items, places and 
information specific to a particular geographical area. 
6. Media and entertainment 
Allusions to any items, figures and events related to media and 
entertainment both in the past and at present (as referred to the 
settings of the novel). Social networks are included in this 
source of referent since they are usually used for personal and 
leisurely purposes. 
7. Current affair 
Allusions to any political and social situations and systems that 
currently happen or happened in the past but bear significant 
connection toward the present (as referred in the settings of the 
novels 
8. The art Allusions to any fine arts, classical music and performance. 
9. Common saying 
Allusions to any common sayings that are modified or used in 
ironical and comical senses.  
10. Food 
Allusions to any items, figures, events related to food and any 
gastronomic traditions 
11. Habit 
Allusions to any habits and personality traits associated and 
specific to a group of people. 
12. Intra-textual reference  
References to particular words/phrases used in the same text to 
create ironical or comical implication. 
13. Self-citation 
References to any words/phrases, items, figures and events from 
another book from within the series that the same protagonists 
and recurring characters. 
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Allusion Source of referents  
A.  
   "This is in the super condition. I could get…oh, say, seventy-five 
for it."  
   "Seventy-five dollars?" 
   "What do you think, yen? Maybe more. It's a good size, too. A lot 
of older clothes were made for those Scarlet O'Hara twenty-inch 
waists. […]" 
 
Barbara Michaels’s Shattered Silk (1979)  
Literature 
B. 
   Most of all, what I wanted was a place in your heart, Agent 
McCaleb. I wanted always to be with you. Cain and Abel, Kennedy 
and Oswald, darkness and light. Two worthy opponents, chained 
together through time... 
Michael Connelly’s Blood Work (1998 
Religion 
C. 
  She blushed. 'I caught a couple of the uniforms snickering at me 
afterwards. There's a joke going around, and I'm it.' She bit her lip 
and looked away. 'Einstein,' she said. 
   'I'm afraid I don't get it.' 
   'If my tits were brains, I'd be Einstein,' she said bitterly. [...] 
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter (2004) 
Science and 
technology 
D.  
   'In the roof of Gresham Terrace I've made a hole,' he said lightly. 
'and once or twice I've had to get out by it. Where there's a roof, 
there's a way, old song! You'll stay down here, I'll look at the roof.' 
 
John Creasey’s Hunt the Toff  (1952) 
Common saying  
E. 
 
   'And Monsieur Poirot, if I am not mistaken, has occasionally 
shown a leaning towards looking into cases […], back into the past, 
twice, perhaps three times.' 
   'Three times, certainly,' said Superintendent Spence.  
   'Once, I think I am right, by request of a Canadian girl.' 
   'That is so,' said Poirot. 'A Canadian girl, very vehement, very 
passionate, very forceful, who had come here to investigate a 
murder of which her mother had been condemned to death, 
although she died before sentence was carried out. Her daughter 
was convinced that her mother has been innocent.' 
    
Agatha Christie’s Elephants can Remember (1972) 
Self-citation 
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Allusion Source of referents  
F. 
   Mrs. Dinsmore, a classic battle-axe, had been the political science 
department receptionist here since, I believe, the Hoover 
administration. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013)  
Science and 
technology 
G. 
   It was day. He was in the orchard but the orchard was enormous. 
The trees stretched far into the sky. The tree spirits were 
everywhere, dancing, singing, having a thoroughly good time. It 
was an animated Hieronymus Bosch scene similar to the one he'd 
seen in a visiting exhibition at the Louvre in Paris. In fact it was 
exactly that scene except all the participants were Lao and not 
quite as naked. 
 
Colin Cotterill’s Thirty-three teeth (2005) 
The art  
H. 
   […] 'Think, Deborah. If he was interrupted-too scared to finish--' 
   'The wrapping,' she blurted. 'He still spent a lot of time wrapping 
the body, cleaning up.' She looked surprised. 'Shit. After he was 
interrupted?' 
   I clapped my hands and beamed at her. 'Bravo, Miss Marple.' 
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter (2004)  
Literature  
I. 
   'I'm not making any statements until my lawyer gets here.' 
   'You haven't got a lawyer. In fact I doubt whether there are any 
left in Laos. They're damned fine swimmers, I hear.' 
    
Colin Cotterill’s Thirty-three teeth (2005) 
Habit 
J. 
   ‘You better get out of here,’ she told Cafferty. 
   ‘Just when I’m starting to enjoy myself?’ Cafferty looked 
confident enough, but his voice was shaky. 
   ‘Out,’ Siobhan ordered. ‘Davie, make sure Mr Cafferty doesn’t 
hang around.’ 
   ‘Unless it’s by his neck,’ Rebus spat. 
 
Ian Rankin’s Resurrection Men (2002) 
Common saying  
K. 
Symbologists often remarked that France--a country renowned for 
machismo, womanizing and diminutive insecure leaders like 
Napolean and Pepin the Short-- […] 
 
Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code (2003) 
History 
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Allusion Source of referents  
L. 
   "What about the twenties? I have some gorgeous dresses from 
that period. And you have the right figure for them. 
   "[…]. The twenties? Yes, that could be fun. Jazz and prohibition 
and--and that sort of thing." 
   Like bootleggers and gang wars, Karen thought. Oh well, 
nostalgia is in the eyes of the beholder. 
 
Barbara Michaels’s Shattered Silk (1979) 
Common saying  
M  
   ‘Have you ever wanted to kill something else? Something bigger 
than a dog?’ 
   I try to answer but this is something in my throat. I clear it. ‘Yes,’ I 
say.  
   […] 
   ‘Why didn’t you?’ 
   ‘It’s-I thought you wouldn’t like it. You and Mom.’ 
   […] ‘We need to get you squared away.’ 
   Squared away, oh yes, a completely Harry's idea of how life is 
lived, with hospital corners and polished shoes. 
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter (2004) 
Habit  
N. 
   Had every woman in Miami suddenly realized how hopeless real 
men are, and I had become attractive by default? What, in all very 
seriousness, the hell was going on?  
   Of course I could be wrong. I lunged at the thought like a 
barracuda at a shiny silver spoon. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
Food 
O. 
   “[…] Don’t come back to this office or I’ll call the cops.” 
   “[…] feel free to call the cops. Ah… try the one I’ve been going 
out with. He shoots people for assault and battery.” 
   John Richard gave me a look with enough steel in it to keep 
Pittsburgh going for a day. Then he whisked our in a cloud of 
anger and white coat. 
    
Diane Mott Davidson’s Catering to Nobody (1990)  
Geography  
P. 
   My ex-husband might have been able to mine the high school for 
dates. But with Pomeroy stuck on my house-mate, it looked as if my 
chance to find social life from the same place was collapse with the 
rapidity of soufflé. 
 
Diane Mott Davidson’s Catering to Nobody (1990) 
Food  
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Section 2: Translation of allusions 
Directions: Study the allusions and their corresponding Thai translation (in bold and italic 
font style). Please identify the approach(es) employed to translate the allusions according to 
the description provided below. 
 
Translation approach Description 
1. Transliteration 
Source allusion is transcribed using the language system of the 
target language. In the translation, the sound and pronunciation 
of the source allusion are kept as closely to the original as 
possible. 
2. Literal translation 
Source allusion is translated literally into the target language. 
Both form and meaning of the source allusion are preserved in 
an allusive manner.  
3. Substitution with a     
     source-culture (SC)   
     equivalent 
Source allusion is substituted with another item relevant to the 
original allusion (usually in a simpler way) from within the 
source culture.  
4. Substitution with a 
target-culture (TC) 
equivalent 
Source allusion is substituted with an item of the target culture 
that refers to the compatible or similar concept. 
5. Meaning of the allusions   
    is kept in a non-allusive  
    manner 
The form of source allusion is abandoned. Only its meanings are 
preserved in the translation. 
6. Omission 
Both form and messages conveyed by source allusion is not at all 
exist in the translation. 
7. Mistranslation 
Messages conveyed by source allusion is lost in the translation 
regardless whether the form of allusion is maintained. 
8. Mis-adaptaion 
Source allusion is substituted with another item either from the 
source or the target culture, but messages conveyed by source 
allusion is lost or distorted in the translation. The allusive 
implication of the source allusion’ is lost in the translation. 
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Source allusion Thai translation 
A. 
   'Imagine how I would feel if he had 
killed you,' she said. 
   It took me by surprise. I couldn't even 
begin to imagine how she would have 
felt […] So I just repeated, 'I'm sorry, 
Deb.' And then because I am the kind 
of cheerful Pollyanna who always finds 
the bright side, I added, 'But at least 
the refrigerated truck was there.'  
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter 
(2004) 
    
   "ลองคิดดสูวิา่ฉนัจะรู้สกึยงัไงถ้าหากวา่มนัฆา่พี่" เธอพดู     
   ประโยคนัน้ท าให้ผมประหลาดใจ ผมไมอ่ยากจะคิดด้วยซ า้วา่
เธอจะรู้สกึอยา่งไร […] ดงันัน้ผมจึงพดูซ า้อกีครัง้ "พี่เสยีใจ เดบ" 
จากนัน้เพราะผมเป็นคนท่ีสนกุสนานเหมือนโพลีอั่นนา ซึง่เป็น
คนที่มองอะไรในแง่ดีอยูต่ลอดเวลา ผมเลยพดูตอ่ไปวา่ "แต่
อยา่งน้อยรถบรรทกุสนิค้าแช่แข็งก็อยูท่ี่นัน่" 
 
[ฟตุโน้ต: เป็นตัวละครเดก็ผู้หญิงก าพร้าท้ังพ่อและแม่ แต่
มองโลกในแง่ดอียู่ตลอดเวลาไม่ว่าจะประสบพบเจอกับ
สถานการณ์เลวร้ายแค่ไหนก็ตาม]  
 
หรือว่าผมฆ่า (2548) 
Translation approach(es)  Transliteration 
B. 
Blaine was paid money,[…], to delay 
the negotiation […] The story is that he 
did not even promise he would try, he 
simply took the money, promised 
nothing and, indeed, did nothing. He 
may have been Talleyrand 
reincarnated. 
 
Margaret Truman’s Murder in the Whitehouse  
(1980)  
 
เขาได้รับเงินจ านวนหนึง่ […] เพื่อให้ประวิงเวลาการติดตอ่ท า
ความตกลง […] เร่ืองของเร่ืองมอียูว่า่ เขาไมไ่ด้รับปากวา่จะ
พยายาม แตก็่รับเงินมาง่ายๆ โดยไมใ่ห้ค ามัน่สญัญาใดๆ 
ทัง้สิน้" 
 
ฆาตกรรมในท าเนียบชาว (2525) 
Translation approach(es)  Omission 
C. 
His tales of so-called "Impossible 
Mystery" were a major influence on 
Agatha Christie; there us much of 
Professor Van Dusen in her Hercules 
Poirot and his celebrated "little gray 
cells." 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders 
(1998) 
 
เร่ืองแตง่ของเขาที่เรียกวา่ "รหสัคดีเหลอืเช่ือ" มีอิทธิพลตอ่ 
อกาธา คริสตีอ้ยา่งใหญ่หลวง ในตวัแอร์กืล ปัวโรต์ของเธอ 
และใน "เซลล์สีเทาเลก็ๆ" ซึง่เป็นท่ีกลา่วขวญัของเขามีความ
เป็นศาสตราจารย์ฟาน ดเูซิ่นอยูม่าก 
 
ฆาตกรรมบนเรือไททานิค (2555) 
Translation approach(es)  Literal translation 
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Source allusion Thai translation 
D. 
   “No more goodies now,” I said firmly 
to Patty Sue as she gave a longing look 
back at the giant glass ice cream 
sculpture. “You don’t want to turn in to 
a pillar of salt.”  
   “Huh?” 
   “You know,” I said “Lot’s wife. She 
looked back when she wasn’t supposed 
to.” 
 
Diane Mott Davidson’s Catering to Nobody 
(1990)    
   “หยดุกินได้แล้วละตอนนี”้ ฉนับอกแพตตี ้ซู อยา่งเฉียบขาด 
เมื่อเธอเหลยีวกลบัไปมองรูปปัน้ไอศกรีมยกัษ์ด้วยตาละห้อย 
“เธอคงไมอ่ยากกลายเป็นเสาเกลอืหรอกนะ” 
   “หือ?”  
   “เธอรู้มัย้” ฉนัพดู “คนเป็นเมยีส่วนใหญ่ชอบเหลียวกับไป
มองในเวลาที่พวกเธอไม่สมควรจะท า” 
 
สืบราดซอส (2546) 
Translation approach(es) Literal translation 
E. 
Small light was on in a few of the 
windows, giving the houses a spooky, 
jack-o'-lantern glow. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
 
หนา้ต่างบางบานมีแสงไฟดวงเลก็ดวงนอ้ยเปิดอยู ่ท าใหบ้า้น
สวา่งเรืองแบบตะเกยีงฟักทองดูน่าขนลุก  
 
สาบสญู (2556) 
Translation approach(es) Literal translation 
F. 
   […] "Sir--would you have us sweep 
this entire affair under the carpet?" 
   "Why don't you dump it to the 
bottom of the sea?" 
   Ismay was amazed. "Including the 
two corpses in our cold-storage hold?"  
   Futrelle nodded. "Exactly what I'd 
suggest." 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders 
(1998) 
   […] “คณุครับ... คณุจะให้เรากวาดเร่ืองทัง้หมดนีไ้ว้ใต้พรม
เหรอ” 
   "ท าไมไม่ทิง้มันลงกันทะเลล่ะ"  
   อิสเมย์ประหลาดใจ "รวมทัง้ศพสองศพในระวางห้องเย็นของ
เราด้วย?" 
   ฟเูตรลล์พยกัหน้า "ผมขอแนะน าอยา่งนัน้เลย 
 
ฆาตกรรมบนเรือไททานิค (2555) 
Translation approach(es) Literal translation 
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Source allusion Thai translation 
G. 
I was tired. I felt stupid. Yes, me; ditzy 
Dexter, trying to be Boy Wonder, 
using my great psychic power to track 
down the evil genius. Pursuing him in 
my supercharged crime-fighting 
vehicle.  
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter 
(2004) 
 
ผมเหน่ือย รู้สึกตวัเองช่างโง่เง่า ใช่แลว้ ตวัผมน่ีแหละ เด็กเตอร์ผู ้
โง่เง่า และพยายามท าตวัเป็นไอ้หนูมหัศจรรย์ จะใช้พลงัจติอัน
แข็งแกร่งแกะรอยคนร้ายอัจฉริยะ ไล่ตามเขาด้วยพาหนะต้าน
อาชญากรรมอันทรงพลงั  
 
หรือว่าผมฆ่า (2548) 
Translation approach(es) Literal translation 
H. 
   'That's right,' Mason said. 'After they 
find out that the bullets that killed Mrs 
Ellis didn't come from that gun, then 
the question is, did they come from 
the gun we took from Ellen Robb? If 
they did, then we're right slap-bang 
behind the eight ball.'  
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter 
(2004) 
 
   "ก็ถูก" เมสนัวา่ "หลงัจากท่ีไดพ้บวา่กระสุนท่ีสงัหารนางเอลลีส
มิไดถู้กยงิจากปืนกระบอกนั้น ปัญหาต่อไปมนัก็ยงัมีอยูอี่กวา่ มนั
ไดถู้กยงิจากปืนท่ีเราเอามาจากแอลเลน รอบบห์รือเปล่า ถา้เปล่า 
เราก็หมดเร่ือง แต่ถา้ใช่ เรากม็ีหวงัทีจ่ะต้องตกอยู่ในฐานะล าบาก
แน่"  
 
หรือว่าผมฆ่า (2548) 
Translation approach(es) Meaning kept 
I. 
So she staged that fake wedding. In 
many ways it was perfect. It would 
convince me, and at the same time, it 
would convince her sister and close 
friends. Several birds, one stone. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
 
เธอเลยเลอืกที่จะปลอมงานแตง่งานแทน ซึง่มนัก็ออกมาเพอ-
เฟ็กต์ดใีนหลายทาง ทัง้ท าให้ฉนัเช่ือได้ ขณะเดยีวกนัก็ท าให้
น้องสาวและเพื่อนสนิทของเธอเช่ือได้ด้วย ยงิปืนนัดเดียวได้นก
หลายตัว 
 
สาบสญู (2556) 
Translation approach(es) TC  
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Section 3: Identifying allusions  
Direction: According to the following definition of allusion: “indirect references to another 
context that are deliberately employed by the authors to convey particular implicit meanings 
that require the audience’s knowledge about the world to understand and interpret”, please 
identify an allusion(s) in each excerpt by highlight the words/phrases or writing the 
words/phrases in the space provided. If there is no allusion in the given excerpt, please indicate 
in the provided space as ‘No allusion’. 
 
Source text Allusion(s) 
A. 
I realize that I sound like a grumpy old man, 
complaining that whenever I see a table of college 
"friends" sitting together they are inevitably texting 
with unseen others, searching, always searching, I 
guess, for something that might be better, a 
perpetual life hunt for digital greener grass, [...] 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
 
a perpetual life hunt for digital 
greener grass 
B. 
   Civilai had maintained a foul mood for three days 
now. He'd spent much of his life as a frustrated 
Nostradamus. He knew what benefits or 
consequences there would be from decisions made 
or policy introduced at any given time. He really 
knew. But he'd rarely been able to convince the 
majority. No matter how often he'd been proven 
right they still saw him as a noisy reactionary cog in 
the revolutionary machine.  
 
Colin Cotterill’s Thirty-three teeth (2005) 
 
1.Nostradamus 
2. a noisy reactionary cog in the 
revolutionary machine 
C. 
The mahogany and rosewood furnishings, 
sometimes ebony-punctuated, reflected the 
straight and curved, ponderous and heavy, 
construction of a style dictated by the Little 
Corporal himself: […] 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders (1998) 
 
No allusion 
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Source text Allusion 
D. 
   Most of all, what I wanted was a place in your 
heart, Agent McCaleb. I wanted always to be with 
you. Cain and Abel, Kennedy and Oswald, darkness 
and light. Two worthy opponents, chained 
together through time [...] 
 
Michael Connelly’s Blood Work (2003) 
 
Cain and Abel  
Kennedy and Oswald darkness and 
light 
E. 
Gazing up at the stark edifice framed against a 
cloud-swept sky, Langdon felt like Alice falling 
headlong into the rabbit hole.  
 
Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code (2004) 
 
Alice falling headlong into the rabbit 
hole 
F. 
   'No, seriously. All I want is an update.' 
   'Happy to oblige. Let's start with Donal Davis. You 
know the script. He fucked up every business he 
tried his hand at, most recently Davis Classic Cars. 
Guy's so deep in debt he should change his name 
to Captain Nemo. Two or three kitties on the side.' 
 
Stephen King’s Mr Mercedes (2014) 
 
Captain Nemo 
G. 
   The nanny was running down the corridor, 
forward of the Reading and Writing Room, […], and 
her hat had tumbled to the floor, like a big 
breadcrumb marking her path. 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders (1998) 
 
a big breadcrumb marking her path 
H. 
   The woman heard Augie’s slightly out-of-breath 
approach, and turned. She was young and pretty 
enough, even with the dark circles under her eyes. 
At her feet was a small carry-case. Augie supposed 
it was a baby support system. 
   'Hi,' she said. 'Welcome to the Early Birds club.' 
   'Hopefully we'll catch a worm.' He debated, 
thought what the hell, […] 
 
Stephen King’s Mr Mercedes (2014) 
1. Early birds 
2. catch a worm 
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Source text Allusion 
I. 
   It was over. I could see that now. The man who’d 
tackled me shock his heads. He stood and grabbed 
his gun. There I was, lying on the ground, 
surrounded by three men, all with guns. There was 
no move I could make. There were no distant 
sirens coming to my rescue. One man stood on my 
left, the other—the one I had decked—stood on 
my right. 
    I looked up at Danny Zuker, who stayed a step 
back. I threw up one last Hail Mary: "You killed 
Archer Minor, didn't you?" 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
Hail Mary 
J. 
   ‘[…] thanks for dropping in.’ 
   'You don't need any advice, DS Clarke. Running a 
cab company is one thing, but being a female 
officer in the CID…' Dempsey shook her head 
slowly. 'Now there's one job I couldn't do for all the 
tea in China.' 
   'Luckily, I don't drink tea,' Siobhan said. ‘Thanks 
again for your time.’  
 
Ian Rankin’s Resurrection Men (2002) 
Tea in China 
 
Section 4: personal information 
Direction: Please fill in the following information about yourself. 
A. Age  32 
B. Gender   Male                       Female 
C. Occupation 
 Professional translator  
 Freelance translator  
 Academia  
 Student (translation studies)  
 Student  
 Other  
     Please specify: 
……………………………………………………….. 
D. How long have you 
been involved with 
translation activity? 
Around 10 years 
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Dear Participants, 
 
This study seeks to understand the translation of allusions as a culture-specific item (CSI) in 
Thailand between 1960 and 2015 using newly developed classifications and framework. As a 
result, the survey is conducted to validate part of the methodology I have applied for my PhD 
research.  
 
There are no right and wrong answers to any questions provided in the survey, so please provide 
answers that best reflect your opinions. No information collected in this study identifies any 
individual, and I would like to assure you that all information collected is confidential and will 
not be released to anyone. 
 
This survey consists of 4 sections and will take about 20 - 30 minutes to complete. Your 
participation in this research is completely voluntary. Completion of the survey will be taken 
as evidence of your consent to participate in this study. If you have any questions about the 
survey, please contact me, Rangsima Ninrat at r.ninrat@surrey.ac.uk 
 
I would very much appreciate you completing this survey as your experience and opinions will 
be important for this research. 
 
Thank you very much for your time. 
Best regards, 
Rangsima Ninrat 
PhD Researcher 
Centre of Translation Studies 
University of Surrey, UK 
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Section 1 Classifications of allusions  
Directions: According to the following descriptions, please identify the classification of each 
allusion by writing the source of referents that best describe the allusion (in bold and italic 
font style) in each item. 
 
Source of referents Description 
1. History  
Allusions to any historical events, figures and objects including 
political events in the past that bear no significant connection 
toward the present (as referred in the settings of the novel). 
2. Religion  
Allusions to any religious practices, texts and ceremonies. 
Allusions to religion also include references to any religions, 
sects, beliefs, customs and other practices regarding people’s 
beliefs. 
3. Literature 
Allusions to any types of literature including classical fiction 
and mythology. 
4. Science and technology  
Allusions to any scientific and technological items, figures and 
events including medical science and scientific and 
technological developments in the past that bear significant 
toward the present (as referred in the settings of the novel). 
5. Geography and nature 
Allusions to any geographical and natural items, places and 
information specific to a particular geographical area. 
6. Media and entertainment 
Allusions to any items, figures and events related to media and 
entertainment both in the past and at present (as referred to the 
settings of the novel). Social networks are included in this 
source of referent since they are usually used for personal and 
leisurely purposes. 
7. Current affair 
Allusions to any political and social situations and systems that 
currently happen or happened in the past but bear significant 
connection toward the present (as referred in the settings of the 
novels 
8. The art Allusions to any fine arts, classical music and performance. 
9. Common saying 
Allusions to any common sayings that are modified or used in 
ironical and comical senses.  
10. Food 
Allusions to any items, figures, events related to food and any 
gastronomic traditions 
11. Habit 
Allusions to any habits and personality traits associated and 
specific to a group of people. 
12. Intra-textual reference  
References to particular words/phrases used in the same text to 
create ironical or comical implication. 
13. Self-citation 
References to any words/phrases, items, figures and events from 
another book from within the series that the same protagonists 
and recurring characters. 
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Allusion Source of referents  
A.  
   "This is in the super condition. I could get…oh, say, seventy-five 
for it."  
   "Seventy-five dollars?" 
   "What do you think, yen? Maybe more. It's a good size, too. A lot 
of older clothes were made for those Scarlet O'Hara twenty-inch 
waists. […]" 
 
Barbara Michaels’s Shattered Silk (1979)  
Media and 
entertainment 
B. 
   Most of all, what I wanted was a place in your heart, Agent 
McCaleb. I wanted always to be with you. Cain and Abel, Kennedy 
and Oswald, darkness and light. Two worthy opponents, chained 
together through time... 
Michael Connelly’s Blood Work (1998 
Religion 
C. 
  She blushed. 'I caught a couple of the uniforms snickering at me 
afterwards. There's a joke going around, and I'm it.' She bit her lip 
and looked away. 'Einstein,' she said. 
   'I'm afraid I don't get it.' 
   'If my tits were brains, I'd be Einstein,' she said bitterly. [...] 
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter (2004) 
Science and 
technology 
D.  
   'In the roof of Gresham Terrace I've made a hole,' he said lightly. 
'and once or twice I've had to get out by it. Where there's a roof, 
there's a way, old song! You'll stay down here, I'll look at the roof.' 
 
John Creasey’s Hunt the Toff  (1952) 
Common saying  
E. 
 
   'And Monsieur Poirot, if I am not mistaken, has occasionally 
shown a leaning towards looking into cases […], back into the past, 
twice, perhaps three times.' 
   'Three times, certainly,' said Superintendent Spence.  
   'Once, I think I am right, by request of a Canadian girl.' 
   'That is so,' said Poirot. 'A Canadian girl, very vehement, very 
passionate, very forceful, who had come here to investigate a 
murder of which her mother had been condemned to death, 
although she died before sentence was carried out. Her daughter 
was convinced that her mother has been innocent.' 
    
Agatha Christie’s Elephants can Remember (1972) 
Self-citation 
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Allusion Source of referents  
F. 
   Mrs. Dinsmore, a classic battle-axe, had been the political science 
department receptionist here since, I believe, the Hoover 
administration. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013)  
Current affair 
G. 
   It was day. He was in the orchard but the orchard was enormous. 
The trees stretched far into the sky. The tree spirits were 
everywhere, dancing, singing, having a thoroughly good time. It 
was an animated Hieronymus Bosch scene similar to the one he'd 
seen in a visiting exhibition at the Louvre in Paris. In fact it was 
exactly that scene except all the participants were Lao and not 
quite as naked. 
 
Colin Cotterill’s Thirty-three teeth (2005) 
The art  
H. 
   […] 'Think, Deborah. If he was interrupted-too scared to finish--' 
   'The wrapping,' she blurted. 'He still spent a lot of time wrapping 
the body, cleaning up.' She looked surprised. 'Shit. After he was 
interrupted?' 
   I clapped my hands and beamed at her. 'Bravo, Miss Marple.' 
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter (2004)  
Self-citation 
I. 
   'I'm not making any statements until my lawyer gets here.' 
   'You haven't got a lawyer. In fact I doubt whether there are any 
left in Laos. They're damned fine swimmers, I hear.' 
    
Colin Cotterill’s Thirty-three teeth (2005) 
Habit  
J. 
   ‘You better get out of here,’ she told Cafferty. 
   ‘Just when I’m starting to enjoy myself?’ Cafferty looked 
confident enough, but his voice was shaky. 
   ‘Out,’ Siobhan ordered. ‘Davie, make sure Mr Cafferty doesn’t 
hang around.’ 
   ‘Unless it’s by his neck,’ Rebus spat. 
 
Ian Rankin’s Resurrection Men (2002) 
Intra-textual 
reference  
K. 
Symbologists often remarked that France--a country renowned for 
machismo, womanizing and diminutive insecure leaders like 
Napolean and Pepin the Short-- […] 
 
Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code (2003) 
History  
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Allusion Source of referents  
L. 
   "What about the twenties? I have some gorgeous dresses from 
that period. And you have the right figure for them. 
   "[…]. The twenties? Yes, that could be fun. Jazz and prohibition 
and--and that sort of thing." 
   Like bootleggers and gang wars, Karen thought. Oh well, 
nostalgia is in the eyes of the beholder. 
 
Barbara Michaels’s Shattered Silk (1979) 
Common saying  
M  
   ‘Have you ever wanted to kill something else? Something bigger 
than a dog?’ 
   I try to answer but this is something in my throat. I clear it. ‘Yes,’ I 
say.  
   […] 
   ‘Why didn’t you?’ 
   ‘It’s-I thought you wouldn’t like it. You and Mom.’ 
   […] ‘We need to get you squared away.’ 
   Squared away, oh yes, a completely Harry's idea of how life is 
lived, with hospital corners and polished shoes. 
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter (2004) 
Habit  
N. 
   Had every woman in Miami suddenly realized how hopeless real 
men are, and I had become attractive by default? What, in all very 
seriousness, the hell was going on?  
   Of course I could be wrong. I lunged at the thought like a 
barracuda at a shiny silver spoon. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
Common saying  
O. 
   “[…] Don’t come back to this office or I’ll call the cops.” 
   “[…] feel free to call the cops. Ah… try the one I’ve been going 
out with. He shoots people for assault and battery.” 
   John Richard gave me a look with enough steel in it to keep 
Pittsburgh going for a day. Then he whisked our in a cloud of 
anger and white coat. 
    
Diane Mott Davidson’s Catering to Nobody (1990)  
Geography  
P. 
   My ex-husband might have been able to mine the high school for 
dates. But with Pomeroy stuck on my house-mate, it looked as if my 
chance to find social life from the same place was collapse with the 
rapidity of soufflé. 
 
Diane Mott Davidson’s Catering to Nobody (1990) 
Food  
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Section 2: Translation of allusions 
Directions: Study the allusions and their corresponding Thai translation (in bold and italic 
font style). Please identify the approach(es) employed to translate the allusions according to 
the description provided below. 
 
Translation approach Description 
1. Transliteration 
Source allusion is transcribed using the language system of the 
target language. In the translation, the sound and pronunciation 
of the source allusion are kept as closely to the original as 
possible. 
2. Literal translation 
Source allusion is translated literally into the target language. 
Both form and meaning of the source allusion are preserved in 
an allusive manner.  
3. Substitution with a     
     source-culture (SC)   
     equivalent 
Source allusion is substituted with another item relevant to the 
original allusion (usually in a simpler way) from within the 
source culture.  
4. Substitution with a 
target-culture (TC) 
equivalent 
Source allusion is substituted with an item of the target culture 
that refers to the compatible or similar concept. 
5. Meaning of the allusions   
    is kept in a non-allusive  
    manner 
The form of source allusion is abandoned. Only its meanings are 
preserved in the translation. 
6. Omission 
Both form and messages conveyed by source allusion is not at all 
exist in the translation. 
7. Mistranslation 
Messages conveyed by source allusion is lost in the translation 
regardless whether the form of allusion is maintained. 
8. Mis-adaptaion 
Source allusion is substituted with another item either from the 
source or the target culture, but messages conveyed by source 
allusion is lost or distorted in the translation. The allusive 
implication of the source allusion’ is lost in the translation. 
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Source allusion Thai translation 
A. 
   'Imagine how I would feel if he had 
killed you,' she said. 
   It took me by surprise. I couldn't even 
begin to imagine how she would have 
felt […] So I just repeated, 'I'm sorry, 
Deb.' And then because I am the kind 
of cheerful Pollyanna who always finds 
the bright side, I added, 'But at least 
the refrigerated truck was there.'  
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter 
(2004) 
    
   "ลองคิดดสูวิา่ฉนัจะรู้สกึยงัไงถ้าหากวา่มนัฆา่พี่" เธอพดู     
   ประโยคนัน้ท าให้ผมประหลาดใจ ผมไมอ่ยากจะคิดด้วยซ า้วา่
เธอจะรู้สกึอยา่งไร […] ดงันัน้ผมจึงพดูซ า้อกีครัง้ "พี่เสยีใจ เดบ" 
จากนัน้เพราะผมเป็นคนท่ีสนกุสนานเหมือนโพลีอั่นนา ซึง่เป็น
คนที่มองอะไรในแง่ดีอยูต่ลอดเวลา ผมเลยพดูตอ่ไปวา่ "แต่
อยา่งน้อยรถบรรทกุสนิค้าแช่แข็งก็อยูท่ี่นัน่" 
 
[ฟตุโน้ต: เป็นตัวละครเดก็ผู้หญิงก าพร้าท้ังพ่อและแม่ แต่
มองโลกในแง่ดอียู่ตลอดเวลาไม่ว่าจะประสบพบเจอกับ
สถานการณ์เลวร้ายแค่ไหนก็ตาม]  
 
หรือว่าผมฆ่า (2548) 
Translation approach(es)  transliteration 
B. 
Blaine was paid money,[…], to delay 
the negotiation […] The story is that he 
did not even promise he would try, he 
simply took the money, promised 
nothing and, indeed, did nothing. He 
may have been Talleyrand 
reincarnated. 
 
Margaret Truman’s Murder in the Whitehouse  
(1980)  
 
เขาได้รับเงินจ านวนหนึง่ […] เพื่อให้ประวิงเวลาการติดตอ่ท า
ความตกลง […] เร่ืองของเร่ืองมอียูว่า่ เขาไมไ่ด้รับปากวา่จะ
พยายาม แตก็่รับเงินมาง่ายๆ โดยไมใ่ห้ค ามัน่สญัญาใดๆ 
ทัง้สิน้" 
 
ฆาตกรรมในท าเนียบชาว (2525) 
Translation approach(es)  Mis-adaptation 
C. 
His tales of so-called "Impossible 
Mystery" were a major influence on 
Agatha Christie; there us much of 
Professor Van Dusen in her Hercules 
Poirot and his celebrated "little gray 
cells." 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders 
(1998) 
 
เร่ืองแตง่ของเขาที่เรียกวา่ "รหสัคดีเหลอืเช่ือ" มีอิทธิพลตอ่ 
อกาธา คริสตีอ้ยา่งใหญ่หลวง ในตวัแอร์กืล ปัวโรต์ของเธอ 
และใน "เซลล์สีเทาเลก็ๆ" ซึง่เป็นท่ีกลา่วขวญัของเขามีความ
เป็นศาสตราจารย์ฟาน ดเูซิ่นอยูม่าก 
 
ฆาตกรรมบนเรือไททานิค (2555) 
Translation approach(es)  Transliteration and literal translation 
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Source allusion Thai translation 
D. 
   “No more goodies now,” I said firmly 
to Patty Sue as she gave a longing look 
back at the giant glass ice cream 
sculpture. “You don’t want to turn in to 
a pillar of salt.”  
   “Huh?” 
   “You know,” I said “Lot’s wife. She 
looked back when she wasn’t supposed 
to.” 
 
Diane Mott Davidson’s Catering to Nobody 
(1990)    
   “หยดุกินได้แล้วละตอนนี”้ ฉนับอกแพตตี ้ซู อยา่งเฉียบขาด 
เมื่อเธอเหลยีวกลบัไปมองรูปปัน้ไอศกรีมยกัษ์ด้วยตาละห้อย 
“เธอคงไมอ่ยากกลายเป็นเสาเกลอืหรอกนะ” 
   “หือ?”  
   “เธอรู้มัย้” ฉนัพดู “คนเป็นเมยีส่วนใหญ่ชอบเหลียวกับไป
มองในเวลาที่พวกเธอไม่สมควรจะท า” 
 
สืบราดซอส (2546) 
Translation approach(es) Literal translation 
E. 
Small light was on in a few of the 
windows, giving the houses a spooky, 
jack-o'-lantern glow. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
 
หนา้ต่างบางบานมีแสงไฟดวงเลก็ดวงนอ้ยเปิดอยู ่ท าใหบ้า้น
สวา่งเรืองแบบตะเกยีงฟักทองดูน่าขนลุก  
 
สาบสญู (2556) 
Translation approach(es) SC equivalent  
F. 
   […] "Sir--would you have us sweep 
this entire affair under the carpet?" 
   "Why don't you dump it to the 
bottom of the sea?" 
   Ismay was amazed. "Including the 
two corpses in our cold-storage hold?"  
   Futrelle nodded. "Exactly what I'd 
suggest." 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders 
(1998) 
   […] “คณุครับ... คณุจะให้เรากวาดเร่ืองทัง้หมดนีไ้ว้ใต้พรม
เหรอ” 
   "ท าไมไม่ทิง้มันลงกันทะเลล่ะ"  
   อิสเมย์ประหลาดใจ "รวมทัง้ศพสองศพในระวางห้องเย็นของ
เราด้วย?" 
   ฟเูตรลล์พยกัหน้า "ผมขอแนะน าอยา่งนัน้เลย 
 
ฆาตกรรมบนเรือไททานิค (2555) 
Translation approach(es) Literal translation 
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Source allusion Thai translation 
G. 
I was tired. I felt stupid. Yes, me; ditzy 
Dexter, trying to be Boy Wonder, 
using my great psychic power to track 
down the evil genius. Pursuing him in 
my supercharged crime-fighting 
vehicle.  
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter 
(2004) 
 
ผมเหน่ือย รู้สึกตวัเองช่างโง่เง่า ใช่แลว้ ตวัผมน่ีแหละ เด็กเตอร์ผู ้
โง่เง่า และพยายามท าตวัเป็นไอ้หนูมหัศจรรย์ จะใช้พลงัจติอัน
แข็งแกร่งแกะรอยคนร้ายอัจฉริยะ ไล่ตามเขาด้วยพาหนะต้าน
อาชญากรรมอันทรงพลงั  
 
หรือว่าผมฆ่า (2548) 
Translation approach(es) Literal translation  
H. 
   'That's right,' Mason said. 'After they 
find out that the bullets that killed Mrs 
Ellis didn't come from that gun, then 
the question is, did they come from 
the gun we took from Ellen Robb? If 
they did, then we're right slap-bang 
behind the eight ball.'  
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter 
(2004) 
 
   "ก็ถูก" เมสนัวา่ "หลงัจากท่ีไดพ้บวา่กระสุนท่ีสงัหารนางเอลลีส
มิไดถู้กยงิจากปืนกระบอกนั้น ปัญหาต่อไปมนัก็ยงัมีอยูอี่กวา่ มนั
ไดถู้กยงิจากปืนท่ีเราเอามาจากแอลเลน รอบบห์รือเปล่า ถา้เปล่า 
เราก็หมดเร่ือง แต่ถา้ใช่ เรากม็ีหวงัทีจ่ะต้องตกอยู่ในฐานะล าบาก
แน่"  
 
หรือว่าผมฆ่า (2548) 
Translation approach(es) Meaning kept in a non allusive manner 
I. 
So she staged that fake wedding. In 
many ways it was perfect. It would 
convince me, and at the same time, it 
would convince her sister and close 
friends. Several birds, one stone. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
 
เธอเลยเลอืกที่จะปลอมงานแตง่งานแทน ซึง่มนัก็ออกมาเพอ-
เฟ็กต์ดใีนหลายทาง ทัง้ท าให้ฉนัเช่ือได้ ขณะเดยีวกนัก็ท าให้
น้องสาวและเพื่อนสนิทของเธอเช่ือได้ด้วย ยงิปืนนัดเดียวได้นก
หลายตัว 
 
สาบสญู (2556) 
Translation approach(es) TC equivalent 
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Section 3: Identifying allusions  
Direction: According to the following definition of allusion: “indirect references to another 
context that are deliberately employed by the authors to convey particular implicit meanings 
that require the audience’s knowledge about the world to understand and interpret”, please 
identify an allusion(s) in each excerpt by highlight the words/phrases or writing the 
words/phrases in the space provided. If there is no allusion in the given excerpt, please indicate 
in the provided space as ‘No allusion’. 
 
Source text Allusion(s) 
A. 
I realize that I sound like a grumpy old man, 
complaining that whenever I see a table of college 
"friends" sitting together they are inevitably texting 
with unseen others, searching, always searching, I 
guess, for something that might be better, a 
perpetual life hunt for digital greener grass, [...] 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
 
Digital greener grass 
B. 
   Civilai had maintained a foul mood for three days 
now. He'd spent much of his life as a frustrated 
Nostradamus. He knew what benefits or 
consequences there would be from decisions made 
or policy introduced at any given time. He really 
knew. But he'd rarely been able to convince the 
majority. No matter how often he'd been proven 
right they still saw him as a noisy reactionary cog in 
the revolutionary machine.  
 
Colin Cotterill’s Thirty-three teeth (2005) 
 
Nostradamus 
C. 
The mahogany and rosewood furnishings, 
sometimes ebony-punctuated, reflected the 
straight and curved, ponderous and heavy, 
construction of a style dictated by the Little 
Corporal himself: […] 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders (1998) 
 
The Little Corporal 
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Source text Allusion 
D. 
   Most of all, what I wanted was a place in your 
heart, Agent McCaleb. I wanted always to be with 
you. Cain and Abel, Kennedy and Oswald, darkness 
and light. Two worthy opponents, chained 
together through time [...] 
 
Michael Connelly’s Blood Work (2003) 
 
Cain and Abel 
Kennedy and Oswald 
E. 
Gazing up at the stark edifice framed against a 
cloud-swept sky, Langdon felt like Alice falling 
headlong into the rabbit hole.  
 
Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code (2004) 
 
No allusion 
F. 
   'No, seriously. All I want is an update.' 
   'Happy to oblige. Let's start with Donal Davis. You 
know the script. He fucked up every business he 
tried his hand at, most recently Davis Classic Cars. 
Guy's so deep in debt he should change his name 
to Captain Nemo. Two or three kitties on the side.' 
 
Stephen King’s Mr Mercedes (2014) 
 
Captain Nemo 
G. 
   The nanny was running down the corridor, 
forward of the Reading and Writing Room, […], and 
her hat had tumbled to the floor, like a big 
breadcrumb marking her path. 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders (1998) 
 
No allusion 
H. 
   The woman heard Augie’s slightly out-of-breath 
approach, and turned. She was young and pretty 
enough, even with the dark circles under her eyes. 
At her feet was a small carry-case. Augie supposed 
it was a baby support system. 
   'Hi,' she said. 'Welcome to the Early Birds club.' 
   'Hopefully we'll catch a worm.' He debated, 
thought what the hell, […] 
 
Stephen King’s Mr Mercedes (2014) 
We’ll catch a worm 
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Source text Allusion 
I. 
   It was over. I could see that now. The man who’d 
tackled me shock his heads. He stood and grabbed 
his gun. There I was, lying on the ground, 
surrounded by three men, all with guns. There was 
no move I could make. There were no distant 
sirens coming to my rescue. One man stood on my 
left, the other—the one I had decked—stood on 
my right. 
    I looked up at Danny Zuker, who stayed a step 
back. I threw up one last Hail Mary: "You killed 
Archer Minor, didn't you?" 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
Hail Mary  
J. 
   ‘[…] thanks for dropping in.’ 
   'You don't need any advice, DS Clarke. Running a 
cab company is one thing, but being a female 
officer in the CID…' Dempsey shook her head 
slowly. 'Now there's one job I couldn't do for all the 
tea in China.' 
   'Luckily, I don't drink tea,' Siobhan said. ‘Thanks 
again for your time.’  
 
Ian Rankin’s Resurrection Men (2002) 
Tea 
 
Section 4: personal information 
Direction: Please fill in the following information about yourself. 
A. Age  34 
B. Gender   Male                       Female 
C. Occupation 
 Professional translator  
 Freelance translator  
 Academia  
 Student (translation studies)  
 Student  
 Other  
     Please specify: 
……………………………………………………….. 
D. How long have you 
been involved with 
translation activity? 
10 years 
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Dear Participants, 
 
This study seeks to understand the translation of allusions as a culture-specific item (CSI) in 
Thailand between 1960 and 2015 using newly developed classifications and framework. As a 
result, the survey is conducted to validate part of the methodology I have applied for my PhD 
research.  
 
There are no right and wrong answers to any questions provided in the survey, so please provide 
answers that best reflect your opinions. No information collected in this study identifies any 
individual, and I would like to assure you that all information collected is confidential and will 
not be released to anyone. 
 
This survey consists of 4 sections and will take about 20 - 30 minutes to complete. Your 
participation in this research is completely voluntary. Completion of the survey will be taken 
as evidence of your consent to participate in this study. If you have any questions about the 
survey, please contact me, Rangsima Ninrat at r.ninrat@surrey.ac.uk 
 
I would very much appreciate you completing this survey as your experience and opinions will 
be important for this research. 
 
Thank you very much for your time. 
Best regards, 
Rangsima Ninrat 
PhD Researcher 
Centre of Translation Studies 
University of Surrey, UK 
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Section 1 Classifications of allusions  
Directions: According to the following descriptions, please identify the classification of each 
allusion by writing the source of referents that best describe the allusion (in bold and italic 
font style) in each item. 
 
Source of referents Description 
1. History  
Allusions to any historical events, figures and objects including 
political events in the past that bear no significant connection 
toward the present (as referred in the settings of the novel). 
2. Religion  
Allusions to any religious practices, texts and ceremonies. 
Allusions to religion also include references to any religions, 
sects, beliefs, customs and other practices regarding people’s 
beliefs. 
3. Literature 
Allusions to any types of literature including classical fiction 
and mythology. 
4. Science and technology  
Allusions to any scientific and technological items, figures and 
events including medical science and scientific and 
technological developments in the past that bear significant 
toward the present (as referred in the settings of the novel). 
5. Geography and nature 
Allusions to any geographical and natural items, places and 
information specific to a particular geographical area. 
6. Media and entertainment 
Allusions to any items, figures and events related to media and 
entertainment both in the past and at present (as referred to the 
settings of the novel). Social networks are included in this 
source of referent since they are usually used for personal and 
leisurely purposes. 
7. Current affair 
Allusions to any political and social situations and systems that 
currently happen or happened in the past but bear significant 
connection toward the present (as referred in the settings of the 
novels 
8. The art Allusions to any fine arts, classical music and performance. 
9. Common saying 
Allusions to any common sayings that are modified or used in 
ironical and comical senses.  
10. Food 
Allusions to any items, figures, events related to food and any 
gastronomic traditions 
11. Habit 
Allusions to any habits and personality traits associated and 
specific to a group of people. 
12. Intra-textual reference  
References to particular words/phrases used in the same text to 
create ironical or comical implication. 
13. Self-citation 
References to any words/phrases, items, figures and events from 
another book from within the series that the same protagonists 
and recurring characters. 
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Allusion Source of referents  
A.  
   "This is in the super condition. I could get…oh, say, seventy-five 
for it."  
   "Seventy-five dollars?" 
   "What do you think, yen? Maybe more. It's a good size, too. A lot 
of older clothes were made for those Scarlet O'Hara twenty-inch 
waists. […]" 
 
Barbara Michaels’s Shattered Silk (1979)  
Media and 
entertainment 
B. 
   Most of all, what I wanted was a place in your heart, Agent 
McCaleb. I wanted always to be with you. Cain and Abel, Kennedy 
and Oswald, darkness and light. Two worthy opponents, chained 
together through time... 
Michael Connelly’s Blood Work (1998 
religion 
C. 
  She blushed. 'I caught a couple of the uniforms snickering at me 
afterwards. There's a joke going around, and I'm it.' She bit her lip 
and looked away. 'Einstein,' she said. 
   'I'm afraid I don't get it.' 
   'If my tits were brains, I'd be Einstein,' she said bitterly. [...] 
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter (2004) 
Science and 
technology 
D.  
   'In the roof of Gresham Terrace I've made a hole,' he said lightly. 
'and once or twice I've had to get out by it. Where there's a roof, 
there's a way, old song! You'll stay down here, I'll look at the roof.' 
 
John Creasey’s Hunt the Toff  (1952) 
Common saying  
E. 
 
   'And Monsieur Poirot, if I am not mistaken, has occasionally 
shown a leaning towards looking into cases […], back into the past, 
twice, perhaps three times.' 
   'Three times, certainly,' said Superintendent Spence.  
   'Once, I think I am right, by request of a Canadian girl.' 
   'That is so,' said Poirot. 'A Canadian girl, very vehement, very 
passionate, very forceful, who had come here to investigate a 
murder of which her mother had been condemned to death, 
although she died before sentence was carried out. Her daughter 
was convinced that her mother has been innocent.' 
    
Agatha Christie’s Elephants can Remember (1972) 
Self-citation 
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Allusion Source of referents  
F. 
   Mrs. Dinsmore, a classic battle-axe, had been the political science 
department receptionist here since, I believe, the Hoover 
administration. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013)  
History  
G. 
   It was day. He was in the orchard but the orchard was enormous. 
The trees stretched far into the sky. The tree spirits were 
everywhere, dancing, singing, having a thoroughly good time. It 
was an animated Hieronymus Bosch scene similar to the one he'd 
seen in a visiting exhibition at the Louvre in Paris. In fact it was 
exactly that scene except all the participants were Lao and not 
quite as naked. 
 
Colin Cotterill’s Thirty-three teeth (2005) 
The art 
H. 
   […] 'Think, Deborah. If he was interrupted-too scared to finish--' 
   'The wrapping,' she blurted. 'He still spent a lot of time wrapping 
the body, cleaning up.' She looked surprised. 'Shit. After he was 
interrupted?' 
   I clapped my hands and beamed at her. 'Bravo, Miss Marple.' 
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter (2004)  
Habit  
I. 
   'I'm not making any statements until my lawyer gets here.' 
   'You haven't got a lawyer. In fact I doubt whether there are any 
left in Laos. They're damned fine swimmers, I hear.' 
    
Colin Cotterill’s Thirty-three teeth (2005) 
History 
J. 
   ‘You better get out of here,’ she told Cafferty. 
   ‘Just when I’m starting to enjoy myself?’ Cafferty looked 
confident enough, but his voice was shaky. 
   ‘Out,’ Siobhan ordered. ‘Davie, make sure Mr Cafferty doesn’t 
hang around.’ 
   ‘Unless it’s by his neck,’ Rebus spat. 
 
Ian Rankin’s Resurrection Men (2002) 
History 
K. 
Symbologists often remarked that France--a country renowned for 
machismo, womanizing and diminutive insecure leaders like 
Napolean and Pepin the Short-- […] 
 
Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code (2003) 
History  
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Allusion Source of referents  
L. 
   "What about the twenties? I have some gorgeous dresses from 
that period. And you have the right figure for them. 
   "[…]. The twenties? Yes, that could be fun. Jazz and prohibition 
and--and that sort of thing." 
   Like bootleggers and gang wars, Karen thought. Oh well, 
nostalgia is in the eyes of the beholder. 
 
Barbara Michaels’s Shattered Silk (1979) 
Common saying 
M  
   ‘Have you ever wanted to kill something else? Something bigger 
than a dog?’ 
   I try to answer but this is something in my throat. I clear it. ‘Yes,’ I 
say.  
   […] 
   ‘Why didn’t you?’ 
   ‘It’s-I thought you wouldn’t like it. You and Mom.’ 
   […] ‘We need to get you squared away.’ 
   Squared away, oh yes, a completely Harry's idea of how life is 
lived, with hospital corners and polished shoes. 
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter (2004) 
Habit  
N. 
   Had every woman in Miami suddenly realized how hopeless real 
men are, and I had become attractive by default? What, in all very 
seriousness, the hell was going on?  
   Of course I could be wrong. I lunged at the thought like a 
barracuda at a shiny silver spoon. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
Food  
O. 
   “[…] Don’t come back to this office or I’ll call the cops.” 
   “[…] feel free to call the cops. Ah… try the one I’ve been going 
out with. He shoots people for assault and battery.” 
   John Richard gave me a look with enough steel in it to keep 
Pittsburgh going for a day. Then he whisked our in a cloud of 
anger and white coat. 
    
Diane Mott Davidson’s Catering to Nobody (1990)  
Geography  
P. 
   My ex-husband might have been able to mine the high school for 
dates. But with Pomeroy stuck on my house-mate, it looked as if my 
chance to find social life from the same place was collapse with the 
rapidity of soufflé. 
 
Diane Mott Davidson’s Catering to Nobody (1990) 
Food  
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Section 2: Translation of allusions 
Directions: Study the allusions and their corresponding Thai translation (in bold and italic 
font style). Please identify the approach(es) employed to translate the allusions according to 
the description provided below. 
 
Translation approach Description 
1. Transliteration 
Source allusion is transcribed using the language system of the 
target language. In the translation, the sound and pronunciation 
of the source allusion are kept as closely to the original as 
possible. 
2. Literal translation 
Source allusion is translated literally into the target language. 
Both form and meaning of the source allusion are preserved in 
an allusive manner.  
3. Substitution with a     
     source-culture (SC)   
     equivalent 
Source allusion is substituted with another item relevant to the 
original allusion (usually in a simpler way) from within the 
source culture.  
4. Substitution with a 
target-culture (TC) 
equivalent 
Source allusion is substituted with an item of the target culture 
that refers to the compatible or similar concept. 
5. Meaning of the allusions   
    is kept in a non-allusive  
    manner 
The form of source allusion is abandoned. Only its meanings are 
preserved in the translation. 
6. Omission 
Both form and messages conveyed by source allusion is not at all 
exist in the translation. 
7. Mistranslation 
Messages conveyed by source allusion is lost in the translation 
regardless whether the form of allusion is maintained. 
8. Mis-adaptaion 
Source allusion is substituted with another item either from the 
source or the target culture, but messages conveyed by source 
allusion is lost or distorted in the translation. The allusive 
implication of the source allusion’ is lost in the translation. 
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Source allusion Thai translation 
A. 
   'Imagine how I would feel if he had 
killed you,' she said. 
   It took me by surprise. I couldn't even 
begin to imagine how she would have 
felt […] So I just repeated, 'I'm sorry, 
Deb.' And then because I am the kind 
of cheerful Pollyanna who always finds 
the bright side, I added, 'But at least 
the refrigerated truck was there.'  
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter 
(2004) 
    
   "ลองคิดดสูวิา่ฉนัจะรู้สกึยงัไงถ้าหากวา่มนัฆา่พี่" เธอพดู     
   ประโยคนัน้ท าให้ผมประหลาดใจ ผมไมอ่ยากจะคิดด้วยซ า้วา่
เธอจะรู้สกึอยา่งไร […] ดงันัน้ผมจึงพดูซ า้อกีครัง้ "พี่เสยีใจ เดบ" 
จากนัน้เพราะผมเป็นคนท่ีสนกุสนานเหมือนโพลีอั่นนา ซึง่เป็น
คนที่มองอะไรในแง่ดีอยูต่ลอดเวลา ผมเลยพดูตอ่ไปวา่ "แต่
อยา่งน้อยรถบรรทกุสนิค้าแช่แข็งก็อยูท่ี่นัน่" 
 
[ฟตุโน้ต: เป็นตัวละครเดก็ผู้หญิงก าพร้าท้ังพ่อและแม่ แต่
มองโลกในแง่ดอียู่ตลอดเวลาไม่ว่าจะประสบพบเจอกับ
สถานการณ์เลวร้ายแค่ไหนก็ตาม]  
 
หรือว่าผมฆ่า (2548) 
Translation approach(es)  transliteration 
B. 
Blaine was paid money,[…], to delay 
the negotiation […] The story is that he 
did not even promise he would try, he 
simply took the money, promised 
nothing and, indeed, did nothing. He 
may have been Talleyrand 
reincarnated. 
 
Margaret Truman’s Murder in the Whitehouse  
(1980)  
 
เขาได้รับเงินจ านวนหนึง่ […] เพื่อให้ประวิงเวลาการติดตอ่ท า
ความตกลง […] เร่ืองของเร่ืองมอียูว่า่ เขาไมไ่ด้รับปากวา่จะ
พยายาม แตก็่รับเงินมาง่ายๆ โดยไมใ่ห้ค ามัน่สญัญาใดๆ 
ทัง้สิน้" 
 
ฆาตกรรมในท าเนียบชาว (2525) 
Translation approach(es)  omission 
C. 
His tales of so-called "Impossible 
Mystery" were a major influence on 
Agatha Christie; there us much of 
Professor Van Dusen in her Hercules 
Poirot and his celebrated "little gray 
cells." 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders 
(1998) 
 
เร่ืองแตง่ของเขาที่เรียกวา่ "รหสัคดีเหลอืเช่ือ" มีอิทธิพลตอ่ 
อกาธา คริสตีอ้ยา่งใหญ่หลวง ในตวัแอร์กืล ปัวโรต์ของเธอ 
และใน "เซลล์สีเทาเลก็ๆ" ซึง่เป็นท่ีกลา่วขวญัของเขามีความ
เป็นศาสตราจารย์ฟาน ดเูซิ่นอยูม่าก 
 
ฆาตกรรมบนเรือไททานิค (2555) 
Translation approach(es)  Literal translation 
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Source allusion Thai translation 
D. 
   “No more goodies now,” I said firmly 
to Patty Sue as she gave a longing look 
back at the giant glass ice cream 
sculpture. “You don’t want to turn in to 
a pillar of salt.”  
   “Huh?” 
   “You know,” I said “Lot’s wife. She 
looked back when she wasn’t supposed 
to.” 
 
Diane Mott Davidson’s Catering to Nobody 
(1990)    
   “หยดุกินได้แล้วละตอนนี”้ ฉนับอกแพตตี ้ซู อยา่งเฉียบขาด 
เมื่อเธอเหลยีวกลบัไปมองรูปปัน้ไอศกรีมยกัษ์ด้วยตาละห้อย 
“เธอคงไมอ่ยากกลายเป็นเสาเกลอืหรอกนะ” 
   “หือ?”  
   “เธอรู้มัย้” ฉนัพดู “คนเป็นเมยีส่วนใหญ่ชอบเหลียวกับไป
มองในเวลาที่พวกเธอไม่สมควรจะท า” 
 
สืบราดซอส (2546) 
Translation approach(es) TC equivalent and mis-adaptation 
E. 
Small light was on in a few of the 
windows, giving the houses a spooky, 
jack-o'-lantern glow. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
 
หนา้ต่างบางบานมีแสงไฟดวงเลก็ดวงนอ้ยเปิดอยู ่ท าใหบ้า้น
สวา่งเรืองแบบตะเกยีงฟักทองดูน่าขนลุก  
 
สาบสญู (2556) 
Translation approach(es) SC equivalent  
F. 
   […] "Sir--would you have us sweep 
this entire affair under the carpet?" 
   "Why don't you dump it to the 
bottom of the sea?" 
   Ismay was amazed. "Including the 
two corpses in our cold-storage hold?"  
   Futrelle nodded. "Exactly what I'd 
suggest." 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders 
(1998) 
   […] “คณุครับ... คณุจะให้เรากวาดเร่ืองทัง้หมดนีไ้ว้ใต้พรม
เหรอ” 
   "ท าไมไม่ทิง้มันลงกันทะเลล่ะ"  
   อิสเมย์ประหลาดใจ "รวมทัง้ศพสองศพในระวางห้องเย็นของ
เราด้วย?" 
   ฟเูตรลล์พยกัหน้า "ผมขอแนะน าอยา่งนัน้เลย 
 
ฆาตกรรมบนเรือไททานิค (2555) 
Translation approach(es) Literal translation  
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Source allusion Thai translation 
G. 
I was tired. I felt stupid. Yes, me; ditzy 
Dexter, trying to be Boy Wonder, 
using my great psychic power to track 
down the evil genius. Pursuing him in 
my supercharged crime-fighting 
vehicle.  
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter 
(2004) 
 
ผมเหน่ือย รู้สึกตวัเองช่างโง่เง่า ใช่แลว้ ตวัผมน่ีแหละ เด็กเตอร์ผู ้
โง่เง่า และพยายามท าตวัเป็นไอ้หนูมหัศจรรย์ จะใช้พลงัจติอัน
แข็งแกร่งแกะรอยคนร้ายอัจฉริยะ ไล่ตามเขาด้วยพาหนะต้าน
อาชญากรรมอันทรงพลงั  
 
หรือว่าผมฆ่า (2548) 
Translation approach(es) Literal translation 
H. 
   'That's right,' Mason said. 'After they 
find out that the bullets that killed Mrs 
Ellis didn't come from that gun, then 
the question is, did they come from 
the gun we took from Ellen Robb? If 
they did, then we're right slap-bang 
behind the eight ball.'  
 
Jeff Lindsay’s Darkly Dreaming Dexter 
(2004) 
 
   "ก็ถูก" เมสนัวา่ "หลงัจากท่ีไดพ้บวา่กระสุนท่ีสงัหารนางเอลลีส
มิไดถู้กยงิจากปืนกระบอกนั้น ปัญหาต่อไปมนัก็ยงัมีอยูอี่กวา่ มนั
ไดถู้กยงิจากปืนท่ีเราเอามาจากแอลเลน รอบบห์รือเปล่า ถา้เปล่า 
เราก็หมดเร่ือง แต่ถา้ใช่ เรากม็ีหวงัทีจ่ะต้องตกอยู่ในฐานะล าบาก
แน่"  
 
หรือว่าผมฆ่า (2548) 
Translation approach(es) Meaning of allusion kept in a non-allusive manner  
I. 
So she staged that fake wedding. In 
many ways it was perfect. It would 
convince me, and at the same time, it 
would convince her sister and close 
friends. Several birds, one stone. 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
 
เธอเลยเลอืกที่จะปลอมงานแตง่งานแทน ซึง่มนัก็ออกมาเพอ-
เฟ็กต์ดใีนหลายทาง ทัง้ท าให้ฉนัเช่ือได้ ขณะเดยีวกนัก็ท าให้
น้องสาวและเพื่อนสนิทของเธอเช่ือได้ด้วย ยงิปืนนัดเดียวได้นก
หลายตัว 
 
สาบสญู (2556) 
Translation approach(es) TC equivalent 
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Section 3: Identifying allusions  
Direction: According to the following definition of allusion: “indirect references to another 
context that are deliberately employed by the authors to convey particular implicit meanings 
that require the audience’s knowledge about the world to understand and interpret”, please 
identify an allusion(s) in each excerpt by highlight the words/phrases or writing the 
words/phrases in the space provided. If there is no allusion in the given excerpt, please indicate 
in the provided space as ‘No allusion’. 
 
Source text Allusion(s) 
A. 
I realize that I sound like a grumpy old man, 
complaining that whenever I see a table of college 
"friends" sitting together they are inevitably texting 
with unseen others, searching, always searching, I 
guess, for something that might be better, a 
perpetual life hunt for digital greener grass, [...] 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
 
Greener grass 
B. 
   Civilai had maintained a foul mood for three days 
now. He'd spent much of his life as a frustrated 
Nostradamus. He knew what benefits or 
consequences there would be from decisions made 
or policy introduced at any given time. He really 
knew. But he'd rarely been able to convince the 
majority. No matter how often he'd been proven 
right they still saw him as a noisy reactionary cog in 
the revolutionary machine.  
 
Colin Cotterill’s Thirty-three teeth (2005) 
 
Nostradamus 
C. 
The mahogany and rosewood furnishings, 
sometimes ebony-punctuated, reflected the 
straight and curved, ponderous and heavy, 
construction of a style dictated by the Little 
Corporal himself: […] 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders (1998) 
 
Little Corporal 
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Source text Allusion 
D. 
   Most of all, what I wanted was a place in your 
heart, Agent McCaleb. I wanted always to be with 
you. Cain and Abel, Kennedy and Oswald, darkness 
and light. Two worthy opponents, chained 
together through time [...] 
 
Michael Connelly’s Blood Work (2003) 
 
Cain and Abel 
Kennedy and Oswald 
E. 
Gazing up at the stark edifice framed against a 
cloud-swept sky, Langdon felt like Alice falling 
headlong into the rabbit hole.  
 
Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code (2004) 
 
Alice falling headlong into 
 the rabbit hole 
F. 
   'No, seriously. All I want is an update.' 
   'Happy to oblige. Let's start with Donal Davis. You 
know the script. He fucked up every business he 
tried his hand at, most recently Davis Classic Cars. 
Guy's so deep in debt he should change his name 
to Captain Nemo. Two or three kitties on the side.' 
 
Stephen King’s Mr Mercedes (2014) 
 
Captain Nemo 
G. 
   The nanny was running down the corridor, 
forward of the Reading and Writing Room, […], and 
her hat had tumbled to the floor, like a big 
breadcrumb marking her path. 
 
Max Allan Collins’ The Titanic Murders (1998) 
 
had tumbled to the floor, like a big 
breadcrumb marking her path 
H. 
   The woman heard Augie’s slightly out-of-breath 
approach, and turned. She was young and pretty 
enough, even with the dark circles under her eyes. 
At her feet was a small carry-case. Augie supposed 
it was a baby support system. 
   'Hi,' she said. 'Welcome to the Early Birds club.' 
   'Hopefully we'll catch a worm.' He debated, 
thought what the hell, […] 
 
Stephen King’s Mr Mercedes (2014) 
Hopefully, we’ll catch a worm 
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Source text Allusion 
I. 
   It was over. I could see that now. The man who’d 
tackled me shock his heads. He stood and grabbed 
his gun. There I was, lying on the ground, 
surrounded by three men, all with guns. There was 
no move I could make. There were no distant 
sirens coming to my rescue. One man stood on my 
left, the other—the one I had decked—stood on 
my right. 
    I looked up at Danny Zuker, who stayed a step 
back. I threw up one last Hail Mary: "You killed 
Archer Minor, didn't you?" 
 
Harlan Coben’s Six Years (2013) 
Hail Mary 
J. 
   ‘[…] thanks for dropping in.’ 
   'You don't need any advice, DS Clarke. Running a 
cab company is one thing, but being a female 
officer in the CID…' Dempsey shook her head 
slowly. 'Now there's one job I couldn't do for all the 
tea in China.' 
   'Luckily, I don't drink tea,' Siobhan said. ‘Thanks 
again for your time.’  
 
Ian Rankin’s Resurrection Men (2002) 
For all the tea in China 
 
Section 4: personal information 
Direction: Please fill in the following information about yourself. 
A. Age   
B. Gender   Male                       Female 
C. Occupation 
 Professional translator  
 Freelance translator  
 Academia  
 Student (translation studies)  
 Student  
 Other  
     Please specify: 
……………………………………………………….. 
D. How long have you 
been involved with 
translation activity? 
I started to translate when I was 20 and have been a 
freelance translator (on and off) for five years now. 
 
